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Introduction 
 
 
Philip T. Duncan, University of Kansas 

 
 
 
This volume presents a collection of various papers, handouts, and elicitation notes 
produced by graduate and undergraduate students as part of the Field Methods course at 
KU during the spring 2014 semester. We had the pleasure and privilege of collaborating 
with Mfon Udoinyang, a linguist and native speaker of Ibibio, a Lower Cross Niger-
Congo language spoken in Akwa Ibom State in southeastern Nigeria. Mfon taught us as 
our language consultant, and, together with Professor Harold Torrence, as co-Instructor 
of the course. 
 For the 2014 Field Methods class, Mfon met with us three times per week as a group 
for the entirety of the semester to conduct structured elicitation sessions. Our initial 
elicitation sessions were based on semantic categories of nouns (e.g., kinship terms, body 
parts, food, plants, weather, etc.). We used the data gathered from these sessions to make 
initial observations in the form of reports on the Ibibio phonetic inventory, as well as 
preliminary (and very incomplete) analyses of Ibibio phonology. About one month into 
the semester, students were assigned one or more morphosyntactic topics (e.g., 
adjectives, causatives, aspects of NP/DP structure, predicate nominals, question 
formation, topic and focus constructions, etc.) to investigate. At this point in the course, 
Mfon began meeting with each of us individually for an additional session per week. This 
provided for more in-depth exploration of the various topics under consideration. 
Students eventually selected a particular topic to research in more detail, utilizing 
individual elicitation sessions to gather targeted data that fed into our final projects. 
 Rather than mirroring the chronological order of production in accordance with the 
progression of the semester, this volume is organized according to a principle of 
proceeding from more refined papers to raw elicitation data. Thus, Part I contains final 
papers, Part II is composed of shorter squibs, Part III includes presentation handouts on 
various topics in morphosyntax, Part IV consists of preliminary reports on phonetics, 
phonology, and grammatical relations, and Part V contains all elicitation data with notes. 
Within each Part, entries are provided in alphabetical order according to the given author.  
 Works written earlier in the semester (phonetics reports, phonology reports and early 
elicitation notes) do not follow a uniform means of rendering Ibibio sounds: early on 
some students employed the International Phonetic Alphabet (or some modified version 
of it) while others used their own idiosyncratic systems of orthographic representation. In 
this volume, we have retained the non-uniform means of rendering in these earlier papers 
and elicitation notes in order to capture and preserve our early intuitions. Eventually, we 
developed an Ibibio practical orthography for class-specific use. Our orthographic 
symbols for consonants and vowels correspond to IPA symbols according to the 
following manner: p = [p], b = [b], t = [t], d = [d] and [ɾ], k = [k], g = [g], kp = [k͡p], m = 
[m], n = [n], ny = [ɲ], ng = [ŋ], ngw = [ŋʷ], B = [β], f = [f], s = [s], G = [ɣ/ɰ], j = [d͡ʒ], l = 
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[l], r = [ɹ/r], y = [j], w = [w], a = [ɑ/a], e = [e], i = [i], o = [o], u = [u], E = [ɛ], I = [ɪ/ɨ], A = 
[ʌ], U = [//ʉ], O = [ɔ]. Vowel length and consonant gemination are rendered by doubling 
the particular vowel or consonant (e.g., aa = [ɑː/aː], pp = [pː]). Level tones on both nasals 
and vowels are represented by acute and grave accents for high and low tones, 
respectively (i.e., [  ́ ] = high, [  ̀ ] = low). In a few cases [ ̋ ] and [ ̏ ] are used to mark 
extra high and extra low tones. Contour tones are also marked as superscripts using the 
following symbols: [ ̂ ] = high-low, [ ̌ ] = low-high. 
 Though rigorous, the works presented here have undergone minimal review and are 
not intended to be taken as definitive on any particular subject. In several cases, earlier 
proposals and ideas were modified or even rejected in later work. We hope that the 
papers and data in this volume contribute to extant Ibibio literature, as well serving as a 
resource to stimulate further research in the language. We are especially grateful to Mfon 
for sharing his language with and teaching us. 
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TENSE AND ASPECT IN IBIBIO 
HESHAM ALDAMEN 

heshamaldamen@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, I examine the system of tense and aspect in Ibibio. Specifically, I look at how these 
two grammatical components are instantiated in the language and how they interconnect and 
interact. My main goal is to give a descriptive analysis of these two aspects of language in Ibibio 
grammar. Thus, I will deal with tense specifications first, and then I will look at aspectual 
markings. 

2 Tense 

The grammatical category of tense can be defined as a distinction of form in a verb to express 
distinctions of time or duration of the action or the state it denotes. According to Comrie (1985), 
“tense locates situations either at the same time as the present moment […], or prior to the 
present moment, or subsequent to the present moment”. As such, tense is a grammatical category 
that locates the action or event at some point in time. Ibibio marks three grammatical tenses: 
Present, Past, and Future. Each tense is marked with a specific morpheme or morphemes and 
tense markers generally precede the verb root on the linear order. 

2.1 Past Tense 

As mentioned in Essien (1990), Past tense in Ibibio appears to have a variety of markers. Each of 
these past tense markers has specific semantic interpretations and occurs in a certain grammatical 
context. For instance, the morphemes ma and ke can be used each in a specific grammatical 
situation to encode indefinite past. While ma occurs in affirmative sentences, ke, as a past tense 
marker, occurs in negative sentences. In addition, there is a morpheme, me, which encodes recent 
past. But it appears to encode both tense and aspect. So, I will come back to it in the section on 
completive (perfective) aspect. Examples of constructions involving ma and ke are shown below: 
 

(1) àfò       à-mà            á-sák           (ìmám)    
               you      2SG-PAST  3SG-smile   (a smile)   
               ‘You smiled (a smile).’ 
                                                                                                                               

(2) à-mà                á-dáíyá        (ídáp) 
               2SG-PAST      3SG-sleep   (a sleep)                                                                                                                                                      
               ‘You slept (a sleep).’ 
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(3) ÒmmÔ    é-mà             é-dáíyá        (ídáp) 
They       3PL-PAST   3PL-sleep   (a sleep)                                                                                                                                 
‘They slept (a sleep).’ 

 
(4) í-mà                á-dép         ìk!m̀ 

               1PL-PAST      3SG-buy    gourd                                                                                                                                            
 ‘We bought a gourd.’ 
 

(5) ḿ-mà            á-kòp        ìkwÓ                                                                                                                                 
 1SG-PAST    3SG-hear  song                                                                                                                               

               ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
We notice that in each of the examples the subject marker is prefixed to the tense marker which 
itself precedes the verb. It should be noted, however, that ke occurs in a variety of constructions, 
which include focus, wh-questions, and embedded clauses where it can be either a focus marker 
or a complementizer. In some constructions, multiple ke morphemes can co-occur, which might 
suggest that they play different roles in such contexts. The examples below show ke in different 
constructions types: 
 

(6) á-ké                      tèm  àdésì                                                                                                                                 
 3SG-PAST.FOC  cook  rice 

               ‘She cooked rice.’ 
 

(7) nǵ-ké                      díà  àdésì  ámì                                                                                                                        
 1SG-PAST.FOC    eat   rice   this 

               ‘I ate this rice.’ 
 

(8) nǵ-ké                      ng̀wÒng   ànyémì                                                                                                                              
               1SG-PAST.FOC    drink         this.one 
               ‘I drank this one.’ 
 

(9) nǵ-ké           bò    ké    Akon  á-mà            á-wèt         ng̀wèt                                                                                    
 1SG-PAST  say  that  Akon  3SG-PAST   3SG-write  book 

               ‘I said that Akon wrote a book.’ 
 
The examples (6)-(8) can be interpreted as focus on either the subject (6) or the object (7) and 
(8). In example (9), the subject in the matrix clause can be interpreted as focused which again 
would explain the occurrence of ke as past tense marker. 

2.2 Present Tense 

I have suggested that the morpheme me may encode recent or proximate past (though I discuss it 
in the section on Completive Aspect), but a homophonous morpheme me encodes present tense 
in Ibibio. Whereas past tense appears to be expressed by multiple morphemes, apparently only 
me surfaces as a present tense marker. However, me does surface all the time. In fact, it appears 
to be optional and some present tense constructions have a Ø tense morpheme. This gives rise to 
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the allomorphs me/Ø although these are not the result of syntactic or morphophonological 
requirements. Examples of present tense constructions are given below: 
 

(10) ḿ-mé            níé      ng̀wèt   
               1SG-PRES    have    book 
              ‘I have a book.’ 
 

(11) ì-mé              í-níé           ng̀wèt1 
               1PL-PRES   1PL-have   book 
                ‘We have a book.’ 
 

(12) ḿ-mé           k!t́    Ekpe    
               1SG-PRES   see   Ekpe 
              ‘I see Ekpe.’ 
 

(13) ì-mé                 í-dú                fàt-tà   
               1PL-PRES      1PL-RECIP    hug-RED2 
               ‘We hug (each other).’ 
 

(14) á-mé             tÁnÓ 
               2SG-PRES   stupid 
               ‘You are stupid.’ 
 

(15) éwá   á-dóm        éwá   
               dog   3SG-bite    dog 
               ‘A dog bites a dog.’ 
 

(16) a. à-(mé)           k!t́     ídém   (m̀fò)   
                    2SG-PRES   see    body   (your) 
                  ‘You see yourself.’ 
 

         b.  ǎ           k!t́      ídém     (m̀fò)3   
                    2SG      see    body     (your) 
                    ‘You see yourself.’ 
 
As we can see, the present tense morpheme me precedes the verb and the subject marker is 
prefixed to it. When the sentence expresses a general truth or a habit, it may occur with a Ø tense 
marker, as shown in the following examples: 
 

                                                
1 Note that the first person plural marker is í with a high tone. However, it appears with a low tone on í-níé and  
í-dú in (11) and (13).   
2 RECIP = reciprocal marker; RED = reduplicant. 
3 Note that when the tense marker mé is deleted as in (16b), its high tone combines with the low tone of the second 
person plural marker resulting in a rising contour. Example (16b) also shows that the present tense marker mé can be 
omitted. 
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(17) ànyé  á-dô       áwódèn                                                                                                                         
 he     3SG-be   man 

               ‘He is a man.’ 
 

(18) ÒmmÔ   é-dô       ìbàn                                                                                                                                     
               They        3PL-be  women 
              ‘They are women.’ 
 

(19) éwá   á-dóm        éwá   
               dog   3SG-bite   dog 
               ‘A dog bites a dog.’ 
 

(20) à-k!t́       ídém     (m̀fò)   
               2SG-see   body   (your) 
               ‘You see yourself.’ 
 
In the sentences above, only the subject marker is prefixed to the verb. Thus, we can assume that 
there is a Ø present tense morpheme in these sentence types, which express general truth or 
habit. 

2.3 Future Tense 

In Ibibio, future is expressed using the future tense marker ya. It appears that the tone on this 
tense morpheme varies depending on whether it indicates distant (indefinite) or near (proximate) 
future. Thus, yà with a low tone expresses distant future and yá with a high tone indicates near 
future. This is shown in the following examples: 
 

(21) ń-yá                     á-tóp            ìtíyát        nǵ-tó          ànyé  
               1SG-FUT.near    3SG-throw   stone       1SG-hit       him 
               ‘I will throw a stone at him.’/‘I will hit him with a stone.’ 
 

(22) à-yà                        á-dèp        ng̀wèt  
               2SG-FUT.distant   3SG-buy   book   
               ‘You will buy a book.’ 
 

(23) à-yá                    á-dèp        ng̀wèt  
               2SG-FUT.near   3SG-buy   book   
               ‘You will buy a book.’ 
 

(24) è-yà                       é-fèGé    ìtÓk4  
               2PL-FUT.distant   2PL-run   race   
               ‘You will run.’ 
 

                                                
4 Note that the second person plural marker is è with a low tone. However, it surfaces with a high tone in é-fèGé. It 
appears that the second person plural marker carries the high tone of the deleted third person marker.     
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(25) ì-yà                        í-fèGé     ìtÓk   
               1PL-FUT.distant   1PL-run   race 
               ‘We will run.’ 
 
The notion of distant/near future is a bit fuzzy and rather idiosyncratic. In fact, what counts as 
distant or near depends on the sheer perception of the speaker. Thus, m̀kpÓng ‘tomorrow’ can be 
alternately perceived as distant or near future with respect to the speaker’s inner feelings 
concerning the event under discussion. As a result, both yá and yà are compatible with the 
adverb ‘tomorrow’, as the following examples show: 
 

(26) à-yà                       á-dèp         ng̀wèt  m̀kpÓng  
   2SG-FUT.distant  3SG-buy    book   tomorrow 

               ‘You will buy a book tomorrow.’ 
 

(27) à-yá                    á-dèp        ng̀wèt  m̀kpÓng   
               2SG-FUT.near   3SG-buy   book   tomorrow  
               ‘You will buy a book tomorrow.’ 
 
In negative future constructions, the morpheme di is used as tense marker for both distant and 
near future. Examples of negative future sentences are shown below: 
 

(28) ń-dǐ                    ì-fèGé-ké            (ìtÓk)   
               1SG-FUT          NEG-run-NEG    (race)  
               ‘I will not run.’ 
 

(29) ń-dí            ì-wèt-té                  ng̀wèt 
               1SG-FUT   NEG-write-NEG    book 
 ‘I will not write a book.’ 
 
In some cases, however, negative future is expressed by boGo which is derived from bó ‘say’ 
which is an allomorph of the future morpheme ya. The equivalence of these two forms are shown 
in the examples below: 
 

(30)      a. ì-yà           í-tÓ        ànyé 
      1Pl-FUT   1PL-hit   him  
      ‘We will hit it.’ 
 

                    b. ì-bò          í-tÓ        ànyé 
                       1Pl-FUT   1PL-hit   him  
                      ‘We will hit it.’ 
 

(31)      a. ǹny!ǹ   í-yá-ká               í-tÓ        ànyé 
      we     1Pl-FUT.NEG     1PL-hit   him  
      ‘We will hit him.’ 
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                    b.  ǹny!ǹ í-bó-Gò                 í-tÓÒ     ànyé 
       we      1Pl-FUT.NEG    1PL-hit   him 
       ‘We will not hit him.’ 
 

(32)      a.  ǹny!ǹ  ì-yà            í-má    
      we     1PL-FUT   1PL-love (it) 
     ‘We will love it.’ 
 

              b.  ǹny!ǹ  ì-yà-ká              í-má    
       we     1PL-FUT-NEG    1PL-love (it) 
      ‘We will not love it.’ 
 
  c. ǹny!ǹ  ì-bó-Gò                í-mâ  
      we       1PL-FUT-NEG    1PL-love (it) 
     ‘We will not love it.’ 

3 Aspect 

Aspect denotes the nature of the action of a verb as to its beginning, duration, completion, or 
repetition and without necessary reference to its position in time. It is a grammatical category 
closely related to tense. In reference to Comrie (1985), tense is grammaticalization of location in 
time. On the other hand, aspect is the expression of the fact that the internal temporal 
constituency of events encoded by the verb is grammaticalized. From this characterization, the 
two categories are conceptually close since they both deal with time with respect to an utterance. 

3.1 Progressive 

The line demarcating present simple and present progressive appears to be quite thin. In fact, the 
present simple in many cases can be interpreted as progressive or habitual. The examples below 
are cases in point: 
 

(33)     àmì   ḿ-féGè    ìtÓk  
  I      1SG-run   race 
  ‘I am running.’ 
 

(34)      à-dèp        ng̀wèt  
  2SG-buy   book  
‘You are buying a book.’ 
 

However, Ibibio has a specific morpheme, sAk, which appears to encode progressive aspect. This 
progressive morpheme occurs before the verb in the present with the subject marker prefixed to 
it, as the following examples show: 
 

(35)     ámì nǵ-sÀk          ḿ-féGè    ìtÓk  
  I     1SG-PROG   1SG-run   race 
  ‘I am running (now).’ 
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(36)    á-sÀk             á-dèp        ng̀wèt  
2SG-PROG    2SG-buy   book  
‘You are buying a book.’ 
 

(37)    á-sÀk             á-yíè             ídèm   
3SG-PROG   3SG-wash    body  
‘She is showering.’ 
 

In the examples above, the morpheme sAk indicates that the event either in progress or repeated 
in time. When sAk is omitted, the sentence may still have the interpretation that the grammatical 
subject generally has the property encoded by the verb. So, that is the reason why sAk appears to 
be optional, as the following pair of examples show: 
 

(38)     a. à-sÀk             á-dèp       ng̀wèt  
     2SG-PROG   2SG-buy   book  
    ‘You are buying a book.’ 
 
 b. à-dèp        ng̀wèt  
     2SG-buy   book  
    ‘You are buying a book.’ 
 

(39)     a. àmì  nǵ-sÀk           ḿ-féGè    ìtÓk  
      I      1SG-PROG   1SG-run   race 
     ‘I am running.’ 
 
  b. àmì   ḿ-féGè     ìtÓk  
      I       1SG-run   race 
     ‘I am running.’ 
 

In (38) and (39), the (a) examples with sAk mean roughly the same as the (b) sentences without 
sAk. 

3.2 Habitual 

If progressive indicates that the event is in progress, i.e. ongoing, not-yet-completed, habitual 
appears to indicate the frequency of the event. In other words, it expresses the fact that an event 
occurred, is occurring, or will occur repeatedly depending on the tense marking on the verb. 
Ibibio has a morpheme se which appears to encode habitual aspect, as the following examples 
illustrate: 
 

(40)      éwá   á-sé           dòm  éwá   
  dog   3SG-HAB  bite   dog  
 ‘A dog bites a dog.’ 
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(41)     ń-sé             ḿ̩-féɣè    ìtÓk˺   kwǎ    úsén   
 1SG-HAB   1SG-run   race    each   day 
 ‘I run everyday.’ 
 

(42)    àfò     à-sé             à-brê          bÓt   áfÁt  íní   
You   2SG-HAB   2SG-play    ball   all    time 
‘You play soccer all the time.’ 
 

(43)     àfò    à-mé             à-sé            á-SÓp-pÓ                 à-brê           bÓt  
  you   2SG-PRES  2SG-HAB  2SG-be.quick-RED  2SG- play   ball 
‘You often play soccer.’ 
 

(44)     ì-mé            ì-sé            í-fèGé      ìtÓk   
 1PL-PRES 1PL-HAB  1PL-run   race 
  ‘We run (habitually).’ 
 

In the examples above, se marks the fact that the event encoded by the verb occurs with a certain 
(everyday, all the time, often, etc.). 

3.3 Completive 

Completive aspect is also referred to as proximate past in the sense that it indicates that an event 
has been recently completed. However, this aspect seems to analogous present perfect (or 
perfective). In this regard, it is connected to the present although the event is completed. That is 
why it is not surprising that it is indicated by the morpheme me which also occurs in 
constructions involving the present simple, as shown in the following examples: 
 

(45)     ḿ-mé              díjà  sókórò             
 1SG-COMP    eat   oranges                                                                                                                  
 ‘I have eaten oranges.’ 
 

(46)     à-mé               k!t́   ḿmótò  ódò5                                                                                                                                            
 2SG-COMP   see   car        DET 
 ‘You have (just) seen the car.’  
 

(47)      à-mé              dép   ng̀wèt                                                                                                                                        
  2SG-COMP   buy   book  
 ‘You have (just) bought a book.’ 
 

In these examples, me encodes the fact that the event has just been completed and therefore has 
some relevance to the present or utterance time. 

                                                
5 The present tense marker me does not occur with third person singular/plural. 
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4 Conclusion 

The system of tense and aspect in Ibibio is quite complex. In each of these grammatical 
categories, specific morphemes appear to play specific morpho-syntactic and semantic roles.  In 
some cases, it appears clear what role a particle plays in a specific grammatical context. 
However, the interaction of morphemes in this large array of grammatical roles is hard to pin 
down. 
 Overall, we have managed to tease apart some of these grammatical elements and the roles 
they play in specific contexts. Yet, a lot can still be said about the system of tense and aspect in 
Ibibio, which suggests that more in-depth investigation is needed. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper will present the argument structure and encoding of thematic relations in Ibibio, a 
language of the Niger-Congo family spoken in southern Nigeria. Argument structure will 
addressed in Section 2, thematic relations in Section 3. 

2 Argument Structure 

2.1 Unergatives and Unaccusatives 

Unergative and unaccusative verbs are used with optional cognate objects. (1) shows an 
unergative construction.  

 
 (1) á-mà  á-nÈk   (ùnÈk)     
  3SG-PAST 3SG-dance(V)  dance(N) 
  ‘He danced (a dance).’ 
 

Here the unergative verb dance takes the cognate object dance. In (2), the unaccusative verb 
sleep takes the cognate object sleep. 

 
 (2) à-mà  à-dàìyà   (ídàp)    
  2SG-PAST 2SG-sleep(V)  sleep(N) 
  ‘He slept (a sleep).’ 

2.2 Transitives 

The canonical word order in Ibibio is SVO. The sentence in (3) provides an example of this word 
order with a transitive verb. 

 
(3) ḿ-mà   à-tò   éwá      
 1SG-PAST 3SG-hit dog     
 ‘I hit a dog.’ 

 
Pronominal verb marking will be discussed in Section 2.5. 
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2.3 Ditransitives 

Ditransitive verb constructions utilize oblique objects and double objects in different situations. 
(4) shows an oblique object construction. 

 
 (4) ḿ-mà   ń-tò   ekpe  ké  ítìyá    
  1SG-PAST 1SG-hit ekpe with stone    
  ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 
 

Sentence (5) shows a dual-verb construction. 
 
 (5) ḿ-mà   ń-tòp   ngwét  ń-tò   ekpe    
  1SG-PAST 1SG-throw book 1SG-hit ekpe  
  ‘I threw a book at Ekpe.’ 
 

The pronominal marker on the verb HIT indicates a literal reading of I threw a book, I hit Ekpe. 

2.4 Verb Agreement 

Verbs may have singular and plural forms.  
 

 (6) ekpe á-mà  á-bèèrè   ùsÒng    
  ekpe 3SG-PAST 3SG-open.SG  door 
  ‘Ekpe opened a door.’ 
 

The form of open in (6) indicates a singular object. 
 
 (7) ekpe á-mà  á-bèAng  ùsÒng   
  ekpe 3SG-PAST 3SG-open.PL  door 
  ‘Ekpe opened doors.’ 
 

The plural form of the verb in (7) indicates multiple doors being opened. 
The use of singular and plural verb forms serve to convey aspectual information 
 
 (8) ḿ-mà  á-bèèrè  ùsÓng  ń-nÓ  ǹtòGòyÌn  
  1SG-PAST 3SG-open.SG door  1SG-give children 
  ‘I opened doors for children.’ 
 

In (8), the singluar verb expresses a one-time event of opening, in which all the children came 
through the door. The plural verb in (9) indicates that the door was opened multiple times. 
 

 (9) ḿ-mà  á-bèÀngè ùsÓng  ń-nÓ  ǹtòGòyÌn 
  1Sg-PAST 3SG-open.PL door  1SG-give children  
  ‘I opened doors for children.’ 
 

A plural marker is optionally affixed to the object in (10). 
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 (10) ḿ-mà  á-bèÀngè (mè-)ùsÓng ń-nÓ  ekpe   
  1SG-PAST 3Sg-open.PL PL-door 1SG-give ekpe 
  ‘I opened the doors for Ekpe.’ 
 

Sentence (11) demonstrates the ungrammaticality of a plural object appearing with a singular 
verb, in contrast to the singular object appearing with the plural verb in (9). 

 
 (11) ḿ-mà  á-bèèrè  (*mè-)ùsÓng ń-nÓ ekpe   

2.5 Pronouns and Pronominal Marking 

Verbs and tense marker are regularly affixed with pronominal markers, making pronouns 
optional. 

 
 (12) (ámì)  m̀-mà  á-wèt     
  1SG  1SG-PAST 3SG-write 
  ‘I wrote it.’ 
 

First person marking on the tense marker in (12) makes the pronoun optional. The verb is 
marked for the object it, but even this marking is not always required. 

 
 (13) ámì  nǵ-ké-tém       
  1SG  1SG-PAST-cook 
  ‘I cooked it.’ 
 

The third person object in (13) is not marked, but implied. The verb may also be marked for both 
subject and object, making both optional, as in (14). 

 
(14) (ányé)  á-ḿ-mà  (mien)    
 3SG  3SG-1SG-love  1SG 
 ‘He likes/loves me.’ 

 
The marking on a verb may also serve to provide emphasis. In (15), the speaker emphasizes 

the subject, while in (16) emphasis is on the object. 
 
(15) à-mà  à-tòp  ítíyà     
 2SG-PAST 2SG-throw stone 
 ‘You threw a stone.’ 
 

The second person marker on the verb places emphasis on the second person subject. 
 
(16) à-mà  á-tòp  ítíyà     
 2SG-PAST 3SG-throw stone 
 ‘You threw a stone.’ 
 

The third person marker on the verb indicates emphasis on stone. 
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3 Thematic Relations 

3.1 Locatives and Instrumentals 

The preposition ké is used to express locations, as shown in (17). 
 

 (17)  éwá  a-bá  ké  ésÀt  ùsÒk 
        dog  3SG-be    in heart  house 
        ‘The dog is inside the house.’ 

 
The location of where an action takes place is also expressed with ké. When a speaker refers to a 
part of the body, the preposition is optional. 
 
 (18)  éwá   á-mà   à-ń-dùm    (ké)  úkÀt   

        dog   3SG-PAST 3SG-1SG-bite    on leg 
       ‘A dog bit me on the leg.’ 
 

When the speaker refers to the location of an event, ké is obligatory. 
 

 (19)  éwá   á-mà   à-ń-dùm    *(ké)    óbót   
      dog   3SG-PAST 3SG-1SG-bite      on   mountain 
        ‘A dog bit me on the mountain.’ 

  
The preposition ké is also used to indicate instruments. 

 
 (20)  ḿ-mà    tòp  ekpe  ké  ítìá      
       1SG-PAST   hit Ekpe with stone 
       ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 

3.2 Comitatives 

The only other preposition in Ibibio is ǹdò, which expresses comitative relationships. 
 
 (21)  ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
        1SG-PAST speak word with Ekpe 
        ‘I spoke with Ekpe.’ 
 
In certain contexts, ǹdò can also be interpreted as to. 
 
 (22)  ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
        1SG-PAST speak word to Ekpe 
       ‘I spoke to Ekpe (he needed a talking to).’ 
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3.3 Agents, Forces and Themes 

Agents, forces, patients and themes are not explicitly marked or introduced. These roles are 
gleaned from word order. 

 
 (23) éwá á-mà  á-ń-dùm  (ámì)     
  dog 3SG-PAST 3SG-1SG-bite   1SG 
  ‘A dog bit me.’ 
 
Appearing word-initially, dog is the subject (the question of animal agency aside) in (23). The 
word final pronoun and the first person pronominal marker affixing first to the verb indicate the 
patient. 
 
 (24) ḿ-mà  ń-dùm   éwá 
  1SG-PAST 1SG-bite dog 
  ‘I bit a dog.’ 

 
In (24), the agent and patient roles are indicated by word order. No distinction is made between 
agents and forces, as demonstrated by (25).  
 
 (25) ítìyá á-ń-tò   (ámì)        
  stone 3SG-1SG-hit  1SG 
  ‘The stone hit me.’   

3.4 Goals 

Goals are indicated by dual verb constructions. (26) is literally interpreted as I run, go tree.  
 

 (26) ḿ-mà  feGe nǵ-ká  étò (ádò) 
  1SG-PAST run 1SG-go tree DEM 
  ‘I ran to that tree.’ 

3.5 Recipients 

Sentence (27) shows a double object construction indicating a recipient. 
 
 (27)  ng-ké-nò   ekpe  ngwét 
       1SG-PAST-give Ekpe book 
       ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 

3.6 Experiencers 

Experiencers are encoded as objects. The example in (28) shows this construction.  
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 (28)  ídem  á-ḿ-mÌm   (míèn)   
  body 3SG-1SG-soft  1SG 
  ‘I am tired.’ 
 

The first person experiencer takes the role of the object of the verb soft. 

3.7 Beneficiaries 

Beneficiaries are encoded as objects of the verb give in another dual verb construction. 
 
 (29) ḿ-mà  á-bèèrè  ùsÓng  ń-nÓ  ǹtòGòyÌn  
  1SG-PAST 3SG-open.SG door  1SG-give children 
  ‘I opened doors for children.’ 
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Throughout this field methods course on Ibibio, we have discovered many intriguing phenomena 
in the language, one of which is multiple varieties of partial and full reduplication. As we will 
see later, Ibibio provides us with valuable examples for the field of linguistics, because we can 
examine what I will call partial mirror reduplication as well as full reduplication of verbs. What 
is intriguing in particular about Ibibio is what happens when reduplication is used to mark a 
variety of grammatical functions and is stacked to use multiple reduplications simultaneously. In 
order to examine this dynamic, we will examine partial reduplication in reciprocal constructions 
and how it interacts with the reduplication of negation, verbal focus and relative clauses. 
However, to begin, I will give a quick background of the morphology and word order in Ibibio.  
 Ibibio has an SVO word order, as seen in the example below: 

 
(1) Ekpe á-mà     á-mìá   Akpang    
      Sub.        3sg-Past  3sg-hit             Obj. 
     ‘Ekpe hit Akpang.’ 
  
Another key aspect of Ibibio is that the overt person marker is optional due to the person 
marking appearing on both the tense and the verb.   
 
(2) (ámì) ḿ-má  sák    
     1sg  1sg-Past laugh 
    ‘I laughed.’ 
 
Moreover, we see that low and high tones are a feature of the phonology in Ibibio. This all comes 
to bear when we examine the reciprocal form. 
 As we examine the change from the declarative form to the reciprocal form, there are three 
points to note. First, there is an addition of a “du” before the verb. Second, there is a partial 
mirror reduplication suffix. Lastly, there is a shift to low tone on the verb. These are all seen in 
the example set below: 
 
(3a)  ì-mé  má   
        1pl-Pres. love 
        ‘I love (it).’ 
 
(3b) ì-mé  ì-dú  mà-kà 
       1pl-Pres. 1pl-Rec. love-Rec. 
       ‘We love each other.’ 
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(3c) *ì-mé ì-dú mà__  
 
(3d) *ì-mé __mà-kà 
 
In 3b, we see the addition of two separate morphemes on both sides of the verb and the lowering 
of the tone on the verb. Upon further investigation, in examples 3c and 3d, it was found also that 
the two reciprocal morphemes must always be used together. Removal of one renders the 
sentence ungrammatical. This has held true throughout other cases, meaning that both of these 
morphemes mark the reciprocal form together. Lastly, it is worth noting that ‘kéd èkén’ may 
optionally be added to any reciprocal construction to overtly mean ‘each other’. Though, in 
examples like those above, it is merely redundant information.  
 Now, it is worth taking the time to further examine the morpheme which attaches to the end 
of the verb. This form varies across different verbs, such as in the following: 
 
(4) ì-mà  ì-dú   sè-tè 
     1pl-Past. 1pl-Rec. look-Rec.  
     ‘We looked at each other.’ 
 
(5) ì-mà  ì-dú   kÒm-mÒ   
    1pl-Past. 1pl-Rec. look-Rec. 
    ‘We greeted each other.’ 
 
(6) ì-mé  ì-dú   kÌt-tè  
     1pl-Pres 1pl-Rec see-Rec 
     ‘We see each other.’ 
 
(7) é-mà  é-dù   kpùk-kò 
     3pl-Past 3pl-Rec cut-Rec 
     ‘They cut each other’ 
 
(8) é-mà  é-dù   fÀk-kÒ 
     3pl-Past 1pl-Rec cover-Rec 
     ‘They covered each other’ 
 
We can see in all above examples that the ‘du’ morpheme stays constant across constructions. 
However, we see a difference between examples 3-5 and examples 6-8 in how the vowels copy. 
In examples 3-5, the vowels make an exact copy for the suffix, but for 6-8 the ‘copy’ is a 
different vowel. Though it is rather odd that [I] goes to [e], [u] goes to [o], and [A] goes to [O] 
when reduplicated word finally, this pattern is observed regularly across Ibibio.  It is worth 
noting that this could either be copying or merely a type of vowel harmony.  
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 I was having a difficult time finding a clear rule that guides which consonant is chosen for 
the suffix of CV verbs. As in 3 and 4, I have seen both a [t] and a [k] for the consonant. Yet, for 
CVC verbs, the final consonant merely geminates which gives many verbs a mirror-like partial 
reduplication. What I have found is that for common forms like these the rules seem to be more 
productive and easy to apply. Yet, when I elicited the reciprocal form of ‘míà’ ‘slap’, a CVV 
verb, the speaker responded that he did not know the reciprocal form of this verb. This leads me 
to hypothesize that for certain uncommon verb forms like CVV the reciprocal suffixes may need 
to be memorized individually. 
 An additional difficulty is that sometimes the reciprocal verbal construction is the same as 
the plural form of the verb. I have only found this to be the case a few times, as in the example 
below. 

 
(9a) nwáná      
       ‘to fight’  
 
(9b) nwááná      
       ‘to fight’ (plural) 
 
(9c) é-mà  é-dù   nwááná   kèd ékèn  
       3pl-Past. 3pl-Rec. fight(pl)  ‘each other’ 
       ‘They fought each other.’ 
 
(9d) é-mà  é-dù   *nwáná   kèd ékèn  
 
Thus, the plural form of the verb is sometimes chosen over the partially reduplicated form. It is 
possible that the plural and reciprocal form overlap, because of the shape of this verb, as 
CCVCV verbs are fairly rare in the language.   
 A final difficulty in the reciprocal form is that sometimes the reciprocal form of a verb 
overlaps with a negated version of another verb. 
 
(10a) fÁk  
       ‘to cover’/‘to cover up something’ 
 
(10b) fÀk-kÒ  
       ‘to uncover’/the reciprocal of ‘cover’ 
 
 Until this point, I have ignored the overt reciprocal phrase ‘kéd èkén’ ‘one another’. Yet, one 
would wonder if this overt marker can be used in place of the reciprocal morphology. The 
answer is yes. Below, we will see a verb that allows either form: 

 
(11a) ì-mà ì-dú  bÌp-pè  (kèd ékèn)  ḿbÍmé  
     1pl-Past. ask-Rec. ‘each other’ question 
     ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
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(11b) ì-mà ___ì-bÍp___   kèd ékèn  ḿbÍmé  
      1pl-Past. 1pl-ask. ‘each other’ question  
      ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
 
Notice three points: without the reciprocal morphology the high tone is maintained, the ‘kéd 
èkén’ becomes obligatory, and the verb takes back on the person marking. Though I have not 
tried the ‘kéd èkén’ with all the verbs that I have examined, I have observed this form regularly. 
 Having examined the reciprocal form, we can now compare it with what was observed in the 
negative form. In the negative construction, there also is a partial reduplication that appears as a 
suffix. There are some distinctions between the past and future negated forms. So, we will 
examine each respectively. This will show what features are common to both and a couple 
features that differ in each. For the past, we can see the form in the following: 

 
(12a) ì-mà  ì-tÓ  
       1pl-Past 2sg-hit    
       ‘We hit it.’ 
 
(12b) ǹyÌn  í-ké   tÓ-GÓ 
       1pl Indef.-Past hit-neg    
      ‘We did not hit it.’ 
 
Notice, that the ‘nyIn’ is not optional here. This is due to the change of the prefix that attaches to 
the tense. The low tone ‘ì’ which marks first person plural is replaced with the high tone ‘í’ 
which, in other instances marks an indefinite person. We can observe this in a ‘why question’ 
below. 
 
(13) ànìyé  í-ké   í-fát   áyèn 
     who Indef.-past Indef.-hug child 
     ‘Who hugged the child?’ 

This appears to be the same ‘ì’ as above. Moreover, the ‘ké’ which follows seems to be similar to 
the one above. It appears that this ‘ke’ is the only past marker that can occur in some cases, such 
as in negative and indefinite constructions. When the regular past ‘mà’ is used, the construction 
is rendered ungrammatical, as shown in the following: 
 
(14a)  ǹyɪǹ  í-ké   í-tÓ-GÓ 
         1pl Indef.-Past Indef-hit-neg    
         ‘We did not hit it.’ 
 
(14b) *ǹyÌn  í-mà   í-tÓ-GÓ 
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 Though ‘ke’ is the only appropriate form in negated past, it does not inherently encode 
negation, as we can see in the example of a regular declarative reciprocal construction below: 
 
(15) ì-ké  ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ  
      1pl-Past. 1pl-Rec. hit-Rec. 
      ‘We hit each other.’ 
 
Due to the above examples, we can see that while ‘mà’ can only be used in a regular past, ‘ke’ 
can be used in either of the constructions and does not encode negation. 
 Now that we have examined the negated past form, we will look at the negated future form. 
We will see that the tone change on the person marker remains and that the tense marker changes 
in a similar manner to that of the past. Yet, one can observe that the verb does not reduplicate. 
Instead, it displays a tone change on the last vowel to a falling tone. Also the past marker takes 
on a negation morpheme which makes it behave differently than the past ‘ke’. 
 
(16a) (ǹyÌn)  ì-yà   ì-tÓ     
         1pl 1pl-Fut. 1pl-hit  
         ‘We will hit it.’ 
 
(16b) ǹyÌn  í-bó-Gò   í-tÔ     
        1pl   Indef-Fut-Neg  Indef-hit(neg)  
        ‘We will not hit it.’ 
 
Firstly, we notice the tone change on ‘i’ which makes the overt person marker ‘nyIn’ obligatory 
in order to maintain the meaning of first person plural. Secondly, we see that ‘bo-Go’ has taken 
the place of ‘ya’. Though these are both markers of the future tense, our native speaker explained 
that ‘bo’ literally translates as ‘say’ and that ‘Go’ is a negation morpheme. Thus, when they are 
combined, we get ‘bo-Go’ or ‘say not’ which functions as a negated future. We can see that 
‘boGo’ functions differently than ‘ke’ in the following examples. 
 
 (17a). (ǹyÌn)  ì-yà                ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ’ 
          1pl 1pl-fut  1pl-Rec hit-Rec  
          ‘We will hit each other.’ 
 
(17b) #‘ǹyÌn  í-bó-Gò  í-dú   tÒng-ngÒ’ 
           1pl Indef-Fut Indef-Rec hit-Rec  
           ‘We will not hit each other.’ 
 
 (18a) (ǹyÌn)   ì-mà  ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ 
          1pl 1pl-Past 1pl-Rec. hit-Rec. 
          ‘We hit each other.’ 
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(18b) (ǹyÌn)  ì-ké   ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ  
          1pl 1pl-Past 1pl-Rec. hit-Rec. 
          ‘We hit each other.’ 
 
 We can see that, though 13b is a correct sentence, it can only be understood negatively. On 
the other hand, when ‘ke’ is substituted into a positive construction, the sentence can still be 
interpreted as a positive construction. One other point to note is the tone change on the ‘i’, this 
change has to happen at the same time as inserting ‘boGo’. Though this does introduce two 
changes simultaneously and makes it more difficult to make claims that ‘boGo’ encodes 
negation, we still have the independent motivation for negation in the morpheme ‘-Go’. This is 
further supported by the fact that it is possible to also add a negation morpheme onto the positive 
future form ‘ya’. 

 
(19) ǹyÌn í-yá-ká   í-dú   tÒng-ngÒ 
       1pl Indef-Fut-neg  Indef-Rec hit-Rec  
       ‘Won’t we hit each other?’ 
 
Our speaker noted that though the sentence above means ‘We will not hit each other’, it is most 
regularly used as a question. In either case, we see that ‘yaka’ functions for future negation, 
much like ‘boGo’ does. 
 Now, the last question that remains to be answered is what happens when two partial 
reduplications that appear in the same place are applied simultaneously? We will first examine 
how this functions in Ibibio negated reciprocals. Since we observed some distinctions between 
negation in the future and past tense, we will observe each tense separately for negated 
reciprocals. First, we will look at the past tense and what we will observe is that the features of 
both remain, the reciprocal form of the verb wins out in the surface representation, and a ‘ke’ 
shows up post-verbally.  

 
(20a) ǹyÌn  í-ké   tÓ-GÓ 
       1pl Indef.-Past hit-neg    
      ‘We did not hit it.’ 
 
(20b) ì-mà  ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ  
      1pl-Past. 1pl-Rec. hit-Rec. 
      ‘We hit each other.’ 
 
(20c) ǹyÌn  í-ké   í-dú   tÒng-ngÒ  kè   
      1pl-Past. Indef.-Past Indef-Rec hit-Rec. Neg 
      ‘We did not hit each other.’ 
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 Regarding negation, the tone change on the ‘i’, the use of ‘-ke’ tense marking, and the 
obligatory use of ‘nyIn’ all remain in the negated reciprocal. Yet, the marking of negation on the 
verb is absent. In contrast, all of the reciprocal features remain; both reciprocal morphemes stay 
intact in their original form and the low tones on the reciprocal verb are maintained. The last 
point to note is the insertion of an additional ‘ke’ post-verbally. Here, I have this ‘ke’ marking 
negation, the reason is that when this construction is stated in the future tense, this ‘ke’ 
disappears, as we will examine in the following. 
 
(21) ǹyÌn  í-bó-Gò   ì-dú   tÒng-ngÒ  (*kè)  
    1pl  Indef.-Fut-Neg Indef-Rec hit-Rec. Neg  
    ‘We will not hit each other.’   
 
The ungrammaticality of the post-verbal ‘ke’ makes sense when it is recognized as an additional 
negation marker which only shows up when needed. In past negation, the only negative marking 
present is encoded in the partial reduplication. However, since the negation reduplication is 
blocked by the reciprocal form when combined, the post-verbal ‘ke’ emerges to maintain the 
negative meaning. In the future negated reciprocal, this ‘ke’ is unnecessary. As we noted, ‘boGo’ 
already encodes for negation. So, when the negation marking is blocked on the verb, the negative 
meaning can still be maintained by ‘boGo’. Moreover, when I asked the native speaker why the 
above example was wrong, he said it sounded like an odd double negative to him. Thus, we also 
have a native intuition to support this analysis. 
 Now that we have examined reduplication interacts between reciprocals and negation, we 
will examine how reduplication interacts in verbal focus and reciprocal constructions. When we 
look at the construction in past tense, we will again see the use of ‘ke’ to mark the past tense, a 
tone change on the verb’s person marking, and complete reduplication of the verb. 
 
(22a) (ǹyÌn)    ì-mà   (ì)-má 
         1pl 1pl-Past 1pl-love 
         ‘We loved it.’ 
 
(22b) (ǹyÌn)  ì-ké   í-mǎ-má    
         1pl 1pl-Past Indef-VF-love 
        ‘We LOVED it.’ 
 
(23a) (ǹyÌn)    ì-mà  ì-kpúk   
         1pl 1pl-Past 1pl-cut 
         ‘We cut it.’ 
 
(23b) (ǹyÌn)  ì-ké   í-kpǔk-kpúk    
         1pl 1pl-Past Indef-VF-cut 
         ‘We CUT it.’ 
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Though it is not clear why the ‘ke’ is used in the verbal focus constructions, the examples above 
do uphold the case that ‘ke’ does not mark negation. A distinguishing point in how ‘ke’ functions 
in verbal focus and negation is that the person marking tone on ‘ke’ does not need to change in 
the verbal focus construction. Therefore, we see that ‘nyIn’ remains optional, due to first person 
plural marking not being erased. We do observe that the person marking does change on the 
verb, but it is unclear if this is motivated by a structural change in verb focus or by the rising 
tone which follows. Lastly, we see our first example of complete reduplication. In examples 
22a/22b, the verb ‘má’ is reduplicated to have ‘ma ̌’ before it which results in ‘ma ̌-má’. The verb 
is completely reduplicated and the tone for the reduplicated portion is changed to be rising.  
 Now, we will examine what happens when we place verbal focus on a reciprocal 
construction. A surprising amount of features change when these two forms of reduplication are 
combined. For the verbal focus, we will see that all of the person marking becomes indefinite, 
even on the tense which makes ‘nyIn’ obligatory. The use of ‘ke’ remains in the combined form 
and the entire reciprocal verb construction is reduplicated, not just the verb itself. One feature 
that does not carry over in verbal focus is the tone change on the reduplicated form. Concerning 
the reciprocal, all of its features remain intact.  
 
(24a) (ǹyÌn)  ì-ké   í-mǎ-má    
         1pl 1pl-Past Indef-VF-love 
        ‘We LOVED it.’ 
 
(24b) (ǹyÌn) ì-mà  ì-dú  mà-kà 
       1pl 1pl-Past 1pl-Rec love-Rec 
       ‘We loved each other.’ 
 
(24c) ǹyÌn  í-ké   í-dú   mà-kà á-dú mà-kà  
        1pl Indef-Past Indef-Rec VF-love-Rec 
        ‘We LOVED each other.’ 
 
The example 24c shows us the order of the application of each reduplication. Reciprocal partial 
mirror reduplication is applied before the verbal focus complete reduplication. If the verbal focus 
complete reduplication were to happen first, the construction would take ‘ma-ma’ and add a ‘-ka’ 
to the end. This would result in ‘ma-ma-ka’, which we do not see. Instead, we see that partial 
reduplication occurs making ‘du ma-ka’ which is completely reduplicated to result in ‘du ma-ka 
(a)du ma-ka’. Thus, reciprocal reduplication is applied first.  
 We see above that both reciprocal morphemes ‘du’ and ‘-ka’ stay intact in the verbally 
focused reciprocal. Until looking at the data on verbally focused reciprocals, I was unsure if ‘du’ 
was a true suffix or merely a word that goes before the verb in reciprocal constructions. 
Consequently, until now, I have written ‘du’ as separated. However, the above data seems to 
indicate that ‘du’ is connected to the verb, because it is also reduplicated in a verbal 
reduplication. Therefore, it is more accurately written as ‘du-ma-ka’. This conclusion also makes 
sense of the fact that person marking can attach before the ‘du’, as seen in examples 20b and 24c. 
We are still left with a final conundrum. What is the ‘a-’ doing between the reduplicated 
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reciprocal forms in 24c? (Though I have separated the reduplicated forms below for the sake of 
clarity, it may be that they also should be placed together.) 

 
(25c) ǹyÌn  í-ké   í-dú-mà-kà á-dú mà-kà  
        1pl Indef-Past Indef-VF  ?-Rec-love-Rec 
        ‘We LOVED each other’ 
 
First, it is worth noting that this ‘a-’ very regular drops out in natural, fast speech. Though this 
does not mean that it is not present in the underlying structure, it does indicate that is not vital for 
the communication of meaning. Still, we should try to use a process of elimination to try and 
ascertain what this ‘a-’ is. Also one may note that the ‘a-’ is not the same as the ‘i-’ which 
precedes the first ‘dumaka’. So, it does not appear to be person marking. Second, one may 
wonder if it communicates the rising tone which falls on the vowel of the first reduplicated form 
in verbal focus. This may be the case. It seems logical, since the vowel one ‘-ka’ is low and the 
following ‘a-’ is high which is similar to a rising tone. Yet, we do have one hurdle to get over in 
this interpretation. The issue is that ‘a-’ does not change to match the final vowel of the verb in 
all cases; it always appears as ‘a-’. We can see this in the following example. 
 
(26) ǹyÌn  í-ké   í-dú-tÒng-ngÒ á-dú-tÒng-ngÒ  
      1pl Indef-Past Indef-VF  ?-Rec-hit-Rec 
      ‘We HIT each other’ 
 
Though both of the verbs vowels are ‘O’, we see that the ‘a-’ remains the same and thus is not a 
copy of the preceding vowel. It still is possible that the tone is carrying over from the verbal 
focus form and is merely divorced from final vowel. However, this does appear to be kind of 
odd. A final possibility is that the ‘a-’ is merely inserted as a kind of perceptual marker that these 
reduplicated forms are separate. When I asked the speaker what his intuition was about this ‘a-’ 
he said that he didn’t know, but that he thought it may just be in order to make the sentence flow 
better in speech. Though this may be the case, it seems odd that something meant to make the 
speech flow more smoothly would be frequently dropped in natural production. Yet, since I am 
not familiar with the writing system of the language, it could be that this ‘a-’ has some 
expression in Ibibio orthography that clarifies the written form, but is unimportant in natural 
speech.  
 The next grammatical structure with reduplication that we will examine is post-verbal partial 
mirror reduplication in relative clauses. Since a different pattern was found for past and future 
relative clauses, I will address each respectively. Below, we see the past tense relative clause. 
Note that both relative clause forms ‘a ̀dâ’ which serves to select a certain group may be inserted 
optionally after ‘ibon’. It seems that ‘ada’ may be the Ibibio equivalent of the English ‘who’. 
However, in Ibibio it is optional. Most likely, this is the case, because it overtly marks something 
that is already indicated by morphological changes. In the following construction, we see a 
change in the tense marker, partial reduplication and no change to the tone. 
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(27a) íbón  é-mà   é-tÓng  
        people 3pl-Past 3pl-hit 
        ‘The people hit it.’ 
 
(27b) íbón  é-ké   tÓng-ngÓ  
        people 3pl-Past hit-RC 
        ‘the people who did hit’ 
 
(28a) íbón  é-mà   (é)-má  
         people 3pl-Past 3pl-love 
        ‘The people loved it.’ 
 
(28b) íbón é-ké   má-Gá  
         people 3pl-Past love-RC 
        ‘the people who loved it’ 
 
 In relative clauses, we again see the appearance of ‘ke’ as the past tense marker and a partial 
reduplication which for ‘tOng’ ‘hit’ looks identical to that of the reciprocal having a ‘-ngO’ 
suffix.  For the verb ‘ma’ ‘love’, we see a different prefix ‘-Ga’ which differs from the reciprocal 
equivalent ‘-ka’. In both cases, however, we see that the high tone is maintained which differs 
from the low tone of the reciprocal. Our next step is to observe what happens with this 
distinction and these post-verbal partial reduplications when we use both forms together. 
 
(29a) íbón é-ké   má-Gá  
         people 3pl-Past love-RC 
        ‘the people who loved it’ 
 
(29b) é-mà    é-dù-mà-kà 
          3pl-Past   3pl-Rec-love-Rec 
          ‘They loved each other.’ 
 
(29c) íbón  é-ké   é-dú-mà-kà   kè 
        people 3pl-Past 3pl-Rec-love-Rec RC 
         ‘the people who loved each other’ 
 
 As we have seen in other overlapping reduplication examples, the reciprocal form takes 
precedence when sharing a place with another suffix. Regarding the relative clause markers, we 
see that the tense marker change remains, but the reduplicated morpheme does not appear. One 
would wonder if the overt marker for ‘who’ ‘ada’ would surface obligatorily in order to maintain 
the relative clause’s meaning, but it does not. Instead, we see that a ‘ke’ shows up again post-
verbally, as it did in the negated reciprocal. This brings up the question how do we know that this 
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sentence is portraying a relative clause construction and not a negative construction? We will 
look at both forms separately and combined in order to examine the difference. 
 
(30a) íbón  é-ké   é-má-Gá 
        people 3pl-Past 3pl-Neg 
        ‘the people who loved it’ 
 
(30b) íbon  í-ke            í-má-Gá 
        people Indef-Past Indef-RC 
        ‘The people didn't not love it.’ 
 
(30c) íbón  é-ke   é-di   í-má-Gá 
        people 3pl-Past 3pl-RC  Indef-love-Neg 
        ‘the people who didn't love it’ 
 
 We can see in examples 30a/30b that the only difference between the negative and relative 
clause constructions is the person marking. Thus, it seems that, though the suffix is part of 
negation, the change to indefinite person is the distinctive feature of negation. When we combine 
the two, as in 30c, we see three notable points. First, we see that only the verb changes to 
indefinite person, according to the negative form. So, the feature of person marking partially 
reflects relative clauses and partially reflects the negative form, but not only one of the forms. 
Second, we can observe a post-verbal ‘ke’ does not emerge, as we saw in examples where the 
reciprocal suffix blocked the suffix of another form. However, we do see as a third point that ‘-
di’ shows up pre-verbally. I marked it as indicating relative clause, because we will see the same 
morpheme when we look at relative clauses in future tense.  
 So, what pattern do we see when we examine relative clauses in the future tense? 
Interestingly, we do not see any reduplication in future relative clauses, but we do see a new 
future tense marker. 

 
(31a) íbón  é-yà   é-má    
        people 3pl-Fut  3pl-love 
        ‘The people will love it.’ 
 
(31b) íbón  é-dí   í-má  
        people 3pl-Fut  Indef-love 
        ‘the people who will love it’ 
 
We see that the regular future tense ‘ya’ is replaced with ‘di’ and the person marking on the verb 
becomes indefinite. This gives us three options for which indicates relative clause in the future. It 
could be that the tense ‘di’ encodes relative clauses. Also it could be that the change of person 
marking indicates a relative clause. Lastly, it could be that this specific combination indicates 
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relative clause, even if these particular markings could have a different meaning separately, in 
other contexts. In order to see which of the observed aspects above are necessary to portraying 
the meaning of relative clauses, we will examine which markers are retained in future reciprocal 
relative clauses. 
 
(32a) íbón  é-dí   í-má  
        people 3pl-Fut  Indef-love 
        ‘the people who will love it’ 
 
(32b) (ǹyÌn)  ì-yà   ì-du-mà-kà  
         1pl 1pl--Fut 1pl-Rec-love-Rec  
         ‘We will love each other.’ 
 
(32c) íbón  é-dí   í-dú-mà-kà    
         1pl 1pl--Fut 1pl-Rec-love-Rec 
        ‘The people who will love each other.’ 
 
We see above, that the features of both are present in the combined form in the future tense. Both 
the tense marking and verbal person marking change remain from the relative clause. Then, for 
the reciprocal form both the morphemes and the change to low tone remain. Notice also that in 
the combined form there is no post-verbal insertion of ‘ke’. It seemed that when there is no 
conflict of a position being occupied by two types of partial reduplication, there is no occurrence 
of and additional word to maintain the grammatical meaning. Thus, when there is not a conflict 
of place for reduplication, it seems that Ibibio simply combines the features of each.  
 In conclusion, we have seen that Ibibio displays a partial mirror reduplication on its verbs in 
reciprocal, negative, and relative clause constructions. In addition, Ibibio also has a complete 
reduplication to indicate verb focus. We noted that each reduplication was also paired with 
certain morphological, phonological or syntactic changes. These include: additional morphemes, 
changing of tense marking, tone change, and replacement of person marking. In examining 
multiple reduplication constructions simultaneously in a construction, we observed five main 
points. Firstly, if the reduplications are in conflict for a position, one will take over the position 
and an additional word ‘ke’ will emerge post-verbally to maintain the covered grammatical 
meaning. Secondly, we saw that this ‘ke’ only appeared if the meaning portrayed by the covered 
reduplication was not portrayed elsewhere in the sentence. Thirdly, we observed that if both 
forms are not in conflict, the features of each will be maintained and the post-verbal ‘ke’ will not 
appear.  Fourthly, we saw that when complete reduplication is stacked with partial reduplication, 
the partial reduplication occurs first and then is completely reduplicated. Lastly, in all the 
grammatical forms examined in this paper, we noted that the reciprocal form always wins out in 
the surface representation when in conflict with other forms for verbal representation. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, we discuss contrastive verb focus in Ibibio, a Lower Cross Niger-Congo language 
spoken in southern Nigeria.1 
 

(1) a.  ékpê  á-mà   á-kót    ǹg-wèt                     (input to [1b, c]) 
  ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-read  NMLZ-write 
   ‘Ekpe read a book.’ 

 
b.  ékpê  á-ké       (á-)kòó-kót       ǹg-wèt           Verb Focus 
  ekpe  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-CON.FOC-read  NMLZ-write 
  ‘Ekpe READ the book (he did not take it away).’ 

 
 c.  ékpê  á-ké       (á-)kót-té-kót        ǹg-wèt        Negation + Verb Focus 
   ekpe  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-CON.FOC-NEG-read  NMLZ-write 
   ‘Ekpe only read the book (he didn’t read the magazine).’ 

 
Contrastively focused verb forms display what appears to be polarity conditioned allomorphy: 
affirmative forms are marked by partial reduplication of the verb root (1b) while their negative 
counterparts involve full reduplication (1c). We adopt the framework of Distributed Morphology 
(Halle & Marantz, 1993) and argue that this allomporphy is the result of the system interpreting 
syntactic derivations where verb copies in certain non-trivial chains either are or are not adjacent 
at spell-out. In other words, syntax feeds the morphology, but not vice versa, and 
morphophonological processes interpret syntactic architectures (Bobaljik, 2000). 
 We propose a unified account for deriving the affirmative and negative forms based on 
movement, where verb copies underlie the surface forms of each. Our analysis provides further 
support for the copy theory of movement (Chomsky, 1993), which has been applied to verb 
focus in other African languages (Kandybowicz, 2008; Collins and Essizewa, 2007). Ibibio 
contrastive verb focus is unique in that exact copies of verbs that appear adjacent at syntax must 
be resolved by PF to be spelled-out. That is, verb adjacent copies of verbs in non-trivial chains 

                                                
* We would like to thank all our fellow participants of the Spring 2014 Field Methods in Linguistic Description class 
and the Research in Field Linguistics seminar for rich discussions that inform our analysis and understanding of 
Ibibio grammar. We are especially grateful to Professors Harold Torrence and Jason Kandybowicz for sharing many 
helpful critiques and insights. Travis and Phil owe an immense debt of gratitude to Mfon for not only collaborating 
with us on this project, but for supplying the data upon which this analysis is based. The judgments included in this 
paper reflect the judgments of Mfon unless otherwise noted. 
1 Abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: 1 = 1st person, 2 = 2nd person, 3 = 3rd person, ANTIC = 
anticausative, COMP = complementizer, COMPL = completive, COND = conditional, FOC = focus, FUT = future, IMPFV 
= imperfective, IRR = irrealis, NMLZ = nominalizer, PERF = perfective, PL = plural, PST = past, SG = singular. 
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are syntactically preferred but phonologically dispreferred and thus resolved by phonology after 
Vocabulary Insertion at the PF-interface. 
 The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we first provide a brief grammatical 
sketch of Ibibio, in order to provide a backdrop to understand verb focus. Section 3 expands this 
by looking at two constructions that we propose involve verb raising, which sets a foundation for 
our treatment of focused verbs as overt copies that both survive PF chain reduction. In Section 4 
we discuss morphosyntactic and morphophonological properties of both affirmative and negative 
forms of contrastively focused verbs. Following this, we offer competing analyses for explaining 
verb focus allomorphy in Section 5, and outline the copy movement proposal that we adopt. 
Section 6 concludes. 

2 Preliminary Remarks on Ibibio Grammar 

Ibibio is an SVO language with both subject agreement and object agreement (Eissen, 1990a; 
Baker & Willie, 2010): 
 

(2) a.  èkà   á-mà   á-fát   áyÌn 
   mother 3SG-PST 3SG-hug child 
   ‘The mother hugged the child.’ 

 
 b.  (àmì) ḿ-mà   á-/ḿ-fát    áyÌn 
   1SG  1SG-PST 3SG-1SG-hug child 
   ‘I hugged the child.’ 
 
 c.  áyÌn  á-mà   á-*(ḿ-)fát 
   child 3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-hug 
   ‘The child hugged me.’ 

 
In (2a-b), subject agreement occurs obligatorily on the tense head mà, and either subject or 
object agreement is marked on the verb. This pattern holds for all persons with the exception of 
first person singular objects, whose agreement is always marked on the verb (but never on 
functional heads), as (2c) shows. 

The surface form of agreement markers is by and large syntactically-conditioned (Baker & 
Willie, 2010). Subject and object markers in affirmative contexts are relatively uniform, with 
exceptions for second person (singular and plural) and third person plural. Object agreement is 
generally optional, though always local. That is, object agreement does not surface in the 
functional layers above VP. The first person singular prefix is always a nasal that undergoes 
homorganic assimilation (regardless of context). Second person subjects (non-A’-extracted) are 
marked differently than second person objects, negative subjects, and those that have undergone 
A’-extraction. The paradigms for negative and A’-extracted subjects (e.g., subject focus, subject 
relatives) exhibit syncretism as well as a local vs. non-local person distinction. Table 1 shows the 
various person markers, and the examples in (3) show person markers in both subject and object 
forms. 
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 Subject Object Imperative Negative A’-extracted 
subjects 

1SG Ń- Ń- - Ń- Ń- 
2SG à- ú- ú- ú- ú- 
3SG á- á- - í- í- 
1PL ì- ì- - í- í- 
2PL è- í- è- í- í- 
3PL é- ∅ - í- í- 

 
TABLE 1. Ibibio agreement prefixes. 

 
(3) a.  á-mà   á-ńg-kÍt 

  3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-see 
  ‘S/he saw me.’ 
 
b.  ì-mà    ú-kÍt 

   1PL-PST  2SG-see 
   ‘We saw you.’ 
 
 c.  é-mà   á-kÍt 
   3PL-PST  3SG-see 
   ‘They saw him.’ 
 
 d.  à-mà   ì-kÍt 
   2SG-PST 1PL-see 
   ‘You saw us.’ 
 
 e.  ḿ-mà   í-kÍt 
   1SG-PST 2PL-see 
   ‘I say you all.’ 
 
 f.  á-mà   á-kÍt   ÒmmÓ 
   3SG-PST 3SG-see 3PL 
   ‘S/he saw them.’ 

 
In addition to expressing agreement on finite T heads (Chomsky, 1981), Ibibio also exhibits 

multiple subject agreement (Baker & Willie, 2010).  
 

(4) a.  ḿ-mà   ńg-ké     á-dèp   ŋ̀-wèt 
   1SG-PST 1SG-COMPL 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
   ‘I had already bought the book (before you arrived).’ 
 
 b.  ú-kpé    ú-ké    ú-sé     ú-nám-má 

  2SG-COND 2SG-PERF 2SG-IMPF 2SG-do-NEG 
  ‘You shouldn’t have been doing it.’        (adapted from Baker & Willie, 2010:110) 

 
In (4a) subject agreement appears on both tense and aspect heads, while object agreement is 
marked on the verb, and in (4b) subject agreement occurs across the board. As Baker and Willie 
note, “there is no firm upper limit on the number of times subject agreement can appear in an 
Ibibio clause” (2010:110, emphasis added). There is, though, a structural boundedness 
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restricting subject agreement such that Ibibio does not typically allow complementizer 
agreement: 
 

(5) ḿ-bò   (*ḿ-/*á-)ké  ḿ-mà   ńg-ké     á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
1SG-say 1SG-COMP   1SG-PST 1SG-COMPL 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
(Intended: ‘I said that I had already bought the book.’) 

 
Thus, while multiple functional and lexical heads in the extended projection of VP bear 
agreement, heads in the C domain generally do not. However, as we discuss below, relative 
clauses are one construction in Ibibio where complementizer agreement does occur, and is made 
possible by raising-to-C, which triggers Spec-Head agreement. 

Certain tense markers are also syntactically motivated. For example, the past tense marker 
mà occurs in unmarked, neutral affirmative sentences, such as those that do not serve as answers 
to questions. Mà is likewise incompatible with wh-questions, negation, and focus constructions 
(Simmons, 1957; Kaufman, 1968; Essien, 1982, 1990a, 1990b; Willie & Udoinyang, 2012:244). 
In these contexts, ké surfaces obligatorily, as the sentences in (6) demonstrate. 
 

(6) a.  ànìyé í-ké/*mà      í-fát     áyÌn                 Subject wh-question 
  who  3SG-COMPL/*PST 3SG-hug  child 
  ‘Who hugged the child?’ 
 
b.  ànìyè (ówó)  ké   èkà   á-ké/*ma       á-fát        Object wh-question 

   who  person COMP mother 3SG-COMPL/*PST  3SG-hug 
   ‘Who did the mother hug?’ 

 
 c.  èkà   í-ké/*mà      í-fát-tá      áyÌn             Negation 
   mother 3SG-COMPL/*PST 3SG-hug-NEG  child 
   ‘The mother didn’t hug the child.’ 
 
 d.  (á-dò)  èkà   á-ké/*mà       á-fát   áyÌn           Subject focus 

  3SG-be mother 3SG-COMPL/*PST  3SG-hug child 
  ‘It was the mother that hugged the child (not the father).’ 

 
 e.  (á-dò)  áyÌn  ké   èkà   á-ké/*mà       á-fát        Object focus 
   3SG-be child COMP mother 3SG-COMPL/*PST  3SG-hug 
   ‘It was the child that the mother hugged.’ 
 

The future marker yà alternates with dì according to the same pattern: 
 

(7) a.  èkà   á-yà    á-fát   áyÌn                       Future affirmative 
   mother 3SG-FUT 3SG-hug child 
   ‘The mother will hug the child.’ 
 
 b.  ànìyé í-dì/*yà     í-fát     áyÌn                   Subject wh-question 

  who  3SG-IRR/*FUT 3SG-hug  child 
  ‘Who will hug the child?’ 
 
c.  ànìyè (ówó)  ké   èkà   á-dì/*ya        í-fát         Object wh-question 

   who  person COMP mother 3SG-FUT.FOC/*FUT 3SG-hug 
   ‘Who did the mother hug?’ 
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 d.  èkà   í-dì/*yà     í-fát-tá      áyÌn               Negation 
   mother 3SG-IRR/*FUT 3SG-hug- NEG child 
   ‘The mother didn’t hug the child.’ 
 
 e.  (á-dò) èkà    á-dì/*yà     í-fát    áyÌn              Subject focus 

  3SG-be mother 3SG-IRR/*FUT 3SG-hug child 
  ‘It is the mother that will hug the child (not the father).’ 

 
 f.  (á-dò)  áyÌn  ké   èkà   á-dì/*yà     í-fát            Object focus 
   3SG-be child COMP mother 3SG-IRR/*FUT 3SG-hug 
   ‘It is the child that the mother will hug.’ 

 
Essien (1982) proposes that mà~ké and yà~dí alternations are syntactically-motivated 
allomorphs, conditioned by “the presence or absence of certain grammatical categories” 
(1982:340). He concludes that these examples provide evidence for the influence of syntax on 
phonology. 
 We take it that Essien’s observation regarding the relationship between syntax and 
morphology is instructive, though we argue that appealing to “grammatical categories” alone is 
insufficient. Instead, we propose a syntactic analysis where movement of certain aspect markers 
blocks the ability for overt T heads to surface. Consider the following data in (8), where either 
tense (8a), aspect (8b), or both (8c) are present: 
 

(8) a.  ḿ-mà   ń-dép   ǹg-wèt 
  1SG-PST 1SG-buy NMLZ-write 
  ‘I bought the book.’ 
 
b.  ŋ́-ké      ń-dép   ǹg-wèt 

   1SG-COMPL 1SG-buy NMLZ-write 
   ‘I bought the book.’ 
  
 c.  ḿ-mà   ńg-ké     á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
   1SG-PST 1SG-COMPL 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
   ‘I had bought the book.’ 
 

Notably, the completive aspect marker ké bears the temporal features in (8b), though the ability 
for ké and mà to co-occur suggests that they must be categorically distinct (i.e., they cannot both 
be T heads). When mà is not present, the presence of ké in a clause results in the lack of 
neutrality (Kaufman, 1968:218; Simmons, 1957; Essien, 1983), as noted in (6) above. For 
example, (8b) is pragmatically infelicitous if uttered out-of-the-blue. Instead, it must be used 
when responding to a question, such as ‘What did you do?’, which suggests that some element is 
in focus. However, when both mà and ké are present (8c), mà bears the tense while ké encodes 
aspect, though not focus.  
 Our analysis suggests that ké in the non-neutral sentences is not a focus marker per se, but 
rather a functional (aspect) head that raises-to-T (and perhaps higher) in argument focus 
constructions, wh-questions, and negation. This proposal receives support from the fact that ké 
clauses of these non-neutral types always encode past tense (in addition to aspectual meanings 
and information structure), and from the fact that ké can encode aspect without encoding either 
tense or focus. 
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3 Verb Movement 

We now turn to data from two constructions – verbal negation and relative clauses – that we 
argue provide evidence of verb raising. 

3.1 Raising-to-Neg 

Negation in Ibibio is expressed by the vocabulary item ké (Kaufman, 1968:217; Essien, 1985). 
It’s surface realization, however, is context-dependent. Morphosyntactically, negation surfaces 
as a verbal suffix in both matrix and embedded clauses, and as an independent particle in 
embedded clauses and hortatives. Morphophonologically, ké is realized as a postverbal -CV 
sequence when the verb root or stem ends in a consonant and a postverbal -[ɰ]V sequence on a 
smaller set of verbs. 

Consider first the data from verbal negation in matrix clauses below: 
 

(9) a.  òkón á-tóngngó 
   okon 3SG-start 

  ‘Okon is starting.’/‘Okon has started.’ 
 

 b.  òkón í-tóngngó-ké 
   okon 3SG-start-NEG 
   ‘Okon is not starting.’/‘Okon has not started.’ 

 
 c.  ḿ-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt 

  1SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
  ‘I bought the book.’ 
 
d.  ńg-ké     í-dép-pé     ǹg-wèt 

   1SG-COMPL 1SG-buy-NEG  NMLZ-book 
   ‘I didn’t buy the book.’ 
 
 e.  ń-yà    á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
   1SG-FUT 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
   ‘I will buy the book.’ 
 
 f.  ń-dì    í-dép-pé     ǹg-wèt 
   1SG-IRR  3SG-buy-NEG  NMLZ-write 
   ‘I won’t buy the book.’ 

 
 g.  é-mà   é-kwó 
   3PL-PST  3PL-sing 
   ‘They sang.’ 
 
 h.  í-ké      í-kwó-Gó 
   3SG-COMPL 3SG-sing-NEG 
   ‘They didn’t sing.’ 

 
In (9b, d, f), negation surfaces as a verbal suffix, and the phonological realization of ké depends 
on the structure of the verb. Postverbal negation is pronounced -ké at spell-out iff the verb 
root/stem is polysyllabic and ends in a vowel. If the verb is consonant-final, then negation is 
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pronounced as a -CV sequence where C fully assimilates to the final consonant, and regressive 
vowel harmony is triggered (= -C√V√ in our notation).2 This pattern is rather unsurprising, as 
Ibibio disallows consonant clusters and resyllabifies morphosyntactially-driven consonant 
gemination. In monosyllabic roots/stems that end in vowels, postverbal negation gets 
pronounced -ɰV, where the vowel in the suffix again harmonizes with the final vowel in the 
root/stem (= -ɰV√ in our notation). This pattern, too, is unsurprising because singleton /k/ 
becomes [ɰ] intervocallically. 
 Also notable is the fact that the tense markers mà and yà are incompatible with negation. The 
negative sentences in (9d, f) become ungrammatical if either of these tense markers is present. 
 

(10) a. * ḿ-mà  (ńg-ké)     í-dép-pé     ǹg-wèt 
       1SG-PST 1SG-COMPL  3SG-buy-NEG  NMLZ-write 
      (Intended: ‘I won’t buy the book.’) 
 
  b. * ń-yà   (ń-dì)   í-dép-pé     ǹg-wèt 
      1SG-FUT 1SG-IRR 3SG-buy-NEG  NMLZ-write 
      (Intended: ‘I won’t buy the book.’) 

 
This pattern holds regardless as to whether ké and dì are present or absent, suggesting that the 
presence of mà and yà produce ungrammaticality, not the absence of ké and dì. Instead, 
completive ké surfaces obligatorily in the negative past tense and irrealis dì surfaces in the 
negative future – to the exclusion of the neutral tense markers, which is reminiscent of the 
pattern found in focus constructions and questions. Finally, special agreement on the verb is 
required in the context of negation, as seen in (11): 
 

(11) a. ḿ-mà   á-/ŋ́-kɔ̀m 
     1SG-PST 3SG-/1SG-greet 
     ‘I greeted her.’ 
 
  b. ńg-ké     í-kÒm-mÓ 
     1SG-COMPL 3SG-greet-NEG 
     ‘I didn’t greet her.’ 
 
  c. *ńg-ké     á-/ńg-kÒm-mÓ 
      1SG-COMPL 3SG-/1SG-greet-NEG 
      (Intended: I didn’t greet her.’) 

 
The sentence in (11a) displays the expected agreement pattern in affirmative clauses: the T head 
bears subject agreement and the verb takes either subject or object agreement (but not both, since 
the object is not 1SG). When negation appears postverbally, the agreement marker obligatorily 
surfaces as í- (11b-c). This is a point to which we soon return.3 

Following Pollock (1989), we assume that negation is housed in its own functional 
projection. If we further assume that negation dominates VP, the pattern in (9) suggests that 
movement has occurred in order for negation to appear postverbally. As seen in (12), either V 
                                                
2 There is a seeming exception to this: -ATR vowels (except [ɔ]) cannot appear in open syllables, which renders a 
change in quality of their harmonizing vowels. Specifically, -C/ɨ, ʉ, ʌ/ are realized as -C[e, u, ɔ], respectively. 
3 We do not, however, offer a detailed explanation for this pattern. See Baker (2008) and Baker & Willie (2010) for 
proposals centered on the concept of anti-agreement. Eissen (1985), on the other hand, considers the agreement to be 
negative concord. 
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raises to get negation, or Neg could lower to V in order to account for the generalization that 
verbs precede negation in matrix clauses: 
 

(12) a.  Verb raising                b. Neg lowering  
      
         NegP                      NegP 

         ei            ei 
       ké       VP          ké       VP 

        ei           ei 
        V             V 

 
 
Note, however, that regardless of the direction of movement, one copy of the moved head is 
obligatorily deleted in standard verbal negation. 

Evidence from negative hortatives and negation in embedded clauses provide further 
support for the claim that NegP is structurally superior to VP in Ibibio.  
 

(13) a. kwó 
    sing 
    ‘Sing!’ 
 
 b. ké  ú-kwó 

     NEG 2SG-sing 
     ‘Don’t sing!’ 
 
  c. ḿ-mà   á-nám   (ànyé) á-kwó 

     1SG-PST 3SG-make 3SG   3SG-sing 
     ‘I made him sing.’ 
 
  d. ḿ-mà   á-nám   ké  (ànyé) à-kwo 
     1SG-PST 3SG-make NEG 3SG   3SG-sing 
     ‘I made him not sing.’ 
 
  e. ḿ-mà   á-nám   (ànyé) í-kwó-Gó 
     1SG-PST 3SG-make 3SG   3SG-sing-NEG 
     ‘I made him not sing.’ 

 
In (13b), ké precedes the hortative verb kwó ‘sing!’. Unlike completive ké, though, the negative 
particle cannot take agreement when it surfaces in a preverbal position. The negative particle ké 
also surfaces preverbally in the embedded clause in (13d). These constructions thus demonstrate 
that NegP indeed dominates VP (rather than, say, Neg[P] occurring VP-internally). 

Presently unresolved then, is whether the complex head V+Neg results from V raising or Neg 
lowering. We take it that the change in agreement markers relative to the position of negation is 
instructive in this respect, and claim V raising, for the following reasons. If our line of reasoning 
regarding the position of negation is correct, then the position of the subject DP in the embedded 
clause in (13d) is VP-internal, since it intervenes between negation and the verb. Crucially, the 
agreement on the verb in (13d) is not the same as in (13e); if the verb remains in position and 
negation lowers, it is not readily apparent as to why special agreement would surface. Second, 
the special agreement on the verb that obligatorily appears in the context of negation also 
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surfaces when the subject DP appears higher than T, as seen in (9d). We take this as evidence 
that V raises to Neg, which triggers a distinct agreement marker, since subject DPs in such 
constructions raise to land in Spec,TP. 

Although Baker (2008:624) and Baker and Willie (2010:119) have posed the possibility that 
embedded clauses like those in (13) either lack T altogether or possess “a weak T with no 
morphological exponent” (Baker 2008:624), the data in (14) demonstrates that T is indeed 
present, either overtly (14b, e) or not (14a, c, d). 
 

(14) a. ḿ-mà   á-nám     òkón á-tóngngó 
     1SG-PST 3SG-make  okon 3SG-start 
     ‘I made Okon start.’ 
 
  b. ḿ-mà   á-nám    òkón  á-mà    á-tóngngó 
     1SG-PST 3SG-make okon 3SG-PST 3SG-start 
     ‘I made Okon start (in time).’   
 
  c. ḿ-mà   á-nám    ké   òkón à-tóngngó  
     1SG-PST 3SG-make NEG okon 3SG-start 
     ‘I made Okon not start.’ 
 
  d. ḿ-mà   á-nám    òkón  í-tóngngó-ké  
     1SG-PST 3SG-make okon 3SG-start-NEG 
     ‘I made Okon not start.’ 
 
  e. ḿ-mà   á-nám    òkón  í-ké      í-tóngngó-ké 
     1SG-PST 3SG-make okon 3SG-COMPL 3SG-start-NEG 
     ‘I made Okon not start (in time).’ 
   

This, of course, does not approach a detailed explanation as to why special agreement in verbal 
negation is required. Nevertheless, it suggests that Neg lowering fails to account for agreement 
and word order facts, while V raising succeeds. That verbs must raise to get negation in Ibibio 
receives further support from the negation of contrastively focused verbs, as we discuss below. 
 What is clear at this point is that matrix clauses with verbal negation require verb raising, 
while in certain embedded clauses raising is optional. In cases where raising does occur, only the 
higher copy is pronounced. The schema in (15) below illustrates this for (13e).  
 

(15) ḿ-mà á-nám [ànyé]k í-[kwó]i-Gó [ànyé]k [kwó]i 
 
 
 
 
Patterns of verbal negation in thus Ibibio demonstrate that verb movement is indeed possible in 
the language (Baker, 2008). From the perspective of the copy theory of movement as articulated 
and reformulated by Chomsky (1993:35), (14) is typical: the heads of non-trivial chains are 
retained while lower copies are deleted at PF. However, as we will see below, verb repetition 
constructions in Ibibio – as in other languages – require an analysis that goes beyond merely 
privileging higher copies and deleting lower ones at PF (Brody, 1995; Bobaljik, 1994, 1995; 
Groat & O’Neil, 1996; Pesetsky, 1998; Bošković & Nunes, 2007; Kandybowicz, 2008).  
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 We should also note that our proposal departs slightly from Baker’s (2008) V-to-T raising 
analysis of postverbal negation. His analysis of the verbal complex bearing negation entails that 
“the verb moves past negation to T” (Baker, 2008:624), seen in (16): 
 

(16)          TP 
          ei 
             T       NegP 
        ty ei 
       T     V    Neg         VP 
               ei 
              V 
 
 
Rather than circumscribed head movement “past” (= around) negation, however, we argue that 
verbs undergo raising-to-Neg (or at least raising through Neg on their way to T), as seen in (17).  
 

(17)            TP                             Verbal negation: V-to-Neg 
      ei 

         T     NegP 
       ei 
     Neg     VP 
 ty     ei 
V      Neg  V 

g 
          -ké 
          -C√V√ 
          -ɰV√ 

 
 

This is an issue that we return to in the discussion of verb raising in relative clause constructions. 
To date, we have found no evidence for material that can intervene between T and Neg in order 
to determine whether raising-to-T in negation is necessary (whether through or around; raising-
to-T is possible in Ibibio in other constructions, as we will see below). Though the difference 
between (16) and (17) seems minimal, we argue that it is nonetheless significant in order to 
explain other derivations involving negation. We further claim below that a key formal similarity 
between verbal negation and relative clause structures provides support for the raising-to-Neg 
analysis. 
 Our account echoes the sentiments expressed by Essien (1985) that negation in Ibibio 
involves complex syntactic structures. However, Essien  
 

“Formally, negation in Ibibio is an even more complex process in which syntax and 
phonology are inseparable, demonstrating once again the futility of rigidly seeking to 
separate grammar (in the sense of syntax and morphology) from phonology” (Eissen, 
1985:74) 
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In contrast, we propose that negation in Ibibio actually provides rather clear evidence for the 
separation of syntax, morphology, and phonology, since morphophonological processes like 
negative affixation are syntactically driven. That is, verb raising provides the appropriate 
architecture for (post-syntactic) phonological changes to occur. 

3.2 Raising-to-C in Relative Clauses 

Relative clauses provide evidence for a second type of verb raising in Ibibio. Recall from Section 
2 that the phonological string ké is the vocabulary item for the complementizer introducing that-
clauses in Ibibio. 
 

(18) ń-dìÓngÓ (ḿ-bò)  ké   á-mà/ké      á-dép    ǹg-wèt 
 1SG-know 1SG-say COMP 3SG-PST/COMPL 3SG-write NMLZ-write 
 ‘I know (I say) that s/he wrote the book.’ 

 
Ké also serves as a relativizer in relative clause constructions (Kaufman, 1968; Essien, 1985). 
Consider the following, based on Kaufman (1968:382), where the complementizer ké and its 
allomorphs appear as postverbal affixes: 
 

(19) a. bén  ábéét   á-bèr-é-ké         ké   àdìbènè 
     take ladder 3SG-be.leaning-COMP  PREP wall 
     ‘Take the ladder which is on the wall.’ 
 
  b. bén ábéét  à-ké      bèt-té    ké    àdìbènè 
     take ladder 3SG-COMPL 3SG-lean  PREP wall 
     ‘Take the ladder that you leaned on the wall.’ 
 
  c. bén  ábéét  á-ké      á-bèr-é-ké     ké   àdìbènè 
     take ladder 3SG-COMPL 3SG-lean-COMP PREP wall 
     ‘Take the ladder which was on the wall.’ 
 
  d. òwó   á-mà   á-bèt    àbéét  ké   àdìbènè 
     person 3SG-PST 3SG-lean  ladder PREP wall 
     ‘The person/someone leaned the ladder on the wall.’ 
   
  e. dÓkkÓ  òwó   á-ké      bèt-té     àbéét  ké   àdìbènè 
     tell    person 3SG-COMPL lean-COMP ladder PREP wall 
     ‘Tell the person who leaned the ladder on the wall.’ 

 
In relative clause constructions, we propose that verbs undergo raising-to-C, as seen below: 
 

(20) a. ḿ-mà   ḿ-bò   ké   ńné    á-mà/ké      wèt  ǹg-wèt 
     1SG-PST 1SG-say COMP woman  3SG-PST/COMPL write NMLZ-write 
     ‘I said that the woman wrote the book.’ 
 
  b. ḿ-mà   á-kÍt   ńné    á-ké      wèt-té     ǹg-wèt           Subject RC 
     1SG-PST 3SG-see woman  3SG-COMPL write-COMP NMLZ-write 
     ‘I met (the) woman who wrote (the) book.’ 
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 c. ḿ-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt     á-ké      wèt-té     ǹg-wèt        Object RC 
    1SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 3SG-COMPL write-COMP NMLZ-write 
    ‘I bought (the) book that the woman wrote.’ 

 
  d. ḿ-mà   á-kÍt   ńné    á-ké      dìÓngÓ-ké    ḿkpÓ        Subject RC 
     1SG-PST 3SG-see woman  3SG-COMPL know-COMP  thing 
     ‘I met the woman that knew the thing (you were talking about) 
 

  e. ḿ-mà   á-kòp    ḿkpÓ sé/*ké ńné     á-ké      dìÓngÓ(*-ké)   Object RC 
     1SG-PST 3SG-hear  thing  COMP  woman  3SG-COMPL know 
     ‘I heard the thing that the woman knew’ 

 
The embedded clause in (20a) is introduced by the complementizer ké, and, as expected, the 
embedded verb wèt takes no suffix. In both subject and object relative clauses (20b-d), verbs can 
raise to C in order for the complementizer to be realized as a postverbal suffix. If, however, the 
verb does not raise (20e) then the verb form cannot take the relativizing suffix. Again, this 
pattern echoes the distribution of negation. 

Formally, then, relativized verbs bear strong similarity to negated verbs, since ké (and its 
allomorphs) is also the string indicating negation (Essien, 1985:75, 81). As noted above, negative 
ké surfaces as postverbal ké after verb raising when the verb root/stem has a coda and as an 
assimilated -C√V√ sequence or -ɰV√ sequence when the verb root/stem is open. This can be seen 
from the behavior of the verb bʉ̀m ‘break’ and its anticausative (Anyanwu, 2012) form bʉ̀mó 
when they are negated (21).  
 

(21) a. bÙm 
    break 
    ‘to break’ 
 
 b. bÙm-ó 

     break-ANTIC 
     ‘to be broken’ 
 
  c. ḿ-mà   á-bÙm   ábáng 
     1SG-PST 3SG-break pot 
     ‘I broke the pot.’ 
 
  d. ńg-ké     í-bÙm-mó    ábáng 
     1SG-COMPL 3SG-break-NEG pot 
     ‘I didn’t break the pot.’ 
 
  e. ábáng  á-mà   á-bÙm-ó 
     pot   3SG-PST 3SG-break-ANTIC 
     ‘The pot was broken.’ 
 
  f. ábáng  í-ké      í-bÙm-ó-ké 
     pot   3SG-COMPL 3SG-break-ANTIC-NEG 
     ‘The pot wasn’t broken.’ 

 
The negative suffix thus predictably surfaces as -mó when the verb root is bʉ̀m (21d) and -ké 
when the verb stem is bʉ̀mó (21f). Similarly, the complementizer ké is realized as -mó when bʉ̀m 
undergoes raising-to-C and as -ké when bʉ̀mó raises. 
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(22) a. ábáng  [CP  á-ńg-ké      bÙm-mó ]  á-dò   ámì 
     pot      3SG-1SG-COMPL break-COMP  3SG-be DEM 
     ‘This is the pot that I broke.’ 
 
  b. ábáng  [CP  á-ké      bÙm-ó-ké ]      á-dò   ámì 
     pot      3SG-COMPL break-ANTIC-COMP 3SG-be DEM 
     ‘This is the pot that was broken.’ 

 
We take it that the formal relation between verbs in negation and relative clauses derives from a 
syntactic similarity between these two constructions: in both cases verbs raise to functional heads 
whose vocabulary item is ké. We thus propose the following structure for relative clauses: 
 

(23)               CP                       Relative clause: V-to-T-to-C 
               qp 
              C     TP 
          ty         ei 
         T         C       T  VP 

         g            ty    ei 
      -ké         T        V  V 
      -C√V√ 
      -ɰV√ 
 

 
 
As with negation, V raising in relative clauses produces a non-trivial chain where PF privileges 
the head of the chain. Chain reduction at PF thus deletes the lower copies, ensuring that only one 
copy is pronounced. The schema in (24) illustrates this for (22a): 
 

(24) [ábáng]k [á-ńg-ké bÙm-mó]i [ábáng]k [ńg-ké-bÙm]i [bÙm]i [ábáng]k  á-dò  ámì 
 
 
 
 
Verb raising in relative clauses differs from negation in that the verb must first raise to T in order 
to form a complex head that raises to C. This move ensures that completive ké (for past 
constructions) surfaces preverbally, while the relativizing suffix appears after the verb. 
 We have found no evidence to suggest that verbs in relative clauses raise “past” (= above) C 
in order for C to appear postverbally. We take it then, that the formal parallels between verb 
forms in negation and relative clauses demonstrate that -ké suffixation results from raising to the 
head whose vocabulary item is ké, not beyond it. Moreover, the relativized noun appears to 
trigger Spec-Head agreement after the verb complex raises-to-C when the subject of the relative 
clause is 1SG (22a). This can be explained if we posit that the relativized noun lands in Spec,CP: 
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(25)               TP 
      qp 
    CP                  T’ 

         ru         ru 
       ábáng   C’        T            VP 

       ru      ru 
       á-ńg-ké-bʉ̀m-mó TP     CP         V’ 

                    ty   ru 
      1SG      T’  á-dò      ámì 

     ty 
       ńg-ké-bʉ̀m  AspP 

         ty 
          ké bʉ̀m  VP 
                                                               ty 

             bʉ̀m   ábáng 
 
In (25), the completive aspect marker bears 1SG subject agreement, which is derived TP-
internally as expected. The surprising fact about the agreement in (22a) is the realization of a 3SG 
agreement prefix that surfaces before the subject marker. Recall from section 2 above that 
functional heads above VP only take subject (not object agreement), which constrains the 
number of agreement markers on them to one. Additionally, when subject and object agreement 
are both present on a verb, the object marker attaches first and thus appears closer to the verb. In 
(25)/(22a) the subject agreement attaches first, but object agreement is later triggered on the left 
edge of the complex head in C produced by movement. Again, we take this pattern to strongly 
suggest that V undergoes raising-to-C (through T) in order for the C head ké to be realized 
postverbally. 

4 Verbal Repetition 

Having provided evidence for verb movement in Ibibio, we now turn to verb focus constructions 
in the language. In this Section, we detail some basic properties of verb focus constructions. 
Following this, we argue that verb focus constructions are verbal repetition constructions 
(Kandybowicz, 2008) involving movement and spell-out of multiple copies. 

4.1 Affirmative Contrastive Verb Focus 

Verb focus in Ibibio establishes a contrast where alternative possibilities are not negated.4 When 
verbs are contrastively focused, a reduplicative prefix expresses focus (Essien, 1985, 1990a:103-
106; Akinlabi & Urua, 2000): 
 

(26) a. ákùn  á-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt                    (input to [26b]) 
    akun  3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
    ‘Akun bought the book.’ 

                                                
4 Exhaustively focused verbs are possible in Ibibio, but require a different structure where an exhaustive focus 
particle pied-pipes the entire TP containing the verb (Duncan, Major, & Udoinyang, 2014). 
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 b. ákùn  á-ke      (á-)dèé-dép      ǹg-wèt     í-ké 
     akun  3SG-COMPL 3SG-CON.FOC~buy NMLZ-write  3SG.COMPL 
 
     í-yÌp~pé-yÌp 
     3sg-CON.FOC-NEG-steal 
     ‘Akun BOUGHT the book, she didn’t STEAL it.’ 

 
Forms of focused verbs display a complex interaction between syntax, morphology, and 
phonology (and, in accordance with a DM framework, we claim the interaction occurs in that 
order). In affirmative verb focus, contrastive focus is encoded by means of a reduplicative CVː 
prefix where C is valued by C1 in the verb root/stem, and regressive harmony determines the 
quality of the vowel in the reduplicant. Additionally, -ATR vowels /ɨ, ʉ, ʌ/ except /ɔ/ in the 
reduplicative prefix cannot be lengthened, forcing them to undergo changes in height and/or 
backness. Finally, the tone on the reduplicative prefix is a rising tone, and the tone on the root 
remains the same if high but becomes a falling tone if the root tone is low in CV and CVC roots. 
Table 2 provides examples of affirmatively focused verbs to illustrate these properties. 
 

Vowel 
(w/ tone) 

Permissible 
syllable type 

Verb  Reduplicated 
form 
(affirmative) 

[í] CV(C) dí ‘come’ dìídí 
[ì] CV(C) kpì ‘cut’ kpìíkpî 
[!]́ CVC tÍm ‘pound’ tèétÍm 
[!]̀ CVC nÌm ‘keep’ nèénÎm 
[é] CV(C) sé ‘look’ sèésé 
[è] CV(C) wèt ‘write’ wèéwêt 
[ú] CV(C) túúk ‘touch’ tùútúúk 
[ù] CV(C) fù ‘be lazy’ fùúfû 
[ʉ́] CVC bÚn ‘keep many things’ bùúbÚn 
[ʉ̀] CVC bÙm ‘break’ bùúbÛm 
[ó] CV(C) bót ‘mold’ bòóbót 
[ò] CV(C) bòn ‘begat’ bòóbôn 
[ɔ́] CVC tÓk ‘urinate’ tÒÓtÓk 
[ɔ̀] CVC tÒk ‘verbally abuse’ tÒÓtÔk 
[ʌ́] CVC fÁk ‘cover’ fÒÓfÁk 
[ʌ̀] CVC tÀk ‘grate’ tÒÓtÂk 
[á] CV(C) má ‘love’ màámá 
[à] CV(C) mà ‘complete’ màámâ 

 
TABLE 2. Bare CV and CVC verb forms and reduplicated (contrastive focus) forms. 

 
The general pattern for contrastive verb forms also holds for verbs with more complex syllable 
structure, though tone changes on the verb root do not occur.  
 

(27) a. ḿ-mà   dìÓngÓ 
     1SG-PST know 
     ‘I knew it.’ 
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  b. ńg-ké     dìÓ-dìÓngÓ 
     1SG-COMPL CON.FOC-know 
     ‘I KNEW it (I didn’t just think it).’ 
 
  c. ḿ-mà   bèèré 
     1SG-PST think 
     ‘I thought it.’ 
 
  d. ńg-ké     bèé-bèèré 
     1SG-COMPL CON.FOC-think 
     ‘I THOUGHT it (but I didn’t know it).’ 

 
 Structurally, the layer housing Foc in contrastive verb focus is low (TP-internal), as opposed 
to argument focus constructions that recruit structure high in the C domain. Argument focus 
constructions are incompatible with mà, but verb focus can occur when mà is present: 
 

(28) a. ḿ-mà  á-dèé-dép       ǹg-wèt 
     1SG-PST 3SG-CON.FOC-buy  NMLZ-write 
     ‘I BOUGHT the book.’ 

 
  b. ḿ-mà  ńg-ké     á-dèé-dép       ǹg-wèt 

     1SG-PST 1SG-COMPL 3SG-CON.FOC-buy  NMLZ-write 
     ‘I had already BOUGHT the book (by the time you arrived).’ 

 
As indicated in (28b), contrastively focused verbs can even surface below AspP. We thus posit 
the following architectural configuration for verb focus, where FocP dominates VP. 
 

(29)        TP 
       ei 
      T   AspP 

     ei 
    Asp  FocP 

    ei 
   Foc  VP 

   ei 
  V 

4.2 Negative Contrastive Verb Focus 

When contrastively focused verbs are negated, whole copies of the verb flank the negative 
suffix: 
 

(30) a. à-mà   à-fÓp                            Affirmative 
     2SG-PST 2SG-burn 
     ‘You burned it.’ 
 
  b. ú-ké      ú-fÓp-pÓ                       Verbal negation 
     2SG-COMPL 2SG-burn-NEG 
     ‘You didn’t burn it.’ 
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  c. ú-ké      ú-fÓp-pÓ-fÓp                   Neg + Contrastive verb focus 
     2SG-COMPL 2SG-CON.FOC-NEG-burn 
     ‘You didn’t BURN it.’ 

 
  d.*ú-ké      (ú-)fÒÓ-fÓp-pÓ 
      2SG-COMPL 2SG-CON.FOC-burn-NEG 
      (Intended: ‘You didn’t BURN it.’)  

 
  e. ńg-ké     í-dìÓngÓ-ké-dìÓngÓ              Neg + Contrastive verb focus 
     1SG-COMPL 3SG-CON.FOC-NEG-know 
     ‘I didn’t KNOW it.’ 
 
  f. ńg-ké     í-bèère-ké-bèèré                  Neg + Contrastive verb focus 
     1SG-COMPL 3SG-CON.FOC-NEG-think 
     ‘I didn’t THINK it.’ 

 
Whole reduplication in negative verb focus occurs irrespective of the syllable type of the verb 
root. As (30d) shows, attempts at using the reduplicative prefix to indicate verb focus in the 
context of negation fail. Moreover, the data suggests that a verb copy has undergone rasising-to-
Neg in order for negation to intervene between the two pronounced copies. 
 Data from negative hortatives provide insight into the location of FocP with respect to NegP, 
as seen in (31). 
 

(31) ké   ú-dèé-dép 
  NEG 3SG-CON.FOC-buy 
  ‘Don’t BUY it!’ 

 
The ability for negative ké to precede a contrastively focused verb suggests the ordering Neg > 
Foc > V: 
 

(32)        NegP 
         ei 
        Neg    FocP 

        ei 
       Foc     VP 

       ei 
      V 

 
Importantly, the focused verb in (31) is the formal equivalent of those that appear in affirmative 
contexts. We take this as an indication that it is not merely the presence of negation that triggers 
whole reduplication, which seems to rule out polarity-conditioned allomorphy as a possible 
explanation of the difference in affirmative and negative forms. Instead, we propose that the 
allomoprhy is syntactically-driven, and that the ability for whole copies to survive and be fully 
pronounced depends on whether or not any phonological material intervenes between verb 
copies at PF. 
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5 Towards an Explanation of Ibibio Verb Focus 

The simplified structures below summarize our analyses so far for verbal negation and relative 
clauses (strikethrough indicates copies that are deleted): 
 

(33) a.          TP                             Verbal negation: V-to-Neg 
      ei 

         T     NegP 
       ei 
     Neg     VP 
 ty     ei 
V      Neg  V 

g 
          -ké 
          -C√V√ 
          -ɰV√ 

 
 
  b.            CP                       Relative clause: V-to-T-to-C 

               qp 
              C     TP 
          ty         ei 
         T         C       T  VP 

         g            ty    ei 
      -ké         T        V  V 
      -C√V√ 
      -ɰV√ 
 
 

 
As discussed above, head movement in each of these cases results in a non-trivial chain that is 
reduced at PF, and this phonological operation ensures that only the head of the chain is 
pronounced, thus deleting lower copies. Though verbal negation and relative clauses recruit 
different structures in their derivation, verb forms in each clause type bear formal overlap 
because each involves head movement to form a complex head whose morphological exponent 
at Vocabulary Insertion is ké. 
 In order to explain verb focus constructions in Ibibio, which involve verbal repetition, we 
appeal to the same syntactic processes and configurations that underlie typical verb raising. 
However, verb focus constructions differ in that both the head and tail of the chain linking verb 
copies survive at PF and are therefore pronounced. Our analyses for contrastive focus and 
negative contrastive focus are seen below in (34): 
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(34)   a.     TP                             Contrastive focus: V-to-Foc 
      ei 

         T     FocP 
       ei 
     Foc     VP 
 ty     ei 
V      Foc  V 

g 
          -∅ 

 
 
 

  b.         TP                  Negative contrastive focus: V-to-Neg-to-Foc 
      qp 

         T             FocP 
          qp 
       Foc           NegP 
         ty       ei 
       Neg   Foc   Neg          VP 

            g          ty    ru 
     -∅         V     Neg   V 

        g 
     -ké 
     -C√V√ 
     -ɰV√ 

 
 
This allows us to posit a unified analysis for the allomorphs of verb focus: both prefixing 
reduplication and whole reduplication are generated by verb raising, where multiple copies are 
pronounced at spell-out. The critical difference is that in (34a) there is no overt phonological 
material that intervenes between verb copies. We claim that adjacent copies of verbs at PF face 
two competing constraints: they must be pronounced, but at the same time the system disprefers 
adjacent verbs, forcing a phonological reduction that results in a prefixing reduplicant. Crucially, 
though, this is a post-syntactic morphophonological process occurring at the PF-interface. In 
either case, whole verb roots are entered at vocabulary insertion. This allows us to explain why 
prefixing reduplication is allowed if the contrastively focused verb follows negation, but is never 
possible if the contrastively focused verb undergoes raising-to-Neg. 
 An alternative analysis might posit that the allomorphs of verb focus are polarity-
conditioned: the partially reduplicated prefix surfaces only in the context of an affirmative clause 
and whole verb reduplication is triggered by the presence of negation. One drawback to such 
analysis is that it either downplays or ignores altogether the possibility that these constructions 
are syntactically more similar than not. In this sense we feel that phonological analyses that do 
not attend to the role of the underlying architecture of verb focus are incomplete in that they are 
not able to explain the preconditions necessary for the application of phonological rules and 
constraints that drive verb focus allomorphy. Our analysis could, however, be seen as potentially 
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compatible with the OT approach adopted by Akinlabi and Urua (2000), with the stipulation that 
the syntax feeds the phonology. 
 A more serious deficiency in the polarity-conditioned approach is that prefixing reduplication 
occurs in the context of negation (31), and whole verb copies actually can be pronounced in 
affirmative contexts such as verb focus in relative clauses: 
 

(35) a. ábáng  á-ńg-ké-bÙm-mó-bÙm           á-dò   ámì 
     pot   3SG-1SG-COMPL-CON.FOC-COMP-break 3SG-be DEM 
     ‘This is the pot that I BROKE.’ 
 
  b.*ábáng á-ńg-ké-bùú-bÙm-mó            á-dò   ámì 
      pot   3SG-1SG-COMPL-CON.FOC-COMP-break 3SG-be DEM 
      (Intended: ‘This is the pot that I BROKE.’) 

 
The generalization still holds, then, that the head of a verb chain gets treated differently at PF iff 
verb copies are not separated by any overt phonological material.5 Moreover, (29a) can only be 
possible if spell-out occurs after raising-to-C, which guarantees that C intervenes between verb 
copies in the same way that Neg intervenes when contrastively focused verbs undergo raising-to-
Neg.  
 

(36)               CP           Relative clause + Verb focus: V-to-Foc-to-T-to-C 
               qp 
              C     TP 
          ty         ep 
         T         C       T      FocP 

         g            ty          ei 
      -ké          T      Foc         Foc       VP 
      -C√V√                 ty ru 
      -ɰV√                 V     Foc     V 

               g 
            -∅ 

 
 
 
We take it that this provides further evidence that favors analyzing verb focus in Ibibio as 
necessarily involving multiple copies, which holds independent of polarity. 

                                                
5 It would not be outlandish to consider the possibility (as might be expected in a Lexicalist approach) that verb 
focus morphemes are sensitive not just to polarity per se but to morphosyntactic structure. According to such an 
approach, the ConFoc morpheme could be seen as interpreting negated verbs differently on account of their 
morphological complexity, which could then account for why whole reduplication only surfaces on a negative 
contrastively focused verb. One problem with this approach is that NegP would have to be shown to be under FocP, 
not above it, as we suggest. Additionally problematic is that this analysis would falsely predict (35b) to be the form 
of verb focus in affirmative relative clauses, since the focus reduplicant ought to apply before raising-to-C. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this paper we have argued for analysis of verb focus constructions in Ibibio as instances of 
verbal repetition according to the framework of Distributed Morphology. Ibibio permits verb 
movement but does not require that all copies are pronounced. In particular, when verbs raise to 
get negation or raise to C in relative clauses PF privileges the head of non-trivial chains and 
deletes lower copies at the PF-interface. Verb focus in Ibibio requires verb movement, similar to 
that of negation and relative clause formation. However, in contrast, verb focus constructions 
require that multiple copies be pronounced at spell-out, which is a strategy that has been attested 
in other African languages, particularly Nupe (Kandybowicz, 2008) and Kabiye (Collins & 
Essizewa, 2007). Ibibio distinguishes itself in that verb copies may appear without any 
intervening phonological material, and, after Vocabulary Insertion, PF forces this 
morphosyntactic structure to be resolved by morphophonological processes, resulting in 
prefixing reduplication. If movement in the narrow syntax results in intervening exponents with 
overt phonological content supplied by Vocabulary Insertion, then both the head and tail of non-
trivial chains linking verbs survive the PF-interface and are pronounced. Broadly, our analysis 
provides further evidence for the copy theory of movement, and suggests (following others in 
DM) that syntactic architectures provide the foundations that trigger morphosyntactic and 
morphophonological processes. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper investigates the inventory of complex predicates in Ibibio, which are a point of 
controversy in the literature because there is little agreement on an adequate definition. More 
specifically, the types of constructions investigated in this paper are a type of complex predicate 
known as serial verb constructions (SVC), exemplified in (1) below: 
 

(1)   a. (ǹdòfò)   è-má       è-dì    wùó1     
       2PL.SUBJ  2PL.SUBJ-PST  2PL-go  come  
       ‘You (PL) arrived.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-má   á-tém     àdésì  á-díyá2   
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-cook  rice   3SG-eat 
       ‘Ekpe cooked and ate rice.’ 
 
Notice that there are two verbs in the constructions above. The first two verbs combine to form 
complex verb which means ‘arrive’ in English. The second example forms a complex predicate 
meaning ‘cook and eat’.  Both verbs share the same subject and same object. The constructions 
looked at in this paper typically surface as V1 V2 (Obj)  or V1 (Obj) V2. 
     The data in this paper were collected via individual elicitation with a native speaker of 
Ibibio.3 In section 2, I provide some background information on the typology and syntax of 
Ibibio that is relevant for the discussion of serial verbs. Section 3 defines and describes the 
property of light verbs in the literature. This includes discussion of SVCs in general, the 
syntactic properties, the semantic properties. The purpose of this section is to show that the 
constructions in Ibibio are truly SVCs across both syntactic and semantic grounds and also to fit 
Ibibio in with the typological literature on SVCs. 
 

2 Ibibio Background 

Ibibio is a Lower Cross language of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-Congo language 
phylum, which is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by roughly 2 million speakers. The data 
                                                
1 Ibibio is a tonal language. The tone markers in this paper are as follows: á = high, a = mid, à = low, â = falling, and 
ǎ = rising. The glosses used in this paper are as follows: 1=1st person, 2=2nd person, 3=3rd person, SG=singular, 
PL=plural, OBJ=object, CONJ=conjunction, PST=past, PRS=present, FUT=future, HAB=habitual, NEG=negative, 
COMP=complementizer,  
 
3 I would like to thank my native speaker consultant Mfon Udoinyang, Professor Harold Torrence, and the members 
of the Spring 2014 field methods course at the University of Kansas.  
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in this section is primarily novel data, but was informed by prior descriptions of the language 
(Essien 1990; Kaufman 1968). 

2.1 Syntax 

2.1.1 Grammatical Relations 

Arguments in Ibibio are realized as DPs, independent pronouns, and argument markers. All three 
options are demonstrated in (2) below: 
 

(2)   Ekpe  á-mé       á-m̀-m̀á        (mien) 
     Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PRS  3SG-1SG.OBJ-like  1SG.OBJ 
     ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
The proper name Ekpe is the subject, which is also encoded by the marker á- that precedes the 
tense marker (and on the verb in other cases). The 1SG object is encoded by both the full object 
pronoun mien and the 1SG object marker m-. The markers are sometimes variable depending on 
phonological considerations such as surrounding tones and vowel harmony, and also vary 
depending on whether the sentence was uttered carefully or naturally. The data in this paper are 
almost exclusively composed of careful speech. A summary of the pronouns and argument 
markers is shown in Table 1 below: 
 

Table 1: Argument pronouns/markers 
 
Person/# 

Full 
Pronoun 
(Subject) 

Subject 
Marker 

Full 
Pronoun 
(Object) 

Object 
Marker 

1SG ámì [+nasal]/a mìén [+nasal] 
2SG àfò à fìén u 
3SG Ényé á Ényé á 
1PL nyÌn í nyÌn í 
2PL ǹdòfò è ǹdòfò è 
3PL ámmó é ámmó é 

 
The tones and vowels take slightly different forms throughout this paper, because the tonal 
transcriptions are based on surface tones. The examples in the table are what I assume to be 
underlying tones, but depending on their position in a sentence are subject to change on the 
surface and as a result, in the transcriptions.  

2.1.2 Word order 

Ibibio is predominantly an SVO language when full DPs are present ((3)a), but the argument 
markers yield the order SOV ((3)b): 
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    S                           V       O 
(3)   a. (ámi)  m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 

       1SG   1SG-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
     S                      O  V 
     b. à-mé       m̀-m̀á        
       2SG.SUBJ-PRS  1SG.OBJ-like   
       ‘You like/love me.’ 
 
(3) illustrates the word order of Ibibio, but also presents the organization of pronouns and 
argument markers in the language. The independent subject pronoun ami in ((3)a) is optional, 
while the subject marker is obligatory. In ((3)b), both subject and object markers are obligatory. 
     In ditransitive constructions, if we only consider the overt nouns (ignoring subject/object 
markers), two possible orders surface:  S V IO DO ((4)a) and S V DO IO ((4)b), shown below: 
 
      S                       V                 IO            DO 

(4)   a. Ekpe  á-má   á-nò     ǹtÙGÓyÍn ǹdídíyá 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-give  children   food 
       ‘Ekpe gave the children food.’ 
 
         S                         V            DO              IO 
     b. Ekpe  á-má   á-dùt    ngwÉt  ké  òkpókóró 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-put  book   on  shelf 
       ‘Ekpe put the book on the shelf.’ 
 
     As shown thus far, subjects and/or objects appear as preverbal markers. The language also has 
rules against vowel hiatus, so often only one marker is able to surface4: 
 

(5)   a.? Ekpe   á-í-dìyòngò          (nyÌn)      Underlying Structure 
       Ekpe   3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
     b. Ekpe   í-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Object Marker 
       Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
     c.  Ekpe   á-dìyòngò    *(nyÌn)             Subject Marker 
       Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
The data in (5) show that one argument marker must prefix on to the verb, but if the markers are 
both vowels, only one may actually be realized. Either the subject or object marker is acceptable, 
                                                
4 The 1SG.OBJ pronoun surfaces as a nasal. All other arguments are represented by vowels, and therefore clash in 
vowel hiatus resolution. As a result, 1SG objects always surface, but in all other cases a choice must be made as to 
whether the subject or object marker remain. 
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but not both. ((5)b) shows that if the object is marked on the verb, the independent object 
pronoun nyIn ‘1PL.OBJ’ is optional. However, if the subject is marked on the verb (not the 
object), the independent object pronoun becomes obligatory. 

2.1.3 Tense/Aspect 

The tense/aspect system in Ibibio is quite complex. This discussion is limited to those 
tense/aspect morphemes that appear in this paper. (6) shows the morphology that surfaces in the 
past tense (or possibly perfective/completive aspect): 
 

(6)   a.  Ekpe  á-má   â-ng-ngwáná      (mien)        Simple Past 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight  1SG.OBJ 
        ‘Ekpe fought me.’ 
 
     b.   Ekpe  ké    á-ké    â-ng-ngwáná     (mien)    Neg/Focus/Q Past 
        Ekpe  COMP  3SG-PST 3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight 1SG.OBJ 
        ‘It was Ekpe that fought me.’ 
 
     c.  Ekpe  á-má  á-sé  á-ng-ngwáná               Habitual Past 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-HAB  3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight 
        ‘Ekpe used to fight me.’ 
 
The simple past is shown in ((6)a) and is represented by the morpheme ma. In all cases of A-bar 
extraction (e.g. wh-questions, focus, negation), a different morpheme, ke surfaces ((6)b). Notice 
that the tense/aspect marker ke is also homophonous with the complementizer ke which 
immediately precedes it in ((6)b). Finally, the past tense marker ma may be combined with the 
habitual marker se to form habitual past constructions. 
     The present tense morphology included in this paper is shown in (7): 
 

(7)   a.  Ekpe  á-ng-ngwana     (mien)                Simple Present 
        Ekpe  3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight 1SG.OBJ 
        ‘Ekpe is fighting me.’ 
 
     b.  Ekpe  á-sé     a-ng-ngwáná     (mien)          Present Habitual 
        Ekpe  3SG-HAB  3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight 1SG.OBJ 
        Ekpe fights me (habitual). 
 
     c.  Ekpe  a-m̀e      m-má                     Present 
        Ekpe  3SG-PRS 1SG.OBJ-like   
        ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
((7)a) shows that the simple present is typically unmarked. In the present habitual, the habitual 
marker se appears ((7)b). However, some verbs show an overt present tense marker, such as 
((7)c), where me surfaces in a sentence like ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
     The future (or possibly irrealis) markers in the language are shown in (8) below: 
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(8)   a.  Ekpe  á-yá     á-ng-ngwana      (mien)        Simple Future 
        Ekpe  3SG-FUT  3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight  1SG.OBJ 
        ‘Ekpe will fight me.’  
 
     b.  Ekpe  á-di    í-ng-ngwana     (mien)          Neg/Foc/Q Future 
        Ekpe  3SG-FUT 3SG-1SG.OBJ-fight 1PL.OBJ 
        i.  ‘It is Ekpe who will fight me.’  
        ii  ‘It is me that Ekpe will fight.’ 
 
((8)a) shows the simple future, which is marked by yá. There is also a future marker that appears 
in cases of focus, wh-questions, and other A’ movement constructions, di (the counterpart to past 
tense ke), which is shown in ((8)b). 

3 Serial Verb Constructions 

Any investigation of Serial Verb Constructions (SVCs) requires a look into both syntax and 
semantics. Because SVCs span such a wide semantic range and display different distributional 
properties cross-linguistically, researchers have had difficulty establishing a single set of 
defining characteristics for SVCs.  

3.1 Working Definition 

As mentioned in the introduction, there is little agreement on a clear set of characteristics that 
constitute serial verb constructions. SVCs are typically discussed within the literature on 
complex predicates, defined by Butt (2003) as follows: 
 
     Complex Predicate 

(9)   a.  The argument structure is complex (two or more semantic heads contribute  
   arguments as part of primary predication.  

     b. The grammatical functional structure is that of a simple predicate: there is only a  
       single subject and no embedding. 
     c. Formed either morphologically or syntactically.  
 
The definition above is meant to cover other syntactic constructions as well, such as light verbs 
and auxiliaries. The definition of complex predicates does provide a good starting point, 
however, as each of the properties shown in (9) are required of serial verb constructions as well. 
     Aikhenvald defines serial verb constructions as “a sequence of verbs which act together as a 
single predicate, without any overt marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic 
dependency of any other sort” (Aikhenvald 2005: 1). Bowern (2008) provides another similar 
(yet different) definition for SVCs: 
 

(10) a.  The Clause contains two (or more) verbs under a single intonation contour. 
     b.  The verbs must be full lexical verbs which can head simple predicates in their  
        own right. 
     c.  The verbs share at least one argument. 
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     d.  The verbs behave as a single unit for tense, aspect, and polarity marking. 
 
I adopt a combination of the two definitions above current investigation. However, it is not 
enough to simply adopt a definition, but it is also necessary to adopt a set of diagnostics to 
ensure that each of the properties encapsulated in (10) is satisfied, which is addressed in Section 
5. 
     All examples of SVCs to follow, minimally: 1) also function as lexical verbs; 2) share a 
subject (and maximally all arguments); 3) behave as a single unit for tense, aspect, and polarity 
marking. An investigation of the prosody of these constructions is an area for future research.  

3.2 Syntax of Serial Verbs 

This section begins by showing that serial verb constructions are different from overt 
coordination, and then I adopt the set of diagnostics used by Hiraiwa and Bodomo (2008) to 
further show that the constructions in Ibibio are truly SVCs. This includes the following four 
tests: single tense marking, the pronouns/empty category test, the negation test, and the 
extraction test. 

3.2.1 Coordination vs. SVC 

One of the major issues addressed in Aikenvald’s definition is that SVCs do not contain overt 
conjunctions. Collins (1997) points out that covert coordination is also a concern when looking 
at SVCs. The example below, for instance, appears to be a case of coordination, despite 
appearing to be an SVC: 
 

(11) a.  Me f o  kaɖɛgbɛ  gba. 
        1SG hit  lamp   break 
        ‘I hit the lamp and broke it.’ 
 
     b.  Me  f o  kaɖɛgbɛ  gba   (yɛme)  tsimini. 
        1SG  hit  lamp   break  its    glass 
        ‘I hit the lamp and broke its glass.’ 
 
The case in ((11)b) appears to have two objects that correspond to different verbs, which strongly 
suggests that this is a case of covert coordination, and not an SVC. 
     Ibibio displays clear differences between coordination and SVCs. Before addressing this 
issue, however, it is first necessary to quickly show basic coordination in Ibibio: 
 

(12) a. [ Ekpe  ǹdò  Akpan ] é-mà   é-díyá   ádésí         DP coordination 
        Ekpe  and  Akpan  3PL-PST 3PL-eat   rice 
        ‘Ekpe and Akpan ate rice.’ 
 
     b.  Ima [ á-kpon        á-nyÁng/*ǹdò á-yáyá ]        VP Coordination 
        Ima  3SG-become.big  3SG-CONJ     3SG-become.beautiful 
        ‘Ima got big and become beautiful.’ 
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For the purposes of this paper, DP coordination is not used as a diagnostic, and the conjunction 
ndò in ((12)a) is not compatible with coordination of VPs or TPs. The conjunction nyÁng is used 
for VPs and TPs, so nyÁng is used when differentiating between SVCs and basic coordination in 
Ibibio. 
    Now that I have provided data for basic conjunctions, it is possible to discuss the differences 
between SVCs and conjunctions. An overt conjunction may not be inserted between V1 and V2 in 
either the pre-object or post-object position, at least with the same interpretation: 
 

(13) a.  Ekpe  á-má   á-fÓp    ùnàm  á-tá 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast meat  3SG-eat 
        ‘Ekpe roasted meat and ate it.’ 
 
     b. * Ekpe  á-má   á-fÓp    (*ányÀng)  ùnàm  (*ányÀng) á-tá 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast  and      meat   and     3SG-eat 
        Intended: ‘Ekpe roasted and ate meat.’  
          
     c.  Ekpe   á-má   á-fÓp    ùnàm  ányÀng  á-tá    *(ùnàm/ósòkóró) 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast meat  and     3SG-eat  meat/orange 
        ‘Ekpe roasted meat and he ate (some other) meat/orange.’ 
 
((13)a) is a basic serial verb construction with the object ùnàm ‘meat’ shared between both V1 
and V2. ((13)b) shows that an overt conjunction is not possible before or after the object. ((13)c) 
demonstrates that the object needs to be specified for the second verb in the coordinate structure, 
while it is implied that the object is shared between both verbs in typical serial verb 
constructions, like (13)a). Even if the object is ùnàm in both VPs, it is interpreted as though they 
are different meats.  
     To demonstrate that this diagnostic is meaningful in Ibibio, consider the case below which 
looks like an SVC on the surface, but allows an overt conjunction without changing the structure 
or interpretation: 
 

(14) a.  Ima  [ á-kpon        á-yáyá ]        
        Ima   3SG-become.big  3SG-become.beautiful 
        ‘Ima got big and became beautiful.’ 
 
          b.  Ima [ á-kpon        á-nyÁng/*ǹdò  á-yáyá ]        
        Ima  3SG-become.big  3SG-CONJ     3SG-become.beautiful 
        ‘Ima got big and become beautiful.’ 
 
((14)a) does not contain an overt coordinator, the subject is shared between both verbs which are 
structured as V1 V2, and both verbs independently can function as main verbs. However, ((14)b) 
clearly illustrates that an overt conjunction is possible and the interpretive differences found in 
(13) do not occur when the conjunction is inserted. 
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3.2.2 Single Tense Marking Test 

The single tense marking test (Collins 1997; Hiraiwa & Bodomo 2008) establishes that tense-
marking may occur only once in a serial verb construction, before V1. In basic coordinate 
constructions, the tense marker may be repeated: 
 

(15) a.  ò   dà  sɛ́    lá n ɛ́nè (*dà)  ɔ̀ɔ̀                Dàgáárè 
        3SG PST roast  F  meat  PST  eat 
        ‘He roasted the meat and ate it.’ (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 800: 2008) 
 
     b.  ò   dà  sɛ́    lá n ɛ́nè  à     (dà)  ɔ̀ɔ̀           Dàgáárè 
        3SG PST roast  F  meat  CONJ  PST  eat 
        ‘He roasted the meat and then ate it.’ (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 800: 2008) 
 
The Dàgáárè data above presents this basic difference between serial verb constructions and 
coordinate constructions. ((15)a) shows that repetition of the tense marker is not allowed in a 
serial verb construction.  However, in a basic coordinate construction (created by insertion of the 
conjunction à), the tense marker may appear in both coordinated phrases. 
     The same fact holds true in Ibibio, although coordinate structures in the language are slightly 
different from Dàgáárè: 
 

(16) a.  Ekpe  á-má   á-dí   (*á-má)  í-sé    úfÔk  m̀mì 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-go  3SG-PST 3SG-see house  1SG.POSS 
        ‘Ekpe came and saw my house.’ 
 
     b.  Ekpe  á-má    á-dì    (á-má )  á-nyÁng  á-sé    úfÔk  m̀mì 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST  3SG-go  3SG-PST 3SG-CONJ 3SG-see house  1SG.POSS 
        ‘Ekpe came and (he) also saw my house.’ 
 
((16)a) shows that the tense marker can only occur before V1 in a V1  V2  Obj serial verb 
construction. When the construction contains an overt conjunction, however, repetition of the 
tense marker immediately before the conjunction nyÁng is allowed. Furthermore, there is a 
difference in interpretation between the examples in (16). The verbs in ((16)b) are not 
understood as a fluid event, but rather two separate events. The first being ‘Ekpe came’ and the 
second is interpreted similar to a parenthetical in English (e.g. ‘and by the way...he also saw my 
house’). In ((16)a), the events of ‘coming’ and ‘seeing’ occur simultaneously. 
     The same fact holds in the V1 Obj V2 construction in Ibibio, illustrated in (17) below: 
 

(17) a. Ekpe  á-má   á-tóp     (*á-má) ítíyát  (*á-má)  á-n-tÓ 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-throw  3SG-PST  stone  3SG-PST   3SG-1SG.OBJ-hit 
       ‘Ekpe threw a stone and hit me.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-má   á-tóp     ítíyát  (á-má)  á-nyÁng  á-n-tÓ 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-throw  stone  3SG-PST 3SG-CONJ 3SG-1SG.OBJ-hit 
       ‘Ekpe threw a stone and hit me (with something).’ 
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In ((17)a), the serial verb construction does not allow repetition of the tense marker in either pre- 
or post-object position. Furthermore, the only possible interpretation is that ‘Ekpe threw a stone 
and hit me (with the same stone)’. In ((17)b), the tense marker precedes the conjunction, but the 
interpretation is no longer that the ‘hitting’ event was the result of ‘throwing a stone’. In this 
sentence, the ‘hitting’ could be done with a brick or a fist, which is completely separate from 
‘throwing the stone’. 
     The large variety of verbs that form serial verb constructions may give the impression that all 
verbs may form complex predicates or serial verb constructions, but this is not the case. For 
instance, a sentence composed of two unergative verbs, which optionally co-occur with cognate 
objects cannot form a serial verb construction: 
 

(18) a. Ekpe  á-yá    á-kwǑ   (ìkwǑ)   á-nyÀng   á-nèk     (ùnèk) 
       Ekpe  3SG-FUT 3SG-sing  song    3SG-CONJ  3SG-dance  dance 
       ‘Ekpe will sing and dance.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-mà   á-kwǑ   (ìkwǑ)  ìdáGá  ami     anye  á-yá   
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-sing  song   now   this.time  3SG   3SG-FUT   
       ánèk     ùnèk  
       3SG-dance  dance  
       ‘Ekpe sang and now he is going to dance.’ 
 
((18)a) shows that an overt conjunction is possible in a sentence that contains ‘sing’ and ‘dance’, 
while both verbs optionally display cognate objects. ((18)b) shows that different tense markers 
may be used, which indicate a progression or sequential events. The same is true when the object 
is not shared between intransitives, like ((17)b). 

3.2.3 Pronoun/Empty Category Test 

The pronoun/empty category test provides evidence that the explicit object is truly shared 
between both verbs, and that neither selects nor co-occurs with a null object (Baker 1989). The 
sentences from Dàgáárè shown below indicate that the object may only be expressed once in a 
serial verb construction: 
 

(19) a. ò    dà  sɛ́    lá  sìngkáà     ɔ̀ɔ̀  (*á). 
       3SG  PST roast  F   groundnut.PL  eat  them 
       ‘He roasted groundnuts and ate them.’ 
 
     b. ò    dà  sɛ́   lá  sìngkáà,     à   (dà)  ɔ̀ɔ̀  á. 
       3SG  PST roast F   ground.nut.PL CNJ PST  eat  them 
       ‘He roasted groundnuts and then ate them.’ 
 
((19)a) shows that the plural object sìngkáà ‘groundnuts’ is truly shared between both verbs, and 
that it cannot be expressed following the second verb, unlike in basic coordinate structures 
((19)b), where an overt conjunction, optionally repetition of the tense marker, and resumption of 
the object is permitted. 
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     Ibibio does not allow the object to be expressed following the second verb in an SVC, but 
does in coordinate structures: 
 

(20) a. bÒí      ngwét  ádù  (*à-nyAng)  níé  *(ómmó) 
       receive.PL  book   DEM   2SG-CONJ  own  
       ‘Take those books and keep them.’ 

 
     b. bÒí     ngwét  ádù  à-nyAng  níé  ányé/ómmó 
       receive.PL book   DEM  2SG-CONJ own  3SG.OBJ/3PL.OBJ 
       ‘Take those books and keep them (other things).’ 
 
The serial construction ((20)a) does not allow an overt conjunction or expression of the object 
‘books’ following the verb níé ‘to own’. The coordinate structure ((20)b) allows expression of an 
object, but not necessarily co-referenced with ngwet ‘book’. The SVC allows no other 
interpretation. 

3.2.4 Single Negation Test 

SVCs typically only allow negation of the entire verbal complex, and more specifically do not 
allow negation to surface between V1 and V2 (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 2008). This is shown for 
Dàgáárè below: 
 

(21) a. ò   bá   sɛ́   nɛ́nè  ɔ̀ɔ̀. 
       3SG NEG  roast meat  eat 
       ‘He did not roast meat and eat it.’  (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 800: 2008) 
  
     b.?*ò   sɛ́   nɛ́nè bá   ɔ̀ɔ̀. 
        3SG roast meat NEG  eat 
       ‘He roasted meat and did not eat it.’ (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 801: 2008) 
 
     c.* ò   bá   sɛ́   nɛ́nè bá   ɔ̀ɔ̀. 
       3SG NEG  roast meat NEG  eat 
       ‘He did not roast meat and not eat it.’  (Hiraiwa & Bodomo 801: 2008) 
 
The data in (21) illustrate that the entire verbal complex may be negated ((21)a), but the verbs 
that make up the SVC may not be independently negated, as shown for the first verb ((21)b) and 
the second verb ((21)c). 
 

(22) a. bÒí      ngwét  ádò   níé   
       receive.PL  book   DEM   own  
       ‘Take those books and keep them.’ 
 
     b. ké   ù-bÒí        ngwét  ádò  (*ké)  ú-níé 
       NEG  2SG-receive.PL  book   DEM   NEG  2SG-own 
       ‘Don’t take and keep the books.’ 
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((22)a) shows the base sentence leading into the negative in ((22)b). ((22)b) shows that the 
negative marker is only allowed before V1, and cannot intervene between V1 and V2. The only 
possible interpretation of ((22)b) is ‘don’t collect and keep the book’, where the entire verbal 
complex is negated. However, this cannot be interpreted in a way where the book is kept but not 
collected. 
     The case in (22) shows that the negative ke cannot intervene between V1 and V2, but this may 
be a problem with the form of negation. Negation surfaces in multiple forms in Ibibio, illustrated 
in (23)-(25) below: 
 

(23) a.  (à)-bén   ómmó 
        2SG-take  3SG.OBJ 
        ‘Take them!’ 
 
     b.  ké   ù-bén       ómmó 
        NEG  2SG.NEG-take  3PL.OBJ 
        ‘Don’t take them!’ 
 
When comparing the imperative in ((23)a) to the negative imperative ((23)b), the subject marker 
changes from à to ù and the marker ké appears, which both occur in negative contexts. 
     In affirmative (non-imperative) contexts, the same change takes place between subject 
markers, ké still surfaces, but reduplication also surfaces on the right edge of the verb: 
 

(24) a.  à-mà    á-fÓp 
        2SG-NEG  2SG-burn 
        ‘You burned it.’ 
 
     b.  ú-ké    ú-fÓp-pÓ 
        2SG-NEG  2SG.NEG-burn-NEG   
        ‘You didn’t burn it.’ 
 
It is unclear which of these changes actually indicates negation and which are epiphenomenal, 
but these are defining characteristics associated with negation in Ibibio.  
     Furthermore, a similar pattern is observed for 3SG subjects, as shown below:      
 

(25) a.  Imà  á-dép 
        Ima  3SG-buy 
        ‘Ima bought it.’ 
 
     b.  Imà  í-dép-pé 
        Ima  3SG.NEG-buy-NEG 
        ‘Ima didn’t buy it.’ 
 
In this case, ke does not surface at all, but the subject marker changes from á to í, and the 
reduplication also remains. 
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     Given the data in (23)-(25), negation tests are a little more complicated than simply inserting 
a marker between V1 and V2. Consider the data in (26): 
 

(26) a.  Ekpe  á-mà    à-dùwÓ  á-dÁk   àdùbè 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST  3SG-fall  3SG-enter pit 
        ‘Ekpe fell into a pit.’ 
 
     b.   Ekpe  í-ké           í-dùwÓ-GÓ    (*í-ké) í-dÁk-(*kÓ)      àdùbè 
        Ekpe  3SG.NEG-NEG.PST  3SG.NEG-fall-NEG      3SG.NEG-fall-(NEG)  pit 
        ‘Ekpe didn’t fall into a pit.’ 
 
     c.  Ekpe  í-ké           í-dùwÓ-GÓ   ádó  á-mà   á-dÁk   àdùbè 
        Ekpe  3SG.NEG-NEG.PST 3SG.NEG-fall-NEG but  3SG-PST 3SG-enter pit 
        ‘Ekpe didn’t fall, but he entered the hole.’ 
 
     d.  Ekpe  á-má   ádùwÓ  ádó  í-kí        í-dÁk-kÓ        àdùbè 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-fall but  3SG.NEG-NEG  3SG.NEG-enter-NEG  pit  
        ‘Ekpe fell, but did not enter a pit.’ 
 
In the affirmative SVC ((26)a), the tense marker precedes both V1 and V2, the subject is shared, 
and both verbs denote a single event. The entire event can be negated ((26)b), which results in 
ma becoming ké, reduplication following the first verb (but not the second), while all of the 3SG 
subject markers take the negative form í. The data in ((26)c-d) were offered by a native speaker 
as the only way that V1 or V2 may be negated independently, which involves insertion of the 
subordinate conjunction ádó and results in the events of ‘falling’ and ‘entering a pit’ being 
interpreted as two independent events. In these cases, tense is marked by ke in the negative 
clause, and ma in the affirmative clause, the negative subject markers only surface across the 
negative clause, and reduplication only occurs in the negative clause. The speaker mentioned that 
it is impossible to do this in ((26)b) suggesting that it is an SVC, and that this diagnostic is useful 
in Ibibio for determining SVCs. 

3.2.5 Extraction test 

Extraction tests also distinguish between true SVCs and coordination. SVCs are free from the 
Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross 1967), while coordinate structures are not. Therefore, this 
test can help in diagnosing SVCs (Baker 1989; Hale 1991). This is exemplified in (27): 
 

(27) a. bòng  lá  ká    ó    dà  sɛ́   ɔ̀ɔ̀? 
       what  F   COMP  3SG  PST roast eat 
       ‘What did he roast and eat?’ 
 
     b.*bòng  lá  ká    ó   dà  sɛ́   à    (dà)  ɔ̀ɔ̀  ó? 
       what  F   COMP  3SG PST roast CONJ  PST  eat  it 
       ‘What did he roast and then eat?’ 
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     c.* bòng  lá  ká    ó    dà  sɛ́   à    (dà)  ɔ̀ɔ̀? 
       what  F   COMP  3SG  PST roast CNJ  PST  eat 
       ‘What did he roast and then eat?’ 
 
The SVC in ((27)a) allows for extraction of the object when it is shared by both verbs. In both of 
the coordinate structures shown in ((27)b-c), the object may not be extracted from either the first 
nor second conjunct. 
     SVCs in Ibibio are also free from the Coordinate Structure Constraint, and allow extraction of 
a shared object: 
 

(28) a. Ekpe  á-má    á-fÓp     únám  á-tá. 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST  3SG-roast  meat  3SG-eat 
       ‘Ekpe roasted and ate meat.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-ké    á-fÓp    nsó  á-tá? 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast what 3SG-eat 
       ‘What did Ekpe roast and eat?’ 
 
     c. ǹsó  ké    Ekpe  áké    áfÓp     á-tá? 
       what COMP  Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast  3SG-eat 
       ‘What did Ekpe roast and eat?’ 
 
((28)a) serves as the base sentence. Ibibio allows for wh-in-situ and wh-movement. ((28)b) 
shows that the wh-expression nso ‘what’ may occur in-situ in the SVC. ((28)c) demonstrates that 
even overt extraction is permitted out of the SVC. 
     In the case of coordination, the object can no longer be shared. Furthermore, a wh-question 
may not be formed for either object: 
 

(29) a. Ekpe  ámá    á-fÓp    únám  á-nyÁng  á-tá    únám 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast meat  3SG-CONJ 3SG-eat meat 
       ‘Ekpe roasted meat and ate meat.’ 
 
     b.*ǹsó  ké    Ekpe  á-ké    á-fÓp    únám  á-nyÁng  á-tá    __ ? 
       what COMP  Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast meat  3SG-CONJ 3SG-eat 
       Intended: ‘What did Ekpe roast meat and eat?’ 
 
     c.*ǹsó  ké    Ekpe  á-ké    á-fÓp    __  á-nyÁng  á-tá    únám? 
       what COMP  Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-roast    3SG-CONJ 3SG-eat  meat 
       Intended: ‘What did you roast and eat meat?’ 
 
Extraction is not permitted out of the first conjunct ((29)b) or the second conjunct ((29)c). These 
facts provide further evidence that SVCs in Ibibio satisfy the criteria established in the literature. 
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3.3 Semantics of Serial Verb Constructions 

Serial verbs possess a variety of semantic properties and cover a vast semantic range cross-
linguistically. The primary issue focused upon in this section is asymmetric and symmetric 
SVCs. 

3.3.1 Asymmetric Serial Verb Constructions 

Asymmetric serial verb constructions as SVCs may consist one verb from a large, open, 
unrestricted class and another from a semantically or grammatically restricted (closed) class. 
Assymetrical SVCs denote a single event described by the verb from the non-restricted class. 
(Aikenvald 1999a, 2005; Durie 1997). This is illustrated in the Cantonese example below: 
 

(30)  lei   lo   di  saam    lai. 
      you  take  PL  clothing  come 
      ‘Bring some clothes.’ (Aikenvald 21: 2005) 
 
In (30), the verb lai ‘come’ provides direction specification for the event of ‘taking clothes’. 
These asymmetrical constructions are widely attested and cover a wide semantic range. The 
Cantonese example above is classified as a ‘directional’ or ‘orientation’ SVC. 
    Ibibio exhibits a wide variety of directional SVCs. The three constructions shown below 
combine the verb di ‘come’ with other verbs that denote directional subtleties: 
 

(31) a. m̀-má       à-dì   
       1PL.SUBJ-PST  1PL.SUBJ-come 
       ‘We came.’  

 
     b. m̀-má       à-dì      wùó 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  go.to.destination 
       ‘I arrived (at the destination).’ 
 
     c. m̀-má       à-dì      sÁm 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  meet 
       ‘I arrived (at the agreed location).’ 
 
     d.  m̀-má       à-dì      béGé 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  go.ceremoniously 
       ‘I arrived (ceremoniously).’ 
 
When di is used as a main verb, the means by which the action of ‘coming’ is unspecified. In 
each of the cases in ((31)b-d), a specific motion verb combines with di to specify the means by 
which the subject goes. For instance, ((31)b) specifies that a particular destination was 
established, ((31)c) specifies that a meeting was planned, and ((31)d) implies that the arrival was 
highly anticipated or ceremonious. 
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     Similarly, other motion verbs like sàngá ‘walk’ can combine with other verbs to form 
directional SVCs: 
 

(32)   Ekpe  ámà    á-sàngá  á-káná    ídÁng 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-walk 3SG-circle  village 
       ‘Ekpe walked around the village.’ 
 
(32) shows that ‘walk’ and ‘circle’ combine to mean ‘walk around/wander around’.  
     Other constructions in Ibibio are structured almost identically to the Cantonese example in 
(30). In Ibibio, the verb ben ‘lift’ may form an SVC with di ‘come’ to form the equivalent to 
‘bring’ in English: 
 

(33)   Ekpe  â-yá    á-bén   ùdíyá  á-dí 
       Ekpe  3SG-FUT 3SG-lift yam   3SG-come 
       ‘Ekpe will bring a yam.’ 
 
It appears that di is commonly used to construct asymmetric SVCs in Ibibio. In (30), it provides 
directional information for the ‘lifting’ event. 
     Other types of directional information may also be encoded in Ibibio, such as direction 
to/from or up/down: 
 

(34) a.  tóp   dúwák 
        throw  lose 
        ‘Throw it away!’ 
 
     b.  Ekpe  á-mà   á-súk      íyíré  á-sÍn   ké  ínyán 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-be.low  net   3SG-put in  river 
        ‘Ekpe lowered the net into the river.’  
 
     c.  yít   Okon  sín  ké  ésít  ùfÒk 
        lock  Okon  put in  heart house 
        ‘Lock Okon inside the house!’ 
 
((34)a) shows a case where two verbs form an an idiomatic directional SVC, meaning ‘throw it 
away’, but literally ‘throw it and lose it.’ However, ((34)b) combines the stative verb súk ‘be 
low’ with sÍn ‘put’, which translates roughly as ‘lower’ in English. sÍn ‘put’ does not need to be 
combined with stative verbs, but can also combine with verbs like yít ‘lock’ to form a directional 
meaning. 
    Another tendency for languages that display asymmetric SVCs is that a subset of the closed-
category verbs involved may increase valence. For instance, the verb dá ‘give’ functions this 
way in Saramaccan: 
 

(35)  Kófi bi    bái  dí  búku  dá   dí  muyé 
      Kofi TENSE buy  the book  give  the woman 
      ‘Kofi had bought the woman the book.’ (Aikhenvald 26: 2005) 
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dá in (35) introduced a benefactor to the sentence. In this case, ‘the woman’ follows the verb 
give and is the one who receives the book. 
     Ibibio also introduces benefactors with the verb give. In some cases, the benefactor receives 
an object, like the case above, but in others, a physical object is not received: 
 

(36) a. á-má       á-tÌm    àdésì  ú-nò   
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG-cook rice   2SG.OBJ-give 
       ‘She cooked rice for you.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-mà   á-nék     únek   í-nó        (nyIn) 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-dance  dance  1PL.OBJ-give  1PL.OBJ   
       ‘Ekpe danced for us.’ 
 
In ((36)a), a benefactor ú ‘you’ is introduced by the verb no ‘give’. In this case, the benefactor 
receives ‘rice’. However, in ((36)b), the benefactor simply receives the benefit of watching Ekpe 
dance. 
     Another cross-linguistically common serial verb construction is used in comparatives, often 
containing the verb ‘to surpass’. An example from Goemai is shown below: 
 

(37)   kuma  f’yer        ma:    ni 
       also   become.big(SG) surpass  3SG 
       ‘And (he) has grown bigger than him.’ 
 
In (37), the verb ma: ‘surpass’ follows the stative verb f’yer ‘become big’ to form a comparative.  
     The same construction is available in Ibibio, shown in (38): 
 

(38)   á-sÓng    á-ǹg-kàn   
       3SG-be.old 3SG-1SG.OBJ-surpass 
       ‘He is older than me.’ 
 
The verb kàn ‘surpass’ follows sÓng ‘be old’ to form the comparative in Ibibio. In the case 
above, both the subject and object of comparison are inflected on kan. 
    Some closed-class verbs combine with other open class verbs to denote inception/completion, 
such as tÓngÓ ‘begin’ and mâ ‘finish’: 
 

(39) a. sÓp    díyá  mâ 
       quickly  eat   finish 
       ‘Finish eating quickly!’ 
 
     b. tÓngÓ  díyá 
       begin   eat 
       ‘Start eating!’ 
 
In ((39)a) the open class verb díyá ‘eat’ precedes the completive verb mâ, for which the 
completive describes the first event. In the second case, the opposite order is observed, and the 
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closed-class verb tÓngÓ precedes and provides an inceptive meaning to the event represented by  
díyá ‘eat’. 

3.3.2 Symmetrical Serial Verb Constructions 

Unlike asymmetrical SVCs, symmetrical SVCs are composed of (at least) two open class verbs 
that carry equal weight in the semantics of the SVC. Symmetrical SVCs often denote a sequence 
of actions or related concomitant actions. An example from Ewe is shown below: 
 

(40)  Áma  â-ɖa      nú   ɖu 
      Ama  POT-cook  thing eat 
      ‘Ama will cook and eat.’  (Aykenvald 28: 2005) 
 
Both verbs ɖa ‘cook’ and ɖu ‘eat’ play an equal role in the event of ‘cooking’ and ‘eating’ above. 
Furthermore, the object ‘thing’ is shared by both. The construction above does imply a sequence 
of actions, as it is implied that ‘cooking’ is done before ‘eating. 
    This type of SVC has been shown for Ibibio throughout this paper. Many common SVCs in 
Ibibio imply a sequential complex event, as shown in (41) below: 
 

(41) a. Ekpe  á-má  á-dùwÓ  á-dÁk   àdùbè 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-fall 3SG-enter pit 
       ‘Ekpe fell into a pit.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-mà   á-bén   ìkpáng  á-kàmá  áféré 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-lift spoon   3SG-stir soup 
       ‘Ekpe took a spoon and stirred soup.’ 
 
((41)a-b) both show sequential SVCs in Ibibio. In both cases, the actions take place sequentially 
based on their linear order. In ((41)a), ‘falling’ occurs before ‘entering a pit’, and in ((41)b) the 
‘lifting of the spoon’ occurs before ‘stirring the soup’. 

3.4 More Serial Verb Constructions 

Now that I have shown that SVCs in Ibibio fit in with the typological literature on SVCs on both 
syntactic and semantic grounds, I now provide a more exhaustive list of SVCs in Ibibio, that 
were not covered above. 

3.4.1 Instrument Serial Verb Constructions 

Some serial verb constructions contain a DP that functions as the object for one verb and an 
instrument for another. This is not uncommon for languages with SVCs (Baker 1989; Aboh 
2009). This construction is shown in (42): 
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(42) a.  kámá  ùdÁng  mmì    tÁm   fufu 
        hold   mortar  1SG.POSS pound fofoo 
        ‘Use my mortar to pound fofoo.’ 
 
     b.  Ekpe  á-má   á-tóp     ítíyát  á-n-tÓ 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-throw  stone  3SG-1SG.OBJ-hit 
        ‘Ekpe threw a stone and hit me.’ 
 
((42)a)  shows an example where ùdÁng ‘mortar’ functions as the theme of V1 and instrument of 
the V2. The same is true for ítíyát ‘stone’ in ((42)b). 

3.4.2 Questionable Serial Verb Constructions 

Some SVCs in Ibibio do not easily fit in with the categories discussed above. These 
constructions provide modal information to the sentence, despite being open-class verbs (at least 
when used as main verbs).  
    For instance, the verb ngwana may function as a main verb that means ‘fight’ or an abilitative: 

 
(43) a.  m̀-má       ńg-ǹgwáná    Ekpe 

        1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG.SUBJ-fight  Ekpe 
        ‘I fought Ekpe.’ 
 
     b.  m̀-má       ng-ǹgwáná  àdi  kÁp ásókóró 
        1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-fight    ADI  pick  oranges 
        ‘I tried to pick oranges.’ 
 
((43)a) shows ngwáná used as a main verb. However, when it occurs as V1 it denotes ability, not 
‘fight’. Problematically, the marker adi intervenes between the verbs and appears to be a 
tense/aspect marker. If this is the case, it violates the ‘single tense/aspect marker’ rule, and may 
eliminate this construction as an SVC. 
     Another questionable construction involves the verb keme ‘be able to’, which must always co-
occur with another verb: 
 

(44)      m̀-mé   kémé  àdí  kÁp  ásókóró 
       1SG-PST can   ADI  pick  oranges 
       ‘I can pick oranges.’ 
 
Like the case in (43), constructions with keme also require adi, which may eliminate this as an 
SVC.  Either way, the V1 V2 object sequence has appeared numerous times throughout this paper, 
but not with a marker intervening.  
     Other interesting puzzles surface when a sequence of more than two verbs surface: 
 

(45)   dì   ìwúd   ùnàm   ì-tém    ì-tà 
       come 1PL-kill animal  1PL-cook 1PL-chew 
       ‘Let’s grab our knives, kill animals, and eat them.’ 
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In constructions like (45), all of the criteria for serial verbs are met. Each verb in this sequence 
shares a subject and an object, all are in present tense, and this construction most definitely falls 
under the category of sequential, symmetric SVC. However, producing a syntactic analysis of 
this construction would be quite difficult, namely because of the distance between V3 and the 
object ùnàm. Also of interest here, is the first verb di ‘come’ which is functioning as an 
imperative, while all verbs that follow include the speaker. 
     Another similar construction involves two directional verbs ké ‘go out’ and dì ‘come’ and bén 
‘lift’ inbetween: 
 

(46)   ké     bén  ùsÓ   dì 
       go.out  lift   father  come 
       ‘Go get our father and return.’ 
 
Once again, there is only one tense marker, the subject is shared for all verbs, but it becomes 
very difficult to determine whether all three verbs form an SVC or not.   
    Because the examples in (45) and (46) are imperative, and present tense is unmarked, it is 
possible that multiple tense markers are present, however this is not the case for the past tense 
construction below: 
 

(47)   Ekpe  á-má   á-sángá  (kééd)  ye   Okon  á-nyÓng  á-dí 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-walk one    with  Okon  3SG-go   3SG-come 
       ‘Ekpe returned with Okon.’ 
 
(47) shows a sentence that contains one tense marker and a 3SG subject marker throughout. This 
construction is much too complicated to evaluate as an SVC, but the main point here is that 
Ibibio exhibits constructions that appear to satisfy the criteria for SVCs that do not fall under a 
simple template. The examples in (45)-(47) need to be investigated carefully in the future. 

4 Conclusion/Discussion 

I have shown that SVCs in Ibibio are truly SVCs by using syntactic diagnostics often used in the 
literature. Ibibio displays the same differences between standard coordination and serial verbs as 
many other languages. In SVCs, an overt conjunction is banned, only one tense/aspect marker is 
allowed, at least one argument is shared, and the verbs form a mono-clausal predicate. With 
regard to semantics, Ibibio displays many characteristics found in the typological literature, 
namely a number of different asymmetrical and symmetrical SVCs. Ibibio Within the realm of 
semantics, many common constructions in the literature were shown to exist in Ibibio, both 
symmetric and asymmetric.  
     In future investigations, other areas should be investigated. For instance, a comparison 
between predicate cleft constructions and serial verb constructions should be done. Hiraiwa and 
Bodomo (2008) construct an analysis that hinges upon this comparison. To this point, there has 
been no or limited work on predicate clefting in Ibibio, which must be done before the work in 
Ibibio can be placed within the theoretical literature.  
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1 Introduction 

The current paper will discuss some relevant characteristics of adjectives and adjectival 
agreement in Ibibio. The existence of a closed class of adjectives in African languages is a point 
of controversy in the literature. While some authors suggest the existence of a small class of 
adjectives (Welmers, 1973), other authors have shown that there are African languages with an 
open adjective class (e.g., Mbum, Tikar, Tigrigna), and among those languages where the class is 
closed, the number of items ranges from 2 (e.g., Kemantney or Keley) to more than 100 (e.g., 
Dagbani) (Segerer, 2008). 

One of the main sources of debate comes from the fact that there is not a universal definition 
of “adjectives”, so it is difficult to determine how many adjectives a language has. Dixon (2004) 
proposed a definition of adjectives that includes both grammatical as well as semantic criteria. 
However, most modern scholars prefer using a merely morphosyntactic one, even though the 
actual criteria differ from one author to another. For the current study, we tried to adopt the same 
definition as the one used by Watkins (1937), when describing Chichewa, a Niger-Congo, Bantu 
language:  
 

(1)   “There are a few elements which may be regarded as specifically adjectival, since 
they are distinct forms – not mechanically determined – that are employed in the 
qualificative construction only.” (Watkins 1937:107). 
  

Essien (1990) described adjectives in Ibibio, the language studied in the current paper, as being 
very similar to verbs in syntactic behavior, as both manifest concord with the subject of the 
sentence, as in (2), and they can be inflected for tense, as in (3) and (4) below: 
 

(2)    ànyé  á-yàìyá           (ùyàì)     
      3SG   3SG.PRESENT-pretty  (beauty)  
      ‘She is pretty.’ 
 

(3)    ànyé   á-mă     á-sè        á-yàìyá    (ùyàì)    
      3SG   3SG-PAST  3SG-ASPECT  3SG-pretty   (beauty)  
      Careful speech: ‘She used to be pretty.’  
 

(4)    ànyé   á-mă-yàìyá      (ùyàì)    
      3SG   3SG-PAST-pretty   (beauty)  
      Connected speech: ‘She used to be pretty.’  
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However, he also pointed out that verbs and adjectives differ in that only adjectives can be used 
as nominal modifiers, as in (5), in which case they agree with the noun they modify only in 
number, as shown in (6). 
 

(5)    úyàìyà  Óbóíkpà 
      pretty    girl 
      ‘pretty girl’ 
 

(6)     (m̀mè)      úyàìyà   úbóíkpà  
     PL-MARKER  pretty    girls  

  ‘pretty girls’ 
 
Kaufman (1968) pointed out in her dissertation that Ibibio adjectives have some freedom in the 
order in which they occur (p. 192), as we can see exemplified in (7) and (8), even though 
individual differences may play a role in the preference of one combination over the other. In 
any case, her arguments suggest that adjective-noun constructions are limited in Ibibio due to the 
small number of adjectives in the language. 
 

(7)    ádúfá [íném     ǹgwèt] 
      new    interesting book 
      ‘a new, interesting book’ 
 

(8)     íném      [ádúfá  ǹgwèt] 
     interesting   new  book 

  ‘a new, interesting book’ 
 
Notice that, even though the phrases in (7) and (8) are translated into English in the same way 
using the same gloss, in Ibibio the first adjective always modifies the adjective-noun 
combination. For example, (7) is interpreted as “an interesting book which is new”, while (8) is 
interpreted as “a new book which is interesting”. 

The current study will review the claims just outlined on Ibibio adjectives, and will discuss 
these points in more detail. The paper is divided into two main sections. Section 2 provides a 
brief background of the Ibibio language. Section 3 discusses some of the main characteristics of 
Ibibio adjectives, including tone sandhi, agreement, and word order limitations. The paper ends 
with a conclusion, which highlights the main points discussed in the paper. 

2 Ibibio Background 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum. Ibibio is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers, and it is the official language of Akwa Ibom State in Nigeria, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Linguistic Map of Nigeria.1 

2.1 Syntax 

Ibibio is predominantly a subject-verb-object (SVO) language, which has two option to realize 
the arguments: over full pronouns or r-expressions and argument markers. This is the word order 
of ordinary sentences in which the DPs are present, as in ((9)a). However, it also allows to drop 
some of the DPs, in which case the SOV word order surfaces, and the arguments are marked by 
means of argument markers, as in ((9)b), as illustrated below: 
 
    S                           V       O 

(9)   a. ámi   m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG   1SG-PAST hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
     S                      O  V 
     b. à-mé       m̀-m̀á 
       2SG.SUBJ-PRS  1SG.OBJ-like 
       ‘You like/love me.’ 

2.1.1 Agreement 

Ibibio shows agreement between different elements of the sentence, as shown in (10). In this 
example, there is agreement between the subject, Ekpe and the marker á- that precedes the tense 
marker, but also between the pronoun mien and the 1SG object marker m̀-. 

                                                
1 Map by Hel-hama (CC BY-SA 3.0); http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nigeria_linguistical_map_1979.svg. 
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(10)   Ekpe  á-mé       m̀-m̀á       mien 
       Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PRS  1SG.OBJ-like  1SG.OBJ 
          ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
One problem arises from the existence of a process of vowel hiatus resolution in the language. It 
is known that some languages try to avoid dissimilar vowel sequences (arising as a result of 
morpheme concatenation), by means of diphthong formation, consonant epenthesis, vowel 
deletion, glide formation, and vowel height coalescence (Ngunga, 2000; Pulleyblank, 2003; 
McCarthy & Prince, 2004). This process is known as hiatus resolution. Table 1 represents the 
subject pronouns, and personal markers in Ibibio. 
 

Table 1. Subject pronouns and personal markers in Ibibio. 
Subject Pronoun Personal marker Gloss 

àmì Nasal2 1st person singular 
àfù 
òfù 

à 2nd person singular 

Ènyé 
Ànyé 

á 3rd person singular3 

ǹnyÀn 
ǹnyèn 

í 1st person plural 

Ǹdùfù 
M̀bùfù 

è 2nd person plural 

ÒmmÔ é 3rd person plural 
 

 
Table 2 represents the object pronouns in Ibibio. 
 

Table 2. Object pronouns in Ibibio. 
Object Pronoun Personal marker Gloss 

mìén High tone 1st person singular 
fìén à 2nd person singular 
ènyé 
ànyé 

á 3rd person singular 

n̂nyén 
ǹnyèn 

í 1st person plural 

ǹdùfù 
m̀bùfù 

è 2nd person plural 

ÒmmÔ é 3rd person plural 
 

                                                
2 Two options were discussed regarding the personal marker representing the first person singular: 

a. The personal marker has two allomorphs  
/ḿ/ and /á/ 

b. There is compensatory lengthening. The language only has one morpheme, /ḿ/, but in certains contexts, the 
nasal is dropped and the previous vowel /a/ is lenghtened and adopts the high tone. 

3 No evidence has been attested of whether this pronoun could also be used to translate “it”. 
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Ibibio shows vowel deletion, and it is particularly problematic, because many of the 
subject/object markers are realized as vowels and, in many cases, only one argument surfaces 
before the verb: 
 

(11)    a. Ekpe   á-í-dìyòngò          (nyÌn)        Underlying Structure 
         Ekpe   3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
         ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
       b. Ekpe   í-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Object Marker 
        Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
        ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
        c.  Ekpe   á-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Subject Marker 
        Ekpe   3SG.SUB-know  1PL 
        ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
The examples in (11) show how Ibibio requires an argument marker to be prefixed to the verb, 
but that only one can surface when both happen to be vowels. Either the object marker, as in 
((11)b) or the subject marker ((11)c) are acceptable, but not both. 

2.2 Morphology 

A detailed study of the morphology of Ibibio indicates that there is number agreement 
instantiated in verbs. In the case of plural verbs, plurality is instantiated by vowel lengthening, 
and they can have two interpretations, as indicated in ((12)a/b): 
 

(12)  a. That a subject does the action of the verb to many objects 
       b. That many subjects do the action of the verb to an object 
 
The cases in (13) and (14) provide an example of this pattern. 
 

(13) kámá  → ‘to hold’ (singular) 
 káámá  → ‘to hold’ (plural) 

 
(14) kàmá  → ‘to stir’ (singular) 

 kààmá  → ‘to stir’ (plural) 

3 Adjectives 

3.1 Definition 

As described in the introduction, there is not a universal definition of “adjectives”. This makes it 
difficult to determine what should be considered to be an adjective. For the current study, we 
tried to adopt the same definition as the one used by Watkins (1937), when describing Chichewa, 
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a Niger-Congo, Bantu language, which states that adjectives are those distinct forms that are 
employed in the qualificative construction only. 

The current study includes, then, all elements that Ibibio employs to qualify other nouns. 
This classification includes nouns that work as adjectives, and inflected verbs that have been 
converted into adjectives so as to qualify other elements in the sentence. It was particularly 
difficult to determine whether a real class of adjectives exists in the language. However, this 
discrepancy and difficulty is not limited to Ibibio. It has been attested in other African languages 
as, for example, Madugu (1976) pointed out for Yoruba (a Niger-Congo language spoken in 
Nigeria and Benin), that both verbs and adjectives are merged or in the process of merging. 

When undergoing adjectivization, Ibibio verbs attach a prefix, which indicates the new 
category of the word. This prefix may be a [nasal] (which would undergo place assimilation to 
the following consonant) or a [vowel], as shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Example of Verbs and their Derived Adjectives. 
Verb Derived Adjective English Gloss 
sÓng á-sÓng ‘to be old’ – ‘old’ 
dàt ń-dàt ‘to be ripped’ – ‘red’ 
fíá à-fíá ‘to become white’ – ‘white’ 

fÓn m̀-fÓn ‘to be good’ – ‘good, elegant’ 

3.2 Types of Adjectives 

Adjectives in Ibibio can be attributive, appearing before the noun, as shown in (15), predicative, 
appearing after the noun they modify, as in (16), and postpositive adjectives, as in (16). 
 

(15)   ádúfá  ǹgwèt     
  new   book  

      ‘a new book’ 
 

(16)    ǹgwèt  ádó/ódó  á-dò    á-dúfá 
      book   that    3SG-be  3SG-new   
      ‘The book is new.’ 
 

(17)    mkpÒ  ítíé    Étò    
      sitting  place  wood 
        ‘a wooden chair.’ 
      Literally ‘a chair of wood’ 
 
Notice that predicative adjectives do not occur immediately after the noun. Instead, they follow a 
verb. However, in those instances in which the adjectives is derived from a verb, as for example 
àfíá (‘white’), which derives from fíá (‘to become white’), the predicative adjective immediately 
follows the noun it modifies. Example (18) shows this pattern: 
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(18)    Éwá  àfíá áfíá 
      dog    white 
        ‘The dog is white.’ 
 
When two or more adjectives are used to modify a given noun, they work as cumulative 
adjectives in Ibibio. These adjectives don’t separately modify the noun that follows. Instead, the 
adjective right before the noun pairs with the noun as a unit, and then adjective before that unit 
modifies that. Example (19) shows this pattern. 
 

(19)  ádúfá [íném     ǹgwèt] 
      new    interesting book 
      ‘a new, interesting book.’ 
 
Notice that, even though the phrase in (19) is translated into English as an ordering of coordinate 
adjectives modifying the noun, in Ibibio the first adjective always modifies the adjective-noun 
combination. The interpretation of (19) is, then, “an interesting book which is new”. 

3.3 Tone Sandhi 

Ibibio has the level tones low (L), and high (H), together with rising (LH) and falling (HL) tones. 
Both simple (L, H) and complex (LH, HL) tones are found in citation forms, as in (20), (21), 
(22), and (23) respectively. 
 

(20)   dèp                Low tone (L) 
   ‘to rain’   

 
(21)   dép                       High tone  (H) 

   ‘to buy’ 
 

(22)   m̀frĕ                Rising (LH) 
   ‘brain’ 

 
(23)   ídêm               Falling (HL) 

   ‘masquerade’ 
 
When these forms are combined into larger units, the language also shows tonal changes, when 
different elements are combined (e.g., comparing with the citation form marked in (24), 
compounds as in (25) or adjective-noun combinations as in (26) show a tonal change). 
 

(24)   Ófòng / áfòng 
   ‘cloth’ 
 

(25)   ákàm Èfòng 
   ‘tailor’ 
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(26)   ádúfá   àfòng 
   new      cloth 
   ‘new cloth’ 

 
The pattern seems to be consistent, in that it is the second element of the phrase the one that 
undergoes a tonal change, and it is always the tone of the first syllable the one that is lowered. 
Examples (27), (28), and (29) provide further evidence of this tonal change. 
 

(27)   àfíá (àfíá)  àfòng 
   white   cloth 
   ‘white cloth’ 

 
(28)   ùyàyá     àfòng 

   beautiful   cloth 
           ‘beautiful cloth’ 

 
(29)   ákân    àfòng 

   old       cloth 
  ‘old cloth’ 

 
As described above, Ibibio allows both attributive and postpositive adjectives. In certain cases, 
the same adjective may work as either an attributive or a postpositive adjective.  However, 
sometimes there is a change in meaning depending on whether the adjectives appears before or 
after the noun. This double ordering may be limited to adjectival phrases with a “negative” 
meaning, as those in (32) and (33). The examples (30) and (31) represent the citation forms of 
the nouns involved in this adjective-noun combinations. 
 

(30)   ìnÓ 
         ‘thief’ 
 
(31)   àkók 

   ‘money’ 
 
(32)   ìnÓ   ákók                       Noun + Noun 

   thief   money 
   ‘thief of money’ 

 
(33)   àkók    ínÓ                       Noun + Noun 

   money   thief 
   ‘money that was stolen’ 

 
Notice that in examples (32) and (33), the tonal change that both forms undergo is different to 
the one we saw in the previous examples. While in the combination of two forms to create a 
compound or an adjectival phrase, the second element always has two low tones (as in (25), (26), 
(27), (28), and (29)), or a high and a low tone (HL) (as in (34)), in this case we observe two high 
tones (HH). It seems to be the negative semantics of the adjectival what seems to drive this tonal 
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pattern. However, this aspect should be analyzed in more detail in future studies, as no other 
instance of a negative combination of nouns was elicitated. 

 
(34)   Ényén  ímà   

   loving   eyes 
  ‘loving eyes’ 

3.4 Agreement 

As described in the introduction, Essien (1990) described adjectives in Ibibio as being very 
similar to verbs in syntactic behavior, as both manifest concord with the subject of the sentence. 
The paradigm in (35) to (39) represent this pattern of agreement. 
 

(35)   ḿ-mÊ-yàìyà       (ùyàì)   
     1SG-PRESENT-pretty  (beauty) 
     ‘I am pretty.’ 

 
(36)   à-mé       á-yàìyà    (ùyàì) 

  2SG-PRESENT  3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘You are pretty.’ 

 
(37)   (ànyé)   á-yàìyá    (ùyàì)     

  3SG-SUB  3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘He/she is pretty/handsome.’ 

 
(38)   ì-mé        í-yàìyà      (ùyàì) 

  1PL-PRESENT  1PL/3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘We are pretty/handsome.’ 

 
(39)   (ÒmmÔ)  É-yàìyá      (ùyàì)  

  3PL-SUB  3SG/PL-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘They are pretty/handsome.’ 

 
The sentences in (38) and (39) provide further evidence of the vowel hiatus resolution process 
described earlier. 

Essien (1990) also indicated how adjectives may be inflected for tense, as in the paradigm 
represent in (40) to (44) for the past tense, and (47) to (51) for the future tense. 
 

Past Tense 
(40)   ḿ-mă     á-sè       ń-yàìyá    (ùyàì)  
     1SG-PAST  3SG-ASPECT  1SG-pretty   (beauty) 
     ‘I used to be pretty.’ 

 
(41)   à-mà    á-sè       á-yàìyá    (ùyàì) 
     2SG-PAST  3SG-ASPECT  3SG-pretty   (beauty) 

  ‘You used to be pretty.’ 
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(42)   (ànyé)   á-mă     á-sè      á-yàìyá    (ùyàì)     
  3sg-past   3sg-past    3sg-aspect  3sg-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘He/she used to be pretty/handsome.’ 

 
(43)   ì-mà     í-sè        í-yàìyá    (ùyàì)  
     1SG-PAST  1SG-ASPECT  1SG-pretty   (beauty) 

  ‘We used to be pretty/handsome.’ 
 

(44)   (ÒmmÔ)                                   É-mà    É-sè      É-yàìyá    (ùyàì) 
     3pl-sub    3sg-past   3sg-aspect  1sg-pretty  (beauty) 

  ‘They used to be pretty/handsome.’ 
 
Notice that in some of the examples before, there is agreement in the third person singular (e.g., 
–á– in á-se in example (40)). After comparing the sentences with the structure in (45) and (46), 
we hypothesized that this third person marker may agree with “ùyàì” (beauty), which is optional 
and preferable, not present in the sentence. 
 

(45)   ḿ-mă    á-sè       ḿ-féGé   ítÒk   
     1SG-PAST  3SG-ASPECT   1SG-run   (beauty) 
     ‘I used to run a race.’ 
 
(46)   ḿ-mă    ń-sè       ḿ-féGé   ítÒk   
     1SG-PAST  1SG-ASPECT   1SG-run   (beauty) 
     ‘I used to run a race.’ 
 

Future Tense 
(47)   ń-yá       á-yàìyá    (ùyàì) 
     1SG-FUTURE  3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
     ‘I will be pretty.’ 

 
(48)   à-yá       á-yàìyá    (ùyàì)  
     2SG-FUTURE  3SG-pretty  (beauty) 

  ‘You will be pretty.’ 
 

(49)   ànyé     á-yá       á-yàìyá    (ùyàì)      
  3sg-sub   3sg-future  3sg-pretty  (beauty) 
  ‘He/she will be pretty/handsome.’ 

 
(50)   ì-yá        í-yàìyá    (ùyàì) 
     1PL-FUTURE  1PL-pretty  (beauty) 

  ‘We will be pretty/handsome.’ 
 

(51)   ÒmmÔ    É-yá      É-yàìyá    (ùyàì) 
     3PL-SUB  3PL-FUTURE  3PL-pretty  (beauty) 

  ‘They will be pretty/handsome.’ 
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Essien (1990) also pointed out that verbs and adjectives differ in that only adjectives can be used 
as nominal modifiers. In this case, Ibibio adjectives are inflected to mark plural, while the nouns 
they modify have zero morphemes. Three different plural markers are attested in Ibibio. The 
plural morpheme {n}, working as a prefix, disagrees with Essien (1990:91) that in Ibibio, “the 
plural morpheme is not affixal”. Notice that this nasal morpheme undergoes place assimilation 
with regards to the following consonant, as shown in (52). The pattern is exemplified in 
examples (52) and (53). 
 

(52)   m̀-fÓÓn             ÉtÓ 
     PL-MARKER-to be pretty  tree-SG 

  ‘beautiful trees’ 
 

(53)   ń-tì-òwò 
     PL-MARKER-good-man 

  ‘good men’ 
 
Given that number agreement, in these cases, only surfaces as a prefix of the adjective, we can 
assume that it originates higher in the tree structure, as shown in (54). 
 

(54)   ń-tì-òwò 
     PL-MARKER-good-man 

  ‘good men’ 
 

Even though not enough evidence has been found to rebate this finding, we can draw the 
conclusion that in Ibibio, inflectional morphemes (which may undergo phonological changes, 
such as nasal place assimilation) are the first element in the word structure. This finding contrasts 
with English, in which the inflectional morpheme is always the last element in the word structure 
(e.g., directions, where “ion” is a derivational suffix and “-s” is an inflectional suffix with 
“direct” as the base or root). This would be in line with Essien (1990:74), who remarks that:  
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(55)   “In Ibibio, inflectional morphemes are characteristically prefixes, while derivational 
morphemes are typically suffixes” 

 
Some plural nouns in Ibibio are indicated syntactically – through the use of the plural marker 
“m̀mè”. This plural marker also surfaces in adjective-noun combinations (as in (56), (57), and 
(58)), in particular in cases in which the sentence would otherwise be ambiguous (given that the 
adjective is not marked with the plural prefix, as in (58)) 
 

(56)   m̀mè       úfá   áfòng 
      PL-MARKER  new   cloth  

   ‘new clothes’ 
 
(57)   m̀m-úfá         áfòng 
      PL-MARKER-new   cloth  

   Connected speech: ‘new clothes’ 
 

(58)   m̀mè       úyàì   úbóíkpà   
      PL-MARKER  pretty   girl 

   ‘pretty girls’ 
 
Ibibio has a rule by means of which verbs which end with CVC structure make the plural by 
removing the last consonant and inserting a vowel instead. Table 4 shows some examples of this 
pattern: 
 

Table 4. Example of Verbs that Undergo a Root Change to Form the Plural. 
Verb in Singular Verb in Plural English Gloss 

dìòk dìòì ‘to be bad’ 
wàk wàì ‘to tear’ 

 
When these verbs are used as adjectives, the same pattern emerges, as shown in (59) and (60): 
 

(59)   ídìòk  ḿkpÒ  ítíé 
      bad  sitting   place 

   ‘bad chair’ 
 

(60)   ń-dìòì   ḿkpÒ   ítíé 
      PL-bad  sitting   place 

   ‘bad chairs’ 
 
The last form of marking the plural in adjectives corresponds to a lengthening of the vowel in the 
adjective. This form of marking the plural is limited to adjectives that have been derived from 
verbs (as shown in examples (61) to (63)). Notice that, in this case, the agreement seems to be 
optional (as shown in (61) and (62)), as the subject marker already provides the plural meaning. 
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(61)   (Ómmó)    É-sÒng 
      3PL-SUBJ   3PL-be old  
       ‘They are old.’ 
 
(62)   (Ómmó)    É-sÒÒng 
      3PL-SUBJ   3PL-be old  
       ‘They are old.’ 

 
(63)   (m̀mè)      m̀-fÓÓn     íbàn 
      PL-MARKER  ADJ-be pretty  girl  
       ‘beautiful girls’ 

 
Examples in (61) and (62) also show another characteristic of Ibibio’s adjectives. Agreement in 
adjective has also been observed between the predicate adjective and its subject, as observed in 
(62), while a plural adjective following a singular noun is ungrammatical, as exemplified in (64).  

 
(64)   (Ènyé)    á-*sÒÒng 
      3SG-SUBJ  3SG-be old  
       ‘*He/she are old.’ 
 

Even though number agreement in adjectives has been elicitated in Ibibio, no other forms of 
agreement has been reported. For example, no gender agreement (neither grammatical nor of 
person) has been attested (as shown in (65), (66), and (67)). This is consistent with the fact that 
overt pronouns in Ibibio are genderless (e.g., the pronoun Ènyé in (65) could be interpreted either 
as he or she depending on the context). No evidence for other types of adjectival agreement have 
reported during elicitations (e.g., case agreement). 
 

(65)   (Ènyé)    á-sÒng 
      3sg-subj  3sg-subj-be old  
       ‘He/she is old.’ 
 
(66)   ákán   Édèn 
      old    man 
       ‘old man’ 
 
(67)   ákán   ńgwán 

  old    woman 
   ‘old woman’ 

 
Essien (1974:53-57) manifested the similarities between adjectives and verbs in Ibibio and 
proposed a system of feature specifications that would account for the differences of this two 
elements. He considered that both verbs and adjectives should belong to a bigger category called 
verbal.  
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As shown in Table 5, both verbs and adjectives have in common the feature [+VB], which 
indicates that both belong to the verbal category. However, they differ in their realization of the 
[+Adj] feature, present for adjectives, but absent for verbs. 
 

Table 5. Example of Verb and Adjectives with their Corresponding Feature Specifications. 
Feature Specifications Example English Gloss 

[+VB, -Adj] kǎ ‘to go’ 
[+VB, -Adj] nék ‘to dance’ 
[+VB, +Adj] àfíá ‘white’ 
[+VB, +Adj] m̀fÓn ‘good, elegant’ 

3.5 Order of Adjectives 

As pointed out by Kaufman (1968), strings of several adjectives are rare and considered to be 
unnatural in Ibibio, so it is difficult to discover what sequences and orders are permissible. The 
current study has elicited combinations of two adjectives, to determine whether any restrictions 
in permissible orders was attested. As shown in examples (68) to (73) Ibibio adjectives have 
some freedom in the order in which they occur.  
 

(68)  ádúfá [íném     ǹgwèt] 
      new    interesting book 
      ‘a new, interesting book’ 
 

(69)    íném      [ádúfá  ǹgwèt] 
     interesting   new  book 

  ‘a new, interesting book’ 
 

(70)  ákàn [Ékàmbà ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
      old    big     sitting place 
      ‘an old, big chair’ 
 

(71)    Ékàmbà  [ákàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
      big        old  sitting place 
      ‘an old, big chair’ 
 

(72)   ákàn  [ḿkpÒ ndIk      ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     old  thing    impressive sitting place 

  ‘an old, incredible chair’ 
 

(73)   ḿkpÒ ndIk       [ákàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     thing   impressive  old  sitting place 

  ‘an old, incredible chair’ 
 
Notice that, even though the phrases described above are translated into English using the same 
gloss, in Ibibio the first adjective always modifies the adjective-noun combination. For example, 
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(68) is interpreted as “an interesting book which is new”, while (69) is interpreted as “a new 
book which is interesting”. The same interpretation would apply to the rest of the examples 
described in the paradigm above. Figure 2 shows the two possible representations of adjective 
combinations in Ibibio. 
 

(74)   íném      [ádúfá  ǹgwèt] 
     interesting   new  book 

  ‘a new, interesting book’ 
 

  
Figure 2. Representations of the Ibibio constituency trees 

 
However, postpositive adjectives show a different pattern, as no free order is possible, as shown 
in examples (75)-(76) and (77)-(78). Postpositive adjectives work as compounds, in the sense 
that no other word order is possible, being the element to the left of the phrase the head. 
 

(75)  ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé   Étò] 
      old    sitting  place wood 
      ‘an old, wooden chair’ 
 

(76)    *Étò    [ákàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
      wood   old  sitting place  
      Intended: ‘an old, wooden chair’ 
      Meaning: ‘wood from an old chair’ 
 

(77)  ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé   Ibibio] 
      old    sitting  place Ibibio 
      ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
 

(78)    *Ibibio  [ákàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
      Ibibio     old  sitting place  
      Intended: ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
 
Figure 3 shows visually the only possible representation of a tree with a postpositive adjective. 
 

(79)  ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé   Étò] 
      old    sitting  place wood 
      ‘an old, wooden chair’ 
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Figure 3. Representation of the Ibibio constituency tree, with postpositive adjectives 

 
When we want to convert these sequences of adjectives and nouns into the plural, we observe 
that, as shown in examples (80) to (85), the plural marker appears in both adjectives. 
 

(80)   (m̀mè)      ńg-kàn  [ḿ-kpÓn  ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-old   PL-big    sitting place  

      ‘old, big chairs’ 
 

(81)   (m̀mè)      ḿ-kpÓn [ńg-kàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-big   PL-old  sitting place  

      ‘old, big chairs’ 
 

(82)   (m̀mè)      ńg-kàn  [m̀-fÓÓn   ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-old   PL-elegant  sitting place  

      ‘old, elegant chairs’ 
 

(83)   (m̀mè)      m̀-fÓÓn   [ńg-kàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-elegant  PL-old  sitting place  

      ‘old, elegant chairs’ 
 

(84)   (m̀mè)      ńg-kàn  [ń-dìòì  ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-old   PL-bad   sitting place  

      ‘old, bad chairs’ 
 

(85)   (m̀mè)      ń-dìòì   [ńg-kàn ḿkpÒ  ítíé] 
     PL-MARKER  PL-bad   PL-old  sitting place  

      ‘old, bad chairs’ 
 
Again, we can observe that postpositive adjectives pattern differently, as the plural marker is 
only instantiated in the attribute adjective, as shown in examples (86)-(87) and (88)-(89). Again, 
the word order is limited to the version in which the postpositive adjectives appears after the 
noun they modify. 
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(86)  (m̀mè)      ńg-kàn  [ḿkpÒ  ítíé    Étò] 
      PL-MARKER  PL-old   sitting  place  wood 
      ‘old, wooden chairs’ 
 

(87)  *(m̀mè)      Étò  [ńg-kàn  ḿkpÒ ítíé] 
      PL-MARKER  wood  PL-old   sitting place   
      Intended: ‘old, wooden chairs’ 
      Meaning: ‘different pieces of wood from an old chairs’ 
 

(88)  (m̀mè)      ńg-kàn  [ḿkpÒ  ítíé    Ibibio] 
      PL-MARKER  PL-old   sitting  place  Ibibio 
      ‘old, Ibibio chairs’ 
 

(89)  *(m̀mè)     Ibibio  [ńg-kàn  ḿkpÒ ítíé] 
      PL-MARKER  wood  PL-old   sitting place   
      Intended: ‘old, Ibibio chairs’ 

4 Conclusion  

The current study discussed in some detail some of the major claims regarding Ibibio adjectives. 
The paper discusses the presence of tone sandhi in Ibibio, when citation forms are combined into 
larger units. The tonal change seems to be consistent, in that it is the second element of the 
phrase the one that undergoes a tonal change, and it is always the tone of the first syllable the one 
that is lowered. 

In line with previous research within the domain of adjectives in Ibibio, it seems to be the 
case that adjectives and verbs in the language are very similar in syntactic behavior, as both 
manifest concord with the subject of the sentence, and they can be inflected for tense. However, 
they also differ in that only adjectives can be used as nominal modifiers, in which case they 
agree with the noun they modify only in number. Based on Essien (1974) discussion on Ibibio 
adjectives, a system of feature specifications was suggested to account for the differences 
between verbs and adjectives. While both elements seem to have in common the feature [+VB], 
which indicates that both belong to the verbal category, they should differ in their realization of 
the [+Adj] feature, present for adjectives, but absent for verbs. 

It seems to be the case that adjective-noun constructions are limited in Ibibio due to the small 
number of adjectives in the language, and that they show some freedom in the order in which 
they occur. The current study show the same pattern. However, this claim is a little bit restrictive 
because, as shown in the current paper, it is true that attribute adjectives show free word order. 
However, postpositive adjectives do seem to show a more fixed order.  

In the future, a further look at the word order restrictions of postpositive adjectives would be 
necessary. All of the constructions addressed in this paper followed the patterns described. 
However, a more detailed study of the adjectives in the language would be necessary to be 
understand some of the key aspects of adjectivization in Ibibio. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper concerns the description of logophors in Ibibio, a Lower-Cross language spoken in 
southern Nigeria. Logophors are grammatical forms used in reference to the person in a sentence 
whose point of view is being reported (Clements 1975). In Ibibio, these appear as both individual 
pronouns as well as agreement marking on the embedded tense and verbs.∗ 

Section 2 provides some background information on the Ibibio language as well as a brief 
introduction to logophors. Section 3 examines the appearance and distribution of these forms, 
what predicates and structures license them, and some restrictions on their reference. Section 4 
concludes and gives some suggestions for further investigation. 

2 Background 

2.1 Logophors 

A logophor is a grammatical form that refers specifically to the subject or source in certain 
linguistic contexts. Take, for example, the English sentence in (1) below: 
 
(1) Mollyi thinks shei/j is beautiful 

 
In English, which does not apparently have logophoric pronouns, (1) is ambiguous. It may be the 
case that Molly thinks herself beautiful, or it may be the case that she thinks someone else is 
beautiful. This may be constrasted to a language such as Ibibio, in examples (2) and (3). 
 
(2) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ìmÒi ì-mé í-yáiyà 

Akon 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG LOG-PRES LOG-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shei/*j is beautiful’ 
 

(3) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ànyéj á-yáiyà 
Akon 3SG-think 3SG-say C 3SG 3SG-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shej/*i is beautiful’ 

 

                                                
*I profusely thank Mfon Udoinyang, the Ibibio consultant (and linguist) who provided the Ibibio data for this paper. 
I also extend my appreciation to the rest of the KU Spring 2014 Field Methods class, for the additional data they 
provided and their help analyzing it. I also thank Dr. Andrew McKenzie, who helped me especially with the basics 
of semantics elicitations as well as acquiring a general understanding of logophors. 
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There is no ambiguity in Ibibio between who is thought beautiful. The use or absence of 
logophoric pronouns and inflection determines whether Akon thinks herself beautiful, as in (2), 
or that Akon thinks someone else is beautiful, as in (3). 

The logophoric pronoun that appears in (2) could be described as referring to “the individual 
(other than the speaker) whose speech, thoughts, feelings, or general state of consciousness are 
reported or reflected in the linguistic context in which the pronoun occurs” (Clements 1975). 
These forms may appear as pronouns, as in Mundang in (4), or as a marker on the verb, like in 
Gokana, in (5). 

 
(4) ài rí̼ ʒÌi lwà fàn sa ̼:̄  (Sells 1987: 446) 

PRO say LOG find thing beauty 
‘Hei said that hei had found something beautiful’ 
 

(5) aè kɔ aè dɔ-̀ɛ ̀   (Sells 1987: 447) 
PRO said PRO fell-LOG 
‘Hei said hei fell’ 

 
Ibibio utilizes both morphologically distinct logophoric pronoun with singular and plural forms, 
as well as agreement marking on the tense head and verb that appear in the clause that is 
embedded under a properly licensing logophoric verb. 

2.2 The Ibibio Language 

Ibibio is a Niger-Congo Language in the Lower-Cross language group. It’s spoken in southern 
Nigeria by about four million people. The distribution of linguistic groups may be seen on the 
following map in Figure 1, with Ibibo appearing in the south. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Linguistic groups in Nigeria.1 
                                                
1 Map by Hel-hama (CC BY-SA 3.0); http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nigeria_linguistical_map_1979.svg. 
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3 Logophors 

3.1 Logophoric Forms in Ibibio 

To express logophoricity, Ibibio uses both a pronoun distinct from the non-logophoric version as 
well as separate logophoric agreement markers on the embedded tense and verb. The appearance 
of logophoricity based on person is illustrated in the following paradigm, using kérè (‘think’), a 
logophor-licensing verb: 
 
(6) ńg-kèré (ḿ-bò) ké ń-dò étÙk áyÌn 

1SG-think (1SG-say) C 1SG-be small child 
‘I think that I am young’ 
 

(7) í-kérè (í-bò) ké í-dò étÙk áyÍn 
1PL-think (1PL-say) C 1PL-be small child 
‘We think that we are young’ 
 

(8) à-kérè (à-bò) ké à-dò étÙk áyÌn 
2SG-think (2sg-say) C 2sg-be small child 
‘You think that you are young’ 
 

(9) è-kérè (è-bò) ké è-dò étÙk áyÌn 
2PL-think (2PL-say) C 2PL-be small child 
‘You (pl.) think that you are young’ 
 

(10) Ekpei á-kèré (á-bÒ) ké ìmÒi í-dò étÙk áyÌn 
Ekpe 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG LOG-be small child 
‘Ekpei thinks that hei is young’ 
 

(11) Ekpei ńdò Udoj é-kérè (é-bÒ) ké m̀mìmÒi+j í-dòngngò ntÙk áyÌn 
Ekpei and Udoj 3PL-think (3PL-say) C LOG.PL LOG-be.PL small child 
‘Ekpei and Udoj think that theyi+j are young’ 

 
Distinct logophoric marking only appears in the third person forms, seen in (10) and (11), while 
the first and second persons in examples (6)–(9) present with no altered marking from their usual 
contexts. Logophoricity is marked by both a pronoun distinct from the non-logophoric pronoun 
and accompanying agreement marking on the verb. It should be noted that the logophoric marker 
i- is homophonous with the first person plural marking (which can be seen in (7)). The ambiguity 
this can create is further described in section 3.1.2. 
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3.1.1 The Logophoric Pronoun 

Ibibio does not use distinct logophoric pronouns for any persons except for third person singular 
and plural. The comparison between these forms is displayed in Table 1. 
 
 Non-logophoric Logophoric 
Singular ànyé ìmÒ 
Plural ÒmmÔ m̀mìmÒ 
Singular possessive ámÒ ìmÒ 
Plural possessive ÒmmÔ m̀mìmÒ 

Table 1. Ibibio third-person pronoun comparison. 
 

Although there are different non-logophoric pronouns based on case, there are only two 
logophoric pronouns: ìmÒ and m̀mìmÒ, which correspond to singular and plural, and may appear 
in any subject, object, and possessive position, as seen in (12)–(14): 

 
(12) Ekpei á-kèré (á-bÒ) ké ìmÒi í-dò étÙk áyÌn 

Ekpe 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG LOG-be small child 
‘Ekpei thinks that hei is young’ 
 

(13) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-mâ í-tÒ ìmÒi 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST LOG-hit LOG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj hit himi’ 
 

(14) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-mà á-díyà ńdídíà ìmÒi 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST 3SG-eat food LOG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj ate hisi food’ 
 

Example (12) has the logophor in the subject position of the embedded clause, (13) has the 
logophor in object position, and (14) contains a logophoric genitive. The pronoun itself doesn’t 
vary, but may evidently serve in the place of any of the other third person forms, with the 
additional function of reference to its logophoric antecedent. 

There is one puzzling aspect to the possessive pronouns in particular. While there’s typically 
no reference ambiguity between the logophoric and normal pronoun (as in section 2), such 
ambiguities are present with the possessive pronoun, which is capable of both logophoric and 
non-logophoric reference. Compare (14) from above with (15): 

 
(15) Ekpei á-bÒ ké Udoj á-mà á-díà ńdídíà ámÒi/j 

Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST 3SG-eat food 3SG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj ate hisi/j food’ 
 

The logophoric possessive in (14) refers unambiguously to the logophoric antecedent Ekpe, (15) 
may also refer to Ekpe, as well as Udo. The general feeling about these sentences is that the use 
of ìmÒ has a sense of direct quotation, or speaking for the sentence-internal speaker: (14) might 
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also be translated as ‘Ekpe says “Udo ate my food.”’ By comparison, ámÒ appears to allow the 
speaker to keep some distance from the situation, or avoid putting words in someone else’s 
mouth. 

3.1.2 Logophoric Marking on Verbs and Tense 

In logophoric contexts, the agreement prefix that appears on the tense marker (if the logophor 
appears in subject position) and/or verb (if the logophor is in object position) of the clause 
embedded under a logophoric verb, in accordance with the person-marking conventions of 
Ibibio. A table of these prefixes appears below (the non-logophoric prefixes listed are from 
Baker & Willie (2010)). 
 
 Subject Object Logophoric Contexts 
1SG ń- n- n- 
2SG à-/ú- u- à-, ú- 
3SG á- Ø- i- 
1PL ì- i- i- 
2PL è-/i- i- e- 
3PL é- Ø- i- 

Table 2. Person markers in Ibibio. 
 

The logophoric agreement marker i- only seems to appear in third person singular and plural; in 
short, apparently to provide agreement to a logophoric pronoun or referent. This marking is often 
homophonous with the first person plural marker, which can lead to ambiguity if the logophoric 
pronoun is not included, such as in (16): 
 
(16) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ì-mé ì-yáiyà 

Akon 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG/1PL-PRES LOG/1PL-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shei is beautiful’ or 
‘Akon thinks that we are beautiful’ 

 
Typically this ambiguity would be clarified by the context, or else by the insertion of either the 
logophoric pronoun ìmÒ or the first-person plural pronoun ǹnyÀn. 

3.2 Licensing Predicates 

Logophoric pronouns are unacceptable in unlicensed contexts, demonstrated in (17) and (18). 
 
(17) Ekpei á-mà díyà àdésí ámÒi/j 

Ekpe 3SG-PST eat rice his 
‘Ekpei ate his ricei/j’ 
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(18) *Ekpe  á-mà  díyà àdésí ímÒ 
  Ekpe  3SG-PST eat  rice  LOG 

 
The logophoric pronoun of (18) is illicit without a properly licensing predicate or structure, so 
the non-logophoric pronoun must be used as in (17), leaving reference for ownership of the rice 
potentially ambiguous. Logophors must rather be licensed by an appropriate verb or structure. 
The verb ‘say’ allows for logophoric agreement in Ibibio as well as other West African 
languages such as Ewe and Uda: 
 
(19) Logophoric licensing in Ewe:   (Clements 1975: 142) 

Kofii be yèi-dzo 
Kofi say LOG-leave 
‘Kofii said that hei left’ 
 

(20) Logophoric licensing in Uda: (Ruffing 2013: 34) 
Efreteii oko imo i-k-i-lagha 
Efretei 3SG-say LOG LOG-PST-LOG-leave 
‘Efreteii said hei left’ 

 
(21) Logophoric licensing in Ibibio: 

Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-mà á-díyà ńdídíyà ìmÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST 3SG-eat food LOG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj ate hisi food’ 

 
As another verb of informing, dÒkkÓ (‘tell’) is also logophoric in Ibibio, but only to the subject: 
 
(22) Ekpei á-mà á-dÒkkÓ Udoj ké Akpank á-ké í-tÒ ìmÒi 

Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-tell Udo C Akpan 3SG-PST LOG-hit LOG 
‘Ekpei told Udoj that Akpank hit himi’ 
 

(23) Ekpei á-ké dÒkkÓ Udoj ké Akpank á-ké á-ké tÒ ànyéj 
Ekpe 3SG-PST tell Udo C Akpan 3SG-PST 3SG-PST hit 3SG 
‘Ekpei told Udoj that Akpank hit himj’ 
 

From (22) and (23) it appears that these effects may be either due to tendency of logophors to 
refer only to subjects in some languages, or simply that the object of a verb such as ‘tell’ is not 
perceived as a source or speaker, and therefore is not semantically acceptable as a logophoric 
antecedent. The subject-orientation is futher discussed in section 3.4. 

As for the need for a speaker or source of information, further evidence comes from the fact 
that Ibibio does not permit logophors with díÓngÓ (‘know’), in contrast to Ewe: 
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(24) Ewe:      (Clements 1975: 170) 
Kofii nya be me-kpɔ yè 
Kofi know that PRO-see LOG 
‘Kofii knew that I had seen himi’ 
 

(25) Ibibio: 
Ekpei díÓngÓ ké Udoj á-ké díyá àdésí ámÒi/j 
Ekpe know C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice 3SG 
‘Ekpei knows that Udoj ate hisi/j rice’ 
 

(26) *Ekpei díÓngÓ ké Udoj á-ké díyá àdésí ìmÒ 
Ekpe know C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice LOG 
 

It might appear that verbs that do not include actual transfer of information do not license 
logophoricity, but the verb kèré (‘think’) does so, as in (2), repeated here. 
 
(2) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ìmÒi ì-mé í-yáiyà 

Akon 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG LOG-PRES LOG-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shei/*j is beautiful’ 
 

Logophoricity seems to be licensed in this case by the presence of bò (‘say’) in this construction, 
although the logophoric marking remains even if bò is dropped. 

It is also not enough to say that a verb of transfer of information is enough to license 
logophors in Ibibio. To once again compare with Ewe, ‘hear’ is logophoric in some languages, 
but not so in Ibibio. 

 
(27) Ewe:      (Clements 1975: 158) 

Amai se be yèi-xɔ nunana 
Ama hear that LOG-receive gift 
‘Amai heard that shei had received a gift’ 
 

(28) Ibibio: 
Ekpei á-mà á-kòp ké Udoj á-mà díyá àdésí ámÒi/j 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice 3SG 
‘Ekpei heard that Udoj ate hisi/j rice’ 
 

(29) *Ekpei á-mà á-kòp ké Udoj á-mà díyá àdésí ìmÒi 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice LOG 
 

It’s also not enough to introduce a source of information to the construction in (29) to obtain 
logophoric licensing. 
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(30) Ekpei á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpank ké Udoj á-mà díyà àdésí ámÒi/j/k 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear 3SG-from Akpan C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice 3SG 
‘Ekpei heard from Akpank that Udoj ate hisi/j/k rice’ 
 

(31) Ekpei á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpank ké Udoj á-mà díyà àdésí ìmÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear 3SG-from Akpan C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice LOG 
 

Even with Akpan introduced as the source of information in (30) and (31), the logophoric 
pronoun is illicit, so there is no reference either to Ekpe, in the subject position of the matrix 
clause, which would parallel the reference possibility in (27) for Ewe, nor can there be reference 
to Akpan as the semantic source of the information. This suggests that Ibibio requires a 
combination of reference to the source of information and that source resting in subject position 
of the matrix clause. 

Psych-verbs in Ibibio do not license logophoricity, though this has been observed in Ewe and 
Taburi: 

 
(32) Logophoric psych-verbs in Ewe:   (Clements 1975: 163) 

Amai kpɔ dyidzɔ be yèi-dyi vi 
Ama see happiness that LOG-bear child 
‘Amai was happy that shei bore a child’ 
 

(33) Logophoric psych-verbs in Taburi:  (Sells 1987: 447) 
hÍ:nÍ dʒō nēi gā sɛī lĪʔ tʃÌgÌ 
fear make him C LOG fall illness 
‘Hei was afraid of falling ill’ 
 

(34) Psych-verbs in Ibibio: 
Ekpei á-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké dí sè-Gè ànyé 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-sweet heart when mother 3SG 3SG-PST come see-RED 3SG 
‘Ekpei was happy when hisi mother came to visit him’ 
 

(35) *Ekpe á-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ìmÒ á-ké dí sè-Gè ìmÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-sweet heart when mother LOG 3SG-PST come see-RED LOG 
 

Logophoric forms are available when a psych-verb is embedded under a verb such as ‘say’, 
however. 
 
(36) Ekpei á-bò ké  ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké dí sè-Gè  

Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG-PST LOG-sweet heart when mother 3SG 3SG-PST come see-RED 
ènyé 
3SG 
‘Ekpei said that hei was happy when hisi mother came to see himi’ 
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(37) Ekpei á-bò ké  ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ìmÒ á-ké dí sè-Gè  
Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG-PST LOG-sweet heart when mother LOG 3SG-PST come see-RED 
ìmÒ 
LOG 
‘Ekpei said “I was happy when my mother came to see me”’ 
 

While both (36) and (37) take logophoric marking on the tense head and the verb ‘be happy’, 
(36), with the additional logophoric possessive and object pronouns, is interpreted as a direct 
quote. As a matter of fact, this is the only possible method to quote someone, as can be seen in 
(38) and (39): 
 
(38) *Ekpe á-ké bò “ḿ-mà díyá ńdídíyá m̀mì” 

Ekpe 3SG-PST say 1SG-PST eat food 1SG 
 

(39) Ekpe á-ké bò ké ì-mà í-díyá ńdídíyá ìmÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-PST say C LOG-PST LOG-eat food LOG 
‘Ekpe said: “I ate my food”’ 
 

The use of logophoric pronouns, especially, seem to put the external speaker into the point of 
view of the internal speaker (Ekpe in (39)), allowing them to report his words as he said them, 
after a fashion, although the utterance has clearly changed from the original to the reported 
speech. 

3.3 Multiple Embedded Logophors 

As Culy (1997) and Clements (1975) described, in some languages (for example, Ewe and 
Donno Sɔ) it is possible to embed a logophoric pronoun under multiple licensing verbs and 
obtain an ambiguity of reference, as in (40) below. 
 
(40) Logophoric ambiguity in Ewe:      (Culy 1997: 850) 

Kofii xɔ-e se be Amak gblɔ be yèi/k-ju  yèi/k 
Kofi receive-PRO hear that Ama say that log-beat log 
‘Kofii believed that Amak said that hei beat heri’ or 
‘Kofii believed that Amak said that shek beat himi’ 

 
Because the logophoric pronouns appear embedded under two licensing verbs (‘believe’ and 
‘say’), Ewe apparently permits an ambiguity of reference for each othe logophors, giving the two 
separate readings in (40). 

The same ambiguity does not appear in Ibibio, as can be seen in examples (41) and (42). 
 

(41) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-ké  bò ké Akpank á-ké díyà ńdídíyà ámÒi/j/k 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST say C Akpan 3SG-PST eat food 3SG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj said that Akpank ate hisi/j/k food’ 
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(42) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-ké  bò ké Akpank á-ké díyà ńdídíyà ìmÒj 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST say C Akpan 3SG-PST eat food LOG 
‘Ekpei says that Udoj said that Akpank ate hisj food’ 

 
(41), with a non-logophoric possessive, contains a three-way ambiguity of the ownership of the 
food that was eaten: it may belong to any of the antecedents in the sentence, whether in a matrix 
clause or not (there is, in fact, a slight dispreference for the food belonging to Akpan, the nearest 
antecedent, but I believe this to be a function of ké as a past tense focus marker in this case). In 
contrast, (42), with its logophoric possessive form, is completely unambiguous as to its referent, 
counter to what appear to be the case in Ewe. Rather, the food in (42) may only belong to Udo, 
the nearest logophoric referent, and it cannot refer to Ekpe, a higher logophoric antecedent. 

3.4 Subject Orientation and Precedence 

Ibibio logophors require that their antecedent be in the subject position of the matrix clause, as 
already mentioned in section 3.2. This requirement is best illustrated in (30) and (31), repeated 
here. 
 
(30) Ekpei á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpank ké Udoj á-mà díyà àdésí ámÒi/j/k 

Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear 3SG-from Akpan C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice 3SG 
‘Ekpei heard from Akpank that Udoj ate hisi/j/k rice’ 
 

(31) *Ekpei á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpank ké Udoj á-mà díyà àdésí ìmÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-hear 3SG-from Akpan C Udo 3SG-PST eat rice LOG 
 

The verb kòb (‘hear’) is, again, not logophoric; it fails to license logophoric pronouns for either 
the grammatical matrix subject, Ekpe, or the semantic source of the information, Akpan. This 
seems to indicate, then, that Ibibio requires the source to be in subject position, rather than just 
anywhere in the matrix clause in order to license logophoric forms in the embedded clause. 

Ibibio, furthermore, does not allow a logophoric pronoun to be focused to outside of the 
embedded clause, although non-logophoric pronouns may be focused so. Compare (43)–(46):  

 
(43) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-ké í-tÒ ímÒi 

Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST LOG-hit LOG 
‘Ekpei said that Udoj hit himi’ 
 

(44) ànyék/*i/*j ké Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-ké tÒ 
3SG C Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST hit 
‘It was himk/*i/*j that Ekpe said Udo hit’ 
 

(45) *ímÒ ké Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒ 
LOG C Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-PST LOG-hit 
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(46) Ekpei á-bò ké ímÒi ké Udoj á-ké tÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG C Udo 3SG-PST hit 
‘Ekpe said “It’s me that Udo hit”’ 
 

In (44) focus extraction is permitted from the embedded clause, but as a non-logophoric pronoun, 
it may not refer to the logophoric source. In (45) extraction of a logophoric pronoun past its 
matrix clause yields ungrammaticality. The farthest it may be extracted seems to be to just below 
the logophoric verb ‘say’, as in (46), which preserves the direct quotation flavor of the utterance. 

The binding and extraction restrictions bring to light some interesting effects found in subject 
wh-questions, especially when there are other embedding verbs involved. 

 
(47) ànìyé í-ké í-nék únék 

who LOG-PST LOG-dance dance 
‘Who danced (a dance)?’ 

 
For now, for simplicity’s sake, I have marked the i- marker on the past tense marker and the verb 
‘write’ in (43) as logophoric, although there is no licensing verb. It is not without reason, 
however. The i- marking appears on subject wh-questions, but not on object questions: 
 
(48) ǹsǒ ké Akun á-ké nék? 

what C Akun 3SG-PST dance 
‘What did Akun dance?’ 
 

This asymmetry parallels the asymmetries seen in logophoric reference described in section 3.2. 
When a question is formed by extraction across a logophoric verb, however, the same 

marking does not obtain: 
 

(49) ànìyé ké ńg-kérè (ḿ-bò) ké á-mà wèt ǹgwèt? 
who C 1SG-think (1SG-say) C 3SG-PST write book 
‘Who do I think wrote a book?’ 
 

In (49), the expected i- marking for a subject wh-question does not appear. This could be because 
of the extraction across multiple embedded clauses, with nothing to do with logophoricity 
whatsoever. However, there are further effects when extracting across logophoric contexts in the 
third person, when logophoric marking appears on embedded tense heads and verbs: 
 
(50) ànìyé ké Ekpe á-bò dángá á-ké í-tÒ? 

who C Ekpe 3SG-say C 3SG-PST LOG-hit 
‘Who did Ekpei say hit himi?’ 
 

(51) ànìyé ké Ekpe á-bò dángá ì-ké í-tÒ? 
Who C Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG-PST LOG-hit 
‘Who did Ekpei say hei hit?’ 
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(52) Ekpe á-bò ké í-mà í-tÒ Udo 
Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG-PST LOG-hit Udo 
‘Ekpe says he hit Udo’ 
 

(53) ànìyé í-ké í-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒ? 
who LOG-PST LOG-say C Udo 3SG-PST LOG-hit 
‘Whoi said Udo hit himi?’ 
 

In (50), the expected i- marking is absent from the embedded tense head, and instead the 
ordinary third person singular marking appears. However, this preserves a nice contrast between 
(50) and (51), where the extraction of an object leaves behind two logophoric markers present 
just as they are in the statement in (52). (53) does not extract across the verb, which seems to 
allow the logophoric marking on ‘hit’ in the embedded clause to continue to refer logophorically. 

Given this data, it’s unlikely that the i- marker is purely logophoric in reference, or even 
primarily so. A more detailed analysis that seems to be currently available is required to tease 
apart what this marker actually references. 

3.5 Antecedence and Split Antecedence 

As for what the grammatical restrictions on the logophoric antecedent are, there may be a 
number mismatch between the logophor and its antecedent in certain cases such as those in the 
contrast between (54) and (55): 

 
(54) Ekpei á-bò ké m̀mìmÒi+j í-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ 

Ekpe 3SG-say C LOG.PL LOG-eat all rice DEM 
‘Ekpei says that theyi+j ate all of the rice’ 
 

(55) Ekpei á-bò ké ÒmmÔ*i/j+k é-mà é-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-say C 3PL 3PL-PST 3PL-eat all rice DEM 
‘Ekpei says that they*i/j+k ate all of the rice’ 
 

The plural third person or logophoric pronoun may be used in the embedded clause with a 
singular antecedent, which either creates a combined reference to the logophoric antecedent and 
other entities in the discourse, as in (54), or else when the third person plural pronoun is used, the 
logophoric antecedent is prevented from being the antecedent; this is parallel to the 
distinguishing effects originally seen in examples (2) and (3): 
 
(2) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ìmÒi ì-mé í-yáiyà 

Akon 3SG-think (3SG-say) C LOG LOG-PRES LOG-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shei/*j is beautiful’ 
 

(3) Akoni á-kèré (á-bò) ké ànyéj á-yáiyà 
Akon 3SG-think 3SG-say C 3SG 3SG-beautiful 
‘Akoni thinks that shej/*i is beautiful’ 
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Only a logophoric pronoun may take a logophoric antecedent, and the logophoric pronoun 
additionally may take only a logophoric antecedent. 

When possessive constructions (their ambiguities discussed in section 3.1.1) and multiple 
logophoric verbs (described in section 3.3) enter the picture, the picture complicates somewhat: 

 
(56) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-bò ké èté ÒmmÔi+k/j+k/*i+j á-yà í-dí wÒ 

Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-say C father 3PL 3SG-FUT LOG-come visit 
‘Ekpei said that Udoj said that theiri+k/j+k/*i+j will arrive’ 
 

(57) Ekpei á-bò ké Udoj á-bò ké èté m̀mìmÒi+j/j+k á-yà í-dí wÒ 
Ekpe 3SG-say C Udo 3SG-say C father LOG 3SG-FUT LOG-come visit 
‘Ekpei said that Udoj said that theiri+j/j+k father will arrive’ 

 
In (56) the third person plural pronoun could refer either to Udo, the nearest logophoric 
antecedent, and some other exterior person(s), or to Ekpe and some similarly other exterior 
person(s), but interestingly it cannot refer to both possible logophoric antecedents: Ekpe and Udo 
do not have the same father in (56). That reference is reserved for the logophoric pronoun in 
(57), which may refer either to the father of Udo and some exterior person, or it may take what 
seems to be a split antecedent, and refer to the father of both logophoric antecedents. This 
appears to be similar to the split antecedence described in Adesola (2006) for strong pronouns in 
Yoruba, seen in (58). 
 
(58) Split antecedence in Yoruba:      (Adesola (2006: 2092) 

Àìnái ní Adéj so̩ pé bàbá àwo̩ni+j yóò lo̩ si Boston ní Ò̩la 
Aina say Ade say that father they will go to Boston at tomorrow 

 
Adesola (2006) describes this relationship in terms of exhaustive dependence on logophoric 
operators associated with the two antecedents. It’s possible that something similar may be 
happening in Ibibio. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has examined the appearance of logophors in Ibibio, which appear as distinct 
morphological forms for the third person singular and plural forms, as well as distinct agreement 
marking on the tense head and verb in the embedded clause. These forms must be properly 
licensed with a logophoric verb, almost exclusively verbs of saying and informing, but also 
include verbs like ‘think’ which have structures somewhat similar to those of serial verbs. 

Once licensed, logophoric subject and object markers refer exclusively to the subject of the 
nearest matrix clause in which there is a licensing verb. The agreement markers that thus appear 
are themselves quite problematic, being not only ambiguous at times with the first person plural 
agreement marker and at other times finding complications with what markers seem to appear 
when a subject is extracted for a wh-question. A more in-depth investigation of the behavior of 
these agreement markers, especially when there is extraction across clauses (logophoric and not) 
would seem to be a fruitful avenue for investigation. 
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Another continuing issue to investigate is the other purposes of the verb bò, which appears 
not only as the logophoric verb ‘say’ and in some constructions that appear to be similar to serial 
verbs (kèré bò ‘think’), but has also appeared as some sort of aspectual or mood marker: 

 
(59) èkà á-bò í-fát áyèn 

mother 3SG-say LOG-embrace child 
‘It is the mother who will hug the child’ 
 

Again, there is a question as to whether the i- marking in (59) could be interpreted as any sort of 
logophoric reference or not. However, it bears investigating, given the ability of bò to license 
logophoric marking where there would not otherwise be an aspect of informing that is typical of 
Ibibio logophoric verbs. 
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1 Introduction 

Wh-questions are information-seeking question that presuppose the truth of the rest of the 
sentence. Different languages use different wh-question formation strategies. While English 
moves wh-items to the left periphery of the sentence as shown in (1) and (2), Chinese always 
leave wh-items in-situ as shown in (3) and (4). The paper discusses the forming strategies and 
morpho-syntactic properties of wh-questions in Ibibio. 
 

 What did you write? (1)
 

 #You wrote what? (only in echo-questions)  (2)
 

 Ni      xie-le        shenme? (3)
     2SG.  write-PFV    what 
 ‘What did you write?’ 
 

 *Shenme   ni        xie-le ? (4)
         what       2SG    write-PFV 
   (Intended: ‘What did you write?’) 
 
 The paper organized as follows: firstly, we provide the grammatical properties of Ibibio 
which is necessary for understanding the discussions of wh-questions to follow; we also go over 
briefly yes-no questions in Ibibio before focusing on wh-questions; then, we show the data of 
argument (subject and object) versus adjunct wh-questions as well as questions in main versus 
embedded clause. An asymmetry of subject and non-subject wh-questions is observed in main 
clause rather than in embedded clause in terms of question formation; after that, we use different 
types of island constraints to provide evidence that the questions with wh-items in-situ in Ibibio 
have a covert movement at logical form. 

2 Ibibio Grammar 

2.1 SVO language 

Ibibio is one of the languages of western Africa and spoken in the southern part of Nigeria. The 
language has a SVO word order in declarative sentences (Essien, 1991).   
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2.2 Subject and object agreement 

As shown in the following table, the personal pronouns (or proper nouns) in the subject position 
have person agreement on T˚ and V˚, but those in the object position have agreement only on V˚. 
Generally speaking, there is either agreement between object and verb (i.e. AgrOBJ-V) or between 
subject and verb (i.e. AgrSUB-V), but not both.  
 Given the agreements between person and T˚ / V˚ as personal markers, the pronouns in the 
subject and object position are often deleted (Essien, 1991).  
 

 Pronouns Person marker 

1st singular (sg) àmì Nasal with high tone 
(e.g. ḿ̩, ń̩) 

2ed sg àfò à 

3rd sg ènyè á 

1st plural (pl) nyìn ì 

2ed pl n̩dùfò/m̩bùfò è 

3rd pl òmmÒ 
 

é 

 

2.3 Non-neutral tense/focus markers 

There are two types of allomorphs for each tense marker (i.e. neutral vs. non-neutral). While 
neutral tense markers (i.e. mà, yà and mé) are used in declarative sentences, non-neutral tense (or 
focus) markers (i.e. ké, dì and ∅) are used in wh-questions, as shown in (5-10). The non-neutral 
tense markers are also used in other constructions such as focus and negative constructions. ké is 
used in past tense in (6), dì is used in future tense in (8), and null is used in present tense in (10). 
 

 Akon á-mà        á-wèt           ǹgwèt.                                                  (5)
 Akon   3SG-PST    3SG-write   book. 

      ‘Akon wrote a book.’ 
 

 ǹsǒ   ké          Akon   á-ké/*mà    á-wèt?    (6)
   what  COMP  Akon   3SG-PST.FOC/*PST   3SG-write                                                
      ‘What did Akon write?’ 
 

 Akon á-ya     á-wèt       ǹgwèt.        (7)
      Akon 3SG-FUT.FOC 3SG-write  book.  
      ‘Akon will write a book.’ 
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 ǹsǒ ké           Akon   á-dì/*yà        á-wèt? (8)

     what COMP    Akon   3SG-FUT.FOC/*FUT    3SG-write                                                
      ‘What will Akon write?’ 
 

 Akon   á-mé        á-mà ng̀wèt.                                                     (9)
      Akon   3SG-PRE   3SG-like book. 
     ‘Akon likes a book.’  
 

 ǹsǒ ké          Akon  á-∅/* mé       mà?                                                  (10)
         what COMP   Akon   3SG-PRE.FOC/*PRE    like    
        ‘What does Akon like?’ 

2.4 Wh-items in Ibibio 

In Ibibio, there are two types of wh-questions: argument and adjunct wh-questions. Different wh-
items are used, as shown in the following table. The wh-questions using all the wh-items will be 
reported later in the paper.  
 

Category Ibibio wh-items English 
Translation 

 
Argument 

ǹsǒ what 

ànìyé who 

 
 

Adjunct 

               ÌdáGà ké when 

ìtìé ékè where 

dìé how 

nsŏ í-dó nták 
 

why 

 

3 Yes-No questions 

There are two ways to ask yes-no question as shown in (12) and (13) with past tense. In (12), a 
question particle, ń̩tè, is used. In (13), no particle is used, but high pitch as well as a rising 
intonation contour is found in (13). That is why the low tones in wèt and ǹgwèt in (12) become 
high tones in (13).   
 

 (ènyè)   á-mǎ          á-wèt          ǹgwèt.  (11)
      (He)     3SG-PST   3SG-write    book                                                                 
         ‘He wrote a book.’ 
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 ń̩tè (ènyè) á-mǎ          á-wèt       ǹgwèt?   (12)

         Q (He) 3SG-PST    3SG-write    book                                                           
         ‘Did he write a book?’ 
 

 (ènyè )   ámǎ  áwét    ǹgwét?  (13)
      (He)      3SG-PST 3SG-write book                                                  
         ‘Did he write a book?’ 
 
The same pattern holds for (14)-(16) in future tense.  
 

 (ènyè)    á-yà  á-wèt    ǹgwèt.    (14)
        (He)      3SG-FUT 3SG-write book                                                
        ‘He will write a book.’ 
 

 ń̩tè   (ènyè) á-yà        á-wèt     ǹgwèt.   (15)
         Q     (He) 3SG-PST    3SG-write    book   
        ‘Will he write a book?’  
                                                 

 (ènyè)   á-yà  á-wét    ǹgwét.      (16)
         (He)     3SG-PST 3SG-write book                                                       
         ‘Will he write a book?’ 
 
 According to Essien (1990; p.156), the speakers do not ordinarily make a distinction between 
a yes-no question and a statement intonationally unless the speakers are not understood by the 
listeners.  

4 Wh-questions  

4.1 Argument wh-questions 

There is an asymmetry between subject and object wh-questions in Ibibio. We will use our data 
to show this and then argue for the asymmetry.  

4.1.1 Subject and object wh-questions 

(17) shows that subject wh-questions appear to have wh-items (i.e. ànìyé) stay in-situ. However, 
the object wh-question in (18) and (19) has two question formation strategies. The wh-word (i.e 
ǹsǒ) could be either moved to the left periphery of the sentence like in (18) or stay in-situ like in 
(19). 
 For the object wh-questions in (18) and (19), according to our native speaker's intuition, a 
speaker may emphasize different information depending on question-formation strategy used. 
While the speaker emphasizes the question by moving the wh-word to the left edge, the speaker 
may emphasize the event by leaving wh-words in-situ. The prosodic properties of the two types 
of strategies may be different, which needs further investigation in future study.   
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 ànìyé   í-ké           í-wèt           ǹgwèt.                                                          (17)

          who   3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write   book 
        ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
 

 ǹsǒ ké    Akon   á-ké        á-wèt?         (18)
       what COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write 
        ‘What did Akon write?’ 
 

 Akon   á-ké             á-wèt  ǹsǒ?         (19)
      Akon   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write   what  
       ‘What did Akon write?’ 

4.1.2 Asymmetry of subject and object wh-questions  

It appears that wh-subject questions have wh-items in-situ whereas wh-object questions can 
move wh-items to the left periphery of the sentence. We have several pieces of evidence based 
on the distribution of the wh-items to support it.  
 Firstly, while ànìyé in (20) doesn't appear to move, ǹsǒ in (21) moves to the left edge of from 
its original position.  
 
 

 ànìyé   í-ké            í-wèt  ǹgwèt.                                                          (20)
        who   3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write book 
        ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
 

 ǹsǒ ké   Akon   á-ké       á-wèt?         (21)
       what COMP   Akon   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write 
         ‘What did Akon write?’ 
 
 Secondly, the subject wh-item, ànìyé, cannot precede the complementizer, ké in (22). In 
contrast, the object wh-item, ǹsǒ, can precede the complementizer, ké in (21), which provides 
evidence for the movement analysis.  
 

 *ànìyé   ké        í-ké     í-wèt   ǹgwèt?                                                      (22)
         who     COMP   3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write  book 
           (Intended: ‘Who wrote a book?’) 
 
 Thirdly, (23) illustrates that the normal 3rd person singular subject agreement is impossible 
in subject wh-questions, and a special agreement morpheme (i with a high tone) must be used 
(Baker, 2008). Thus, the special "i" marker, which might imply non-movement, is evidence in 
support of the asymmetry of subject and object wh-questions too. 
 

 *ànìyé    á-ké          á-wèt      ǹgwèt?                                                          (23)
           who     3SG-PST.FOC    3SG-write    book 
           (Intended: ‘Who wrote a book?’) 
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 Moreover, we observe that a temporal expression, ngkpÓng, always precedes the subject wh-
item in (24-26), which shows that the wh-item, ànìyé, is not at the left edge of the sentence.  
 

 ngkpÓng    Akon á-mà          á-wèt       ǹgwèt.     (24)
        yesterday    Akon  3SG-PST      3SG-write    book                                 
         ‘Yesterday Akon wrote a book.’ 
 

 ngkpÓng, ànìyé í-ké        í-wèt    ǹgwèt?   (25)
         yesterday who  3SG-PST    3SG-write   book                               
        ‘Yesterday, who wrote a book?’ 
 

 *ànìyé    ngkpÓng í-ké        í-wèt   ǹgwèt?   (26)
             who      yesterday 3SG-PST   3SG-write   book                                      
            (Intended: ‘Yesterday, who wrote a book?’) 
  
 All the pieces of evidence converge to support the asymmetry between subject and object 
wh-questions.  

4.1.3 Subject and object position 

To make sure that it is the subject and object position that matters, we have more data to check 
the point in the following section. We use ǹsǒ in subject position and ànìyé in object position. 
The pattern still holds. 
 In (28), the wh-item stays in-situ, although ǹsǒ was in the subject position. In contrast, in 
(29), although ànìyé was in object position, the wh-item moves to the left edge of the sentence. 
The data illustrates that what matters is the subject or object position rather than specific wh-
items.  
 

 moto    á-mà             á-tÓ   Akon.   (27)
        car    3SG-PST    3SG-hit  Akon 
        ‘A car hit Akon.’ 
 

 ǹsǒ   í-ké            í-tÓ       Akon. (28)
         what  3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-hit    Akon                                                          
         ‘What hit Akon?’ 
 

 ànìyé    ké       Akon    á-ké  á-tÒ?               (29)
         who     COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-hit                         
        ‘Who did Akon hit?’ 
 
 We also check ǹsǒ and ànìyé when they are in indirect object positions and the pattern still 
holds. (31-32) show that wh-items, no matter ǹsǒ and ànìyé, may move to the left edge of the 
sentence if they are in object positions.  
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 Akon    á-mà  á-nò        ènyè      ngwèt.   (30)
          Akon     3SG-PST  3SG-give    him       book                                             
         ‘Akon gave him a book.’ 
 

 ànìyé    ké      Akon    á-ké           á-nò      ngwèt?    (31)
         who    COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-give    book                                        
         ‘Who did Akon give a book?’ 
 

 ǹsǒ    ké       Akon     á-ké    á-nò         ènyè?     (32)
      what    COMP    Akon     3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-give    him                               
         ‘What did Akon give him?’ 

4.2 Adjunct wh-questions 

In addition to object wh-questions, adjunct non-subject wh-questions (e.g. ÌdáGà ké 'when', ìtìé 
ékè 'where' dìé 'how', and 'why' nsŏ í-dó  nták) either move the wh-item to the left periphery of a 
sentence or leave it in-situ like in (33) and (34). Thus, the so-called asymmetry of subject and 
object wh-questions is actually that of subject and non-subject wh-questions.  

4.2.1 ÌdáGà ké ‘when’ 

For wh-questions with 'when', two question formations can be used in (33) and (34). 
 

 ÌdáGà         ké    ké           Akon    á-ké            á-wèt          ngwèt? (33)
      what.time   at     COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-write  book                   
         ‘When did Akon write a book?’ 
 

 Akon     á-ké          á-wèt     ngwèt     ìdáGa  ké? (34)
         Akon     3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write   book       what.time at                                
         ‘When did Akon write a book?’ 

4.2.2 ìtìé ékè ‘where’ 

For wh-questions with 'where', two question formations can be used too in (35) and (36). 
 

 ìtìé ékè    ké          Akon    á-ké                    á-wèt         ngwèt? (35)
         where     COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write  book                       
        ‘Where did Akon write a book?’ 
 

 Akon    á-ké          á-wèt     ngwèt    ìtìé ékè? (36)
      Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write    book      where                              
         ‘Where did Akon write a book?’ 
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4.2.3 ‘How’ 

In English, 'how' could be used as instrument or manner, but different wh-words are used in 
Ibibio.  While dìé is used for manner in (37-39), ké ǹsǒ is used for instrument in (40-42). For 
both types, two question formations could be used. 

dìé ‘how’ (manner) 

 Akon     á-ké                     á-wèt    ngwèt    uÀkusÀk.    (37)
         Akon    3SG PST.FOC    3SG-write   book     slowly                       
         ‘Akon wrote a book slowly.’ 
 

 Dìé  ké    Akon    á-ké        á-wèt           ngwèt?                                    (38)
         how   COMP   Akon   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write   book                       
         ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 

 Akon    á-ké                   á-wèt           ngwèt   dìé?                                        (39)
         Akon    3SG PST.FOC  3SG-write   book    how                    
        ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 

ké ǹsǒ ‘how’ (instrument) 

 Akon    á-ké         á-wèt           ngwèt    ké      pen.     (40)
         Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write   book    with   pen.                      
         ‘Akon wrote a book with a pen.’ 
 

 ké      ǹsǒ     ké          Akon    á-ké                     á-wèt          ngwèt?    (41)
         with  what   COMP   Akon    3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write  book  
         ‘What did Akon write a book with?’ 
 

 Akon    á-ké          á-wèt     ngwèt   ké     ǹsǒ?    (42)
         Akon    3SG PST.FOC   3SG-write    book     with    what 
         ‘What did Akon write a book with?’ 
 
 The observation shows that Ibibio, unlike in English, uses different wh-words ask manner 
and instrument, which is not uncommon cross-linguistically.  

4.2.4 ‘Why’ 

In Ibibio, adjunct questions with 'why' nsŏ í-dó nták are different from other adjunct questions in 
that only the wh-movement strategy is allowed as shown in (43) and (44). Moreover, like in 
negative and focus constructions, the verb is reduplicated. It is not unclear why the reduplication 
only appears in 'why' questions.  
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 nsŏ      í-dó             nták       Akon   á-ké      á-wèt-té          ngwèt? (43)
      what     3INDF-is    reason  Akon   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write-RED   book      
        'Why did Akon write a book?' 

 *Akon   á-ké                      á-wèt-té    ngwèt    nsŏ  í-dó            nták? (44)
         Akon   3SG-PST.FOC    3SG-write-RED   book    what  3INDF-is   reason 
           (Intended: ‘Why did Akon write a book?’) 
 
 Besides the wh-movement strategy, a falling intonation pattern is used to form 'why' 
questions. In (45), a vowel e appears at the end of the sentence. If nso ido 'what is' is deleted, a 
high falling tone is used to replace them in (45). Since the tone needs a carrier element, a vowel 
is used as a tone anchor. Due to vowel harmony process, e is used as a tone anchor. And the 
formation pattern appears not to apply to argument wh-questions (i.e. ‘what’ and ‘who’) and 
other adjunct wh-questions (i.e. ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘how’).  
 

 nták      Akon    á-ké               (á)-wèt-té      ngwèt  ê?                                     (45)
        reason   Akon   3SG-PST.FOC   write-RED    book Q 
        ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
 
 The uniqueness of 'why' question is not uncommon in west-African languages. Kandybowicz 
and Torrence (2013) found that 'why' questions are different from other adjunct wh-questions in 
other western African languages such as Krachi, Bono, Wasa and Asante Twi as well.   

4.3 Questions in embedded clause 

4.3.1 The asymmetry in the embedded clause 

The asymmetry between subject and non-subject wh-questions is observed in the main clause, 
but not in the embedded clause in Ibibio.  
 While the wh-word, ànìyé, in the subject position does not move in the main clause, it could 
move to the left periphery of the sentence in a long-distance wh-question as shown in (46). Thus, 
the asymmetry between subject and non-subject is only restricted to the main clause, but is 
neutralized in the embedded clause. The phenomenon is so-called the 'Main Clause Phenomena' 
(Hooper and Thompson 1973). 
  

 ànìyé   ké            à-kéré ké   á-ké       á-wèt ngwèt?  (46)
      who   COMP    2SG-think COMP   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write  book                               
        ‘Who do you think that wrote a book?’ 
 

 *ànìyé   ké         à-kéré     ké        í-ké  í-wèt   ngwèt?   (47)
           who     COMP    2SG-think    COMP   3INDF-PST.FOC 3INDF-write   book           
           (Intended: ‘Who do you think that wrote a book?’) 
 

 à-kéré           ké ànìyé í-ké          í-wèt          ngwèt?    (48)
        2SG-think COMP who 3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write     book                               
        ‘Who do you think that wrote a book?’ 
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 *à-kéré  ké    ànìyé   á-ké       á-wèt ngwèt?       (49)

           2SG-think  COMP   who   3SG-PST.FOC   3SG-write book 
           (Intended: ‘Who do you think that wrote a book?’) 

4.3.2 Complementizer dángá 

Besides ké, another complementizer, dángá, is found in (50). However, it is not clear yet what 
differences the two complementizers imply at this stage.  
 

 ánìé ké  n̩-kéré         *(dángá)    á-ké          à-wèt     ngwèt?  (50)
        who COMP  1SG-know   *(COMP)   2SG-PST.FOC   2SG-write   book                            
        ‘Who do I know wrote a book?’ 
 

 ánìé ké         n̩-kéré         ké          á-ké  à-wèt        ngwèt? (51)
        who COMP 1SG-know   COMP   2SG-PST.FOC 2SG-write   book                                 
        ‘Who did I say wrote a book?’ 

4.3.3 Indirect questions 

It appears that ordinary questions cannot be embedded in Ibibio. The determiner phrases (DP) 
such as àndí ‘the person who does something’ in (52) or sé 'something which you does' in (53) 
are used instead. 
 

 ḿ̩-mè         dyÒngÒ àndí                   í-ké            í-wèt            ǹgwèt. (52)
        1SG-PRE   know the.person.who   3INDF-PST.FOC  3INDF-write   book                           
        ‘I know who wrote the book.’  
 

 ḿ̩-mè         dyÒngÒ   sé            à-ké   á-wèt.                        (53)
        1SG-PRE   know   something.which   2SG-PST.FOC 2SG-write                                         
        ‘I know what you wrote.’  
  
 Only when ḿ̩mê, a potential question particle is used, questions can be embedded as shown 
in (54-57). It's interesting that wh-item, ǹsǒ, can stay in-situ in (55) and move partially after ḿ̩mê 
in (56), but it can't move to the left periphery of the main clause due to the scope limitation in 
(57).     
 

 ḿ̩-mè   kéré  ḿ̩mê    Akon    á-mà         á-wèt     ǹgwèt. (54)
        1SG-PRE know PTCL  Akon 3SG-PST   3SG-write   book      
        ‘I wonder if/whether Akon wrote a book.’  
 

 ḿ̩-mè  kéré  ḿ̩mê  Akon  á-ké         á-wèt      ǹsǒ. (55)
      1SG-PRE know PTCL Akon 3SG-PST   3SG-write    what              
        ‘I wonder if/whether what Akon wrote.’  
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 ḿ̩-mè  kéré  ḿ̩mê  ǹsǒ  Akon  á-ké          á-wèt. (56)
        1SG-PRE know PTCL what Akon 3SG-PST    3SG-write                      
        ‘I wonder if/whether what Akon wrote.’  
 

 *ǹsǒ    ké      ḿ̩-mè  kéré  ḿ̩mê    Akon  á-ké         á-wèt.    (57)
           what COMP   1SG-PRE know PTCL  Akon 3SG-PST   3SG-write                     
           (Intended: ‘I wonder if/whether what Akon wrote.’) 

5 Wh-in-situ vs. covert wh-movement 

It has become clear that the non-subject wh-questions use two question formation strategies. 
However, it is not clear yet whether the wh-in-situ strategy is a real wh-in-situ phenomenon or 
just a covert movement at logical form (i.e. LF), as the one in Mandarin Chinese proposed by 
Huang (1982). 
 Our data in the following analysis will support the covert movement analysis, as wh-items in 
the questions show sensitivity to island constraints. Different types of island constraints such as 
the sentential subject constraint, the adjunct constraint, two types of complex noun phrase 
constraints (CNPC), coordinate structure constraints and the wh-island constraint can be used to 
test whether wh-items can be left in-situ. If wh-items cannot stay in-situ in the constraint 
constructions, then they are sensitive to the islands, which implies a covert movement at LF.    

5.1 Sentential subject constraint 

(58-62) shows that wh-items in the subject position like in (59), the object position like in (60) 
and the adjunct positions (61-62) are sensitive to the sentential subject constraint because they 
cannot stay in-situ in the constraint constructions.  
 

 Akon  à-dì         ké         í-wèt         ǹgwèt  á-mà á-ń̩-nèm              ésÎt.        (58)
        Akon  3SG-GER COMP  3INDF-write   book   3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-please heart.             
        ‘That Akon wrote a book made me happy.’ 
 

 *ànìyé   à-dì            ké         í-wèt               ǹgwèt   á-mà       á-ń̩-nèm           ésÎt.      (59)
            who     3SG-GER  COMP  3INDF-write  book  3SG-PST  3SG-1SG-please  heart 
            ‘Who is the X, that X wrote a book made me happy.’ 
 

 *Akon   à-dì             ké         í-wèt              ǹsǒ    á-mà   á-ń̩-nèm               ésÎt.   (60)
            Akon   3SG- GER COMP 3INDF-write  what  3SG-PST   3SG-1SG-please  heart                
           (Intended: ‘What is the X, that Akon wrote X made me happy.’) 
 

 *Akon à-dì           ké         í-wèt             ǹgwèt ìtìé ékè á-mà        á-ń̩-nèm             ésÎt.    (61)
           Akon 3SG-GER COMP 3INDF-write book  where  3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-please heart.    
           (Intended: ‘That Akon wrote a book where made me happy.’) 
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 *Akon à-dì           ké         í-wèt        ǹgwèt ÌdáGà ké á-mà        á-ń̩-nèm             ésÎt.  (62)
           Akon 3SG-GER COMP 3INDF-write book   when     3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-please heart 
           (Intended: ‘That Akon wrote a book when made me happy.’) 

5.2 Adjunct constraint  

(63-65) shows that wh-items in either subject position like in (64) or object position like in (65) 
are sensitive to the adjunct constraint because they cannot stay in-situ in the constraint 
constructions. 
  

 ḿ̩-mà        á-ń̩-nèm              ésÎt    siá          Akon  á-mà          á-wèt         ngwèt.    (63)
        1SG-PST  3SG-1SG-please heart  because Akon  3SG-PST  3SG-wrote book  
        ‘I was happy because Akon wrote a book.’ 
 

 *ḿ̩-mà       á-ń̩-nèm               ésÎt   siá         ànìyé  í-ké                     í-wèt               ngwèt.    (64)
            1SG-PST 3SG-1SG-please heart because who  3INDF-PST.FOC 3INDF-wrote  book 
            (Intended: ‘Who is the X, I was happy because X wrote a book.’) 
 

 *ḿ̩-mà       á-ń̩-nèm               ésÎt   siá         Akon  á-ké                   á-wèt          ǹsǒ.   (65)
            1SG-PST 3SG-1SG-please heart because Akon  3SG-PST.FOC  3SG-wrote  what  
           (Intended: ‘What is the X, I was happy because Akon wrote X.’) 

5.3 CNCP  constraint 

When a clause is an adjunct of a noun, wh-items in object position like in (67), subject position 
like in (69) and the adjunct positions (72-73) are sensitive to the CNCP constraints because they 
cannot stay in-situ in the constraint constructions. Moreover, when a clause is a complement of a 
noun, wh-items cannot stay in-situ either like in (71).   
 

 ḿ̩-mè         mà    ngwèt  (à-ké)     Akon  á-ké                   á-wèt-tè.   (66)
        1SG-PRE   like   book   (COMP) Akon  3SG-PST.FOC  3SG-write-RED                             
    ‘I like the book that Akon wrote.’ 
 

 *ḿ̩-mè mà   ngwèt    (à-ké)   ànìyé   í-ké          í-wèt-tè.   (67)
        1SG-PRE like  book      (COMP)  who   3INDF-PST.FOC  3INDF-write-RED                                      
       (Intended: ‘I like the book that who wrote.’) 
 

 ḿ̩-mè         dyÒngÒ  àndí            í-ké                        í-wèt              ǹgwèt.      (68)
         1SG-PRE   know   the person  3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write  book                     
        ‘I know the person who wrote the book.’ 
 

 *ḿ̩-mè          dyÒngÒ  àndí             í-ké                          í-wèt               ǹsǒ.    (69)
           1SG-PRE know     the person 3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write   what                           
           (Intended: ‘What is the X, I know the person who wrote X.’) 
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 ḿ̩-mè         dyÒngÒ  ké          Akon  á-ké                    á-wèt         ǹgwèt.   (70)
         1SG-PRE   know  COMP  Akon   3SG-PST.FOC  3SG-write  book 
        ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote a book.’ 
 

 *ḿ̩-mé        dyÒngÒ  ké    Akon  á-ké                    á-wèt          ǹsǒ.  (71)
            1SG-PRE  know   COMP  Akon  3SG-PST.FOC  3SG-write what 
            (Intended: ‘What is the X, I know the fact that Akon wrote X.’) 
 

 *ḿ̩-mè        dyÒngÒ  àndí             í-ké                         í-wèt              ǹgwèt   ìtìé ékè. (72)
        1SG-PRE  know     the person   3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write  book    where          
           (Intended: ‘I know the person who wrote the book where.’) 
 

 *ḿ̩-mè         dyÒngÒ  àndí            í-ké                        í-wèt              ǹgwèt  ÌdáGà ké.   (73)
           1SG-PRE   know    the person  3INDF-PST.FOC  3INDF-write  book    when          
           (Intended: ‘I know the person who wrote the book when.’) 

5.4 Coordination constraint  

(74-75) shows that wh-items are sensitive to the coordinate structure constraint because they 
cannot stay in-situ in the constraint constructions.  
 

 Akon   á-mà           á-kÍt        èwá  ndò  úrókíkÒt.       (74)
        Akon    3SG-PST   3SG-see   dog  and  snake                         
        ‘Akon saw a dog and a snake.’ 
 

 *Akon   á-mà á-kÍt    èwá  ǹdò  ǹsǒ. (75)
           Akon   3SG-PST  3SG-see  dog  and  what                                     
           (Intended: ‘What is the X, Akon saw a dog and X.’) 

5.5 Wh-Island constraint  

(76) appears to show that wh-items are not sensitive to the wh-island constraint because they can 
stay in-situ in the constraint constructions. However, the data is tricky here because the answer to 
(77) or (78) could be 'Akon wrote a novel, Ekpe wrote a journal.' However, the answer could not 
be 'a book', which implies that ǹsǒ has a narrow scope rather than a wide scope due to the wh-
island. Thus, the wh-item is sensitive to the wh-island.  
 

 ḿ̩-mé         kéré    m̩̀mê    ànìyé  í-ké                       í-wèt              ǹgwèt. (76)
        1SG-PRE   know  PTCL  who   3INDF-PST.FOC 3INDF-write  book                 
        ‘I wonder who wrote a book.’ 
 

 ḿ̩-mé   kéré  m̩mê ànìyé í-ké         í-wèt        ǹsǒ. (77)
        1SG-PRE know PTCL who 3INDF-PST.FOC  3INDF-write   what       
        ‘I wonder who wrote what.’ 
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 *ḿ̩-mé   kéré   m̩̀mê ànìyé í-ké          í-wèt         ǹsǒ. (78)
           1SG-PRE know PTCL who 3INDF-PST.FOC   3INDF-write   what       
          (Intended: ‘What is the X, I wonder who wrote X.’) 
 
 Taken together, these facts imply a covert wh-movement at LF even for the 'wh in-situ' 
constructions in Ibibio as wh-items show sensitivity to different types of island constraints.  

6 Summary 

Basically, Ibibio can move wh-item to the left-periphery of a sentence or leave it in-situ in wh-
questions. While an asymmetry of subject and non-subject wh-questions in terms of question 
formation strategies is observed in the main clause, it is not found in the embedded clause. The 
last but not the least, out data involving island constraints shows that the 'wh in-situ' 
constructions have a covert wh-movement at LF in Ibibio. 
 The paper situates the wh-questions in Ibibio with the greater literature of wh-movement in 
western African languages. More importantly, this paper provides novel data in Ibibio that has 
not been sufficiently investigated. A theoretical analysis on wh-movement in Ibibio may be 
given in our future study.   
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1 Introduction 

The strategies involved in constructing questions may result in one or a conjunction of features 
to differentiate them from other sentence types. The present study seeks to find how Ibibio, a 
Niger-Congo language spoken in Southeastern Nigeria, differentiates questions from 
declaratives, focusing specifically on intonational patterns in yes/no questions. Cross-
linguistically, it is a near universal that languages will utilize a rising intonational pattern as a 
cue for the listener, although there is sufficient evidence from other African languages that 
utilize a falling intonational pattern amongst other strategies. The acoustic analysis performed 
seeks to discern which group Ibibio relates to in regards to fundamental frequency. 

2 Features of declaratives and interrogatives 

2.1 Declaratives 

Declaratives are characteristically unmarked sentence types used for stating conclusions, 
asserting claims, making announcements, etc. While they are typically unmarked, there are 
exceptions. Languages such as Tibetan exhibit use of a declarative marker (DeLancey 1991): 
 

(1) yoqöö      mɔɔmɔɔ        sɛɛ-p#-ree 
 servant     dumplings    eat.PT.DECL 
 ‘The servant ate dumplings’ 
 

(2) yoqöö       mɔɔmɔɔ        sɛɛ-p#-repɛɛ 
 servant     dumplings    eat.PT.QUES 
 ‘Did the servant eat dumplings?’ 
 

Languages that utilize marked declaratives either include marks parallel to marks of other 
sentence types, or use a declarative particle (Sadock & Zwicky, 1985). Another example of 
marked declaratives would be German, in which the independent clause is seen as the basic form 
of a sentence. Subordinate clauses show the inflected verb last, representing the basic form. 
Interrogative sentences involve the inflected verb occurring in sentence initial position, while 
declarative sentences show the inflected verb as the second word in the sentence. These types of 
sentences exhibit different word orders from the basic form, indicating that declaratives are 
marked. In examining English, declaratives are seen as unmarked given their similarity in word 
order to other sentence types, such as subordinate clauses: 
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(3) Pigs which cannot fly are numerous. 
 I believe that pigs cannot fly. 
 If pigs cannot fly, then dogs cannot sing. 

 
Unmarked languages typically show other types of sentences based on the declarative form, 

but may result in additions or alterations to distinguish them. These features include particles, a 
change in word order, and/or inflections akin to tense and aspect. Relating again to English, 
interrogatives are formed from declarative sentences. That is, at deep structure, wh-expressions 
and auxiliaries are located in a position corresponding to a declarative sentence. As English is a 
wh-movement language, these expressions move to a higher position in a tree diagram, deriving 
the surface structure. 

2.2 Interrogatives 

Sadock and Zwicky (1985) specify that within the sentence type of interrogatives, there are 
multiple subtypes. These include the following: 
 

1. Information questions 
2. Yes/no questions 
3. Alternative questions 
4. Coordinating, non-alternative questions 
5. Biased questions 
6. Confirmative questions 

 
Information questions correspond to a question that seeks information relating to arguments or 
adjuncts, such as ‘What did Bill eat?’ or ‘Where did Bill run?’. Yes/no questions are used to 
elicit a verbal response of either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ from the listener as a means of evaluating the truth 
value of a proposition. Alternative questions contain tag questions, which are used to confirm a 
belief, persuade the listener, or express amazement. Other types of alternative questions 
correspond to multiple propositions and the level of similarity/difference. First, there may be a 
coordination of propositions that are in the same general semantic realm- ‘Is it raining, or is it 
snowing?’ Here, the main predicate is at question, and two possibilities are used to inquire as to 
which is correct. Second, a coordination of propositions in which an argument of the verb is 
different- ‘Did Bill stay, or did Harry?’. Finally, a coordination of completely distinct 
propositions, such as- ‘Is it raining, or did someone leave the sprinkler on?’. All of these 
alternative questions demonstrate a rising intonational pattern on the first proposition and a 
falling intonational pattern on the last proposition.  

The next subtype of interrogatives is similar to alternative questions, but exhibits a different 
intonational pattern. This subtype coordinates propositions, but contains a rising intonational 
pattern on both propositions, such as in ‘Were you ever a member of the Cub Scouts, or were 
you ever engaged in Cub Scouting activities?’. Next, biased questions involve a speaker 
expressing a belief in an interrogative construction and expecting the answer to assure that the 
belief is true (Moravcsik 1971). Within biased questions there are polarities: neutral, positive, 
and negative. Neutral bias indicates that the speaker does not have a belief regarding the truth 
value of the statement. A positive bias claims that the speaker expects the answer to confirm the 
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belief, while a negative bias holds that the speaker does not think the belief to be true. Examples 
of these constructions are as follows (the bracketed portion corresponds to a rising intonation): 

 
(4) Neutral: Was she pushed? 

Positive: She was pushed, [wasn’t she]? 
Neutral: She wasn’t pushed, [was she]? 

 
Finally, confirmative questions refer to statements in which the listener expresses agreement 

or disagreement. Confirmative questions are similar to biased and tag questions based on their 
construction. A tag is added to a declarative sentence, in which the tag typically contains a 
predicate like ‘is’ or ‘true’ and may carry a negative particle. Because of the similarity to biased 
questions, they may not be distinctive in many languages. Language that utilize these tags are 
Greenlandic- ila? ‘is it so?’, French- n’est ce pas? ‘is it not?’, and German- nicht wahr? ‘not 
true?’. 

2.2.1 Yes/No Questions 

Yes/no questions have multiple functions. The most common use is in soliciting information by 
bringing forth a proposition in which the listener provides a truth-value. Yes/no questions are 
also used as a speech act in requesting an action be performed, such as in ‘Could you close the 
window?’. This example in English does not call into question the physical abilities of the 
listener, but rather is a means of inquiring that an action form the listener occur. Other functions 
of yes/no questions include intensification, confirmation of knowledge already owned by the 
speaker, and for rhetorical effect. These functions differ in intention from the speaker. In 
rhetorical questions, the speaker does not expect a response from the listener, whereas when 
seeking confirmation of knowledge already owned, an affirmation from the listener is expected. 
Intensification differs from the previous two functions in that the construction of the sentence is 
that of an interrogative. That is, subject auxiliary inversion occurs, as in the statement ‘Did he 
ever yell!’. The difference here lies in the intonational pattern, in which the sentence does not 
exhibit the rising intonation that questions typically contain. 

Formation of yes/no questions may include one or multiple of the following strategies: 
 

1. Intonation 
2. Particles 
3. Word Order 
4. Verb Morphology 
5. Clitics 
6. Tag Questions 

 
Intonational patterns of yes/no questions are a near universal; a majority of languages exhibit 
such similar intonational patterns that there exists Greenberg’s Universal (cited by Whaley 
1997): 
 
 When a yes/no question is differentiated from the corresponding assertion 
 by an intonational pattern, the distinctive intonational feature of these patterns 
 is reckoned from the end of the sentence rather than from the beginning. 
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The intonational pattern typically found in yes/no questions is that of a rising intonation towards 
the end of a sentence. Payne (1997), however, cites that Russian exhibits a falling intonation on 
questions. Sadock and Zwicky (1985), also note that Greenlandic does not have an intonational 
marker for yes/no questions. Intonation also may or may not be the sole cue for interrogatives; 
other strategies may be used. For example, Sadock and Zwicky further cite languages such as 
Chrau, in which intonation is in complementary distribution with a formal interrogative marker. 
In Diola, a rising intonation is used only for yes/no questions and information questions. In 
Jacaltec, rising intonation is the lone cue for the listener.  

Interrogative particles are another strategy a language may use in forming yes/no questions. 
These particles occur most frequently in either sentence initial of sentence final position, but are 
also available elsewhere in the sentence. Examples of a particle can be found in Biblical Hebrew 
and Mongolian (Binnick 1979)): 

 
(5) Biblical Hebrew: 

 ha=tovah   hā’ārets 
   ?=good   Det.land 
 ‘Is the land good?’ 
 

(6) Mongolian 
 Ta    nom.yg      üze-ȷ ̀       baj.na   uu 
 You book.ACC see.IMPF be.PRS ? 
 
Bamgbose (1966) also found that Yoruba contains three interrogative particles: ǹjé, and bí/do̩n - 
the former in a sentence initial particles, while the latter is a sentence final particle. Yoruba also 
shows that it is not possible to combine both interrogative particles in forming questions. Payne 
(1997) states that interrogative particles are most common in languages that exhibit an OV word 
order, but has also been found in VO languages as well. Whaley (1997) supplements this claim 
in that OV languages are more likely to exhibit sentence final particles than sentence initial 
particles. Payne further notes that these particles are capable of being omitted from the sentence, 
leaving only intonation and pragmatics as cues for the listener.  

Changes in word order are another strategy a language may use to indicate a yes/no question. 
English, for example, requires subject auxiliary inversion in forming interrogatives; if no 
auxiliary is present, then ‘do’-insertion occurs. Malay also demonstrates an alteration in word 
order of the predicate and internal argument arises in questions: 

 
(7) Malay 

 Bapak   datangkah   nanti Declarative 
 father    come.FUT   later 
 ‘Father will come later.’ 
 
 datangkah   bapak   nanti Question 
 come.FUT  father    later 
 ‘Will father come later?’ 
 
Languages may also utilize a change in word order accompanied with use of an interrogative 
particle. The use of both strategies is exemplified in Yiddish: 
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(8) Yiddish 
 Mojše  hot   gekoft  a   hunt Declarative 
 Moses  has  bought  a   dog 
 ‘Moses has bought a dog.’ 
 
 Ci  hot Mojše   gekoft [a  hunt]? 
  ?   has Moses  bought a  dog 
 ‘Has Moses bought a dog?’ 
 

Other strategies in forming yes/no questions lie in verb morphology and clitics. Whaley 
(1997), along with Sadock and Zwicky (1985), note that affixation or morphological changes on 
the verb are exhibited in yes/no question constructions. Sadock and Zwicky go on to state that 
mobile interrogative clitics are another strategy. For this strategy, when the mobile clitic is 
attached to a verb, it interrogates the entire sentence. When attached to another constituent, 
however, only the constituent it is attached to is questioned. 

Finally, a secondary yes/no question strategy lies in tag questions, already mentioned earlier. 
Payne (1997) states tag questions are a condensed form of an alternative clause that was 
originally coordinated. As tag questions are a secondary yes/no questions strategy, coupled with 
the notion that tag questions are also condensed forms of fuller clauses, if a language makes use 
of tag questions, then the language also makes use of a fuller, grammaticalized means of forming 
questions. An example of tag questions can be found in Mandarin Chinese (Li and Thompson, 
1981): 

 
(9) Mandarin 

 nǐmen  shi   jiǔ   diǎnzhōng  kai    mén    de,    duì   bu   duì? 
   2pl     be   nine   o’clock    open  door NOM right not right 
 ‘You opened at 9:00, right?’ 
 
 wǒmen  qu  chī   shuǐguǒ, hǎo   bu   hǎo 
     1pl     go  eat      fruit    good not good 
 ‘Let’s go eat some fruit, ok?’ 

3 Lax prosody in African languages 

While it is a near universal that questions correspond to a rising intonational pattern, there are a 
number of African languages that do not exhibit this pattern. Instead, lax question prosody is 
utilized. Features of this type of prosody include a falling intonational pattern, breathy 
termination, and a sentence-final low vowel. Similar to the strategies mentioned earlier in the 
construction of questions, these features may be used individually or in combination. Rialland 
(2009) found that lax prosody is a widespread phenomena in the following language phyla: 
Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, and Afro-Asiatic.  

Within Gur languages, Rialland cites evidence of lax prosody lies in numerous language such 
as Ncam and Moba (Togo), and Dagara (Burkina Faso, Ghana). Ncam involves all of the features 
of lax prosody, in addition to lengthening of the sentence-final low vowel [a]: 
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(10) kībíkī  ‘a child’ 
 

(11) kībíkā:  ‘a child?’ 
 
The examples above show that the sentence-final low vowel [a] replaces the final vowel in the 
statement. Intonation falls on the vowel, which is approximately three times as long as the final 
vowel in the statement. Moba demonstrates lax prosody in that it exhibits vowel lengthening and 
breathy termination in questions. Dagara indicates questions via lengthening of the vowel 
accompanied with a low tone. 
 In the Kwa family, spoken in the southern areas of Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, and Benin, 
lax prosody is demonstrated with a low tone with or without lengthening, or a low/mid vowel. 
Within the Mande family, Southeastern Mande languages that exhibit lax prosody and their 
specific features are: 
 

(12) Guro: lengthening in combination with falling intonation 
  Wan: lengthening with falling pitch contour 
  Tura: lengthening, optional sentence-final mid vowel [e], change in pitch- rising 

  after a non-low tone, falling after a low tone 
 
 Lax prosody is also present in non-Bantoid Benue-Congo languages spoken in Nigeria. 
Rialland cites sources in which groups of these languages show a low tone, downstepped tone, or 
falling intonation, as well as a low tone or falling intonation combined with a sentence-final low 
vowel [a]. Cook (1985), Faraclas (1984), and Williamson (1979) have shown that languages that 
utilize lax prosody markers in questions are interspersed with language that contain high-pitched 
prosodic markers such as Efik, Obolo, and Igbo. As Efik is within the same language group as 
Ibibio, the language currently under examination, it is expected that Ibibio will not exhibit lax 
prosody, but instead will correspond to a high-pitched prosody, similar to Indo-European 
languages. The remainder of the present study will focus on intonational patterns of 
interrogatives in Ibibio, specifically yes/no questions.  

4 Ibibio background 

Ibibio is a language spoken in the Southeastern portion of Nigeria. Ibibio is a Cross River 
language, and is spoken by approximately 1.75-2 million people. Ibibio is an SVO language. 
Agreement markers are utilized in the language, and there is presence of both subject and object 
markers. Subject markers attach to tense markers, and are also able to attach to verbs, both as a 
prefix. The first person singular subject marker is a nasal that assimilates to the same place of 
articulation of onset consonant of the tense marker. We see this in various examples such as the 
following: 
 

(13) ḿ-mà    nò    *(ÒmmÒ)  ngwèt  
    1sg.PT give       them     book 
    ‘I gave them a book.’ 
 

(14) ng-ke    no     Ekpe   ngwet   
    1sg.PT give   Ekpe   book 
    ‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’ (Focus) 
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(15) akpokodo  ke          n-di             bung     
    table          C     1sg-FUT.FOC   break 
    ‘It is a table that I will break.’ (Focus) 
 
Object markers are also utilized in the language. These markers are represented the same in 
pronunciation as the subject markers, with the exception of the second person plural, in which 
the object marker is obligatorily [ù]. The table below represents the person markers in Ibibio: 
 

1sg Ń/á 1pl ì 
2sg à 2pl è (subj); ù (obj) 
3sg á; í (generic) 3pl é 

Table 1. Subject markers in Ibibio 
 

Object markers are only available to attach onto the verb, and are unable to combine with 
tense markers. Ibibio phonology shows a preference for vowel hiatus; it is in the combination of 
person markers that this is evident. When attaching subject and object markers on the verb, the 
order of the resulting verb is: AgrS-AgrO-V. Due to phonological properties of the language, 
namely that it does not prefer a concatenation of vowels crossing a word boundary, the subject 
marker drops as a result of vowel hiatus, while its tone is retained. The leftover tone is attached 
on the preceding vowel from the tense marker, which is compositorily lengthened to encode the 
contour tone. Both markers are capable of appearing with the verb when the object refers to the 
first person singular. The following example demonstrates an instance relating to both subject 
and object person markers on a verb: 

 
(16) (ènyé)   ámà         á-ń-nò       (mien) ngwÈt  
    (S)he  3sg.PT  3sg.1sg.give     me     book 
    ‘(S)he gave me a book.’ 

 
Here we see another aspect of Ibibio in that pronouns are optional, due to the presence of person 
markers. The overt subject marker on both the tense marker and verb render the 3rd person 
pronoun optional. Because the 1st person object marker is also encoded on the verb, use of the 1st 
person singular pronoun is also not necessary for the object to be understood. There are times, 
however, in which the pronoun is necessary. If no object marker is present on the verb, the object 
pronoun is obligatory. 

Another aspect of Ibibio is that it is a tonal language. There are four tones: high, low, rising, 
and falling. These tones are contrastive, as evidenced by minimal pairs: 

 
(17) a. édÓng ‘knee’       e. édÒng  ‘sheep’ 
  b. úkÁt  ‘leg/foot’     f.  úkÀt    ‘in-law’ 
  c. dép   ‘to buy’      g. dèp    ‘to rain’ 
  d. t̪ém   ‘to cut grass’  h. t̪èm    ‘to cook’ 

 
Furthermore, tones change when creating compounds: 
 

(18) a. úkÁt   ‘leg/foot’ 
  b. ÒfÒng  ‘cloth’ 
  c. m̀bádá  ‘nail’ 
  d. àkÁm  ‘person who sews’ 
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  e. ÒfÒng + úkÁt  !  ÒfÒng úkÀt  ‘pants’   
  f. m̀bádá + úkÁt  !  m̀bádúkÀt   ‘toenail’  
  g. àkÁm + ÒfÒng !  àkÁm ÓfÒng ‘tailor’ 

4.1 Questions in ibibio 

Ibibio constructs information questions via use of wh-expressions. These expressions, similar to 
English ‘who, what, where, when, why, how’, are able to be in two positions, though not at the 
same time. Wh-expressions may occur at the beginning or at the end of a question, as in the 
following: 
 

(19) Udo  á-ké     kÍt    ǹsǒ 
  Udo  3sg-PT  see   what 
  ‘What did Udo see?’ 

 
(20)  ǹsǒ    ké   Udo  á-ké      kÍt 
  What  C    Udo  3sg.PT  see 
  ‘What did Udo see?’ 

 
The difference between these two constructions lies in focus. The first form focuses more on the 
subject, Udo. The second form highlights the object that Udo saw, bringing the topic to focus.  

Information questions relating to other wh-expressions show a similar ability to move or lie 
in-situ based on whether the sentence if a focus construction or not.  

Ibibio also makes use of a question particle that serves as a way of forming yes/no questions. 
This particle, ‘ǹtè’, is only capable of appearing sentence-initially, as shown below: 

 
(21) ǹtè   (àfò)  á-mà     á-déB     ìkÀm 
  ?      you    3sg.PT  3sg.buy  gourd 
  ‘Did you buy a gourd?’ 

  
(22) *(àfò)  á-mà      á-déB     ìkÀm    ǹtè  
    you    3sg.PT   3sg.buy   gourd    ? 
    (Intended: ‘Did you buy a gourd?’) 

 
In embedded clauses, ‘ǹtè’ precedes the embedded question and does not lie in the matrix clause: 
 

(23) nǵ-ké          diOngO  ké  me ǹtè  (àfò)  á-mà     á-dép     ìkÀm 
  1sg-PT.FOC   know     C       ?       you   3sg.PT  3sg.buy  gourd 
  ‘I didn’t know whether you bought a gourd’ 
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5 Experiment 

5.1 Methodology 

5.1.1 Subject 

All stimuli were produced by a male, native speaker of Ibibio, who had no known history of 
either speech or hearing disorders. 

5.1.2 Stimuli 

The stimuli consisted of 87 tokens. The tokens were split into four sections. The first section 
contained stimuli corresponding to a SV construction in which the subject was a pronoun, and 
the verb was bisyllabic. Two verbs were used throughout the entire stimuli set that have a CVCV 
structure: the verb ‘run’- [fèɣé], and ‘eat’- [díyá]. This section contained past, present, and future 
tense sentences, so as to examine intonational effects on tense markers with different tones.  

The stimuli in the second section contained sentences in which either the subject or object 
was either a heavy NP or contained a relative clause. The third and fourth sections consisted of 
stimuli in which both the subject and object had either a heavy NP or contained a relative clause. 
The fourth set also contained sentences containing tag questions and intensified exclamations.   

5.1.3 Recording 

The speaker was recorded in an anechoic chamber, with a cardioid microphone (Electrovoice, 
model N/D767a) and a digital solid-state recorder (Marantz, model PMD671), using a sampling 
rate of 22,050 Hz. The speaker read the stimuli from wordlists at a normal speaking rate. The 
wordlists were repeated a total of two times, so that each token had two repetitions.  

5.1.4 Analysis 

Prior to recording the stimuli, individual elicitation sessions were conducted relating to yes/no 
questions in Ibibio. These sessions examined questions in which the question marker ǹtè was not 
included, thereby forcing the speaker to rely on other strategies in forming the question from the 
declarative. From these sessions, yes/no questions exhibited a rise in intonation upon 
pronunciation of the tense marker, followed by a higher pitch throughout the rest of the sentence. 
Later elicitation sessions showed that a clausal or heavy NP subject also corresponded to higher 
pitch. The reason for an elevated pitch in a heavy NP/clausal subject lies in the perception of the 
sentence. Due to eliminating the question marker, the question may then be originally parsed as a 
declarative statement. Upon reaching the tense marker, the listener will then garden path, as their 
initial parse was incorrect. In order to eliminate the garden path effect, an increase in intonation 
on the subject is utilized. Stimuli that included these types of subjects were measured for their 
pitch and compared to their declarative counterparts. 

Assessment of objects was also performed in determining if increased intonation occurred in 
simple as well as complex objects. During elicitation sessions, an increased pitch was observed 
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in objects. Because of this observation, heavy NP and clausal objects were also elicited and 
recorded. From these recorded stimuli, pitch was measured and used to compare to their 
declarative counterpart.  

The verbs used in the elicitation sessions and recording included verbs with different tonal 
patterns. When eliciting pronominal subjects, intonation rose on the tense marker. Effects on 
pitch were thus conducted on the first vowel of the verb, which is realized just after the tense 
marker. Two verbs, one with high tone on the first vowel and the other with the first vowel 
having low tone, were analyzed and compared to their declarative counterparts.  

Lengthening of the final vowel on the verb when the verb was in sentence final position was 
also examined and compared to the declarative. As lengthening is a property of lax vowel 
prosody found in numerous African languages, it is possible for Ibibio to exhibit this effect due 
to the proximity of these languages.  

5.1.5 Results 

SV Structures 

In examining pronominal sentences which contained no object (AgrS-Tense  AgrS/O-V), subject 
markers exhibited a substantial increase in F0 in questions compared to the declarative. Vowels 
on the tense marker also demonstrate this increase, and no lengthening in duration was seen 
(decl- 153 ms; interr-157 ms). These observations are shown as follows: 
 

  
Figure 1. F0 values of pronominal subject markers followed by the past tense marker mà in 

declaratives (left) and questions (right).  
 
Interestingly, low toned subject markers did not exhibit a substantial increase in F0 themselves, 
but upon production of the tense marker, there is a remarkably noticeable increase in F0. 

Pitch measurements of verbs in questions also differed from the declarative. Vowels in 
declarative verbs had a significantly lower F0 value compared to in questions, regardless of tone. 
These findings are represented in the figures below: 
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Figure 2. F0 values of the first vowel (V1) in declaratives (left) and questions (right) 

 
The vowels for both verbs demonstrated a significantly higher pitch in the question (fèGé- 274-
220 Hz; díyá- 236-269 Hz) than in the statement (fèGé- 187-144 Hz; díyá- 182-179). F0 
measurement of the second vowel (V2) also showed an increase in F0, which pertained to high-
toned vowels (declaratives ranged from 147-177 Hz; interrogatives ranged from 218-263 Hz). 
Finally, duration of the final vowel showed an increase ranging from 10-20ms, and is not seen as 
substantial enough to be considered an effect of marking the sentence as a question. An overall 
showing of these findings is seen in the waveform for ámǎ fèGé (‘He ran’/ ‘Did he run?’), with 
pitch trackings in the lower half of the figure: 
 

 

Figure 3. Waveform (top) and pitch tracking (bottom) for the declarative (‘He ran’-left) and the 
interrogative (‘Did he run?’- right) 

Complex Subjects/Objects 

Turning now to heavy NP/CP arguments of the predicate, there is still an increase in the pitch of 
the subject and object. The higher pitch also held constant in measurements of the tense marker- 
questions demonstrated higher frequencies by 50-100Hz. Measurements of the pitch values for 
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these subjects and objects are represented below (F0 values in which the main predicate was díyá 
is shaded): 

 
Heavy NP/CP Subject (in Hz) Heavy NP/CP Object (in Hz) 

Declarative Interrogative Declarative Interrogative 
170 214 159 237 
180 236 155 231 
168 210 143 210 
169 213 155 232 
160 195 135 186 
176 205 141 196 

Table 2. F0 values for Heavy NP/CP Subjects/Objects in Declarative and Interrogative 
Statements 

 
Subjects that contained relative clauses showed no difference in intonation as compared to those 
that contained adjuncts, regardless of their position in the sentence, and were thus not treated 
differently. In separating the stimuli regarding the main predicate, there was no difference in 
Heavy NP/CP subjects; those in which the main predicate was díyá showed an average increase 
in frequency by 35 Hz, while those that had fèGé as the main predicate demonstrated an average 
increase by 43 Hz. For Heavy NP/CP objects, however, objects that followed díyá showed a 
smaller rise in intonation (mean- 55 Hz) than objects that followed fèGé (mean- 80 Hz).  

Confirmative Questions/Intensifications 

Examination of other subtypes of yes/no questions demonstrates the use of intonational patterns 
in question making in Ibibio. In confirmative questions, Ibibio follows a declarative statement 
with a tag that includes a negative particle, equivalent to ‘is it not like that?’ 
 

(24) èté    édò   á-mà      á-fèGé   í-dó-Gó        ǹtóró 
  man  the   3sg.PT  3sg.ran   neg.be.neg  like-that 
  ‘The man ran, didn’t he?’ 

 
In analyzing the frequency values for pitch, the sentence was produced as a declarative, with a 
lower F0 value (mean- 184 Hz). Upon reaching the end of the first clause, the register for the tag 
increased in frequency to indicate the speaker’s intention in confirming the aforementioned 
statement. F0 values for the tag averaged 247 Hz, substantially higher than the statement prior. 
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Figure 4. Waveform (top) and pitch tracking (bottom) for the confirmative question ‘èté    édò á-

mà á-fèGé í-dó-Gó ǹtóró?’ ‘They ate a delicious meal, didn’t they?’ 
 

Intensification constructions involve use of a sentence final mid-vowel [-o:]. Due to vowel 
hiatus, the final vowel on the verb is deleted and replaced by the exclamatory particle, as in the 
following example: 
 

(25) á-mà     á-fèG      ó: 
  3sg-PT  3sg-run  EXCL 
  ‘(Boy) did he run!’ 

 
The exclamation particle showed a high F0 value which, over the course of its duration, dropped 
drastically in pitch, beginning on average at 229 Hz and ending at around 127 Hz. The first 
vowel in the verb also exhibited a higher F0 value, similar to other yes/no questions; fèGé started 
on average at 248 Hz and dropped to approximately 201 Hz, while díyá increased on average 
from 271-294 Hz. The pronominal subject marker also rose in pitch with a similar frequency 
range as other yes/no questions (mean 226-282 Hz), with a retained F0 range on the tense marker 
(from 220-293 Hz).  

6 Conclusion 

Based on these findings, Ibibio utilizes an increased fundamental frequency in producing yes/no 
questions. In determining the F0 values on multiple aspects of the sentences (subject marker, 
tense marker, both vowels in a CVCV verb) in combination with the durational values of the 
predicates’ final vowel, Ibibio does not relate entirely to other African languages that correspond 
to lax prosody (low pitch, lengthening of the final vowel, use of a sentence-final low/mid vowel. 
An exception lies in the use of the exclamation particle in intensified sentences. It appears that 
Ibibio implements two strategies in this case, a sentence-final mid vowel is pronounced at the 
end of a higher pitched statement, relating to aspects of lax prosody in the use of the final vowel, 
but also differing from lax prosody by retaining a higher pitch.  

Other factors that differentiate Ibibio from languages that utilize lax prosody is in 
lengthening. There was no evidence of final vowel lengthening on the verb between declarative 
and interrogative sentences; Ibibio therefore does not implement this strategy in differentiating 
the two. The main aspect that Ibibio implements based on these stimuli lies in an increase in 
fundamental frequency. Of course, as the stimuli purposefully excluded the question particle ǹtè, 
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it remains to be seen if the same change in intonation is used in differentiating declaratives and 
interrogatives. The strategy or strategies used to form questions may in fact be in complementary 
distribution. That is, it is possible that use of the question particle may result in no difference in 
fundamental frequency between declaratives and interrogatives, the results of which are 
uncertain until further analysis is done. Based on this select data, however, Ibibio undoubtedly 
utilizes multiple strategies in forming yes/no questions, with intonation being the main factor 
when question particles are eliminated. 
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1 Introduction 

Tone is an important feature in African and Asian languages. These languages use different tones 
to distinguish lexical and grammatical meanings. In many African languages, such as Bantu 
languages, tonal distinctions are made by different pitch levels, called a register tonal system; 
while in many Asian languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, tonal distinctions are made by 
different tonal shapes, known as tonal contour. Thus, it is important to discover how the register 
tonal system in African languages works in order to get a better understanding on most of the 
African languages, since tones can interact with the other aspects of the languages. 

The study investigates the tones and their influence on intonation in declaratives and 
interrogatives in the language of Ibibio. The acoustic results show that although both declaratives 
and interrogatives have a falling intonation in Ibibio, interrogatives still have a higher pitch level 
compared with declaratives. Moreover, although most of the African languages use pitch level to 
distinguish lexical and grammatical meaning differences, Ibibio does have contour tones in the 
sentences. 

2 Tonal patterns in Ibibio 

2.1 The language of Ibibio 

The language of Ibibio is spoken in Nigeria, Western Africa, as shown in Figure 1. The Ibibio of 
Akwa Ibom State is the fourth largest ethnic group in Nigeria, as shown in the dark read area of 
Figure 2. There are around four million speakers of Ibibio and they live in the Southeastern part 
of the country. Except for the language of Ibibio, there are other small groups speaking Ito, Itu 
Mbon Uso, Iwere, Nkari and Ukwa among the four million speakers. Even though the speakers 
of these small groups of speakers claim that these languages are Ibibio and communicable with 
each other, the other Ibibio speakers could hardly understand them. The focus in this study will 
be the majority language, Ibibio. 

The Ibibio language is a Low Cross of Cross River language, which belongs to the East 
Benue-Congo sub-family, Niger-Congo language phylum. Other closely related languages 
include Efik, Oro, Okodo, etc. 
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Figure 1. Map of Africa, with Nigeria in the red area, in Western Africa.1 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Linguistic groups in Nigeria, with Ibibio on the southeastern part.2 
 

                                                
1 Map by Rel-artur (CC BY-SA 2.5); http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LocationNigeria.svg.  
2 Map by Hel-hama (CC BY-SA 3.0); http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nigeria_linguistical_map_1979.svg. 
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2.2 Ibibio phonological system 

Before introducing the tonal system of Ibibio, let us first check the consonant and vowel 
inventories of the language. Based on our field work, the consonants in Ibibio are listed as below. 
 

Table 1. Ibibio Consonants (pulmonic) 
 Bilabial Labiodental  Dental Alveolar Palatal  Velar 
Plosive p        b  t̪            d  k 
Nasal          m              n         ɲ          ŋ 
Fricative  f  s   
Approximant      j  
Trill                r   
Lateral 
approximant 

               l   

 
Table 2. Ibibio consonants (co-articulated) 
w Voiced labialized velar approximant 
k͡p Double articulation of [k] and [p] 

 
It is necessary to point out that Ibibio has a co-articulated [k] and [p] consonant, realized as [k͡p], 
as in (1): 

 
(1) [mkpO itOng]  necklace 
 
The IPA chart for Ibibio vowels are listed in Table 3, with examples provided in Table 4. 
 

Table 3. Ibibio vowels. 
 Front  Back 
Close I                  u 
Close mid     e                  o 
Mid         ɛ  
Open mid            ʌ     ɔ 
Open                 a  

 
Table 4. Example words for Ibibio vowels. 
Vowel Gloss Transcription 
[i] belt [ikpaa isɛn] 
[e] tooth [edong] 
[ɛ] waist [isɛn] 
[a] fire [ikang] 
[ʌ] pot (for water) [ʌbang] 
[u] mouth [inua] 
[o] palm tree & fruit [ejop] 
[ɔ] house [ufɔk] 

 
Ibibio also has a vowel length contrast, which can be seen in (2). 
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(2) [OkpOng] ‘cane’ 
 [OkpOOng] ‘king, chief’ 

 
Tones are contrastive in Ibibio, the following minimal pairs illustrate. 

 
(3) [ubóum] ‘boat’ 
 [ubòum] ‘fat’ 
 
(4) [ukù]  ‘in law’ 
 [ukú]  ‘leg’ 
 
(5) [mbók]  ‘wrestling’ 
 [mbòk]  ‘please’ 
 
(6) [kím]  ‘to sew’ 
 [kìm]  ‘to be dark’ 
 
We can see that the language of Ibibio uses a clear pitch difference to distinguish lexical 

meanings. Ibibio has two contrastive level tones, a High tone and a Low tone, as shown in (3) – 
(6). It is also necessary to point out there are two contour tones in Ibibio, rising and falling. 
According to Essien (1990), both of the contour tones contrast with level tones. 

 
(7) [èkà]  ‘mother’ 
 [èkǎ]  ‘go’ 
 
(8) [ídém]  ‘body’ 
 [ídêm]  ‘masquerade’ 
 
However, no examples were mentioned in Essien (1990) or found in our field work. It is 

possible that the two contour tones are not in contrast with each other. According to Essien 
(1990), the contour tones in Ibibio may be treated as the diphthong counterpart of the vowel 
segment. In all, the language of Ibibio is a register tone language. 

Moreover, Ibibio has a downdrift phenomenon, in which case when two tones occur together, 
the second tone has a lower pitch than the first one. 

 
(9) [ɔ́k͡pɔ́ asà↓Gèdèm] ‘spine’ 
 [éfʌ́G è↓kà]  ‘mother’s appendix’ 
 
For example, in the word ‘spine’, the low tone on the syllable [Gè] is lower than that on [sà], 

and the low tone on [dèm] is lower than that on [Gè]. 
Last but not least, tonal change can take place in compound words compared with words in 

isolation. 
 
(10) /ɔ́fɔ̀ng/ + /ís!́ng/ � [ɔ́fɔ́ng ís!̀ng]  ‘cloth’ + ‘waist’ � ‘wrapped skirt’ 
       /ńgwúà/ + /ínúà/ � [ńgwúà ínùá]  ‘body hair’ + ‘mouth’ � ‘moustache’ 
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For example, in the word ‘wrapped skirt’, ‘cloth’ has a H-L tone sequence, but it changes to H-H 
in the compound word; ‘waist’ has a H-H tone sequence but it changes to H-L in the compound 
word. 

2.3 Phonetics study addressing Ibibio tones 

Urua (1996) investigated the nature of tonal downtrend phenomena in Ibibio, including 
downdrift and downstep. There were two experiments conducted in the study. 

In Experiment 1, a 30-year-old female Ibibio speaker, also a speaker of the Anaaŋ variety 
was asked to produce fifteen disyllabic words in three different levels of voice, loud, medium, 
and soft. These words represented five categories of tonal sequences in Ibibio: H-H, L-L, H-L, 
H!H and L-H. Each category has three words. The stimuli were presented on cards with glosses 
in English and to what volume each stimulus should be produced. The cards were randomized to 
vary the order of the tones and volumes of production. The subject was asked to produce each 
stimulus five times with the proper volume of voice, ending up with 225 tokens. It is necessary 
to point out that whether the 225 tokens were randomized together, or the speaker was asked to 
produce the five times of repetition in sequence. If latter, it may have a repetition effect on the 
production of these words. 

In Experiment 2, a 37-year-old female Ibibio speaker was asked to produce thirty-four 
utterances in longer tonal sequences of H, L, and a mixed set of H, L and !H. The detailed 
process was not mentioned, but only one repetition was used in the analysis and the medium 
volume of conversational pitch was used. In both experiments, F0 was measured in three points 
per syllable using ESPS waves program. The first point was taken a little after the beginning of 
the first syllable to avoid consonant influence, the second point was taken at the peak of H 
and !H tones, and the last point was taken at the end of the syllable. 

The results of the first experiment showed that, first, for H-H sequence, there was a rise for 
the first H and the second H maintained a steady pitch. It also indicated that the second H begins 
slightly higher than the initial H. Secondly, for L-L sequence, although the second L had a lower 
pitch than the first L in the beginning, the overall mean F0 of the second L was lower than that of 
the first L. Thirdly, for the H!H sequence, the !H tone was lower than the preceding H but higher 
than the overall mean F0 of the L-L sequence. It excludes the possibility that the !H tone may be 
treated as a L tone. Fourth, the H-L sequence is in free variation with the H-HL sequence, 
suggesting that H spreaded to the L and a L raised. Both of the variations had a similar F0 
contour, the H-L had a rising H and a falling L, while the beginning of HL in H-HL sequences 
showed a higher pitch than the end of the preceding H. Finally, for the L-H sequence, the volume 
of the voice had an interaction with the pitch levels of the two tones. In a loud voice, there was a 
rise in the initial L, but not in medium or soft volumes. In a soft voice, the pitch contour had a 
significant fall comparing with louder volumes. 

The results of Experiment 2 were that, first, for H-H sequence, final H tones were raised and 
higher than the immediately preceding H, indicating a phrase final rising. Second, for L-L 
sequence, low tone exhibited significantly downtrend effects if we consider the whole utterance. 
Thirdly, in H!H sequence, the !H tone was significantly lower than H and higher than L, which 
showed a clear distinguish among H, L and !H. Fourth, in a H-L sequence, both H and L tones 
exhibited downtrend effects. Finally, for the L-H sequence, an overall downtrend effect was also 
found. 
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In conclusion, H, L, and !H tones are distinct in F0 values in Ibibio, with the mean F0 values 
at 250 Hz, 210 Hz, and 230 Hz in a normal speech volume. There was also a phonetic difference 
between a H-LH and a H!H sequence, suggesting that the level of drop between a H and a 
following H in the H-LH sequence is greater than that between a H and a !H in a H!H sequence. 

2.4 The present study 

Previous study focused on the downtrend effects in Ibibio tones, showing that there are acoustic 
differences between high, low level tones and downstep high tones. Because of the nature of the 
study, the stimuli were random words, phrases, and sentences as long as they have the targeted 
tonal pattern. What we currently do not know is whether there will be intonation differences 
between declarative and interrogative sentences, just like other tone and non-tone languages, or 
the downtrend effects in Ibibio will influence the intonation of interrogatives. The current study 
complements our knowledge on Ibibio tones by examining the pitch tracks of both declaratives 
and their corresponding wh-questions and yes/no questions. 

3 Methods 

3.1 Subjects 

A native male speaker of Ibibio participated in this study. He was born in Nigeria, speaking 
Ibibio as a child. He is also fluent in English, and was living in Kansas, America at the time of 
the experiment. 

3.2 Materials 

The experiment is a production task. The speaker was asked to produce the sentences he saw on 
a computer screen in the language of Ibibio. The experiment was implemented in Paradigm 
(Tagliaferri, 2011). 

There are one declarative and 7 corresponding wh-questions (who, what, which, when), as 
well as a yes/no question; and there are two sets of the sentences. Tones of each specific sentence 
are not controlled since the focus here is about comparison between declarative and interrogative 
sentences. There were 18 targeted sentences (9*2=18). There were also 16 declaratives as fillers, 
in order to avoid the influence of 16 interrogatives in sequence. All of the stimuli were repeated 
twice in random order (34*2=68). The entire stimulus list is given in the Appendix, as well as the 
gloss and structure. 

3.3 Procedures 

The recording was conducted in the Anechoic Chamber at the University of Kansas, using a 
Marantz PMD-671 solid state recorder and an Electrovoice 767 microphone placed on the desk 
in front of the speaker. Since there are several ways to express the same English meaning in the 
language of Ibibio, both English and Ibibio pronunciation in IPA were shown on the screen. For 
example, there are two ways to express ‘when’ in Ibibio, referring as ‘what time’ and ‘what day’ 
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in English. However, no tone information was provided to get the most natural unbiased 
pronunciation from the subject. 

3.4 Analysis 

All stimuli were analyzed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2014). The F0 measurements were 
taken at every millisecond over the syllables using Xu (2013)’s F0 normalization script. The data 
were then processed by an R script to get the average F0 for every 20% of the duration of the 
targeted words, ending up with 5 points for each word to get the pitch track for the sentences. 

Besides, to exclude the influence of speaking volume, we also measured the mean intensity 
of each sentence. 

Comparisons were made between declarative versus interrogative, declarative versus wh-
question, declarative versus yes/no question, wh-question versus yes/no question and the two 
ways of expressing ‘when’. 

4 Results 

The results showed that in general interrogative sentences have higher pitch level than 
declarative sentences, although they both share a downtrend effect as shown in Urua (1996). 
There is also a slight F0 difference between wh-question and yes/no question. The difference 
between ‘what time’ and ‘what day’ is not significant, with only a pitch difference at the 
beginning of the sentence. 

4.1 Declarative versus interrogative 

Since some interrogative sentences have more syllables than the declarative ones, the pitch track 
is also longer than that of the declarative ones, as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. The F0 measurements of declarative and interrogative sentences in Ibibio (in Hertz). 
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In Figure 3, we can see that both declarative and interrogative sentences in Ibibio have a 

falling intonation in general, though declaratives have a bit rising towards the end of the sentence. 
Regardless of the tones of each syllable, there is a downtrend effect in the whole sentence 
domain for both types of sentences. Even though the speaker claimed that the second or third 
word has a high tone, it is still lower than its previous high tone. Interrogative sentences have 
relatively higher pitch level than the declarative ones, although they have lower pitch at the very 
beginning of the sentence. It is interesting to see that Ibibio does not have a rising intonation in 
interrogatives like other languages, such as Mandarin Chinese. 

Besides, the intensity for declarative versus interrogative is 66 dB versus 68 dB, which is not 
a significant difference between loud and soft speech volume. 

4.2 Declarative versus wh-question 

We include both wh-question and yes/no questions in the interrogative sentences. Let us first see 
the comparison results between declarative and wh-question. 
 

 
Figure 4. The F0 measurements of declarative sentences and wh-questions in Ibibio (in 

Hertz). 
 

As shown in Figure 4, the pattern is quite similar comparing with that in Figure 1, as well as 
the intensity (declarative versus wh-question: 66 dB versus 68 dB). Wh-questions alone do not 
quite differ from the whole interrogative sentence set. 
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4.3 Declarative versus yes/no question 

The language of Ibibio does not differ from a yes/no question with the corresponding declarative 
form. In other words, the declarative sentence and its yes/no question are the same in segment 
level. Based on this fact, we compared them in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. The F0 measurements of declarative sentences and yes/no questions in Ibibio (in 

Hertz). 
 
In Figure 5, we can see that both declarative sentence and its corresponding yes/no question 

have a falling intonation in general, but show a little rising at the end of the sentences. Same as 
the other questions, yes/no question also has a lower pitch than the declarative sentence at the 
beginning of the sentence. There is no lexical difference between the declarative and its 
corresponding yes/no question; however, it is obvious that the yes/no questions still have higher 
pitch level than the declarative do. 

To avoid the influence of speech volume, we also check the mean intensity of the two types 
of sentences. For the declaratives, the mean intensity is 66 dB, and the mean intensity of yes/no 
question is 68 dB. In this case, we may claim that although declarative and yes/no question have 
the same segment in Ibibio and the same downtrend effect, there is still acoustic pitch difference 
between them. 

4.4 Wh-question versus yes/no question 

As wh-question and yes/no question are two different types of interrogative sentences, we also 
compare the two types of interrogatives. 
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Figure 6. The F0 measurements of wh-question and yes/no question in Ibibio (in Hertz). 

 
As we can see in Figure 6, compared with wh-question, yes/no question has a higher pitch 

level in general, and it also shows a rising towards the end of the sentence. While wh-question 
reveals a falling at the end. The intensity of the two types of questions is both 68 dB. It seems 
that there is a slight difference between wh- and yes/no question. 

4.5 ‘What time’ versus ‘what day’ 

Considering that the language of Ibibio uses different ways to ask the English ‘when’, ‘what time’ 
and ‘what day’, both of which have two different versions as shown in (11) – (14). (11) and (12) 
are ‘what time’, and (13) and (14) are ‘what day’. All of them express the meaning of ‘when’, 
therefore a comparison between the two types of ‘when’ interrogatives is made as shown in 
Figure 7. 
 
(11) ídáGá         á-ké              ké          ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 

   What time  3SG-which   COMP  Ekpe  3SG-PAST    buy  book 
    ‘What time did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 

(12) ìnì-    ékè        ké         ékpè    á-ké              dép  ǹgwÉt 
        time   what   COMP   Ekpe   3SG-PAST    buy book 
        ‘What time did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 
(13) úsèn  ékè     ké          ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 
        day   what   COMP  Ekpe   3SG-PAST    buy book 
        ‘What day did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 
(14) úsósó                ké           ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 
        Particular day  COMP    Ekpe  3SG-PAST    buy book 
        ‘What day did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
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Figure 7. The F0 measurements of ‘what time’ and ‘what day’ question in Ibibio (in Hertz). 

 
In Figure 7, we can see that both questions have a falling pitch like the other interrogative 

sentences, and their pitch track does not differ from each other significantly in general. The only 
distinction is that ‘what day’question has a falling contour at the beginning of the sentence with 
higher pitch level, while ‘what time’ question has a rising contour at the beginning with 
relatively lower pitch level. This may be caused by the different vocabularies used in the 
sentences, as their overall intensity levels are the same at 68 dB. 

Moreover, to examine if there is any difference between each of the question pattern, we also 
compare the four ways of asking ‘when’ separately in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. The F0 measurements of each ‘what time’ and ‘what day’ question in Ibibio (in 

Hertz). 
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As we can see in Figure 8, there is no significant pitch difference between the two ‘what time’ 

question, or the two ‘what day’ questions. Therefore, the differences are still more clear between 
‘what time’ and ‘what day’ questions. 

5 Discussion 

The results obtained from the acoustic measurements indicate that, first, both declarative and 
interrogative sentences in the language of Ibibio have a falling intonation in the sentence domain. 
This is different from some languages, such as Mandarin, in which, interrogative sentences will 
show a rising intonation towards the end of the sentence. Secondly, interrogative sentences have 
higher pitch level than declarative ones do. Thirdly, yes/no questions have a slightly higher pitch 
level than the wh-questions. Finally, although declarative sentences and their corresponding 
yes/no questions have the same segmental structures and word order, yes/no questions still have 
higher pitch level than declaratives. 

6 Conclusion 

This study tried to provide an acoustic analysis for the declarative and interrogative sentences in 
the language of Ibibio. It shows that the intonation of Ibibio has its own features and there is a 
downtrend effect in both declaratives and interrogatives. 

However, due to the limited number of subjects and the complicated patterns of Ibibio tonal 
system, how the tone spreading works and the phonological analysis behind these issues are still 
not clear. We therefore consider this as a first step towards our understanding of Ibibio tonal 
system. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Stimuli 

(15) ékpè   á-mǎ                 á-dép        ǹgwÈt  ǹgkpÓng 
        Ekpe  3SG-PAST      3SG-buy   book      yesterday 
       ‘Ekpe bought a book yesterday?’ 
 
(16) ányé í-kí                 dép ǹgwÈt ǹgkpÓng 
       Who  3SG-PAST    buy   book    yesterday 
       ‘Who bought a book yesterday?’ 
 
(17) ǹsǒ    ké            ékpé     á-ké              dép ǹgkpÓng 
       what  COMP     Ekpe    3SG-PAST    buy  yesterday 
       ‘What did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
 
(18) ányé                      á-kè               ńgwÈt ké           ékpé   á-ké              dép ǹgkpÓng 
       Question-human   3SG-COMP   book   COMP   Ekpe  3SG-PAST    buy  yesterday 
       ‘Which book did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
 
(19) ídáGá         á-ké              ké          ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 

   What time  3SG-which   COMP  Ekpe  3SG-PAST    buy  book 
   ‘What time did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 

(20) ìnì-    ékè        ké         ékpè   á-ké               dép  ǹgwÉt 
        time   what   COMP   Ekpe   3SG-PAST    buy book 
        ‘What time did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 
(21) úsèn ékè      ké          ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 
        day   what   COMP  Ekpe   3SG-PAST    buy book 
       ‘What day did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 
(22) úsósó                ké          ékpè   á-ké               dép ǹgwÉt 
       Particular day  COMP    Ekpe  3SG-PAST    buy book 
       ‘What day did Ekpe buy the book?’ 
 
(23) ékpè  á-mǎ                á-dép       ǹgwÈt  ǹgkpÓng 
       Ekpe  3SG-PAST     3SG-buy   book      yesterday 
       ‘Did Ekpe buy a book yesterday?’ 
 
(24) ḿ-mà          á-díjá        sókórò úbákúsèn mfÌn 
       1SG-PAST  3SG-eat   orange  morning   today 
       ‘I ate an orange this morning?’ 
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(25) ányé í-kí               díjá sókórò  úbákúsèn mfÌn 
       Who  3SG-PAST  eat    orange  morning today 
       ‘Who ate an orange this morning?’ 
 
(26) ǹsǒ      ké          à-ké               díjá úbákúsèn mfÌn 
       What  COMP   2SG-PAST    eat   morning   today 
       ‘What did you eat this morning?’ 
 
(27) ányé                        é-ké               sókórò  ké          à-ké               díjá úbákúsèn mfÌn 
       Question-human     2SG-COMP   orange  COMP  3SG-PAST   eat   morning   today 
       ‘Which orange did you eat this morning?’ 
 
(28) ídáGá-          ké          ké        á-ké              díjá sókórò 
       What time  which   COMP    3SG-PAST   eat  orange 
       ‘What time did you eat an orange?’ 
 
(29) ìnì-     ékè        ké       à-ké            díjá sókórò 
       time   what   COMP  2SG-PAST   eat  orange 
      ‘What time did you eat an orange?’ 
 
 
(30) úsèn ékè        ké        à-ké             díjá sókórò 
       day   what   COMP   2SG-PAST   eat  orange 
       ‘What day did you eat an orange?’ 
 
(31) úsósó                 ké         à-ké              díjá sókórò 
       Particular day  COMP    2SG-PAST   eat  orange 
       ‘What day did you eat an orange?’ 
 
(32) à-mà           á-díjá        sókórò úbákúsèn mfÌn 
       2SG-PAST  3SG-eat   orange  morning   today 
       ‘Did you eat an orange this morning?’ 

7.2 Fillers 

(33) ḿmǎ               bêré úsÓng 
       1SG-PAST     open  door 
       ‘I opened the door.’ 
 
(34) ànyé  á-dô        ákpéép ńgwÈt 
       He   3SG-BE    teach    book 
       ‘He is a teacher.’ 
 
(35) ḿ-mà          fèGé ìtÓk 
       1SG-PAST  run   run(N) 
       ‘I ran yesterday.’ 
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(36) é-má             édú                kÀt tè 
       3PL-PAST   3PL-TENSE see-PL 
       ‘They saw each other.’ 
 
(37) í-mà             í-dép        ìkÀm 
       1PL-PAST   1PL-buy   gourd 
       ‘We bought a gourd.’ 
 
(38) ḿ-mà            ú-míà 
       1SG-PAST  2SG-slap 
       ‘I slapped you.’ 
 
(39) ùbÓm    á-mà          á-sÌp 
        boat     3SG-PAST  3SG-sink 
        ‘The boat sank.’ 
 
(40) ányè  á-mà            á-tèm         àdésì 
       She   3SG-PAST  3SG-cook  rice 
       ‘She cooked rice.’ 
 
(41) ányè   á-mà              á-ń-nÒ             ńgwÈt 
       She    3SG-PAST  3SG-1SG-give   book 
       ‘She gave the book to me.’ 
 
(42) ḿ-mé              kpónó  ékpè  
       1SG-TENSE  respect  Ekpe 
       ‘I respect Ekpe.’ 
 
(43) Òmmô é-mà             é-bòìyó   údómó 
        They    3PL-PAST  3PL-pass  test 
        ‘They passed the test.’ 
 
(44) ḿ-mà             á-sé 
       1SG-PAST   3SG-look 
       ‘I looked at it.’ 
 
(45) í-mà í-díímé               m̀mè íkÌm 
       1PL-PAST  1PL-lift  calabashes 
       ‘We lifted calabashes.’ 
 
(46) à-mà            à-nék            únék 
       2SG-PAST  2SG-dance  dance(N) 
       ‘You danced.’ 
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(47) í-        má          í- fÓp  ngwÈt 
 1Pl-PAST        1Pl-burn  book 
 ‘We burned a book.’ 
 

(48) ànyé  í- dó-          Gó         áwúdèn 
        She   NEG1-BE  NEG2      man 
       ‘She is not a man.’ 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is a Niger-Congo language spoken in Nigeria, West Africa. As many African languages, 
Ibibio is a tonal language. In Ibibio tones, there are contour tones as rising tones and falling tones. 
This paper tries to investigate how Ibibio licenses these contour tones by answering two research 
questions. First, what is the prominent position for Ibibio to have contour tones? Second, is there 
a different licensing strategy between falling tone and rising tone? By answering these two 
questions, we can have better understanding the role of contour tone and contour tone licensing 
in Ibibio, and its typology compared with other African languages. 

In the following, I will first introduce the tone inventory of Ibibio. I then present a summary 
of Ibibio contour tones in previous studies. In the section two I will then introduce the theoretical 
background of contour tone licensing and contour tonal representations. Later I will show how 
Ibibio contour tone representation match the theory. In the section three I will posit a hypothesis 
that prosodic-final position is the prominent position for Ibibio to have contour tones. When 
comes to falling tone and rising tone, because of the different phonetic durations, Ibibio allows 
falling tone on the non-prosodic final position. However, non-prosodic final position rising tone 
is less preferred. To investigate how Ibibio license contour tone, in section three I will provide an 
experiment of sentences Ibibio speaker produced and its results. I put Ibibio noun-noun 
compound as well as Ibibio adjective+ noun combination carrying contour tones in a carrier 
sentence and asked an Ibibio native speaker to produce these sentences to see their pitch tracks. 
In section four I will give a discussion and a conclusion.    

1.1 Tones in Ibibio 

Ibibio is a tonal language. As many tonal languages, Ibibio tones are contrastive in terms of 
different pitch values (Essien 1990). For example in (1) and (2), these two words contrast only in 
different tones, but with an identical segment structure.   

 
(1) wák ‘be many in number or quantity’ 
(2) wàk ‘tear into pieces’ 

1.1.1 Basic Ibibio tone system 

Ibibio has two basic level tones, high versus low as the examples in (1) and (2). Other tones in 
Ibibio are combination, or a modification of these two basic level tones (Essien 1990). By the 
meaning of combination, Ibibio combines high and low tone to have falling and rising tones. By 
the meaning of modification, Urua(2000) pointed out that Ibibio tone system is a terraced level 
systems. After the intersection between tonal realizations, aside from two basic level tones High 
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versus Low, there is one more contrastive downstepped high tone, indicated by an exclamation 
marked adopted from Urua (2000). 

 
(3) ḿb!ɔ́k ‘please’ 
(4) ḿbɔ́k ‘wrestling(noun)’ 

1.1.2  Ibibio tone system in terrace  

Ibibio level tones involve intersections between the tonal realizations to have not only a 
downstep high tone, but also other tone realizations as downdrift, downglide, and also upstep 
tones. According to previous studies, upstep tones in Ibibio are rarely mentioned and I will omit 
them in this paper.  

Downdrift tone happens when a low tone followed by a high tone, this high tone is realized 
as a lower one in terms of pitch.  

 
(5) ìmé ‘patience’ 
(6) ìmá ‘cassava’ 

 
In examples (5) and (6), both the words ended with a high tone. However, according to Urua 
(2000), the pitch height of the second high tones is lower than an authentic high tone.  

Similar to Ibibio downdrift tones, downglide tones involve pitch lowering due to previous 
low tones. The major difference between downdrift and downglide tone is that downglide tone is 
limited to final position. When a low tone preceded by another low tone at the final position, this 
final low tone has a even lower pitch than an authentic low tone as in the following examples. 
The reason there is no English translation is that both Essien (1990) and Urua(2000) did not 
provide them. 

 
(7) èmè   
(8) èmèm  
(9) ké èmèm  

1.1.3 Ibibio contour tones 

Contour tones are other significant tones in Ibibio tone system consisted of falling and rising 
tones. Though some previous studies suggested that contour tones are not contrastive in Ibibio, 
there are minimal pairs suggesting that contour tones are contrastive in Ibibio. 

 
(10) èkà ‘mother’ 
(11) èkǎ ‘go’ 

 
(12) ídém ‘masquerade’ 
(13) ídêm ‘s/he is harming you’ 

 
Ibibio contour tones, though, are contrastive. They always subject to many tonal processes in 
Ibibio such as tonal spreading, tonal deletion, and contour tone simplification. These phenomena 
result in a puzzle that Ibibio contour tones are products of tonal processes or they are in the 
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underlying representation. In this paper I adopted the idea of Essien (1999) that Ibibio contour 
tones are in the underlying form. They undergo many tonal processes to have a simpler form 
sometimes. 

2 Contour tone licensing  

Many contour tones in African languages are licensed more freely in the prosodic final position 
(Clark, 1983). For example, in Kikuyu, when a floating high tone docks onto a syllable with a 
low tone, if it is on the non-prosodic position, it results in a high tone. If it is a prosodic final 
position, on the other hand, it results a rising contour tone shown as follows.  

 
(14) Kikuyu high tone docking (Adopted from Zhang, 2004) 

   
 
This tendency that prosodic final position serves as the prominent position for contour tone 

licensing is attested and typologically true. I will show the survey Zhang (2004) did and it 
suggests that out of 187 languages, 47 of them show this tendency in the following table. 

 
(15) Prosodic final position preferred contour tone licensing 
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The tendency to preserve contour tone in the prosodic final position is widely attested in African 
languages as we can see in (15). In the Niger-Congo language phylum, 19 languages show this 
tendency. For example, in Etung, contour tones only appear on the final syllable of either 
monosyllabic or disyllabic words, while level tones can appear on the non-syllable final position. 
This phenomenon can be also seen in Luganda.  In Luganda there is vowel length contrast in 
open syllables. This vowel length contrast can be neutralized into short vowel in final position. 
Luganda only allows contour tone appearing on final position if it is a CV structure, while there 
is no such a restriction for two other level tones High and Low.  

On the phonetic perspective, it is understandable to have this contour tone licensing 
preference on the prosodic final position since there is a prosodic-final lengthening. Prosodic-
final lengthening is attested in many languages including African languages. Contour tones 
involve articulatory movements, perceptual decoding of pitch change. Therefore contour tones 
require sufficient duration of their phonetic realization. Prosodic-final position provides a better 
fit position for contour tone to realize their phonetic cues.  

2.1 Asymmetry between falling and rising tones  

Across languages we know that prosodic final position is a better position to have contour tone 
realization. However, falling tone and rising tone might have distinct behaviors even though they 
both defined as contour tones. In Mende, syllables with a short vowel can only carry a falling 
tone, but not a rising tone in the final position.  

The asymmetry between falling and rising tone in Mende is not an incident, but reveals a 
typological truth that compared with falling tone, rising tone is more marked. Here I provided an 
account adopted from Zhang (2004) with three evidences. First, it suggests that if a language 
allows surface rising tone, it must allow surface falling tone but not vice versa. The reason is that 
rising tone tend to subject to contour tone simplification but not falling tone as seen in Lama. 
 

(16) Lama rising tone simplification 

 
 

 
  Also, as mentioned in the Mende example, rising tone has more restricted distribution than 

falling tone. Though both falling and contour tone tend to appear on the prosodic final position, 
rising tone tend more to appear on prosodic final syllable having a CVR structure (R means 
sonorant coda). Finally, rising tone realization usually actives rime lengthening as in Gã.   
 

(17) Gã neutralization lengthening 
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In Gã there is a vowel length contrast. When a falling tone appears on a phrase-final short vowel, 
there is no lengthening. When comes to rising tone, a neutralization lengthening takes place as in 
(17). 

On the phonetic perspective, this asymmetry between falling and rising tones can be 
grounded in articulation. Sunberg(1979) suggests that compared with a pitch falling, a pitch 
rising takes longer to implement when having equal excursion. This articulatory difference 
results in this asymmetry attested across languages. 

2.2 Contour tone representation in Ibibio nouns 

In Ibibio, many nouns consist of an initial vowel followed by a CVC syllable. The initial vowel 
always carries a level tone but never a contour as seen in the following examples.  
 

(18) úfɔ̂k ‘house’ 
(19) íkɔ̂ŋ ‘tobbaco’ 
(20) únâm ‘animal/meat’ 
(21) údɔ̂k ‘hoe’ 
(22) ísâŋ ‘journey’ 
(23) íkôn ‘melon’ 

 
From example (18-23), all the nouns have a High+Falling tonal pattern on the second syllable. 
This noun pattern shows a tendency that within a word, Ibibio appear contour tone on the 
prosodic final position rather than non-final position. This tendency can be also seen when words 
have a final rising tones as in following examples. 
 

(24) ùfɾǒ ‘prosperity’ 
(25) m̀bɾǒ ‘banana’ 

 
The noun pattern is similar to previous one with a falling tone on the second syllable. 

However, it is unclear whether disyllabic nouns having a second rising tone are less than ones 
with a second falling tone in Ibibio.  

Urua(2002) suggests that these Ibibio nouns undergo tonal simplification to have level tones 
on the second syllable. However, it seems more like a free variation which does not contradict 
the idea that contour tones tend to appear prosodic-finally. 

2.3 Contour tone representation in Ibibio phrases 

In Ibibio, when a phrase consist of a word carrying a contour followed by a word carrying a level 
tone, the word with a contour tone is simplified into a level tone as in following examples. 
 

(26) kǎ   ‘go’ 
(27) kà úfɔ̂k  ‘go home’ 
(28) nǎ   ‘lie down’ 
(29) nà mí   ‘lie down here’ 
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Urua(2000) suggested that phrases (27) and (29) undergo tonal simplification. In this paper I 
argue that it is an unmarked tonal alternation for contour tone to be simplified at the non-
prosodic –final position. 

Also, Ibibio avoids tonal combination when there are segmental deletions word-medially as 
in following examples. 
 

(30) /à-kpɔ́kkɔ́ + èkɔ́t/→ [à-kpɔ́kkékɔ́t] ‘one who has a bald occipod’ 
(31) /à-kpɔ́kkɔ́ + àtá/→ [à-kpɔ́kkɔ́tà] ‘one who throws a challenge’ 

 
Ibibio seems to use complex tonal process such as tonal spreading, tonal deletion, tonal 
simplification to represent contour tones and level tones in different prosodic position. However, 
Ibibio’s purpose seems unified; Ibibio contour tones prefer prosodic-final position, while Ibibio 
level tones have wider distribution. 

3 Contour tone representation in Ibibio  

To investigate the contour tone representation, I chose Ibibio nouns, noun-noun compounds and 
adjective+nouns to be my stimuli since I want to avoid the grammar effect and only focus on the 
nature of contour tones. These stimuli are embedded in a carrier sentence produced by a Ibibio 
native speaker.  

3.1 Method 

This is a sentence production task followed by a naturalness rating task. 

3.1.1 Stimuli 

This sentence production task involves disyllabic nouns: two nouns, three noun-noun compounds, 
two adjective +noun combinations as follows. 
 

(32) ùfôk    ‘houese’ 
(33) m̀brǒ   ‘banana’ 
(34) ùfôk ábàsì  house+god�‘church’ 
(35) èté ùfôk  man+house�‘man of the house/master’ 
(36) m̀brǒ m̀bʌ̀tárá banana+white�man‘the white man’s banana’ 
(37) ètî ùfôk  ‘good house’ 
(38) ètî m̀brǒ  ‘good banana’ 

 
Stimuli (32) and (33) have different contour tones, one falling and one rising. Stimuli (34) and 
(35) both have the single noun ùfôk ‘house’, but at different position. There is no such a 
counterpart for stimulus (36) since there is no possible noun-noun combination to have a noun 
precedes a disyllabic word with a final rising tone. In this sentence production task I chose the 
adjective ètî ‘good’ since it carries a falling tone. This adjective ètî ‘good’ modifies most the 
nouns and noun-noun compounds in this paper to see its realization. All stimuli are embedded in 
a carrier sentence á-mà á-kʌ̀t _____ ‘He saw ____’ produced by an Ibibio native speaker.  
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(39) Full list of stimuli 
 
English translation Ibibio sentences 
1. He saw the house ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk 

ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk 
2. He saw the church ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ábàsì 

ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk ábàsì 
3. He saw the man of the house/master ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfôk 

ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfòk 
4. He saw the good house ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfôk 

ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfôk 
ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfòk 
ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfòk 

5. He saw the banana ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró 

ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ 
6. He saw the good banana 

 
ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀bró 

ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀brǒ 
ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀brǒ 
ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀bró 

7. He saw the white man’s banana ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ m̀bʌ̀tárá 
ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró m̀bʌ̀tárá 

 
All the crucial stimuli presented in (32-38) have various tonal patterns adopted from Urua (2000) 
since all disyllabic nouns with a second contour tone can undergo tonal simplification to have 
level tones across the whole disyllable. However, the adjective ètî ‘good’, according to Urua 
(2000) has no simplified tonal pattern.  

3.1.2 Procedure 

The Ibibio native speaker read the sentences and said it out loud, then rated the naturalness of 
each sentence on the seven-point scale. A 1 means that the sentence with this tonal pattern is 
very unnatural, and a 7 means that the sentence with this tonal pattern is very natural.  

3.1.3 Data analysis 

All the produced data were recorded in the Anechoic chamber than analyzed in Praat to see its 
pitch track.  
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Nouns-house and banana 

In this section, I will show the pitch track of crucial stimuli only in the prosodic final position.  
Below in (40) is the pitch track of an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk ‘he saw 

the house’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(40) ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk ‘he saw a house’ 

 
 
When focusing on the final syllable, it obviously carries a falling tone. After produced this 
sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very 
natural. 

Next, (41) shows the other pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ‘he 
saw the house’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a level tone. 

 
(41) ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ‘he saw the house’ 
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When focusing on the final syllable, it still seems to carry a falling tone, but with much lower 
low pitch than then the contour one. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated 
it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very natural. 

This is the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ ‘he saw the banana’ 
when the crucial stimulus m̀brǒ ‘banana’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(42) ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ ‘he saw the banana’ 

 
 
When focusing on the final syllable, it carries a rising tone obviously. After produced this 
sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very 
natural. 

(43) presents another pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró  ‘he saw 
the banana’ when the crucial stimulus m̀brǒ ‘banana’ carrying a level tone. 
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(43) ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró  ‘he saw the banana’ 

 
 
When focusing on the final syllable, it carries high tone with little rising pitch. After produced 
this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 3 point meaning this tonal pattern is pretty 
unnatural. 

3.2.2 Noun-noun compounds-church, man of the house/master and white man’s banana 

In this section, I will show the pitch track of crucial stimuli either in the prosodic-final position 
or in non-prosodic-final position.  

(44) shows the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk ábàsì ‘he saw 
the church’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a contour tone.  

 
(44) ámà ákʌ̀t ùfôk ábàsì ‘he saw the church’ 
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When focusing on the syllable of ùfôk ‘house’, it obviously carries a falling tone. After produced 
this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very 
natural. 

(45) is the other pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ábàsì ‘he saw 
the church’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a level tone. 

 
(45) ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ábàsì ‘he saw the church’ 

 
 
When focusing on the final syllable of ùfôk ‘house’, it carries a low tone. After produced this 
sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very natural. 

(46) is the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfôk ‘he saw the man 
of the house/master’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(46) ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfôk ‘he saw the man of the house/master’ 
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When focusing on the syllable of ùfôk ‘house’, it obviously carries a falling tone. After produced 
this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 5 point meaning this tonal pattern is natural. 

(47) is the other pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfòk ‘he saw the 
man of the house/master’ when the crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carrying a level tone. 
 

(47) ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfòk ‘he saw the man of the house/master’ 

 
 
When focusing on the syllable of ùfôk ‘house’, it carries a low tone with very little pitch falling. 
After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal 
pattern is very natural. 

(48) is the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ m̀bʌ̀tárá ‘he saw the 
white man’s banana’ when the crucial stimulus m̀brǒ ‘banana’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(48) ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ m̀bʌ̀tárá ‘he saw the white man’s banana’ 
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When focusing on the syllable of m̀brǒ ‘banana’, it obviously carries a falling tone than a rising 
tone. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this 
tonal pattern is very natural. 

(49) is the other pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró m̀bʌ̀tárá ‘he 
saw the white man’s banana’ when the crucial stimulus m̀brǒ ‘banana’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(49) ámà ákʌ̀t m̀bró m̀bʌ̀tárá ‘he saw the white man’s banana’ 

 
 
When focusing on the syllable of m̀brǒ ‘banana’, it obviously carries a rising tone than a high 
tone. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 3 point meaning this 
tonal pattern is pretty unnatural. 

3.2.3 Adjective +Noun –good house and good banana 

In this section, I will show the pitch track of putting two crucial stimuli with an underlying 
contour tone adjacent to each other. 

This is the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfôk ‘he saw the good 
house’ when two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’ both carry a contour tone.  
 

(50) ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfôk ‘he saw the good house’ 
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When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’, they both carry a falling tone. 
After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 5 point meaning this tonal 
pattern is natural. 

(51) is the second pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfôk ‘he saw 
the good house’ when the first crucial stimulus ètî ‘good’ carries a level tone and the second 
crucial stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carries a contour tone. 
 

(51) ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfôk ‘he saw the good house’ 

 
 
When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’, they both carry a falling tone. 
After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 5 point meaning this tonal 
pattern is natural. 
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(52) is the third pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfòk ‘he saw the 
good house’ when the first crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ carries a contour tone and the second crucial 
stimulus ùfôk ‘house’ carries a level tone. 
 

(52) ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfòk ‘he saw the good house’ 

 
 
When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’, the first crucial stimulus 
carries a level tone while the second one carries a contour tone. After produced this sentence, the 
Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very natural. 

This is the fourth pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfòk ‘he saw the 
good house’ when the both crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’ carry a level tone. 
 

(53) ámà ákʌ̀t ètì ùfòk ‘he saw the good house’ 
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When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and ùfôk ‘house’, they both carry a level tone. 
After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 5 point meaning this tonal 
pattern is natural. 

(54) is the pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀brǒ ‘he saw the good 
banana’ when both crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and m̀brǒ ‘banana’ carrying a contour tone. 
 

(54) ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀brǒ ‘he saw the good banana’ 

  
When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and m̀brǒ ‘banana’, the first crucial stimulus 
carries a falling tone, while the second crucial stimulus carries a convex tone. After produced 
this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 7 point meaning this tonal pattern is very 
natural. 

(55) is the second pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀bró ‘he saw 
the good banana’ when the first crucial stimulus carries a contour tone while the second one 
carries a level tone. 

 
(55) ámà ákʌ̀t ètî m̀bró ‘he saw the good banana’ 
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When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and m̀brǒ ‘banana’, both of them carry their 
underlying contour tones. Also there is an obvious hesitation between producing ètî ‘good’ and 
m̀brǒ ‘banana’. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 3 point 
meaning this tonal pattern is unnatural. 

(56) is the third pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀brǒ ‘he saw the 
good banana’ when the first crucial stimulus carries a level tone while the second one carries a 
contour tone. 

 
(56) ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀brǒ ‘he saw the good banana’ 

 
 
When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and m̀brǒ ‘banana’, the first crucial stimulus 
carries a falling tone with a small falling pitch, while the second crucial stimulus carries a 
convex tone. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker rated it with a 3 point 
meaning this tonal pattern is unnatural. 
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(57) is the third pitch track an Ibibio native speaker producing ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀bró ‘he saw the 

good banana’ when both stimuli carry a level tone. 
 

(57) ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀bró ‘he saw the good banana’ 

 
When focusing on two crucial stimuli ètî ‘good’ and m̀brǒ ‘banana’, both stimuli carry a contour 
tone with small falling and rising pitch. After produced this sentence, the Ibibio native speaker 
rated it with a 3 point meaning this tonal pattern is unnatural. 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

In Ibibio nouns, it seems natural to either have contour tone or level tone in the prosodic-final 
position no matter they are simple noun or noun-noun compound. However, when observing the 
pitch track of them in Praat, there is still pitch falling or rising to reveal even in descriptive they 
are represented in level tones. This tendency suggests that prosodic-final position is a good 
position to license contour tones. 

When contour tones in Ibibio nouns are in the non-prosodic-final position, on the other hand, 
they show two types of variations in terms of their contour directions. For falling tones on the 
non-prosodic-final position, they can still preserve their falling pitch as we can see in pitch tracks 
(41) ámà ákʌ̀t ùfòk ‘he saw the house’ and (47) ámà ákʌ̀t èté ùfòk ‘he saw the man of the 
house/master’. For rising tones, however, they tend to become a falling tone to stay at the non-
prosodic final position as we can see in pitch track (48) ámà ákʌ̀t m̀brǒ m̀bʌ̀tárá ‘he saw the 
white man’s banana’. 

When putting an adjective with a noun both with contour tones, they have slight different 
behavior than noun-noun compounds. Ibibio tends to prefer the tonal pattern the preceding 
falling adjective to become a level tone, while the prosodic-final noun preserves the contour tone 
if both adjective and noun are with a falling tone as in (51) ámà ákʌ̀t ètî ùfôk ‘he saw the good 
house’. If a noun with a rising tone preceded a falling tone adjective, the falling tone tends to 
preserved. The following rising tone becomes a more complex tone such as a convex tone as in 
(56) ámà ákʌ̀t ètì m̀brǒ ‘he saw the good banana’. 
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To conclude, Ibibio is similar to other Niger-Congo languages in the way that it prefers to 
reveal contour tones on the prosodic-final position attested with nouns, noun-noun compounds 
and adjective+nouns. The contour tone licensing in Ibibio also shows an asymmetry between 
falling and rising tones. Falling tone can be reveal in non-prosodic-final position, while there is 
no such a tendency for rising tones. 
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1 Introduction 

Agreement in Ibibio appears to be a complex grammatical phenomenon; tense markers, verbs, 
auxiliary verbs, adjectives, and adverbs all agree with the subject through prefixation of the 
various agreement morphemes. In addition, verbs agree with the object. Table 1 shows the 
agreement morphemes of Ibibio. 
 

Table 1: Agreement morphemes of Ibibio. 
 1st person 2nd person 3rd person 
Subject Singular ḿ̩-   ń̩-   ŋ̩́-    ɲ̩́- à- á-   í- 
Subject Plural  ì-   í- è- é- 
Object Singular  ń̩-   ú-    á- 
Object Plural   á- 

2 Subject agreement 

In Ibibio, agreement with the subject occurs multiple times in the same sentence; the subject 
agrees with a variety of grammatical items in the sentence: tense markers, verbs, auxiliary verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs as the examples below show: 
 

(1) (ǹnyìn) ì-mà            í-nám    útóm 
      (We)    1pl-PAST   1pl-do   work 
      ‘We worked.’ 
 
(2) (ànyé)   á-mà              á-dí   
      (He)     3sg-PAST      3sg-come 
      ‘He came.’ 
 
Example (1) shows that the subject marker ì is prefixed to the tense marker mà as well as the 

verb root nám. In example (2), the subject marker á is prefixed to the tense marker mà and the 
verb root dí. 

 
 (3) (àmì) ḿ-mè          nǵ-kémè   ń-dí    nèké   ń-nám   útóm 
       (I)     1sg-PRES    1sg-can    1sg-?   hard   1sg-do   work 
       ‘I can work hard.’ 
 
(4) í-kpá           í-ké              í-kémè   í-dí     í-nèké       í-nám    útóm  
      1pl-could   1pl-PAST     1pl-can 1pl-?   1pl-hard   1pl-do   work 
      ‘We could have worked hard.’ 
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Interestingly, the third-person singular agreement morpheme á that is normally prefixed to the 
verb is replaced by the agreement morpheme í in questions1. Moreover, the past tense marker ké 
replaces the past tense marker mà2, as the following examples show: 
 

(5a) ákùn     á-máà         á-dép       ng̀wét˺ 
        Akun   3sg-PAST   3sg-buy   book 
       ‘Akun bought a book.’ 
 
(5b) ànyě    í-ké              í-dép       ng̀wét˺3 
        Who   3sg-PAST   3sg-buy   book 
        ‘Who bought a book?’ 
 

Similarly, to some extent, the morpheme í replaces the third-person agreement morphemes (á 
and é) when the negation morpheme ké is suffixed to the verb as the following examples show: 
 

(6)  ènyé       í-k-í-bòiyó-ké                       údómó4 
       She/he   3sg-PAST-3sg-pass-NEG     test  
       ‘She/he did not pass the test.’ 

 
(7)  òmmÔ  í-k-í-bòiyó-ké                     údómó  
       They    3pl-PAST-3pl-pass-NEG   test 
       ‘They did not pass the test’ 

 
However, for the second person singular, the agreement morpheme does not change as the 
following example show: 
 

(8) (àfò)   ú-k-ú-bòiyó-ké                   údómó 
      You   2sg-PAST-2sg-pass-NEG   test   
      ‘You did not pass the test’ 

 
In (8), the second-person singular morpheme ú is prefixed to the tense marker k(é) and to the 
verb bòiyó. The é sound on the tense marker ké for hiatus resolution. 

In addition, the data shows that adjectives and preverbal adverbs agree with the subject in the 
same manner as tense markers, auxiliary verbs, and verbs through prefixation of the subject 
markers as the examples below show: 
 
 
 

                                                
1 It appears that á and í are allomorphs of the singular third person agreement morpheme where í occurs in 
questions. 
2 It appears that mà and ké are allomorphs of the tense marker where ké occurs in questions. 
3 ànyě, which normally has a rising tone on the final vowel, has a tone change (falling-rising) in questions. 
4 The careful version is: 

 ènyé   í-ké                í-bòiyó-ké          údómó 
                S/he   3sg-PAST     3sg-pass-NEG    test 
                ‘S/he did not pass the test’ 
  In the phrase, ké í-bòiyó the lower of the two vowels deletes as a means of hiatus resolution. 
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(9) (ǹnyìn)   ì-mà            í-nèké                  í-nám    útóm  
            (We)     1pl-PAST   1pl-really/hard    1pl-do    work5 

      ‘We worked (very) hard.’  
 
(10) (àmì)  ḿ-mà            ń-nèké         ń-nám    útóm 
        (I)      1sg-PAST     1sg-really    1sg-do    work 
        ‘I worked (very) hard.’ 
 

Furthermore, adjectives agree with the subject in the same way verbs, tense markers, and adverbs 
show agreement through prefixation of the subject markers as the examples below show. 
 

(11) ènyé        á-sÓng 
       She/he      3sg-old 
       ‘He/She is old.’ 
 
(12) ÒmmÔ   é-sÓng 
       They       3pl-old 
       ‘They are old.’ 
 

Interestingly, either singular or plural adjectives can modify a plural subject, and only singular 
adjectives can modify singular subjects as the examples below show: 
 

(13a) ÒmmÔ  é-sÓng 
         They      3pl-old 
         ‘They are old.’ 
 
(13b) ÒmmÔ   é-sÓÓng 
          They       3pl-old 
          ‘They are old.’ 
 
(14a) ènyé         á-sÓng 
          She/he     3sg-old 
          ‘He/She is old.’ 
 
(14b) *ènyé         á-sÓÓng 
           She/he      3sg-old 

                 (Intended: ‘She/he is old.’) 
 
In (13a), the singular adjective sÓng modifies a plural subject while in (13b) the plural form 
sÓÓng modifies a plural subject. In (14a), the singular form sÓng modifies a singular subject, 
while in the ungrammatical example (14b) the plural form sÓÓng modifies a singular subject. 

                                                
5 nèké means, ‘to straighten something out’. Here it means ‘really/hard’. 
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3 Object agreement 

In Ibibio, verbs agree with objects as well through prefixation of the object marker as the 
examples below show: 
 
       (15) (ànyé)   á-mà    á-ḿ̩-míá        (míèn)    
               (He)     3sg-T   3sg-1sg-hit     (me) 

         ‘He hit me.’ 
 
(16) m̀mè     éwá     é-mà            é-ń-dòng 
        These   dogs    3pl-PAST   3pl-1sg-bite 
        ‘The dogs bit me.’  
 

In (15), the object marker á is prefixed to the verb míá and the independent object pronoun míèn 
can optionally occur at the end of the sentence. In (16), the first-person object marker ń is 
prefixed to the verb dòng. Notice that the subject marker on the verb precedes the object marker. 

In addition, the verb changes in form depending on whether the object is plural or the verb 
refers to many events as the examples below show: 
 

(17a) ì-mà            í-bén          ŋ̀wèt˺ 
         1pl-PAST   1pl-lift.sg   book 
       ‘We lifted a book’ 
 
(17b) ì-mà            í-béén       ŋ̀wèt 
         1pl-PAST   1pl-lift.pl   book 
         ‘We lifted books.’ 
 
(18a) à-mà           à-tòb               ítíjàk˺ 
         2sg-PAST   2sg-throw.sg   stone 
        ‘You threw a stone.’ 
 
(18b) à-mà           à-tòòmò           ítíjàk˺ 
          2sg-PAST   2sg-throw.pl   stone  
         ‘You threw stones.’ 
 

In (17a), the verb bén expresses a single event of ‘book lifting’ while in (17b) the verb béén 
expresses a series of ‘book lifting’ events. Similarly, in (18a-b) tòb and tòòmò, which both mean 
‘throw’, respectively express a single event and multiple events of ‘stone throwing’. 
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1 Introduction 

In this squib, I outline some aspects of the phonological structure of the Ibibio Language. I 
discuss how some sounds change or delete in certain environments. Interestingly, some of the 
attested phonological processes in the language only occur in fast speech. 

2 Vowel deletion 

Vowel deletion appears to be a common process in Ibibio. In fact, it occurs in many cases, 
especially in fast speech in order to resolve vowel hiatus. Vowels delete in contexts where one 
vowel is contiguous to another vowel. In this case, the lower of the two vowels deletes. This is 
shown in the following examples: 

 
(1) a. ÒmmÔ   í-ké               í-bòiyó-ké        údómó                                   careful/slow speech 
          they       3pl-PAST     3pl-pass-NEG   test 
          ‘They did not pass the test.’ 
 
       b. ÒmmÔ   í-k               í-bòiyó-ké               údómó                                    fast speech 
           they        3pl-PAST   3pl-pass-neg            test  
           ‘They did not pass the test.’ 
 
(2) a. ḿ̩-mà           ń̩-sàngá     ísáng                                                             careful/slow speech 
          1sg-PAST   1sg-walk   a walk 
          ‘I walked (a walk).’ 
 
      b. ḿ̩-mǎ           sàng          ísáng                                                                 fast speech 
          1sg-PAST   walk          a walk 
          ‘I walked (a walk).’ 
 

In (1a), the past tense marker ké is followed by the subject marker í which is prefixed to the verb. 
As a result, the é sound on the tense marker deletes as a vowel hiatus resolution as it appears in 
(1b). In (2a), the verb sàngá ends in the sound á, and it followed by ísáng which begins with the 
sound í. In this context, the sound á deletes to resolve vowel hiatus as shown in (2b). 

From the examples above, it appears that the lower of the two vowels is the one that deletes. 
However, when two contiguous vowels are of the same height, either one can delete as shown in 
the following examples: 
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(3) a. (ÒmmÔ)     é-dóɣó   ké     óbót˺                                                        careful/slow speech 
          they            3pl-be    on      hill  
          ‘They are on the hill.’ 
 
      b. (ÒmmÔ)    é-dóɣó    k      óbót˺                                                       fast speech  
           they           3pl-be    on     hill  
           ‘They are on the hill.’ 
 
      c. (ÒmmÔ)     é-dóɣó   ké     bót˺                                                          fast speech  
          they             3pl-be    on     hill 
          ‘They are on the hill.’ 

 
(4) a. (ÒmmÔ)     é-ké              é-sÀk˺       é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺      m̀kpÓng       careful/slow speech 
          they            3pl-PAST     3pl-ASP    3pl-run  a race     yesterday 
          ‘They were running yesterday.’ 
 
     b. (ÒmmÔ)     é-k                 é-sÀk˺       é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺      m̀kpÓng              fast speech 
         they            3pl-PAST     3pl-ASP    3pl-run  a race     yesterday 
         ‘They were running yesterday.’ 
 
     c. (ÒmmÔ)     é-ké                   sÀk˺       é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺      m̀kpÓng              fast speech  
         they             3pl-PAST        ASP       3pl-run  a race     yesterday 
         ‘They were running yesterday.’ 
 

In (3a), the preposition ké ends with the sound é, and the word óbót˺ begins with the sound ó. In 
this case, the sound é can delete as in (3b) or the sound ó deletes as in (3c). In (4a), the past tense 
marker ké ends with the sound é, and the subject marker é is prefixed to the aspect marker sÀk˺. 
In this case, either one deletes as shown in (4b) and (4c).    

3 Sound change 

Some sounds in Ibibio change in certain contexts. This change is again the result of connected 
speech. The phonological processes that have been found in Ibibio so far are discussed below. 
These cases include weakening of plosives and homorganic nasal assimilation.  

3.1 Weakening of plosives 

The stops /k/, /t/, and /p/ change to /G/, /d/, and /B/, respectively. This process occurs when the 
stops are in word-final position and followed by a word that begins with a vowel, as the 
following examples show: 
 

(5) a. ké   ǹdyók˺ ìsó,   ÒmmÔ   í-k-í-bóiyó-ké                      údómó         careful/slow speech 
          in   bad       face    they      3pl-PAST-3pl-pass-NEG    test   
          ‘Unfortunately, they did not pass the test.’  
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     b. ké   ǹdyóG   ìsó,   ÒmmÔ   í-k-í-bóiyó-ké                      údómó                 fast speech 
          in   bad       face    they      3pl-PAST-3pl-pass-NEG     test   
          ‘Unfortunately, they did not pass the test.’  
 
(6) a. ÒmmÔ   é-táng       íkô        ìyát˺ èsÌt˺   ìyát˺ èsÌt˺                            careful/slow speech              
          they       3pl-speak  word        anger          anger 
          ‘They are speaking angrily.’ 
 
      b. ÒmmÔ   é-táng       íkô        ìyád èsÌt˺   ìyád èsÌt˺                                     fast speech              
           they      3pl-speak  word        anger          anger 
          ‘They are speaking angrily.’ 
 
(7) a. féGè úsÓp˺    úsÓp˺                                                                          careful/slow speech 
          run   quick    quick 
          ‘Run quickly!’ 
 
      b. féGè úsÓB    úsÓp˺                                                                                      fast speech                                                                               
          run   quick    quick 
          ‘Run quickly!’ 

 
In (5a), /k/ at the end of the word ǹdyók˺ is followed by ìsó that begins with a vowel. 
Consequently, /k/ changes to /G/ as shown in (5b). Likewise, in (6a), the /t/ at the end of ìyát˺ 
changes to the flap /d/ in (6b) because of being followed by a word beginning with a vowel. In 
(7a) /p/ changes to /B/ as shown in (7b).  

3.2 Homorganic Nasal Assimilation 

Nasal consonants assimilate to the place of the following consonant as the following examples 
show: 

 
(8) a. ń̩-sÀk˺     ń̩-féGè    ìtÓk˺ 
         1sg-ASP   1sg-run   race 
        ‘I am running (a race).’ 

 
       b. ń̩-sÀk˺       ɱ̩́-féGè  ìtÓk    
           1sg-ASP   1sg-run   race 

        ‘I am running (a race).’ 
 

(9) a. ń̩-ké-fèGé-ké               m̀kpÓng 
          1sg-PAST-run-NEG   yesterday 
        ‘I did not run yesterday.’ 

 
       b. ŋ̩́-ké-fèGé-ké               m̀kpÓng  
           1sg-PAST-run-NEG    yesterday 
         ‘I did not run yesterday.’ 
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(10) a. ń̩-yà-fèGé         m̀kpÓng 
            1sg-FUT-run    tomorrow 
          ‘I will run tomorrow.’ 

 
         b. ńy-yà-fèGé         m̀kpÓng 
             1sg-FUT-run       tomorrow 
           ‘I will run tomorrow.’ 
 

In (8a), (9a), and (10a), I assume that the underlying form of the first-person singular subject 
marker is /n/ and it takes on the place feature of the consonant that follows it. Thus, in (8b) it 
changes to /ɱ/ before /f/, in (9b) it turns into /ŋ/ before /k/, and in (10b) it becomes /ny/ before 
/y/. 

4 Conclusion 

This squib has highlighted some of the phonological process found in the Ibibio Language. Most 
of these phonological processes typically occur in fast speech. 
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1 The Prepositions 

Ibibio has two prepositions: ké and ǹdò (with m̀mè and yè as dialectal variants). Ké is 
homophonous with a past tense marker, a complementizer and possibly other morphemes. Ǹdò 
and its variant are homophonous with the conjunction ǹdò ‘and’, while m̀mè is homophonous 
with a plural marker. The use of prepositions in Ibibio is rather limited; ké expresses locative and 
instrumental meanings, while ǹdò expresses a comitative relationship. 

1.1 ké 

ké is used most often as a locative, as demonstrated in (1).  
 

 (1) éwá  a-bá  ké  ésÀt  ùsÒk 
       dog  3SG-be    in heart  house 
       ‘The dog is inside the house.’ 

 
In (2), ké is used to express instrumentality. 

 
 (2) ḿ-mà   tò  ekpe  ké  ítìá   
      1SG-PAST   hit Ekpe with stone 
      ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 

1.2 ǹdò 

Ǹdò expresses a comitative relationship, as shown in (3). 
 
 (3) ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
       1SG-PAST speak word with Ekpe 
       ‘I spoke with Ekpe.’ 
 
In certain contexts, ǹdò can also be interpreted as ‘to’. 
 
 (4) ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
       1SG-PAST speak word to Ekpe 
       ‘I spoke to Ekpe (he needed a talking to).’ 
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2 Behavior 

Preposition stranding is not allowed in Ibibio.  
 
 (5) ḿ-mà     ń-tiě   ké  ńgkpOtiě    (ádò) 
       1SG-PAST   1SG-sit on chair         that 
       ‘I sat on that chair.’ 
 

ŃgkpOtiě in (5) cannot cannot be topicalized, as in (6). 
 
 (6) *ńgkpOtiě (ádò) ḿ-mà ń-tiě ké  
 
In (7) topicalization has occurred, with the prepositional phrase pied-piped and a focus 

particle (ké) inserted. 
 

 (7) ké  (ádò) ńgkpOtiě  ké   nǵ-ké   ń-tiě  
       in that chair  FOC  1SG-PAST 1SG-sit 
       ‘In that chair, I sat.’ 

 
In (8) and (9), ǹdò is shown to behave in the same manner 

 
 (8) ḿ-mà   dia ngkpo  ǹdò  ekpe 
       1SG-PASt  eat thing with Ekpe 
       ‘I ate with Ekpe.’ 
 
 (9) *ekpe ḿ-mà dia ngkpo ǹdò  
         (Intended: ‘Ekpe, I ate with.’) 
 
 (10) ǹdò  ekpe  ké  nǵ-ké    dia  ngkpo  
         with Ekpe FOC 1SG-PAST eat thing 
         ‘With Ekpe, I ate.’ 

 
The locative and instrumental roles of ké and the comitative roles of ǹdò are the only 

thematic roles expressed through adpositions in Ibibio. This limited distribution may be due in 
part to the abundance of homophones, although the homophones of ké often take subject and 
object agreement, while the preposition does not.  
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1 Vowel deletion and tone sandhi 

The two Ibibio prepositions, ké and ǹdò, undergo the phonological process of vowel deletion in 
natural speech. This process can further affect the tone of the surviving vowel. 

1.1 Vowel Deletion 

The process of deletion occurs when vowels appear in hiatus. The lower of the two vowels is 
deleted. (1) provides an example of a prepositional phrase in careful speech. ké is a preposition 
with locative and instrumental meanings. 
 

(1) ḿ-mà  féGé  ké ákàyí 
1SG-PAST run  in forest 

      ‘I ran in the forest.’ 
 

(2) is an example of more natural speech, in which the lower a has deleted, resulting in a 
contracted form of the prepositional phrase (ké-kàyí). 

 
(2) ḿ-mà  féGé  ké-kàyí 

1SG-PAST run  in-forest 
  ‘I ran in the forest.’ 
 
The preposition ǹdò expresses a comitative relationship, as shown in (3). 
 
(3) ḿ-mà   féGé  ǹdò  ùdó 
      1SG-PAST run with Udo 
 ‘I ran with Udo.’ 
 

Vowel deletion occurs in fast speech with ǹdò as well. In (4) the lower vowel o deletes. 
         
(4) ḿ-mà   féGé  ǹd-ùdó 
      1SG-PAST run with-Udo 
 ‘I ran with Udo.’ 
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1.2 Tone Sandhi 

Ibibio has high, low, falling and rising tones, though the contour tones do not appear to be 
underlying. When the vowels in hiatus are of differing tones, the tone of the deleted vowel is 
preserved. The preserved tone combines with the tone of the remaining vowel to create a contour 
tone. 

(5) provides an example of a prepositional phrase (at the table) in which the vowels in hiatus 
have differing tones. 

 
(5)  ḿ-mà  ń-tíé  ké ùkpÓkÓrÓ 
 1SG-PAST 1SG-sit at table 
 ‘I sat at the table.’ 
 

In (6), natural speech has resulted in the deletion of e. The high tone it carried has been preserved 
by shifting the low tone of u to a falling tone.  

 
(6) ḿ-mà  ń-tíé  k-ûkpÓkÓrÓ 
 1SG-PAST 1SG-sit at-table 
 ‘I sat at the table.’ 
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Constructions that have both their subject and their object as the same agent are reflexive.  It is 
the idea of doing an action to oneself, as opposed to each other. In English we see this in the 
form of subject, verb, possession-self, as in ‘I love myself’. The ‘myself” in this construction 
marks the form as being reflexive. The use of reflexive in Ibibio is similar to that of English; 
however, we do see a few major distinctions in the Ibibio lexical source for the reflexive, how it 
combines with possession and how certain verbs function in reflexive. 
 Looking at the Ibibio equivalent of the sentence above, we get the form: 
 

(1) ḿ-mé   má  ídém (m̀mì) 
      I-pres  love  body (my) 
  ‘I love myself.’  

 
In Ibibio, the lexical source that they use to indicate that the object is identical to the subject of 
the sentence is to put ‘ídém’ ‘body’ in the position of the object of the sentence. We can see that 
‘ídém’ is in the same position of object, if we look at the non-reflexive equivalent. 
 

(2) ḿ-mé  má  Ekpe 
 I-pres  love  Ekpe 

 ‘I love Ekpe.’ 
 
Like English, the reflexive marker goes in the same position as the object of a sentence. 
 At first glance, the reflexive form of Ibibio seems almost identical to English with a slight 
word change. However, upon closer inspection, we see that the possession marker of the 
reflexive is optional. The example can simply be stated ḿmé má ídém literally ‘I love body’.  
Due to context and the form of the construction, this mean ‘I love myself’ just as if it had the 
overt marker of possession. 
 Though the overt marker of possession can be dropped, when it is present, it matches person. 
 

(3) ì-mí     má  ídém (nyÌn)      
 we-pres  love  body (our) 
 ‘We love ourselves.’ 

 
 Another distinction that I found between English and Ibibio reflexives is that some verbs in 
Ibibio are specifically a reflexive verb. A verb pair that shows this is the verb ‘to wash’. This 
verb has two forms that are realized. The first, jíé, is ‘to wash’ reflexively, while the other jèt 
mean ‘to wash’ something else. We can see this in the example pair in (4): 
 

(4) ínúén  a-jíé    ídém 
bird   2sg-wash body  

 ‘The bird washes itself.’  
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If we substitute the other form of ‘wash’ into the same construction the sentence becomes 
unnatural sounding.  
 

(5) *ínúén a-jèt ídém  
 
Yet, if were to make the same sentence non-reflexive, the preceding example would be 
grammatical, as in:  
 

(6) ínúén  a-jèt     ínúén 
bird   2sg-wash bird 

 ‘A bird washes another bird.’ 
 
Thus, we see that some verbs have a specification for needing to be put in a reflexive 
construction. 
 These are the basic syntactic aspects of Ibibio reflexive. We have seen how Ibibio uses its 
lexical equivalent of ‘body’ in the object position to indicate reflexivity. Though reflexive does 
use possession markers to indicate person, these markers are not obligatory. Finally, we noted 
that Ibibio has some verbs that are specifically reflexive. 
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When looking at vowels, there are various ways that a language can use their characteristics to 
distinguish meaning. One of those that we do not use in English, but that is present in Ibibio is 
that of vowel length. In Ibibio, vowel length can be contrastive for meaning. This phenomenon 
can be observed in many verbs in the process of lengthening a verb’s vowel to indicate plurality, 
as seen in the example below. 
 

(1) kpúk ‘to cut many things’ (sing.) 
(2) kpúúk ‘to cut many things’ (plural: many times) 

 
 In the two above examples, we can see that all other aspects of the words are constant, except 
for the vowel length. Yet, the second example with the longer verb contains an inflected meaning 
of repetition. We can see another example of this same phenomenon with the verb ‘to stir’. 
 

(3) kàmá ‘to stir’ (singular subject or object) 
(4) kààmá ‘to stir’ (plural subject or object) 

 
 The same process and meaning contrast is observed above. Yet, we can see that this CVCV 
verb only was elongated in the first vowel, but we still observe the different meaning.  Thus, we 
can see that vowel length can be contrastive in Ibibio. If the verbs used above were both placed 
in a first person singular construction, they would mean respectively ‘I stir (one thing)’ and ‘I stir 
many things’ or ‘I stir one thing many times’. Vowel length is phonemic, but, sometimes, the 
change in vowel length is accompanied by a change in the vowel, as we can see in the following: 
 

(5) kpí ‘cut’  
(6) kpúú ‘cut’ (plural) 
(7) fÁk ‘cover’/‘cover up something’ 
(8) fúúk ‘cover’ (plural) 

 
 In each pair above, there is a change of length and of the vowel. So, there is not a one to one 
ratio of longer vowel meaning plural, depending on the verb. Lastly, we can see that the 
underlying form can have a long vowel and not mean plural inherently. 
 

(9) tùùk ‘touch’ 
 
 Though this verb is elongated, it does not necessarily give a plural meaning to a construction. 
In this case, one must solely rely on context to ascertain if a construction is singular or plural. 
Thus, we have seen that vowel length can be contrastive in Ibibio, as seen in the pluralization of 
certain verbs. Yet, we have also noted that longer vowels do not serve a single semantic purpose 
in Ibibio. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, we discuss morphophonological and morphosyntactic properties of contrastive verb 
focus in Ibibio (Niger-Congo; Nigeria), as seen in (1):1 
 

(1) a.  á-mà   á-dí 
  3SG-PST 3SG-come 
   ‘S/he came.’ 

 
b.  á-ké       dìí~dí 
  3SG-PST.FOC CON.FOC~come  
  ‘S/he was coming (instead of departing).’ 

 
Verb focus constructions in Ibibio require reduplication of initial CV segments in the verb root, 
which surface as a prefix, and, unlike argument focus constructions, they do not recruit 
functional material in the complementizer domain. We offer both a description and tentative 
analysis of verb focus, proposing that focused verbs undergo local movement. This paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some basic properties of focus constructions that 
involve focused DPs, including wh-questions. Section 3 turns to verb focus constructions: we 
discuss obligatory reduplication in verb focus in Section 3.1, and in Section 3.2 we provide a 
brief morphosyntactic description. Section 4 concludes. 

2 Focus in Ibibio 

Ibibio exhibits SVO order in standard, declarative clauses (2). 
 

(2) èkà   á-mà   á-fát   áyèn 
mother 3SG-PST 3SG-hug child 

 ‘The mother hugged the child.’ 
 
Note that, as seen in (2), subject agreement is marked on both the verb fát and the tense head 
mà.2 A similar type of multiple agreement is also present in contrastive focus constructions 
where the subject DP is focused (3). 
 
                                                
1 Abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: 1 = 1st person, 3 = 3rd person, COMP = complementizer, FOC = 
focus, INDF = indefinite, NEG = negation, NMLZ = nominalizer, PST = past, SG = singular. 
2 It is also permissible to mark object agreement on the verb. When this occurs, either O or S agrees, but not both 
simultaneously, in most cases. The exception to this is that both subject and object agreement occur on a verb when 
the object is 1SG. However, to our knowledge object marking on functional heads (such as T0) is not possible. 
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(3) (á-dò) èkà   á-ké/*-mà  á-fát   áyèn 
3SG-be mother 3SG-PST.OC 3SG-hug child 
‘It was the mother that hugged the child (not the father).’ 

 
Interestingly, the past tense marker mà that surfaces in declarative clauses is incompatible with 
most focus interpretations. Instead, ké surfaces obligatorily. This suggests that the focused 
subject DP èkà ‘mother’ has moved beyond C0 and landed somewhere high, that is, in the 
complementizer domain. Without further evidence, there is nothing here to suggest that the verb 
itself has undergone head movement, though. It is possible, however, that verb movement is 
required in verb focus constructions, for reasons we discuss below. 
 We assume at present that the ké that surfaces in (3) is not the complementizer that, for 
example, introduces embedded clauses, such as the one in (4):3 
 

(4) ńg-kéré  (ḿ-bò)  ké   ákùn á-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
1SG-thing 1SG-say COMP akun 3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 

 ‘I think (I say) that Akun bought a book.’ 
 
Ké must surface in argument focus constructions, as well as both subject and object wh-questions 
(5).4 
 

(5) a.  ànìyé í-ké/*mà       í-fát      áyèn 
  who  3INDF-PST.FOC/PST 3INDF-hug  child 
  ‘Who hugged the child?’ 
 
b.  ànìyè (ówó)  ké   èkà   á-ké/*mà      á-fát 

   who  person COMP mother 3SG-PST.FOC/PST 3SG-hug 
   ‘Who did the mother hug?’ 

 
 c.  (á-dù)  áyèn ké   èkà   á-ké/*mà   á-fát 
   3SG-be child COMP mother 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-hug 
   ‘It was the child that the mother hugged.’ 

 
 

                                                
3 It seems to us, then, that the inflected ké is something like a tense or aspect marker, which is not compatible with 
unmarked interpretations (or at least not typically so). An alternative option is that tense/aspect ké merges with C0 in 
this particular tense/aspect. Support for this latter option comes from the fact that ké does not surface in other tenses. 
We have not addressed this issue here because many tenses appear to be derived from verbs, so their status is also 
uncertain (e.g., dí is one future marker, but it means ‘come’ independently). Still, it is important to note that other 
tenses, such as dí, may be compatible with both focus and non-focus interpretations, which is uncharacteristic of ké 
in argument focus. Thus, there is reason to suspect that ké behaves differently. It might be that ké is base generated 
in T0 or Asp0 but moves to a higher functional head in the left periphery. 
4 Evidence to the contrary may come from in situ questions, which Ibibio appears to allow. That is, the argument 
that we are proposing practically commits us to the claim that the presence of the complementizer in such 
constructions depends on movement. Quentin has gathered data from what could be in situ object wh-questions, as 
seen in comparing ǹsǒ ké àké wèt and à-ké wèt ǹsǒ for ‘What did you write?’ However, these appear to be only 
pseudo-in situ, and the obligatory presence of ké in these constructions is telling. So, for example, the question à-mà 
wèt ǹsŏ ‘You wrote what?’ is interpreted as an echo question. We leave this as an open question at present that 
merits further investigation. 
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As the data in (3-5) show, mà cannot surface in argument focus constructions or wh-questions. 
Additionally, an overt C0 is required in object focus and object wh-questions (5b-c), though its 
present in subject focus and subject wh-questions renders these clauses ungrammatical (6). 
 

(6) a. *èkà    ké   á-ké       á-fát   áyèn 
   mother  COMP 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-hug child 
   (Intended: ‘It was the mother that hugged the child [not the father].’) 

 
 b.  *ànìyé ké    í-ké        í-fát      áyèn 

    who  COMP  3INDF-PST.FOC 3INDF-hug  child 
    (Intended: ‘Who hugged the child?’ or ‘Who is it that hugged the child?’) 

 
The illicit nature of the sentences in (6) thus may provide additional support for a high location 
for ké when subjects undergo A’-extraction. 

3 Verb Focus 

Ibibio verb focus constructions are like other types of focus in the language in that they involve 
an inflected form of ké and are (typically) incompatible with the past tense marker mà. 
 

(7) a.  ákùn  á-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
  akun  3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
  ‘Akun bought the book.’ 
 
b.  ákùn  á-ké/*-mà   (á-)dèé~dép    ǹg-wèt    í-kí  

   akun  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-CON.FOC~buy NMLZ-write 3SG.NEG-PST.FOC.3SG.NEG  
 
   yÌp~pé-yÌp 
   steal~NEG-steal 
   ‘Akun BOUGHT the book, she didn’t steal it.’ 

 
Verb focus constructions are also characterized by morphophonological processes of 
reduplication of the focused verb.5 In what follows, we first discuss morphophonological 
properties of constrastive verb reduplication, and afterward turn to the morphosyntax of verb 
focus. 

3.1 Morphophonological Properties of Verb Focus 

Verb focus constructions in Ibibio require both reduplication and vowel lengthening. However, 
the form of the focused verb can be determined by constraints on what types of vowels may have 
long counterparts as well as constraints on syllable structure. In this section we discuss these 
properties, which demonstrate phonological sensitivity to morphological processes. 
 Ibibio has 14 monophthong vowels in its phonetic inventory, seen in Table 1. 

 

                                                
5 It is interesting to note that verbal negation in this particular context also requires reduplication (7b). This may 
suggest a similarity between focus and negation, which could mean that either negation is rather high syntactically 
or that the verb here marked with negation has been focused, as well. We discuss these possibilities in Section 3.2. 
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i, iː ɨ u, uː 

o, oː 

ʉ 

e, eː 

a, aː 

ʌ  ɔ, ɔː 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 1. Ibibio monophthong vowels (IPA). 
 
As seen in the Tables, the -ATR vowels I (= [ɨ]), U (= [ʉ]), and A (= [ʌ]) are always short. That 
is, they never surface as long, as do the other vowels. These vowels also have a more restricted 
distribution, only appearing in closed CVC syllables. The other vowels, however, may appear in 
either CV or CVC sequences. The mid back rounded vowel O ( =[ɔ]) is the only -ATR vowel 
that appears in open syllables and has a long and short counterpart. 
 These phonological properties affect the form that a given reduplicated verb takes: whenever 
the root vowel is short, it must change in the reduplicated portion. Examples of this can be seen 
in Table 2.6 
 

Vowel 
(w/ tone) 

Permissible 
syllable type 

Verb  Reduplicated 
form 

í [í] CV(C) dí ‘come’ dìídí 
ì [ì] CV(C) kpì ‘cut’ kpìíkpî 
Í [!]́ CVC tÍm ‘pound’ tèétÍm 
Ì [!]̀ CVC nÌm ‘keep’ nèénÎm 
é [é] CV(C) sé ‘look’ sèésé 
è [è] CV(C) wèt ‘write’ wèéwêt 
ú [ú] CV(C) túúk ‘touch’ tùútúúk 
ù [ù] CV(C) fù ‘be lazy’ fùúfû 
Ú [ʉ́] CVC bÚn ‘keep many things’ bùúbÚn 
Ù [ʉ̀] CVC    
ó [ó] CV(C) bót ‘mold’ bòóbót 
ò [ò] CV(C) bòn ‘begat’ bòóbôn 
Ó [ɔ́] CVC tÓk ‘urinate’ tÒÓtÓk 
Ò [ɔ̀] CVC tÒk ‘verbally abuse’ tÒÓtÔk 
Á [ʌ́] CVC fÁk ‘cover’ fÒÓfÁk 
À [ʌ̀] CVC tÀk ‘grate’ tÒÓtÂk 
á [á] CV(C) má ‘love’ màámá 
à [à] CV(C) mà ‘complete’ màámâ 

 
TABLE 2. Bare verb forms and reduplicated (contrastive focus) forms. 

 
                                                
6 At the time of writing, Mfon was unable to identify a verb with /ʉ̀/ in the root. 
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We take it that the reduplicated material is realized as a prefix on the verb root. The portion that 
is reduplicated is the initial CV sequence of a CV or CVC syllable, which is followed by vowel 
lengthening in the prefix.7 If the root vowel is /i, e, u, o, ɔ, a/ then the vowel is lengthened and 
the tone on this segment becomes a rising contour tone (whether the underlying tone in the root 
is low or high). If the root vowel is /ɨ, ʉ, ʌ/ then the vowel quality changes with regard to a 
combination of backness, length, and height. The vowel I /ɨ/ lowers, fronts, and lengthens to 
become ee [eː], the vowel U /ʉ/ becomes the long, high, back vowel uu [uː], and A /ʌ/ undergoes 
raising, backing, and lengthening to become OO [ɔː]. 
 Tones on all long vowels in the prefixed portion are always realized as rising contour tones. 
Tones of the verb root are also affected with the underlying tone is low. In these cases, tone 
sandhi produces a falling contour tone on the vowel in the final syllable in the focused verb. 

3.2 Morphosyntactic Properties of Verb Focus 

Like other types of focus in the language, Ibibio verb focus constructions recruit structure in the 
complementizer domain above TP. As noted above, in verb focus the tense marker ké is inflected 
for person, and focused verbs surface after this T head. Additionally, the focused verb may also 
be optionally marked for person:8 
 

(8) ákùn á-ké       (á-)yèé~yÎp       ǹg-wèt    í-kí 
akun 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-CON.FOC~steal  NMLZ-write 3SG.NEG-PST.FOC.3SG.NEG 
 
dèp~pé-dép 
buy~NEG-buy 
‘Akun STOLE the book, she didn’t buy it.’ 

 
Agreement on T0 involves agreement with the subject (not the object), as would be expected (see 
Section 2 above as well as footnote 2). As seen in Section 3.1, focused verbs are marked with 
reduplication. We propose that this form is syntactically motivated – focused verbs undergo 
movement to a functional head, such as Foc0. Thus, verb movement to the Foc0 of FocP is 
analogous to DP movement to a dedicated focus projection in order to render a focus 
interpretation. However, since contrastively focused verbs appear after the ké (unlike focused 
DPs), there is no evidence to suggest that the verb lands high in the complementizer domain. We 
thus tentatively propose that contrastive verb focus occurs in a structurally low position, such as 
between TP and VP. 
 One final point of interest – which offers potential insight into the syntactic structure of verb 
focus – is that the form of the negated verb in contrastive verb focus constructions differs slightly 
(but in a way that is quite significant) from standard negation. Consider the sentences in (9): 

                                                
7 It is possible that the entire root reduplicates, even for CVC roots. Ibibio disallows nearly all consonant clusters, so 
the C2 could delete after it attaches preverbally, which would result in /CVCCVC/ underlyingly. In this analysis, C 
deletion would produce an open syllable, which could then trigger vowel lengthening. However, vowel lengthening 
is also required when the root is CV, so C deletion is not sufficient to explain lengthening. Moreover, verbs whose 
segments are larger than CVC also take a CVː prefix when contrastively focused, such as bèèré, which becomes 
bèé~bèèré. 
8 The reason for this optionality of the subject person marker on the verb is morphophonological. Ibibio utilizes 
elision as one strategy to resolve vowel hiatus. When morphological processes result in two vowels occurring in an 
adjacent position, the lower of these vowels deletes in casual speech. 
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(9) a.  à-mà   á-fÓp                                    Affirmative 

  2SG-PST 3SG-burn 
   ‘You burned it.’ 

 
b.  ú-kú          fÓp-pÓ                            Negative 

   2SG.NEG-PST.FOC burn~NEG 
   ‘You didn’t burn it.’ 

 
In standard verbal negation, the negative marker that attaches to CVC roots is realized as a CV 
suffix that where (a) the C in the suffix is valued by the root coda, and (b) the vowel in the suffix 
harmonizes with the root vowel of the verb (9b). We take this as potential evidence that the verb 
has raised to Neg0 in order for negation to appear post-verbally.9 When a focused verb is negated 
(i.e., in contrastive focus), the verb retains this negative marker, but the verb is reduplicated (10), 
akin (but not formally identical) to what we observe in contrastive verb focus without negation: 
 

(10) a. ú-kú               fÓp-pÓ-fÓp               Negation + Verb focus 
     2SG.NEG-PST.FOC.2SG.NEG CON.FOC~NEG-burn 
     ‘You didn’t BURN it.’ 
 
  b. í-kí                dép-pé-dép   ǹg-wèt    á-ké 
     3SG.NEG-PST.FOC.3SG.NEG FOC~NEG-buy NMLZ-write 3SG-PST.FOC 
 
     (á-)yèé~yÎp 
     3SG-CON.FOC~steal 
     ‘She didn’t BUY the book, she stole it.’ 

 
We take it then that verb reduplication is a morphosyntactic feature associated with verb focus 
constructions in Ibibio. That is, we propose that the realization of contrastive focus as a verb 
affix is actually a syntactic consequence. If our analysis of V raising for verbal negation is on the 
right track, the it appears that negated verbs that are contrastively focused undergo an additional 
move to the head of a low (TP-internal) focus projection. 

4 Conclusions 

Verb focus constructions in Ibibio are primarily characterized by morphophonological and 
morphosyntactic features. Morphophonologically, when verbs are focused, verb reduplication 
occurs, both in affirmative and negative contexts. In affirmative cases, this appears to be partial 
reduplication paired with changes in vowel quality and tone. In negative cases, the entire verb 
root reduplicates, followed by a CV suffix where the C is valued by the coda in the verb root and 
the V harmonizes with the root vowel. Morphosyntactically, verb focus is characterized by 
subject agreement on T0, which is followed by the reduplicated verb, which bears optional 
agreement. Focus constructions are also incompatible with the neutral past tense marker mà, and 
must occur with the focus past tense marker ké. We tentatively propose that the form of verb 
                                                
9 Wenchi has elicited data involving negation in embedded causatives that may offer support for this claim. For 
example, Mfon considers the ké in ḿ-mà á-nám ké à-kwót ‘I made him not sing’ to encode negation, which appears 
preverbally. However, there is a potential confound in such examples, because the tone on the person marker 
attached to the verb is atypical (3sg is usually á-, not à-). This topic needs to be explored further. 
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focus (i.e., reduplication) is a syntactic consequence: verbs undergo head movement to a 
functional head such as Foc0 in the extended projection of VP in order to yield a focus 
interpretation. That verb reduplication is specific to verb focus and not just focus, generally, is 
evidenced by the absence of reduplication when, say, arguments are focused. Moreover, focused 
DPs surface before past tense ké, which suggests that two FocPs are required in Ibibio: one high 
(for focused arguments), and one low (for focused verbs). 
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WHAT IS THE REASON THAT WHY IS DIFFERENT? 
IBIBIO WHY-QUESTIONS AS PSEUDO-CLEFTS * 

PHILIP T. DUNCAN 
philiptduncan@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

In this squib I discuss one strategy1 for forming why-questions in Ibibio, a Lower Cross Niger 
Congo language of the East-Benue-Congo branch spoken in southeastern Nigeria. 
 

(1) a.  ìmá á-mà   á-dép   ŋ̀-wèt                               Declarative 
  ima 3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
  ‘Ima bought the book.’ 

 
 b.  ànìyé í-ké           í-dép   ŋ̀-wèt                  Subject wh-question 
   who  3SG.INDEF-PST.FOC 3SG-buy NMLZ-write  
  ‘Who bought the book?’ 
 
 c.  ǹsŏ  ké   ìmá  á-ké       á-dép                    Object wh-question 

   what  COMP ima  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy 
   ‘What did Ima buy?’ 
 
 d.  ǹsŏ  í-dò        ǹták  ìmá á-ké       dép-pé  ŋ̀-wèt        Why-question 
   what  3SG.INDEF-be  reason ima 3SG-PST.FOC buy-REL NMLZ-write 
   ‘Why did Ima buy the book?’ 

 
I argue here that Ibibio why-questions of the type in (1d) are pseudo-clefts, in that they are 
formally biclausal structures, with a nominalized relative clause inside a subject wh-question. 

2 Wh-questions 

2.1 Word order 

Ibibio exhibits canonical SVO order in standard, declarative sentences. 
 

(2) ìmá  á-mà   á-dép    ŋ̀-wèt      ké   ùrùwá m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
ima  3SG-PST 3SG-buy  NMLZ-write  PREP market 1.day.away 
‘Ima bought the book at the market yesterday.’ 

                                                
* I am deeply grateful to Mfon Udoinyang for his help and endless patience. The title of this squib is a nod to 
Kandybowicz & Torrence’s (2011) ‘How Why is Different: Wh-in-situ in Krachi’. 
1 A second strategy that I do not here discuss involves a causative construction. See Appendix A for some examples. 
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2.2 Question formation strategies 

2.2.1 Displacement 

Ibibio wh-questions not involving why are monoclausal, and can be formed by movement, 
wherein a wh-element is displaced to a left peripheral position. This strategy is used for both 
arguments and adjuncts. 
 

(3) a.  ànìyé í-ké/*-mà       í-dép        ŋ̀-wèt     ké   ùrùwá m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   who  3SG.INDEF-PST.FOC 3SG.INDEF-buy  NMLZ-write PREP market 1.day.away 
   ‘Who bought the book at the market yesterday?’ 
 
 b.  ǹsŏ  ké   ìmá  á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ké   ùrùwá m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   what  COMP ima  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy PREP market 1.day.away 
   ‘What did Ima buy at the market yesterday?’ 
 
 c.  m̀mɔ́ ké   ìmá á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ŋ̀-wèt     m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   where COMP ima 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 1.day.away 
   ‘Where did Ima buy the book yesterday?’ 
  
 d.  ìdáɰáké  ké   ìmá á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ké   ùrùwá 
   when    COMP ima 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy PREP market 
   ‘When did Ima buy the book at the market?’ 

 
The sentences in (3) demonstrate that the neutral (unmarked) past tense marker mà in (2) is 
incompatible with wh-questions.2 Subject wh-questions also bear morphosyntactic differences 
compared to non-subject ones. In particular, subject wh-questions require a special agreement 
prefix, í-, which surfaces on T0 and V0, and may signal that the subject has undergone A’-
extraction (3a).3 The complementizer ké obligatorily follows the displaced wh-element in object 
and adjunct wh-questions (3b-d). 

2.2.2 In-situ 

Wh- movement is optional (Sabel, 2003) in Ibibio.4 In addition to leftward displacement, Ibibio 
utilizes a version of substitution as a question-formation strategy. In such cases the wh-element 
appears in the (surface) in-situ position. 
 

(4) a.  ìmá  á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ǹsŏ  ké   ùrùwá m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   ima  3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy what PREP market 1.day.away 
   ‘What did Ima buy at the market yesterday?’ 

 
 
 
                                                
2 This pattern also holds for focus constructions and relative clauses. As seen below, the neutral tense marker can be 
used without displacement of a wh-element to produce an echo question. 
3 This agreement prefix also surfaces in subject relative clauses and in negation. 
4 Optional movement has been reported for Igbo (Goldsmith, 1981), an Igboid language of the West-Benue-Congo 
branch.  
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 b.  ìmá á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ŋ̀-wèt     m̀mɔ́  m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   ima 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy NMLZ-write where 1.day.away 
   ‘Where did Ima buy the book yesterday?’ 
  
 c.  ìmá á-ké/*-mà   á-dép   ké   ùrùwá ìdáɰá 
   ima 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy PREP market when 
   ‘When did Ima buy the book at the market?’ 

 
Since these are rough semantic equivalents of the questions in (3b-d), they may involve covert 
movement of the wh-element at LF in order for it to take wide scope. They do not, however, 
appear to be true in-situ questions, in that they require the same tense marking that surfaces when 
displacement occurs. This could be evidence that Ibibio “types” wh-questions (Cheng, 1997) 
independent of (overt) movement. 

2.2.3 Echo questions 

In contrast to the questions in (4), Ibibio allows for a second type of in-situ questions that is not 
“information-seeking” (Potsdam and Polinsky, 2011:109).  
 

(5) a.  ìmá  á-mà   á-dép   ǹsŏ  ké   ùrùwá m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   ima  3SG-PST 3SG-buy what PREP market 1.day.away 
   ‘Ima bought what at the market yesterday?’ 
 
 b.  ìmá á-mà   á-dép   ŋ̀-wèt     m̀mɔ́  m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
   ima 3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write where 1.day.away 
   ‘Ima bought the book where yesterday?’ 
  
 c.  ìmá á-mà   á-dép   ké   ùrùwá ìdáɰá 
   ima 3SG-PST 3SG-buy PREP market when 
   ‘Ima bought the book at the market when?’ 

 
Notably, the questions in (5) bear no special (overt) morphosyntactic clausal typing properties 
like those described above, and they are obligatorily interpreted as echo questions. 

3 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses in Ibibio are similar to negation, in that in both clause types a reduplicative CV 
suffix appears.5 
 

(6) a.  ìmá í-ké           í-dép-pé         ŋ̀-wèt 
  ima 3SG.INDEF-PST.FOC 3SG.INDEF-buy-NEG NMLZ-write 
  ‘Ima didn’t buy the book.’ 
 

 
 
                                                
5 Duncan, Major, and Udoinyang (this volume) provide a more detailed discussion of the morphosyntactic properties 
of negation and relative clause formation. They claim that, similar to negation, where verbs raise to Neg (or perhaps 
T) in order for negation to appear after the verb, verbs raise to C for the relativizing suffix to surface postverbally. 
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b.  ŋ̀-wèt     ìmá  á-ké -á-dép-pé         á-dò  ámì 
  NMLZ-write ima  3SG-PST.FOC-3SG-buy-REL 3SG-be DEM  
  ‘This is the book that Ima bought.’ (Lit., ‘The book that Ima bought is this.’) 

 
The past focus marker ké surfaces obligatorily in relative clauses. Note, too, that in the object 
relative clause in (6b) the head appears to the left edge of the subordinate clause. 

4 The reason that why is different 

Questions involving ǹsŏ ídò ǹták ‘why’ in Ibibio are formally and structurally distinct from other 
types of wh-questions in the language. They involve displacement, but are not monoclausal. 
Instead, they are biclausal; the matrix clause involves a subject wh-question where the main verb 
‘be’ takes an object relative clause. 

4.1 Biclausality 

One property of why-questions is that they are biclausal, and require the presence of copula dò 
‘be’ in the main clause.  
 

(7) ǹsŏ  í-dò        ǹták   ímà á-ké       á-dép*(-pé)  ŋ̀-wèt     ké   ùrùwá 
what 3SG.INDEF-be  reason ima 3SG-PST.FOC 3SG-buy    NMLZ-write PREP market  
 
m̀kpɔ́ŋ 
1.day.away 
‘Why did Ima buy the book at the market yesterday?’ 

 
As (7) shows, the Ibibio phrase translated ‘why?’ involves the subject wh-question ‘what is the 
reason?’. This is evident from the presence of the wh-element ǹsŏ as well as the fact that í- 
surfaces on the verb in the matrix clause, which is the expected form of agreement in wh-
questions of this type (see Section 2.2). The remainder is a dependent clause. 

4.2 Reduplicative verb morphology 

Ibibio why-questions of the type discussed here also involve reduplicative verb morphology that 
is characteristic of relative clauses. Thus, in (7) above the form of the verb in the dependent 
clause is obligatorily dép-pé, with the relativizing suffix appearing postverbally. Note, too, that 
the object of dò is the nominalized relative clause headed by ǹták ‘reason’, which appears to the 
left edge of the embedded clause. 
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4.3 Why-questions as pseudo-clefts 

Potsdam and Polinsky (2011:109) define pseudo-cleft questions6 as complex constructions with 
“a biclausal equative construction in which the wh-phrase is the predicate and the subject is a 
nominalized relative clause.” (8) shows examples of these constructions: 
 

(8) a.  [The thing you saw] is what? 
 
b.  What is [the thing that you saw]? 

 
As seen in (8), in pseudo-cleft questions the nominalized relative clause can appear to the left or 
the right of the copula, resulting in either a predicate-initial (8b) or predicate-final (8a) word 
order. 

According to Potsdam and Polinsky (2011:113), pseudo-cleft questions in Polynesian 
languages bear the following three properties (where HRC stands for “headless relative clause” 
and RCC for “relative clause-like constituent”): 
 

(9) a.  WH is, or is part of, the predicate 
b.  REMAINDER (HRC or RCC) has dependent clause characteristics 

 c.  REMAINDER (HRC or RCC) has relative clause-like properties 
 
These properties by and large hold for Ibibio why-questions (10): 
 

(10)  a. ǹsŏ  í-dò        [RC  ǹták  ìmá á-ké       dép-pé  ŋ̀-wèt  ] 
     what 3SG.INDEF-be     reason ima 3SG-PST.FOC buy-REL NMLZ-write 
     ‘Why did Ima buy the book?’ (Lit., ‘What is the reason Ima bought the book?’) 
 
  b. [RC  ǹták   ìmá á-ké       dép-pé  ŋ̀-wèt  ]   á -dò       sŏ 

       reason ima 3SG-PST.FOC buy-REL NMLZ-write 3SG.INDEF-be  what 
   ‘Why did Ima buy the book?’ (Lit., ‘The reason Ima bought the book is what?’ 

[= non-echo, information-seeking]) 
 
Ibibio why-questions of the type in (10) are indeed biclausal, equative constructions where the 
wh- predicate ǹsŏ ‘what’ and the nominalized relative clause serve as arguments of the copula dò 
‘be’. Though both variants in (10) are permissible, the predicate-initial structure in (10a) is most 
natural. Structurally, then, Ibibio prefers why-questions as involving subject wh-questions with 
nominalized relative clauses as objects of dò ‘be’. The dependent clause in brackets in (10) 
involves a nominalized relative clause, evidenced by the fact that the verb bears a relativization 
suffix, and the relativized noun appear to the left edge of the (embedded) clause. One key 
characteristic that is distinct from the criteria in (9) is that the REMAINDER in Ibibio why-
questions is a headed (not headless) relative clause. 

                                                
6 I call these “pseudo-cleft questions” to differentiate them from non-interrogative pseudo-clefts, which are typically 
equative constructions with free relatives as subjects or objects (e.g., What Taro ate was a sandwich.) 
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5 Conclusion 

Standard wh-questions in Ibibio are formed by leftward displacement operations or in-situ 
constructions (possibly covert wh-movement). Why-questions, however, pattern differently, 
which is a common phenomenon cross-linguistically (Kandybowicz and Torrence, 2011). In 
Ibibio, why-questions (of the type discussed here) are complex constructions. They are biclausal, 
and the most natural variant bears a subject wh-question equative construction where the object 
of ‘be’ is a nominalized headed relative clause. Ibibio thus exhibits a preference for predicate-
initiality in why-questions, though the inverse of this structure is possible. 
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Appendix A 
 
Ibibio does have a second strategy for forming why-questions, seen in (11): 
 

(11) ǹsŏ  í-nám         (ń-nɔ̀/yàk)     èkpé á-dì      mf!ń 
 what 3SG.INDEF-make  1SG-give/allow ekpe 3SG-come  today 
 ‘Why is Ekpe coming today?’ (Lit, ‘What is making Ekpe come today?’) 

 
The type of question in (11) formally involves a subject wh-question of a periphrastic causative. 
An example of a causative construction can be seen in (12). 
 

(12) ń-nám    (ń-nɔ̀/yàk)     èkpé á-dì     mf!ń 
  1SG-make  1SG-give/allow ekpe 3SG-come today 
  ‘I am making Ekpe come today.’ 

 
Moreover, this type appears to involve serial verbs where grammaticalized forms of either nɔ̀ 
‘give’ or yàk ‘allow’7 can optionally follow the causative nám ‘make’.8  

                                                
7 The difference, according to Mfon Udoinyang, appears to be a dialectal one. 
8 The presence of the 1sg person marker on ‘give’/‘allow’ produces a speaker-oriented interpretation, such as ‘What 
made Ekpe come for me?’ It thus seems to connote a benefactive meaning. This agreement marker can be dropped, 
however, to generate an interpretation that lacks this feature.  
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SERIAL VERB CONSTRUCTIONS IN IBIBIO 
TRAVIS MAJOR 
tjmajor@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

This paper outlines the inventory of complex predicates in Ibibio that I have encountered to this 
point.1 Complex predicates are a point of controversy in the literature, because there is little 
agreement on an adequate definition. Butt (2003) provides the following definition for complex 
predicates: 
 

(1)   a.  The argument structure is complex (two or more semantic heads contribute  
   arguments as part of primary predication.  

     b. The grammatical functional structure is that of a simple predicate: there is only a  
       single subject and no embedding. 
     c. Formed either morphologically or syntactically 
 
More specifically, the types of constructions investigated in this paper are a type of complex 
predicate known as serial verbs, shown in (2) below: 
 

(2)    (ǹdòfò)   è-má       è-dì    wùó     
      2PL.SUBJ  2PL.SUBJ-PST  2PL-go  come  
      ‘You (PL) arrived.’ 
 
Notice that there are two verbs in the construction above, which combine to form the meaning 
“arrive” in English. There is a single subject and the two verbs form one event. 
     This squib is divided into two sections. Section 2 provides a brief background of Ibibio. 
Section 3 discusses serial constructions that denote motion/directionality (such as (2) above) and 
others that denote modality. 

2 Ibibio background 

Ibibio is a Lower Cross language of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-Congo language 
phylum, which is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by roughly 2 million speakers.  
 

                                                
1 The list of constructions is a preliminary account and non-exhaustive. These constructions are quite common in the 
language and I expect to encounter many more in the future. 
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2.1 Syntax 

Ibibio is predominantly an SVO language when full DPs are present ((3)a), but SOV when full 
only argument markers surface ((3)b), as illustrated below: 
 
    S                           V       O 

(3)   a. ámi   m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG   1SG-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
     S                      O  V 
     b. à-mé       m̀-m̀á 
       2SG.SUBJ-PRS? 1SG.OBJ-like 
       ‘You like/love me.’ 
 
(3) provides two important pieces of information. First of all, Ibibio provides two options for 
realization of arguments: overt full pronouns or r-expressions and argument markers. Also, the 
word order changes when arguments are full DPs compared to just argument markers. 
     One problem arises from vowel hiatus resolution in the language. Many of the subject/object 
markers are realized as vowels, so in many transitives, only one argument surfaces before the 
verb: 
 

(4)   a. Ekpe   á-í-dìyòngò          (nyÌn)      Underlying Structure 
       Ekpe   3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
     b. Ekpe   í-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Object Marker 
       Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
     c.  Ekpe   á-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Subject Marker 
       Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
The data in (4) show that one argument marker must prefix on to the verb, but if the markers are 
both vowels, only one may actually be realized. Either the subject or object marker is acceptable, 
but not both. This hiatus resolution makes recognition of argument marking quite difficult to 
track. 

3 Serial verbs 

3.1 Definition 

Serial verbs are a type of complex predicate (defined in Section 1), which are very controversial 
in the literature. Bowern (2008) defines serial verb constructions as follows: 
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(5)   a.  The Clause contains two (or more) verbs under a single intonation contour. 

     b.  The verbs must be full lexical verbs which can head simple predicates in their  
        own right. 
     c.  The verbs share at least one argument. 
     d.  The verbs behave as a single unit for tense, aspect, and polarity marking. 
 
For the purposes of this paper, (5a) will not be discussed, but the properties shown in (5b-d) will 
each be evaluated for serial constructions in Ibibio. 

3.2 Directional/Motion serial constructions 

In some cases, simple unergative motion verbs can be combined with others to denote more 
complex semantic meaning. Consider the basic intransitive sentences below: 
 

(6)   a. ì-má       ì-dì   
       1PL.SUBJ-PST  1PL.SUBJ-come 
       ‘We came.’  
 
     b. ì-má       ì-wùó 
       1PL.SUBJ.PST  1PL.SUBJ-go.out 
       ‘We left.’ 
 
     c. ì-má       ì-sÁm 
       1PL.SUBJ-PST  1PL.SUBJ-reach.destination 
       ‘We arrived.’ 
 
     d. ì-má       ì-béGé 
       1PL.SUBJ-PST  1PL.SUBJ-arrive   
       ‘We arrived (ceremoniously).’     
 
The verb di ‘come’ in ((6)a) above has a very broad interpretation. As a result, it may be 
combined with other motion verbs to form serial constructions that fit better in particular 
contexts, as shown in (7) below: 
 

(7)   a. m̀-má       ì-dì      wùó 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  arrive 
       ‘I arrived.’ 
 
     b. m̀-má       ì-dì      sÁm 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  meet 
       ‘I arrived.’ 
 
     c.  m̀-má       ì-dì      béGé 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-come  meet 
       ‘I arrived (ceremoniously).’ 
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In each of the cases in (7), the verb di ‘come’ is combined with another verb to form the 
translational equivalent to ‘arrive’ in English. The examples in ((7)a-b) are essentially 
interchangeable according to my consultant. However, ((7)c) is most naturally used in the case of 
a highly anticipated arrival. Of more importance is that each of the verbs shown in (6) may be 
function as independent main verbs on their own, but may also combine to form the serial 
constructions in (7). Also, the tense marker ma ‘PST’ only surfaces once and determines the tense 
of the entire event, and there is only one subject for the verbal complex. 
     Serial constructions are not limited to two unergatives, either. In some cases, unergative 
motion verbs may combine with transitives to form complex events: 
 

(8)   a. á-má       á-bÉn       m̀m̀ín  á-n-sÓk   
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUBJ-lift  wine  3SG.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ-go 
       ‘He brought me wine.’ 
 
The verb bEn ‘lift’ may be combined with sOk ‘go’ to denote ‘bring’. Once again, the tense 
marker ma ‘PST’ determines the tense of the entire predicate, the subject is shared between both 
verbs, and each verb functions as an independent verb in other contexts. 

3.3 Other Serial Verbs 

In other cases, verbs combine to form serial constructions that denote modality or other semantic 
nuances. I begin with the benefactive construction, which involves combining a verb with no 
‘give’.  
  

(9)   a. á-má       á-ǹ-ǹó             ng̀wÉt   
   3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ-give  book 

       ‘She gave the book to me.’ 
 
     b. á-má       á-tÌm    àdésì  ú-nò   
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG-cook rice   2SG.OBJ-give 
       ‘She cooked rice for you.’ 
 
((9)a) shows a basic ditransitive construction using the verb no ‘give’. However, this verb is used 
to form a benefactive as in ((9)b), which roughly corresponds to the translation ‘for x’. 
Interestingly, in cases such as this, the benefactor prefixes to the ‘give’. Despite the object 
marker, the subject is still shared, which at the moment suggests it still qualifies as a serial verb 
construction. 
     Another similar case involves the verb wana ‘fight’ which translates roughly to try in English. 
((10)a) demonstrates its usage as a main verb, while ((10)b) demonstrates its function as a light 
verb: 
 

(10)  a. m̀-má       ng̀-wáná      Ekpe 
        1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG.SUBJ-fight  Ekpe 
        ‘I fought Ekpe.’ 
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      b. m̀-má       ng-wáná àdi  kÁp ásókóró 
        1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-fight  ADI  pick  oranges 
        ‘I tried to pick oranges.’ 
 
The case in (10) shows that the verb wana changes meaning depending on its syntactic context. 
When combined with another verb, such as kAp ‘pick’ it means ‘try’ or ‘attempt’. Like the other 
cases, only one tense marker surfaces and there is only one subject. 
     Another case that is questionably a serial verb construction comes from the verb keme ‘be 
able to’, shown below: 
 

(11)   m̀-mé   kémé  àdí  kÁp  ásókóró 
       1SG-PST can   ADI  pick  oranges 
       ‘I can pick oranges.’ 
 
This construction is different from those that precede it because keme is a verb meaning ‘be able 
to’.  Technically it falls into the category of serial verb constructions, but it may actually be more 
of a modal or auxiliary. 

4 Conclusion  

In this squib, I have provided an inventory of the serial verb constructions that I have 
encountered to this point in my investigation of Ibibio. Thus far, it appears that serial verb 
constructions are used to denote subtle semantic differences regarding directionality/motion, as 
well as modality and other semantic nuances. Furthermore, the constructions shown in this paper 
(with the exception of the abilitative) appear to comply with the properties of light verbs put 
forth by Bowern (2008). 
     In the future, a further look at the entire inventory is necessary. All of the constructions 
addressed in this paper were encountered by chance, so a systematic investigation of serial verb 
constructions in the language is necessary. Determining which verbs are compatible and which 
are incompatible is a strong second step. A description of the specific semantic nuances achieved 
by using serial verbs as opposed to simple verbs is also necessary. Because of the issues resulting 
from hiatus resolution, it is also important to determine which argument marker surfaces before 
the second verb in a serial construction, as it is often deleted due to its phonological 
environment.  
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DOES THE PHONOLOGY PREFER TENSE OR AGREEMENT 
IN IBIBIO? 

TRAVIS MAJOR 
tjmajor@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

Ibibio displays argument (agreement) markers on one or more syntactic elements in each 
sentence. The language also exhibits a phonological rule banning vowel hiatus across morpheme 
boundaries, which seems to go without exception. In this paper, I investigate the interaction 
between functional morphemes and argument markers and provide evidence that there appears to 
be a hierarchy in Ibibio as to which vowel is expressed. More specifically, I test whether the final 
vowel from four different tense morphemes is required, or if it may be replaced by an adjacent 
argument marker. 

Section 2 provides a brief background of Ibibio. Section 3 discusses the results of vowel 
hiatus between argument markers and the simple past, simple present, ke past, and future. Each 
shows a different pattern and solution to the issue. 
 

2 Background 

Ibibio is a Lower Cross language of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-Congo language 
phylum, which is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by roughly 2 million speakers. Ibibio is 
a tone language, with a rich agreement system. 

2.1 Syntax 

Ibibio is predominantly an SVO language in neutral contexts. Even in simple sentences with a 
full DP subject, the subject is repeated as a prefix on the tense marker: 
 
  S                           V       O 

(1)    ámi   m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 
      1SG   1SG-PST  hear  song 
      ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
In careful speech, subject agreement also occurs on the verb, as illustrated in (2) below: 
 

(2)    ì-má   í-kÁp    ásókóró 
      1PL-PST 1PL-pick  orange 
      ‘We picked oranges.’ 
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Ibibio also exhibits object agreement, which may occur independently or co-occur with a subject 
marker: 
 

(3)   a. Ekpe  í-dìyÒngÓ 
       Ekpe  1PL.OBJ-know 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
     b. Ekpe  á-mé    (á)-m̀-m̀á        
       Ekpe  3SG-PRS  3SG-1SG.OBJ-like  
       ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
((3)a) shows that the object agreement marker may occur instead of the subject marker, while 
((3)b) shows that they may co-occur in some contexts.1 

For the purposes of this paper, I limit the discussion of tense to two different past tense 
markers ke and ma, the present tense marker me, and the future marker ya exemplified in (4) 
below: 
 

(4)   a. ámì  ké  ng-kóót  ngwét 
       1SG  PST 1SG-read  book 
       ‘It was I who read the book.’ 
 
     b.  m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
     c.  à-mé    m̀-m̀á 
       2SG -PRS  1SG -like 
       ‘You like/love me.’ 
 
     d.  ǹ-yá   ng-kÁp  ásókóró 
       1SG-FUT 1SG-pick  oranges 
       ‘I will pick oranges.’ 
 
Ke usually occurs in focus/cleft constructions such as ((4)a), ma appears to be the basic past 
tense marker ((4)b), and me is the basic present tense marker (when present tense is overt), as in 
((4)b). Of importance here is that the vowel is contrastive between basic past and present, while 
there is not a functional morpheme that contrasts with ke or ya by only the vowel. 

2.2 Phonology 

Ibibio bans vowel hiatus across morpheme boundaries in natural speech. This is illustrated by the 
compound in (5) below: 
 

(5)   a. mbárá  ukut   ‘toenail’        Careful Speech  
     b. mbárúúkut    ‘toenail’        Natural Speech 
                                                
1 ((3)b) is preferred due to hiatus resolution, but is permitted in careful speech. 
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In cases such as compounds, where the choice of vowel is minimally important, the highest 
vowel is maintained and undergoes compensatory lengthening, as shown in ((5)b). This rule 
persists throughout the entire language, and has impacts which morphemes surface in particular 
environments. 

2.3 Argument markers and hiatus resolution 

Unlike the case with compounds in section 2.2, vowel height does not determine which argument 
marker surfaces. It is obligatory that at least the subject or object marker is overt, but when both 
markers are represented by vocalic morphemes, only one is allowed. In careful speech, hiatus is 
allowed between the tense marker and the subject/object marker, but not between an argument 
and object marker: 
 

(6)   a.   é-má   é-m-bùót       ákÁk 
        3PL-PST 3PL-1SG.OBJ-lend  money 
        ‘They lent me money.’ 
 
     b.   é-má   é-bùót  *(nyIn)   ákÁk 
        3PL-PST 3PL-lend  1PL.OBJ  money 
        ‘They lent us money.’ 
 
     c.  é-má   í-bùót       (nyIn)   ákÁk 
        3PL-PST 1PL.OBJ-lend  1PL.OBJ  money 
        ‘They lent us money.’ 
 
     d.?? é-má   é-í-bùót        (nyIn)   ákÁk 
        3PL-PST 3PL-1PL.OBJ-lend 1PL.OBJ  money 
        ‘They lent us money.’ 
 
((6)a) shows that 1SG objects may co-occur with vocalic subject markers without yielding 
ungrammaticality. ((6)b) shows that if the subject marker surfaces on the verb, the full object 
pronoun is required, ((6)c) shows that the object marker may surface and the full object pronoun 
is no longer required, while ((6)d) shows that two vocalic argument markers may not co-occur 
preverbally. 

3 Interactions between tense and agreement 

As mentioned above, in natural speech, the vowel hiatus between the tense and agreement 
markers in (6) are not allowed. In this section, I provide evidence that Ibibio determines which 
vowel may surface by the importance that the vowel carries with regard to morpho-syntax and 
semantics. As shown above, it appears that the phonology requires that only one vocalic 
argument marker surface, but there is no preference between subject and object unless the object 
is not represented by a full pronoun. The case with tense is slightly more complicated. 
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3.1 Simple past and simple present 

As mentioned in (4) the basic past and present (ma and me respectively) contrast only by the 
final vowel. As a result, the final vowel of the tense marker carries interpretive importance, and 
this fact is demonstrated by the way that vowel hiatus resolution applies: 
 

(7)   a.  è-má    è-kòp    ìkwÚ      Careful Speech 
    2PL-PST  2PL-hear  song 
    ‘You heard a song.’ 

 
     b.  è-máá   kòp  ìkwÚ         Natural Speech 

    2PL-PST  hear  song 
    ‘You heard a song.’ 

 
     c.?? è-mèè   kòp  ìkwÚ         Natural Speech 

    2PL-PST  hear  song 
    ‘You heard a song.’ 

 
The subject prefixes to the tense marker as usual, but in natural speech, vowel hiatus allows only 
one vowel to remain. The subject marker is recoverable because it occurs on the left edge of the 
tense marker, while the contrast between past and present depends on the final vowel of the tense 
morpheme. Therefore, ((7)b) is preferred to ((7)c) in order to make sure that all contrasts needed 
for interpretation are maintained.  

The facts are similar for the present tense, illustrated below: 
 

(8)   a.  à-mé   à/ì-kÁt            Underlying Representation 
    2sg-prs 2sg/1pl-see   
    ‘I like you.’ 

 
     b.  à-méé  kÁt  *(nyÍn)        Natural Speech 
        2SG-PRS see   1PL 
        ‘You see us.’ 
 
     c.?? à-mìì    kÁt             Natural Speech 
        2SG-PRS  see 
        ‘You see us.’ 
      
The data in (7) and (8) demonstrate that the vowel that is required for interpretation or the vowel 
whose meaning cannot be recovered elsewhere in the sentence is the one that may not be deleted. 
For instance, ((8)c) eliminates the vowel required to indicate past versus present, and therefore is 
only marginally acceptable.2  

                                                
2 This construction is marginally acceptable, but would most likely be interpreted as distant past according to my 
consultant. The same is true for (7c). 
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3.2 ke Past 

The past tense marker in focus contexts and wh-question contexts ke does not require the final 
vowel to be interpreted: 
 

(9)   a.  Ekpe  á-ké       ì-ngwáná   Careful Speech 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST.FOC 1PL-fight 
        ‘It was Ekpe who fought us.’ 
 
     b.  Ekpe  ákìì       ngwáná    Natural Speech 
        Ekpe  3SG-PST.FOC fight  
        ‘It was Ekpe that fought us.’    
 
The only possible interpretation is the same for ((9)a-b), despite losing the final vowel in ke. 
Because this vowel is not required for interpretation, it may be deleted and replaced by the 
following vowel without causing any problems for the speaker. 

3.3 Future 

The future tense morpheme ya is significantly different from the markers discussed above, and 
does not contrast with another functional morpheme (to my knowledge). Despite this fact, the 
vowel a may not be deleted: 
 

(10) a.  Ekpe  á-yá     á-ì-ngwáná       Underlying Representation  
        Ekpe  3SG-FUT  3SG-1PL-fight 
        ‘Ekpe will fight us.’ 
 
     b. * Ekpe  á-yìì      ngwáná       Natural Speech  
        Ekpe  3SG-FUT.1PL fight 
        ‘Ekpe will fight us.’    
 
     c.  Ekpe  á-yá-y-ì-ngwáná          Natural Speech 
        Ekpe  3SG-FUT-Y-1PL-fight  
        ‘Ekpe will fight us.’    
 
Because the final vowel is obligatory in the tense morpheme, a new solution is possible: glide 
insertion, as shown in ((10)c). Through glide insertion, it becomes possible to preserve both 
vowels while also resolving vowel hiatus. 

4 Conclusions 

The interpretive importance of all vowels plays an active role when determining how vowel 
hiatus is resolved. I have provided a case where the vowel in the tense morpheme is obligatory to 
maintain a contrast (simple past vs. present). Another case showed that the final vowel was not 
important and may be replaced by the argument marker without consequence (ke/focus past). In 
the final case, I showed that when the language absolutely needs to maintain both vowels, glide 
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insertion may be used. Careful testing of all morphemes and possible combinations needs to be 
done to completely account for the data shown above. In either case, the puzzle above shows that 
an interesting interaction between phonology, morpho-syntax, and semantics is at play when 
resolving vowel hiatus in Ibibio. 
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ADJECTIVAL AGREEMENT IN IBIBIO 

MAITE MARTINEZ-GARCIA 
maria.martinezgarcia@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum, and it is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers. Ibibio has been attested to show agreement between different elements of the sentence, 
as shown in (1). In this example, there is agreement between the subject, the proper name Ekpe 
and the marker á- that precedes the tense marker, but also between the pronoun mien and the 
1SG object marker m-. 
 

(1)   Ekpe  á-mé       m̀-m̀á       mien 
   Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PRS?    1SG.OBJ-like   1SG.OBJ 
  ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
A preliminary analysis of the language leads us to argue that Ibibio shows number agreement in 
adjectives, even when no overt plural marking is attested in the noun modified by the given 
adjective. In the remainder of this paper, different patterns of noun-adjective combinations will 
be discussed, with special emphasis on those showing number agreement. 

2 Adjectival Agreement 

Ibibio shows number agreement between the noun and the adjective, although plurality is only 
marked on the adjective, as exemplified in (1), and (2). 
 

(2) á-dúfá   à-fòng 
new.Sg   cloth.Sg 
‘new cloth’ 
 

(3) ń-dúfá   à-fòng 
Pl.-New cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 

 
The plural marker seems to be a nasal that may be prefixed to the adjective, as in (2), or that may 
be work as an independent word, as in (3) and (4), in which a different form of the adjective new 
is used. Notice that the example in (4) represents connected speech, while the example in (3) is a 
careful production of the same phrase. However, it is still not clear when one form is preferred 
over the other, or whether any attested difference between the two forms exists. 
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(4) m̀mè  úfá  áfòng 
Pl newSg  cloth.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 
 

(5) m̀m-úfá  áfòng 
Pl.-new cloth.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 
 

In Ibibio, agreement in adjective has also been observed between the predicate adjective and its 
subject, although this agreement seems to be optional, as observed in (5) and (6), while a plural 
adjective following a singular noun is ungrammatical, as exemplified in (7). Notice that this 
subject can be overt, but in most cases it will be dropped, and context will disambiguate among 
different options. 
 

(6) (Ómmó)  É-sÒng 
they  3pl.-old.Sg 
‘They are old.’ 
 

(7) (Ómmó)  É-sÒÒng 
they  3pl.-old.Pl 
‘They are old.’ 
 

(8) *(Ènyé) É-sÒÒng 
  he/she  3pl.-old.Pl 
  (Intended: ‘He/she are old.’) 
 

Notice that, at this point, three forms of plurality have been elicitated: a prefixed nasal, m̀mè, and 
lengthening of part of the adjective. More data is required in order to determine in which 
contexts each of the forms is used, and whether any difference between the three exists. 

Even though number agreement in adjectives has been elicitated in Ibibio, no other forms of 
agreement has been reported. For example, no gender agreement (neither grammatical nor of 
person) has been attested (as shown in (8), (9), and (10)). This is consistent with the fact that 
overt pronouns in Ibibio are genderless (e.g., the pronoun Ènyé could be interpreted either as he 
or she depending on the context). 
 

(9) (Ènyé)   ÉsÒng 
he/she  3Sg.-old.Sg. 
‘he is old’ or ‘she is old’ 
 

(10) ákán   Édèn 
old  man 
‘old man’ 
 
 
 

(11) ákán   ńgwán 
old  woman 
‘old woman’ 
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No evidence for other types of adjectival agreement have reported during elicitations (e.g., case 
agreement). A more detailed study of this paradigm would be necessary. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, I have shown that adjectival agreement exists in Ibibio, apparently, only for 
number agreement. This number agreement has been reported for adjective-noun combination, 
but also in predicate adjectives. However, more information is required in order to better 
understand the different forms of plurality attested in Ibibio. 
 Consistent with the neutral overt pronoun in the language, no gender agreement has been 
attested, and there is still no evidence of other potential sources of agreement. 
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TONAL CHANGE IN IBIBIO ADJECTIVAL PHRASES 
MAITE MARTINEZ-GARCIA 

maria.martinezgarcia@ku.edu 

1 Introduction 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum, and it is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers.  

A preliminary analysis of the language seems to suggest that Ibibio shows tonal changes in 
adjectival phrases. In the remainder of this paper, different patterns of adjective-noun 
combinations will be discussed, with special emphasis on those showing a different tonal pattern. 

2 Tonal changes in Ibibio 

Ibibio has the level tones low (L), and high (H), together with rising (LH) and falling (HL) tones. 
Both simple (L, H) and complex (LH, HL) tones are found in citation forms, as in (1), (2), (3), 
and (4) respectively. 
 

(1) dèp    Low tone (L) 
‘to rain’ 
 

(2) dép               High tone  (H) 
‘to buy’ 
 

(3) m̀frĕ    Rising (LH) 
‘brain’ 
 

(4) ídêm    Falling (HL) 
‘masquerade’ 

 
When these forms are combined into larger units, the language also shows tonal changes, when 
different elements are combined (e.g., compounds as in (6) or adjective-noun combinations as in 
(7), with respect to the citation form marked in (5)). 
 

(5) Ófòng / áfòng 
‘cloth’ 
 

(6) ákàm Èfòng 
‘tailor’ 
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(7) ádúfá   àfòng 
new.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new cloth’ 
 

The pattern seems to be consistent, in that it is the second element of the phrase the one that 
undergoes a tonal change, and it is always the tone of the first syllable the one that is lowered. 
Examples (8), (9), and (10) provide further evidence of this tonal change. 
 
 
 

(8) àfíá (àfíá)  àfòng 
white.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘white cloth’ 
 

(9) ùyàyá   àfòng 
beautiful.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘beautiful cloth’ 
 

(10) ákân    àfòng 
old.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘old cloth’ 
 

As of now, adjectives always appeared before the noun they modify. Another word order is also 
possible, as the adjective may be used after the noun it modifies. However, sometimes there is a 
change in meaning depending on whether the adjectives appears before or after the noun. This 
double ordering may be limited to adjectival phrases with a “negative” meaning, as those in (13) 
and (14). The examples (11) and (12) represent the citation forms of the nouns involved in this 
adjective-noun combinations. 
 

(11) ìnÓ 
‘thief’ 
 

(12) àkók 
‘money’ 
 

(13) ìnÓ   ákók    ADJ + Noun 
thief.NOM.Sg  money.NOM.Sg 
‘thief of money’ 
 

(14) àkók   ínÓ    Noun + ADJ 
money.NOM.Sg  thief.NOM.Sg 
‘money that was stolen’ 

 
Notice in the examples above, the tonal changes that both forms undergo. While in the 
combination of two forms to create a compound or an adjectival phrase, the second element 
always has two low tones (as in (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10)), or a high and a low tone (HL) (as in 
(15)), in this case we observe two high tones (HH). 
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(15) Ényén ímà  ‘loving eyes’ 
 

One possibility to explain this surprising tonal pattern could be the semantics of the adjectival 
phrase. However, at this point very little is known about this specific pattern. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, I have shown how Ibibio shows tonal changes when citation forms are combined 
into larger units. Several open questions remained to be answered in order to better understand 
these tonal changes: 
 

1. Does semantics explain the different tonal changes observed? 
2. Is the tonal pattern determined by the tone pattern in the left-hand element of the 

phrase? 
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1 Articles in Ibibio 

Before discussing in-depth the structure of Ibibio determiner phrases, it may be worthwhile to 
explain when, precisely, Ibibio even uses determiners and articles. As it turns out, Ibibio does not 
appear to have either definite or indefinite articles, as seen in examples (1) and (2): 
 

(1) éwá á-mà  á-n-dÒm 
dog 3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-bite 
‘a dog bit me’ 
 

(2) ḿ-mà   fèGé   éwá  (ádò) 
1SG-PST  run.away dog (that/the) 
‘I ran away from that/the dog.’ 

 
In (1), no indefinite determiner is used at all, instead leaving just the bare noun, and in (2), 

the definite determiner ádò appears to be the same word as a distal demonstrative adjective, used 
for entities not currently visibile in the context. As such I’ve glossed it as both in these examples. 
Additionally, the determiner/article in (2) is optional, potentially leaving the bare noun much like 
in (1). Typically context would fill in whether there was a specific dog or not involved in these 
altercations. 

2 Demonstratives 

There are three demonstratives in Ibibio, proximal, visible distal, and non-visible distal. They 
take a position after the noun they modify, as seen in the examples below: 
 

(3) éwá ámì 
dog this 
‘this dog’ 
 

(4) éwá Ókù 
dog that 
‘that (visible, distal) dog’ 
 

(5) éwá ádò 
dog that/the 
‘that (non-visible) dog’ 
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As seen in (3), ámì is the proximal demonstrative, Ókù in (4) is the demonstrative for distal 
nouns that are still visible, and ádò (not only in (5) but also in (2) above) is the demonstrative for 
distal noun that are not immediately visible, as well as serving as a definite determiner. 

Ibibio does not often use demonstratives as pronouns, apparently preferring to include the 
noun being discussed, but a demonstrative may modify an adjective, as in the comparison 
between (6) and (7): 

 
(6) ńg-kè  mÀm íyák ádò 

1SG-PST catch fish that/the 
‘I caught that (non-visible) fish.’ 
 

(7) ńg-kè  mÀm ènyé ádò 
1SG-PST catch 3SG   that/the 
‘I caught that (non-visible) one.’ 

 
(6) uses the noun íyák (‘fish’), while (7) replaces it with the third-person singular pronoun ènyé, 
but it appears that (6) is generally preferable to (7), even in contexts where a fish has already 
been established as the topic of conversation. 

3 Plurals 

There are no specific plural versions of the demonstratives, but take plural meaning along with 
the plural marking of the noun, as in examples (8)-(11): 

 
(8) m̀mè éwá 

PL     dog 
‘dogs’ 
 

(9) m̀mè éwá ámì 
PL dog this 
‘these dogs’ 
 

(10) m̀mè éwá  Ókù 
PL dog that 
‘those (visible, distal) dogs’ 
 

(11) m̀mè éwá  ádò 
PL dog that/the 
‘those (non-visible) dogs’ 

 
(8), similar to (1) above, where the bare noun may be used without any sort of determiner, may 
also be translated as ‘some dogs’. For the other examples, the demonstratives themselves remain 
unchanged from the singular to the plural forms, and only the addition of the plural marker m̀mè 
indicates any change in number. 

In other situations, even the plural marker can be left out when a quantifier is present that 
already indicates plurality: 
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(12) ḿ-mà   á-kÀt    (m̀mè)  úwàk   éwá 
  1SG-PST 1SG-see  (PL)   many   dog 
  ‘I saw many dogs’ 

 
As seeing many dogs would entail that there is a plurality of them, the plural marker in (12) is 
rendered optional, leaving the burden of plurality entirely on the quantifier úwàk. 

As already seen in the above examples, m̀mè appears on the left side of the determiner 
phrase, a position it holds even with the addition of adjectives, like in (13): 

 
(13) (m̀mè)  m̀-kpón éwá ámì 

  PL     PL-big  dog  this 
  ‘these big dogs’ 

 
Again, the plural marker is optional, this time due to plural marking that’s present on the 
adjective, but m̀mè in (13) is still on the left edge of the determiner phrase, even with the addition 
of the adjective. 

4 Quantifiers 

While the demonstratives discussed above tend to appear on the right side of their modifying 
noun, quantifiers usually appear before it, as seen in example (12), repeated below: 
 

(12) ḿ-mà      á-kÀt     (m̀mè) úwàk   éwá 
  1SG-PST  1SG-see  (PL)   many   dog 
  ‘I saw many dogs.’ 

 
In fact, quantifiers appear to occupy the same position as adjectives do, like in (13) (also 
repeated): 
 

(13) (m̀mè)  m̀-kpón  éwá  ámì 
  PL     PL-big   dog   this 
  ‘these big dogs’ 

 
Unfortunately there is no data yet with both quantifiers of this sort and adjectives. There are, 

however, other similarities between quantifiers and adjectives that would bear investigation. 
First, both adjectives and quantifiers may be reduplicated for intensification, as seen in (14) and 
(15): 

 
(14) ìmÁk ìmÁk ǹgwÉt 

  short   short   book 
  ‘SHORT book’ 
 

(15) ḿ-mà  á-díà  ùwák ùwák sÓkÓdÓ 
  1SG-PST 1SG-eat many many orange 
  ‘I ate many oranges.’ 
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The complete reduplication of the adjective and quantifier in (14) and (15) differs significantly 
from reduplication of verbs for emphasis, as in (16): 
 

(16) Ǎkùn á-ké dé-dép ǹgwÉt í-kí nyà(m)-mányâm 
  Akun 3SG-PST buy.RED book 3SG.NEG-PST-sell.RED 
  ‘Akun BOUGHT a book, she didn’t sell it.’ 

 
On a verb, such as in (16), there is only partial reduplication of the verb dép (‘sell’), while the 
adjective and quantifier of (14) and (15) are both completely reduplicated. 

Another similarity between the behavior of quantifiers and adjectives is the presence of 
parallel verbs, illustrated below: 

 
(17) áfÒng á-dò   á-dèngngé 

  cloth   3SG-be 3SG-wet 
  ‘The cloth is wet.’ 
 

(18) ńdèdèng áfÒng ámì 
  wet  cloth this 
  ‘this wet cloth’ 
 

(19) èkpÓk nyÌn  é-wák 
  family our 3SG-be.many 
  ‘Our family is many.’ 
 

(20) úwák éwá 
  many dog 
  ‘many dogs’ 

 
From (17) to (18) there are various changes occurring, but one can still see the (possible) verb 
root dèng in both examples. There’s particularly curious reduplication happening at the very least 
in (18), for reasons I’m not at all sure of. In (19) and (20), however, there is a similar movement 
occurring for wák (‘be many’); the verb/copular construction moves from the right side to the 
left, where it acts as an adjective or quantifier. I have not yet found any other verb quantifier 
pairs like wák/úwák, but this avenue could be a fruitful one to investigate. 
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1 Types of Reduplication 

Reduplication in Ibibio serves multiple purposes, and also takes different forms based not only 
syllable structure, but also category. Reduplication appears in both full and partial varieties with 
verbs, while the other categories apparently are limited to full reduplication. 

2 Reduplication in Verbs 

Verbs present with a variety of reduplicative processes, with both full and partial reduplication 
possible, depending on the construction. Contrastive reduplication could be characterized as 
partial, as in example (1) below: 
 

(1) á-ké   á-díÒdíÒngÓ,  í-kí  frè-ké-frê 
3SG-PST 3SG-know.RED 3SG-PST forget-NEG-forget 
‘she KNEW it, she hadn’t forgotten it’  

 
In (1), díÒngÓ is not completely reduplicated, rather only the first the syllable is copied and 
placed on the beginning of the word. Also visible in (1) is reduplication in the negative form of a 
verb, in which the segmentals of the word are completely reduplicated and placed on either side 
of the negative affix (in (1), -ké). However, various tonal changes may take place, evidenced by 
the two different tones present on fre in (1). 

Essien (1990) has already noted the effects of reduplication on tones and vowel quality, 
observing that the vowels [ɨ], ["] and [ʌ] tend to change quality before undergoing the vowel 
lengthening like the rest, illustrated by the following examples: 
 

(2) a.  dí   ‘come’ 
b.  dìídí   ‘come.RED’ 
 

(3) a. nÍm   ‘swim’ 
b.  nèénÍm ‘swim.RED’ 
 

In contrast to [i] in (2), [ɨ] in example (3) changes to [e] before lengthening in the reduplicated 
form. Essien (1990) has already treated with these and many other forms of verbal reduplication, 
so I will not deal with them further here. 
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3 Reduplication of non-verbs 

Quantifiers, adjectives, demonstratives, and adverbs all present with full, rather than partial, 
reduplication. The precise mechanics vary from situation to situation, but it appears that they are 
usually limited to full reduplication by virtue of them all being vowel-initial words. 

3.1 Quantifiers 

Quantifiers consistently present with full reduplication, and do not appear to allow for any 
deletion in their forms, as in the examples below: 
 

(4) a.  ùwák édésì 
  much rice 
  ‘much rice’ 
 
b.  ùwáGùwák édésì 
  much.RED  rice 
  ‘very much rice’ 
 

(5) a.  àfÍt  édésì 
  all rice 
  ‘all of the rice’ 
 
b. àfÍdèfÍt  édésì 
  all.RED rice 
  ‘absolutely all of the rice’ 

 
The (a) forms in the examples above have the root, unreduplicated form, while the (b) forms 
contain the reduplication. ùwák shows very little change from its original form, demonstrating no 
changes in tone or vowel, only spirantization on the velar that is placed in intervocalic position in 
a compound. In (5) àfÍt presents with flapping of its [t], for the same reasons as the spirantization 
in (4), but there is also a vowel change, most likely for reasons of vowel harmony. 

Some numerals, as well, can be reduplicated, which most remarkably appears in examples 
such as (6): 
 

(6)  àfÍt  émmÔ  kèèdékèt  é-mà  é-nèk  únèk 
 all they one.RED 3PL-PST 3PL-dance dance 
 ‘each one of them danced (a dance)’ 

 
Kèt (‘one’) experiences vowel lengthening when it’s reduplicated, but in contrast to the verbs 
seen above, there is no deletion of the final consonant. Rather, a vowel is inserted between the 
duplicate and the root. A similar process happens with the numeral ten, as in (7): 
 

(7) a.  dùÓp 
  ten 
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b.  dùÓBÓdùÓp 
  ten.RED  
  ‘tens’ 

 
It appears, then, that the vowel inserted between these reduplicatives is determined by vowel 
harmony, or simply copied straight from the last vowel of the root form. This strategy for 
avoiding the consonant clusters created by reduplication differs from that used in verbs. Compare 
the reduplication of dùÓp in (7) to that of bùÓt (‘borrow’) in (8): 
 

(8) a.  á-ké  bÒÓbúÒt 
  3SG-PST borrow. RED 
  ‘she BORROWED it’ 
 
b.  í-ké   í-bùÓt-tÓ-búÒt 
  3SG-PST 3SG-borrow-NEG-borrow 
  ‘she didn’t borrow it’ 

 
bùÓt, in (8a), undergoes various changes from its original to its contrastive form, including 
deletion of the final consonant and a vowel change from a diphthong to a single long vowel. 
Neither of these take place in dùÓp above, where there’s spirantization rather than deletion, and 
no change in either tone or vowel quality. The focused negative of bùÓt is also reduplicated, and 
as discussed above the negative affix is reduplicated from the root verb. The resulting 
gemination of the final consonant of the root seems to prevent the spirantization that occurs for 
dùÓp in (7). 

3.2 Demonstratives 

Vowel insertion also occurs with the emphatic (and reduplicated) forms of the demonstratives: 
 

(9) a. ámì  ‘this’ 
 
b. ámìngímmì 
    this.RED 
    ‘this particular one’ 
 

(10) a. Ókò ‘that’ 
 
  b. ÓkÒngÓngkÒ 
      that.RED 
      ‘that particular (visible) one’ 
 

(11) a.  ádÒ    ‘the/that’ 
 
  b. ádÒngÓndÒ 
      the/that.RED 
      ‘that particular (not visible) one’ 
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The (a) forms of (9)-(11) provide the usual demonstratives, while the (b) forms show a rarely-
used archaic version. It appears that these forms are made from taking the root form, 
reduplicating the last two sounds, and then separating the root and reduplicate by a the sequence 
of a velar nasal, a harmonizing vowel, and another nasal that assimilates to the following sound. 
This particular process of reduplication does not appear to be productive, as these are the only 
forms that use anything like it. 

3.3 Adjectives and Adverbs 

Reduplication is also one of several processes used to derive various adjectives and adverbs from 
other forms: 
 

(12) a.  dàt    ‘BE.RIPE’ 
  b.  ídà-ídàt   ‘red’ 

 
The reduplication in (12b) is mandatory, as well as the addition of the initial vowel, to derive the 
adjective ‘red’ from the verb ‘be ripe’. Here there is deletion of the final consonant of the word, 
but there does not appear to be any vowel lengthening, as typically occurs with reduplicated 
verbs. 

Adverbs may also be derived by reduplication, illustrated in (13): 
 

(13) a.  ìtÓk 
   race 
   ‘a race’ 
 
  b. ìtÓk ìtÓk 
   race.RED 
   ‘hurriedly’ 

 
Here, full reduplication derives an adverb from a nominal form. 
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1 Introduction 

Intonation often uses pitch over a phrase or a whole sentence to perform syntactic/semantic 
function (Ladd, 1996). For instance, in English, interrogative sentences are distinguished from 
declarative sentences by intonation pattern. While interrogative sentences, yes-no questions, 
more specially, have rising intonation, declarative sentences have falling intonation. The squib 
reports some intonation patterns found in Ibibio interrogative sentences.  

2 Rising intonation in yes-no questions 

A rising intonation distinguishes yes-no questions from statements in Ibibio. 
 

(1) (ànyé)  á- mǎ      wèt   ǹgwèt 
      He     3sg past  write book                         
 ‘He wrote a book.’ 

 
(2) ń̩tè  (ànyé)  á-mǎ      wèt   ǹgwèt                                 
 Q    He     3sg past write book                         
 ‘Did he write a book?’ 

 
(3) (ànyé)  ámǎ    wét   ǹgwét 
 He     3sg past write book                                                              
 ‘Did he write a book?’ 

 
There are two ways to ask yes-no question in (1) and (2). In (1), a question particle, ń̩tè, was 
used. In (3), no particle is used, but high pitch, as well as rising intonation, is found in (3). This is 
why the low tones in wèt ‘write’ and ǹgwèt ‘book’ in (2) become high tones in (3).   
 Although the rising intonation could distinguish yes-no questions from statements in Ibibio, 
the speakers do not ordinarily make a distinction between a yes-no question and a statement 
intonationally unless the speakers are not quite understood by the listeners or they are emotional 
or emphatic (Essien 1990:156). I am very curious how common the rising intonation is used in 
yes-no questions, and whether a similar pattern is found in other question types (e.g., wh-
questions) in Ibibio.  

3 Falling intonation in wh-questions 

Normally, wh-questions do not differ from statements in terms of intonation. But an intonation 
pattern, falling tone, is found in some wh-questions as follows:  
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(4) ǹsǒ    ìdó  ǹták    Akon   á-ké       wèt-té ngwèt 
What is  reason Akon  3sg-Past write  book 

      ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
 

(5) ǹták   Akon  a-ké       wèt-té ngwèt ê 
reason Akon  3sg-Past write  book   e                         

  ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
 
There are two ways to ask the adjunct questions like in (4) and (5). While the full version of wh-
words are used in (4), a falling intonation is used in (5).  
 In (5), a vowel e appears at the end of the sentence. If nso ido 'what is' in (4) is removed, a 
high falling tone is used to replace them in (5). Since the tone needs a carrier element, a vowel is 
used as a tone anchor. Due to vowel harmony process, e is used as a tone anchor in (5).  
 Essien (1990:160) mentioned this falling intonation pattern. It’s not clear if the intonation 
pattern applies to argument wh-questions (i.e. ‘what’ and ‘who’) and other adjunct wh-questions  
(i.e. ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘how’). 
 The above data provides evidence to support the uniqueness of 'why' questions, which is not 
uncommon in west-African languages. Kandybowicz and Torrence (2013) found that 'why' 
questions are different from other adjunct wh-questions in other western African languages such 
as Krachi, Bono, Wasa and Asante Twi as well.   
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1 Introduction 

Wh-words not only take argument position (i.e. subject and object), but also take non-argument 
positions. Those non-argument wh-questions are called adjunct wh-questions. Some wh-words 
like ‘when’, ‘where’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ are adjunct wh-words, as they don’t originate from 
argument positions. In this squib, we focus on adjunct wh-questions in Ibibio involving ‘how’ 
and ‘why’.  

1.1 ‘How’ 

1.1.1 Manner 

In Ibibio, not only argument wh-questions but also adjunct wh-questions (e.g. dìé 'how') move 
wh-word to the left-periphery in (2a) or have it stay in-situ (2b). The following questions ask the 
manners of the action, and (3) could be a possible answer to the question.  In the questions, wh-
word dìé ‘how’ is used.  
 

(1) Akon á-ké                   á-wèt    ngwèt uÀkusÀk 
     Akon 3SG PST.FOC  3SG-write book  slowly                       
      ‘Akon wrote a book slowly.’ 
 
(2) a. Dìé  ké         Akon a- ́ké                   á-wèt        ngwèt                                 
        How COMP Akon 3SG-PST.FOC  3SG-write book                       
         ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 
      b. Akon  á-ké                   á-wèt         ngwèt  dìé                                 
         Akon 3SG PST.FOC  3SG-write  book   how                    
         ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 
(3) uÀkusÀk  ‘slowly’ 

1.1.2 Instrument 

When asking about manner, dìé is used in (2). However, when asking about instrument, another 
stranding wh-expression ké ǹsǒ ‘with what’ is used in (5).  (4) could be an answer to the question.  
 

(4) Akon á-ké                      á-wèt        ngwèt  ké    pen 
     Akon 3SG PST.FOC     3SG-write  book   with pen                      
      ‘Akon wrote a book with a pen.’ 
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(5) ké     ǹsǒ     ké        Akon  á-ké                   á-wèt         ngwèt?    
 with  what  COMP  Akon  3SG PST.FOC 3SG-write book  
  ‘What did Akon write a book with?' 

 
The observation sheds light on Ibibio wh-questions, unlike in English, different wh-words are 
used to ask manner and instrument, which is not uncommon cross-linguistically.  

1.2 ‘Why’  

(6) a. Nsŏ   í-dó     nták      Akon  á-ké                   (á)-wèt-té    ngwèt? 
          What SG-is  reason Akon  3SG-PST.FOC  write-FOC  book     
          'Why did Akon write a book?' 
 
      b.  Akon í-ké                      í-wèt-té           ngwèt  nsŏ   ídó       nták?                                  
           Akon SG-PST.FPC      SG-write-FOC book     what SG-is  reason   
           ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
 
(7) *Akon á-ké  á-wèt-té ngwèt nsŏ ídó nták? 
           
(8) Nták   Akon  á-ké                    (á)-wèt-té   ngwèt  ê?                                     
 reason  Akon  3SG-PST.FOC  write-FOC  book    Q 
 ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 

 
In (6), the i-marker rather than third person marker is used, which is grammatical. It appears that 
anti-agreement happens again. However, (7) is ungrammatical, although the tense marker and the 
verb agree with the subject. It appears that the anti-agreement effect in Baker (2008) occurs 
again in (6b).   

In (8), a vowel e appears at the end of the sentence. If nso ido 'what is' in (6) is removed, a 
high falling tone is used to replace them in (8). Since the tone needs a carrier element, a vowel is 
used as a tone anchor. Due to vowel harmony process, e is used as a tone anchor. Essien (1990, p. 
160) mentioned this falling intonation pattern. The formation pattern appears not to apply to 
argument wh-questions (i.e., ‘what’ and ‘who’) and other adjunct wh-questions  
(i.e., ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘how’). The unique way of question formation distinguishes wh-
questions of ‘why’ from others.   

The uniqueness of ‘why’ questions is also found in other western African languages such as 
Krachi, Bono etc. (Kandybowicz & Torrence, to appear). 
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1 Introduction 

Of the productive sounds prevalent in Ibibio, the voiced velar fricative [ɣ] (henceforth to be 
denoted as ‘G’) was originally thought to be an allophone of [k]/[g]. However, further 
investigation demonstrates that the fricative indeed is a phoneme in Ibibio. The present study 
seeks to justify this claim. 

2 [ɣ] as an allophone 

When in word-final position, stop consonants in Ibibio, [p], [t], and [k], have all been found to be 
unreleased. Data exhibiting this feature are shown in the following: 

 
(1)  [ìdÁp ̚ ]  ‘stomach’ 
(2)  [akup ̚ ]  ‘navel’ 
(3)  [kop ̚ ]   ‘to hear; understand’ 
(4)  [wÈt ̚ ]  ‘to write’ 
(5)  [m̀bÉt ̚ ]  ‘law’ 
(6)  [ukIt ̚ ]  ‘leg’ 
(7)  [etok ̚ ]  ‘small’ 
(8)  [àsàk ̚ ]  ‘main’ 
(9)  [èfÁk ̚ ]  ‘appendix’ 

 
In natural speech, Ibibio phonology calls for spirantization, that is, changing the manner of 
articulation and voicing from [-continuant, -sonorant] to [+continuant, +sonorant] when the stop 
consonant precedes a word beginning with a vowel. Therefore, each voiceless stop changes to 
the voiced fricative at each place of articulation. [p] is realized as [β], [t] is realized as [ɾ], and [k] 
is realized as [ɣ]. It is worth noting that there remains a possibility that the language exhibits 
word final devoicing, therefore making the underlying phonemes all voiced stops, however it is 
unclear at this point whether the language exhibits this phonological rule. Because it is unclear 
whether the underlying phoneme is voiced or voiceless, the present study will just take the 
surface form (voiceless stops) to be the phoneme and will refer to them as such. As the study 
focuses on the velar place of articulation, examples of spirantization of [k] are: 
 

(10) [etoGojen] 
  /etok + ayen/ 
  ‘small child’ 

 
(11) [àsàGúsòng] 
  /àsàk + úsóng/ 
  ‘main door’ 
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(12) [èfÁGékà] 
  /èfÁk + èkà/ 
  ‘mother’s appendix’ 

 
 From these examples, it is clear that the voiced velar fricative is an allophone of [k], being 
triggered by being in word-final position when the following word begins with a vowel. 

3 [ɣ] as a phoneme 

Upon further examination of Ibibio, there are instances of the velar fricative that are not in the 
phonetic environment determined in section 2. Data in which the fricative occurs within a word 
have been elicited, providing support that, while [ɣ] is an allophone of [k], it also has phonemic 
status.  
 There have been a few instances of the fricative occurring as plural forms of verbs, as shown 
below: 

 
(13) a. [beke]  ‘to fall (sing)’      b. [beGe]  ‘to fall (plural)’ 
(14) a. [wak ̚ ]  ‘to be plenty (sing)’  b. [waGa]  ‘to be plenty (plural)’ 

 
While the lexical meaning is similar, there is a definite marking of number that the fricative 
contributes to the verbs’ meanings. Another verb that contains the fricative has nothing to do 
with plurality at all: 

 
(15) nsAk             ḿ-fÈGè 
  prs-continuous 1sg.run 
  ‘I am running now.’ 

 
The infinitival form for ‘to run’ is [fÈGè]. Here is a definitive example that the fricative is 
productive within a word that is not realized as a combination of two words (/fEk + e/). 
 The Ibibio word for ‘time’, [ìdáGá], is another example of the fricatives production as a 
phoneme. [ìdáGá] actually means ‘standing; position’ and is derived from the verb ‘to stand’- 
[dá]. The suffix is not underlyingly a [k], as there are other forms (specifically, negative 
constructions) that show [k] on the surface when suffixed to the verb. Therefore, spirantization 
has not occurred: 

 
(16) ng̀̀́-ki     dÁppé-ke   ètòGóyèn 
  1sg-PT lift.neg        child 
   ‘I did not lift a child.’ 

 
Examples of the voiced velar fricative are shown in negating sentences, as in the following 
examples: 

 
(17) anye i-do-Go      inuwEn 
  He    3sg.be.neg bird 
  ‘He is not a bird.’ 
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(18) ḿmà     a-diya    sokodo 
  3sg.PT  3sg.eat  orange 
  ‘I ate an orange.’ 

 
(19) ńkè       i-diya-Ga    sokodo 
  1sg.PT  3sg.eat.neg   orange 
  ‘I did not eat an orange.’ 

 
To form a negative, it seems that there is a suffixal CV that is attached to the verb. The final 
vowel is determined by vowel harmony, which explains why [o] is used in (17) while [a] is 
found in (19).  
 Other words that include the fricative are found in data such as: 
 

(20) [usOGO]  ‘some’ 
(21) [amuGo]  ‘shorter’ 
(22) [adiyaGa]  Ibibio name, used for the first female child 

 
Based on these findings, it is clear that the voiced velar fricative provides distinctive meaning 
when it comes to marking plural verbs, negation, and within word production. While originally 
conceived as only being an allophone of [k] when in word-final position preceding a vowel 
initial word, the data presented here supports the notion that the fricative is indeed a phoneme in 
Ibibio. 
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1 Introduction 

The construction of possession, according to Heine (2001), may not only invoke different 
structure and order, but is also capable of encoding information related to the possessor or 
possessee. In examining Ibibio, certain distinctions are made in both possessive noun phrases 
(NPs) as well as possessive clauses. Specifically, certain kinship terms are inherently possessive 
(NPs), a couple possessive pronouns make use of a genitive marker, and use of the verb ‘to have’ 
is strictly limited to ownership and possessable items. 

2 Possessive NPs 

2.1 Possessive pronouns 

Some possessive pronouns attach what seems to be a genitive marker before the pronoun to 
indicate possession. These pronouns include the 1st person and 2nd person singular pronouns. 
These, along with the other possessive pronouns in Ibibio, are represented in Table 1: 

 
 Pronoun Poss. Pron  Pronoun Poss. Pron 

1st sg. àmì m̀-mì 1st pl. nnyÌn nnyÌn 
2nd sg. àfò m̀-fò 2nd pl. ǹdùfò ǹdùfò 
3rd sg. ènyé ómò 3rd pl. òmmò òmmò 

Table 1. Pronouns and Possessive Pronouns in Ibibio 
 

Cases of 1st and 2nd person singular in non-possessive constructions are represented with the 
prefix [a-], whereas in possessive constructions the [a-] is dropped and a nasal is attached. This 
nasal changes the meaning from being a pronoun (I, you) to a possessive pronoun (my, your). 
The possessive pronouns for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person plural show no difference between pronoun 
and possessive pronoun. The only major contrast lies in the 3rd person singular, which uses a 
seemingly unrelated form.  

2.1.1 Possessive features 

Features that are capable of being distinctive in possessive constructions include the following: 
 

1. (un)possessable objects 
2. (in)alienable objects (object is (non)transferrable or (non)terminable) 
3. (non)inherent possession (object is (not) naturally an attribute of a person) 
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4. (in)animacy of possessor/possessee 
5. mass/count nouns 

 
Out of these features, possessive NPs in Ibibio distinguish inherent possession for kinship terms. 
Inherent possessives may also include body parts, but Ibibio does not demonstrate them as being 
inherently possessive. Examples of possessives relating to these features are shown below: 
 

(1) a.  ngwÈt m̀-mì                 e. nyAn ángwà 
   book    GEN-1sg                 DIM   cat 
   ‘my book’                     ‘cat’s kittens’ 

 
 b.  ekpuk   òmò                  f.  ng̀kóG étù 
   family his/her                  branch tree 
   ‘his/her family’                 ‘tree’s branch’ 
 
 c.  étò   m̀-fò     á-kÒt             g. úsÁng  úfÒk 
   tree GEN-2sg 3sg.grow             door  house 
   ‘Your tree grows.’               ‘house’s door’ 
 
 d.  ngkám   ángwà 
   whisker  cat 
   ‘cat’s whiskers’ 

 
(2) a.  áyÌn èkà    ‘sibling’ (Lit, ‘mother’s child’) 
 b.  èkà èkà     ‘maternal grandmother’  (Lit, ‘mother’s mother’) 
 c.  éyèn èkà èkà ‘aunt/uncle/mother’s sibling’ (Lit, ‘mother’s mother’s child’) 

 
From this set, we can see that the possessor follows the possessee in terms of word order. 

There is also no overt marker that indicates possession (with the exception of possessive 
pronouns in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person singular), therefore it is only the word order that demonstrates 
a possessive construction. Furthermore, in data set (2), it is evident that kinship terms are 
inherently possessive, as terms for ‘sibling’, ‘grandmother’, and ‘aunt/uncle’ are naturally 
possessed.  

Ibibio demonstrates that pronouns in object position-with the exception of 3rd person singular 
and plural- are droppable, such as in the structure ‘Subj. hit ____’: 

 
(3) a. Ekpe á-mà á-ḿ-mija (mien) 
      b. Ekpe á-mà ú-mija (fien) 
 c. (àmì) ḿ-mà mija *(ÒmmÒ) 
 d. (àmì) ḿ-mà í-mija (ǹdùfò) 

 
Possessive pronouns in object possession exhibit the same ability to drop, as demonstrated below: 

 
(4) a.  ámà á-ń-tó èdèm   ‘he hit my back’ 
    b.  ámà útó èdèm    ‘he hit your(sg) back’ 
 c.  ámà ító èdèm     ‘he hit your(pl)/their backs” -ambiguous 
 d. *ámà étóóng èdèm ‘he hit(pl) their backs’ 
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The ability of the pronouns to drop in these cases is due to the presence of an object marker on 
the verb. The meaning in (4c) is ambiguous between ‘your-pl’ and ‘their’. In these cases, the 
possessive pronouns may be used to disambiguate the meaning. 

3 Possessive clauses 

3.1 Predicative expressions 

When expressing possession following a copula, two forms arise: 
 

(5) a.  ngwÈt ámì odo ake/eke m̀-mì ‘this book is mine/my own’ 
 b. ngwÈt   á-do        á-m̀-mì 
   book    3sg.be   3sg.GEN.1sg 
   ‘book is mine’ 

 
Agreement occurs in (5b) from the possessed item that is then prefixed on the possessive 
pronoun. Use of ake/eke mmi in (5a), compared to just mmi, is the difference in saying ‘mine’ 
versus ‘my’, respectively. ‘mine’ in itself is a possessive construction, in which ake/eke is 
equivalent to ‘own’. This phrase is perceived differently when in subject position- when put into 
subject position plus a verb, the speaker expects the sentence to be a comparative. Examples 
demonstrating this are in the following: 

 
(6) a. úfOk m̀-mì á-kpun    ‘My own house is big’ 
 b. úfOk eke m̀-mì á-kpun  ‘My own house is big’ 
 c. úfOk (ake) m̀-mì á-kpun ngko/akOrO  ‘My own house is big also’ 
 d. úfOk    (eke) m̀-mì      á-kpun     á-kan       úfOk (eke)  m̀-fò   
   house   own GEN-1sg  3sg-big  3sg-supass  house own GEN.2sg     
   ‘My house is bigger than yours(sg).’ 

3.1.1 Possessive Verb ‘have’ 

The verb níé ‘have’ in Ibibio is strictly limited to ownership; when a third party has an object 
that belongs to another person, use of níé is ungrammatical. Furthermore, there is a distinction 
when saying that a subject has an unpossessable object-again, use of níé is unacceptable. We see 
this in the data below: 

 
(7) a. ḿ-me    kOB  inEm esIt  
   1sg.PR  hear   something.appealing.to.heart 
   ‘I have happiness.’ 
 
      b. étó   da        ke     bOt  
      tree  stand    prep   hill  
  ‘tree’s location is on the hill’ 
 
      c. ùfàn    m̀-mì  á-kàmà     kè   ngwÈt ekpe     á-mà    á-dì           wO 
    friend  my      3sg.hold    C    book    Ekpe   3sg.PT  3sg.come  arrive 
    ‘My friend that has Ekpe’s book arrived’ 
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Possession in questions 

Questions do not have any effect on possessive constructions; the phrases do not exhibit any 
other kind of morphosyntactic properties, nor do they deviate from non-possessive questions. 
Data showing possessives in questions are as follows (variations for some questions are also 
shown): 

 
(8) a.  anie í-kàmà ngwÈt m̀-mì      ‘Who has my book?’ 

b.  ngwÈt m̀-mì anie í-kàmà      ‘Who has my book?’ 
      c.  anie í-yÉm ítÈm m̀-mì        ‘Who wants my advice?’ 
      d.  Ekpe á-yÉm ítèm m̀-mì       ‘Ekpe wants my advice’ 
      e.  Ekpe á-yÉm ítèm á-ń-tó (mien)  ‘Ekpe wants advice from me’ 
      f.  nsǒ ke ùfàn m̀-mì á-nam       ‘What is my friend doing?’ 
    g.  ùfàn m̀-mì á-nam (n)sǒ       ‘What is my friend doing?’ 
      h. nsǒ í-do (eke) m̀-mì          ‘What is mine?’ 
    i.  nsǒ í-do á-m̀-mì            ‘What is mine?’ 
 
 j.   ngwÈt Ekpe    á-bà         ke   m̀mǑ  
      book    Ekpe   3sg-exist  at   where 
   ‘Where is Ekpe’s book?’      
 
 k.  ngwÈt Ekpe    á-bà          mǑ 
    book   Ekpe   3sg-exist   where 
   ‘Where is Ekpe’s book?’ 

 
As shown, questions in relation to possessive constructions are no different than declaratives.  

4 Conclusion 

From the data presented, Ibibio indicates possession by following the possessed item/person with 
the possessor. Only kinship terms are found to have inherent possession, and unpossessable 
objects are constructed differently than possessable objects. We saw that not only do qualities of 
the possessed item play a role, but that possessive pronouns in object position, depending on 
which person is used, are capable of creating a change in the surface structure as to the use of 
object markers on the verb. There is also a clear distinction compared to English when it comes 
to verbal ownership (being temporary or permanent, as in [7c]). As demonstrated, Ibibio does not 
utilize possessive constructions when dealing with unpossessable objects as well as when 
temporarily having an item. True ownership plays a role in the language that in turn dictates 
which type of verb is used.  
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1 Introduction 

This paper focuses on the predicate nominals in Ibibio. A predicate nominal will be considered 
any noun phrase that is the main predicate of a sentence. The subject and the predicate nominal 
are connected by a verb. In general, the predicate nominals locate after the subject and the verb, 
just like English. We will first present the agreement between the copula and the predicate 
nominal in present tense, in both declaration and negation. Different other tenses will then be 
presented, including past, past perfect tense and progressive tense. At the end, some order 
switching data will be provided. The examples used here are ‘teacher’ and ‘orange’. There are 
two ways of saying ‘teacher’ without any meaning differences, ákpéép ńgwèt and àndíkpéép 
(ńgwèt); we will use ákpéép ńgwèt in the following discussion. 

2 Agreement 

The agreement between the verb and the predicate nominal is realized before the verb. In this 
part, we will only discuss about present tense. 

First, if the subject is the first person singular and plural, the declarative and negative 
sentences are listed in (1) - (4). In (1) and (2), it shows clearly that there is no difference in the 
predictor nominals in either declarative or negative sentence. Ibibio does not have determiner ‘a’ 
for the nouns. In (3) and (4), we can see that Ibibio uses m̀mè as the prefix to indicate the plural 
forms of ákpéép ńgwèt. In (2) Gó, and in (4) ké, are reduplications of the copula, indicating the 
negative meaning, but how the reduplication works are not quite clear at this point. 

 
(1)  (àmí)    ń          dó      ákpéép ńgwèt 

(I)       1st Sg.    be     teacher 
‘I am a teacher’ 
 

(2) (àmí)      ń       dó  Gó     ákpéép ńgwèt 
(I)       1st Sg.   be  Neg.    teacher 
‘I am not a teacher’ 
 

(3) ǹnyìn ì            dò  m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
We     1st Pl.    be   teachers 
‘We are teachers’ 
 

(4) ǹnyìn í          dóngngó     ké         m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
We     1st Pl.  be (Pl.)       Neg.        teachers 
‘We are not teachers’ 
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Second, the second person singular and plural examples are listed in (5) – (8). We are not 
clear about what part the kù represents in (6). Again, m̀mè is the prefix to represent the plural 
forms of ákpéép ńgwèt. 

 
(5) àfù            à           dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 

You(Sg.)  2nd Sg.   be    teacher 
‘You(Sg.) are a teacher’ 
 

(6) àfù            ù          kù  dó   Gó    ákpéép ńgwèt 
You(Sg.)  2nd Sg.        be   Neg.   teacher 
‘You(Sg.) are not a teacher’ 
 

(7) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù     è           dò   m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
You(Pl.)           2nd Sg.   be      teachers 
‘You(Pl.) are teachers’ 
 

(8) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù      ì           dó   Gó     m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
You(Pl.)            2nd Sg.   be   Neg.      teachers 
‘You(Pl.) are not teachers’ 
 

Third, the third person singular and plural forms are listed in (9) – (12). As we can see, the 
agreement of the predictor nominals is realized before the copula.  
  

(9) è/ànyé  á            dô  ákpéép ńgwèt 
(He)     3rd Sg.    be   teacher 
‘He is a teacher’ 
 

(10) è/ànyé      í          dó      Gó    ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (He)      3rd Sg.    be       Neg. teacher 

‘He is not a teacher’ 
 
(11) ÒmmÔ      é          dô m̀mè ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (They)      3rd Pl.   be    teachers 
  ‘They are teachers’ 
 
(12) ÒmmÔ      í          dó    Gó     m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
   (They)      3rd Pl.  be    Neg.      teachers 
  ‘They are not teachers’ 

3 Tense 

In this section, we will discuss about how tense is realized along with the predicate nominals. We 
will use only first person singular as the examples here. First, past tense sentence is listed in (13), 
(14), past perfect tense in (15) – (17), and progressive tense in (18), (19). 
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 (13) (àmí) ḿ           mà        á        dó   (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  be      teacher 
   ‘I was a teacher’ 
 
(14) (àmí)    ń          ké          dò (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense(?)  be     teacher 
   ‘I was a teacher’ 
 
(15) (àmí)   ḿ           mà    á         sè         ń        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense  1st Sg.Tense   1st Sg.  be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher’ 
 
(16) (àmí) ḿ            mà      á           sì        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  Tense   be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher’ 
 
(17) (àmí) ḿ           mà         á         késì         dò ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  Tense(?)   be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher’ 
 
(18) ń           díjà  sókórò 
   1st Sg.   eat   orange 
   ‘I am eating an orange (oranges)’ 
 
(19) ń          sÀk     ń           díjà  sókórò 
  1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  eat    orange 
  ‘I am eating an orange (oranges)’ 

  
As we can see, there are two ways to say ‘I was a teacher’, the differences are in (13) it uses 

ḿmà ádó, and in (14), it uses ńkédò. In (15) – (17), there are also three ways to say ‘I had been a 
teacher’, and the different tense + verb structures are (15) ḿmà ásè ńdò, (16) ḿmà ásìdò and (17) 
ḿmà ákésìdò. The ké may be an aspect, but the clear function is not known from the data. No 
matter how the tenses change, the predictor nominal does not. 

For the progressive tense, we use another structure ‘I am eating an orange’. Again the 
predicate nominal ‘an orange’ is followed after the verb ‘eat’. It is also necessary to point out 
that there is no difference for the singular form of ‘an orange’ and the plural form of ‘oranges’. 

4 Order switching 

In Ibibio, order switching does not influence the predicate nominal which can be illustrated from 
(20) and (21). Basically, to switch the order of the subject and the predicate nominal does not 
make a difference. 
  

(20) ékpè      á/ó        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
        Ekpe     3rd Sg.  be      teacher 
  ‘Ekpe is the teacher’ 
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(21) ákpéép ńgwèt á/ó         dò    ékpè 
         teacher           3rd Sg.   be    Ekpe 
  ‘The teacher is Ekpe’ 

5 Conclusion 

In all, the predicate nominals in Ibibio are similar to those in English. The singular/plural 
agreement is usually realized before the verb. Based on the data we have, the plural forms of 
nouns seem to be different from English that m̀mè can be used to pluralize ‘teacher’ but not 
‘orange’. M̀mè sókórò  means ‘different types of oranges’. It is interesting to pay attention to in 
the future elicitation. Besides, tense is also shown before the verb, not affecting the predictor 
nominals. Switching orders does not have an effect on the predicate nominals either. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper focuses on the negative suffix in Ibibio. In the language, negative suffix occurs with 
the root verb to indicate negative meaning of the verb. We will first present the data of 
monosyllabic verbs, including CV, CVV, CVC and CVVC structures. Secondly, disyllabic verbs 
will be discussed, including CVCV, CVCCV, and CVVCV structures. So far these are all 
syllable structures of verbs that we could elicit in Ibibio. 

2 Monosyllabic verbs 

For an open monosyllabic verb CV or CVV, the negation is formed by inserting a velar fricative 
G and reduplication of the final vowel. For a closed monosyllabic verb C1VC2 or C1V1V2C2, the 
negative form is the reduplication of C2V or C2V2. 

First, let us see the open syllabic verb in (1) – (3) and (4) – (6). (1) is the positive form which 
shows that the root verb for ‘hit’ is tÓ, and in (2) and (3), we can see that the negative form is 
GÓ which reduplicates the final vowel and inserts a velar fricative at intervocalic position. It is 
necessary to point out that in slow speech (2), Ibibio will have the tense ké and 2nd person 
singular marker ù; however in natural speech (3), ké and ù is reduced to kú because of vowel 
hiatus. In (4), kwúÓ is the root form of the verb ‘sing’. In (5) and (6), we can see that the final 
vowel gets reduplicated and a velar fricative is inserted at intervocalic position. The tense ké and 
3rd person singular marker í in (5) also get reduced to kí as in (6). It seems that the vowel gets to 
stay for vowel hiatus resolution. In the following discussion, we will only show the example of 
the slow speech that has the complete form. 
  
 (1) ḿ-        mà          ù-           tÓ 
       1st Sg   Tense      2nd Sg.   hit 
       ‘I hit you.’ 
 
 (2) ń-        ké           ù-            tÓ-   GÓ 
      1st Sg.  Tense     2nd Sg.    hit   Neg. 
      ‘I did not hit you.’ 
 

(3) ń-            kú                    tÓ-   GÓ 
      1st Sg.  Tense+2nd Sg.    hit   Neg. 
      ‘I did not hit you.’ 
 
(4) ḿ        mà            á-          kwúÓ (ìkwÒ) 
     1st Sg.  Tense      3rd Sg.    sing    (song) 
     ‘I sang.’ 
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(5) ń-         ké         í-             kwúÓ-  GÓ   (ìkwÒ) 
     1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.      sing      Neg.  (song) 
     ‘I did not sing.’ 
 
(6) ń-            kí                     kwúÓ-  GÓ   (ìkwÒ) 
     1st Sg.  Tense+3rd Sg.      sing      Neg.  (song) 
     ‘I did not sing.’ 
 

Second, the closed syllabic verb CVC is shown in (7) – (8), and the CVVC is shown in (9) – 
(10). In (8) we can see the reduplication of negative form is pé, while the root verb is dÁp in (7). 
The vowel is different due to vowel harmony which will be discussed later on. In (9) and (10), 
we can see that if it is a long vowel CVVC, the final consonant and vowel get reduplicated, nÉ is 
used to indicate negation of the form bÉÉn. 
  

(7) ḿ            mà        á-         dÁp   ǹgwèt 
      1st Sg.  Tense      3rd Sg.  hide  book 
      ‘I hid the book.’ 
 
(8) ń-        k é         í-             dÁp-   pé     ǹgwèt 
     1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Sg.      hide    Neg.  book 
     ‘I did not hide the book.’ 
 
(9) ḿ           mà            á-     bÉÉn         ǹgwèt 
      1st Sg.  Tense      3rd Sg.  lift(Pl.)    book 
      ‘I lifted books.’ 
 
(10) ń-             ké         í-          bÉÉn-       nÉ   ǹgwèt 
        1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Pl.      lift(Pl.)    Neg.  book 
        ‘I did not lift books.’ 

3 Disyllabic verbs 

In this section, we will discuss about CVCV, CVCCV and CVVCV structure verbs. First, CVCV 
example is listed in (11), (12), CVCCV is in (13) – (16), and CVVCV in (17), (18). 

In (11) and (12), for the CVCV structure, the root verb is bèré ‘open’, and the negative 
marker is ké. For the CVCCV structure, in (13) and (14), the root verb is nékké ‘straighten’, and 
the negative form is also ké. It may be difficult to tell whether it is a reduplication of ké in nékké, 
or it is a default ké as the negative form. Therefore, we may see examples in (15) and (16). The 
root verb is dÁppé ‘lift’, and the negative form is still ké. In this case, it seems that for disyllabic 
verbs, the negative form will always be a default ké following the root verb. More evidence can 
be found in (17) and (18). The root verb is bààngá ‘gossip’, and the negative marker is ké again. 
  

(11) ḿ            mà     á-           bèré     úsÓng 
   1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.     open   door 
   ‘I opened the door.’ 
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(12) ń-             ké         í-       bèré-    ké    úsÓng 
   1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Pl.    open  Neg.  door 
   ‘I did not open the door.’ 
 
(13) ḿ            mà         á-      nékké           àfòng 
   1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.    straighten   cloth 
   ‘I straightened the cloth.’ 
 
(14) ń-              ké          í       nékké-          ké     àfòng 
   1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Pl.    straighten   Neg.   cloth 
   ‘I did not straighten the cloth.’ 
 
(15) ḿ           mà         á-      dÁppé ètùk    ájÈn 
  1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.   lift       small   child 
  ‘I lifted a child.’ 
 
(16) ń-             ké          í         dÁppé-ké       ètùk  ájÈn 
   1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Pl.     lift       Neg.  small  child 
   ‘I did not lift a child.’ 
 
(17) ḿ            mà         á-      bààngá ÓmmÔ 
   1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.   gossip    them 
   ‘I gossiped them.’ 
 
(18) ń-           ké            í        bààngá-ké      ÓmmÔ 
       1st Sg.  Tense    3rd Pl.     gossip   Neg.  them 
  ‘I did not gossip them.’ 

4 Conclusion 

In all, the negative form of Ibibio verbs seems to follow the rules below: a) for opened 
monosyllabic verbs, the negative form reduplicates the final vowel of the root verb and inserts a 
velar fricative, following the Intervocalic spirantization rule ([-coronal, -continuant] → 
[+continuant] / V__V); b) for a closed monosyllabic verbs, the negative form reduplicates the 
final consonant and the vowel of the root verb; c) for a disyllabic verb, the negative form is a 
default ké following the root verb. 

Because of the limited data of the elicitation, we failed to find systematic vowel harmony 
cases between the root verb and the negative suffix as Essien (1990), and all the verbs (root and 
negative) that we have are listed below. The root verbs in bold are undergoing vowel harmony 
on the negative suffix. It is also necessary to point out that for the CVV bÒì ‘receive’, the 
negative form would be *bÒì-GÓ according to our analysis, but it is in fact bÒì-jÓ. The 
occurrence of the j sound may be related with the preceding vowel i, and this issue needs to be 
further investigated. Last but not least, it appears that Ibibio disfavors trisyllabic verbs since it 
did not occur in our elicitation so far, but whether this is true also needs to be found out in later 
elicitation. 
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Syllable structure Root Negative form Gloss of the root 
CV tÓ tÓ-GÓ hit 
 dá dá-Gá stand 
 dú dù-Gú live 
 bú bú-Gó bury (Sg.) 
CVC tèm tèm-mé cook 
 fÒp fÒp-pÒ burn (Sg.) 
 dÁp dÁp-pé hide (Sg.) 
 nék nék-ké dance 
 sák sák-ká laugh 
 ńgwÓng ńgwÓng-ngÓ drink 
 wét wét-té write 
 kpÀk kpÁk-kÓ pluck feather 
 fÌt fÌt-té whistle 
 bìn bìn-né sell 
 dèp dép-pé buy 
 kpàng kpàng-ngá listen 
CVV kwúÓ kwúÓ-GÓ sing 
 bÒì bÒì-jÓ receive 
CVVC bùùk bùùk-kó bury (Pl.) 
 fààp fààp-pá climb (Pl.) 
CVCV kámá kámá-ké hold 
 dájá dájá-ké sleep 
 bèré bèré-ké open 
CVCCV dÁppé dÁppé-ké lift 
 nékké nékké-ké straighten 
CVVCV bààngá bààngá-ké gossip 
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1 Introduction 

A causative is a form that indicates a subject causes someone or something else to do or be 
something, or causes a change in state of an event. In Ibibio, causative forms are similar to 
English, which uses an auxiliary-like verb nÀm ‘do’ to form causative. In this squib, I would like 
to present my finding regarding Ibibio causatives with various types of subjects and verbs.    

2 Usage of causatives 

2.1 Causative and subjects 

In Ibibio, causative nÀm ‘do’ falls after tense marker followed by the object. Examples are given 
as follows. 
 

(1) ḿ  mǎ  ánÀm   ènyé  ákwó   íkwó   
1st sg PAST do(causative) 3rd sg sing(V.) sing(N.) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 

 
(2) ḿ   mà  ánÀm   ÓfÒn  ótù  ngé   

1st sg PAST do(causative) cloth DET wet 
‘I make the cloth wet.’ 

 
Any simple phrase such as ènyé ámà ákwó íkwó ‘He sang’ and preceded with a subject and a 
causative nÀm ‘do’ will be a causative sentence.  

2.1.1 Animate subjects  

Ibibio, the causative nÀm ‘do’ can form causative sentences with animate subjects. Examples 
used pronouns as subjects will give as follows.  

 
(3) ḿ  mǎ  ánÀm   ùbÓm  ásÀp    

1st sg PAST do(causative) ship  sink 
‘I made to boat to sink.’ 
 

(4) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   m̀bòró   ábÀttÒ  
1st sg PAST do(causative) banana  rotten 

   ‘I made the banana rotten.’ 
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2.1.2 Inanimate subjects  

The Ibibio causative nÀm ‘do’ forms the same sentence structure with inanimate subjects. 
Examples used various inanimate subjects such as storm, heat, and wind as subjects will give as 
follows. 

 
(5) òyòbíó  á mà  ánÀm   ùbÓm   ásÀp 

       Storm 3rd sg PAST do(causative) boat  sink 
‘The storm made the boat to sink.’ 

 
(6) Ùfíóp  á mà  ánÀm   m̀bòró   ábÀttÒ  

Heat 3rd sg PAST do(causative) banana  rotten 
‘The heat made banana rotten.’ 

 
(7) áfÒn  á mà  ánÀng   ìdìbènè  ásÁt  

Wind 3rd sg PAST do(causative) mud wall hard 
‘The wind made mud wall hard.’ 

 
According to provided example Ibibio causative sentences, the Ibibio causative nÀm ‘do’ acts no 
difference between animate and inanimate subjects. 

2.2 Causative and verbs 

Though when using Ibibio causative nÀm ‘do’ to indicate a subject causes a change of state, the 
animacy of subject plays no role, whether the action did by causee is controlled or not matters.  

2.2.1  Actions can be controlled 

The actions as singing, dancing, and eating, which can be controlled by the causee, even when 
there is a causer to make causee to do so, have a particular representation. Sentences included 
these verbs are given below. 

 
(8) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   à/ènyé   ákwó   íkwó 

1st sg PAST do(causative) him  sing(V.) sing(N.) 
       ‘I made him to sing.’ 
 
(9) �nèmésÈt   á mà  ánÀm   ènyé  ó/ákwó  íkwó  

        The happiness 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him sing(V.) sing(N.) 
     ‘The happiness made him to sing.’ 

 
No matter the subject as the cause is animate or inanimate, these causative sentences have similar 
structures.  
 

(10) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   ènyé   ánék   unék    
1st sg PAST do(causative) him  dance(V.) dance(N.) 
‘I made him to dance.’ 
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(11) �nèmésÈt   á mà  ánÀm   ènyé  é/ánék   unék   
Happiness 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him sing(V.) sing(N.) 
‘The happiness made him to dance.’ 
 

(12) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   �/ènyé  �díyá   ǹdídíyá    
1st sg PAST do(causative) him  eat(V.)  food(N.) 
‘I made him to eat (food)’ 
 

(13) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   �/ènyé   �díyá   m̀kpó    
1st sg PAST do(causative) him  eat(V.)  something(N.) 
‘I made him to eat (something).’ 
 

(14) ḿbíjóng  á mà  ánÀm   à/ènyé   �díyá   ǹdídíyá  
Hunger 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him  eat(V.)  food(N.) 
‘The hunger made him to eat (food).’ 
 

(15) ḿbíjóng  á mà  ánÀm   à/ènyé   �díyá   m̀kpó   
Hunger 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him  eat(V.)  something(N.) 
‘The hunger made him to eat (something).’ 

 
Many Ibibio verbs such as kwó íkwó ‘sing’, nék unék ‘dance’ and díyá ‘eat’ need obligatory 

objects, which are different from English translated verbs even though there are provided context.  

2.2.2 Actions cannot be controlled 

The actions of crying, laughing, and running, which cannot be controlled by the causee, even 
when there is a causer to make causee to do so, have a another particular representation. 
Sentences included these verbs are given below. 

 
(16) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   �nyé   átúá   (éjét/�jÍt) 

1st sg PAST do(causative) him  cry(V.)  cry(N.) 
‘I made him cry’ 
 

(17) �bíák á mà  ánÀm   ànyé  átúá   (éjét/�jÍt)  
Pain 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him  cry(V.)  cry(N.)  
‘The pain made him cry’ 
 

(18) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   �nyé   sák   (imam) 
1st sg PAST do(causative) him  laugh(V.) laugh(N.) 
‘I made him laughed’ 
 

(19) �nèmésÈt/�dèrésÈt  á mà  ánÀm   ànyé  sák   (imam) 
Happiness  3rd sg PAST do(causative) him laugh(V.) laugh(N.) 
‘The happiness made him laughed’ 
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(20) m̀  mǎ  ánÀm   �nyé   fèré   (ídók) 
1st sg PAST do(causative) him  run(V.)  run(N 
‘I made him to run’ 
 

(21) ḿkpó  á mà  ánÀm   ànyé  fèré   (ídók)  
Sound 3rd sg PAST do(causative) him run(V.)  run(N.) 
‘The sound made him to run’ 
 

 Ibibio verbs such as túá éjét/ájÍ) ‘cry, sák imàm ‘laugh’, and fèré ídók ‘run’ which cannot be 
controlled by the immediate subject have optional object even when there is no context. This 
indicates that among causative sentences, whether the action of causee can be controlled or not 
affect the structure.  
 

3 Summary 

To summarize, Ibibio causative verb nÀm ‘do’ has a paradigm as follows, 
 

(22) Causer (±animate)+ causative+ causee+ action/changed state 
 
Depending on which type of verbs causee uses, the object can be obligatory or optional. When 
the causee uses a verb that can be controlled by the causee, then the object will be obligatory. 
When the causee uses a verb that cannot be controlled by the cause, then the object will be 
optional.  
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1 Introduction 

Vowel harmony is a process that all vowels share one or more phonological properties within a 
designated domain as a word (Katamba, 1989). Vowel harmony in Ibibio has further been 
observed by Essien (1990). He stated that when a word undergoing negation formation, for 
example, the vowel in the negation suffix harmonizes with the vowel in the root words. However, 
in this squib, I would like to introduce vowel harmony of initial vowel of pronouns in a bigger 
domain as across word boundaries.       

2 Initial vowel of verbs 

In Ibibio, mostly the initial vowel of verbs indicates person markers, which agrees with the initial 
vowel meaning person marker of the tense marker. 
 

(1) ènyé á -mà  á -kwó   íkwó      
3rd sg 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘He sang.’ 
 

In sentence (1), the initial vowel á as the 3rd singular person marker show before both the past 
the tense marker mà and the verb kwó ‘sing’.  

In this section, I will first introduce vowel harmony within a word, then vowel harmony 
across word boundaries.  

2.1 Within a word 

The initial vowel as person marker before the verb undergoes vowel harmony as the following 
sentence.  
 

(2) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ànyé  á -kwó   íkwó    
1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 
 

(3) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ènyé  ó -kwó   íkwó 
1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg ? sing(V) sing(N) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 
 

Sentences (2) and (3) have similar interpretation. However, the initial vowels as the 3rd singular 
person marker before the verb kwó ‘sing’ are different in the caused effect predicate. The 3rd 
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singular person marker á is intact. However, the status of ó before the verb kwó ‘sing’ is unclear. 
According to the speaker, the ó before the verb kwó is affected by the following ó and undergoes 
vowel harmony. This tendency can be seen in the following sentences. 

 
(4) ìnèmésÈt  á -mà  á -nàm  ènyé   á -kwó   íkwó 

happiness 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘The happiness made him to sing.’ 
 

(5) ìnèmésÈt  á -mà  á -nàm  ènyé  ó -kwó   íkwó 
happiness 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg ? sing(V) sing(N) 
‘The happiness made him to sing.’ 
 

The reason why some initial vowel as person marker on verbs can undergo vowel harmony may 
because other overt person markers on tense marker. Ibibio speakers have other person markers 
as cues to know which person they are talking about and will not misunderstand of it.   

3 Pronouns 

In Ibibio, pronouns mostly start with vowels as follows. 
  

(6) ènyé  á -mà  á -kwó   íkwó      
3rd sg 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘He sang.’ 
 

The initial vowel of pronouns, to my knowledge, does not have grammatical function, but in the 
lexicon. Therefore the initial vowel of pronouns does not need to agree with the following person 
markers.  

3.1 Across word boundaries 

Initial vowels of pronouns can undergo vowel harmony affected by the initial vowels of the 
following person marker.  
 

(7) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ènyé  á -kwó   íkwó    
1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 

 
(8) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ànyé  á -kwó   íkwó    

1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 
 

In sentence (7), the 3rd singular pronoun ènyé ‘he’ is intact. However, it undergoes vowel 
harmony to become ànyé in sentence (8). According to the speaker, the pronoun ànyé  is affected 
by the following word ákwó ‘sings’ of its initial vowel. You can also see this tendency in other 
sentences with a different verb.  
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(9) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ènyé  á -díyá   ǹdídíyá   
1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg eat(V)  food 
‘I made him to eat (food).’ 
 

(10) ḿ  -mǎ  á -nàm  ányé  á -díyá  ǹdídíyá   
1st sg PAST 3rd sg do 3rd sg 3rd sg eat(V)  food   
‘I made him to eat (food).’ 
 

The reason why initial vowel of pronouns can undergo vowel harmony may because the 
information pronouns convey can be implied by other words such as tense marker and verbs. 
Their phonological components are less important to be alternated.   

4 Discussion and conclusion 

The data in this squib show vowel harmony for two different domains. For verbs, initial vowels 
are affected by the following vowel within the same word, and then undergo vowel harmony. For 
pronouns, on the other hand, are affected by the vowel in the next word, and then undergo vowel 
harmony. Though both of them undergo vowel harmony, they ended up with very different 
grammatical behaviors. For the initial vowel in verbs undergoing vowel harmony, it tends not to 
agree with the person marker. For the initial vowel in pronouns undergoing vowel harmony, it 
tends to agree with the person marker. This interesting asymmetry may because of the limited 
data, or because the obligatory/optional nature of these two different types of words. For verbs, it 
cannot be deleted in the Ibibio sentences. For the pronouns, however, it can be dropped since the 
person marker information can be seen on both tense markers and verbs.  
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1 Introduction 

In Ibibio, adverbs express manner, direction, time, place, degree, and the speaker’s attitude 
towards the event spoken about. They typically appear in sentence final position as the following 
examples show: 
 

(1) (ànyé) á-sángá        ìtÓk˺   ìtÓk˺ 
  (S/he) 3sg-walk      a race   a race 
  ‘S/he is walking hurriedly.’ 

 
(2) (àmì) ḿ̩-féGè   (ìtÓk) ń̩-dók˺       óbót˺      
 (I)   1sg-run    (race) 1sg-climb   hill 
  ‘I am running up the hill.’ 

 
(3) (ànyé) á-ké              á-dí             èdèm  
  (S/he) 3sg-PAST    3sg-come    behind   
  ‘S/he came late.’ 

 
(4) (ànyé)   á-bâ          ké    úfÒk˺    nǵwèt 
  (S/he)  3sg-exist   at     house    book 
  ‘S/he is at school.’ 

 
(5) ǎtIm   á-yàyá                 á-kàn               ǎkòn  
      Atim  3sg-be beautiful   3sg-surpass    Akon   
  ‘Atim is more beautiful than Akon.’ 

 
(6) ké   ǹdyók˺ ìsó     ÒmmÔ í-ké-í-bóiyó-ké              údómó  
      in   bad      face    they     3pl-PAST-pass-NEG     test   
  ‘Unfortunately, they did not pass the test.’ 

2 Adverbs of manner 

In Ibibio, adverbs of manner are derived by reduplicating nouns and adjectives and typically 
occur in sentence final position as the following examples show: 
 

(7) (ÒmmÔ) é-táng       íkô        ìyát˺-èsÌt˺   ìyát˺-èsÌt˺ 
    (They)   3pl-speak   word     anger          anger 
     ‘They are talking/speaking angrily.’   

 
(8) (ànyé)   á-nék˺            únék˺          úyái-úyái   úyái-úyái  
    (She)   3-sg-dance    a dance       beautiful    beautiful 
     ‘She is dancing beautifully.’ 
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However, when attention is focused on this type of adverbs, they are moved to sentence initial 
position. In this case, the particle ké is used to separate the adverb from the subject as the 
following examples below show1: 

 
(9) úsÁk˺ úsÁk˺ ké     (àmì) ḿ̩-féGè (ìtÓk˺)    
      Slowly      that   (I)     1sg-run (a run/race)     
  ‘It is slowly that I ran.’ 

 
(10) ì-yát˺ èsÌt˺ ì-yát˺ èsÌt˺ ké      (ÒmmÔ) é-táng       íkô 
        Angrily                       that    (they)    3pl-speak   word 
       ‘Angrily they are talking/speaking.’ 

3 Adverbs of time 

In Ibibio, adverbs of time provide information about when an action happened, and they typically 
occur in sentence final position as the following examples show: 
 

(11) (àmì)   ń̩-yà         fèGé   (ìtÓk˺)             m̀kpÓng 
         (I)      1sg-FUT   run     (a run/race)     tomorrow  
        ‘I will run tomorrow.’ 

 
(12) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà         fèGé (ìtÓk˺)           m̀kpÓng   
       (I)   1sg-PAST   run   (a run/race)    yesterday 
       ‘I ran yesterday.’ 

 
m̀kpÓng means ‘one day before/after’, and its meaning  is determined by the context. 

Unlike adverbs of manner, when this type of verbs is moved to sentence initial position, the 
particle ké is not used to separate the adverb from the subject as the following examples show: 

 
(13) m̀kpÓng (àmì)  ń̩-yà-fèGé       (ìtÓk˺) 
         Tomorrow (I)   1sg-FUT-run   (a run/race)   
   ‘Tomorrow I will run’ 

 
(14) m̀kpÓng   (àmì) ḿ̩-mà-fèGé         (ìtÓk˺)  
         Yesterday   (I)    1sg-PAST-run    (a run/race) 
   ‘Yesterday I ran.’ 

 
However, it is also possible to focus on adverbs of time without moving them to the front of the 
sentence; in this case, the tense markers that must be used are dí and ké that mark the future and 
past, respectively. Consider the following examples: 
 

(15) (àmì) ń̩-dí-fèGé       (ìtÓk˺)              m̀kpÓng 
        (I)    1sg-FUT-run    (a run/race)     tomorrow  
       ‘It is tomorrow that I will run.’ 

 
 

                                                
1 According to Essien (1990), (9) and (10) would be ill-formed sentences. 
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(16) (àmì) ŋ̩́-ké-fèGé         (ìtÓk˺)             m̀kpÓng   
   (I)   1sg-PAST-run   (a run/race)     yesterday 
         ‘It is yesterday that I ran.’ 

 
Examples (15) and (16) have essentially the same meaning as (13) and (14), respectively. 

4 Adverbs of place 

Adverbs of place are expressed in prepositional phrases and typically occur in sentence final 
position as the following examples show: 

 
(17) (ànyé) á-bâ          ké   úfÒk˺    nǵwèt  
       (He)    3sg-exist   at   house    book             
       ‘He is at school.’ 

 
(18) (ÒmmÔ) é-dóɣó             ké     óbót˺ 
        (They)   3pl-be on top    on    hill 
        ‘They are on the hill.’ 

 
When adverbs of place are moved to sentence initial position, the particle ké is used. 

 
(19) ké   úfÒk˺ nǵwèt   ké   (ànyé)   á-bâ  
       at    house  book   that (S/he)   3sg-exist 
       ‘At school he is.’ 

5 Degree adverbs 

In Ibibio, comparative and superlative adverbs are expressed by the verb that means, ‘surpass’ as 
the following examples show: 
 

(20) ǎtIm   á-yàyá                    á-kàn              ǎkòn 
       Atim  3sg-be beautiful    3sg-surpass    Akon   
       ‘Atim is more beautiful than Akon.’ 

 
(21) àdyàGá      á-yàyá                    á-kân  
        Adiaha a   3sg-be beautiful    3sg-surpass 
        ‘Adiaha is the most beautiful.’ 

 
(22) (ǹnyìn) ì-mà           í-nèké         í-nám     útóm  
        (We)   3pl-PAST   3pl-really   3pl-do   work 
       ‘We worked (very) hard.’ 

 
kàn means ‘to straighten out’, and the best English translation is ‘really’. The examples also 
show that in the comparative form kàn has a low tone whereas in the superlative form it has a 
falling tone kân. In (20)-(22), the adverbs of degree have subject agreement. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio has two prepositions: ké and ǹdò (m̀mè and yè are dialectal variants). ké is homophonous 
with a past tense marker, a complementizer and possibly other morphemes. ǹdò and its variants 
are homophonous with the conjunction and, while m̀mè is homophonous with a plural marker. 
The use of prepositions in Ibibio is rather limited. Understanding the limited distribution and the 
behavior of these two prepositions may assist in refining our understanding of the morphemes 
they are homophonous with. 

The preposition ké carries locative and instrumental meanings. 
 
 (1) éwá  a-bá  ké  ésÀt  ùsÒk 
       dog  3SG-be    in heart  house 
       ‘The dog is inside the house.’ 
 

 (2) ḿ-mà   tò  ekpe  ké  ítìá   
      1SG-PAST   hit Ekpe with stone 
      ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 

 
ǹdò generally expresses a comitative relationship. 
 
 (3) ḿ-mà    féGé  ǹdò   ekpe 
       1SG-PAST  run with  Ekpe 
       ‘I ran with Ekpe.’ 

2 The Prepositions 

2.1 ké 

2.1.1 Locative ké 

ké is used not only to express static location, but also the location of an action. When the speaker 
refers to a part of his body or the body of another person or creature, ké optionally used. 

 
 (4) éwá   á-mà  à-ń-dùm    (ké)  úkÀt   

       dog   3SG-PAST 3SG-1SG-bite    on leg 
       ‘A dog bit me on the leg.’ 
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When the speaker refers to a location in which an action took place, the preposition is obligatory. 
 
 (5) éwá   á-mà  à-ń-dùm    *(ké)    óbót   

       dog   3SG-PAST 3SG-1SG-bite      on   mountain 
       ‘A dog bit me on the mountain.’ 

2.1.2 Instrumental ké 

In its instrumental role, ké is obligatory. 
 

 (6) ḿ-mà   tò  ekpe  *(ké)  ítìá   
      1SG-PAST   hit Ekpe  with stone 
      ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 
 
 (7) à-ke   bèèrè  ùsOng   *(ké)  ùkpOGOrè 
       2SG-PAST open door    with key 
      ‘You opened the door with a key.’ 

2.2 ǹdò 

ǹdò expresses a comitative relationship. 
 
 (8) ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
       1SG-PAST speak word with Ekpe 
       ‘I spoke with Ekpe.’ 
 
In certain contexts, ǹdò can also be interpreted as to. 
 
 (9) ḿ-mà   tang  iko  ǹdò  ekpe 
       1SG-PAST speak word to Ekpe 
       ‘I spoke to Ekpe (he needed a talking to).’ 

3 Behavior 

3.1 Vowel Deletion 

Vowel deletion often occurs with ké, resulting in [e] dropping. 
 

 (10) éwá á-mà à-ń-dùm ké úkÀt 
              ‘A dog bit me on the leg.’ 
 
 (11) éwá á-mà à-ń-dùm kúkÀt           
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This process can also occur with ǹdò. 
 
 (12) ḿ-mà   féGé  ǹdò  ùdó 
         1SG-PAST run with Udo 
         ‘I ran with Udo.’ 
 
 (13) ḿ-mà féGé ǹdùdó  

3.2 Stranding and Pied-piping 

Preposition stranding is not allowed in Ibibio. 
 

 (14) ḿ-mà      ń-tiě   ké  ńgkpOtiě    (ádò) 
        1SG-PAST    1SG-sit on chair         that 
        ‘I sat on that chair.’ 
 
 (15) *ńgkpOtiě (ádò) ḿ-mà ń-tiě ké  

         (Intended: ‘That chair, I sat in.’) 
 
When a prepositional phrase is pied-piped, a focus particle is added. 

 
 (16) ké  (ádò) ńgkpOtiě  ké   nǵ-ké   ń-tiě  
         in  that chair  FOC  1SG-PAST 1SG-sit 
         in that chair, I sat 
 
A similar pattern occurs with ǹdò. 

 
 (18) ḿ-mà   dia ngkpo  ǹdò  ekpe 
        1SG-PASt  eat thing with Ekpe 
        ‘I ate with Ekpe.’ 
 
 (19) *ekpe ḿ-mà dia ngkpo ǹdò  
         (Intended: ‘Ekpe, I ate with.’) 
 
 (20) ǹdò  ekpe  ké  nǵ-ké    dia  ngkpo  
         with Ekpe FOC 1SG-PAST eat thing 
         ‘With Ekpe, I ate.’ 

3.3 Constructions without prepositions 

ké is not used to express benefactives. A double object construction is used instead.  
 
 (21) nǵ-ké-nò   ekpe  ngwét 
      1SG-PAST-give Ekpe book 
      ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 
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 (22) *ng-ké-nò ekpe ké ngwét 
 
Neither is ké used to express goals. The dual verb constructions below are instead utilized. 

 
 (23) ḿ-mà      ń-tò      america  nǵ-ká    nigeria 
        1SG-PAST  1SG-be.from   America 1SG-go  Nigeria 
         I traveled from America to Nigeria 
 

 (24) ḿ-mà   nàm  ésáÀng  nǵ-ká   america 
         1SG-PAST do walking 1SG-go America 
         I journeyed to America 

4 Conclusions 

Prepositions are limited in use in Ibibio. ké functions as a locative and instrumental preposition, 
while ǹdò expresses a comitative relationship. Understanding the limited distribution of the 
preposition ké should help to clarify the roles of the other homophonous morphemes. Similarly, 
the behavior of ǹdò and its variants may help to distinguish it from the coordinating morpheme 
and the plural marker. 
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IBIBIO REFLEXIVES & RECIPROCALS 
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1 Introduction 

Reflexives in Ibibio have the following form: 
 

(1) m̀-mé    kÁt ídém (m̀mì)    
      I-(pres) see  body  my 

‘I see myself.’ 
 

The equivalent of the English ‘oneself’ is ídém literally meaning ‘body’. Thus, ‘I see my body’ is 
understood as ‘I see myself’. 

Reciprocals have the following form: 
 
(2) é-dù-           -mà-kà 
      They-(rec)   love-(rec) 
      ‘They love each other.’ 
 

In order for this construction to be reciprocal, two morpheme markers are placed on each side of 
the verb. 

Ambiguous reflexive or reciprocal constructions exist in Ibibio, as in the following: 
 
(3) é-mà         ídém    (ÓmÒ)      
      they-love  body     their 

           ‘They love themselves/each other.’ 
 

Reflexive sentences with plural subjects are sometimes ambiguous. 

2 Background 

In order to understand reflexives, it helps to see how the reflexive lexical marker fits into a 
regular SVO sentence.   

 
(4) ḿ-mé     kÁt Ekpe    
      I-(pres)  see  Ekpe 

‘I see Ekpe.’ 
 

If we take this same format, we can simply add in ídém ‘body’ into the object position and get a 
reflexive sentence.   
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(5) ḿ-mé     kÁt   ídém   (m̀mì)  
      I-(pres)  see    body    my 

‘I see myself.’ 
 

For reciprocals, a key aspect to see is that the first morpheme is constant dù, while the second 
has a consonant with a copy of the vowel, which seems to be a type of partial reduplication or 
vowel copying. We can see this phenomenon in the following: 

 
(6) é-dù-        -mà-kà   
      They-rec  love-(rec)  
      ‘They love each other.’ 
 

Another example of the same type of phenomenon would look like: 
 

(7) é-dú-          -sè-tè     
      They-(rec)   look-(rec) 
      ‘They look at each other.’ 

3 Analysis 

For reflexives, ídém is necessary to the construction.  Without it, the construction just becomes a 
regular declarative sentence. 

 
(8) é-mà         ídém   (ÓmÒ)      
      they-love  body    their 
      ‘They love themselves/each other.’ 
 
(9) é-mà 
      they-love  
      ‘They love it.’ 
 

Also the possessor (ÓmÒ) cannot fill in to make a reflexive. 
 
 (10)*é-mà       (ÓmÒ)      
         they-love their 
         (Intended: ‘They love themselves/each other.’) 
 

For reciprocal, there is an optional phrase kèd ékèn, which means ‘one another’. This overt 
marking of reciprocal can substitute for the reciprocal morphology. 

 
(11a) ì-mà ì-dú-  -bÌp-pè  (kèd ékèn)  ḿbÍmé  
         1pl-Past. ask-Rec. ‘each other’ question 
         ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
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(11b) ì-mà ___ì-bÍp___   kèd ékèn ḿbÍmé  
         1pl-Past. 1pl-ask. each.other question  
         ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
 

Yet, we see that when the reciprocal morphology is included, both morphemes must be included 
together. Neither will make a grammatical sentence, if it is added by itself. 
 

(12) *é-dù-fàt__ (két ékèt) 
 
(13) *é__ fàt-à (két ékèt)  
 

According to the speaker, even without the ‘each other’ portion, these sentences mean nothing. 
If markers for both constructions are put together, the reciprocal meaning wins out. The 

reflexive part can be included, but becomes optional. 
 
(15) é-mà ídém 
       they-love  body 
       ‘They love themselves.’/‘They love each other.’ 
 
(16) é-du ̀-     -mà-kà     (ídém) 
        I-(rec)  love-(rec)  body 
        ‘They love themselves.’ 
 

This morpheme addition also removes the ambiguity of example (15) to make the sentence 
meaning unmistakably reciprocal. 
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VERB FOCUS IN IBIBIO 
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1 Introduction 

In this talk, I discuss morphophonological and morphosyntactic properties of verb focus in 
Ibibio: 
 

(1) a.  á-mà   á-dí 
  3SG-PST 3SG-come 
   ‘S/he came.’ 

 
b.  á-ké     dìí~dí                                 Verb Focus 
  3SG-COMP CON.FOC~come  
  ‘S/he was coming (instead of departing).’ 

 
Preliminary conclusions/observations: 

• Verb focus is marked on the verb with reduplication 
• Syntactically, verb focus constructions recruit structure high in the C system 

2 Contrastive focus  

Ibibio is an SVO language: 
 

(2) a. èkà    á-mà   á-fát   áyèn 
 mother 3SG-PST 3SG-hug child 

  ‘The mother hugged the child.’ 
 

 b.  èkà   á-yà/á-yá á-fát   áyèn 
  mother 3SG-FUT  3SG-hug child 

   ‘The mother will hug the child.’ 
 

• Dual agreement 
o Subject agreement on T and V; object agreement on V only 

• Tense markers mà and yà/yá only compatible with non-focus 
 
When arguments are focused, the past tense marker mà is replaced with ké and yà/yá is replaced 
with dì: 
 

(3) a.  (á-dù)  èkà   á-ké/*-mà  á-fát   áyèn 
  3SG-be mother 3SG-COMP  3SG-hug child 
  ‘It was the mother that hugged the child (not the father).’ 
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 b.  (á-dù) èkà     á-dì/*yà/yá  á-fát   áyèn 
  3SG-be mother  3SG-FUT    3SG-hug child 

  ‘It was the mother that hugged the child (not the father).’ 
 

• Non-verb focus constructions do not affect the verb form 
• Focus constructions are incompatible with mà and yà/yá 

 
The status of ké and dì is uncertain. They are also used in wh-questions: 
 

(4) a.  ànìyé í-ké/dì      í-fát      áyèn                  Subject wh-question 
  who  3INDF-PST/FUT 3INDF-hug  child 
  ‘Who hugged/will hug the child?’ 
 
b.  ànìyè (ówó)  ké   èkà   á-ké/dì     á-fát             Object wh-question 

   who  person COMP mother 3SG-PST/FUT 3SG-hug 
   ‘Who did/will the mother hug?’ 

 
 c.  (á-dù)  áyèn ké   èkà   á-ké /dì     á-fát             Object focus 
   3SG-be child COMP mother 3SG-PST/FUT 3SG-hug 
   ‘It was the child that the mother hugged.’ 

 
Note that an extra C is illicit in subject focus and subject wh-questions: 
 

(5) a. *èkà    ké   á-ké  á-fát   áyèn 
   mother  COMP 3SG-COMP  3SG-hug child 
   (Intended: ‘It was the mother that hugged the child [not the father].’) 

 
 b.  *ànìyé ké    í-ké       í-fát      áyèn 

    who  COMP  3INDF-COMP 3INDF-hug  child 
    (Intended: ‘Who hugged the child?’ or ‘Who is it that hugged the child?’) 

 
• Not bad due to ‘that’-trace effect, but the fact that a complementizer is already present? 
• May indicate that focus tense markers are high 

3 Verb Focus 

3.1 Morphophonological properties 

 
When verbs are focused, verb morphology expresses focus: 
 

(6) a.  ákùn  á-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wèt 
  akun  3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 
  ‘Akun bought the book.’ 
 
b.  ákùn  á-ké/*-mà  (á-)dèé~dép  ǹg-wèt    í-kí               yÌpp~é-yÌp 

   akun  3SG-PST   3SG-FOC~buy NMLZ-write 3SG.NEG-COMP.3SG.NEG steal~NEG-steal 
   ‘Akun BOUGHT the book, she didn’t steal it.’ 
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• Forms of focused verbs show interaction between phonology and morphology 
o CV sequence of verb root reduplicates & is prefixed 
o Vowel lengthening occurs on reduplicant 
o /ɨ, ʉ, ʌ/ cannot be lengthened → vowel quality changed 
o Contour one on reduplicant 

 
Vowel 
(w/ tone) 

Permissible 
syllable type 

Verb  Reduplicated 
form 

í [í] CV(C) dí ‘come’ dìídí 
ì [ì] CV(C) kpì ‘cut’ kpìíkpî 
Í [!]́ CVC tÍm ‘pound’ tèétÍm 
Ì [!]̀ CVC nÌm ‘keep’ nèénÎm 
é [é] CV(C) sé ‘look’ sèésé 
è [è] CV(C) wèt ‘write’ wèéwêt 
ú [ú] CV(C) túúk ‘touch’ tùútúúk 
ù [ù] CV(C) fù ‘be lazy’ fùúfû 
Ú [ʉ́] CVC bÚn ‘keep many things’ bùúbÚn 
Ù [ʉ̀] CVC    
ó [ó] CV(C) bót ‘mold’ bòóbót 
ò [ò] CV(C) bòn ‘begat’ bòóbôn 
Ó [ɔ́] CVC tÓk ‘urinate’ tÒÓtÓk 
Ò [ɔ̀] CVC tÒk ‘verbally abuse’ tÒÓtÔk 
Á [ʌ́] CVC fÁk ‘cover’ fÒÓfÁk 
À [ʌ̀] CVC tÀk ‘grate’ tÒÓtÂk 
á [á] CV(C) má ‘love’ màámá 
à [à] CV(C) mà ‘complete’ màámâ 

 
TABLE 1. Bare verb forms and reduplicated (contrastive focus) forms. 

 
• CV → CVːCV 
• CVC → CVːCVC 

3.2 Morphosyntactic structure 

 
Ibibio recruits structure high in the C system for verb focus: 
 

(7) ákùn á-ké    (á-)yèé~yÎp    ǹg-wèt    í-kí               dèp~é-dép 
akun 3SG-PST 3SG-FOC~steal  NMLZ-write 3SG.NEG-COMP.3SG.NEG buy~NEG-buy 
‘Akun STOLE the book, she didn’t buy it.’ 

 
• C agreement with subject only (are these actually C, or T-to-C movement?) 
• Verb undergoes movement to Foc0 

o Syntactic motivation for reduplicated form 
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Negated verbs may offer insight into the syntactic structure of verb focus: 
 

(8) a.  à-mà   á-fÓp                                    Affirmative 
  2SG-PST 2SG>3SG-burn 

   ‘You burned it.’ 
 

b.  ú-kú        fÓp~pÓ                              Negative 
   2SG.NEG-COMP burn~NEG 
   ‘You didn’t burn it.’ 

 
• In standard negation, mirror reduplication produces a CV suffix 

 
Negative focused verbs exhibit 2 types of reduplication: 
 

(9) a.  ú-kú             fÓp-pÓ-fÓp                       Verb focus 
   2SG.NEG-PST.2SG.NEG FOC~NEG-burn 
   ‘You didn’t BURN it.’ 
 
 b.  í-kí             dép-pé-dép   ǹg-wèt    á-ké      (á-)yèé~yÎp 
   3SG.NEG-PST.3SG.NEG FOC~NEG-buy NMLZ-write 3SG-COMP  3SG-FOC~steal 
   ‘She didn’t BUY the book, she stole it.’ 

 
• Evidence for V movement? 
• Suggests need for a rich C system 

4 Conclusions 

• Ibibio verb focus characterized by: 
o Reduplication (syntactically motivated) 
o Movement to the C domain 

 
Open questions: 

• What is the status of ké and dì? 
o If really a C, is Ibibio Bavarian-like in complementizer agreement? 
o What about other tenses/aspects? 

• Is contrastive verb focus in Ibibio like contrastive focus reduplication in English? 
• How does Ibibio verb focus compare with genetically similar languages? 
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TRANSITIVITY AND VALENCE IN IBIBIO 
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1 Introduction 

In this talk, I provide a preliminary account for transitivity and valence in Ibibio, a Niger-Congo 
language spoken in Nigeria. Example (1) below demonstrates that even basic transitive 
constructions are complex: 
 

(1)     (ámi)   *(m̀)-má      kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG.SUBJ 1SG.SUBJ-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
The sentence above provides the following facts about Ibibio: 

• The overt subject pronoun is droppable, because it is also encoded before the verb. 
• The neutral word order is SVO (at least for overt arguments). 
• Ibibio is a tone language. 

 
Roadmap 
 

• Section 2 investigates the argument structure for unaccusative, unergative, transitive, 
ditransitive, and passive constructions. 

• Section 3 briefly discusses serial verb constructions which encode various 
syntactic/semantic nuances in the language. 

2 Argument Structure in Ibibio 

This section is organized as follows: 
• intransitives (unaccusatives/unergatives) 
• transitives 
• ditransitives 
• passives 

2.1 Intransitives 

Ibibio exhibits unergative and unaccusative constructions, which are shown respectively in  
((2)a-b) below: 
 

(2)   a. Ekpe  á-má       á-dòwá   (ì-dòwá).           Unergative 
       Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG-fall  NOM-fall 
       ‘S/he fell (a fall).’ 
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     b. Ng̀wét á-má       á-dòwá     (*ì-dòwá).         Unaccusative 
       book  3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUB-fall  NOM-fall 
       ‘A book fell.’ 
 

• Both constructions display a full DP subject which triggers agreement in person/number 
in the form of a prefix before the tense marker and verb. 

• The unergative optionally allows the cognate object idowa ‘a fall’, while the unaccusative 
does not. 

• The verb and verbal morphology remain the same for both constructions. 
 
The object in unergatives is usually a cognate object (nominalized form of the verb) as in ((3)a), 
but sometimes appears unrelated ((3)b): 
 

(3)   a. à-mà        a-sák          á-sák 
       2SG.SUBJ-PST  2SG.SUBJ-laugh  NOM-laugh 
       ‘You laughed a laugh.’ 

(4)  
     b. à-má       á-sák         ìmám   
       2SG.SUBJ-PST  2SG.SUBJ-smile  smile 
       ‘You smiled a smile.’ 
 

• The case in ((3)b) is the only example I have found where the object of an unergative 
verb does not resemble the verb. 

2.2 Transitives 

Transitive constructions display agreement that encodes the subject (as shown for intransitives), 
but also objects. : 
 

(5)    (ámì)    m̀-m̀e       ú-má      (fìén) 
      1SG.SUBJ 1SG.SUBJ-PRS  2SG.OBJ-like 2SG.OBJ 
      ‘I like you.’ 
 
The full object pronoun fien ‘you’ becomes obligatory when the subject marker prefixes to the 
verb, rather than the object marker: 
 

(6)    (ámì)    m̀-m̀e       m̀-má      *(fìén) 
      1SG.SUBJ 1SG.SUBJ-PRS  2SG.OBJ-like  2SG.OBJ 

  ‘I like you.’ 
 
Some transitive verbs select DP complements ((7)a), while others select CP complements ((7)b): 
 

(7)   a. m̀-m̀á       á-dìyá     Údésí                    DP complement 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.OBJ-eat  rice 
       ‘I ate rice.’ 
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     b. m̀-mé       nÀm [CP  ké    á-ma       á-di ]       CP Complement 
       1SG.SUBJ-PRS  believe   COMP  3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUBJ-come 
       ‘I believe that he came.’ 

2.3 Ditransitives 

Ditransitives surface in both SV-DO-IO and SV-IO-DO orders, demonstrated below: 
 
     S                       V                 IO            DO 

(8)   a. Ekpe  á-má   á-nò     ǹtÙGÓyÍn ǹdídíyá 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-give  children   food 
       ‘Ekpe gave the children food.’ 
 
         S                         V            DO              IO 
     b. Ekpe  á-má   ò-dùt    ngwÉt  ké  òkpókóró 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG?-put  book   on  shelf 
       ‘Ekpe put the book on the shelf.’ 
 
Furthermore, in ditransitives the indirect object prefixes to the verb, not the direct object: 
 

(9)     é-má      é-m-bùót          ákÁk 
       3PL.SUBJ-PST 3PL.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ-lend money 
       ‘They lent me money.’ or ‘They borrowed money from me.’ 
 

• SV-IO-DO word order seems more frequent in ditransitive constructions. 

2.4 Passivization 

Ibibio does not have a passive morpheme, but rather uses the 3PL subject marker to form an 
impersonal passive: 
 

(10)   a. á-ké        tèm   ádésì   
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  cook  rice  
       ‘S/he cooked rice.’ 
 
     b. ádésì  ké   é-ké       tèm   
       rice   FOC  3PL.SUBJ-PST cook 
       ‘It was rice that was cooked.’ 

 
     c. é-ké       tèm  ádésì   
       3PL.SUBJ-PST cook rice 
       ‘Rice was cooked/It was rice that was cooked.’ 
 

• The subject in the impersonal passives in ((10)b-c) corresponds roughly to ‘someone’. 
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3 Serial Verbs 

Ibibio uses serial verb constructions to denote a variety of semantic nuances. The examples in 
(11) denote directionality, benefactive,  
 

(11) a. á-má       á-bÉn        m̀m̀ín  á-n-sÓk            Directional 
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUBJ-carry  wine  3SG.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ-go.to.destination 
       ‘S/he brought me wine.’ 
 
     b. á-má       á-tèm        àdésì  á-n-nò              Benefactive 
       3SG.SUBJ-PST  3SG.SUBJ-cook  rice   3SG.SUBJ-1SG.OBJ-give 
       ‘S/he cooked rice for me.’ 
 
     c. m̀-má       ng-wáná àdi  kÁp ásókóró             Attemptative 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  1SG-fight  ADI  pick  oranges 
       ‘I tried to pick oranges.’ 
 
     d. m̀-mé   kémé  àdí  kÁp  ásókóró                   Abilitative 
       1SG-PST can   ADI  pick  oranges 
       ‘I can pick oranges.’ 
 
     e. m̀-má      á-tóp        ítìyát  ǹ-yêm       ítÓ ányé Desiderative 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST 1SG.SUBJ-throw stone  1SG.SUBJ-want  hit  him 
       ‘I threw a stone at him.’ 
       ‘lit. I threw a stone and I want it to hit him.’ 
 

• Each construction in ((11)a-e) contains at least 2 verbs, which form a more complex verb.  
• I am currently investigating these constructions more closely. 

4 Conclusions 

In this talk, I have shown the following: 
 

• How intransitive, transitive, ditransitive, and passive constructions are formed in Ibibio. 
• Serial verb constructions. 

 
Future Directions 
 

• Determine the relationship between phonology (namely vowel hiatus resolution) interact 
with argument markers in the language. 

• Continue compiling serial verb constructions and test them to ensure they are not actually 
coordination. 

• More thoroughly investigate embedded clauses and CP complements in the language. 
 

Thank you! 
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1 Introduction 

Adjectival agreement is a linguistic process well attested in different languages, particularly in 
Romance languages, such as Spanish. Spanish makes agreement between the adjective, and the 
noun in both gender and number, as exemplified in (1) for gender and (2) for number agreement. 
 

(1) La   casa   bonita 
the.NOM.Sg.Fem  house.NOM.Sg.Fem beautiful.NOM.Sg.Fem 
‘the beautiful house’ 
 

(2) Las   casas   bonitas 
the.NOM.Pl.Fem  house.NOM.Pl.Fem beautiful.NOM.Pl.Fem 
‘the beautiful houses’ 

 
Ibibio, a language that belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo 
branch in the Niger-Congo language phylum, has been attested to show agreement between 
different elements of the sentence, as shown in (3). In this example, there is agreement between 
the subject, Ekpe and the marker á- that precedes the tense marker, but also between the pronoun 
mien and the 1SG object marker m-. 
 

(3) Ekpe  á-mé       m̀-m̀á       mien 
 Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PRS?    1SG.OBJ-like   1SG.OBJ 
 ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
However, there are still some questions that need to be addressed in order to better understand 
how Ibibio marks agreement: 
 

1. Is there adjectival agreement in Ibibio? 
2. Do Ibibio adjectives in Ibibio agree in number, gender and case with the noun they are 

modifying? 
 
A preliminary analysis of the language indicates that Ibibio shows number agreement in 
adjectives, even when no overt plural marking is attested in the noun modified by the given 
adjective. 

2 Adjectival agreement 

Ibibio shows number agreement between the noun and the adjective, although plurality is only 
marked on the adjective (with a prefixed nasal), as exemplified in (4), and (5). 
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(4) ádúfá   àfòng 
new.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new cloth’ 
 

(5) ń-dúfá    àfòng 
PL.NOM-New.NOM cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 

 
Another plural marker has also been attested in Ibibio to mark plural adjectives, m̀mè, 
represented in (6) and (7). The example in (7) represents connected speech, while the example in 
(6) is a careful production of the same phrase.  
 

(6) m̀mè   úfá   áfòng 
PL.NOM  new.NOM.Sg  cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 
 

(7) m̀m-úfá   áfòng 
PL.NOM-new.NOM cloth.NOM.Sg 
‘new clothes’ 
 

In Ibibio, agreement has also been observed between the predicate adjective and its subject, 
although this agreement seems to be optional, as observed in (8) and (9), while a plural adjective 
following a singular noun is ungrammatical, as exemplified in (10).  
 

(8) (Ómmó)  ÉsÒng 
they.NOM.Pl old.NOM.Sg 
‘they are old’ 
 

(9) (Ómmó)  ÉsÒÒng 
they.NOM.Pl old.NOM.Pl 
‘they are old’ 
 

(10) (Ènyé)   *ÉsÒÒng 
he/she.NOM.Sg oldNOM.Pl 
‘*he/she are old’ 

 
Notice that, at this point, three forms of plurality have been elicitated: a prefixed nasal, m̀mè, and 
lengthening of part of the adjective. However, it is still not clear when one form is preferred over 
the other, or whether any attested difference between the two forms exists. 

 Even though number agreement in adjectives has been elicitated in Ibibio, no other forms of 
adjectival agreement have been reported. For example, no gender agreement (neither 
grammatical nor of person) has been attested (as shown in (11), (12), and (13)).  

 
(11) (Ènyé)   ÉsÒng 

he/she.NOM.Sg old.NOM.Sg 
‘he is old’ or ‘she is old’ 
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(12) ákán   Édèn 
old.NOM.Sg man.NOM.Sg 
‘old man’ 
 

(13) ákán   ńgwán 
old.NOM.Sg woman.NOM.Sg 
‘old woman’ 
 

This is consistent with the fact that overt pronouns in Ibibio are genderless (e.g., the pronoun 
Ènyé could be interpreted either as he or she depending on the context). 

3 Future analyses 

1. Better understanding of the plural morphemes. 
2. Is there evidence of other types of adjectival agreement in Ibibio (e.g., case agreement)? 
3. With two adjectives, is there overt plural marking in both adjectives? 
4. Where does the plural marking appear in other word orders (e.g., yes/no questions?) 

4 Conclusion 

Adjectival agreement exists in Ibibio, apparently, only for number agreement. This number 
agreement has been reported not only for adjective-noun combinations, but also in predicate 
adjectives.  

Consistent with the neutral overt pronoun in the language, no gender agreement has been 
attested, and there is still no evidence of other potential sources of agreement. 
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1 Introduction 

This talk presents on the behavior of determiners, demonstratives, and quantifiers in Ibibio. In 
English, determiners may be indefinite, as in (1), or definite, as in (2): 
 

(1) a book 
(2) the book 

 
There are also two kinds of demonstratives in English, proximal and distal, as in (3) and (4), 
respectively: 
 

(3) this book (nearby) 
(4) that book (over there) 

 
Ibibio treats determiners and demonstratives differently than English, lacking determiners 
entirely, and instead using a demonstrative when definiteness is called for. 

Quantifiers are used to indicate the amount of what’s under discussion, as in the English 
examples below: 

 
(5) all of the books 
(6) each book 
(7) some books 
(8) several books 

 
And of course many more. English shows a mass/count noun distinction with its quantifiers, 
where some are restricted to use with one type or the other, as shown by the pairing of some of 
the quantifiers in (5)-(8) with the mass noun water: 
 

(9) *each water 
(10) some water 
(11) a lot of water 
(12) several waters 

 
In an example such as (12), English coerces the noun water from being a mass noun into being a 
count noun, forcing it to refer to either different types of water, or perhaps discrete packages of 
water, which can be counted. 
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Ibibio shows some similar restrictions on certain quantifiers. The demonstratives and 
quantifiers also behave differently with regards to their location in the phrase, with 
demonstratives sticking to the far right edge and quantifiers sticking to the far left. 

2 Analysis 

2.1 Determiners/Demonstratives 

Ibibio does not apparently have any determiners as such: 
 

(13) éwá á-mà  á-n-dÒm 
dog 3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-bite 
‘a dog bit me’ 

 
Where the indefinite article would appear in English, Ibibio uses the bare noun, as in (13) above. 
When it’s necessary to pick out a specific object, a demonstrative is used instead, usually ádÒ, as 
in (14). 
 

(14) éwá ádÒ 
dog the 
‘the dog’ / ‘that dog’ 

 
However, even this can be optional if there is no ambiguity in the context, or the distinction is 
not important. 
 

(15) ìtíát   á-mà  á-wòt   ènyé 
stone 3SG-PST 3sg-kill 3SG 
‘The/A stone killed him’ 

 
Example (15) can indicate either a definite rock or a generic rock killed the object. Either way, 
the bare noun is used, rather than being accompanied by any demonstrative or determiner. 

Ibibio has three demonstratives, as seen in (16)-(18): 
 

(16) éwá ámì 
dog this 
‘this dog’ 
 

(17) éwá Ókù 
dog that 
‘that (visible, distant) dog’ 

 
(18) éwá ádÒ 

dog the 
‘that (not visible) dog’ 
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These determiners all stick to the right side of the phrase, as evidenced in (19): 
 

(19) (m̀mè) m̀kpóón  éwà  ìbà  ámì 
PL big.PL dog  two  this 
‘these two big dogs’ 
 

The demonstrative, ámì, shows up on the far right edge, not only after the noun, but also after a 
modifying numeral. 

2.2 Quantifiers 

Ibibio quantifiers, unlike demonstratives, appear on the far left edge of the phrase, as in (20): 
 

(20) àfÍt (m̀mè) éwà 
all   PL dog 
‘all dogs’/ ‘every dog’ 

 
The plural marker m̀mè is optional in quantified phrases, as it is in most sentences, but in (20) the 
quantifier àfÍt already clearly indicates that there is more than one dog involved. 

The quantifiers’ position on the left is preserved even in the presence of adjectives, as in 
(21): 

 
(21) àfÍt  m̀mè  ǹgkpÓn  éwà  (ámì)  é-dÒngngÓ  íngwěngwèn 

all PL 3PL.big dog (this)  3PL-be black 
‘all these big dogs are black’ 

 
The quantifier àfÍt is on the far left side of the phrase, before the plural marker and modifying 
adjectives, as well as the noun itself. 

Some quantifiers, at least, are subject to reduplication for emphasis. 
 

(22) a. ḿ-mâ   díà àfÍt  édésì  ádÒ 
 1SG-PST eat all  rice the 
 ‘I ate all of the rice’ 
b.  ḿ-mâ   día àfÍtèfÍt édésì  ádÒ 
 1SG-PST eat all   rice the 
  ‘I ate all of the rice (there is none left)’ 

 
In (22), àfÍt is reduplicated to give stress to the fact that absolutely all of the rice is gone. Other 
quantifiers may also be reduplicated similarly: 
 

(23) ḿ-mâ  díà ùwák (ùwák) sÓkÓdÓ 
1SG-PST eat many (many) orange 
‘I ate many oranges’ 

 
Reduplicating ùwák in (23) gives the sense of being an even greater number of oranges than the 
unreduplicated version. 
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Ibibio makes some mass/count noun distinctions with respect to its quantifiers, though there 
is some opportunity for coercion of mass nouns to count nouns. 

 
(24) ùmíàng sÓkÓdÓ 

many orange 
‘many/a lot of oranges’ 
 

(25) ùwák (ùwák) àdésì 
many (many)  rice 
‘a lot of rice’ 
 

(26) ùmíàng àdésì 
many rice 
‘many types/bags of rice’ 

 
ùmíàng àdésì, crucially, cannot mean ‘a lot of rice’ in (26), but instead coerces the rice into 
referring either to types of rice or otherwise packaging it into a countable form. 

3 Conclusions 

Ibibio does not distinguish determiners as a separate class from demonstratives. There are three 
of these demonstratives, dependent on proximity and visibilty of the modified noun. These 
demonstratives persistently lie on the far right of the phrase. Ibibio quantifiers lie on the far left 
of the phrase, some of them present with emphatic reduplication and/or mass/count noun 
distinction on the noun they modify. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Wh-questions  

Wh-questions are information-seeking question that presuppose the truth of the rest of the 
sentence. Different languages use different wh-question formation strategies. 

1.1.1 Wh-movement 

          English 
(1) a. What did you write? 
      b. #You wrote what? (only in echo-questions) 

1.1.2 Wh-insitu 

        Chinese  
(2) a. Ni      xie-le           shenme? 
           2SG.  write-PFV    what 
 
      b. *Shenme ni    xie-le? 
             what     2SG. write-PFV 

 
In this talk, I discuss the forming strategies of wh-qustions and morpho-syntactic properties of 
wh-question in Ibibio.  

2 Wh-questions in Ibibio 

2.1 Formation strategies  

What strategies does Ibibio use to form questions? 
 

(3) ànyě í-kí          wèt   ǹgwèt 
      who 3SG-PST write book                     
    ‘Who wrote a book?’   

    
(4) a. ǹsǒ     ké         à-ké          wèt 
       what   COMP 2SG-PST write                       
         ‘What did you write?’ 
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 b. àké            wèt    ǹsǒ?  
           2SG-PST  write what                                                                         
           ‘You wrote what?’ 

 
• As shown in (3), there are one way to ask a subject wh-question. 
• As shown in (4), there are two ways to ask an object wh-question. 
• Wh-word could be moved to the left-periphery as in (4a) or stay in-situ in (3) and (4b). 
 

(5) a.  Akon à-mà       à-wèt       ngwèt uÀkusÀk 
           Akon 3SG-PST 3SG-write book  slowly 
           ‘Akon wrote a book slowly. ’ 
 
     b.  Dìé    ké        Akon á-ké         wèt    ngwèt 
            how   COMP Akon 3SG-PST write  book                             
           ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 
      c.  Akon á-ké         wèt   ngwèt dìé  
          Akon 3SG-PST write book  how                                    
          ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 

 
• Not only argument wh-questions (i.e. object wh-questions) but also adjunct wh-questions (e.g. 

dìé 'how', inièkè 'when', m̀mÓ 'where') use the two question-formation strategies.  
• A speaker may emphasize/focus on different information between the two question-

formation strategies. While the speaker emphasizes question by moving wh-word in front, 
the speaker may emphasize the event when wh-words stay in-situ. The prosodic properties of 
the two types of strategies may be different.  

2.2 Tense marker 

Non-neutral tense markers (e.g. ké and dì) used in wh-questions. 
 

(6) ǹsǒ  ké        Akon a- ́ké          wèt    
      what COMP Akon 3SG-PST write                                                
      ‘What did Akon write?’ 
 
(7) ǹsǒ ké           Akon ádì         wèt 
      what COMP Akon 3SG-FUT write                                                
       'What will Akon write' 

 
• While ké is used as tense marker in past tense, dì is used in future tense. 
• The phenomenon is parallel with other constructions like focus constructions.    

2.3 Complementizer  

• A  complementizer, ké , is inserted after the wh-word in wh-movement versions like in (5). 
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(5)     ǹsǒ     ké        à-ké                  wèt  
          what   COMP  2SG-PST         write                       
         ‘What did you write?’ 
 
(6)  * ànyě ké         í-kí          wèt   ǹgwèt 
          who COMP 3SG-PST write book                     
          (Intended: ‘Who wrote a book?’) 
 
• However, ké  can’t be inserted after the wh-word in subject wh-question.   

3 Embedded questions 

(8) m̩-mè        dyÒngÒ àndí           ì-ké           í-wèt         ǹgwèt ÒdÒ. 
      1SG-PRS know    the person 3SG-PST  3SG-write book  that.                  
      ‘I know who wrote that book.’  

 
(8) literally means ‘I know the person who wrote that book.’ 
 
• It appears that ordinary subject wh-questions in (8) cannot be embedded in Ibibio. The 

determiner phrases (DP) such as andi ‘the person who does something’ in (8) are used 
instead. 

• Wh-in-situ in embedded clause (e.g. object wh-questions)? 

4 Conclusion 

• Ibibio wh-questions use wh-movement and wh-in-situ strategies, which is presumably due to 
pragmatics.   

•  It appears that wh-questions cannot be embedded in small clauses, given the data we have.  

5 Open questions 

1. Prosodic-licensing of wh-si-tu in Ibibio (Kandybowicz & Torrence, to appear)? 
2. Island-effect of wh-movement in Ibibio (e.g., the complex noun phrase constraint)?  
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1 Introduction 

The present study seeks to clarify how possession is constructed in Ibibio. In English, possessive 
NPs are indicated in a few ways: via the possessive clitic (‘s), a prepositional phrase “of 
_____’s”, and use of possessive pronouns: 

 

(1) John’s book 
(2) This book of John’s 
(3) My book 

 
English also indicates possessive clauses by use of the verb ‘have’, as well as use of copular ‘be’: 
 

(4) I have a book 
(5) The book is mine 

 
Heine (2001) claims that there is no universal structure that languages share when it comes to 
possession. Furthermore, additional information regarding relation to the possessor may also be 
encoded in a language’s possessive structure. For example, whereas English typically uses the 
possessive verb ‘have’ to indicate temporarily having an item, Ibibio distinguishes ownership, 
such as in the following:  
 

(6) ùfàn     m̀mì   á-kàmà    kè   ngwÈt   ekpe    á-mà     á -dì           wO 
      friend   my    3sg.hold   C    book     Ekpe   3sg.PT  3sg.come   arrive 
 ‘My friend that has Ekpe’s book arrived.’ 

 
By examining possession, we are able to seek information into a language’s morphosyntactic 
properties as well as additional information relevant to other grammar constructions. Out of the 
realm of possible distinctions that a language can make to indicate possession, Ibibio’s 
preference for kinship terms and ownership of an item are what creates stark differences in how 
possessive constructions are demonstrated.  

2 Background 

2.1 Possessive NPs (Payne 1997)  

Languages may distinguish possession based on a myriad of factors attributed to ownership, 
animacy, and inherent qualities. Possible distinctions include the following: 
 
 1. possessable vs. unpossessable 
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 2. alienable vs. inalienable 
-alienable possessives refer to items that are able to be terminated or are 
transferrable 

 -inalienable possessives are items that are unable to be terminated or transferred 
 3. inherent vs. non-inherent possession 

-inherent possessives refer to terms that are naturally an attribute of a person, such 
as body parts and kinship terms 
-some languages require that inherently possessed items include a reference to a 
possessor. For example, the person cannot just say ‘hand’, they must indicate 
whose hand it is 

 4. animate possessor/possessee vs. inanimate possessor/possessee 
 5. mass/count nouns 

2.2  Possessive Clauses 

To express possession, languages typically use existential &/or locational structures. Possessive 
clauses include a verb meaning ‘have’, that may be derived from ‘hold’ or ‘carry’. 

-Are possessors the same as locations? 
 

(7) Lucretia has 19 cats 
      LOC            NOM 

 
In (7) the possession is literally/figuratively located ‘on’, ‘at’, or ‘with’ the subject. 
 
Based on Clark (1978)’s findings, a language’s word order usually distinguishes: 
 -possessive clauses from locative clauses 

-possessive clauses use the location before the nominal in a majority of the languages 
studied 

3 Analysis  

3.1 Possessive NPs 

A. Ibibio seems to use genitive markers for possessive adjectives: 
 

(8) a. m̀-mì ‘my’     d.  n-nyÌn  ‘our’ 
        GEN.1sg              GEN.1pl 
  
     b. m̀-fò ‘your’     e.  ǹ-dùfò/m̀-bùfò ‘your (pl)’ 
        GEN.2sg              GEN.2pl 
 
   c. ∅-ómò ‘his/her’  f.  ∅-òmmò ‘their’ 
        GEN.3sg                GEN.3pl 

 
A null genitive marker is represented for 3rd person. As of yet, there is no difference between the 
3rd person plural pronoun and possessive pronoun. 
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(9) òmmò  é-mà     édéB      ìkÀm  
      They    3pl.PT  3pl.buy  gourd 
 ‘They bought a gourd.’ 

 
There is, however, a difference in the 3rd person singular pronoun (ènyé) 
 
B. Possessor follows the possessee 

 

(10) a. èbé           ùfàn     áyÌn     òmò  
        husband   friend   child   his 

     ‘his child’s friend’s husband’ 
 
    b. úsÁng   úfÒk     éyèn    èkà   èkà     m̀mì 
        door      house    sibling   mother      my 
     ‘my mother’s sibling’s house’s door’ 

 
C. No inherent possession of body parts: ‘back’- èdèm; ‘my back’- èdèm m̀mì. HOWEVER, 
some kindship terms (not body parts) seem to be inherently encoded: 

 
(11) a. áyÌn èkà ‘sibling’/‘mother’s child’ 
    b. èkà èkà ‘maternal grandmother’/‘mother’s mother”  
        c. éyèn èkà èkà ‘aunt/uncle’/‘mother’s sibling’/‘mother’s mother’s child’  

 
D. No discerning between inalienable/alienable objects:  

 
(12) a. ngwÈt m̀mì ‘my book’/ ‘book of mine’ 
    b. ekpuk m̀mì ‘my family’ 

 
E. No distinction between animacy (for both possessor and possessee)/inanimacy 

 
(13) a. ngwÈt m̀mì ‘my book’ 
    b. ekpuk m̀mì ‘my family’ 
    c. étò m̀mì ákÒt ‘my tree grows’ 
    d. ngkám ángwà ‘cat’s whiskers’ 
    e. nyAn ángwà ‘cat’s kittens’ 
    f. ng̀kóG étù ‘tree’s branch’ 
    g. úsÁng úfÒk ‘house’s door’ 

 
F. Object position: possessive adjectives in 1st and 2nd person sing and plural can delete with 
overt object markers, but NOT 3rd person sing/plural 

(14) a. ámà á-ń-tó èdèm ‘he hit my back’ 
    b. ámà útó èdèm  ‘he hit your(sg) back’ 
    c. ámà ító èdèm  ‘he hit your(pl)/their backs” -ambiguous 
    d. *ámà étóóng edem ‘he hit(pl) their backs’ 

3.2 Possessive clauses 

G. Predicative expressions 
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(15) a. ngwÈt    á-dò       á-ke     òmò 
           book     3sg.BE   3sg.?    his/hers 
     ‘book of his/hers’ 
 
    b. ngwÈt  á-dò      am-mò 
        book    3sg.BE   ?.he/she 
     ‘book is his/hers’ 

 
Could possession be similar to a locative construction here as ‘the book is (prep) his”? We might 
expect the use of a pronoun if that were the case. So maybe ‘ke’ is indicative of the possession, 
so we retain the possessive pronoun? 

 
H. Possessive verb: nie. Used for ownership 

 
(16) ùfàn     m̀mì   á-kàmà    kè   ngwÈt   ekpe     á-mà     á-dì           wO 
    friend   my    3sg.hold   C     book    Ekpe  3sg.PT 3sg.come  arrive 
    ‘My friend that has Ekpe’s book arrived.’ 

 
I. No distinction between human/non-human subject 
 

(17) a. ḿme níé ngwÈt ‘I have a book’ 
  b. étò áníé mfang  ‘tree has leaves’ 

 
J. distinguishes possessable/unpossessable objects 

 
(18) a. ḿme      kOB  inEm esIt 
        1sg.PR   hear   something appealing to heart 
     ‘I have happiness.’      
 
    b. étó     da        ke     bOt 
        tree   stand    prep   hill 
     ‘tree’s location is on the hill’   

4 Conclusions 

From the data presented, Ibibio indicates possession by following the possessed item/person with 
the possessor. Only kinship terms are found to have inherent possession, and unpossessable 
objects are constructed differently than possessable objects. We saw that not only do qualities of 
the possessed item play a role, but that possessive pronouns in object position, depending on 
which person is used, are capable of creating a change in the surface structure as to the use of 
object markers on the verb. There is also a clear distinction compared to English when it comes 
to verbal ownership (being temporary or permanent). As demonstrated, Ibibio does not utilize 
possessive constructions when dealing with unpossessable objects as well as when temporarily 
having an item. True ownership plays a role in the language that in turn dictates which type of 
verb is used.  
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1 Introduction 

• A predicate nominal is a noun phrase that is the main predicate of a sentence. The subject and 
the predicate nominal are connected by a verb. 

  
(1) He is a boy. 

  
• Patterns: 

(a) ákpéép ńgwèt / àndíkpéép (ńgwèt) 
Subject BE teacher.  

(b) sókórò 
Subject eat orange. 

 
• Declaration and negation 

Number agreement 
Tense: present, past, past perfect and progressive 
Order switching 

2 Agreement 

• The agreement between the verb and the predicator nominal is realized before the verb. 
• First person 
  

(2) (àmí)    ń          dó      ákpéép ńgwèt 
(I)       1st Sg.    be       teacher 
‘I am a teacher.’ 
 

(3) (àmí)      ń       dó  Gó     ákpéép ńgwèt 
(I)       1st Sg.   be  Neg.    teacher 
‘I am not a teacher.’ 
 

(4) (ǹnyìn)    ì         dò  m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
(We)     1st Pl.    be   teachers 
‘We are teachers.’ 
 

(5) ǹnyìn     í      dóngngó     ké        m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
We     Neg.   be (Pl.)       Neg.       teachers 
‘We are not teachers.’ 
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• Second person 
 

(6) (àfù)            à           dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
(You(Sg.))  2nd Sg.   be    teacher 
‘You are a teacher.’ 
 

(7) àfù            ù          kù  dó   Gó    ákpéép ńgwèt 
You(Sg.)  2nd Sg.        be   Neg.   teacher 
‘You are not a teacher.’ 
 

(8) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù)     è           dò   m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
(You(Pl.))           2nd Sg.   be      teachers 
‘You are teachers.’ 
 

(9) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù      í           dóngngó    ké   m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
You(Pl.)            Neg.       be(Pl.)      Neg.      teachers 
‘You are not teachers.’ 

  
• Third person 

 
(10) (è/ànyé)  á            dô  ákpéép ńgwèt 

  (He)       3rd Sg.    be   teacher 
  ‘He is a teacher.’ 
 

(11) (è/ànyé)      í          dó      Gó    ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (He)        3rd Sg.    be       Neg. teacher 

  ‘He is not a teacher.’ 
 
(12) (ÒmmÔ)      é          dô m̀mè ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (They)        3rd Pl.   be    teachers 
   ‘They are teachers.’ 
 
(13) (ÒmmÔ)      í         dóngngó    ké    m̀mè (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
   (They)      Neg    be(Pl.)     Neg.      teachers 
   ‘They are not teachers.’ 

  

3 Tense 

• Past tense 
We will use only first person singular as the examples here. First, past tense sentence is listed 
in (14), (15), past perfect tense in (16) – (18), and progressive tense in (19), (20). 

  
(14) (àmí) ḿ           mà        á        dó   (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  be      teacher 
   ‘I was a teacher.’ 
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(15) (àmí)    ń          ké          dò (á)kpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense(?)  be     teacher 
   ‘I was a teacher.’ 
 

• Past perfect tense 
 
(16) (àmí)   ḿ           mà    á         sè         ń        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense  1st Sg.Tense   1st Sg.  be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher.’ 
 
(17) (àmí) ḿ            mà      á           sì        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  Tense   be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher.’ 
 
(18) (àmí) ḿ           mà         á         késì         dò ákpéép ńgwèt 
   (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  Tense(?)   be     teacher 
   ‘I had been a teacher.’ 
 

• Progressive tense 
  
(19) ń           díjà  sókórò 
  1st Sg.   eat   orange 
  ‘I am eating an orange (oranges).’ 
 
(20) ń          sÀk     ń           díjà  sókórò 
  1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.  eat    orange 
  ‘I am eating an orange (oranges).’ 

  

4 Order switching 

• Order switching does not influence the predicator nominals. To switch the order of the 
subject and the predicator nominal does not make a difference. 

  
(21) ékpè      á/ó        dò  ákpéép ńgwèt 
        Ekpe     3rd Sg.  be      teacher 
   ‘Ekpe is the teacher’ 
 
(22) ákpéép ńgwèt á/ó         dò    ékpè 
        teacher           3rd Sg.    be    Ekpe 
   ‘The teacher is Ekpe’ 

5 Conclusion 

! The predicator nominals in Ibibio are similar to those in English. 
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! The singular/plural agreement is usually realized before the verb. 

m̀mè can be used to pluralize ‘teacher’ but not ‘orange’. m̀mè sókórò means ‘different types 
of oranges’.  
 

! Tense is also shown before the verb, not affecting the predictor nominals. 
 

! Switching orders does not have an effect on the predicator nominals either. 
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CAUSATIVES 
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1 Introduction 

The causative construction denotes a complex event consisting of two component events: the 
CAUSING EVENT initiated by the CAUSER and the CAUSED EVENT or EFFECT occasionally involved 
the CAUSEE. In Ibibio, the causative construction can be taken as analytical, meaning that there is 
one predicate expressing the CAUSING EVENT, while there is the other predicate expressing the 
CAUSED EVENT/EFFECT. The two predicates in analytical causatives tend to occur in separate 
clauses separated by the causative verb nÀm ‘do’as the follow sentence. 

 
(1) ènyé  á -mà  á -kwó   íkwó  (input to causative) 

3rd sg 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
      ‘He sang.’ 
 
(2)  ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm  ènyé  á -kwó   íkwó   

1st sg PAST do  3rd sg 3rd sg  sing(V.) sing(N.) 
‘I made him to sing.’ 

 
Another causative construction in Ibibio is combining the causative verb nÀm ‘do’ with 

statives.  
 

(3) àkpókórò   ákpòngò          (input to causative) 
table  broken 

              ‘The table is broken.’ 
 

(4) (àmì)  nǵ -ké  ánàm   ákpókórò  (ódò)  ákpòngò   
1st sg 1st sg  PAST do  table  DET broken 
‘I made the table broken.’ 

 
In this oral report, I will first introduce the semantics of causatives starting with the animacy 

of the subject, then the effect of control status in the caused event/effect. Secondary, I will 
introduce the agreement of causatives between the causing and caused event/effect. Finally, I 
will introduce the negation in causatives. 
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2 Semantics of causatives  

2.1 Animacy of the subject 

2.1.1 Animate subjects  

In Ibibio, the causative nÀm ‘do’ forms causative sentences with animate subjects. Examples 
used pronouns as subjects will give as follows.  

 
(5) ùbÓm  ásÀp      (input to causative) 

        ship sink 
       ‘The boat is sunk.’ 
 

(6) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm  ùbÓm  ásÀp    
1st sg PAST do  ship sink 
‘I made the boat to sink.’ 

 
(7) m̀bòró  ábÀttÒ      (input to causative) 

banana rotten 
‘The banana is rotten.’ 
 

(8) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm   m̀bòró   ábÀttÒ  
1st sg PAST do  banana  rotten 
‘I made the banana rotten.’ 

2.1.2 Inanimate subjects 

The Ibibio causative nÀm ‘do’ also forms the same sentence structure with inanimate subjects. 
Examples used various inanimate subjects such as storm and heat as subjects given as follows. 

 
(9) òyòbíó  á -mà  ánÀm  ùbÓm   ásÀp 

Storm 3rd sg PAST do  boat  sink 
‘The storm made the boat to sink.’ 
 

(10) Ùfíóp  á -mà  ánÀm   m̀bòró   ábÀttÒ  
Heat 3rd sg PAST do  banana  rotten 
‘The heat made banana rotten.’ 

 
According to provided example Ibibio causative sentences, the Ibibio causative nÀm ‘do’ acts no 
difference between animate and inanimate subjects. 
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2.2 Control status of the caused effect/event  

2.2.1 Effect/event can be controlled 

The actions as singing, which can be controlled by the causee even when there is a causer to 
make causee to do so, have a particular representation. Sentences included these verbs are given 
below. 

 
(11) ènyé  á -mà  á -kwó   íkwó (input to causative) 

3rd sg. 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘He sang.’ 
 

(12) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm à/ènyé  á -kwó   íkwó 
1st sg PAST do him  3rd sg  sing(V.) sing(N.) 

       ‘I made him to sing.’ 
 

(13) ìnèmésÈt  á -mà  ánÀm  ènyé  ó/á -kwó   íkwó  
happiness 3rd sg PAST do him 3rd sg  sing(V.) sing(N.) 
‘The happiness made him to sing.’ 
 

No matter the subject as the cause is animate or inanimate, these causative sentences have similar 
structures. Many Ibibio verbs such as kwó íkwó ‘sing’, nék unék ‘dance’ and díyá ‘eat’ need an 
obligatory object, which are different from English translation even though there are provided 
context. This tendency can be seen across the pattern, not limited to causatives. 

2.2.2 Effect/event cannot be controlled 

The actions as crying, which cannot be controlled by the causee even when there is a causer to 
make causee to do so, have another particular representation.. 

 
(14) ènyé  á -mà  á -túá   (éjét/ájÍt) (input to causative) 

3rd sg. 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg cry(V)  cry(N) 
‘He cried.’ 
 

(15) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm   ányé   á -túá   (éjét/ájÍt) 
1st sg PAST do  him  3rd sg cry(V.)  cry(N.) 
‘I made him cry.’ 
 

(16) úbíák á -mà  ánÀm   ànyé á -túá   (éjét/ájÍt)  
Pain 3rd sg PAST do  him 3rd sg cry(V.)  cry(N.)  
‘The pain made him cry.’ 
 

Ibibio verbs as túá (éjét/ájÍ) ‘cry’, which cannot be controlled by the immediate subject, have an 
optional object even when there is no context. This tendency can be seen across the pattern, not 
limited to causatives. 
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3 Agreement 

Basically, the verbs of caused effect/event agreed with the causee in terms of person marker. 
 

(17) ènyé  á -mà  á -kwó   íkwó (input to causative) 
3rd sg 3rd sg PAST 3rd sg sing(V) sing(N) 
‘He sang.’ 
 

(18) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm à/ènyé  á -kwó   íkwó 
1st sg PAST do him  3rd sg  sing(V.) sing(N.) 

       ‘I made him to sing.’ 
 
However, I haven’t test sentences with other pronouns but only ‘I’ as the causer and ‘he’ as the 
causee, so it is a local conclusion based on the data I have so far.  
Besides, there is no tense marker in the predicate denoting the caused effect/event. 

4 Negation in causatives 

There are three possible negation structures in Ibibio causatives. They are shown as follows. 
 

(19) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm   à/ènyé   í -kwó   -Gó (íkwó) 
1st sg PAST do  him  NEG  sing(V.)NEG sing(N.) 

       ‘I made him not to sing.’ 
 

(20) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm   à/ènyé   á -kù -kwó   (íkwó) 
1st sg PAST do  him  3rd sg  NEG sing(V.) sing(N.) 

       ‘I made him not to sing.’ 
 

(21) ḿ  -mǎ  ánÀm ké à/ènyé   á -kwó   (íkwó) 
1st sg PAST do ? him  3rd sg sing(V.)  sing(N.) 

       ‘I made him to sing.’ 
 

Compared sentences (19)-(21) with sentence (12), the major difference is that in the negation 
form, the object in the cause effect/event can be dropped.  

Changing the animacy of the subject makes no difference to the causative negation. 
 

(22) ḿfkóGó á -mǎ  ánÀm  à/ènyé  í -kwó   -Gó (íkwó) 
sadness 3rd sg PAST do him  NEG  sing(V)NEG sing(N) 

       ‘The sadness made him not to sing.’ 
 

(23) ḿfkóGó á -mǎ  ánÀm à/ènyé  á -kù -kwó   (íkwó) 
sadness 3rd sg PAST do him  3rd sg NEG sing(V) sing(N) 

        ‘The sadness made him not to sing.’ 
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(24) ḿfkóGó á -mǎ  ánÀm ké à/ènyé  á -kwó  (íkwó) 
sadness 3rd sg PAST do ? him  3rd sg sing(V.) sing(N.) 

       ‘The sadness made him not to sing.’ 

5 Conclusion 

To conclude, first, Ibibio causatives consist of two predicates. One is the causing effect predicate 
using nÀm ‘do’ as the causative verb, while the other is the caused effect/event predicate with no 
overt tense marker. Second, both the animacy of the subject and the control status of the caused 
effect/event make no difference. Third, verbs in the caused effect/event predicate agree with the 
causee in terms of person marker. Finally, the obligation of object seems inconsistent between 
causative forms and causatives with negation. 
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1 Consonant Sounds in Ibibio 

Sound Example Word Meaning in English Comments 
n ń-sèn  ú-nèn egg 1. common sound, 

word-initially, word-
medially, and word-
finally 
2. forms a syllable on 
its own (syllabic)1 

ŋ ì-tɔ́ŋ neck 1. common sound, 
word-initially, word-
medially, and word-
finally 
2. forms a syllable on 
its own (syllabic)2 
   

m ḿ-tɔ́ŋ water 1. common sound, 
word-initially, word-
medially, and word-
finally 
2. forms a syllable on 
its own (syllabic)3 
 

f á-fá-rá shoulder 1. not so common 
2. occurs word-
medially 
 

d á-dó:k˺ throat 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

b é-bék˺ chin 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 
 

                                                
1 Every Ibibio noun begins with either a vowel (e.g., /ì-tɔ́ŋ/ “neck”) or a syllabic nasal consonant (e.g., / ḿ-báŋ/ 
“jaw”) 
2 The word /ŋ̀-wèt˺/ “book”, for example, begins with the nasal consonant /ŋ/. 
3 The borrowed word /ḿ-mó-tò/ “car”, for example, begins with the nasal consonant /m/. 
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w í-nú-wèn bird 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

k í-ják˺ fish common sound, word-
medially and word-
finally4 

s ń-s!́m or ń-s!ḿ tail 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

ɣ ú-dʌ́ɣ  í-kɔ́t˺, ǹ-tù-ɣù-
bè 

snake, fog 1. uncommon sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

r ú-rʌ́k˺ rope 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

j ò-jò-bjó storm 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

t é-tó tree common sound, word-
medially and word-
finally5 

ɲ ù-bóm  é-ɲɔ́ŋ or ù-
búm  é-ɲɔ́ŋ or ḿ-mó-
tò  é-ɲɔ́ŋ 

airplane 1. not so common 
2. occurs word-
medially 

k͡p í-k͡pá   é-ɲɔ́ŋ sky 1. common sound 
2. occurs word-
medially 

d͡ʒ ń-d͡ʒán ń-nún pinky 1. not so common 
2. occurs word-
medially 

p í-pá-ká calf 1. not so common 
2. occurs word-
medially 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                
4 Whenever /k/ occurs in word-final position, it is unreleased. 
5 Whenever /t/ occurs in word-final position, it is unreleased. 
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1.1 Ibibio Consonant Chart 

Place → Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palato-
alveolar 

Palatal Velar Glottal 
Manner ↓ 
Plosives  b  t      d   k  
Implosives        
Nasals m  n  ɲ ŋ  
Affricates    d͡ʒ    
Fricatives  f s   ɣ  
Laterals        
Trill      r     
Semi-
vowels 

    j   

1.1.1 Consonants (co-articulated) 

k͡p:  voiceless labial-velar stop 
w: voiced labial-velar approximant 

2  (Oral) Vowels in Ibibio 

Short Example Word Meaning in 
English 

Long Example Word Meaning in 
English 

u ú-nên hen o: á-dó:k˺ throat 
ɔ ì-tɔ́ŋ neck i: í:-s!́n waist 
i ì-tɔ́ŋ   ú-nèn neck of a hen a: í:-ná:ŋ four 
a ḿ-báŋ jaw    
o ò-jò-bjó storm    
e è-dé-sì rice    
( or ɨ6 ń-s!́m or ń-s!ḿ tail    
ʌ ú-dʌ́k˺   í-kɔ̀t˺ snake    
ɛ ń-sɛ́k˺ á-jìn baby    

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
6 It is not clear whether this short vowel is /(/ or /ɨ/. 
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2.1 Ibibio Vowel Chart 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Tones in Ibibio 

Tone Example Word Meaning in English 
Low (L) ù-sàn bowl 
High-Low (HL) ú-nên hen 
High (H) á-kwɔ́k˺ bee 

 

i u 

e 

a 

o 

ͻ ( 

ɨ 

ʌ 

ɛ 
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1 Consonants 

The consonants of Ibibio are listed below. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[p]  idʌp̚ ‘stomach’  – This sound is consistently unreleased word-finally. 
[b]  ubʌ́m ‘boat’ 
[t]  itɔ́ŋ ‘neck’   – This sound is also consistently unreleased word-finally. 
[d]  dia ‘eat’ 
[k]  ukɔ́t̚ ‘alcoholic drink’ 
[k͡p] ek͡pu ʼrat’   – This often sounds (to me) like an unreleased [k] followed 

     by a [p]. Further, I often hear some sort of voicing, though  
     that doesn’t seem to fit with the consensus.  

[m]  m̩bɔ̀k̚ ‘please’  – This, along with the other nasals, is often syllabic,  
     especially when preceding a stop. 

[n]  nsɔŋ ‘fly’ 
[ŋ]  ŋk͡pɔ ‘thing’   – In some cases there seems to be fronting of this sound,  

     however I have not been able make any clear   
     determination on that account. Another possibility is that  
     the language includes a palatal nasal. 

[ɾ]  ŋkɾíŋ ‘large basket’ 
[s]  ísʌ́n ‘waist’ 
[j]  itjun ‘five’  
[w]  ikwa ‘knife’  

2 Vowels 

The vowels of Ibibio are listed below.  
 
 
 
 

 Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labial-Velar 
Stop p b t d   k  k͡p  
Nasal  m  n    ŋ   
Tap    ɾ       
Fricative   s        
Approximant      j    w 
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 Front Central Back 
High i  u 

High-Mid e  o 
Low-Mid ɛ ʌ ɔ 

Low a   
 
[i]  itá ‘three’ 
[e]  esʌt̚ ‘heart’ 
[ɛ]  ifɛri ‘nakedness’  – I have had difficulty in determining if this is   

     actually part of the Ibibio inventory. I hear it in   
     natural speech, however it nearly invariably becomes [e]  
     when the speaker produces words carefully. This indicates 
     the possibility of an allophonic relationship. 

[a]  awã ʼcat’   – The second vowel is the only example of a nasal   
     vowel I have come across so far. 

[ʌ]  ubʌ̀m ‘fatness’ 
[u]  isúp̚ ‘kernal’ 
[o]  owu ‘person’  – I have also had difficulty at times in differentiating [u]  

     and [o] in words such as ‘mountain’ (úbút̚ or óbót̚),   
     however I tend to suspect that that is a result of my own  
     shortcomings. 

[ɔ]  isɔ  ‘midget’  
 
As shown above in words such as itá and ubʌ̀m, Ibibio also displays tones. I have begun to 

hear the High and Low tones more clearly, however there seem also to be combinations of these 
tones that I have yet to clearly identify. 

A number of words including [o] can also be pronounced with [a]. For example, the word for 
‘person’ can be pronounced as either [owu] or [awu]. 
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1 Refinement of inventory 

This report presents the consonant and vowel list for Ibibio. There are two main sounds that I am 
unsure of in the language. The first [ɱ] of [ɱbasi] ‘skirt’ is an attempt to classify a sound that is 
similar to [m], but has to be something else which I will continue to explore. 

Second, there is the sound [kh]. Though I do think this sound is present in the language 
[ɛkhʌt̚] ‘ax’, I wonder if it may actually be an ejective sometimes. 

1.1 Consonants 

p peep̚  ‘teach’  

p̚ peep̚  ‘teach’ 

b abaŋ  ‘pot’ 

m ubʊm  ‘boat’ 

β isʌβejup̚ ‘coconut tree’   This is a two word string [isʌp̚ ejup̚] 

w owu  ‘person’ 

ɱ ɱbasi   ‘skirt’ 

f ɔfɔŋ  ‘cloth’ 

t itɔŋ  ‘neck’ 

th ɔkɔthi  ‘(pinto) bean’ 

t̚ uŋwet̚  ‘newspaper’ 

d edet̚  ‘tooth’ 

n n̩krɛn  ‘big basket’ 

n̩ n̩krɛn  ‘big basket’ 

r n̩krɛn  ‘big basket’ 

ɾ uɾɔk̚  ‘rope’ 

s ɱbasi   ‘skirt’ 

ɹ kaɹa  ‘to rule’ 

j ajIn  ‘child’ 
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k kaɹa  ‘to rule’ 

k̚ uɾɔk̚  ‘rope’ 

k͡p uŋk͡po  ‘thing’ 

ŋ  uŋk͡po  ‘thing’ 

ŋw uŋwet̚  ‘newspaper’ 

ɣ n̩tuɣube ‘fog’ 

1.2 Vowels 

i itɔŋ  ‘neck’ 

u uɾɔk̚  ‘rope’ 

ɪ ajIn  ‘child’ 

ʊ ubʊm  ‘boat’ 

e uŋwet̚  ‘newspaper’ 

o uŋk͡po  ‘thing’ 

ɛ n̩krɛn  ‘big basket’ 

ʌ ɛkhʌt̚  ‘ax’ 

ɔ uɾɔk̚  ‘rope’ 

a kaɹa  ‘to rule’ 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is a Niger-Congo language spoken by approximately 2 million people in southern Nigeria. 
This paper presents preliminary observations about the phonetic inventory of Ibibio. The 
discussion here is based on elicitation sessions with Mfon Udoinyang.1 

2 Consonants 

Ibibio has 362 consonants in its phonetic inventory, as seen the chart below. Examples of each 
follow. 
 
 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular 
Stop 
 

pʰ p 
p̚ b ᵐb   tʰ  t  

t̚ d ⁿd   kʰ k 
k̚ ŋk g   

Nasal  m m̚ 
mˠ    n n̚  ɲ  ŋ ŋ̚   

Trill 
      r       

Tap or Flap 
      ɾ       

Fricative 
   f ɱf  s ⁿs       ɣ 

Affricate 
 

k͡p 
ŋk͡p       d͡ʒ 

ⁿd͡ʒ 
k͡p  
ŋk͡p    

Approximant 
  w      j  w   

 
pʰ kʌmpʰjúta ‘computer’ tʰ ɔkɔ́tʰi ‘bean’ kʰ ekʰám̚ ‘grandmother’ 
p dùɔp ‘10’ t éˀtú ‘tree’ k ekák̚ ‘comet’ 
p̚ ákup̚ ‘naval’ t̚ ŋgʷèt̚ ‘book’ k̚ ufɔ́k̚ ‘house’ 
      ŋk máŋku ‘mango’ 
b ùbʊ́m ‘boat’ d édɔ́ŋ ‘knee’ g ⁿsɛ́gájɛn ‘small child’ 
ᵐb ᵐbúrű ‘banana’ ⁿd ⁿdídijá ‘food’    
m móːŋ ‘water’ n nːȕn ‘finger’ ŋ   
m̚ idʌ́m̚ ‘stomach’ n̚ útűn̚ ‘sun’ ŋ̚ ìtɔ́ŋ̚ ‘neck’ 
                                                
1 Many thanks to Mfon for his patience and help. 
2 I have included [pʰ] in the consonant table because its existence might be predicted based on the presence of [tʰ] 
and [kʰ]. Notably, though, the only case in which I have recorded [pʰ] is a borrowing. 
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mˠ mˠk͡pʌ́n̚ ‘skirt’       
   dʒ   k͡p ik͡pá ‘whip’ 
   ⁿdʒ ⁿdʒʌ̋n ‘DIM’ ŋk͡p ŋk͡pó ‘thing’ 
   ɲ eɲaŋ ‘air’    
   r ŋ̩krɛ̂n ‘basket’    
   ɾ éɾɛn ‘male’    
f ɔ́fiʌ́ŋ ‘moon’ s ísʌ̆p̚ ‘nut’ ɣ n̩tùɣùbe ‘fog’ 
ɱf ɱfãŋ ‘leaf’ ⁿs ⁿsɛk̚     
w íwʊ́t̚ ‘head’ j dijá ‘to eat’    
 

2.1 Palatalized and Labialized Consonants 

In addition to those consonants listed above, I have also recorded examples of what may be 
palatalized and labialized consonants. Examples of such include [ítʲûn̚] ‘5’, [a ̃́sʲa ̃̌ n] ‘shin’, and 
[ŋʷãn] ‘wife’. However, it may be the case that these are either CC sequences, where the second 
C is [+approximant], or these could be CV sequences, where the vowel is [+high]. 

2.2 Syllabic Nasals 

In the consonant chart above, I listed prenasalized consonants as among those in the phonetic 
inventory. However, Ibibio syllabifies nasals in onset position when preceding another 
consonant. Examples of such include [m̩bʌk̚] ‘story’, [ń̩tʌ́̆pe] ‘event’, [ń̩sʌ́ŋ] ‘gums’, and [ŋ̩́k͡pɔ́] 
‘thing’. It may be, then, that some of the prenasalized consonants that I have provided above 
actually involve syllabic nasals. This could be a strategy to mitigate consonant clusters, which 
seem to be disallowed in the language. Usually, what I have transcribed as prenasalized 
consonants appear in some type of phrase or compound where they are preceded by a vowel, as 
in [ikáᵐba nːȕn íbà] ‘thumb’. 

2.3 Geminates 

There are a few incidents of geminate consonants that I have recorded. Although the occurrence 
of geminates is relatively infrequent in the data I have to this point, they are almost exclusively 
limited to front nasals, [mː] and [nː], and these are rather infrequent. Examples include [mːóŋ] 
‘water’ and [nːùːn] ‘finger’. However, I have recorded a possible instance of a long alveolar 
fricative, [sː], in [ésːʌt̚] ‘heart’. 

3 Vowels 

Ibibio has 11 monophthong vowels, seen in Table 2. Examples of each follow. 
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i 
ɪ 

u 

o 
ʊ 

e 
ɛ 

a 

ɔ 
ʌ 1 

 
 
i ísʌ́n ‘waist’    u úkʰɔt̚ ‘palm wine’ 
ɪ iɲùɪn ‘bird’    ʊ íwʊ́t̚ ‘head’ 
e èk͡pe ‘lion’    o mːóŋ̚ ‘water’ 
ɛ ídɛ́m ‘body’ ʌ êkʰʌt̚ ‘ax’ ɔ ḿ̩bɔ̋k ‘wrestling’ 
   1 ùs!̀ne ‘mouse’    
      a ájaŋ̚ ‘broom’ 
 
Of these, [ɪ] and [1] are the rarest in the data gathered up to this point. Also, in some instances 
where I have either [u] or [o], it may be possible that Ibibio has a different vowel entirely. 

3.1 Diphthongs 

The diphthongs that I have recorded to date are relatively sparse. These include [ai], [ʊɔ], [1ɔ], 
and [iʌ], as seen in [m̩bái]/[ɱk͡pái] ‘ring’3, [íwʊɔ̀] ‘nose’, [ɔb1᷆ɔ᷇ŋ] ‘cane’, and [ɔfiʌ̀ŋ] ‘moon’. 

3.1.1 Long and Short Vowels 

The monophthong vowels above – or a subset of them – may have long and short counterparts. 
Examples of long and short vowels can be seen in the following: [íːnʊ̀ʷa] ‘mouth’, [ìːbòk͡pʌt̚] 
‘corn (prestigious form)’, [nːȕːn] ‘finger’, [inàːŋ] ‘4’, [ɛ́̆níːn] ‘elephant’, [èːbé̆] ‘husband’, and 
[ébó̆t̚]/[ébʊ́̆t̚] ‘goat’. Long vowels seem to have a more restricted distribution than regular and 
extra short vowels, though. I have only recorded instances where they immediately precede a 
voiced consonant. Interestingly, one dialectal variant for [íwʊ́t̚] ‘head’ is [íwʊ́ːd].4 
 

                                                
3 This vowel may in fact be [a] in isolation. This instance of ‘ring’ comes from [m̩bái nːȕːn]/[ɱk͡pái nːȕːn] ‘ring 
finger’. Often in compounds or phrases vowels that coalesce (by virtue of being in coda and onset position when in 
isolation) and vowels that immediately precede nasals take on properties of diphthongs. Consider, for example, 
[ik͡páisʌn] ‘belt’, which is composed of [ik͡pá] ‘leather thing’ and [ísʌ́n] ‘waist’. 
4 This is, of course, under the assumption that voicing is contrastive in Ibibio, which may not truly be the case. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper provides a preliminary investigation of the phonetic system of Ibibio, a language 
spoken in Nigeria. There are many questions and unresolved issues with regard to the sound 
system, so this report will continue to be revised. For the remainder of this paper, I summarize 
the sound system of the language based on my current understanding. 

2 Phonetic inventory 

This section begins by summarizing the sounds present in my transcriptions of Ibibio. I then go 
into more details for the consonants, vowels, and tone/length distinctions that are included in my 
transcriptions. 
 

Table 1. Consonant Inventory. 
 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop   p        b     t         d       k       g?  
Nasal             m               ɱ              n          ɲ              ŋ  
Trill                r    
Tap/Flap                ɾ          
Fricative   f     s               γ    
Approximant             j              w  
Other kp - possibly non-pulmonic. Maybe a bilabial ejective [p’].   

 ˺  - unreleased consonants 
 h    - aspirated consonants 
 w  - labialized consonant 

                    
                             Table 2. Vowels.        Tones/Length. 

é high tone 
e mid tone 
è low tone 
e: long vowel 
  
 

 

 [+ front] [-front, -back] [ + back ]       
[ + high ]    i 

   ɪ 
            u 

           ʊ 
[ - high,    
- low ] 

   e 
   ε 

           *            o 
   ʌ      ɔ 

[ + low]    a   
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3 Phonetic description 

This section provides further details regarding the inventory of phones in Ibibio. In 3.1, I discuss 
the consonant inventory, 3.2 looks at the vowel inventory, while section 3.3 briefly discusses 
tone, length, and other relevant issues related to the phonetic inventory of Ibibio. 

3.1 Consonants 

The discussion of consonants is organized as follows: stops, nasals, trills/flaps, fricatives, then 
approximates. 

3.1.1 Stops 

Ibibio displays the following stops: [p,b,t,d, k, kw, and kp]. Stops are aspirated or unreleased in 
certain contexts. Unreleased stops typically occur word-finally, and are very difficult to 
recognize. Most (if not all) stops listed above have aspirated and unreleased variants. Table 3 
below provides examples of each of the stops above: 
 

Table 3. Stops in Ibibio, 
Stop Example English Gloss 
p [éjúp] ‘palm tree’ or ‘palm nut’ 
b [ɔbɔŋ] ‘cane’ 
t [étú] ‘tree’ 
d [éd*m] ‘rain’ 
k [ikák] ‘bush’ 
kw [ikwá] ‘knife’ 
k˺ [ébùk˺] ‘family’ 
kh [ekhʌt] ‘axe’ 
kp [akpakpa] ‘corn’ 

 
The labialized [k] may actually be [k] + V, but I perceive it as labialization. Word-final 
unreleased stops are very difficult to perceive, and as a result, some vowel-final words may 
actually exhibit word-final unreleased consonants. In most cases, I do not transcribe aspiration, 
but some words contain heavily exaggerated aspiration, that I do transcribe, such as [ekhʌt] 
‘knife’ above. I am uncertain whether [kp] is actually a pulmonic stop, but intend to investigate 
this sound more closely in the future.  

3.1.2 Nasals 

The following nasals are also exhibited: [m, ɱ, n, ɲ, ŋ]. Nasals often appear to be syllabic when 
in word-initial position, and hence seem to carry tone. Examples for each the nasals are shown in 
Table 4 below: 
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Table 4. Nasals. 
Nasal Example English Gloss 
m [mbásí] ‘seed’ 
ɱ [ɱ́oò] ‘water’ 
n [ńsʌ́ŋ] ‘gums’ 
ɲ [éɲέn] ‘eye’ 
ŋ [aŋwan] ‘wife/woman’ 

 
It is very difficult to determine when a nasal serves as the nucleus of a syllable. Nasals appear to 
vary based on length and tone, which needs further investigation.  

3.1.3 Trills/flaps 

There is one trill [r] and a flap [ɾ] in my transcriptions of Ibibio. I currently have only one 
example of the trill, so it is possible that it was a mistake. Examples for both are shown in Table 
5 below: 
 

Table 5. Trills/Flaps. 
Phone Example English Gloss 
ɾ [afárá] ‘shoulder’ 
r [ǹkrὲn] ‘(large) basket’ 

3.1.4 Fricatives 

The following fricatives are included in my transcriptions: f, s, and γ. [γ] is very infrequent in my 
transcriptions, but I am confident of its presence. Examples for each fricative are shown in Table 
6: 
 

Table 6. Fricatives. 
Fricative Example English Gloss 
f [ɔfɔŋ] ‘cloth’ 
s [ís!́n] ‘waist’ 
γ [ìnt!̀γùbé] ‘cloud/fog’ 

3.1.5 Approximants 

Only the following two approximants are displayed: [j] and [w]. Examples for both are shown in 
Table 7 below: 
 

Table 7. Approximants. 
Approximant Example English Gloss 
j [iják] ‘fish’ 
w [ŋwέt] ‘book’ 
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3.2 Vowels 

As shown in section 2, Ibibio displays the following vowels: [i, ɪ, e, ε, a, *, u, o, ʊ, ɔ, ʌ]. This 
section will be broken into the following three sections: front, mid, and back vowels. 

3.2.1 Front vowels 

The front vowels in Ibibio are: [i, ɪ, e, ε, a]. Examples for each are shown in Table 8: 
 

Table 8. Front Vowels. 
Vowel Example English Gloss 
i [ífíá] ‘wood’ 
ɪ [ɪnsʌ̀m] ‘tail’ 
e [éwa] ‘dog’ 
ε [ɪnúwεn] ‘bird’ 
a [máŋkú] ‘mango’ 

 
In many cases, it is quite difficult to differentiate between [ɪ] and [ε], and sometimes even [*]. 
Further complicating matters is the effect that tones, nasals, and voiced consonants have on the 
vowel quality. This is not only true of front vowels, but for transcribing many vowels in the 
language. 

3.2.2 Central vowels 

 
I only include one central vowel in my transcriptions: [*]. There could be distinctions between 
unstressed vowels, but I have no evidence for this. An example for [*] is shown in Table 9: 
 

Table 9. Central Vowels. 
Vowel Example English Gloss 
* [és*k] ‘heart’ 

3.2.3 Back vowels 

[u, o, ʊ, ɔ, ʌ] are the back vowels in Ibibio. Examples for each are shown in Table 10: 
 

Table 10. Back Vowels. 
Vowel Example English Gloss 
u [ufɔ́k˺] ‘house’ 

o [ísó] ‘face’ 

ʊ [ubʊ̀m] ‘fat’ 
ɔ [ɔ̀kɔ̀tì]] ‘(dry) bean’ 
ʌ [idʌ́p] ‘stomach’ 
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Back vowels have been one of the biggest challenges for me thus far. The differences between 
[u,o,ʊ,ɔ] are often very subtle and very difficult for me to capture in my transcriptions. I have 
many examples of each, however, which makes me believe that each is present in the phonetic 
inventory of Ibibio. 

3.3 Tone/length 

Ibibio exhibits a robust tone system that consists of (at least) three level tones and a number of 
contours. There also appears to be vowel length contrast, although this may be a result of tone 
changes, preceding consonants, or some other factor. Tone and vowel length are demonstrated in 
Table 11: 
 

Table 11. Tones and Length. 
 Example English Gloss 
é [édɔ́ŋ] ‘knee’ 
e [njɪn] ‘small’ 
è [wὲt] ‘write’ 
e: [é:kà] ‘mother’ 

 
This section/topic is quite complicated and needs significantly more investigation in the future. 
This data is my best attempt to capture changes in F0 and length, without doing any acoustic 
analysis. This section will improve upon collecting more data. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum, and it is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers. A preliminary analysis of the phonetics of the language, which will be developed in the 
current report, indicates that Ibibio is a tonal language with two main tones (high and low), 
which contains 19 consonants and 9 vowels. 
        The report is divided in three main sections: Consonants, vowels, and tones. Each section 
provides a description of the phones, including examples and glosses, and some remarks that 
were interpreted to be of interest to better understand the phonemic system of Ibibio. Notice, that 
due to the lack of minimal (or near-minimal) pairs, only phones are reported in this study, due to 
the lack of minimal pairs. In those cases in which actual minimal pairs were elicited, they are 
reported in the Remarks sections. In some instances, certain sounds were elicited having 
different properties, depending on the context (e.g., plain, aspirated, or unreleased stops). In 
these cases, only the plain has been considered as a phone, and the other variants are discussed in 
the Remarks sections, until further evidence of their role in the language is elicited. 

2 Consonants 

Table 1 represents all the elicited consonants of Ibibio, including an example of each of the 
phones and its gloss. 
 

Table 1. List of Ibibio consonants. 
 CONSONANT EXAMPLE (IPA) ENGLISH GLOSS 

1 [p] [dwòp] ‘ten’ 
2 [b] [ɔ́bɔ́ŋ] ‘mosquito’ 
3 [ß] [èßɛ] ‘husband’ 
4 [m] [ɛdèm] ‘back’ 
5 [ɱ] [ɱbʌŋ] ‘short skirt’ 
6 [t] [úkót] ‘leg’ 
7 [d] [édèt] ‘tooth’/‘teeth’ 
8 [n] [ìnuén] ‘bird’ 
9 [r] [ukreŋ] ‘basket for palm fruit’ 
10 [ɾ] [mbóɾó] ‘banana’ 
11 [s] [ísó] ‘face’ 
12 [j] [ájàŋ] ‘broom’ 
13 [f] [ɔfóŋ ísàn] ‘wrapped skirt’ 
14 [kp] [èkpú] ‘rat’ 
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15 [k] [èkà] ‘mother’ 
16 [g] [íʔgwà] ‘knife’ 
17 [ɣ] [ntùɣúbé] ‘cloud’ 
18 [ŋ] [ŋwáàn] ‘female’ / ‘wife’ 
19 [w] [àŋwá] ‘cat’ 

 
The IPA chart for Ibibio consonants is represented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. IPA chart of Ibibio consonants 
 Bilabial Labiodental  Alveolar Palatal  Pre-Velar Labio-Velar Velar 

Stops p          b  t              d  kp  k          g 

Nasal             m               ɱ                n                        ŋ 

Trill                    r     

Tap or Flap                    ɾ     

Fricative              ß f               s                          ɣ 

Glides                           j                w  

2.1 Consonant Remarks 

1. Plain stops have been reported as phonemes of the Ibibio language. However, other 
manifestations of these forms were attested during the elicitations. Voiceless stops, in 
word final position, were almost always consistently produced as unreleased stops, as 
shown in (1). Aspirated stops, as represented in (2), were also elicited. More data would 
be needed in order to establish whether aspirated and unreleased stops behave as 
allophones or phonemes in Ibibio. 

  
(1) Unreleased Voiceless Stops 
  

(a) [dwòp̚]  ‘ten’ 
 

(b) [údɔt̚]  ‘rope’ 
  

(2) Aspirated Voiceless Stops 
 

(a) [ìkhú]   ‘calabash’ 
 

 
2. Following the findings regarding the presence of unreleased and aspirated stops, 

elicitations showed that there are not voiced stops reported in word-initial position. This 
point will be studied in more detail in the phonology report, as it may be indicative of 
some devoicing rule. 
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3. Another peculiarity elicitated for Ibibio was the presence of a glottal stop. However, this 
sound was only attested in one word, as shown in (3), so more analysis would be required 
in order to determine its role in the language (either as a phoneme or as an allophone). 

  
(3) [íʔgwà]  ‘knife’ 
  

4. Even though no voiced counterpart was reported, [kp] has been considered as a phoneme 
in Ibibio. This sound combination seems to be fairly productive, and it appears quite 
often in the language. 

  
5. Nasals in Ibibio seem to be syllabic. They behave like vowels in the language, carrying 

tones and, when asked to divide words into syllables, the consultant always marked the 
nasals as a different syllable, as represented in (4). 

  
(4) [ndúém]  [n.dú.ém] ‘pepper’ 
  

6. Another sound was not included as a phoneme of the language, even though it was 
elicitated during the sessions with the consultant. The reason of this decision is based in 
the fact that this sound (the lateral approximant [l] was only attested in borrowed words, 
as exemplified in (5), although Ibibio also had a word for this concept ([ákpùkpùk̚]). 

  
(5) [saikle]  ‘motorcycle’ 
  

7. Interestingly, there were some sound changes in the production of certain words, 
depending on whether the consultant was producing them carefully or naturally. More 
data would be needed in order to draw any conclusion from this point. (6) provides one 
example of these sound changes. 

  
(6) ‘coconut (tree and fruit)’  [ísàp̚ ɛjùp̚]  Carefully produced 
                                                                
       [ísàb ɛjùp̚]  Naturally produced 
  

8. No minimal pairs were elicited testifying the role of consonants in Ibibio. 
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3 Vowels 

Table 3 represents the nine elicited vowels of Ibibio, including an example of each of the phones 
and its gloss. 
 

Table 3. List of Ibibio vowels. 
 VOWEL EXAMPLE (IPA) ENGLISH GLOSS 

1 [i] [ìnuén] ‘bird’ 
2 [e] [édét] ‘tooth’/‘teeth’ 
3 [ɛ] [èbɛ] ‘husband’ 
4 [a] [íʔgwà] ‘knife’ 
5 [ʌ] [ídʌb] ‘stomach’ 
6 [)] [ís)n] ‘wrist’ 
7 [ɔ] [ísɔ] ‘short person’ 
8 [o] [ísó] ‘face’ 
9 [u] [úkót] ‘leg’ 

 
The IPA chart for Ibibio vowels is represented in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. IPA chart of Ibibio consonants 
 Front  Central  Back 

Close i                             u 

Close-mid     e  

         ) 

                 o 

Open-mid          ɛ           ʌ     ɔ 

Open                 a   

3.1 Remarks on vowels 

1. It seems to be the case that Ibibio counts with 9 vowels. However, during elicitations, an 
interesting pattern emerged. Some vowels were produced, perceptually, as having longer 
durations than their counterparts. This has been represented using the diacritics (:). The 
word represented in (7) showed this characteristic. 

  
(7) [íwú:t]  ‘head’ 
  

2. Similarly to the characteristic discussed before, some vowels were produced, 
perceptually, as having shorter durations than their counterparts. This has been 
represented using the diacritics (‘), and the second vowel in the example provided in (8). 
However, the role of short and long vowels in the language is still to be determined 
(whether it is allophonic or contrastive vowel length). 
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(8) [útà’n]  ‘sun’ 
  

3. Similarly to what happens with consonants, there were some vowel changes in the 
production of certain words, depending on whether the consultant was producing them 
carefully or naturally. More data would be needed in order to draw any conclusion from 
this point. (9) provides one example of these sound changes. 
 
 

(9) ‘small boy’   [ɛtùk̚ɣoajɛn]  Carefully produced 
                                                           

     [ɛtùk̚ɣojɛn]  Naturally produced 
 

4. Changes in the initial vowels depending on whether the word was produced in a formal 
or informal way were also reported. The two forms in (10) provide an example of this 
point. 

  
(10) ‘child’   [ɛjén]  Formal 

                                                             
     [ájén]  Informal 

4 Tones 

Ibibio can be described as having two contrastive level pitches, High (´) and Low (`). 
Perceptually, it could be attested that not all high tones (or low tones) were produced with the 
same pitch. However, further analysis would be needed in order to determine whether other 
tones, such as a downstepped High tone, or a contour pitch are found in the language. Table 5 
represents a series of minimal pairs differing in the tones used. 
 

Table 5. Example of minimal pairs with tones. 
 TONE COMBINATION IBIBIO WORD ENGLISH GLOSS 

1 L   H [ùbóm] ‘boat’ 
H   L [úbòm] ‘fatness’ 

2 L [mbɔ`k] ‘please’ 
H [mbɔ´k] ‘wrestling’ 

4.1 Remarks on tones 

1. As discussed in the Consonant Remarks section, nasals have some particularities in 
Ibibio. They behave like vowels in the language, carrying tones, as represented in (11). 

  
(11) [´nsɔ`ŋ] ‘fly’ 
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1 The Sounds of Ibibio 

This report contains the phonetic symbols I have used to record the sounds of Ibibio discovered 
(and identified) to date. In general I have used the IPA system, with the exception of a symbol or 
two for sounds that remain very uncertain, which I shall explain following the charts. 

It is relevant to note that Ibibio appears to utilize tone phonemically, but I have mostly been 
unable to record these tones, and so have not included them in this report. 

1.1 Symbols used 

Below follow charts including all of the currently known sounds and symbols for Ibibio 
phonetics, as well as a list of the symbols with example words and translations. 

1.1.1 Consonants 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
Stop p 

b 
 t 

d 
 k 

 
Nasal m  n  ŋ 
Trill   r   
Tap   ɾ    
Fricative  f s      ɣ 
Approximant    j  
Implosive k͡p*     

 
*[k͡p] denotes a specific uncertain sound; I currently believe it to be some variety of bilabial 
implosive, but it also may have some velar coarticulation, or some other articulatory tomfoolery.  

1.1.2 Vowels 

 front central back 
high i  u 
 ɪ̆   
mid e $ o 
 ɛ ʌ̆ ɔ 
low  a  
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1.1.3 Additional diacritics 

I have also utilized the usual IPA diacritics for unreleased stops (e.g. [p̚]) and short vowels (e.g. 
[ʌ̆]). A few vowels (namely [ɪ̆] and [ʌ̆]) have only so far appeared in their shortened form, so I 
have included their diacritic in the chart itself. 

As noted above, although Ibibio apparently has phonemic tone, I have not been able to record 
them, and so I have used no notation system for them in this report. 

1.2 Example words and translations 

What follows is a complete list of the symbols detailed in the tables above, together with 
example Ibibio words and translations for each. 
 

Symbol Example word Translation 
b ɔbɔŋ ‘mosquito’ 
p ntɪ̆pe ‘event’ 
m ubum ‘boat’ 
k͡p mk͡pasi ‘seed’ 
f ifeɾi ‘nakedness’ 
d edem ‘back’ 
t akɔti ‘pinto bean’ 
n ntanta ‘twinkling’ 
r ŋkreŋ ‘large basket’ 
ɾ aɾan ‘oil’ 
s nsek ‘fragile’ 
j ijib̚ ‘blood’ 
g nsegejen ‘small baby’ 
k ɔkwɔk̚ ‘bee’ 
ŋ enaŋ ‘cow’ 
ɣ ntuɣube ‘fog’ 
i ijak̚ ‘fish’ 
ɪ̆ ntɪ̆pe ‘event’ 
e ekak̚ ‘shooting star’ 
ɛ ɛbe ‘husband’ 
$ is$p̚ ‘nut’ 
a udia ‘yam’ 
u ubɔk̚ ‘hand’ 
o iso ‘face’ 
ʌ̆ nsʌ̆ŋ ‘gums’ 
ɔ isɔ ‘midget’ 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is one of the languages of western Africa and spoken in the southern part of Nigeria. The 
report will present the vowel inventory, the consonants as well as the tones in Ibibio. 

2 Vowels 

Sound Word transcription English translation Comments 
/u/     
 

/ùbót̚/ force (or god) ̚:unreleased 

/o/ 
 

/óbót̚/ mountain  

/ɔ/      
 

/ikɔ"t̚/ thing?  

/i/ 
 

/apɔsì/ pussy  

/e/ 
 

/ébót̚/ goat  

/ɛ/ 
 

/ɛnìn/ elephant  

/a/ 
 

/ik ͡pákà/ calf  

/ɤ/ 
 

/ekɤk̚/ egg (s) Unrounded mid 
back vowel 

/ʌ/ 
 

/ɛsʌ&t̚/  heart Not sure /ʌ/ or /a/ 
in the second 
syllable 

/ə/ 
 

/isə"ŋ/ wrist Not sure /ʌ/ or /ə/ 
in the second 
syllable 

/e:/ 
 

/ké:d/ one Vowel length may 
be a contrast  

/u ̃/ 
 

/mk ͡páinnù ̃n / ring ˜: Nasalization; 
Not sure if 
nasalization is 
contrastive 
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Ibibio vowels are shown in an IPA-style chart as follows: 
 
                          i                         u 
     
                           
                               e            ə             ɤ ɔ  
                          
                             ɛ                       ʌ  o  
 
                                                  a 

3 Consonants 

Sound Word transcription English translation Comments 
/b/     
 

/bá/ exist Not sure if the 
voicing of stops is 
contrastive or just 
phonetically 
conditioned 

/p/ /apɔsì/ pussy  

/ß/ /éßót̚/ goat  

/p̚/ /akhɔ&p̚/ cup  

/k ͡p/  /ik ͡pákà/ calf  
/d/ 
 

/idɛ"t̚/ hair  Not sure if the 
voicing of stops is 
contrastive or just 
phonetically 
conditioned 

/t/ 
 

/ètó/ tree  

/t̚/ 
 

/éßót̚/ goat  

/g/ 
 

/igó/ calabash Not sure if the 
voicing of stops is 
contrastive or just 
phonetically 
conditioned 

/k/ 
 

/ekɤk̚/ egg (s)  
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Below is a chart showing Ibibio consonants: 
 

 Bilabial  Labiodental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal 

Plosive p  b  t  d   k g    

Nasal m  n   ŋ    

Trill   r       

Fricative  f s       

Approximant w    j     

 

/kh/ /akhɔ&p̚/ cup Not sure if the 
aspiration of stops 
is contrastive or 
just phonetically 
conditioned 
 

/s/ 
 

/abásà/ basket  

/f/ 
 

/ufɔk̚/ house  

/m/ 
 

/m̩̹bɔ&k/ please Syllabic /m/ at 
word-initial 
position 

/n/ 
 

/n ̩sòŋ/ fly Syllabic /n/ at 
word-initial 
position 

/ŋ/ 
 

/ŋ̩w̩àŋ/ female Syllabic / ŋ / at 
word-initial 
position 

/r/ 
 

/n ̩khrɛ&n/ Bigger basket The quality of /r/ is 
different from that 
of English; 
Syllabic /n/ at 
word-initial 
position; 

/j/ /ajìn/ child 
 

 

/w/ /ŋwàn/ female 
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4 Tone 

Ibibio is a tonal language, with the following level and contour tones. 
 

(1) High tone:      tɛ́m      ‘to cut grass’ 
  Low  tone:    tɛ̀m      ‘to cook’ 
  Rising tone:    mfrě    ‘brain’ 
  Falling tone:    ufɔ̂      ‘house’ 
 

Although the first two words have identical segments, they have different meanings. The two 
words differ in tones. Where the first word has a high tone, the second has a low tone. Ibibio also 
has contour tones, that is, rising and falling tones. For instance, the last vowels in the third and 
fourth word carry a rising tone and a falling tone. 
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1 Consonants in Ibibio 

1.1 Consonant chart 

 
Bilabial 

Labio-
dental Dental Alveolar 

Post-
alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar 

Plosive  p      b 
 

                 t        d 
  

 k      g 
Nasal        m 

 
      n 

 
       ɲ          ŋ 

Trill 
  

      r 
   Tap/Flap 

  
      ɾ 

   Fricative        β  f 
 

 s 
   

 x      ɣ 
Affricate 

      
       ʤ 

 Lateral 
Fricative 

        Approximant        w 
     

       j 
 Lateral 

Approximant 
         

Voiceless labiovelar plosive: k͡p 

1.1.1 Description of consonants 

Plosives 

Ibibio exhibits seven plosives in production at four different places of articulation: bilabial, 
alveolar, velar, and labiovelar. Examples for bilabial phones are shown below: 

 
(1) /p/-  [duw'p ̚ ] ‘ten’ 

   [is!̆p ̚ ] ‘palm tree kernel’ 
  /b/- [ḿ̩bɔ́k ̚ ] ‘wrestling’ 
   [ùˈbʊ́m] ‘boat’ 
  
  (2) /t/- [it̪am] ‘hat’ 
    [ŋ̩wɛt ̚ ] ‘book’ 
   /d/- [aduma] ‘thunder’ 
    [eden] ‘male’ 
 
  (3) /k/- [eˈkak ̚ ] ‘comet’ 
    [ìkámbá] ‘big’ 
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   /g/- [igwa] ‘knife’ 
     
  (4) /k͡p/- [ek͡puk ̚ ] ‘family 
    [ḿ̩k͡pó] ‘thing’ 
 
Based on these data, it appears that at least voiceless stops in word final position are unreleased. 
[t] seems to be dentalized in intervocalic position; there may further be a contrast in aspiration, 
as evidenced by a non-dentalized, aspirated [t] found in [ɔkɔtʰi] ‘pinto bean’.  

 

Nasals 

The nasals [m, n, ɲ, ŋ] are present in Ibibio, as seen in the following: 
 
 (5) /m/- [edɛm] ‘back’ (body part) 
   [m̩ba] ‘wing’ 
  /n/- [éjén] ‘child’ 
   [ń̩sɔ̀̃ŋ] ‘fly’ 
  /ɲ/- [ub'm eɲɔŋ] ‘airplane’ 
   [eɲɛn] ‘eye’ 
  /ŋ/ [ɔ́bɔ́ŋ] ‘mosquito’ 
   [ŋ̩̩̩wãn] ‘wife’ 

 
The data collected at this point suggests that if a word starts with a consonant, it is most likely to 
be a nasal (exceptions so far include [wɛt ̚ ] ‘write’, [duw'p ̚ ] ‘ten’, and [keːd] ‘one’). There also 
appears to be a correlation with place of articulation when a nasal is followed by a consonant.  

Fricatives 

There are five fricatives demonstrated in Ibibio, voiceless fricatives [f, s, x] and voiced [β, ɣ]. 
Examples of these consonants include: 

 
 (6) /f/- [ifaka] ‘thigh’ 
   [mfãŋ] ‘leaf’ 
  /s/- [iso] ‘midget’ 
   [nsek ̚ ] ‘fragile’ 
  /x/- [ojɔxɔ] ‘sequence’ 
  /β/- [is'βeju] ‘coconut tree’ 
  /ɣ/- [ntuɣube] ‘cloud; fog’ 
 

Presently, the velar and bilabial fricatives are not as productive as [f, s], which themselves are 
the only fricatives capable of following a nasal. A phonological analysis after more elicitation 
may provide more insight into the surface frequency of the formerly mentioned fricatives.  
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Trills, flaps, approximants, and affricates 

At this point in the analysis of Ibibio, there has been one instance of the trill [r], as found in 
[ŋ̀kʰrén] ‘palmfruit basket’. The same goes for the affricate [ʤ], as seen in [ńːʤ"̀n], a diminutive 
term equivalent to ‘little’ or ‘small’. The alveolar flap [ɾ] is found in intervocalic position, as in: 

 
 (7) /ɾ/- [aɾan] ‘oil’ 
   [ùk ̚ búkúɾú] ‘table’ 
 

Two approximates [j, w] are also prevalent in Ibibio. The palatal approximant [j] is found in 
intervocalic position, with one instance being in word initial position (although this term, [jakut ̚ 
] ‘jacket’, is a borrowed term). [w] can also be found in intervocalic position, as well as after [k, 
ŋ] and, in two cases, in word initial position (as mentioned previously). Examples of these 
approximates include: 

 
 (8) /j/- [ùdiˈjá] ‘yam; food’  
   [ɔfiˈjɔ́ŋ] ‘moon’ 
  /w/- [ìnùˈwá] ‘mouth’ 
   [ɔkwɔk ̚ ] ‘bee’ 

2 Vowels in Ibibio 

2.1 Vowel Chart 

i ɨ  u 

 ɪ  ' ʊ 

  e   ʌ o 

   ɛ  ɔ 

     a   

2.1.1 Description of Vowels 

Front Vowels 

Front vowels in Ibibio include [i, ɪ, e, ɛ]. Examples of these vowels occur in the following data 
set: 

 
 
 (9) /i/- [asiju] ‘cooking pot’ 
   [iba] ‘two’ 
  /ɪ/- [awʊdɪn] ‘man’ 
   [àˈjɪ́m] ‘onion’ 
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  /e/- [euwa] ‘dog’ 
   [enaŋ] ‘cow; horse’ 
  /ɛ/- [ejɛn ekʰa] ‘sibling’ 
   [eɲɛn] ‘eye’ 
 

There seems to be a correlation with the lax vowels [ɪ, ɛ]. These vowels are in a harmonic 
relationship with [a, e], respectively. This suggestion is supported by two variations for ‘sister’: 

 
 (10) [ajɪn ekʰa awʊ ŋwãn] 
   [ejɛn ekʰa owʊ ŋwãn] 

Central Vowels 

Ibibio contains three central vowels: [ɨ, ', ʌ]. These vowels are found in data such as: 
 
 (11)/ɨ/- [ukɨt ̚ ] ‘leg; foot’ 
   [ès!t́ ̚ ] ‘heart’ 
  /'/- [ekʰ!̆t ̚ ] ‘axe’ 
   [ís!́̆n] ‘waist’ 
  /ʌ/- [ń̩sʌ̀ŋ] ‘gums’ 
   [ìdʌ́p ̚ ] ‘stomach’ 

Back Vowels 

Finally, the back vowels present in Ibibio are [u, ʊ, o, ɔ, a], evidenced in (12): 
 
 (12)/u/- [uˈfɔk ̚ ] ‘house’ 
   [ùˈt̪ɔ́ŋ] ‘ear’ 
  /ʊ/- [iwʊt ̚ ] ‘head’ 
   [óbʊ́t ̚ ] ‘mountain’ 
  /o/- [óbɔ̀ŋ] ‘cane’ (from a plant) 
   [et̪ok ̚ ] ‘small 
  /ɔ/- [edɔŋ] ‘knee’ 
   [ebɔk ̚ ] ‘monkey’ (general) 
  /a/- [afaɾa] ‘shoulder’ 
   [ába ̃́ ŋ] ‘pot’ (for water) 

 
There are a number of data collected that exhibit variations in their pronunciation, mostly 
pertaining to the initial vowel. Cases such as these are shown below: 

 
 (13) [ɔkwɔk ̚ ] [akwɔk ̚ ] ‘bee’ 
  [éjén]  [ájɪ́n]  ‘child’ 
  [ɔfɔŋ]  [afɔŋ]  ‘cloth’ 
 [awʊ]  [owʊ]  ‘person’ 
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3 Tones in Ibibio 

3.1 Description of tones 

There are at least two types of tones in Ibibio, a high tone, represented as an upward rising 
accent, and low tone, represented as a downward falling accent. Tones are evident on vowels and 
word-initial nasals. Tones are contrastive, as evidence by the following minimal pairs: 
 
 (14)- [ùbʊ́m] ‘boat’ 
  [úbʊ̀m] ‘fat; girth’ 
 
  [ḿbɔ́k ̚ ] ‘wrestling’ 
  [ḿbɔ̀k ̚ ] ‘please’ 
 
Nasal + consonant clusters are syllabified with the nasal as its own syllable. It is in these cases 
that nasals carry tone. These are found in words such as [ń̩ːùn] ‘finger’ and [ń̩tùwɪn] ‘pepper’, as 
well as the latter half of the data presented in (14).  
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1 Consonants 

In general, there are 19 consonants. Among the 19 consonants, 6 are stops, including bilabial, 
alveolar, and velar stops; 4 are nasals, including bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, and velar nasals; 
4 are fricatives, including bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, and velar fricatives; 3 are approximants, 
including lateral, palatal and labialized velar approximants; 1 is alveolar trill; 1 is a co-articulated 
stop. They are listed as below.  
 
Cons. Gloss Transcription Cons. Gloss Transcription 
[p] boat 

cup 
[upoum] 
[akhɔp˺] 

[β] husband [eβe] 

[b] hand [ubɔk˺] [f] pants [ɔfɔn uku]] 
[t] neck 

head 
[itɔŋ] 
[iwuut]/[iwuut˺] 

[s] pot (for 
cooking) 

[esio]/[asio] 

[d] hair 
eat 

[idet] 
[dia] 

[ɣ] cloud [ntuɣube] 

[k] leg, foot 
one 
wrestling 

[uku] 
[keet] 
[mbok˺] 

[l] girl [nka ifelie] 

[g] knife (kitchen used) [igwa] [j] daughter [ejen] 
[m] grandmother(generic) 

wing of birds 
[ekam] 
[mba] 

[w] nose [iwuo] 

[ɱ] skirt  (revealing) [ɱb'n] [r] basket (for palm 
fruit) 

[nkran] 

[n] child 
tiny dog 

[ajin] 
[njan ewa] 

[k͡p] necklace [mk͡pɔ itɔŋ] 

[ŋ] broom 
wife 

[ʌjaŋ] 
[ŋwan] 

   

1.1 IPA chart 

The IPA chart for Ibibio consonants are listed below. 
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Consonants (pulmonic) 
 Bilabial Labiodental  Alveolar Palatal  Velar 
Plosive p        b                 ɱ t          d  k       g 
Nasal          m             n           ŋ 
Fricative           β f s           ɣ 
Approximant     j  
Trill               r   
Lateral 
approximant 

              l   

 
Consonants (co-articulated) 

w Voiced labialized velar approximant 
k͡p Double articulation of [k] and [p] 

 

1.2 Discussion 

Ibibio has 6 stops, including bilabial, alveolar, and velar stops. For the voiceless stops [p], [t], 
[k], they occur in both intervocalic and final positions, while the unreleased [p˺], [t˺], [k˺] only 
appear in final position as coda. In this case, [p] and [p˺] are allophones that belong to the 
phoneme [p], as well as [t], [t˺] to [t] and [k], [k˺] to [k]. For the voiced ones [b], [d], [g], from 
the data we have now, only [d] occur in both initial and intervocalic position, while I did not find 
words that have [b] or [g] as onset. Moreover, there is also a bilabial fricative [β] and a velar 
fricative [ɣ] showed up in intervocalic position. But we did not see an alveolar fricative [z] as the 
counterpart of the alveolar stop [d]. Whether [β] and [ɣ] should be treated as the allophone of [b] 
or [p] and [k] or [g] respectively needs more data to be elicited in order to draw the conclusion. 

For the nasals, except for the labiodental [ɱ] which only appears as onset from our data, the 
other three [m], [n], [ŋ] can all occur in both initial and final positions. 

For the fricatives, except for the bilabial [β] and the velar [ɣ] we discussed above, there are 
also labiodental [f] and alveolar [s] in Ibibio. So far we did not see their voiced counterparts [v] 
and [z]. But it is not that uncommon for a language to have only voiceless fricatives. 

For approximants, Ibibio has lateral [l], palatal [j], and labialized velar [w] approximants. 
From the data we elicited, they all appear in intervocalic positions. 

Last but not least, Ibibio has a double articulated stop [k͡p] which occurs in intervocalic 
position and is served as the onset. 

2 Vowels 

Ibibio has 8 vowels. They are listed in the following table. 
 

Vowel Gloss Transcription 
[i] belt [ik͡pa is'n] 
[e] tooth [edoŋ] 
[ʌ] pot (for water) [ʌbaŋ] 
[a] fire [ikhaŋ] 
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[u] mouth [inua] 
[o] palm tree & fruit [ejop˺] 
[ɔ] house [ufɔk˺] 
['] waist [is(n] 

2.1 IPA chart 

The IPA chart for Ibibio vowels are listed below. 
 

 Front  Central  Back 
Close i                   u 
Close mid     e  

       ' 
 

                 o 
Mid   
Open mid            ʌ     ɔ 
Open                 a   

2.2 Discussion 

First, there are 3 front vowels [i], [e], [a] in Ibibio which are all unrounded. We do have a 
minimal pair for the vowels [i] and [e] in our data, as [edet] ‘tooth’ and [idet] ‘hair’. [a] should 
also be treated as a phoneme, not only because it is typologically unmarked, but also we can see 
[a] in both onset and coda positions from our data, i.e. [ajin] ‘child’ and [dia] ‘eat’. Moreover, [a] 
and [e] can be variations in the same word, i.e. [ajin]/[ejin] ‘child’. 

Secondly, Ibibio has a schwa which appears in intervocalic position. It could be possible that 
its occurrence is caused by vowel harmony. More data are needed before we make the 
assumption. 

Finally, for the back vowels, there are 4 in Ibibio. Three of them are rounded: [u], [o], and [ɔ]; 
and one of them is unrounded: [ʌ]. The open mid vowels [ʌ] and [ɔ] are two phonemes, as we 
have a minimal pair [nsʌŋ] ‘gum of mouth’ and [nsɔŋ] ‘fly (n.)’. There is also a minimal pair for 
the close mid back rounded vowel [o] and open mid back rounded vowel [ɔ], as [iso] ‘face’ and 
[isɔ] ‘short person’. 

It is also worthy to point out that Ibibio has long vowels and 2 syllabic nasals. For the long 
vowel, ‘head’ is [iwuut]. And syllabic nasals appear in initial positions, i.e. [n̩nuun] ‘finger’, 
[m̩mɔŋ] ‘water’. It is possible that the syllabic nasals are actually long nasals. We need more data 
to argue that Ibibio has syllabic nasals. 

3 Tones 

There are two level tones in Ibibio, a high tone and a low tone. The language has tonal contrast, 
and the minimal pairs in our data are listed as below. 
 

Gloss Transcription Gloss Transcription Gloss Transcription 
boat [ubóum] wrestling [mbók˺] mosquito [ɔ̀k͡pɔ́ŋ] 
fat [ubòum] please [mbòk˺] cane [ɔ́k͡pɔ̀ŋ] 
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This suggests that tone is contrastive in Ibibio. When the level tones are combined in words, a 
rising tone and a falling tone are occurred. It may be caused by tonal spreading, but we need 
more data to confirm this inference. It is also interesting to note that there is a downstepped 
influence on the high tones, i.e. [ɔ́k͡pɔ́ɔ́ŋ] ‘king’. The tone on the long vowel [ɔɔ] is still a high 
tone, but it is a bit lower than the high tone on the onset vowel. 

4 Syllable structures and remaining issues 

From our elicited data, onset can be all possible consonants and nasals, and coda can be nasals 
[m], [n], [ŋ] and unreleased stops [p˺], [t˺], [k˺]. The structures occurred in our data are listed as 
below. 
 

IPA Gloss Syllable Structure 
[ewa] dog VCV 
[dia] eat CVV 
[iso] face CVC 
[mba] wing of bird CCV 
[iwuo] nose VCVV 
[ubɔk˺] hand VCVC 
[nsɔŋ] fly (n.) CCVC 
[iwuut] head VCVVC 

 
There are three issues that need to be further investigated. One is the vowel length contrast. 

In our data, we only see [u] and [uu], but whether this vowel length contrast appears in all the 
vowels of Ibibio or just a subset of them still needs to be investigated. The second one is the 
syllabic nasals as mentioned in the vowel part, i.e. [n̩nuun] ‘finger’, [m̩mɔŋ] ‘water’. Are they 
real syllabic nasals or they are just two nasal consonants is still a question. The last issue is about 
the tones. There seems to be no dipping tone from our data, but is that true that Ibibio does not 
have dipping tone? The downstepped high tone is also an interesting issue to be paid attention to. 
We also cannot eliminate the possibility of downstepped low tone at this point. 
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1 Introduction 

Generally speaking, Ibibio has 20 consonants, and 13 vowels. Among the 18 consonants, 10 are 
oral stops, including bilabial, alveolar, velar and labial-velar; four nasal, including bilabial, labio-
dental, alveolar and velar; four fricatives, including bilabial, labio-dental, alveolar and velar; one 
trill which is a alveolar sound; three approximants, including alveolar, palatal and labial-velar. 
Among the 13 vowel, four are front vowel four are back vowels, one central vowel, and four 
syllabic nasals. On the tonal aspect, Ibibio has two tones, High tone and Low tone. The tone will 
not be specified until the tone section since the easiness of transcription.  

2 Consonants 

Ibibio has 20 consonants as follows. 
 

Cons. Meaning Transcription Cons. Meaning Transcription 

[p] ten [duop̚] [n] knee [edon] 

[b] report [bʌk] [ŋ] fire [ikʰaŋ] 

[t] write 

tree 

[wet̚] 

[etu] 

[β] coconut fruit/ 

coconut tree 

[is%βjo] 

[d] stomach [idap̚] [f] fire wood [ifija] 

[k] bean 

arm/hand 

[okoti] 

[ubok̚] 

[s] face [iso] 

[kʰ] animal  [ikʰo] [ɣ]  cloud/fog [n̩tuɣuβe] 

[ɡ] (small) knife [iɡwa] [r] basket(putting 

palm fruits) 

[n̩kʀɛn] 

 

[k͡p] 

 

basket 

 

[ak͡pasa] 

[l] cooking pot 

rop 

[ɛsil] 

[ulok] 

[m] water 

rain 

[mo] 

[edem] 

[w] book [n̩wet] 

[ɱ] skirt [ɱb%n] [j] eat [dija] 
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The IPA chart of Ibibio consonants is provided below. 
 

 Bilabial Labiodental  Alveolar Palatal  Velar 
Plosive p k͡p  b        t      d   kʰk (k͡p)  ɡ 
Nasal m ɱ n       ŋ         
Trill   r   
Fricative β f                s               ɣ 
Approximant w               j       (w) 
Lateral 
approximant 

  l           

2.1 Discussion of consonants 

Ibibio has 8 stops, including bilabial, alveolar, velar and labial-velar stops. Among these 8 stops, 
may because the lack of words, only [b] and [d] show as initial consonants as in [duop̚] ‘ten’ and 
[bʌk] ‘report’. The intervocalic position is the most common positions for all of stops. I assume 
that only voiceless stops such as [p], [t] and [k] can be final stops (r.f. [duop̚] ‘ten’, [wet] ‘write’, 
[ubok] ‘arm/hand’) except for k͡p. Voiced stops such as [d], [ɡ] always show at intervocalic 
position in my data. It is unclear whether [k] and [kʰ] are allophones or phonemes since their 
distribution can be similar, i.e. intervocalic position.  

For Ibibio nasals, there are four nasals, including bilabial, labio-dental, alveolar and velar 
nasal. They are all be final consonants within a syllable. Except for the bilabial nasal [m], it is 
undetermined that others can be onset consonant or not. Besides, according to my limited data, it 
is unclear whether [ɱ] is a consonant or a syllabic nasal since I only elicited one word [ɱ] 
having [ɱb%n] ‘skirt’.    

Concerning Ibibio fricatives, there are bilabial, labio-dental, alveolar, and velar fricatives. 
Labio-dental and alveolar fricatives are more frequent than other two fricatives. However, they 
all show up at intervocalic positions.  

Ibibio has only one trill consonant [r]. However, more elicited data are needed to have more 
distribution information.  

Speaking of approximants, Ibibio has three approximants of lateral, palatal and labial-velar 
approximants. Non-lateral approximants can be onset consonants or show up at the intervocalic 
position. The lateral approximant has more limited distribution, that is, intervocalic position 
based on my collected data. 

3 Vowels 

Ibibio has 13 vowels as follows including syllabic nasals. I separated them into two tables. The 
first one is the pure vowel table, then the syllabic nasal table. Nine pure vowels are shown in the 
following table. 
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Vowel Meaning Transcription Vowel Meaning  Transcription 

[i] hat [idam] [%] waist [is(ŋ] 

[e] tooth/teeth [edet] [u] leg/foot [uku] 

[ɛ] cooking pot [ɛsil] [o] ear [udon] 

[a] dog [ewa] [ʌ] kernel [isʌp] 

   [ɔ] cloth [ɔfɔn] 

 
The IPA chart of Ibibio pure vowels is as follows: 
 

 Front  Central  Back 

Close i                             u 

Close-mid e  

         % 

                 o 

Open mid          ɛ           ʌ     ɔ 

Open                 a   

 
Four syllabic nasals are present in Ibibio: 
 
Vowel Meaning Transcription Vowel Meaning  Transcription 

[m̩] wing [m̩ba] [n̩] cloud/fog [n̩tuɣuβe] 

[ɱ̩] skirt [ɱ̩b%n] [ŋ̩] bead [ŋ̩kwa] 

3.1 Discussion of pure vowels 

Ibibio has nine pure vowels. Four front pure vowels, one central pure vowel, and four back pure 
vowels. All pure vowels except for the central one behave similarly. They can appear syllable 
initially, syllable internally, and syllable finally. The central pure vowel [%], however, always 
appears syllable-internally. Some vowels such as [i], [e], [o] and [u] have longer duration in 
words [jiːp ] ‘blood’, [keːd] ‘one’, [iwuːt] ‘head’ and [opoːt] mountain. But it is unclear whether 
duration is contrastive since there are no minimal pairs. 

3.2 Discussion of syllabic nasals 

Ibibio has four syllabic nasals which share the same place of articulations in the consonant chart. 
The argument why Ibibio has syllabic nasal is that these syllabic nasals holds their tones which 
are different from other syllables within a word. These syllabic nasals usually assimilate with 
following consonants in terms of place of articulations. 
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4 Tones 

Ibibio has two tones, High tone and Low tone shown as follows.  
 
Tone Meaning Transcription 

High boat/canoe [ùbóm] 
Low fatness [ùbòm] 

4.1 Discussion of tones 

Ibibio has two tones High versus Low which are lexical tones. They are differentiated by relative 
pitch heights. Each tone is connected with a vowel or a syllabic nasal. It is worthy to note that, 
according to my data, there are tones lower than a High tone, but higher than a Low tone as in 
[ētú] ‘wood/tree’. The first [e] carries a tone its pitch falling between High and Low tone. It is 
unclear that there are three tones in Ibibio, or some phonological procedures trigger this tonal 
alternation. More elicited data are needed to manifest this puzzle. 

5 Syllable Structure 

Based on the elicited data, the syllable structure in Ibibio is C1C2V1V2C3. Onset consonants can be 
any Ibibio consonants obeying sonority sequencing principle, while the coda can only be nasals, 
and voiceless stops except for k͡p. Vowel 1 and 2 should be the identical vowels. The following 
examples are Ibibio syllable structure.  
 

IPA Meaning Syllable Structure 
[ewa] dog V 
[enni] elephant VC 
[iba] two CV 

[inua] mouth CVV 
[wet] write CVC 

[n̩krɛn] basket CCVC 
[opoːt] tongue CVVC 

 
It is hard to address that consonant cluster is legal in Ibibio or not since the lack of elicited data. 
Also, most words I have are more than one syllable. Therefore there are problems of 
syllabification. However, as I mentioned in section 4 of tones, every vowel or syllabic nasal 
carries a tone. This can be strong evidence that words like [ewa] are two syllables as [e.wa]. 
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1 Introduction 

This report has the goal of outlining some aspects of the phonological structure of the Ibibio 
Language spoken in southern Nigeria. It attempts at presenting the phonemic inventory of Ibibio 
as well as discussing some of the phonological processes attested in the language. It also aims at   
discussing the phenomenon of free variation attested in the language and describing the tone 
system. 

2 The Phonemic Inventory of Ibibio 

The data elicited so far shows that Ibibio has 19 consonant and 13 vowel sounds. The consonants 
are listed in table 1, and the vowels are listed in table 2. It is worth mentioning here that this is a 
tentative inventory of the Ibibio sounds that is based on the data elicited so far, and more data is 
needed to establish which sounds are distinctive in the language. For example, the data has 
shown that the consonant /β/ is in complementary distribution with /p/; however, we still do not 
know whether /β/ is a phoneme on its own. 
 

Table 1: Consonants in Ibibio 
Place → Bilabial Labiodental Dental  alveolar Palato-

alveolar 
Palatal Velar Labial-

velar 
Manner ↓ 

Plosives  p        b  t d   k k͡p 

Implosives         

Nasals m ɱ  n  ɲ ŋ  

Affricates     d͡ʒ    

Fricatives β f s      

Laterals         

Trill     r     

Tap     ɾ     
Semi-
vowels      j  w 
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Table 2: Vowels in Ibibio 
Short Example Word Meaning in 

English 
Long Example Word Meaning in 

English 
u ú-nên Hen o: á-dó:k˺ throat 

ɔ ì-tɔ́ŋ Neck i: í:-s!́n waist 

i ì-tɔ́ŋ   ú-nèn neck of a hen a: í:-ná:ŋ four 

a ḿ-báŋ Jaw ɔ: kɔ́:m greet 

o ò-jò-bjó storm    

e è-dé-sì Rice    

ɨ ń-s!ḿ Tail    

ʌ ú-dʌ́k˺   í-kɔ̀t˺ Snake    

ɛ ń-sɛ́k˺ á-jìn Baby    

 
The following minimal pairs (or near minimal pairs) have attested: 
 

/p/  /d/     /d!ṕ˺/ ‘to hide’ vs. /t̪!ṕ˺/ ‘to contribute money’ or ‘to pierce’ 
/t/  /d/      /t̪!ṕé/ ‘to dig a hole’ or ‘to geminate’ vs. /d!ṕé/ ‘to pick something up from the  
        ground’ 
/f/  /s/       /fɔ́p˺/ ‘to burn something on fire’ vs. /sɔ́p˺/ ‘to hurry’ 
/b/  /k/      /bàn/ ‘to be initiated into society’ vs. /kàn/ ‘to be able to overcome/overpower’ 
/e/    /a/      /bén/ ‘to pick something up’ vs. /bán/ ‘to sharpen’ 
/k/    /k͡p/     /ké/ ‘at/in’ vs. /k͡pé/ ‘to pay’ 
/n/    /ɲ/      /nám/ ‘to do’ vs. /ɲàm/ ‘to sell’ 
/m/    /ɲ/      /màn/ ‘to born’ vs. /ɲàn/ ‘to point to’ 
/j/      /ɲ/      /jèɣé/ ‘to be hot’ vs. /ɲèɣé/ ‘to shake’ 
/ɾ/    /r/      /úɾʌ́k˺/ ‘rope’ vs. /úrʌ̂k˺/ ‘sympathy’ 
/e/    /e:/     /dèmé/ ‘to share something’ vs. /dè:mé/ ‘to share many times/things’ 
/a/    /a:/     /sàŋá/ ‘to walk’ vs. /sà:ŋá/ ‘to walk a lot’ 
/o/    /o:/     /wòt˺/ ‘to kill’ vs. /wò:t˺/ ‘to kill many times/things’ 
/ʌ/    /ɨ/      /fʌ́k˺/ ‘to cover’ vs. /f!ḱ/ ‘to clean a wound with hot water’ 
/ɔ́/    /a/      /t̪ɔ́/ ‘to hit/plant’ vs. /t̪á/ ‘to chew’ 

 
The nasal consonants /m, n, and ŋ/ function as syllabic consonants in Ibibio. The data elicited 

so far shows that every Ibibio noun begins with either a vowel (e.g., /ì-tɔ́ŋ/ ‘neck’) or a syllabic 
nasal consonant (e.g., /ḿ-báŋ/ ‘jaw’). However, verbs always start with a consonant (e.g., /bán/ 
‘to sharpen’). Verbs are changed into nouns by adding a vowel or syllabic nasal in initial position 
(e.g., /táŋ/ ‘talk’ vs. /ú-táŋ/ ‘someone who talks’). Word-final stop consonants are always 
unreleased (e.g., /ú-rʌ́k˺/ ‘rope’).                      
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2.1.1 Phonological Processes 

The data elicited so far shows that some sounds may change in certain environments. What is 
interesting about sound change in Ibibio is the fact that some of the phonological processes 
attested in the language are associated with fast speech. The phonological processes that have 
been found in Ibibio so far are discussed below. 

2.1.2 Intervocalic Weakening (of plosives) 

The velar stop /k/ becomes a velar fricative /ɣ/ whenever /k/ occurs at word boundary between 
two vowels. This phonological process has been attested in fast speech. However, when the 
consultant was asked to produce the word for ‘snake’ slowly, /k/ was heard rather than /ɣ/. 
 

(1) a.  ú-dʌ́k˺ í-kɔ̀t˺ ‘snake’      a'. ú-dʌ́ɣ í-kɔ̀t˺   ‘snake’ 
 
In the same context, /t/ changes to the alveolar tap /ɾ/ and /p/ changes to the bilabial fricative /β/ 
as shown by the examples below: 
 

(2) a.  è-fát˺ é-ká  ‘mother’s buttocks’          a'. è-fáɾ   é-ká         ‘mother’s buttocks’  
b.  àmì ḿmà ádíp˺ ìkʌ̀m ‘I bought a gourd’  b'. àmì ḿmà ádíβ ìkʌ̀m ‘I bought a gourd’ 

 c.  sɔ́p ídém  ‘be quick’                c'. sɔ́β   ídém ‘be quick’ 

2.1.3 Homorganic Nasal Assimilation 

The data shows that nasal consonants take on the place of articulation of the following 
consonant. For example, the word /Ń-k͡pɔ́/ may be realized as /ḿ-k͡pɔ́/, /ŋ́-k͡pɔ́/, or /ɱ́-k͡pɔ́/. In /ḿ-
k͡pɔ́/, the nasal consonant takes on the place of articulation of /p/ which is the second part of the 
affricate /k͡p/. In /ŋ́-k͡pɔ́/, the nasal consonant takes on the place of articulation of the velar stop 
/k/ which is the first part of the affricate /k͡p/. In  /ɱ́-k͡pɔ́/, the nasal consonant partially 
assimilates the place feature of the bilabial consonant /p/. More examples are given below.  
 

(3) Ń-bò-ró → m̀-bò-ró ‘banana’ 
 Ń-mó-tó → ḿ-mó-tó ‘car’ 
 Ń-fé-ɣé í-tɔ́k˺ → ɱ̀-fé-ɣé í-tɔ́k˺ ‘I am running.’ 
 Ń-wèt˺ → ŋ́-wèt˺ ‘book’ 

2.1.4 Vowel Harmony 

This phonological process is attested in fast speech. The high-mid vowel /o/ takes on the height 
feature of the high vowel /u/ in the context of /u/, and the low vowel /a/ takes on the height 
feature of the low-mid vowel /ɔ/ in the context of /ɔ/. This process is attested in fast speech. 
 

(4) a.  ù-bóm é-ɲɔ́ŋ ‘airplane’    a'.  ù-búm   é-ɲɔ́ŋ   ‘airplane’ 
b.  á-kʌ́m á-fɔ́ŋ   ‘tailor’      b'.  á-kʌ́m  ɔ́-fɔ́ŋ    ‘tailor’ 
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2.1.5 Palatalization 

The high front vowel /i/ becomes a palatal approximant /j/ whenever it precedes another vowel. 
Palatalization is one way to resolve vowel hiatus as the following example shows: 
 

(5) a.  à-sìo  ‘pot’   a'. à-sjò  ‘pot’ 

2.1.6 Nasalization 

Vowels become nasalized before nasal consonants. The example below shows that the vowel /ɔ/ 
becomes nasalized before the nasal consonant /ŋ/. 
 

(6) a.  ḿ- mɔ́ŋ  ‘water’  a'.  ḿ-mɔ́̃ŋ   ‘water’ 

2.1.7 Vowel Deletion  

In fast speech, a vowel deletes to prevent vowel hiatus. In the example below, the vowel /e/ in 
the word /é-wá/ ‘dog’ is deleted when the plural marker /mé/ is used. 
 

(7) a.  mé é-wá  ‘dogs’ a'.  mé wá   ‘dogs’ 

3 Free Variation 

The data shows that the vowel /a/ is in free variation with /ɔ/, /e/ with /a/, and /a/ with /o/ in 
word-initial position. Consider the following examples: 
 

(8) a.  /á-kwɔ́k˺/    or  /ɔ́-kwɔ́k˺/     ‘bee’ 
 b.  /è-dé-sì/     or  /à-dé-sì/      ‘rice’ 
 c.  /à-k͡pó-kó-ró/  or  /ò-k͡pó-kó-ró/  ‘table’ 

 
The data also shows that /d/ and /r/ are in free variation (in fast speech). Consider the following 
example: 
 

(9) /ú-dʌ́k˺/  or  /ú-rʌ́k˺/  ‘rope’ 

4 Tone 

The data shows that Ibibio has four tones as table 3 shows. 
 

Table 3: Ibibio tones 
Tone Example Word Meaning in English 
High (H) á-kwɔ́k˺ Bee 
Low (L) ù-sàn bowl 
High-Low (HL) ú-nên Hen 
Low-High (LH) tjě Sit 
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Tone is contrastive in Ibibio as the following examples show: 
 

(10) a. /dép˺/ ‘to buy’ 
  b. /dèp/˺ ‘to rain’ 
  c. bán ‘to sharpen’ 
  d. bàn ‘to be initiated into society’ 

 
The data also shows that different tones could be in free variation; for instance, the high-low tone 
is in free variation with the low tone as the following example shows: 
  

(11) a. í-d!̂m  ‘rain’       a'. í-d!̀m  ‘rain’ 
 
Moreover, tone may change when compound nouns are created. For example, the high-low tone 
in /ú-nên/ ‘hen’ changes to a low tone in the compound noun /ń-sèn   ú-nèn/ ‘egg’. 
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1 Revised inventory 

In addition to the sounds included in my previous phonetic report, I include [ɣ], [β] and [ɲ] in the 
table below. The table also shows that the segment previously listed as a voiceless alveolar stop 
is actually dental. 
 

 Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Labial-Velar 
Stop p b t   d   k  k͡p  
Nasal  m    n  ɲ  ŋ   
Tap      ɾ       
Fricative  β   s     ɣ   
Approximant        j    w 

 
No changes have been made to the vowel chart. 
 

 Front Central Back 
High i  u 

High-Mid e  o 
Low-Mid ɛ ʌ ɔ 

Low a   

2 Segmental Phonemes 

Section 2.1 will provide an outline of phonemes. Section 2.2 will address the phonological 
processes at work. 

2.1 Minimal Pairs 

 (1) iso  ‘face’ 
 (2) isɔ  ‘midget’ 
 
 (3) n̩sɔŋ  ‘fly’ 
 (4) nsʌŋ  ‘gums’ 
 
 (5) ébót̚  ‘goat’ 
 (6) óbót̚  ‘mountain’ 
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 (7) káɾá  ‘to rule’ 
 (8) kámá  ‘to hold, keep’ 
 
 (9) íkɔ́t  ‘bush’ 
 (10) ékɔ́t  ‘back of head’ 
 
 (11) ekʌm  ‘fruit’ 
 (12) ekɔm  ‘greetings, praise’ 

2.2 Allophones 

There is compelling evidence for allophonic variation in three phonemes. The first is /p/, whose 
allophones are [p] and [β]. The choice of the underlying representation here is arbitrary.  

As a demonstration, consider the words1 in (13) and (14), which combine to create the word 
in (15). 
 
 (13) isup̚   ‘kernel’ 
 (14) ejup̚  ‘palm tree, palm fruit’ 
 (15) isuβejup̚ ‘coconut, coconut tree’ 
 
In word-final position, the phoneme appears as [p̚], while intervocalically it surfaces as [β]. 

Next is /k/, whose allophones are [k] and [ɣ]. Again, the choice of UR is arbitrary. The 
allophones follow the same pattern as described above. 
 
 (16) etok̚  ‘small’ 
 (17) éjɛ́n  ‘child’ 
 (18) etoɣéjɛ́n ‘small child’ 
 
The next phoneme is /t/, with allophones [t] and [ɾ]. The examples below show [t] appearing 
word-finally and [ɾ] appearing intervocalically. 
 
 (19) eka  ‘motherʼ 
 (20) efʌt̚  ‘buttocks’ 
 (21) efʌɾeka  ‘mother’s buttocks’ 
 
The choice of the underlying representation of this phoneme is less arbitrary than in /p/ and /k/, 
due to the existence of words such as [tém] (to cut grass, mow) and [tójó] (remember), in which 
[t] appears in word-initial position. No elicited words thus far featured [p] or [k] in word-initial 
position. 
 

                                                
1 My perception of tone has improved slightly over the course of the elicitations. Unfortunately my tenuous grasp of 
tone has precluded me from transcribing a number of the examples used herein completely. Even the examples in 
which tone is transcribed I cannot claim to be complete. 
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2.3 Phonological processes 

Within a rule-based phonological framework, the following rules describe the alternations seen 
above. 
 

 (22) [-del rel] ! 
+voice
−sonorant
+contiuant

 / V__V 

 
A stop becomes a voiced fricative or flap intervocalically. This rule is demonstrated by the data 
in (13-21), for example the combination of [etok̚] and [éjɛ́n] to form [etoɣéjɛ́n]. The data in (23-
25) below, however, show that this process does not occur in monomorphemic words. 
 
 (23) utoŋ  ‘ear, ears’ 
 (24) edet̚  ‘tooth, teeth’ 
 (25) eba  ‘breast’ 
 
A slight revision to the rule is thus required: 
 

 (26) [-del rel] ! 
+voice
−sonorant
+contiuant

 / V__+V 

 
Stops are unreleased word-finally, as demonstrated in examples above such as[isup̚], [etok̚] and 
[efʌt̚]. This pattern holds true across the language; none of the data elicited includes fully-
released word-final stops. 
 
 (27) [-del rel] ! C̚ /__# 
 
As the data in (28-33) below illustrate, nasals assimilate to the place of articulation of following 
stops. This is formalized in (34).  
 
 (28) ŋkwa  ‘bead’ 
 (29) n̩sɔŋ  ‘fly (insect)’ 
 (30) m̩bet̚  ‘law’ 
 (31) ŋ̩ka  ‘group’ 
 (32) ŋk͡po  ‘thing’ 
 (33) ntipe  ‘event’ 
 

 (34) 
+sonorant

−approximant  ! [placei] / __ -del rel
placei  
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3 Tones 

3.1 Minimal Pairs 

Tones are phonemic in Ibibio. The examples in (35-53) demonstrate the separate phonemic status 
of high and low tones. 
 
 (35) óbót̚  ‘mountain’ 
 (36) òbót̚  ‘force, god, creator’ 
 
 (37) úkʌ̀t̚  ‘in-law’ 
 (38) úkʌ́t̚  ‘leg’ 
 
 (39) édóŋ  ‘knee’ 
 (40) édòŋ  ‘sheep’ 
 
 (41) efʌ̀k̚  (a language) 
 (42) efʌ́k̚  ‘appendix, hernia’ 
 
 (43) ùdì  ‘grave’ 
 (44) údí  ‘fight, argument’ 
 (45) ùdí  ‘oil, cream, balm’ 
 
 (46) tém  ‘to cut grass, mow’ 
 (47) tèm  ‘to cook’ 
 
 (48) ámì  ‘this, these’ 
 (49) àmì  ‘I’ 
 
 (50) ìkʌ̀m   ‘calabash’ 
 (51) íkʌ́m  ‘urine’  
 
 (52) m̩bɔ́k  wrestling 
 (53) m̩bɔ̀k  please 
 
The examples in (54-56) show the unique phonemic status of high, low and falling tones. 
 
 (54) ʌ́bɔ́ŋ   ‘misquito’ 
 (55) ʌ́vɔ̀ŋ   ‘cane’ 
 (56) ʌ́bɔ̂ŋ  ‘king, chief’ 

4 Free Variation 

Some vowels are in free variation. (57-58) show that [a] can replace [e], [u] and [ɔ] with no 
change in meaning. 
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 (57) edeːsi  rice 
  adeːsi 
 
 (58) ukpokoɾo table 
  akpokoɾo 
 
 (59) ɔfoŋidɛm shirt 
  afoŋidɛm 

5 Issues 

This report is incomplete in a number of ways; the class at large has often gleaned far more from 
these elicitations than I have. One large problem is the change in tones in bimorphemic words. I 
simply have yet to perceive them accurately. Another is the phonemic status of long and short 
vowels. In my transcriptions I have occasionally noted the presence of long vowels, however I 
have far too little data to make any observations, much less claims, about these vowels with 
respect to their shorter counterparts.  
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1 Introduction 

This report presents the phonological analysis of Ibibio based on our current data. It will discuss 
how the phonology of Ibibio works by examining each manner of articulation. 
 
 Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
Plosive pp,p˺ b  t̼ th,t˺ d   k,k˺,kh  
Nasal  m,ṃ     n, n̩  ɲ, ɲ ̣  ŋ,̣ŋ,ŋw 
Trill     r      
Tap or Flap     ɾ      
Fricative  β f  s    ɣ  
Double Stop k͡p        k͡p  
Approximant w    ɹ   j   

2 Plosives 

One of the most supported phonological features of Ibibio is the devoiced and unreleased nature 
of plosives in the word final position. 

2.1 Bilabials 

The bilabials are relatively simple, due to having fewer plosives. 
 
[b] Can appear:  word initial   [bʌk̚]    ‘to report’ 
   intervocalic   [úbʊ́m]   ‘boat’ 
   after bilab. nasal [m̩básì]  ‘seed’ 
[pp] Can appear: intervocalic 
   as geminant  [dʌ́̆ppè]  ‘to lift’(sing.)  
[p̚] Can appear: word final  [k͡péép̚]  ‘to teach’ 
           
The bilabial voiced plosive only appears after bilabial nasals. There is an assimilation of the 
preceding nasal to the place of the plosive. This can be seen across places of articulation as in 
[m̩básì] ‘seed’, in [àndí] ‘one who…’, and in [ŋ̩́kɔ́ŋ] ‘leaf’. Thus, this nasal assimilation is 
observable for bilabials, alveolars, and velars. Also since [b] appears in more contexts than [p̚], it 
is the underlying form and simply becomes devoiced and unreleased in word final position. 
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2.2 Dental & alveolar plosives 

In this group we see more overlap of sounds, but the same rule of unreleased final plosives still 
holds. 
 
[d] Can appear:  intervocalic   [ùdì]   ‘grave’ 
   after alve. nasal [àndí]   ‘one who…’ 
[t̪] Can appear: word initial  [t̪ɪ́m]   ‘to cut grass’ 
   after alve. nasal [n̩tójó]   ‘a droplet’ 
[tʰ] Can appear: intervocalic  [ɔkɔtʰi]   ‘pinto bean’ 
[t̚] Can appear: word final  [èfɔ̀t̚]   ‘language’ 
 
The voiced alveolar plosive, like its bilabial counterpart, can only follow a nasal of the same 
place of articulation. Moreover, [d] seems to contrast with [t̪] after a nasal and with [tʰ] 
intervocalically. Yet, [t̩], [tʰ], and [t̚] are in complementary distribution. Since [t̩] appears in more 
contexts, it appears to be the underlying form. So I posit the phonological rule as [t̩] becomes 
aspirated intervocalically and becomes unreleased word finally. 

2.3 Velars 

This group seems to have distinct ways that its sounds emerge in local environments. 
 
[k] Can appear: word initial  [kʌ́̆m]   ‘to pierce/ stab’ 
[kʰ] Can appear: intervocalic  [ukʰon]  ‘a male name’ 
   after velar nasal 

pre-trill  [ŋ̩kʰrɛ́n]  ‘big basket’ 
[k̚] Can appear: word final  [ébɔ̀k̚]   ‘monkey’ 
 
The voiceless, aspirated velar plosive can only be preceded by a nasal of the same place of 
articulation, as has been the case for other sounds. Though the [g] is only intervocalic it does not 
necessarily contrast, because it has only been observed between words, while [kʰ] has been 
observed only within words. Thus, these four sounds are in complementary distribution, with [kʰ] 
appearing in the most environments. So, I posit that [kʰ] goes to [g] between words, goes to 
unaspirated word initially, and goes to unreleased word finally.   

2.4 General notes on plosives 

Though there is considerable variety, we can see that voiced plosives regularly appear in an 
intervocalic position. When there is an aspirated counterpart, it appears intervocalicly also.  
When there is a voiceless unaspirated counterpart, it appears word initial. Yet, when one of these 
sounds is lacking, its role seems to be taken by the voiced plosive of the set. Also it could be that 
these sounds simply have not been found yet in our elicitation. In any case, the unreleased 
devoiced plosive is always found word finally in all places of articulation.   
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2.5 Double Articulated Stop 

[k͡p]  Can appear:  intervocalic  [ɔ́k͡pɔ́]   ‘bone’ 
   after velar nasal [ŋ̩k͡pṍŋ]  ‘yesterday’ 
   after bilab. nasal [m̩k͡pṍŋ]  ‘yesterday’ 
   word initial  [k͡péép̚]  ‘to teach’ 
 
The [k͡p] of Ibibio besides being the only double articulated stop of the language is also unique in 
how it interacts with nasals. Since this sound is make up of a bilabial and a velar articulation, it is 
able to preceded by either a bilabial or a velar nasal. These two pronunciations are in free 
variation in words like ‘yesterday’. Thus, the nasal is able to go with either of the two “sounds” 
that make up this double articulated stop. 

3 Fricatives 

All of the fricatives in Ibibio appear intervocalically, but the labiodental and alveolar fricative 
also appear in other environments. 
 
[β] Only appears: intervocalic  [isŭβejup̚]  ‘coconut tree’ 
      [isup̚] ‘coconut’ [ejup̚] ‘palm’ 
[f] Can appear: intervocalic  [èfɔ̀t̚]   ‘buttocks’ 
   word initial  [fré]   ‘to forget’  
   after bilab. nasal [m̩fré]   ‘brain’  
[s] Can appear: intervocalic  [úsóŋ]   ‘road’/‘door’ 
   after alve. nasal [n̩sòŋ]   ‘fly’/‘smoke’ 
   after –voice stop [aksaksak̚]  ‘notorious’ 
[ɣ] Only appears: intervocalic  [efuɣeka]  ‘mother’s appendix’ 
      [èfʌk̚] ‘appendix’ [eka] ‘mother’ 
 
The bilabial and velar fricative are the natural pronunciation result of an unreleased stop 
becoming a fricative when two words are pronounced together. This is the only context these 
fricatives have been found in. All fricatives can appear intervocalically. Yet, [f] and [s] can 
appear in other contexts as well. I am still examining if a similar phenomenon of change to a 
fricative also happens to the alveolar plosive, but as of now I have not observed [z] in any of our 
elicitations. 

4 Alveolar trill, tap & approximant 

In order to see how these sounds may be patterned distinctly or together, they will be presented 
together. 
  
[ɾ] Can appear: intervocalic  [uɾɔk̚]   ‘rope’ 
[r] Can appear: after fricative  [fré]   ‘to forget’ 
   after plosive  [n̩krén]   ‘big basket’ 
[ɹ] Can appear: intervocalic  [kaɹa]   ‘to rule’ 
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Though it appears that [r] may share some type of complimentary distribution with either [ɾ] or 
[ɹ], I am missing a key piece of data. In the word combination [éfɔ̀t̚] ‘buttock’s’ with [eka] 
‘mother’ as [efɔ_eka], I was not sure if the connecting sound was [r] or [ɹ]. Thus, I cannot say for 
sure which represents [t̚] when it is pronounced intervocalicly. Also I cannot make sure claims 
on if [r] doesn’t also appear in intervocalic position, until I have re-elicited this data. 

5 Approximants (non-alveolar) 

All of the approximants appear intervocalicly, but the [w] also appears word initially and after a 
nasal. Moreover, [w] according to current data, can follow velar nasals, but it remains to be see if 
it will pattern like [k͡p] and be able to follow bilabial nasals also.  Thus, I will further elicit data 
to see if this distinction is supported. Also [j] was found to be word initial, but only for a 
borrowed word [jákùt̚] ‘suit’. So, it will not be considered in the phonology unless it is found in 
later elicitation for native words of Ibibio.  
 
[w] Can appear: intervocalic  [éwá]   ‘dog’ 
   after velar nasal [ŋ̩́wúà]   ‘fur’ 
   after plosive  [ŋ̩kwá]   ‘bead’ 
[j] Can appear: intervocalic  [ajin]   ‘ajin’ 
 
Since all of the approximants appear in intervocalic position, they seem to each be separate 
phonemes. 

6 Nasals 

Nasals appear widely in Ibibio and in each place of articulation have a syllabized form word 
initially. All places have an intervocalic form and all except the palatal nasal appear word finally. 

6.1 Bilabial 

[m̩] Can appear: word initial  [ḿ̩bʌ́̆n]   ‘something skimpy’/‘skirt’ 
[m] Can appear: intervocalic  [ímá]   ‘female’ 
   word final  [ŋ̩́kám]   ‘whisker’/‘root’ 
  
Since [m] can appear in more contexts, it is the underlying form and becomes syllabized word 
initially.  

6.2 Alveolar 

[n̩] Can appear: word initial  [ń̩tóí]   ‘wake me’ (imp.) 
[n] Can appear: intervocalic  [énɔ̀]   ‘a gift’/ ‘Ibibio name’ 
   word final  [ḿ̩bʌ́̆n]   ‘something skimpy’/‘skirt’ 
 
Since [n] can appear in more contexts, it is the underlying form and becomes syllabized word 
initially. 
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6.3 Palatal 

[ɲ̩] Can appear: word initial  [ɲ̩ʌn]   ‘a pronoun’ 
[ɲ] Can appear: intervocalic  [ìɲàŋ]   ‘river’ 
 
To keep with the pattern set by bilabial and alveolar nasal, I will posit [ɲ] as the underlying form 
that becomes syllabized word initially, since otherwise there is no indication of the underlying 
form. Also there is no word final allophone for palatal nasals. 

6.4 Velar 

[ŋ̩] Can appear: word initial  [ŋ̩́kɔ́ŋ]   ‘leaf’ 
[ŋw] Can appear: intervocalic  [úŋwá]   ‘Ibibio name’ 
[ŋ] Can appear:  word final  [ŋ̩́kɔ́ŋ]   ‘leaf’ 
 
To keep with the pattern set by bilabial and alveolar nasal, I will posit [ŋ] as the underlying form 
that becomes syllabized word initially, since otherwise there is no indication of the underlying 
form. Also it becomes labialized intervocalicly. 

7 Vowels 

 
 
Though I have noted short vowels in Ibibio such as in [kʌ́̆m] ‘pierce’/‘stab’, I have yet to find a 
minimal pair where short or long vowels contrasted. The same goes for nasalized vowels. I have 
found nasalized vowels, such as in [enãŋ] ‘cow’, but it is merely preceding or following a nasal it 
is not contrastive. 
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7.1 Vowel harmony 

A phenomenon that has been observed in our Ibibio elicitation is a need for vowel harmony in 
some cases, which causes a change from one vowel to another. When [afoŋ] ‘cloth’ is added to 
[kʌ̆m] ‘to sew’ in order to make [àkʌ̆mèfòŋ] ‘tailor’ the [a] becomes [e]. Though we cannot 
describe the exact pattern yet, this is a part of the vowels of Ibibio that we will continue to work 
on and analyze. 

8 Tone 

Like many other African languages, Ibibio uses tone contrastively with at least a high and low 
tone.   
 
High  [t̪ɪ́m]   ‘to cut grass’ 
Low  [t̪ìm]   ‘to cook’/ ‘to set someone down’ 
 
Though I have heard a falling tone, our speaker has mentioned that in some instances whether a 
low or a falling tone is used can be due to mere dialectal difference, as in the following 
examples. 
 
Falling  [ḿ̩fém̂]  ‘cockroach’ 
Low  [ḿ̩fém̀] 
 
According to our speaker, these both mean the same thing and are merely a dialect difference.  
Until a minimal pair is found between falling and low tone, it will be assumed that a falling tone 
is merely an allophonic way of producing a low tone. Also, as the example above shows, syllabic 
nasals also carry a tone. 

Moreover, a tone sandhi also exists in Ibibio. The high-high tone of [úsóŋ] ‘road’/‘door’ goes 
to low-high when it is put after the word [asak̚] ‘major’ to form [ásáùsóŋ] ‘main road’. Currently, 
there is not enough data to parse out how the tonal harmony functions, but this feature is 
observable in Ibibio. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is a Niger-Congo language spoken by approximately 2 million people in southern Nigeria. 
This paper presents preliminary observations about the phonemic inventory of Ibibio, 
distributional properties of these sounds, and basic phonological properties of the language. The 
discussion here is based on elicitation sessions with Mfon Udoinyang.1 

2 Consonants 

Ibibio has 16 consonants in its phonemic inventory, as seen the chart below. In the discussion 
that follows, I discuss the distributional properties of each. 
 
 Bilabial Labio-

dental 
Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular 

Stop 
 p b   t d     k    

Doubly 
articulated stop k͡p          k͡p    

Nasal 
  m       n  ɲ  ŋ   

Trill 
        r       

Fricative 
   f    s        

Affricate 
          d͡ʒ     

Approximant 
  w        j  w   

 
TABLE 1. The phonemic consonant inventory of Ibibio. 

2.1 Stops 

Ibibio possesses six oral stops in its phonemic inventory, including the doubly articulated stop 
[k͡p]. Voicing contrasts only occur for front stops that are not doubly articulated, so [g] and [g͡b] 

                                                
1 Many thanks to Mfon for his patience and help. 
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do not exist in the language.2 Only vowels and syllabic nasals may appear word-initially (see 
Section 4); stops (and other non-nasal consonants) never do. Oral stops do surface in onset 
position in certain contexts, such as when they are in word-initial position of the second word in 
a compound. In these cases, however, a rule of voicing kicks in, and voiceless consonants 
become voiced. Voiceless stops also become voiced between vowels, though it is possible that 
they can change in both voicing and manner. Examples of stop voicing are seen below. 
 

Sound As coda  As voiced / V_V or 
/ V_C[+nasal] 

 

[p] [ísʌp̚] ‘kernel’ [ísʌbéjup̚] 
[isʌβéjup̚] 

‘coconut tree’ 

[t] [áwêt̚] 
[ŋ̀wè̆t̚] 

 
‘book’ 

[áwèdŋ̩́wet̚] 
[ŋ̀wè̆dódó] 

‘s/he wrote a book’3 
‘that book’ 

[k] [àsák̚] ‘major, principal’ [àsaɰúsɔŋ] 
[àsaɣúsɔŋ] 

‘main door (of house)’ 

[k͡p] -  -4  
 

TABLE 2. Stop voicing. 
 
All oral stops with the exception [k͡p] (and possibly [b]5) appear unreleased in word-final 
position. The sound [k͡p] is excluded because it never appears as a coda. Voiceless stops can 
appear to be mildly aspirated, as in [ɔkʰɔ́tʰi]/ [akʰɔ́tʰi] ‘pinto bean’, but aspiration is never present 
word-finally. 

2.2 Nasals 

Ibibio has four phonemic nasals, /m/, /n/, /ɲ/, and /ŋ/. The front nasals [m] and [n] appear in both 
onset and coda position in syllables; [ɲ], however, exclusively occurs in onset position and [ŋ] 
exclusively surfaces in coda postion. Examples of this are seen below. 
 

Sound Onset  Coda  
[m] [í.má] ‘love’ [áˤ.tʉ̂m] PN (female) 
[n] [e.nɔ̀] ‘gift’ [áˤ.kûn] PN (female) 
[ɲ] [ı ̃̀.ɲàŋ] ‘river’ -  
[ŋ] -  [ŋ̩́.kɔ̂ŋ] ‘leaf’ 

 
TABLE 3. Ibibio nasals in onset and coda positions. 

 

                                                
2 At least not phonemically, though it is possible that [k] and [k͡p] are somewhat voiced intervocalically, despite the 
fact that /k/ surfaces as [ɰ] in such an environment. 
3 This occurred in the sentence [m̩̀mâdùáwedŋ̩́wet̚] ‘That woman wrote a book’. 
4 I have a few transcriptions where [k͡p] may be voiced between vowels or even after a syllabic nasal (e.g., [m̀ˠb͡gʌ́n̚] 
‘skirt’ and . However, since [k͡p] never surfaces in coda position, I have not included it in this table because the 
phonetic context for this voicing is different. 
5 I say “and possibly [b]” because, at this point, it is difficult to differentiate [p̚] and [b]/[b̚] word-finally. 
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Unlike oral stops, nasals may appear word initially, though they are always syllabified in this 
position (see Section 4.1). Like oral stops, nasals occur in word final position, and may even be 
unreleased in this environment. An example of such is [ekʰám̚] ‘grandmother’. 

Whenever a nasal precedes a consonant (either as a syllabic nasal or a resyllabified nasal 
coda, see Section 4.1), the nasal always assimilates to the place of the consonant. Accordingly, 
[m] always appears before [b] and [f]6, and sometimes surfaces as [ɱ] before [f]; [n] occurs 
before [t], [d], [s], and [d͡ʒ]; [ŋ] appears before [k] and [k͡p], though sometimes the nasal before 
[k͡p] is realized as [mˠ]. 

2.3 Trills 

Ibibio possesses only the trill /r/ in its phonemic inventory, though its status is questionable. It 
never appears word-initially or word-finally, and only occurs after [f] and [k], as in [m̩̀fre᷄] 
‘brain’ and [ŋ̀krê̆n] ‘large basket’, or intervocallically, as in [àfárá] ‘shoulder’.  

It is possible that [r] is an allphone of /d/ or /t/, or at least in some cases. Often, [r] appears to 
stand in free variation with [ɾ], or even [d] and [ɾ]. For example, a [r] appears in [úrɔ̀k̚] ‘rope’, 
but [r] can be pronounced as [r], [d], or [ɾ] when it appears in a compound meaning ‘snake’, as in 
[úrɔ̀ɰíkɔt̚]/ [údɔ̀ɰíkɔt̚]/ [úɾɔ̀ɰíkɔt̚]. Another similar example is that [r] occurs in [érĕn] ‘male’, 
though it can be freely substituted with [ɾ], as in [éɾĕn]. 

Ibibio seems to avoid consonant clusters, generally, and especially avoids complex onsets 
(see Section 4, especially 4.2). Syllabification of nasals (Section 4.1) and forms of secondary 
articulation (Section 2.6) are strategies to achieve this; it may be that [r] can appear as C2 in a CC 
cluster because it bears a [+sonorant] feature.  

2.4 Fricatives and Affricates 

Ibibio has two fricatives /f/ and /s/, both of which are voiceless, and one voiced affricate, /d͡ʒ/. 
The fricatives /f/ and /s/ only surface as [f] and [s]. Thus, unlike voiceless stops, they are not 
subject to any voicing rule. Fricatives can serve as syllable onsets, and appear after vowels and 
nasals. Examples of these distributions are: [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ] ‘cloth/clothes’, [úsɔ́ŋ] ‘door/road’, [m̩fɔn] 
‘Mfon’, and [ń̩sʌ́ŋ] ‘gums’. Fricatives never occur in either word-initial or in word-final position. 

In the data we have collected so far, I have recorded only one instance of /d͡ʒ/, which appears 
after a syllabic nasal in [ń̩d͡ʒʌ̋n] ‘DIM’. Though I have included it here as a phoneme, its limited 
occurrence/distribution seems to suggest that this may not be the case. 

2.5 Approximants 

Ibibio has two phonemic approximants, /w/ and /j/. They never surface word-initially,7 and only 
appear intervocalically in onset position. Examples of these are [íwʉ́t̚] ‘head’ and [íjíp̚] ‘blood’.  

                                                
6 [m] may also appear before [k͡p], but, when it does, it agrees with both features of the doubly articulated stop, as in 
[mˠ]. 
7 One exception is [jákùt̚] ‘jacket’, which, notably, is borrowed from English, and a word that is not typically used 
by native speakers. Our consultant noted that speakers might use [jákùt] to make fun of what another is wearing. 
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i, iː ɨ u, uː 

o 

ʉ 

e, eː 

a, aː 

ʌ  ɔ, ɔː 

2.6 Secondary Articulation 

There are two major types of secondary articulation in Ibibio: palatalization and labialization. 

2.6.1 Palatalization 

The front consonants [b], [t], [f], and [s] sometimes appear palatalized in their surface form. 
Examples of this include [ajubʲú] ‘storm’, [ítʲûn̚] ‘5’, [ɔ́fʲʌ́ŋ] ‘moon’, [a ̃́sʲa ̃̌ n] ‘shin’. As noted in 
Section X.X, this appears to be a consequence of avoiding vowel hiatus. For example, this could 
be an underlying /CiV/ sequence being realized as /CʲV/, which avoids vowel adjacency as well 
as a complex onset, both of which are dispreferred in the language. 

2.6.2 Labialization 

Back consonants do not undergo palatalization, and instead are subject to labialization where the 
labiovelar [ʷ] forms the secondary articulation. Examples of this include [âŋʷa ̃́] ‘cat’ (syllabified 
as [â.ŋʷa ̃́]), [ŋ̩̀kʷá] ‘bead’, [kʷè̆t̚] ‘to write’, and [ɔkʷɔk̚] ‘bee’.  

3 Vowels 

Ibibio has 14 monophthong vowels in its phonemic inventory, seen in Table 4.8 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 4. Phonemic vowels in Ibibio. 
 
The minimal pairs below establish some of these as contrastive: 
 

(1)  a. [idét̚] ‘hair’ 
a'. [edét̚] ‘tooth’ 
b. [n̩sɔ̂ŋ] ‘fly’ 
b'. [n̩sʌ̂ŋ] ‘gums’ 
c. [ébó̆t̚]/[ébʉ́t̚] ‘goat’ 
c'. [óbó̆t̚]/[óbʉ́t̚] ‘mountain’ 
d. [ísʉ́] ‘face’ 
d'. [ísɔ́] ‘midget’ 

                                                
8 The shaded portion in the vowel quadrilateral indicates a degree of uncertainty with regard to the height of the 
central vowels. What I have listed here as /ɨ/ and /ʉ/ may be /ɘ/ and /ɵ/, or /ɜ/ and /ɞ/ (or some combination of these). 
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3.1 Diphthongs 

The diphthongs that I have recorded to date are relatively sparse. These include [ai], [ʊɔ], [6ɔ], 
and [iʌ], as seen in [m̩bái]/[ɱk͡pái] ‘ring’9, [íwʊɔ̀] ‘nose’, [ɔb6᷆ɔ᷇ŋ] ‘cane’, and [ɔfiʌ̀ŋ] ‘moon’. 

3.1.1 Diphthongization 

Diphthongs may also appear because morphosyntactic environments create a context for their 
occurrence. For example, [ai] in [ŋ̩̀káíferi] ‘young girl’ results from [a] and [i] appearing together 
by combining the words [ŋ̩̀ka] ‘group’ and [iferi] ‘nakedness’. Diphthongization, then, may be 
one type of phonological process for the language to avoid vowel hiatus (see Section 4.3). 

3.2 Vowel Length 

Vowel length appears to be contrastive for a subset of the monophthong vowels that have long 
counterparts. These include /iː, eː, uː, ɔː, aː/. Some vowels are often pronounced extra short. 
These include [ĭ], [ĕ], [!̆], [ʉ̆], and [ʌ̆]. Examples of long and short vowels can be seen in the 
following: [íːnʉ̀ʷa] ‘mouth’, [ìːbòk͡pʌt̚] ‘corn (prestigious form)’, [nːȕːn] ‘finger’, [inàːŋ] ‘4’, 
[ɛ́̆níːn] ‘elephant’, [èːbé̆] ‘husband’, [ídèːn] ‘men’, [ɔbɔ᷉ːŋ] ‘chief’, and [ébó̆t̚]/[ébʊ́̆t̚] ‘goat’. Long 
vowels seem to have a more restricted distribution than regular and extra short vowels, though. I 
have only recorded instances where they immediately precede a voiced consonant. Interestingly, 
one dialectal variant for [íwʊ́t̚] ‘head’ is [íwʊ́ːd].10 

3.3 Free Variation 

A few vowels in Ibibio appear to alternate in free variation (within a single speaker). These 
include [e] ~ [a] and [o]/[ɔ] ~ [u]. Exactly when these alternations are permissible is, at this 
point, a bit of a mystery. For example, ‘child’ may be pronounced as [éjen] or [ájʌn], but [èkʰá] 
‘mother’ cannot be pronounced *[àkʰá]. 

Some of these alternation patterns may be attributed to dialect variation, as well. For 
example, our consultant pronounces ‘calabash’ as [ikʰú], but noted that some speakers say [ikʰó] 
for this word. Similarly, our consultant says [èsʲô] for ‘cooking pot’, but noted that others say 
[àsʲô]. One example of variation between speakers not captured in the alternations above is that 
[ikámba] is pronounced [akámba] by some speakers. 

3.4 Vowel Harmony 

In addition and related to free variation, vowel harmony can affect the way some vowel sounds 
are pronounced. For example, if the initial vowel in ‘child’ is [e], as in [ejé̆n], then the vowel in 
σ2 is, as well. However, if the initial vowel is [a], then the vowel in σ2 surfaces as [ʌ] in order to 
                                                
9 This vowel may in fact be [a] in isolation. This instance of ‘ring’ comes from [m̩bái nːȕːn]/[ɱk͡pái nːȕːn] ‘ring 
finger’. Often in compounds or phrases vowels that coalesce (by virtue of being in coda and onset position when in 
isolation) and vowels that immediately precede nasals take on properties of diphthongs. Consider, for example, 
[ik͡páisʌn] ‘belt’, which is composed of [ik͡pá] ‘leather thing’ and [ísʌ́n] ‘waist’. 
10 This is, of course, under the assumption that voicing is contrastive in Ibibio, which may not truly be the case. 
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harmonize with backness, as in [ajʌ́n] ‘child’. Interestingly, vowel harmony spreads across word 
boundaries. So, for example, the word ‘child’ appears in the word sister, as does the word [ówu] 
‘person’. In ‘sister’, if the vowels in ‘child’ are [+mid, +front], then the initial vowel in ‘person’ 
is [o]; if the vowels in ‘child’ are [+back, -high], then the initial vowel in ‘person’ is [a]. Both 
this local and long-distance harmony are seen in (2): 
 

(2) a. [ejen  ékʰa  ówu  ŋ̩wãn] 
 b. [ajʌ́n  ékʰa  áwu  ŋ̩wãn] 

 
Vowel harmony can neutralize free variation in some instances. For example, the demonstrative 
[ádò]/[ádù] ‘that’ also surfaces as [ódù], exhibiting [a] ~ [o] alternation in the initial vowel. 
However, if vowel harmony kicks in, for example in casual speech, then this effect is 
neutralized. An example of this interaction with the ‘that’ occurs in the sentence ‘Who wrote that 
book?’, which is [àɲe᷄ íwê̆t̚ ŋ̩̀wét̚ ádò] in careful speech. When spoken casually, vowel harmony 
with a preceding mid front vowel forces [a]/[o] in ‘that’ to surface as [e], as in [àɲe᷄ íwê̆t 
ŋ̀wérédo]. 

3.5 Nasalization 

Nasalization does not appear to bet a contrastive feature in Ibibio. Nasalization appears to spread 
leftward; vowels often become nasalized when followed by a nasal consonant. Examples include 
[ɲ̩ɲṍŋ] ‘(I) depart’, [òwṹwa ̃́n] ‘woman’, and [a ̃́sʲa ̃̌ n] ‘shin’. The latter two of these are also of 
interest because they suggests that nasality spreads through some consonants. There are some 
cases where nasalization might spread rightward, such as [inɔ́̃] ‘thief’, but examples like this 
merit reelicitation, as they may in fact contain an unreleased nasal coda. 

4 Syllables 

Ibibio seems to exhibit a strong preference onsetless syllables in word-initial position, but allows 
for the following syllable types: V, C[+nasal], CV, CVC, and CrVC. 

The overwhelming majority of words we have transcribed begin with vowels or syllabic 
nasals. Codas are also quite common in the language, but not obligatory, meaning that open 
syllables are permissible.11 Though oral consonants may serve as onsets, they almost never do so 
word-initially in the data we have gathered to date. Exceptions to this are verbs, such as [kʌ̀m] 
‘to be dark’, and the numbers [kèːt̚] ‘one’ and [dùɔp]12 ‘ten’. Currently we have gathered 
relatively few verbs and numerals in our data, so this restriction may be an artifact of the sample 
size. 

                                                
11 This could suggest that Ibibio has a cross-linguistically uncommon constraint on syllables. Typologically, 
languages seem to prefer open syllables, and disprefer codas and onsetless syllables (i.e., languages generally like 
onsets, but dislike codas). Thanks to Katrina Connell and Yufu Chien for bringing this to my attention. 
12 I’m not sure if [uɔ] here is a VV sequence (contrary to my analysis here of vowel hiatus), or a diphthong. 
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4.1 Syllabic Nasals 

Vowels in Ibibio typically serve as syllable nuclei, but the language syllabifies nasals in word-
initial position whenever the nasal precedes another consonant.13 Examples of such include 
[m̩bʉk̚] ‘story’, [ń̩tʌ́̆pe] ‘event’, [ń̩sʌ́ŋ] ‘gums’, and [ŋ̩́k͡pɔ́] ‘thing’. As these transcriptions 
indicate, syllabic nasals carry tone. Syllabic nasals always assimilate to place of the following 
consonant, as the former examples show. In nearly all cases, the assimilated form is invariant, 
but there is one exception to this. When a syllabic nasal appears before the doubly articulated 
stop [k͡p], its surface forms either agree with the velaric nature of the sound, as in [ŋ̩k͡pásɨp̚] 
‘seed’, or the bilabial nature, as in [m̩ˠk͡pásɨp̚] ‘seed’. This [ŋ̩] ~ [m̩] alternation appears to be one 
of free variation, though the former is more characteristic of careful speech, and the latter of 
casual/rapid speech. 

Syllabic nasals also become resyllabified as codas in morphosyntactic environments that 
cause them to surface post-vocalically. For example, the syllabic nasal [n̩] in [ń̩tʌ́̆pe] ‘event, 
happening’ resyllabifies when it appears as the final word in [m̩.bʌ(k̚).ŋ̩.k͡pɔn.tʌ.pe] ‘news’ (Lit., 
‘story thing happening’). 

4.2 Consonant Clusters 

Consonant clusters in general are not permitted in Ibibio.14 It appears that that syllabification of 
nasals – and possibly palatalization and labialization – are strategies of avoiding consonant 
clusters, especially in onset position. The one exception to this in the data we have gather so far 
is that [r] may appear as C2 in a C1C2 onset, as in [ŋ̩.krê̆n] ‘large basket’. 

4.3 Vowel Hiatus 

Ibibio also disallows vowel hiatus. Vowel deletion is a primary means of resolving undesirable 
VV sequences. Examples of vowel deletion in compounds include the following (vowels in bold 
in isolated forms undergo deletion): 
 

Isolated 
form 

  Surfaces as 
X before Y 

Example  

[àsák̚] ‘major’ → [sàɰ] /_e [ɔ́k͡pɔ́ sàɰédɨm̚] ‘backbone’ 
[ikámba] ‘big’ → [ikámb] /_i [ikámbíkʷa] ‘machete’ (Lit., ‘big knife’) 
[ojóɰo] (count term) → [ojóɰ] /_i [ojóɰíbà]15 ‘2nd’  
[ébèré] ‘open’ → [ébèr] /_u [émàébèrúsɔ́ŋ] ‘the door was open’ 

 
TABLE 5. Vowel deletion as a strategy for resolving vowel hiatus. 

                                                
13 It is possible that syllabic nasals appear before vowels, as well. However, in environments where this might occur, 
the duration of the initial nasal seems longer in duration than normal. Examples of this include the 3rd person 
singular pronoun, [ɲ̩́ːé]/[ɲ̩́é], the (/a?) past tense marker marked with a 1st person singular suffix [ḿ̩ːâ]/[ḿ̩má], and 
the word for ‘water’, [ḿ̩óːŋ]/[ḿ̩móŋ]. 
14 I have two types of consonant clusters in my transcriptions, and [r] serves as C2 in both of them. One example is 
[ŋ̩krê̆n] ‘(large) basket’, which may in fact be [ŋ̩rê̆n]. 
15 This is the form of the word in casual speech. In careful speech, the [o] retains, as in [ojóɰo íbà]. 
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Based on the data I have seen so far, it appears that vowels with a [-high] feature in a VV 
sequence undergo deletion, whether the vowel appears word-initially or word finally. The 
following rule capture this:16 
 

(3) V[-high] → ∅ /  _V[+high] 
   V[+high]_ 
 
Vowel deletion does also occur when two of the same vowels appear adjacently in casual speech. 
For example, [m̩̀mè êwá] (careful speech) ‘dogs’ becomes [m̩̀méwá] (casual speech). 

Diphthongization may be yet another means of resolving vowel hiatus in Ibibio (see Section 
3.1.1). 

4.4 Vowel Deletion (Non-Hiatus Resolving) 

Vowel deletion exists in contexts beyond being a strategy for resolving vowel hiatus. Vowel 
deletion can occur in casual speech, and often presents an environment for an additional 
phonological process to kick in. For example, in careful speech, the second vowel the inflected 
past tense marker [áɲéké] deletes, which provides a context for nasal assimilation, becoming 
[áŋke].17  

5 Tone 

Tone is contrastive in Ibibio, and the language has two level tones and two contour tones.18 
Tones are realized on both vowels as well as syllabic nasals. 

5.1 Level Tones 

There are two basic level tones in Ibibio: high and low. The following minimal pairs provide 
evidence for this: 
 

(4) a.  [ák͡pá]  ‘ocean’    HH 
a'. [ák͡pà]  ‘first’     HL 
b.  [ḿ̩bɔ́k]  ‘wrestling’  HH 
b'. [ḿ̩bɔ̀k] ‘please’    HL 
c.  [íkʌ́m]  ‘urine’     HH 
c'. [ìkʌ̀m]  ‘calabash’  LL 

                                                
16 I also have an instance of vowel deletion where the V2 vowel in a V1V2 sequence deletes, although the V1 is [a] 
(low). This is in the phrase [m̩̀mè êwá ódu] ‘those dogs’, which is pronounced [m̩̀méwádù] in rapid speech. This 
seems somewhat unintuitive, given the generalization in (3). However, this example is problematic because [ódù] 
also can be pronounced as [ádù] due to free variation (alternation of [a] ~ [o]). 
17 In the sentence [m̩̀má áŋke íkí wé̆d ŋ̩̀wè̆d ódó] ‘Which woman wrote the book?’ 
18 I have recorded a examples of very high tones and very low tones, but these are relatively infrequent. For 
example, there may be an extra high tone on σ2 in [m̩bɔ̋k] ‘wrestling’, [ń̩dʒʌ̋n] ‘DIM’, and [útʌ̋̆n] ‘sun’. The word 
[ǹ̩nȕ] has a very low tone on σ2. Depending on the status of these tones, the number of contrastive level tones in the 
language could be as high as four. Based on the data we have gathered so far, there is more evidence for a very high 
tone. 
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5.2 Contour Tones 

Ibibio has two contour tones: rising and falling. Contour tones not triggered by tone sandhi 
appear to be contrastive in some cases, but non-contrastive in others. 

5.2.1 Dialect Variation in Contour vs. Level Tones 

A falling tone on σ2 (and usually a high tone on σ1) in bisyllabic words varies with a low tone 
on σ2 for some dialects of Ibibio. For example, our consultant pronounces ‘roach’ and ‘leaf’ as 
[ḿ̩fêm] and [ŋ̩́kɔ̂ŋ], respectively, but noted that speakers of other Ibibio varieties say [ḿ̩fèm] and 
[ŋ̩́kɔ̀ŋ], instead. 

5.3 Tone Sandhi 

Ibibio also exhibits tone sandhi, where phonetic environments affect pitch shape. Most common 
in the data we have to date is that words with a HH tone melody in isolation become HL when 
serving as the second word in a two-part compound, seen in the table below. 
 

HH in 
isolation 

 HL in compound  

[ísʌ́n] ‘waist’ [ɔ̀fɔ̏ŋ ísʌ̀n] ‘sarang’ (Lit., ‘cloth/clothes waist’) 
[úkʉ́t̚] ‘leg’ [ɔ́fɔ̂ŋ úkʉ̀t̚] ‘pants’ (Lit., ‘cloth/clothes leg’) 

 
TABLE 6. Tone sandhi where HH becomes HL. 

 
In addition to this, one other instance of tone sandhi in the language involves a LH tone melody 
being realized as HH when the word appears as the second part of a two-word compound. Below 
is an example. 
 

LH in 
isolation 

 HH in compound  

[ìtɔ́ŋ] ‘neck’ [ŋ̩kʷá ítɔ́ŋ] ‘beaded necklace’ 
 

TABLE 7. Tone sandhi where LH becomes HH. 
 
It may be that these two types of tone sandhi provide evidence for differences in 
morphosyntactic structure. 

Another occurrence of tone sandhi affects the tone on σ2 in a personal pronoun when 
preceding an inflected tense marker, such as [àmì] ‘I’ becoming [àmǐ] before [ḿ̩mà] ‘1SG-PST’ 
(note that 1SG is realized as a syllabic nasal prefixed onto tense). 

5.4 Other Tone Dialect Variation 

In addition to the tone dialect variation noted in Section 5.3, our speaker noted that [édèmè] 
(HLL) ‘tongue’, is pronounced as [édémé] (HHH) by speakers of other dialects. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, I discuss my current understanding of Ibibio phonology. This begins with a 
breakdown of the phonemes and allophones that have been uncovered to this point. I then 
provide evidence that tones are contrastive and that they are subject to change depending on their 
environment. I end by discussing phonological processes that have surfaced during elicitations to 
this point. 

2 Segmental phonology 

In this section I begin by providing the segmental phonology of Ibibio that I have observed up to 
this point. Section 2.2 explores syllable and tonal phonology. 

The Table below summarizes the consonants and vowels in Ibibio included in my 
transcriptions: 
 

Table 1: Phonemic Inventory of Ibibio 
 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop   p        b     t         d       k       g  
Nasal             m               ɱ              n          ɲ              ŋ  
Trill                r    
Tap/Flap                ɾ          
Fricative             β     f    s               γ    
Approximant             j              w  
Other kp - possibly non-pulmonic. Maybe a bilabial ejective [p’].   

 ˺  - unreleased consonants 
 h    - aspirated consonants 
 w  - labialized consonant 

Circled phones in the chart above are allophones of the same phoneme. 
 

Table 2: Vowel Inventory of Ibibio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 [+ 
front] 

[-front, -
back] 

[ + back ]       

[ + high 
] 

   i 
   ɪ 

            u 
           ʊ 

[ - high,    
- low ] 

   e 
   ε 

           +            o 
   ʌ      ɔ 

[ + low]    a   
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2.1 Consonants 

This section provides minimal pairs that form phonemic contrasts, and also outlines other 
phonological processes on consonants in Ibibio. 

2.1.1 Minimal pairs 

I have discovered very few consonant minimal pairs, but the most prominent contrast in my data 
is between /p/, /t/, and /k/ word-finally: 
 

(1)   a. efʌ́t˺     ‘buttocks’ 
     b. efʌ́k˺     ‘appendix’ 
     c. esʌ́p˺     ‘heart’ 
 
The other word-final possibility is [+nasal], as shown in the examples below: 
 

(2)   a. mkpʌ́n    ‘skirt’ 
     b. ǹsʌ́ŋ     ‘gums’ 
 
The contrasts shown in (1) and (2) show there are at least a four distinctive phonemic Ibibio 
consonants: [p], [t], [k], and [+nasal]. 
 

2.1.2 Spirantization and voicing 

The consonants [k, g, γ] appear to be allophonic variants of /k/. [k] occurs frequently in the 
language, while [g, γ] are more restricted. The environment for which [g] or [γ] surfaces is most 
salient in compounds; specifically in rapid, natural speech. Consider the following words in 
isolation below: 
 

(3)   a.  iják˺    ‘fish’ 
     b.  éte      ‘father’ 
 
Notice in ((4)a), the word [iják˺] ‘fish’ ends in [k]. In Ibibio, the possessor follows the possessee, 
which triggers a phonological change to the word-final consonant, shown below: 
 

(4)   a.  ijáγété   ‘father’s fish’ 
     b.  ijágété   ‘father’s fish’ 
 
I believe that [g] and [γ] are in free alternation, but I still do not have enough evidence. There is 
one case that is not a compound (to my knowledge) where [γ] surfaces: 
 

(5)   a.  int!̀γube   ‘fog’ 
     b.   ìkɔ́t      ‘bush’ 
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Like the cases in the compounds in (4), [γ] occurs inter-vocalically in ((5)a). However, [k] does 
not always become [g] or [γ] inter-vocalically, as evidenced by ((5)b). For cases not conditioned 
by compounds, more data is necessary to make a definitive determination of the phonological 
environment that triggers spirantization in non-compounds. 

The same pattern is observed for [p, b, β], where [b, β] are allophonic variants of /p/. 
Consider the isolated forms below: 
 

(6)   a.  kop      ‘to hear’ 
     b.  sέm      ‘language’ 
 
When both words are placed in a compound, the final consonant in ‘hear’ becomes [b] or [β] as 
shown in (7): 
 

(7)   a.  okuβusεm  ‘One who understands the language’ 
     b.  okubusεm  ‘One who understands the langauge’ 
 
Once again, I have, I have both allophones in my transcriptions in my transcription. In this case, 
I do not have any examples of [β] outside of compounds, but [b] questionably surfaces 
elsewhere. 

The other voiceless stop [t] also displays a similar pattern with the following allophonic 
variants: [d,ɾ]. It is very difficult to discriminate between these variants. Consider the two words 
below: 
 

(8)   a.  èka     ‘mother’ 
     b.  éfɔ́t     ‘buttocks’ 
 
When these words form a compound, the final consonant of ‘buttocks’ changes: 
 

(9)   a.  éfɔ́r eká  ‘mother’s buttocks’ 
     b.  éfɔ́d eká  ‘mother’s buttocks’ 
 
This alternation is almost identical to those discussed above. Sometimes [d] sounds more like [ɾ], 
but more data is necessary to determine the specific forms. 

This particular alternation also seems to occur in non-compounds. All three examples are 
available in the same word, as shown in (10):  
 

(10) a.  etòŋ  
     b.  edòŋ 
     c.  eɾòŋ 
 
This may be a case of free variation or a transcription error, but it seems to pattern with the other 
constructions above, despite not being in a compound. 
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2.1.3 Nasal assimilation 

There is evidence for nasal assimilation in Ibibio, although more data is needed to ultimately 
determine when the process takes place. Part of the problem is that it is difficult to determine 
which nasal is found in the underlying structure. The basic words below demonstrate that nasals 
typically match in place with following consonants: 
 

(11) a. m̀fέm̀     ‘roach’ 
     b. ǹsέk     ‘tender/small’ 
     c. ŋ̀kɔ́ŋ̀     ‘leaf’ 
 
Nasals function as nominalizers and 1SG morphemes in the language. The following examples 
show that the nasal nominalization morpheme assimilates with whichever consonant follows: 
 

(12) a. m+fré    ‘brain; lit. thing that forgets’ 
     b. n+tɔ́jó    ‘droplets; lit. things that drip’ 
 
Assimilation appears to be a general phonological process in the language, sensitive to more 
environments than just compounds. 

2.2 Vowels 

This section provides vocalic minimal pairs and summarizes the vocalic phonological processes 
noted in my transcriptions to this point. 

2.2.1 Vocalic minimal pairs 

Although the vowel inventory in Ibibio is quite large, the number of phonemic contrasts appears 
minimal, according to my current data. /e/ and /i/ form a constrast: 
 

(13) a. ékɔ́t     ‘occipital bone’ 
     b. íkɔ́t     ‘bush’ 
 
/e/ also forms a contrast with /o/: 
 

(14) a. ékpót    ‘goat’ 
     b. ókpót    ‘mountain’ 
 
/o/ contrasts with /ɔ/: 

 
(15) a. ísɔ́      ‘small person’ 

     b. ísó      ‘face’ 
 
/ɔ/ contrasts with /ʌ/: 
 

(16) a. ǹsʌ́ŋ    ‘gums’ 
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     b. ǹsɔ́ŋ    ‘fly’ 
 
Compared with the entire vowel system that appears in my transcriptions (Table 2), the number 
that I have in minimal pairs is much more limited. More data is needed to determine which 
vowels form contrasts with certainty. 

2.2.2 Free variation 

In many cases, there are options as to which vowel surfaces. At this point, vowel transcription is 
very difficult. The first alternation is between [a] and [e]: 
 

(17) a. èsìjù    ‘pot (for cooking)’ 
     b. àsìjù    ‘pot (for cooking)’ 
 
This particular alternation sometimes also affects following vowels: 
 

(18) a. ejan     ‘child’ 
     b. ajin     ‘child’ 
 
This appears to be a type of vowel harmony, but I currently do not have enough data of this 
variety to completely capture the system. 

In at least one case, a three way alternation is available between [e], [a], and [o], shown 
below: 
 

(19) a. ékúp    ‘belly button’ 
     b. ókúp    ‘belly button’ 
     c. ákúp    ‘belly button’ 
 
This three-way alternation has only been observed in this environment, so the possibility remains 
that these three are contrastive in other environments. 

In the same environment, [a] may also alternate with [i], as shown below: 
 

(20) a. asiú     ‘pot’ 
     b. isiú     ‘pot’ 
 
Once again, I have not discovered a non-initial environment with this variation. I do not have any 
word-initial contrasts between any of the vowels discussed above. More data is required to 
determine which vowels are contrastive, and whether the contrasts are environment-specific. 

2.2.3 Vowel hiatus resolution 

Ibibio displays numerous strategies to resolve vowel hiatus. The strategies that I have observed 
are glide insertion and vowel deletion. Consider the complex NP below: 
 

(21) a. ɔ́kpó usʌ́ŋ    ‘major road’     Careful Speech 
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     b. ɔ́kpówúsʌ́ŋ    ‘major road’     Natural Speech 
 
In this case, in order to resolve the vowel hiatus, a glide in inserted between [o] and [u]. Not 
captured in this transcription is that the second vowel becomes really short or possibly non-
existent. A similar example is shown below where [j] is inserted: 
 

(22) a. ŋkwa ítʌ̀ŋ     ‘bead necklace’   Careful Speech 
     b. ŋkwajítʌ̀ŋ     ‘bead necklace’   Natural Speech 
 
It appears that [j] may be inserted in some cases with front vowels, while [w] is inserted for cases 
of back, round vowels. 

In other cases, it appears that a glide is not inserted, but rather the second vowel is simply 
deleted, such as the example below: 
 

(23) a. ɔ́kpó sa èdìm  ‘spine’         Careful Speech 
     b. ɔ́kpósadìm    ‘spine’         Natural Speech 
 
Notice that in (19b), the initial vowel in the last word is deleted in natural speech, which resolves 
vowel hiatus. Similarly, the first vowel may also delete to resolve vowel hiatus: 
 

(24) a. mbárá  ukut   ‘toenail’        Careful Speech  
     b. mbárúkut     ‘toenail’        Natural Speech 
 
It appears that there is a relationship between vowel height and deletion. At the minimum, a high 
vowel is preserved over a low vowel in hiatus situations. 

3 Tone and syllables 

Ibibio is a tonal language, and its tones are affected by surrounding tones. Resyllabification also 
seems to occur frequently in natural speech. Both phenomena are briefly discussed in the 
sections that follow. 

3.1 Tonal Minimal Pairs 

Tones in Ibibio are phonemic, as segmentally identical words may be differentiated solely by 
tone: 
 

(25) a. tém     ‘to mow (lawn)’ 
     b. tèm     ‘to cook’ 
 
The difference between high and low is the only feature that differentiates between the two verbs 
shown in (25). 

In bi-syllabic words, there are at least three tonal patterns that discriminate between words: 
 

(26) a. ùdì     ‘grave’             LL 
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     b. údí     ‘fight/argument’      HH 
     c. ùdí     ‘massage crème’      LH 
 
All but one combination of high and low tones seems to provide phonemic contrast, as LL, HH, 
and LH discriminate between the three words shown in (26) above. I have not found a tonal 
minimal pair containing a HL pattern.  

3.2 Tonal phonology 

Given the data above, HH, LL, and LH patterns all give rise to different interpretations/words. 
The observed tones in the citation forms are not completely stable, however. Tones are often 
affected by the preceding tones, such as the case in (27): 
 

(27) a. mbárá ùkùt  ‘toenail’   Careful Speech 
     b. mbárúkùt ‘toenail’     Natural Speech 
 
Notice in (27), that the low tone in the first syllable of ukut ‘toenail’ becomes high when the 
preceding syllable carries a high tone. The high tone of the deleted vowel is preserved by 
attaching to the surviving vowel. 
 

3.3 Syllabification 

Compounding or constructing complex NPs has effects on the syllable structure. Of interest here 
is that Ibibio seems to prefer a closed syllable to a complex onset, so resyllabifies as follows: 
 

(28) a. ekpâ ǹtán   ‘gizzard’  Careful Speech 
     b. ekpân.tan   ‘gizzard’  Natural Speech 
 
Notice in (28) that the nasal that forms a complex onset in the second word is assigned as the 
coda to the preceding syllable. 

On the contrary, it seems that Ibibio syllabifies across morpheme boundaries to ensure that 
syllables have onsets: 

 
(29) a. isʌ́p éjúp    ‘coconut’  Careful Speech 

     b. isʌ́.béjúp   ‘coconut’  Natural Speech 
 
The consonant changes as outlined earlier, but is attracted to the first syllable of the second word, 
and becomes its onset. 

Other resyllabification processes are more than likely present in the language, but these are 
the only cases that seem consistent. Further investigation is needed to determine the exact nature 
of the language’s preferred syllable structure. 
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4 Further questions 

As mentioned earlier, this report is composed strictly of preliminary observations. Although 
there are many phonological characteristics yet to be revealed, some areas have already revealed 
a need for closer investigation. 

The most obvious area needing closer investigation is determining the possible tones and 
tone melodies in Ibibio. This will come more naturally by virtue of collecting more data, but the 
tone system is definitely very complex. As we move into more complex grammatical 
constructions, more of the tone system will reveal itself. 

The second area needing significantly more attention is the vowel system. With so many 
cases of free variation, it has become difficult to determine which vowels are contrastive, and 
whether some vowel distinctions are strictly based on my perception. Discovering more minimal 
pairs would certainly help reveal more information regarding the vowel system. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum, and it is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers. A preliminary analysis of the phonetics of the language indicates that Ibibio is a tonal 
language with two main tones (high and low), which contains 19 consonants and 9 vowels. In the 
current study, the observed phonological rules of Ibibio will be discussed. 

The report is divided in three main sections: Consonants, vowels, and tones and syllables. 
Each section provides a description of the phonological rules elicited for Ibibio, including 
examples and glosses. Whenever possible, minimal pairs are provided to emphasize the existence 
of the phonological rules discussed. 

2 Consonants 

Some of the consonants elicited in Ibibio showed some interesting patterns that will be discussed 
in the next phonological rules. First, the phonemic inventory is provided, followed by a series of 
minimal pairs elicited and some phonological processes are described at the end. 

2.1 Phonemic inventory of Ibibio consonants 

The following IPA chart represents all the Ibibio consonants elicited so far. 
 

Table 1. IPA chart of Ibibio consonants 
 Bilabial Labiodental  Alveolar Palatal  Pre-Velar Labio-Velar Velar 

Stops p          b  t              d  kp  k          g 

Nasal             m               ɱ                n                        ŋ 

Trill                    r     

Tap or Flap                    ɾ     

Fricative              ß f               s                          ɣ 

Glides                           j                w  
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2.2 Minimal pairs 

Not many minimal pairs were elicited that contrasted consonant. In (1) we could observe the 
example found. 
 

(1) ɛ́fàt̚   ‘buttocks’ 
ɛ́fàk̚   ‘Efik (language)’ 

2.3 Final stop unreleasing 

In Ibibio, all stop consonants are unreleased in word final position. This rule does not apply to all 
nasal sounds. This rule seems to suggest that Ibibio prefers open syllables. The rule would be 
stated as follows: 

 
[+continuant]   ! [-released] / _________ # 

 
Example of words following this phonological rule: 

(2) /dép/ ! [dép̚]  ‘to buy’ 
(3) /m̩̀bɛ́t/ ! [m̩̀bɛ́t̚] ‘law’ 

 
However, consider: 
 

(4) /ŋ̀kàm/ ! [ŋ̀kàm] ‘whisker/root’ 
(5) /t̪á:ŋ/ ! [t̪á:ŋ]  ‘to speak/to gather’ 

2.4 Nasal place assimilation 

In Ibibio, nasals in word initial position seem to undergo a place assimilation rule, by means of 
which they take the place of articulation of the following consonant. Even though more data 
would be needed in order to confirm this hypothesis, this seems to indicate that there is an 
abstract underlying nasal form (e.g., N) with different allophones (e.g., /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, etc.), that 
depend on the context in which this N is produced. The rule would be stated as follows: 

 

-continuant   ! [αplace] / ______   -continuant   

      +nasal                                              -nasal 

 αplace                                              αplace 

        N 

          m     n     ŋ     (ɲ)1 

 

Below are some example words following this phonological rule: 
 

(6) /Nbɛ́t/ ! [m̩̀bɛ́t̚]  ‘law’ 
(7) /Ndídíà/ ! [ń̩dídíà]  ‘food’ 

                                                             
1 No data elicited for this sound in word initial position. It could undergo the same rule, but more data would be 
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(8) /Nkàm/ ! [ŋ̀kàm]  ‘whisker/root’ 

2.4.1 Nasal place assimilation before the k͡p phoneme 

Of particular interest are cases in which this nasal place assimilation rule occurs before the k͡p 
phoneme. Two different elicitations have been obtained, as it is difficult to determine which 
nasal is produced in these cases. Examples of both /ŋ/ (assimilating in place to /k/) and /m/ 
(assimilating to /k/) have been elicited in free variation. No rule can be proposed until more 
evidence is gathered. Example of words following this alternation: 
 

(9) /Nk͡pàsíp̚/ ! [ŋ̩́k͡pàsíp̚]  ‘seed’ 
     /Nkpasib/ ! [ḿ̩k͡pàsíp̚]  ‘seed’ 

2.5 Nasal syllabification 

Following with nasals in Ibibio, there seems to be a rule by means of which all nasals produced 
before other consonants are syllabic and carry tone. This seems to be a rule that is in 
complementary distribution, as all nasals elicited so far produced in this context had the 
specificaions described in the rule, while not others in mutually exclusive contexts. This rule 
would apply after the Nasal Place Assimilation rule just described. The rule would be stated as 
follows: 

 
 -syllabic     ! [+syllabic] / # _________ C1C 

      +nasal 
 
Examples of words following this phonological rule are below: 

(10) /mfrě/ ! [m̩̀.frě]  ‘brain’ 
(11) /ndídíà/ ! [ń̩.dí.díà]  ‘food’ 

 
However, in other contexts, this rule does not apply: 
 

(12) /kámá/ ! [kámá]   ‘to keep/to hold’ 
(13) /ɛ́dèmè/ ! [̪ɛ́dèmè]  ‘tongue’ (dialectal variation)2 
(14) /ɛ́démè/ ! [̪ɛ́dèmè]  ‘tongue’ (dialectal variation) 

2.6 Intervocalic spirantization 

Spirantization is a phonological process by means of which a stop becomes a fricative (not 
affecting place of articulation). In Ibibio, this process has been elicited for bilabial and velar 
stops in intervocalic position. In Section 2.4.1., the case of alveolar stops will be discussed in 
more detail. The rule would be stated as follows: 
 

                                                             
2 These two variations will be discussed in the Tone Section of the paper. 
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-continuant   ! [+continuant] /  V _________ V 

      -coronal 
 

Examples of words following this phonological rule are in (15-16). The first word exemplies 
how a given word is produced in isolation, while the second one reproduces the same word in a 
context in which the consonant of interest (final consonant in the word in isolation) is produced 
in intervocalic position: 
 
      (15) /b/ ! [ß] 

[khúb̚]    ‘to understand’ 
[ɔkúßùsém]   ‘a persons who understands Ibibio’ 
 

      (16) /k/ ! [ɣ]  
[ɛ́fák̚]    ‘appendix/hernia’ 
[ɛ́fáɣɛ̀kà]  ‘mother’s appendix/hernia’ 

2.6.1 Intervocalic Alveolar Alternation 

A spirantization rule, described above, was found for bilabial and velar stops. However, alveolar 
stops showed an interesting pattern of alternation with the alveolar flap (/ɾ/) in what seems to be 
a case of free variation. This alternation of /d/ and /ɾ/ appears always in intervocalic position 
without a change in meaning and without being considered incorrect by native speakers. Given 
the Intervocalic Spirantization rule just described, it can be proposed that the stop sound is the 
underlying form, and that is the reason why a Flapping rule is proposed. No evidence for this 
point has been elicitated yet. This alternation (flapping) rule would be stated as follows: 

 
 -continuant     !   +continuant     /  V _________ V 

      -sonorant               +sonorant 

     +coronal 
 
Examples of words following this phonological rule are below: 
 

(17) [ákànèdèn]  ‘old man’ 
(18) [ákànèɾèn]  ‘old man’ 

3 Vowels 

Some interesting patterns were observed among the nine vowels elicited in Ibibio, and that will 
be discussed in the next phonological rules. First, the phonemic inventory is provided, followed 
by a series of minimal pairs elicited and some phonological processes are described at the end. 
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3.1 Minimal pairs 

Several minimal pairs were elicited, in which different vowels were contrasted. The following 
examples provide the different examples elicited. 
 

(19)  ísó  ‘face’ 
         ísɔ́  ‘short person’ 
 
(20)  ń̩sɔ̀ŋ  ‘fly’ 
         ń̩sʌ̀ŋ  ‘gums’ 
 
(21)  ɱbɔ̀k̚             ‘please’ 
         ɱbʌ̀k̚             ‘story’ 
 
(22)  ɛɣ́út̚               ‘goat’ 
         úɣút̚               ‘mountain’ 
 
(23)  kúp̚            ‘to understand/to hear’ 
         kɔ́p̚            ‘to hang/to put into prison’ 
 
(24)  ɪ̀kɔ́t̚            ‘bush’ 

   ɛ̀̀kɔ́t̚            ‘back of head’ 
 

(25)  kʌ́m           ‘to pierce/to sew’ 
         kɪ̀m            ‘to be dark’ 
         kɔ́m            ‘to great’ 

3.2 Phonemic inventory of Ibibio vowels 

The following table represents the IPA chart of Ibibio vowels. 
 

 Front  Central  Back 

Close i                             u 

Close-mid     e  

         ) 

                 o 

Open-mid          ɛ           ʌ     ɔ 

Open                 a   

3.3 Vowel lengthening 

Long and short vowels have been elicited in Ibibio in what seems to be free variation. No 
apparent phonological rule seems to explain the use of one or the other, and no minimal pairs 
have been elicitated so far. The role of vowel length in Ibibio is still to be determined. 

Example of words with long and short vowel are in (26-27): 
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(26) [íwú:t] ‘head’ 
(27) [útà’n] ‘sun’ 

3.4 Formality and Vowels 

Free variation has also been attested in the production of /e/ (or /ɛ/) and /a/ in word initial 
position. Even though this alternation does not produce a change in meaning, the speaker 
reported that forms with /e/ or /ɛ/ are considered to be more formal than the forms produced with 
/a/. However, the consultant did not consider incorrect any of the two word forms. Examples of 
words with this variation: 
 

(28) [ɛ́jén] or [ájén]   ‘child’ 
(29) [ɛ́kámbà] or [ákámbà]  ‘big’ 

3.5 Vowel Harmony 

In natural speech, Ibibio vowels have shown to be undergoing a vowel harmony process. The 
presence of front vowels seem to make later vowels to be produced with the articulators closer to 
the front of the vowel tract. This is a phonological process that is still not well understood in the 
language. As of now, it seems to be triggered by the vowel /a/, but we do not have evidence 
suggesting that it may just be limited to this specific context.! The rule would be stated as 
follows: 

 
+syllabic   !    +front     /    +syllabic      __________ 

      +back               -back            -back 
 

The following are examples of words following this phonological rule. The first word 
exemplies how a given word is produced in isolation, while the second one reproduces the same 
word in a context in which the vowel of interest (the first vowel in the word in isolation) is 
produced in a compound: 
 
      (30) /ɔ/ ! [ɛ] 

[ɔ́fòƞ]    ‘cloth’ 
[ákàm.ɛ́fòƞ]   ‘tailor’ 

4 Tones and Syllables 

Tones were found to be phonemic in Ibibio. The language seems to contain two main tones (high 
and low) that are contrastive. However, some interesting phonological processes were observed 
as well, and they will be discussed in the following sections. This phonological rules will include 
one discussing the process of syllabification in compounds. 
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4.1 Minimal Pairs 

Several minimal pairs were elicited, in which different tones were contrasted. The following 
examples provide the different examples elicited.  
 

 

(31)   ɔ́bɔ́ŋ            ‘mosquito’ 
         ɔ́bɔ̀ɔ́ŋ           ‘chief/king’ 
         ɔ́bɔ̀ŋ            ‘cane’ 
 
(32)   ùbóm          ‘boat’ 
          úbòm          ‘fatness’ 
 
(33)   ɱbɔ̀k̚           ‘please’ 
          ɱbɔ́k̚           ‘wrestling’ 
 
(34)   úɣút̚             ‘mountain’ 
          ùɣút̚             ‘Creator’ 
 
(35)   ɛ́dɔ́ŋ   or  ɛ́ɾɔ́ŋ            ‘knee’ 
          ɛ́dɔ̀ŋ   or  ɛ́ɾɔ̀ŋ            ‘sheep’ 
 
(36)   úkút           ‘leg’ 
          ùkùt           ‘in-law’ 
 
(37)   íkʌ́m          ‘urine’ 
          ìkʌ̀m          ‘calabash’ 
 
(38)   ɛ́fàk̚           ‘Efik (language)’ 
          ɛ́fák̚           ‘appendix/hernia’ 
 
(39)  dép̚             ‘to buy’ 
         dèp̚             ‘to rain’ 
 
(40)   tém            ‘to cut grass’ 
          tèm            ‘to cook/to put some down’ 
 
(41)   ùdì             ‘grave’ 
          údí             ‘argument/fight’ 
          ùdí             ‘massage oil’ 

4.2 Resyllabification in Compounding 

It has been already discussed in this article, that Ibibio seems to prefer open syllables, unless the 
final consonant of the syllable is a nasal. In those cases in which a nasal was attested in word 
final position, when elicited as part of a compound whose second part started with a vowel, the 
consultant broke up the word in syllables in such a way that the nasal was considered to be part 
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of the first syllable of the second part of the compound. Example of resyllabification (syllables 
are separated using a period (.)): 

 
(42) [ŋ̩̀.kàm]  ‘whisker/root’ 

  [í.núà]  ‘mouth’ 
  [ŋ̩̀.kà.mí.nùà]  ‘whiskers’ 

4.3 Dialectal tone differences 

Free variation was also attested in the production of tones in some disyllabic words. Even though 
this alternation does not produce a change in meaning, the speaker reported that some dialects 
prefer one of the pronunciation over the other. However, the consultant did not consider incorrect 
any of the two word forms. An example of this variation: 

 
(43) [ɛ́dèmè] or [ɛ́démé]  ‘tongue’ 

4.4 High tone spreading 

Another example of free dialectal variation was attested in Ibibio. In this case, the difference was 
between low and falling tones. In one of these dialects, it seems that the high tone to the left 
spreads to the right and replaces a low tone on the following syllable to make it a falling tone. 
The rule would be stated as follows: 

 
H – L  !  H – H L 

 
Examples of words following this phonological rule are: 
 

(44) /úfò/ ! [úfô]  ‘house’  Dialect 1 (one spreading) 
       /úfò/ ! [úfò]  ‘house’  Dialect 2 (no tone spreading) 
 
(45) /ń̩kòŋ/ ! [ń̩kôŋ] ‘leaf’  Dialect 1 (tone spreading) 
       /ń̩kòŋ/ ! [ń̩kòŋ] ‘leaf’  Dialect 2 (no tone spreading) 

4.5 Low tone spreading 

It is important to notice that a similar tone spreading phonological process was observed in 
Ibibio. In this case, it is a low tone that spreads to the right and replaces a high tone on the 
following syllable to make it a rising tone. However, this rule has been considered as a separated 
one, because no dialectal differences were elicited. Further analysis of new data would be needed 
in order to determine whether this is an actual phonological rule applicable to disyllabic words in 
Ibibio or not. The rule would be stated as follows: 

 
L – L  !  L – L H 
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An example words following this phonological rule is in (46): 
 

(46) /m̩̀fré/ ! [m̩̀frĕ]  ‘brain’ 

4.6 Downstep tone 

In Ibibio, the downstep process (represented as ꜜ) was observed. This process occurs between 
sequences of the same phonemic tone. For example, it was noted that when two low tones were 
produced in Ibibio, the second was produced at a lower pitch than the first. More data would be 
needed in order to determine the role of this phonological process in the language. An example 
of this process: 

 
      (47) [ɛ́.fá.ɣɛ̀.ꜜkà]  ‘mother’s appendix/hernia’ 

4.7 Tone change in compounding 

As it happened in the Vowel Harmony case discussed above, words produced in isolation and as 
parts of compounds undergo a series of changes, not only in the quality of the vowels produced, 
but also in the tones. However, it is not possible to predict how tones are going to change in 
compounding.  In the following examples, the first word exemplies how a given word is 
produced in isolation, while the second one reproduces the same word in a compound: 
 
      (48)  [ísán]   ‘wist’ 

   [ɔ́fóŋ ísàn]   ‘wrapped skirt’ 
 

(49)  [í.núà]  ‘mouth’ 
   [ŋ̩̀.kà.mí.nùà] ‘whiskers’ 
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1 Consonants 

The phonemic consonant inventory of Ibibio can be summarized in the following table: 
 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
Stop p  t  k 

kʰ 
Nasal m  n  ŋ 
Trill   r   
Fricative  f s       
Approximant    j  
Implosive k͡p     

 
The contrasts between these sounds are discussed in more detail below. 

1.1 Stops 

Ibibio distinguishes between three places of articulation for stops: bilabial, dental/alveolar, and 
velar, giving near-minimal comparisons like the word-final sounds in (1): 
 

(1) a. úkɔ́t̚  ‘leg’ 
 b. úbɔ́k̚ ‘hand’ 
 c. ákɔ́p̚ ‘navel’ 
 
There are, however, some restrictions where these sounds appear. Stops are unreleased at the 

ends of words or utterances, and furthermore, many of them undergo various sound changes 
intervocalically, or when put into compounds (particularly in rapid speech): [p] tends to change 
to the bilabial fricative [β] when placed intervocalically in a compound, as in (2): 

 
(2) a. ákɔ́p̚ ‘navel’ 
 b. èkà  ‘mother’ 
 c. ákɔ́βèkà ‘mother’s navel’ 
 
However, [p] may also change to [b] when placed between two vowels or after a nasal, 

illustrated in (3): 
 
(3) a. àbàsì  ‘The Force’ 
 b. m̀bàkàrà ‘white person’ 
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[t], similarly, will change to a [d] or [ɾ] in most intervocalic positions, like in (4): 
 
(4) a. édîn  ‘male’ (careful speech) 
 b. éɾîn  ‘male’ (fast speech) 

 
The two sounds [d] and [ɾ] seem to be in relatively free variation with regards to which sound 
will appear intervocalically, with a preference to [d] in more careful speech, and a flap in faster 
speech. However, [t] doesn’t pattern like [p] with respect to nasals, as seen in (5), where both [t] 
and [d] appear after [n]: 
 

(5) a. ńtántà ‘twinkling’ 
 b. ńdúên ‘pepper’ 

 
Another notable exception to the rule is in (6), where [t] appears intervocalically (but with 
aspiration, which perhaps has an effect): 

 
(6) ɔ́kɔ́tʰì  ‘pinto bean’ 
 
[k] patterns somewhat differently from the other stops, appearing both between vowels and 

word finally, as in (7): 
 
(7) a. íjâk̚  ‘fish’ 
 b. íkɔ́t̚  ‘bush’ 

 
However, it does present with sound changes when placed into compounds, such as (8): 
 

(8) íjàɣèkà  ‘mother’s fish’ 
 
There are also words such as ńtóɣóbè which are not obviously compounds, but still present with 
a fricative rather than a stop. 

Another thing to note is that apiration is also phonemic with [k], as in the comparison in (9). 
 
(9) a. èkà  ‘mother’ 
 b. èkʰàm ‘grandmother’ 
 c. èkʰà èkà ‘maternal grandmother’ 

 
In this example, the aspiration on [k] differentiates the word for ‘grandmother’ from the word for 
‘mother’ especially in the compound for ‘maternal grandmother’. 

There is, additionally, a doubly articulated [k͡p] phoneme, which is distinct from both [p]/[b] 
and [k] particularly because it allows for free variation between [m] and [ŋ] as preceding nasals, 
which neither [k] nor [p] can do independently: 

 
(10) a. ḿk͡pɔ́ ‘thing’ 
   b. ŋ́k͡pɔ́ ‘thing’ 
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See below for a more detailed explanation of nasal assimilation. 

1.2 Nasals 

Ibibio has four nasals: bilabial, alveolar, palatal, and velar. They do, however, seem to have 
some restrictions on where each one will appear. Nasals assimilate to the place of articulation of 
their following consonant, as illustrated in (11). 
 

(11) a. ḿbɔ̀k̚ ‘please’ 
   b. ńs!̂m ‘tail’ 
   c. ńtántà ‘twinkling’ 

 
Intervocalically and word-finally, however, it is difficult to find a certain pattern. The palatal 
nasal [ɲ], however, seems to be limited to intervocalic contexts: 
 

(12) a. íɲâŋ ‘river’ 
   b. èɲé  3rd person singular pronoun 
 
When used syllabically (typically word-initial), Ibibio nasals may also carry tone, but they do 

not appear to in word-final position: 
 
(13) a. m̀frě ‘brain’ 
   b. ùbúm ‘boat’ 
 
Another attribute of syllabic nasals is that they may be either short or long, a distinction most 

noticeable in the past tense morpheme mà, which, when compounded with the first person 
marker m-, becomes ḿmâ. There is also a tone change associated with this process. 

Finally, there may be free variation between [m] and [ŋ] in word final position, with the 
following being variants of ‘mosquito’: 

 
(14) a. ɔ́bɔ́ŋ 
   b. ɔ́bɔ́m 

 
I am uncertain, though, whether this is consistent throughout the language, or perhaps motivated 
by something else. 

1.3 Fricatives, approximants, and others 

I have only been able to find two phonemic fricatives, those being [s] and [f], seen in the 
following examples: 
 

(15) ífjá  ‘firewood’ 
(16) ísʌ̀̆p̚  ‘kernel’ 
 
There is also the glide [w], which appears word-initally, intervocalically, and after velar 

consonants: 
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(17) a. wèt̚  ‘to write’  
  b. áwú ‘person’ 

   c. ɔ́kwɔ́k̚ ‘bee’ 
   d. ŋ́wân ‘wife’ 

 
I’m not entirely sure whether [w] may only appear as velarization after the consonants, or if it 
actually constitutes its own segment. 

Another somewhat uncertain possible phoneme is [j], which appears at times as if it could 
simply be diphthongization, but in the following examples appears that it may be a segment on 
its own: 

 
(18) a. ɔ́fjɔ́ŋ ‘moon’ 
   b. ífjá  ‘firewood’ 

2 Vowels 

Vowels in Ibibio are contrastive not only in place but in length. Its vowel inventory may 
resemble something like the following: 
 

 front central back 
high i  u 
    
mid e eː  o 
  ʌ̆ ɔ ɔ̆ 
low  a  

 
One significant minimal pair is between [o] and [ɔ], as seen in (19): 
 

(19) a. tói  ‘to drip/pour’ 
   b. tɔ́i  ‘to wake someone up’ 

 
Another is between the short vowels [ʌ̆] and [ɔ̆], as seen in the minimal pair (20): 
 

(20) a. ńsɔ̂̆ŋ ‘fly’ (insect) 
   b. ńsʌ̂̆ŋ ‘gums’ 

 
I am uncertain, however, whether vowel shortening is truly phonemic or a product of some other 
phonological process; tone changes seem perfectly capable of creating this sort of change. 

Similarly, there is a possible distinction between regular length and long vowels for at least 
[e] and [ɔ], where some words have shown themselves to have apparently longer vowels than 
usual: 

 
(21) a. kɔ̀ːm ‘to greet’ 
   b. k͡péːp̚ ‘to teach’ 
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Although these words seem to have long vowels in them, I haven’t been able to find any minimal 
pairs for them, and there may be some as-yet-unknown phonological process that causes this 
change. 

One very common change with vowels is the vowel [a] alternation for a wide variety of 
vowels, including, but quite probably not limited to, [ɔ], [e], [u], and [i], as in the following 
examples: 

 
(22) a. ɔ́fjɔ́ŋ ‘moon’ 
   b. áfjɔ́ŋ 
 
(23) a. ésjû  ‘pot’ 
   b. ásjû 
 
(24) a. ùbúkúɾúk̚ ‘table’ 
   b. àbúkúɾúk̚ 
 
(25) a. ìkámbá ‘big’ 
   b. àkámbá 

 
There are, however, some limits to when this substitution can occur, as seen in these variants of 
the phrase ‘he is a man’:  
 

(26) a. èɲé ádù áwúdìn 
   b. ádù áwúdìn 
   c. èɲé ɔ́dù ɔ́wúdìn 
   d. *ɔ́dù ɔ́wúdìn 

 
There is an alternation available in the existential ádù (‘he/she is’) to ɔ́dù, but it cannot be used if 
the (usually optional) overt personal pronoun is left out, due to an ambiguity between the altered 
form and the demonstrative pronoun ɔ́dù. Also, confusingly, there is no alternation available for 
the noun éwá (‘dog’), but for no currently known reason. 

Ibibio also presents with vowel deletion and diphthongization in compounds with rapid 
speech, as in (27) and (28): 

 
(27) a. mbàɾá úkɔ̀t̚‘toenail’ (careful speech) 
   b. mbàɾúkɔ̀t̚ ‘toenail’ (rapid speech) 
 
(28) a. ík͡pà úkùt̚ ‘shoes’ (careful speech) 
   b. ík͡pàʊkùt̚ ‘shoes’ (rapid speech) 

 
Where when two vowels are adjacent to one another, either one is deleted, as in (26), or the 
vowels become diphthongized, as in (27). More data would be necessary to determine the 
specifics of these processes, however, so for now it remains a relatively open question. 
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3 Tone 

Ibibio has at least two level tones and two contour tones, giving a tonal inventory of low, high, 
falling, and rising, which may be carried on both vowels and syllabic (word-initial) nasals. There 
are several minimal pairs for level tones, such as in (29), where the difference in tone marks a 
clear difference in the meaning of the word. 
 

(29) a. dép̚ ‘to buy’ 
   b. dèp̚ ‘to rain’ 

 
Tone is also phonemic on multi-syllabic words, giving the minimal triplet (30): 
 

(30) a. ùdì  ‘grave’ 
   b. údí  ‘argument’ 
   c. ùdí  ‘balm’ 
 
There is a dialectical variation where on two-syllable words where there is a falling tone on 

the second syllable, the falling tone may be replaced by a low tone instead, realizing ḿfêm 
(‘roach’) as ḿfèm. It is unknown whether the same can be done in reverse, putting low and 
falling tones in free variation in this context. 

The contour tones do not typically appear as the only tone on a monosyllabic word, nor do 
they appear as the first tone of a word. One notable exception is (31), where in the verbal form 
there is a rising tone on the solitary vowel of the word. 

 
(31) a. frě  ‘to forget’ 
   b. m̀frě ‘brain’ (lit. ‘thing that forgets’) 
 

This is, however, the only instance of contour tones in monosyllabic words that I have found so 
far. 

3.1 Tonal Changes 

There is an apparent change in tone in some words from their citation/isolated form to when they 
are placed into a compound. One striking comparison along these lines is (32): 
 

(32) a. úkɔ̀t̚ ‘in-law’ 
   b. úkɔ́t̚ ‘leg’ 
   c. mbàɾá úkɔ̀t̚‘toenail’ 
 
The second tone of ‘leg’ changes from high to low, despite the fact that there is already a 

word that carries that tonal melody. This isn’t the only pattern of tone change, however. In the 
case of (32), the first tone on the second word changes from low to high, a situation very 
different from (33). 

 
(33) a. ìtɔ́ŋ  ‘neck’ 
   b. mk͡pɔ́ ítɔ́ŋ ‘necklace’ 
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 It’s still unclear to me precisely what environment provokes these tonal alterations, however. 
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1 Introduction 

This report describes how the sounds of Ibibio are organized. Firstly, phonemic inventory was 
given supported by some minimal pairs. Secondly, evidence is provided for phonological 
processes or alternations of consonants, vowels as well as tones in Ibibio. 

2 Phonemic inventory 

2.1 Consonants 

The following table shows the consonant inventory in Ibibio.  
 

 Bilabial  Labiodental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal 

Plosive p  b  t ̪d   k 
/k ͡p/ 

   

Nasal m  n   ŋ    

Fricative  f s       

Approximant w    j w    

 
In our data, we found several minimal pairs to support the consonant inventory, such as /p/ vs. /j/ 
in (1) and (2).  
 

(1) /p/ vs. /j/ 
/p/   /àpáŋ/     ‘broom’ 

              /j/   /àjáŋ/       ‘pot’ 
 
       (2) The labio-velar /w/ 
             /n/   /nsoŋ/     ‘fly’ 
             /nw/ /nwsoŋ/ ‘gum’ 

2.2 Vowels 

The following figure shows the vowel inventory in Ibibio.  
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In our data, we found several minimal pairs of vowels in our data to support the vowel inventory 
such as /e/, /o/ and /u/ in (3).  
 
      (3)  /e/  vs. /o/  vs. /u 
             /e/     /ébót̚/    ‘goat’ 
            /o/     /óbót̚/    ‘mountain’ 
            /u/     /ùbót̚/    ‘force’ 

2.3 Tones 

Ibibio is a tone language, because tones are contrastive in meaning (Yip, 2002). 
 

 High tone:      tɛ́m     ‘to cut grass’ 
 Low tone:      tɛ̀m     ‘to cook’ 
 Rising tone:    mfrě   ‘brain’ 
 Falling tone:   ufɔ̂     ‘house’ 

 
Although the first two words have identical segments, they have different meanings. The two 
words only differ in tone. Where the first word has a high tone, the second has a low tone. Ibibio 
also has contour tones, that is, rising and falling tones. For instance, the last vowels in the third 
and fourth word carry a rising tone and a falling tone.  

3 Phonological processes  

3.1 Consonants 

3.1.1 Final unreleased stops 

In Ibibio, when stops (e.g. /p/, /t/, /k/) become unreleased (e.g. /p̚/, /t̚/, /k̚/) when they are at the 
word-final position. And the stops are released in elsewhere. The alternation is shown in example 
(4) as follows: 
 

(4) /ekɤk̚/  ‘egg(s)’ 
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When /k/ is at the word-final position, it is a unreleased stop. In contrast, when /k/ is not at the 
word-final position, it is a released stop.  

3.1.2 Stops at intervocalic position  

Stops at a word boundary 

When a stop is between two vowels and at the word boundary1, it becomes a fricative. The 
alternation is shown in example (5) as follows: 
 

(5) íjàk̚         ‘fish’ 
      íjàɣ ete   ‘fish father’ 

 
When /k/ is not at intervocalic position in ijak̚ 'fish', it is just a unreleased stop, as stated in 1.1. 
However, when the word is in front of ete 'father', the velar stop becomes a velar fricative. 
Although the place of articulation does not change, the manner feature, [+continuant], becomes 
negative, [-continuant]. The process is so-called “spirantization,” which is one type of consonant 
lenition. 

Stops at non-word-boundary position  

When an alveolar voiceless stop is between two vowels but not at a word boundary, it becomes 
an alveolar voiced stop. When a stop is at intervocalic position within a word, it is voiced; when 
it is elsewhere, it is voiceless, as illustrated in (6). 
 

(6) tɛ́m     ‘to cut grass’ 
      ùdì      ‘grave’ 

 
In (6), when the alveolar stop is at word-initial position, it is voiceless; when it is at intervocalic 
position, it becomes voiced. Under the influence of the voicing feature, [+voice], of the two 
adjacent vowels, the voicing feature of stops also changes from [-voice] to [+voice].  

3.1.3 Syllabic nasals  

When a nasal is at word-initial position, it becomes syllabic. But a nasal does not become 
syllabic elsewhere, as shown in example (7). 
 

  (7) ḿ̩f!̀nm     ‘roach’ 
 

                                                
1 It may not be in word-boundary in some cases. For instance, in /akan etien/ old man, /etien/ could be /erien/. The 
alveolar stop becomes an alveloar trill/tap at non-word-boundary position. On the one hand, the case could be a case 
for lenition (e.g. approximation); on the other hand,  it is likely that the case is just a free variations rather than a 
phonological alternation.   
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In (7), when /m/ is at the word-initial position, it is syllabic. In contrast, when /m/ is not at the 
word-initial position, it is not a syllabic one. 

3.1.4 Assimilation of place of articulation  

The place of articulation of the preceding consonant may be assimilated to the following adjacent 
consonant, as illustrated in (8). 
 
        (8) mk͡pásì    ‘sad’   (careful speech) 
              ŋk͡pásì     ‘sad’   (normal speech) 
 
In (8), the first consonant of the canonical form is /m/ in careful speech, but /m/ becomes /ŋ/ in 
normal speech. The place feature of the consonant is assimilated to that of the following velar 
voiceless stop, /k/, so the bilabial nasal becomes a velar nasal.   

3.2 Vowels 

3.2.1 Vowel harmony   

Vowels change its features under the influence from other vowels in the same word. Example (9) 
shows the vowel alternation. 
 
       (9) ʌkʌ̀mɔ́f!̀n/ ʌkʌ̀mɛ́f!̀n    ‘cloth’ or ‘tailor’ 
 
The Ibibio word ‘cloth or tailor' has two versions of pronunciations. Whereas the first one is the 
canonical one, the second one undergoes vowel harmony process. In the second version, all the 
vowels are unrounded vowel with the feature [-rounded], the rounded vowel [ɔ] becomes 
unrounded under the influence from the [-round] of other vowels. The vowel harmony occurs 
often to facilitate the articulatory movements.  

3.2.2 Vowel deletion 

A vowel is deleted before another vowel in normal speech, but the vowel is not deleted in the 
same phonetic environment in careful speech, as shown in example (10). 
        
      (10) mē  ēwā   ‘dogs’ (careful speech) 
              mē  wā    ‘dogs’ (normal speech) 
 
In (10), while the second /e/ is present in the word in careful speech, it is deleted in normal 
speech.  

Usually, a low vowel is deleted, but a high vowel remains to resolve the vowel hiatus in the 
normal speech. 
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3.2.3 Vowel length  

There is a distinction of short versus long vowel in Ibibio, as illustrated in (11). 
 
(11) ikɔ̀m úpɔ̀  ‘elbow’ 
        kɔ́:m         ‘greet’ 
 
However, since the two words are not minimal pairs of short and long vowels. More data are 
needed to show that vowel length is contrastive.  

3.3 Tone 

Ibibio is a tone language, and some phonological processes involve tones. 

3.3.1 Tone spread  

The word may lose its citation tones after combining with other morphemes/words in 
compounds. The phonological process may involve tone spread, as shown in example (12).  
 

  (12) úsúŋ          ‘road’ 
          àsàùsùŋ     ‘main road’ 
 

In (12), úsúŋ only has high tones, but it carries low tones in the compound àsàùsùŋ. Presumably. 
the low tone spreads rightward from the word  àsà ‘main’ to the word, úsúŋ ‘road’. Under the 
influence of the low tone carried by the word before it, úsúŋ becomes ùsùŋ. 
 
 
 
 
References 
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1 Introduction 

The processes that obstruents undergo relate to intervocalic and word final position; there is 
further evidence of nasal assimilation in consonant clusters. Phonological processes so far for 
vowels include variation, deletion, and harmony. Furthermore, there are phonological processes 
that tones undergo, demonstrating that two of the tones in Ibibio are contrastive. The phonemic 
inventory for Ibibio is represented in the table below: 
 

 
Bilabial 

Labio-
dental Dental Alveolar 

Post-
alveolar Palatal Velar 

Plosive  p      b 
 

                 t        d 
 

 k       
Nasal        m 

 
      n        ɲ          ŋ 

Trill 
  

       
  Tap/Flap 

  
       

  Fricative          f 
 

 s 
  

        
Affricate 

     
       ʤ 

 Lateral 
Fricative 

       Approximant         
    

       j    
  

The phonemes above are represented as being contrastive based on the presence of minimal pairs 
and near minimal pairs. These examples are shown below: 
 
 (A) /t/-/b/ [ita] ‘three’  [iba] ‘two’ 
       /b/-/f/ [ubɔk˺] ‘hand’  [úfɔ̂k˺] ‘house’ 
       /k/-/b/ [akan] ‘old’  [abaŋ] ‘water pot’ 
       /s/-/t/ [úsóŋ] ‘door; road’ [ùtɔ́ŋ] ‘ear’  Near minimal pair 
       /s/-/ʤ/ [nsʌ̆m] ‘tail’  [nʤʌ̆n] diminutive Near minimal pair 
                marker 
       /t/-/d/ [ìtóŋ] ‘neck’  [édòŋ] ‘sheep’  Near minimal pair 
       /ɲ/-/n/ [ìɲàŋ] ‘small river’ [inaŋ] ‘four’ 
       /p/-/ŋ/ [úsóŋ] ‘door; road’ [usɔp] ‘quick’ (adj) Near minimal pair 
       /m/-/j/ [ma] past tense  [ja] future tense 
      marker    marker 
 
 

At this point in the analysis, there has not been evidence of minimal pairs for [w] and [r]. It is 
likely that [w] is indeed a phoneme, as the sound is quite prevalent in production, e.g. [wεt˺] ‘to 
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write’, [éwùá] ‘dog’, and [iwut˺] ‘head’, however the lack of a minimal pair thus deems the 
phonemic status of [w] inconclusive at this time. [r] has been noted in only a few cases and its 
environment seems predictable; following [f]. Again, as no minimal pairs have been found, its 
status as a phoneme is inconclusive.  
 
 

i   u 

     

  e   ʌ o 

     ɔ 

     a 
 
 
The chart above indicates the vowels that are phonemic in Ibibio, as indicated by the minimal 
pairs below: 
 
  (B)  /e/-/o/-/u/ [ebʊt˺] ‘goat’   [obʊt˺]  ‘mountain’ [ubʊt˺] ‘universal force’ 
         /ɔ/-/ʌ/ [nsɔŋ] ‘fly’   [nsʌŋ]  ‘gums’ 
         /i/-/n/ [iso] ‘midget’ [nso] ‘what’ 
         /a/-/e/ [ma] ‘to love’ [me] present tense marker 

2 Phonological processes involving consonants 

2.1 Nasal place assimilation 

Ibibio nouns are able to begin with either a vowel or nasal. In the case that the noun begins with 
a nasal and is followed by a consonant, there is an agreement in place of articulation, which is 
dictated by the latter consonant. The process occurs for three of the four nasals found in Ibibio. 
The rule would follow as thus: 

 
 (1)  Nasal Assimilation:  C[+nasal] !  [α place] /  ___ C [α place] 
 

This assimilation is evident in numerous nouns from the data set. [m] is found preceding [b] and 
[k͡p], [n] occurs before [t, s, d], and [ŋ] precedes [k, k͡p, w] ([k͡p] is capable of being preceded by 
either [m] or [n] as the consonant has both a labial and velar place of articulation). Examples are 
as follows: 

 
 (A)[m̩k͡pasi] ‘seed’ (also, [ŋ̩k͡pasi]) 
       [m̩ba] ‘wing’ 
       [n̩sʌ̆m] ‘tail’ 
       [n̩didija] ‘cooked food’ 
       [ń̩tùwɪ́n] ‘pepper’ 
       [ŋ̩kôŋ] ‘leaf’ 
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       [ŋ̩wãn] ‘wife’ 
       [ŋ̩k͡po] ‘thing’ (also, [m̩k͡po]) 

2.2 [d]/[ɾ] alternation 

Phones [d] and [ɾ] appear to be in free variation in intervocalic position within a word. There are 
a few terms in which either pronunciation is acceptable. The data suggesting this alternation are 
listed below: 

  
 (B) [eden]     [eɾɪn] ‘male’ (also, [adɪn]) 
       [édɔ́ŋ]     [éɾɔ́ŋ] ‘knee’ 
       [édɔ̀ŋ]     [éɾɔ̀ŋ] ‘sheep’ 
       [udok ̚ ]  [uɾok ̚ ] ‘rope’ 
 

The ability for [d] and [ɾ] to alternate seems to occur when preceding a mid vowel. The data 
above demonstrate that only the vowels [e], [ɪ], [ɔ], and [o] follow either consonant. Looking 
back through the entire data set, there are no instances in which this type of alternation occurs 
when the following vowel is [-mid]. 

2.3 Word-final weakening, spirantization, and resyllabification 

Ibibio prefers open syllables, with the exception of nasals being able to appear in coda position, 
e.g. [m̩baŋ] ‘jaw’, [ùsán] ‘bowl’, and [tɛ̀m] ‘to cook’. The preference for open syllables 
demonstrates why obstruents in coda position are all unreleased. In isolation, all obstruents will 
undergo this rule. When combined with a following word that begins with a vowel, however, 
spirantization occurs on the obstruent. The rules for these phonological process are: 

 
 (2)  Word-final Weakening:    -continuant !  [+unreleased] /  ___# 
            -sonorant 
 
 (3)  Spirantization:  -continuant !  +continuant /  V___# + #V 
     -sonorant   +sonorant 
 

The consonants that undergo these rules apply to [k, t, p]. Therefore, [k] ! [ɣ], [t] ! [ɾ], and [p] 
! [β]. It seems to be that as there has not yet been a productive case of [ʒ], the alveolar stop 
changes to a flap instead of a fricative. Data exhibiting word-final weakening are as follows: 

 
 (C) [èfʌ́k ̚ ] ‘appendix’ 
       [éfʌ̀t ̚ ] ‘buttocks’ 
       [is!̆p ̚ ]  ‘kernel’ 
 

These data, when followed by a vowel initial word, demonstrate Spirantization: 
 
 (D) [èfʌ́k ̚ ] + [èkʰà] ‘mother’ !  [èfʌ́ɣékʰà]   ‘mother’s appendix’ 
       [éfʌ̀t ̚ ]  + [èkʰà] ‘mother’ !  [èfʌ́ɾékʰà]   ‘mother’s buttocks’ 
       [is!̆p ̚ ]  +  [eju] !  [is/βeju] ‘coconut/coconut tree’ 
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Another point that needs further investigation applies to whether or not the obstruent in word 

final position is voiced or voiceless. If the obstruent is voiced, then word-final devoicing must 
occur prior to word-final weakening; the analysis so far has not shown a voiced consonant in 
coda position. In this case, having a voiced stop initially supports having a voiced continuant in 
compound. Furthermore, if the phoneme in a single word is voiceless in the underlying 
representation, then production of a voiceless continuant is viable. As we do not see this type of 
process happening, it may be that the underlying representation contains a voiced consonant. If 
this theory is true, then the phonemes for stop consonants and their allophones would be as such: 

 
/g/ !  [k ̚ ] /  ___#   /d/ !  [t ̚ ] /  ___# 
     !  [ɣ] /  ___# + #V        !  [ɾ] /  ___# + #V 
 
/b/ !  [p ̚ ] /  ___# 
     !  [β] /  ___# + #V 

  
The spirantization and word-final weakening rules then need slight alterations, resulting in 

the following rules: 
 
 (4)  Word-Final Weakening II: -continuant !  +unreleased /  ___#   

      +sonorant   -sonorant 
 
(5)  Spirantization II:   -continuant !  [+continuant] / ___# + #V 
      +sonorant    
  

Of course, an opposing rule may also be occurring; the word in its underlying representation 
may indeed contain a voiceless obstruent. The obstruent may then undergo spirantization, but to 
a voiceless continuant. Due to the continuant being in intervocalic position, the continuant may 
then undergo voicing to match its immediate environment. While this suggestion is also 
plausible, it does not explain how [t] is changed to [ɾ]. If [t] undergoes spirantization to a 
voiceless continuant, the resulting phoneme would be [s]. If [s] then undergoes voicing, the 
surface representation would be [ʒ], contrary to the actual output. There are valid options from 
both notions, but without further data it is uncertain as to a definitive conclusion.  

Further support for the preference of open syllables lies in the syllabification of compounds. 
Resyllabification is found in the following compound: 

 
(E) [ŋ̩́.ka ̃́m]  ‘root’ 
      [í.nú.wà]  ‘mouth’ 
      [ŋ̩́.ka ̃́ .mı ̃́.nù.wá] ‘whiskers’ 

 
The latter syllable in the first word of the compound is resyllabified so that the nasal in coda 
position is realized as the onset of the first syllable in the second word in the compound. These 
three phonological processes demonstrate Ibibio’s preference for open syllables and the 
processes that happen when unreleased obstruents and nasal undergo when combined into 
compounds. 
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3 Phonological Processes involving Vowels 

The vowels [i, e, u, o, ɔ] are all distinctive based on the set of (near) minimal pairs below: 
 
 (F) [ébʊ́t ̚ ] ‘goat’   [ɔ́bɔ́ŋ]  ‘mosquito’ 
       [óbʊ́t ̚ ] ‘mountain’  [óbɔ̀ŋ]  ‘cane’ (from a plant) 
  
       [isɔ] ‘face’   [enãŋ]  ‘cow’ 
       [iso] ‘midget’  [inãŋ]  ‘four’ 
 

The lax vowels [ɪ] and [ɛ] are limited to a specific environment. [ɪ], so far, is only found in 
disyllabic words in which it appears before a nasal coda, and never as an onset. A similar 
environment is found for [ɛ], although instead of solely appearing before nasals in coda position, 
it is also capable of appearing before the obstruent codas [t ̚ ] and [k ̚ ]. There have also been a 
few instances of a long vowel, [e:]. As of yet, this vowel has occurred in a few words: [eˈde:si] 
(‘rice’), [ke:t ̚ ] (‘one’), and in a derived verb [ébè:ɾé] (‘open’). 

3.1 Vowel hiatus 

Another process that occurs across the word boundary in fast speech relates to compounds 
comprising of a concatenation of vowels. A vowel deletion occurs in which the vowel of the first 
part of the compound is deleted. The rule is stated as: 

 
 (6) Vowel Deletion:   V !  ⌀ / ___# + #V 
 

This process is evident in the following data set: 
  
 (G) [es!̆t ̚ ] ‘heart’ 
       [ik͡pana] ‘supportive base’ 
        [ik͡pana] + [es!̆t ̚ ] !  [ík͡panés!̀̆t ̚ ]   ‘chest’ 
 
       [úk!́̆t ̚ ] ‘leg/foot’ 
       [m̩̀báɾá] ‘nail’ 
       [m̩̀báɾá] + [úk!́̆t ̚ ] !  [m̩̀báɾúk!̀̆t ̚ ]   ‘toenail’ 
 

 
       [ìgwá] ‘knife’ 
       [ìkámbá] ‘big’ 
       [ìkámbá] + [ìgwá] !  [ìkámbígwà]  ‘machete’ 
 

In careful speech, both vowels are pronounced, dictating that this rule will occur only in natural 
speech. Another point worth noting is that this deletion does not occur in combining disyllabic 
words. It appears that the final vowel in a trisyllabic word is deleted when in a compound. The 
rule can therefore be rewritten as: 

  
 (7) Vowel Deletion II:  V !  ⌀ / σσC___# + #V 
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3.2 Onset vowel variation 

The data set collected thus far has shown that there are variations in the onset vowel of some 
nouns. The nouns that are capable of having variations, however, are not concrete in terms of 
which vowels have variations (so far, there are a variety of vowels in terms of height, backness, 
and tenseness), thus requiring further investigation. The main commonality in the examples to 
follow demonstrates that [a] appears as a possible production in all but one example. 

  
 (H) [asijo]   [esijo]   ‘cooking pot’ 
       [àfɔ̀ŋ]   [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ]   ‘cloth’ 
       [awʊdɪn]   [owʊdɪn]  ‘man’ 
       [awʊ]   [owʊ]   ‘person 
       [akup ̚ ]   [ekup ̚ ]      [okup ̚ ] ‘bellybutton’ 
       [afìjɔ́ŋ]   [ɔfìjɔ́ŋ]   ‘moon’ 

        [edet ̚ ]   [idet ̚ ]   ‘tooth/teeth’ 
              [àkɔ́tʰì]   [ɔ̀kɔ́tʰì]   ‘pinto bean’ 
  

While most of the examples have just one variation, there is even a term with three different 
variations. The only vowels that have not shown variation are [u], [ʌ], [ɪ], and [ɛ]; however, the 
data at this point does not contain words beginning with the latter three vowels. Whether this 
type of variation is excluded to just nouns is also unknown at this point. 

3.3 Vowel harmony 

Based on the variations for some terms, there is also evidence of vowel harmony in Ibibio. First, 
there are two variations in how to say ‘child’: 

 
 (I) [éjɛ́n] [ájɪ́n]      ‘child’ 
 

From this example, one can see that the second vowel used is related to the first vowel. [a] is 
followed by [ɪ], while [e] is followed by [ɛ]. This is also evident in the variations for ‘male’: 
[edɛn]; [eɾɪn]; adɪn]. The exception here is that whichever variation of [d] or [ɾ] is used also has 
influence on the following vowel. In this case, [ɛ] follows [e] unless immediately following [ɾ]. 
Furthermore, there are three variations for ‘son’ (a combination of ‘child’ and ‘male’), which 
also depend on which variation of ‘child’ is used: 

  
 (J) [ejɛn eɾɪn] [ejɛn adɪn]   [ajɪn edɪn] ‘son’ 
 

These variations have further effects on even more complex compounds, such as ‘sister’, 
which literally translates to: sibling.person.female: 

 
 (K) [ajɪn ekʰa awʊ ŋwãn] 
       [ejɛn ekʰa owʊ ŋwãn] 
 

The variety of ‘child’ used in ‘sibling’ ([ajɪn/ejɛn ekʰa]) has effects on which variety of ‘person’ 
is used. In this case, the height of the first vowel remained constant. Therefore, [a] implies that 
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following words with variations match in height, resulting in [a]. [e] follows suit, in which the 
variety for ‘person’ containing a mid vowel is used, hence [o]. 

4 Phonological Processes involving Tone 

There are at least four tones in Ibibio: high [ ́], low [ ̀], rising [ˇ], and falling  [ ̂ ]. At the moment 
the rising and falling tones are solely productive and have not shown to be contrastive. Rising 
tones have been evidenced in ‘brain’ ([ḿ̩frě]) and ‘to forget’ ([frě]). Falling tones are found in 
‘roach’ ([ḿ̩frêm]) and ‘leaf’ ([ŋ̩́kôŋ]).  

4.1 Contrastive tone 

The analysis shows that high and low tones are definitely contrastive, based on numerous 
minimal pairs in which the only difference is in tone. So far we have seen this contrast in both 
nouns and verbs: 

  
 (M) [édɔ́ŋ] ‘knee’   [édɔ̀ŋ]  ‘sheep’ 
        [úk!́̆t ̚ ] ‘leg/foot’  [úk!̀̆t ̚ ] ‘in-law’ 
        [dɛ́p ̚ ] ‘to buy’  [dɛ̀p ̚ ]  ‘to rain’ 
        [t̪ɛ́m] ‘to cut grass’  [t̪ɛ̀m]  ‘to cook’ 

4.2 Tonal changes in compounds 

When compounds are produced in Ibibio, there are changes in tone for the latter word in the 
compound. There are examples in the data set that show a change in disyllabic words in either 
the first or second tone; as of yet there has not been a case in which both tones are different. The 
examples of this tonal change is shown below: 

 
(N) [úk!́̆t ̚ ] ‘leg/foot’ 
      [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ] ‘cloth’ 
      [m̩̀báɾá] ‘nail’ 
      [àkʌ́m] ‘person who sews’ 
 
      [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ] + [úk!́̆t ̚ ] !  [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ úk!̀̆t ̚ ]       ‘pants’  second tone in ‘leg/foot’ 

changes from high to low 
      [m̩̀báɾá] + [úk!́̆t ̚ ] !  [m̩̀báɾúk!̀̆t ̚ ]   ‘toenail’  
 
      [àkʌ́m] + [ɔ̀fɔ̀ŋ] !  [àkʌ́m ɔ́fɔ̀ŋ]      ‘tailor’ first tone in ‘cloth’ changes 
       from low to high 
(O)  [ìt̪óŋ] ‘neck’ 
       [ŋ̩́k͡pó] ‘thing’ 
 
       [ŋ̩́k͡pó] + [ìt̪óŋ] !  [ŋ̩́k͡pó ít̪óŋ]      ‘necklace’ first tone in ‘neck’ changes 
       from low to high 
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(P) [èfʌ́k ̚ ] ‘appendix’ 
      [éfʌ̀t ̚ ] ‘buttocks’ 
      [èkʰa]  ‘mother’ 
 
      [èfʌ́k ̚ ] + [èkʰà] !  [èfʌ́ɣékʰà]      ‘mother’s appendix’    first tone in 

     ‘mother’ changes 
        [éfʌ̀t ̚ ]  + [èkʰà] !  [èfʌ́ɾékʰà]         ‘mother’s buttocks’     from low to high 
 
The examples presented show that the tones in the first word of the compound are quite varied, 
but remain constant in the compound, while only one of the tones in the second part of the 
compound undergoes a tonal change. Whether this type of change also occurs in other 
constituents besides noun phrases is unaccountable for at this point in the analysis. There is no 
doubt, though, in that tone in Ibibio contains phonological weight in production. 
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1 Introduction 

In this report, I will discuss how the sounds in Ibibio are organized into phonemes, including 
consonants, vowels, and tones. I also discuss modifications to my earlier report on phonetics 
(Yan, this volume). 

1.1 Consonants 

We have not yet encountered many minimal pairs for consonants, and the one pair I have found 
to date is listed below. This proves that [r] and [m] are two phonemes since they distinguish 
meanings. 
 

Gloss Word 
to rule [kara] 
to have [kama] 

 
Certain consonants only occur in specific positions. Regarding the fricatives [β] and [ɣ], so 

far we only see them appear in intervocalic position. It is highly possible that the two fricatives 
are the respective allophones of [p] and [k]. Secondly, the unreleased [p˺], [t˺], [k˺] only appear 
in final position as coda, indicating that they are the allophones of [p], [t], [k]. Thirdly, there is a 
palatal nasal [ɲ] that occurred twice in a recent elicitation session (‘small river’ is [iɲaŋ]; ‘people 
who have’ is [andiɲie]). Fourth, unlike our previous transcription, [t] in Ibibio should be treated 
as dental [t̪] but not alveolar, e.g., ‘to mow’ is [t̪em]. Fifth, we only have [ɱ] in the word ‘skirt’ 
as [ɱb'n], it may be just an allophone of [m]. Therefore, the consonants in Ibibio as follows: 

 
Consonants (pulmonic) 

 Bilabial Labiodental  Dental Alveolar Palatal  Velar 
Plosive p        b  t̪            d  k 
Nasal          m              n           ŋ 
Fricative  f  s   
Approximant      j  
Trill                r   
Lateral 
approximant 

               l   

 
Consonants (co-articulated) 

w Voiced labialized velar approximant 
k͡p Double articulation of [k] and [p] 
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1.2 Vowels 

There are a few minimal pairs for vowels in Ibibio, which are listed in the following tables. 
 

Gloss Transcription 
tooth [edet] 
hair on the head [idet] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
face [iso] 
short person [isɔ] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
fly (n.) [n̩sɔŋ] 
gum of mouth [n̩sʌŋ] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
goat [epot] 
mountain [opot] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
finger nail [m̩bara upo] 
toe nail [m̩bara uku] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
to understand, to hear [kup˺] 
to hang, to imprison [kɔp˺] 

 
Since the schwa ['] only occurs between two consonants, its appearance may be caused by vowel 
harmony, i.e. [is'ŋ] ‘waist’. Moreover, [a] and [e] can be free variations in the same word, i.e. 
[ajin]/[ejin] ‘child’ when [e] is the formal pronunciation and [a] is the informal one. [a] and [o] 
can also appear as free variations. In the sentence ‘The woman wrote book’, in slow speech it is 
m̩má ódù áwɛ̀t˺ ŋ̩̀wɛ̀t˺, but in fast speech, it becomes m̩má ádù áwɛ̀t˺ ŋ̩̀wɛ̀t˺. 

Moreover, vowel length is contrastive in Ibibio as well which can be told from the following. 
 

Gloss Transcription 
cane [ɔk͡pɔŋ] 
king, chief [ɔk͡pɔːŋ] 

 
The IPA chart for Ibibio vowels is provided below. 
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 Front  Back 
Close i                  u 
Close mid     e                  o 
Mid         ɛ  
Open mid            ʌ     ɔ 
Open                 a  

1.3 Tones 

Tones are contrastive in Ibibio, which can be illustrated by the following minimal pairs. 
 

Gloss Transcription 
boat [ubóum] 
fat [ubòum] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
wrestling [m̩bók˺] 
please [m̩bòk˺] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
mosquito [ɔ̀k͡pɔ́ŋ] 
cane [ɔ́k͡pɔ̀ŋ] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
in law [ukù] 
leg [ukú] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
to sew, to pierce, to stab [kím] 
to be dark [kìm] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
Efik language [èfʌ̀k˺] 
appendix, hernia(medical) [éfʌ́k˺] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
to mow [t̪ém] 
to cook, to put a person sit down [t̪èm] 

 
Gloss Transcription 
fight, argument [údí]  
massage cream/ oil [ùdí] 
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From the transcriptions above, it is apparent that Ibibio has two contrastive level tones, a High 
tone and a Low tone. Contour tones may be resulted from tone spreading which will be discussed 
in the next section. 

2 Phonological rules 

I have determined the following 10 rules about Ibibio phonology, three of which are about tones. 

2.1 Nasal place assimilation 

This rule claims that the place of articulation of a nasal assimilates to that of the following stop. 
 

[+nasal, -αplace, -continuant] → [αplace] / ___[αplace, -nasal, -continuant] 
 
(1) /Nbara/ → [mbara]     ‘nail’ 
      /Nkre/ → [ŋkre]     ‘basket for palm fruit’ 
      /Nkɔŋ/ → [ŋkɔŋ]     ‘leaf’ 
      /Ndidija/ → [ndidija]     ‘food (cooked)’ 
      /Nk͡pasi/ → [ŋk͡pasi]/[mk͡pasi]   ‘seed’ 
 

We can see that the place of articulation of the nasal is in consistent with that of the following 
stop. If the following consonant is a co-articulated one as [k͡p] in the word ‘seed’, the nasal can 
be assimilated either to a velar [ŋ] or a bilabial [m]. 

2.2 Nasal syllabification 

This rule claims that nasals always become syllabic in initial positions, but not in other positions. 
The rule is applied after Nasal place assimilation. 
 

[+nasal, -syllabic] → [+syllabic] / #__C1 
 
(2) /mbara/ → [m̩bara]  ‘nail’ 
      /ntuɣube / → [n̩tuɣube] ‘cloud’ 
      /mbok˺/ → [m̩bok˺]  ‘wrestling’ 

 
We can see that nasals in initial position become syllabic, but those in coda positions are not 
influenced. 

2.3 Final unreleasing 

This rule claims that except for nasals, the final consonants are always unreleased. 
 

[-nasal, -continuant] → [-unreleased] / ___# 
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(3) /ekɔt/ → [ekɔt˺]  ‘the back bone of head’ 
      /m̩bok/ → [m̩bok˺]  ‘wrestling’ 
      /ejop/ → [ejop˺]  ‘palm tree, palm fruit’ 
      /t̪em/ → [t̪em]   ‘to mow’ 

 
We can see that the stops are all unreleased at the end of the word, but the rule does not apply to 
nasal coda. 

It is also interesting to point out that the unreleased stop may become voiced sometimes in 
intervocalic position across morpheme boundaries of fast speech. 

 
(4) àmì ḿ̩mǎ anɛ́k˺ únɛ́k˺/àmì ḿ̩mǎ anɛ́g únɛ́k˺  ‘I danced.’ 

2.4 Intervocalic spirantization 

This rule claims that bilabial and velar stops become fricatives in intervocalic position. 
 

[-coronal, -continuant] → [+continuant] / V__V 
 
(5) /epe/ → [eβe]   ‘husband’ 
      /ntukube/ → [ntuɣube] ‘cloud’ 
      /ijak ete/ → [ijaɣete]  ‘father’s fish’ 

  
We can see that [p], [k] become [β], [ɣ] between two vowels, and the fricatives do not occur in 
other position from our data. 

Besides this, there seems to be a free variation between [d] and the flap [r] which is kind of 
similar to this rule. The d/r alternation can be illustrated as the following rule. 

 
[+coronal, -sonorant, -continuant] → [+sonorant, +continuant] / V__V 
 
(6) /akaŋ ede/ → [akaŋ ede]/[akaŋ ere]  ‘old man’ 

  
We only have one example of this d/r free variation. More data are needed. 

2.5 Vowel harmony 

This rule claims that a back vowel becomes a front vowel after a front vowel. 
 

[+back, +syllabic] → [+front] / [-back, +syllabic] __ 
 
(7) /akam/+/ɔfɔŋ/ → [akamˌefɔŋ]  ‘sew’+‘cloth’ → ‘tailor’ 

 
In isolation ‘cloth’ is [ɔfɔŋ], but the first /ɔ/ becomes /e/ in the compound word ‘tailor’. At this 
point we are not aware of which preceding vowels trigger this or which vowel is always affected. 
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2.6 Free variation of vowel length and height 

It seems that there are free variations among short and long vowels, as well as high and low 
vowels. 
 

(8) /iwut˺/ → [iwut˺]/[iwuːt˺]  ‘head’ 
      /ejin/ → [ejin]/[ajin]   ‘child’ 
      m̩má ódù áwɛ̀t˺ ŋ̩̀wɛ̀t˺/ m̩má ádù áwɛ̀t˺ ŋ̩̀wɛ̀t˺  ‘The woman wrote book.’ 

 
Both short and long vowels occur in the word ‘head’. In the word ‘child’, [ejin] is a formal 
pronunciation and [ajin] is an informal one. The length and height of the vowels do not 
distinguish word meanings, but how this works in Ibibio still requires us to elicit more data. 

[a] and [o] can also be free variations. In the sentence ‘The woman wrote book’, for the 
determiner /ódù/, in fast speech, it becomes /ádù/. This variation happens only when the pronoun 
/m̩má/ is present in the sentence; otherwise, it has to use the form /ádù/. 

2.7 Resyllabification in compound words 

Ibibio prefers certain syllable structures, and the language may apply resyllabification in the 
compound words. 
 

(9) /Nkam/+/inua/ → [ŋkaˌmiˌnua]  ‘root of tree’+‘mouth’ → ‘whisker’ 
 
In the word ‘whisker’, the meaning is combined by ‘root of tree’ and ‘mouth’. When the words 
are combined, the syllables are resyllabified that the coda [m] of [ŋkam] becomes the onset of [i] 
of [inua]. 

2.8 Tone spreading 

Ibibio has contour tones, but so far we do not have contrastive contour tones evidence. Besides, 
tones like to spread typologically. 
 

(10) a. H-L → H-HL: /úfɔ̀k/  → [úfɔ̂k] ‘house’ 
                                    /ŋ́kɔ̀ŋ/ → [ŋ́kɔ̂ŋ] ‘leaf’ 
        b. L-H → L-LH: /m̀fré/ → [m̀frě] ‘brain’ 

 
In (10a), tone spreading can be applied or not. In other words, ‘house’ can be either [úfɔ̀k] or 
[úfɔ̂k]; ‘leaf’ can be either [ŋ́kɔ̀ŋ] or [ŋ́kɔ̂ŋ]. This is a dialect difference. (10b) is a more overall 
rule from the data we have now. 

2.9 Tone assimilation: Downdrift 

Ibibio seems to have a downdrift phenomenon, in which case when two tones occur together, the 
second tone has a lower pitch than the first one. 
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(11) [ɔ́k͡pɔ́ asà↓ɣèdèm] ‘spine’ 
        [éfʌ́ɣ è↓kà]  ‘mother’s appendix’ 

 
For example, in the word ‘spine’, the low tone on the syllable [ɣè] is lower than that on [sà], and 
the low tone on [dèm] is lower than that on [ɣè]. 

2.10 Tonal change in compound words 

In Ibibio, a same word may change its tone in compound words compared with in isolation. 
 

(12) /ɔ́fɔ̀ŋ/ + /ís!́ŋ/ → [ɔ́fɔ́ŋ ís!̀ŋ]  ‘cloth’ + ‘waist’ → ‘wrapped skirt’ 
       /ŋ́wúà/ + /ínúà/ → [ŋ́wúà ínùá] ‘body hair’ + ‘mouth’ → ‘moustache’ 

 
For example, in the word ‘wrapped skirt’, ‘cloth’ has a H-L tone sequence, but it changes to H-H 
in the compound word; ‘waist’ has a H-H tone sequence but it changes to H-L in the compound 
word. It is unclear when this kind of tonal change may happen. More data are needed to come up 
with the final conclusion. 
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1 Introduction 

This report discusses phonological issues that have arisen in our data collection to date. First, I 
will present minimal pairs found in the class elicitations. These minimal pairs show that certain 
different sounds in Ibibio contrast meanings. These minimal pairs also help constructing Ibibio 
phonology inventory. However, since there is no enough minimal pairs found in class, I will not 
present all Ibibio phoneme in the following sections. Second, several phonological rules will be 
discussed, including some phonological phenomena which are unsure with the environment. 
Third, some phonological phenomena are free variations, or dialectal. These phonological 
phenomena have multiple representations, may according speech rates or regions. 

2 Minimal pairs 

2.1 Segmental minimal pair 

On the segmental aspect, there is only one minimal pair of consonants.     
 

Word Gloss 
kámá ‘to keep’ 
kárá ‘to rule’ 

 
On the other hand, there are five minimal pairs of vowels. 
 

Word Gloss 
épóːt ‘goat’ 
ópóːt ‘mountain’ 
úpóːt ‘force’ 

 
Word Gloss 
ń̩sɔ̀ŋ ‘fly’ 
ń̩sʌ̀ŋ ‘gum’ 

 
Word Gloss 

ísó ‘face’ 
ísɔ́ ‘short man’ 
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Word Gloss 
édèt ‘tooth’ 
ídèt ‘head hair’ 

 
Word Gloss 
kʰùp ‘understand, hear’ 
kʰɔ̀p ‘hang/put in to prision’ 

 
The segmental minimal pairs above demonstrate that at least following sounds in Ibibio are 
phonemes: 
 

Consonants: /m/, /r/, 
Vowels:  /i/, /e/, /o/, /ɔ/, /ʌ/, /u/.  

2.2 Tonal minimal pair 

Word Gloss 
íkʌ́m ‘urine’ 
íkʌ̀m ‘large calabash’ 

 
According to the minimal pair above, there are two tones in Ibibio contrast meanings. One is 
High, and the other is Low.  

3 Phonological rules 

According to the Ibibio elicitations during class, five phonological rules were found. Four 
segmental phonological rules will be illustrated first, then the only tonal one.  

3.1 Segmental phonological rule 

a. Syllabic Nasal: [+nasal,-syllabic]� [+syllabic] /#___C1 
[m] as the initial nasal in the word m̩frɛ̌ ‘brain’ becomes syllabic one. However, this does 
not happen to [m] in kámá ‘to keep’ since the [m] is not in the word-initial position. 

b. Intervocalic Spirantization:  [-coronal, -cont]� [+cont] /V__V 
When the word íjàk ‘fish’ stands by itself, the final consonant is a stop sound. However, 
when it combines with a vowel-initial word such as father èté, the whole pronunciation is �
jáɣètè ‘father’s fish’. 

c. Final Unreleasing: [-nasal, -cont]� [-released] /___# 
Almost every final oral stop consonant in Ibibio is unreleased such as dèp̚ ‘to rain’. If the 
final segment is not a oral stop, the releasing will occur such as t̪èm ‘to cook, or ínúà 
‘mouth’  

d. Nasal Place Assimilation: [-cont, +nasal, αplace]→[βplace]/____[-cont, -nasal, βplace] 
m̩fàn ‘leaf’, ń̩sʌ̀ŋ ‘gum’, àndìwèt ‘one who writes’ are all examples support this rule.  
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3.2 Tonal phonological rule 

Tone spreading: when the interval between the two tones is the greatest, the tone spreading tends 
to occur. For example, m̩̀frɛ̌ has the tone L-LH. The second Low tone is derived from the first 
Low tone since the tonal range between the two tones High and Low is too big. This applies to 
ŋ̩́kôŋ ‘leaf’ as well. This word has the tone H-HL. The second High tone is derived from the first 
High tone since the tonal range between the two tones High and Low is too big. According to the 
speaker, this tone spreading rule could be dialect-specific.  

4 Other phonological phenomena  

Ibibio has three optional phonological rules resulting in free variation. Other than that, several 
phonological phenomena such as re-syllabification, downdrifting of tones, tonal change while 
compounding will also be discussed in this section.   

4.1 Free variation  

a. [d]~[r] Flapping: [-cont, -son, +coronal]� [+cont,+son] / V_V.  
The only example will be àkʌ̀ŋ èdè ~ àkʌ̀ŋ èrè ‘old man’, while the occasion is under 
specified.  

b. Vowel harmony: [+syllabic, +back]� [+front] /[-back]_ C0  
The example is ákʌ́m ɔ́fɔ̀n ~ ákʌ́m ɛ́fɔ̀n ‘tailor. The back vowel becomes a non-back vowel 
when speech rate is fast.  

c. Long vowel variation  
Vowel length may vary for words such as íwùːt~ íwùt ‘head’. However, the environment is 
underspecified until have more elicited data.  
Initial vowel variation 

d. Initial vowels may vary for words involving a~ɔ in ɔ́fión~áfión ‘moon’, a~o in òkótì~àkótì 
‘bean’, a~e in ájén~éjén ‘child’. Some of the initial vowel variations rely on speech rate, or 
the occasion (formal or casual).  Nevertheless, it is unclear what the rule is for it and also its 
phonological environment.   

4.2  Additional phonological changes 

a. Re-syllabification: when putting ŋkám with mouth ínuà to make whisker ŋkám ínuà, the 
word will be re-syllabified as [ŋ.ká.mí.nuà.] than [ŋ.kám.í.nuà.]. 

b. Tone downdrfiting: within the word ɔ́k͡pɔ́ *sàɣédèm ‘spine’, the last High tone is lower than 
the previous ones since it follows a Low tone.  

c. Tonal change when compounding: ís!́ŋ ‘waist’ is consisted of two High tones. When 
forming a compound word wrapped skirt ɔ̀fɔ̀n+ ís!́ŋ, the word pronounced like this [ɔ̀fɔ̀n 
ís!̀ŋ]. The final tone becomes a Low tone than High tone.  

 
Those phonological phenomena in section 4 are built with limited data. Therefore the 
environments and the causes are unclear. More elicited data are needed to have a more 
convincing statement.  
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1 Introduction 

The elicited data appears to show that Ibibio has subject-verb-object (SVO) word order 
especially in sentences including full DPs as the following example shows: 
 

(1) Ekpe   á-mà   á-kʌt˺      ŋ̩́ʷ-wét˺   
 Ekpe   3sg-T  3sg-find   book 
 ‘Ekpe found a book.’ 

 
However, the picture is slightly different when pronouns are used as subject and object markers. 
Let us first look at Ibibio pronominal system. Ibibio has a 3-case system that shows on pronouns 
as we see in the tables below. 
 

Table 1: Nominative pronouns. 
 1st person 2nd person 3rd person 
Singular independent pronouns àmì àfò èɲé/àɲé 
Singular person markers ḿ̩-   ń̩-   ŋ̩́-   ɲ̩́- à- á- 
Plural independent pronouns ǹɲìn ǹdùfò/m̀bùfò 

 
ɔ̀mmɔ̂ 

Plural person markers ì-   í- è- é- 
 

Table 2: Accusative pronouns. 
 1st person 2nd person 3rd person 
Singular independent pronouns míèn  fíèn  àɲé 
Singular person markers ń-  ú-    á- 
Plural independent markers ǹɲìn ǹdùfò/m̀bùfò 

 
ɔ̀mmɔ̂/àmmɔ̂ 

Plural person markers   á- 
 

Table 3: Genitive pronouns. 
 1st person 2nd person 3rd person 
Independent singular pronouns m̀mì m̀fò ómɔ̀/ámɔ̀ 
Independent plural pronouns ǹɲìn ǹdùfò/m̀bùfò 

 
ɔ̀mmɔ̂/àmmɔ̂ 

 
The data shows that in sentences involving pronouns as subject and object markers the word 
order appears to be SOV. In fact, an independent subject pronoun can optionally occur in 
sentence-initial position. It is then followed by the subject marker that is prefixed to the tense 
marker. The tense marker is followed by the verb to which the subject and object markers are 
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prefixed, respectively. An optional independent object pronoun can occur in sentence-final 
position. This is shown in the following sentences: 
 

(2) (àɲé)   á-mà    á-ḿ̩-míá        (míèn)  
  (he)     3sg-T  3sg-1sg-hit    (me) 
 ‘He bit me.’ 

 
(3) m̀mè  éwá    é-mà      é-ń̩-dòŋ  
      these dogs   3pl-T     3pl-1sg-bite 
 ‘The dogs bit me.’ 

 
(4) (àfò)  à-mà   à-ḿ-fɔ́p˺           (míèn) 
 (you)  2sg-T 2sg-1sg-burn    (me) 
 ‘You burned me.’ 

2 Transitivity and valency in Ibibio 

In Ibibio, the so-called unergative verbs seem to optionally have a (DP) cognate object that 
appears in sentence-final position. The subject marker is prefixed to the verb as the following 
examples show: 
 

(5) Ekpe  á-mà  á-sák˺        (ìmám)  
 Ekpe  3sg-T 3sg-smile  (a smile) 
 ‘Ekpe smiled (a smile).’ 

 
(6) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà   fèGé (ìtÓk˺) 
 (I)      1sg-T   run   (race) 
 ‘I ran (a run/race).’ 

 
Unaccusative verbs also seem to optionally have a cognate object only when the subject is 
animate. As with unergative verbs, the subject marker is prefixed to the verb as the following 
examples show: 
 

(7) (àɲé) á-mà   á-dwɔ́      (í-dwɔ́) 
 (she) 3sg-T   3sg-fall   (a fall) 
 ‘She fell (a fall).’ 

 
(8) ŋ́ʷwét  á-mà    á-dwɔ́  
 book    3sg-T  3sg-fall 
 ‘The book fell.’ 

 
Concerning transitive verbs, an overt object is required as the following example show: 
 

(9) (àfò)  à-mà    á-fɔ́p        ŋ́ʷwét  
 (You)    2sg-T  3sg-burn   book 
 ‘You burned the book.’ 

 
Nonetheless, the overt object is optional when it is a pronoun as the example below shows: 
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(10) (àmì)  ḿ̩-mà  ú-fɔ́p         (fíèn) 
  (I)       1sg-T  2sg-burn   (you) 
  ‘I burned you.’ 

 
As for dintransitive verbs, the direct object is obligatory and the object marker of the indirect 
object is prefixed to the verb just like in transitive constructions as the following example shows: 
 

(11) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà  á-nɔ̀        (òmmɔ̂) ŋ̩́ʷ-wét 
  (I)      1sg-T  3pl-give  (them)   book 
  ‘I gave them a book.’ 

3 Agreement in Ibibio 

The data shows that agreement with the subject may appear multiple times in the sentence. 
Subject agreement shows on the tense marker and on the verb before the object agreement. 
However, when the agreement prefixes (morphemes) are both vowels, either the subject 
agreement prefix or the object agreement prefix deletes1. 
 

(12) (àɲé)   á-mà    á-ḿ̩-míá        (míèn) 
   (he)     3sg-T  3sg-1sg-hit    (me) 
  ‘He hit me.’ 

 
(13) m̀mè  éwá    émà      é-ń̩-dòŋ  
       these dogs   3pl-T     3pl-1sg-bite 
  ‘The dogs bit me.’ 

 
(14) à-mà   à-ḿ-fɔ́p˺  
  2sg-T 2sg-1sg-burn  
  ‘You burned me.’ 

 
(15) Ekpe á-dìjòŋò  
  Ekpe 3sg-know 
  ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
(16) Ekpe í-dìjòŋò     ǹɲìn 
  Ekpe 1pl-know   us 
  ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
The data also shows that singular adjectives can be used with either singular or plural subjects. 
However, a plural adjective cannot be used with a singular subject. 
 

(17) (ɔ̀mmɔ̂) ésɔ̀ŋ   
  (they)    old (singular) 
  ‘They are old.’ 

 
(18) (ɔ̀mmɔ̂) ésɔ̀ɔ̀ŋ   
  (they)     old (plural) 
  ‘They are old.’ 

                                                
1 Vowel deletion probably occurs here to resolve vowel hiatus. 
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Adverbs appear to agree with the subject of the sentence as the following examples show: 
 

(19) (ńɲìn)  ì-mà      í-nèké     í-nám    útóm 
         we       1pl-T    1pl-Adv  1pl-do  work 
  ‘We worked (very) hard.’ 

 
(20) (àmì) ḿ-mà  ń-nèké    ń-nám    útóm 
         I       1sg-T  1sg-Adv 1sg-do    work 
  ‘I worked (very) hard.’ 
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1 Word order  

Canonical word order in Ibibio is SVO, as demonstrated in (1-3).  
 
 (1)  (àmì)    m̀-mǎ   bêré  úsÓng 
       1SG    1SG-PAST open door 
        ‘I opened the door.’ 
 
 (2)  ákùn   á-mâ    á-dép   ǹgwêt 
        akun   2SG-PAST   2SG-buy book 
        ‘Akun bought a book.’ 
 
 (3)  (àmì) ḿ-mà     á-nò          ekpe   ng̀wét   
       1SG 1SG-PAST    3SG-give   ekpe   book 
       I gave Ekpe a book 
 

The double object construction in (3) is typical of indirect object constructions indicating 
beneficiaries.  

Changes in word order often reflect topicalization. (4) and (5) illustrate the topicalization of 
‘book’ and ‘Ekpe’, respectively. 

 
 (4) ngwét ádò ńg-ké-nò  ekpe 
  book that 1SG-PAST-give ekpe 
  ‘That book, I gave it to Ekpe.’ 
 
 (5) ekpe ké ńg-ké-nò  ngwét 
  ekpe FOC 1SG-PAST-give book 
   ‘It was Ekpe that I gave the book to.’ 
 

The use of mà and ké to indicate past tense is a topic for further investigation.   
In contrast with (3), oblique dative constructions are used to express an instrumental relation, 

as shown in (6). 
 
 (6)  ḿ-mà    tòp  ekpe  ké  ítìyá      
       1SG-PAST   hit Ekpe with stone 
       ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone.’ 
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2 Verb marking and optional pronouns 

The examples above also illustrate subject marking on verbs. In (3), àmì ‘I’ is optional, with the 
marker ḿ- representing the first person singular subject. (4) and (5) provide examples of this 
marker expressing the subject without the overt pronoun. 

In (7), the verb ‘write’ is marked for object agreement. As with the optional subject pronoun, 
object pronouns may be expressed by markers on the verb. 

 
 (7) m̀-mà  á-wèt 
  1SG-PAST 3SG-write 
  ‘I wrote it.’ 
 

(7) also shows that subject marking may occur on tense markers.  
Sentence (8) provides another example of the optionality of pronouns. 
 

(8) (ányé)  á-ḿ-mà  (mien)    
 3SG  3SG-1SG-love  1SG 
 ‘He likes/loves me.’ 

 
Here the verb is marked both for the subject and the object. Whenever a verb is thus marked, the 
object marker comes before the object marker (at utterance level). The marking of both subject 
and object allows the pronouns to be dropped. 

3 Agreement 

Some Ibibio verbs can take singular and plural forms. 
 
 (9) ekpe á-mà  á-bèèrè   ùsOng    
  ekpe 3SG-PAST 3SG-open.SG  door 
  ‘Ekpe opened a door.’ 
 

(9) shows the singular form of the verb ‘open’. 
 
 (10) ekpe á-mà  á-bèAng  ùsOng   
  ekpe 3SG-PAST 3SG-open.PL  door 
  ‘Ekpe opened doors.’ 
 

In (10), ‘open’ appears in the plural form, indicating multiple doors having been opened. 

4 Negation 

(11) shows the manner of negation in Ibibio, with -é as a verbal suffix to indicate negation.  
 
 (11) ǹg-ké  í-wèt-é 
  1SG-PAST 3SG-write-NEG 
  ‘I didn’t write it.’ 
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The third person singular object marker í-, distinct from á- in (10) appears to also indicate 
negation.  
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1 Introduction 

This report presents a grammatical analysis of Ibibio portraying how word order, subject, object, 
verbs and plurality are indicated in the language.   

2 Person 

The following section is about subject pronouns in Ibibio. In the table below, we see the forms of 
pronouns vary according to person and number, but not according to gender. There are two ways 
to related forms for third person singular, but both are ambiguous concerning gender. 
 

Table 1. Ibibio Subject Pronouns. 
Ibibio English Person 
àmì I 1st singular 
áfò You 2nd singular 
ènyé (ànyé) He/She 3rd singular 
ǹyÌ̀n We 1st plural 
Ò̀mmÓ́ They 2nd plural 
ǹdùfò You all 3rd plural 

 
In many instances, the subject pronouns in Ibibio may be dropped, since Ibibio has morphemes 
that indicate person that attach to the verbs, as in: 
 

(1) (1) (ámì)   ḿ-má    sák    
      1sg(PRO)  1sg-Past  laugh 
     ‘I laughed.’ 

 
Table 2. Subject Marking Morphemes. 

Ibibio English Person 
ḿ I 1st singular 
á You 2nd singular 
à He/She 3rd singular 
ì We 1st plural 
é They 2nd plural 
è You all 3rd plural 

 
Subject-marking can appear both before tense and before verbs as a prefix, as in: 
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(2) à-mà    à-sòp      
     2sg-Past  2sg-disappear 
     ‘He disappeared.’ 

 
Table 3. Object Marking Morphemes. 
Ibibio English Person 
ḿ Me 1st singular 
ú You 2nd singular 
é/á Him/Her 3rd singular 
í Us 1st plural 
á They 2nd plural 
? You all 3rd plural 

 
We still do not have a clear elicitation for the third person plural. So, I am going to fill in this gap 
when the data is available. However, we have come across data that relates to the ordering of 
object and subject prefixes onto a verb. Like subject marking morphemes, object morphemes can 
appear before a verb and must come after the subject morpheme, as seen in the following 
example:   
 

(3) á-mà     á-ḿ-fÓp    
      2sg-Past  2sg-1ob-burn 
      ‘You burned me.’ 

 
We see that the second person marker for subject [a] comes before the marker for first person 
object [m].  Both precede and attach to the verb.  
 

Table 4. Possessives. 
Ibibio English Person 
m̀mì My 1st singular 
m̀fù Your 2nd singular 
Ó́mÒ̀ His/Her 3rd singular 
ǹyÌ̀n Our 1st plural 
ǹdùfò Your all’s 2nd plural 
Ò̀mmÓ́ Their 3rd plural 

 
 
Besides merely marking possession, possessives are also used in reflexive constructions, similar 
to the English X-self. 
 

(4) m̀-mé    kÁt ídém  (m̀mì)      
      1sg-Pres  see body  (my)  
     ‘I see myself.’ 

 
Yet, in all reflexive constructions that I have observed so far, the possessive is optional.  
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3 Word order 

The basic word order of Ibibio is SVO. In example below, we can see the ordering of other 
aspects of the language in a sentence.  
 

(5) (Ò̀mmÓ́) é-má     é-búp      ídém   (Ò̀mmÓ́) ḿbúmé 
     They      3pl-Past  3pl-ask   body   their    question 
     pro        pers-T    pers-verb Ind.obj  Poss    Dir.Obj 
     ‘They asked themselves a question.’ 

  
The first point to note about this sentence is the optionality of the pronoun and the possession.  
Though these are not always optional, this stands to show that sometimes grammatical 
information is either redundant or implied in an utterance and can then be left out. The first 
‘Ò̀mmÓ́’ is unnecessary due to the 3rd person marking on the tense and verb and the second is 
not needed due to this being a reflexive construction. Now, we will consider some aspects of 
word ordering individually.  

3.1 Subjects and objects 

In Ibibio, subject and object are indicated both by specific morphemes and by word order. In a 
construction with proper names, the form would look like: 
 

(6) Ekpe á-mà       á-mìá     Akpang    
      Sub.  3sg-Past  3sg-hit  Obj. 
      ‘Ekpe hit Akpang.’ 

 
Though, both nouns are 3rd person singular, this sentence meaning is clear due to the word order. 
A construction without overt nouns functions in the following way: 
 

(7) á-mà     á-ḿ-fÓp    
     2sg-Past   2sg-1sg-burn 
     ‘You burned me.’ 

 
In this construction, order is also important, since the marker at the beginning of second person 
indicates the subject. Yet, also we see an ordering of the subject and object prefixes to the verb, 
in a SOV order. It also is possible to leave off the second marker of second person singlular, 
since it is indicated earlier, as in: 
 

(8) á-mà     í-fÒp       
     2sg-Past  1pl-burn 
     ‘You burned us.’ 

 
However, if you choose to leave off the indirect object marker you must insert an overt object 
marker, as in: 
 

(9) á-mà     á-fÓp    ǹyÌn   
     2sg-Past  2sg-burn  1pl 
     ‘You burned us.’ 
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4 Plural marking 

4.1 Pluralization for nouns  

A noun can be pluralized by adding an m̀mè- prefix, as in: 
 

(10) a.  éwá    
             ‘dog’   
 
  b. m̀mè-éwá  
           ‘dogs’ 

 
Yet, this prefix is always needed to infer pluralization depending on if pluralization is indicated 
in the morphology. 
 

(11) a. ínúén   á-jíé          ídém  
             bird     2sg-wash  itself 
             ‘A bird washes itself.’ 
 
  b. ínúén  é-jíé-ngè    ídém  
             bird     2pl-wash-pl themselves 
             ‘Birds wash themselves.’ 

 
The plurality of the subject is clearly understood, because plurality is indicated by the second 
person plural subject marker [é].  Thus, m̀mè- is unnecessary in this construction. 

4.2 Plural verbs and objects 

These two aspects of Ibibio function similarly in the way that they become pluralized. For a verb, 
it is possible to take on a pluralized form and mean one of three things: the verb is repeated 
multiple times, it is done by multiple subjects, or is done to multiple objects. On way of doing 
this is to lengthen the verb’s vowel. 
 

(12) a. ḿ-má  bén       ǹwèt  
            I-Past  lift(sg) book   
           ‘I lifted a book.’ 
 
  b. ḿ-má  béén    ǹwèt 
            I-Past  lift(pl)  book    
            ‘I lifted books.’/ ‘I lifted a book (multiple times).’ 

 
This same method of pluralization functions for certain objects. Sometimes, the phonology is 
affected a little more drastically with the vowel lengthening. In the following example, we see 
both verb and object pluralization. With the verb, the lengthening also transforms the final -p to a 
-me. 
 

(13) a. é-má    é-bÁp  ídém (Ò̀mmÓ́)  ḿbúmé 
             2pl-Past   2pl-ask  ‘themselves’   ‘a question’ 
           ‘They asked themselves a question.’ 
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  b. é-má    é-bíímé   ídém (Ò̀mmÓ́)  ḿbíímé 
             2pl-Past   2pl-ask(pl) ‘themselves’   ‘questions’ 
             ‘They asked themselves questions.’ 

 
While the speaker did say it is possible to only modify one of the two, he noted that, depending 
on the context, this can produce an odd sounding sentence. 

This same phenomenon can take place with a simple CV verb, but the corresponding 
pluralized form is different.  An example is the word for ‘love’ which is ‘má’: 
 

(14) a. ḿ-mé   má    
             I-Pres.  love 
            ‘I love it.’ 
 
  b. ḿ-mé   má-ngá    
             I-Pres.  love(pl)  
           ‘I love many things.’ 

 
An example of when this can mean repetition would be a young man expressing his love to a 
woman. 
 

(15) ḿ-mé   ú-má-ngá   
         I-Pres.   you-love(pl) 
        ‘I love you, I love you, I love you’ (intensification).’ 

 
I have only observed this phenomenon so far with a few types of verbs. Yet, it seems that for this 
form a consonant is inserted and the vowel is copied. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is a Niger-Congo language spoken by approximately 2 million people in southern Nigeria. 
This paper presents preliminary observations about grammatical relations in Ibibio, including 
basic word order, case, and person marking. The discussion here is based on elicitation sessions 
with Mfon Udoinyang.1 

2 Basic Word Order 

Ibibio exhibits SVO order in standard, declarative clauses (1):2 
 

(1) ákùn á-mà   á-dép   ǹg-wêt                               SVO 
akun 3SG-PST 3SG-buy NMLZ-write 

 ‘Akun bought a book.’ 
 
Ibibio appears to be rigidly SVO, heavily relying on word order for the encoding of participant 
roles when overt DPs are present. Word order permutations are permissible in the language, but 
usually indicate that the sentence has undergone some type of syntactic transformation. For 
example, OSV order is illicit if the intended reading is unmarked (i.e., standard, declarative), as 
in (2a). OSV order is permissible in a focus construction (2b). 
 

(2) a.* ǹg-wêt    ák̀ùn á-mà   á-dép                            *OSV 
    NMLZ-write akun 3SG-PST 3SG-buy 
     (Intended: ‘Akun bought a book.’) 
 
 b.  ǹg-wêt    ké   ákùn á-mà   á-dép                        O[+FOC]SV 
   NMLZ-write COMP akun 3SG-PST 3SG-buy 
   ‘It was a book that Akun bought.’/*‘Akun bought a book.’ 

 
Note that the presence of the complementizer ké is obligatory in the object focus construction. 

3 Grammatical Relations 

Ibibio divides the semantic roles of intransitive and transitive verbs (i.e., S[ubject], A[gent], and 
P[atient]), in a neutral pattern, as seen in Figure 1. 
 

                                                
1 Many thanks to Mfon for his patience and help. 
2 The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 1 = 1st person, 2 = 2nd person, 3 = 3rd person, COMP = 
complementizer, NMLZ = nominalizer, PL = plural, PST = past, SG = singular. 
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intransitive transitive 
     event  event 
 
       A    
           
     S       
 
       P 
 

FIGURE 1. Participant roles in a neutral alignment. 
 
That is, Ibibio makes no overt morphological distinction between participant roles: the form 
encoding persons on verbs is invariant with respect to the encoding of participant roles,3 and 
nouns also take no overt case markers.4 Consider the form of the 1st person singular prefix in the 
following, which is always realized as a nasal with a high tone, regardless as to whether it 
functions as A (3a), P (3b), or S (3c-d). 
 

(3) a.  (àmì) ḿ-mà   ḿ-bén  ǹg-wêt                             Transitive 
  1SG  1SG-PST 1SG-lift NMLZ-write 

   ‘I lifted a book.’ 
 
b.  ékpè  á-mà   á-ḿ-mìjá   (míjèn)                          Transitive 

   ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-hit  me 
   ‘Ekpe hit me.’ 

 
c.  (àmì) ḿ-mà   ń-sák     (ìmám)                           Unergative 

   1SG  1SG-PST 1SG-LAUGH laughter 
   ‘I laughed (a laugh).’ 
 
 d.  (àmì) ḿ-mà   ḿ-dì                                    Unaccusative 
   (1SG) 1SG-PST 1SG-come 
   ‘I came.’ 

 
As seen in (3), person markers always surface as prefixes. Person markers are obligatory, and 
must appear either on the tense/aspect marker, or both the tense/aspect marker and the verb. 
Also, although these forms do not vary according to semantic role, when more than one person 
marker is present on a verb (3b), A always precedes P. 
 In ditransitive events, the obligatory word order is SVIODO, as seen in (4). 
 

(4) a.  ńg-ké   ń-á-nò      ékpè ǹg-wêt 
  1SG-PST 1SG-3SG-give ekpe NMLZ-write 
  ‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’ 
 
b.  *ńg-ké ń-á-nò ékpè ǹg-wêt 

     (Intended: ‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’) 
                                                
3 Here it is important to emphasize the phrase “with respect to participant roles.” The forms of person markers do 
vary, but for morphophonological reasons. See footnote 5. 
4 Pronouns may provide counterevidence for this claim, as seen in míjèn ‘me’ in (3b). At present, I am unsure as to 
the status of this word. See Section 5 below. 
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The sentence in (4b) is, however, grammatical under the reading ‘I gave Ekpe’s book (to 
someone else).’ 

The paradigm for affirmative person markers in Ibibio is provided in Table 1.5 
 

1SG ḿ-, ń-, ńg- 
2SG à- 
3SG á- 
1PL í- 
2PL è- 
3PL é- 

 
TABLE 1. Affirmative person prefixes in Ibibio. 

 
The above data suggests the following minimal verbal/inflectional paradigms for Ibibio: 
 

(5) a.  Transitive verbal/inflectional paradigm 
   A-Tense/Aspect A-P-√Verb 

 
 b.  Intransitive verbal/inflectional paradigm 
   S-Tense/Aspect S-√Verb 

4 Plural Verb and Adjective Forms 

4.1 Plural Verbs 

Ibibio also indicates number in the verb itself. For example, the following are examples of 
singular (6a, c) and plural (6b, d) verb forms. 
 

(6) a.  kámá  ‘to hold (SG)’ 
b.  káámá ‘to hold (PL)’ 
c.  bén   ‘to lift (SG)’ 
d.  béén   ‘to lift (PL)’ 

 
As the examples in (6) demonstrate, vowel lengthening is one strategy for encoding number 
in/on a verb root. Another strategy utilizes some type of suffixation, or perhaps reduplication (7). 
 

(7) a.  dò     ‘to be (SG)’ 
b.  dòngngó ‘to be (PL)’ 

 c.  fÓp    ‘to burn (SG)’ 
                                                
5 The forms of person markers on verbs and tense/aspect do change morphophonologically. For example, the 1SG 
marker, which is a nasal with a high tone, always assimilates to the place of the initial consonant of the verb or 
tense/aspect marker. The 1SG marker may also be realized as a high tone on a vowel in casual/fast speech. (3c), for 
example, can surface as (àmì) ḿ-mà á-sák (ìmám) ‘I laughed (a laugh).’ Similar morphophonological changes affect 
person markers when both the A and P are encoded in a transitive event. An interesting instance of this can be seen 
in à-mà à-í-tÒ ‘You hit us’, which can be pronounced as à-mà á-tÒ. In this case, the vowel in the 1PL marker 
deletes, but its high tone displaces the low tone on the 2SG marker. 
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 d.  fÓḿmÓ ‘to burn (PL)’ 
 
The number encoded directly in/onto the verb can often have two readings: either the object or 
the event/action is interpreted as plural (8b, d). This may be partly due to the fact that many 
nouns (especially inanimate ones) are not marked for number.  
 

(8) a.  ḿ-mà   ḿ-bén  ǹg-wêt 
  1SG-PST 1SG-lift NMLZ-write 

   ‘I lifted a book.’ 
 
b.  ḿ-mà   ḿ-béén    ǹg-wêt 

   1SG-PST 1SG-lift.PL  NMLZ-write 
   ‘I lifted books.’/‘I lifted a book (several times).’/*‘We lifted [a book]/[books].’ 
 
 c.  í-mà    í-bén   ǹg-wêt 
   1PL-PST  1PL-lift  NMLZ-write 
   ‘We lifted a book.’ 
 
 d.  í-mà    í-béén    ǹg-wêt 
   1PL-PST  1PL-lift.PL  NMLZ-write 
   ‘We lifted books.’/‘We lifted a book (several times).’ 

 
However, the subject may not be interpreted as plural unless the person marker already indicates 
such. In terms of agreement with singular/plural verb forms, both singular and plural As are 
compatible with singular or plural verb forms. 

4.2 Plural Adjectives 

Ibibio also optionally marks number agreement for persons on some adjectives6, as seen in (9). 
 

(9) a.  (ÓmmÓ) é-sÒng 
  3PL     3PL-old 
  ‘They are old.’ 
 
b.  (ÓmmÓ) é-sÒÒng 

   3PL     3PL-old.PL 
   ‘They are old.’ 

 
Unlike the plural verbs above, the plural adjective sÒÒng is incompatible with a singular subject 
(10). 
 

(10) *ánye á-/é-sÒÒng 
    3SG  3SG-/3PL-old.PL 
    (Intended: ‘S/he is old.’) 

 

                                                
6 Though I here use the term “adjectives,” it is not clear as to whether sÒng is indeed such, or if it should be treated 
a verbs meaning ‘be old’. However, as indicated above, the agreement pattern of sÒng is unlike that of plural verbs 
because it’s plural form is incompatible with a singular subject. 
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As indicated in (10), the sentence is ungrammatical whether or not the person prefix is singular 
or plural. 

5 Pronouns and Pro-drop 

Ibibio independent/strong pronoun forms encode person and number, but not gender. All strong 
pronoun forms must have animate referents. Table 2 provides the forms these various 
independent/strong pronoun forms. 
 

 As A/S As P 
1SG àmì míjèn 
2SG àfù fíjèn 
3SG ányè ányè 
1PL nyÙn nyÙn 
2PL ǹdòfò ǹdòfò 
3PL ÓmmÒ ÓmmÒ 

 
TABLE 2. Strong/independent pronouns in Ibibio. 

 
As noted in Table 2, the forms for strong/independent pronouns do not vary according to 
grammatical role, except for singular local persons (11). 
 

(11) a. (àmì)/(*míjèn)  ḿ-mà   úú7-mìjá    (fíjèn)/(*àfù) 
     1SG.A/1SG.P   1SG-PST 1SG<2SG-hit 2SG.P/2SG.A 

     ‘I hit you.’ 
 
  b. (àfù)/(*fíjèn)  à-mà   á-ḿ-mìjá   (míjèn)/(*àmì) 
     2SG.A/2SG.P  2SG-pst 2SG-1SG-hit  1SG.P/1SG.A 
     ‘You hit me.’ 

 
This may be evidence for a split neutral/accusative system in Ibibio, where case marking and 
agreement patterns discriminate between local and non-local persons, and specifically target 1st 
and 2nd person singular. Thus, a nominative-accusative pattern – where A+S pattern together to 
the exclusion of P – surfaces when P is [+local, +singular]. 

Ibibio is a pro-drop language, and this may be on account of rich agreement in the verbal 
paradigm. Strong pronouns are facultative in the majority of occurrences, as seen in examples 
(3), (9), and (11). Object pronouns are obligatory, however, if they do not exhibit agreement on 
the verb (or, alternatively, the agreement is not transparent), as seen in (12). 

 
(12) a. ékpè á-dìyòngò  *(nyÙn) 
     ekpe 3SG-know   1PL 
     ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
  b. ékpè í-dìyòngò (nyÙn) 
     ekpe 1PL-know 1PL 
     ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

                                                
7 I take it that this prefix is the morphophonological realization of Ń-à- (1SG-2SG-). 
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In (12a), the form of the verb either does not encode the object, or it is not transparent, which 
corresponds to the obligatory use of the pronoun nyÙn. In contrast, the object is clearly encoded 
in (12b) when the object pronoun is optional. Notably, though, the verb form in each case is á-í-
dìyòngò in slow/careful speech. This suggests that the 3SG person prefix á- has undergone 
deletion, and the language generally resolves vowel hiatus by deleting the lower of two adjacent 
vowels. 

6 Summary 

Ibibio is an SVO language with a rich verbal/inflectional agreement system. Participant roles A 
and S are encoded on both tense/aspect markers and verbs. The participant role P is (optionally) 
encoded on the verb. Ibibio exhibits a neutral case system, and does not distinguish grammatical 
roles morphologically on person markers. Strong pronouns may evidence a split in the case-
agreement system, and a singular local vs. non-local distinction may trigger a split 
neutral/accusative system. Ibibio is also a pro-drop language, which may relate to its rich 
agreement. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, I outline my current knowledge of the grammatical relations in Ibibio. This 
includes issues such as word order and the encoding of subjects and objects. I begin by 
discussing the basic word order, then intransitives, transitives, and ditransitives including subtle 
characteristics that I have discovered to this point. This includes basic information about the 
nominal/promominal system, word order data, case, cognate objects, optionality, and 
passivization respectively. 

2 Grammatical relations in Ibibio 

Arguments in Ibibio are realized as r-expressions, full pronouns, and preverbal markers. All three 
options are demonstrated in (1) below: 
 

(1)   Ekpe  á-mé       m̀-m̀á       mien 
     Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PRS? 1SG.OBJ-like  1SG.OBJ 
     ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
The proper name Ekpe is the subject, which is also encoded by the marker á- that precedes the 
tense marker (and on the verb in other cases). The 1SG object is encoded by both the full pronoun 
mien and the 1SG object marker m-. The markers are sometimes variable depending on 
phonological considerations such as surrounding tones and vowel harmony, but I provide the 
most frequent forms in my data (that I assume to be neutral) in Table 1 below: 
 

Table 1: Argument pronouns/markers. 
 
Person/# 

Full 
Pronoun 
(Subject) 

Subject 
Marker 

Full 
Pronoun 
(Object) 

Object 
Marker 

1SG ámì [+nasal]/a mìén [+nasal] 
2SG àfò à fìén u 
3SG Ényé á Ényé á 
1PL nyÌn í nyÌn í 
2PL ǹdòfò è ǹdòfò è 
3PL ámmó é ámmó é 

 
The tones and vowels will take slightly different forms throughout this paper, but this table at 
least serves as a helpful guide. 
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2.1 Word order 

For intransitives, Ibibio displays the order SV, shown in (2): 
      S                                 V 

(2)   a. (ámì)  m̀-m̀á       nỳÓng 
       1SG   1SG.SUBJ-PST  leave 
       ‘I left.’ 
      S                V 
     b. Ekpe  á-má       nỳÓng 
       Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-PST  leave 
       ‘Ekpe left.’ 
 
The subject may optionally be expressed overtly with a full pronoun or r-expression, but is 
obligatorily expressed before the verb in the form of a subject marker. 

Ibibio is an SVO language in the case of simple transitives. Like intransitives, the subject 
may be encoded by both a full pronoun and a subject marker or just the subject marker, followed 
by the verb and object, as shown in (3): 
 
            S                V       O 

(3)   a. (ámi) *(m̀)-má   kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG   1SG-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
                           S              V       O 
     b. m̀-má    kòp  ìkwÚ 
       1SG-PST  hear  song 
       ‘I heard a song.’ 
 
The subject pronoun (in this case ámi) never needs to be expressed according to my data, but the 
subject marker is always obligatory.  

The SVO order above is not without exception, however, as pronominal objects may also be 
realized as preverbal markers: 
 
    S                    O   V 

(4)   a. à-mé       m̀-m̀á 
       2SG.SUBJ-PRS? 1SG.OBJ-like 
       ‘You like/love me.’ 
 
     S       O   V 
     b. Ekpe  í-dìyÒngÓ 
       Ekpe  1PL.OBJ-know 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
In ((4)a), the subject marker occurs on the tense marker before the object marker and verb. In 
((4)b) the subject occurs sentence initially, followed by the object marker and verb.  
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In ditransitive constructions, if we only consider the overt nouns (ignoring subject/object 
markers), two possible orders surface:  S V IO DO ((5)a) and S V DO IO ((5)b): 
 
      S                       V                 IO            DO 

(5)   a. Ekpe  á-má   á-nò     ǹtÙGÓyÍn ǹdídíyá 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG-give  children   food 
       ‘Ekpe gave the children food.’ 
 
         S                         V            DO              IO 
     b. Ekpe  á-má   ò-dùt    ngwÉt  ké  òkpókóró 
       Ekpe  3SG-PST 3SG?-put  book   on  shelf 
       ‘Ekpe put the book on the shelf.’ 
 
In many cases, it is difficult to determine whether the object marker corresponds to the indirect 
object or the direct object.  With 1SG objects, it is less ambiguous: 
 

(6)     é-má      é-m-bùót          ákÁk 
       3PL.SUBJ-PST 3PL.SUBJ-1PL-OBJ-lend money 
       ‘They lent me money.’ 
 
Notice in this case that the indirect object marker m- ‘1SG’ surfaces between the subject marker 
and the verb. If the second marker represented the direct object, we would expect 3SG, which is 
not the case. We can therefore assume that the ordering between argument markers is subject 
marker, (indirect) object marker, then the verb. 

2.2 Case 

It is very difficult to determine the case system of Ibibio with certainty, but my preliminary 
hypothesis is that it is a nominative-accusative language (at least for the pronominal system). 
Furthermore, only a subsection of the full pronouns seem to serve as evidence.  

The form of the 1SG and 2SG full pronouns changes depending on whether it is a subject or an 
object: 
 

(7)   a. àfò     à-mé   m̀-m̀á      mien 
       2SG.SUBJ 2SG-PRS 1SG.OBJ-like 1SG.OBJ 
       ‘You like me.’ 
 
     b. ámì     m̀-m̀e      ú-má      fìén 
       1SG.SUBJ 1SG.OBJ-PRS 2SG.OBJ-like 2SG.OBJ 
       ‘I like you.’ 
 
Nominative-accusative case-systems differentiate between subjects and objects, which is clearly 
evident in (7) above, as the subject form of 2SG is àfò and the object form is fìén. The same 
distinction is found for 1SG as a subject ámì and object mien. 
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Another characteristic of nominative-accusative case systems is that they do not differentiate 
between subjects of transitives and subjects of intransitives, which is also true of Ibibio: 
 

(8)   a.  ámì      m̀-m̀á      sák 
       1SG.SUBJ 1SG.SUBJ-PST smile 
       ‘I smiled.’ 
 
     b.  ámì     m̀-m̀e      ú-má      fìén 
       1SG.SUBJ 1SG.OBJ-PRS 2SG.OBJ-like 2SG.OBJ 
       ‘I like you.’ 
 
The fact that subjects and objects are marked differently (7) and subjects of transitives and 
intransitives are the same (8) suggests that Ibibio is nominative-accusative for at least a subset of 
the pronominal inventory. 

However, there is no evidence for a nominative-accusative system in the subject/object 
markers, as they remain consistent regardless of theta role. The same is true of r-expressions. 
More data is necessary to be sure, but it appears that (like English), the case-marking system 
only appears in the case of pronouns. 

2.3 Cognate objects 

Unergative verbs require a subject and and frequently occur with a cognate object: 
 

(9)    àmǎ    sák    á-sák 
      2SG-PST laugh  NZR-laugh 
      ‘You laughed a laugh.’ 
 
The cognate object is usually a repetition of the verb with a vocalic/nasal nominalizer attached to 
the left. According to my consultant, the cognate object is almost always used in out of the blue 
contexts, although if answering a question (e.g. ‘What did you do?’), the cognate object can 
naturally be dropped. 

2.4 Optional/obligatory argument marking 

Ibibio exhibits vowel hiatus resolution, which appears to occur across morpheme boundaries, as 
was shown for compounds in my phonology report. This has an impact on grammatical relations, 
because full pronouns are required in cases where subject/object markers “cancel each other out” 
due to hiatus resolution. Consider the compound data below: 
 

(10) a. mbárá  ukut   ‘toenail’        Careful Speech  
     b. mbárúkut     ‘toenail’        Natural Speech 
 
Notice that in hiatus environments, the higher vowel [u] survives, while the lower vowel [a] is 
deleted when comparing the slow/careful speech to the natural production of the compound. The 
same process seems to occur between subject/object markers represented by vowels. 
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There are a couple separate accounts that could be used for this data. One way is to assume 
that the vowel hiatus rule is active and eliminates one of the markers, as shown in ((11)a-b):  
 

(11) a. Ekpe   á-í-dìyòngò          (nyÌn)      Underlying? 
       Ekpe   3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
     b. Ekpe   í-dìyòngò     (nyÌn)            Surface  
       Ekpe   1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
In (11), based on hiatus resolution rules, the underlying form in ((11)a) would yield the surface 
structure in ((11)b), because the lower of the two vowels [a] would delete, leaving only [i]. 
Therefore, the 1PL object marker remains, so the full pronoun is optional, because an overt 
subject is still present in the subject position. 

This optionality is more complicated than the case in (11) suggests. Vowel hiatus appears 
active, but unlike the case in compounds, vowel height does not seem to function as an adequate 
predictor for which marker remains. Another option is available for the case in (11), shown 
below: 
 

(12) a. Ekpe   á-dìyòngò          *(nyÌn)       
       Ekpe   3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
     b.*Ekpe  á-i-dìyòngò          (nyÌn)       
       Ekpe  3SG.SUBJ-1PL.OBJ-know  1PL 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 
The fact that -á may also surface suggests that hiatus resolution does not select between the 
subject and object markers based on vowel height, but rather it is obligatory that one of the two 
vocalic subject/object markers surface and the other is expressed by a full pronoun. I do not 
currently have evidence for obligatory overt subject pronouns, but I predict that there will be 
cases where this happens. 

2.5 Passivization 

Ibibio displays impersonal passives by using the 3PL marker -é without specifying the subject 
with an r-expression or a full pronoun: 
 

(13) a. m̀-m̀á       á-dìyá  Údésí 
       1SG.SUBJ-PST  OBJ-eat  rice 
       ‘I ate rice.’ 
 
     b. Ùdésì  é-mà       é-díyá 
       rice   3PL.SUBJ-PST  3PL-eat 
       ‘Rice was eaten/It was rice that was eaten.’ 
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Notice that there are two potential translations offered. I believe that the object is not actually 
promoted to subject in (13b), but rather represents A-bar movement (possibly topicalization). 

In another case, there were two possibilities offered as translations for the passive: 
 

(14) a.  á-ké-tÙm       Údésì   
        3SG.SUBJ-PST-cook rice  
        ‘She/he cooked rice.’ 
 
     b.  Údésì  ké  é-ké-tÙm   
        rice   KE  3PL.SUBJ-PST-cook 
        ‘Rice was cooked/It was rice that was cooked.’ 

 
     c.  é-ké-tÙm       Údésì   
        3PL.SUBJ-PST-cook rice 
        ‘Rice was cooked/It was rice that was cooked.’ 
 
In ((14)b), the particle ke surfaces, which looks to be a focus construction where rice moves to 
the left edge of the sentence. ((14)c) appears the same as a basic transitive with an unspecified 
3PL subject. Determining exactly what the passive looks like and its interpretation will require 
further investigation. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio belongs to the Lower Cross language group of the East Benue-Congo branch in the Niger-
Congo language phylum, and it is spoken in the southern part of Nigeria by 1.75-2 million 
speakers. The current paper aims to investigate some crucial grammatical relations in Ibibio and 
how thematic roles are encoded in the language. In the following sections, the basic word order 
in Ibibio, the thematic roles, and some inflectional morphology are explained, together with 
some evidence to illustrate any claim. 

2 Word order 

Based on the fact that the language consultant produced uniformly this word order, we can 
speculate that subject-verb-object (SVO) is the basic word order in Ibibio. Some examples of this 
word order are provided in (1)-(3). 
 

(1) (Ènyé)   á-dú         á-kán     Édèn   
       he/she   3SG.-to be  3SG.-old  man 
      ‘He is an old man.’ 
 

(2) Ekpe  á-mé    m̀-m̀á     mien 
 Ekpe  3sg.subj-prs? 1sg.obj-like  1sg.obj 
  ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
(3) údò   à-má       à-kpá-   ùdÁk  íkÒt 

       Udo   2SG.-PAST   2SG.-see   snake 
      ‘Udo saw a snake.’ 
 
However, other word order have also been attested, as we have examples of SOV word order, 
exemplified in (4). As it will be discussed later in this paper, this word order emerges when the 
object pronoun is dropped, and only the personal marker is used in the sentence, prefixed to the 
verb to refer to the object. In any case, more evidence would be needed in order to better 
understand the word order in Ibibio. 
 

(4) à-má     à-m-fÒp                      SOV 
        2SG.-PAST   2SG.SUB.-1SG.OBJ.-burn 
      ‘You burned me.’ 
 
As seen in 5, not all pronouns need to be present in Ibibio, which modifies the basic word order 
of the language. The subject pronoun in Ibibio may not be present, in which case the information 
about the person doing the action is transmitted by means of a person marker, which is attached 
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as a prefix to the verb. This is exemplified in (6), but not when the subject is a proper name, in 
which case both the subject and the personal marker need to be present, as in (5).  
 

(5) Ekpe    á-má    á-ḿ-mia          (mìén) 
      Ekpe    3SG.-PAST   3SG.SUB-1SG.OBJ-hit  1SG.OBJ 
      ‘Ekpe hit me.’ 
 

(6) (àfù)   à-má    à-m-fÒp     
       2SG.SUB   2SG.-PAST  2SG.SUB-1SG.OBJ-burn 
      ‘You burned me.’ 
 
Table 1 presents the subject pronouns and person markers in Ibibio. 
 

Table 1. Subject pronouns and person markers in Ibibio. 
Subject 

Pronoun 
Personal 
marker 

Gloss 

Àmì Nasal1 1st person singular 
àfù 
òfù 

à 2nd person singular 

Ènyé 
ànyé 

á 3rd person singular2 

ǹnyÀn 
ǹnyèn 

í 1st person plural 

Ǹdùfù 
m̀bùfù 

è 2nd person plural 

ÒmmÔ é 3rd person plural 
 
 
 

As seen before, not all pronouns need to be present in Ibibio. The object pronoun in Ibibio may 
not be present, in which case the information about the person doing the action is transmitted by 
means of a personal marker, which is attached as a prefix to the verb, right after the subject 
personal marker. This is exemplified in (7). However, it cannot be omitted in cases in which the 
subject and the object are the same, as the sentences could be ambiguous, as in (8).  
 

(7) à-má    à-m-fÒp         (mìén)    
        2SG.-PAST  2SG.SUB-1SG.OBJ-burn 1SG.OBJ 
      ‘You burned me.’ 
 

(8) (Ènyé)  á-sÓng     ǹté        Ènyé 
        3SG.SUB   3SG.-to.be same.as  3SG.OBJ 
         ‘He/She is as old as he/she is.’ 
 
 
 

                                                             
1 Two options were discussed regarding the personal marker representing the first person singular: 

a. The personal marker has two allomorphs  
/ḿ/ and /á/ 

b. There is compensatory lengthening. The language only has one morpheme, /ḿ/, but in certains contexts, the 
nasal is dropped and the previous vowel /a/ is lenghtened and adopts the high tone. 

2 No evidence has been attested of whether this pronoun could also be used to translate “it”. 
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Table 2 presents the object pronouns in Ibibio. 
 

Table 2. Object pronouns in Ibibio. 
Object 

Pronoun 
Personal 
marker3 

Gloss 

Mìén High tone 1st person singular 
Fìén à 2nd person singular 
Ènyé 
Ànyé 

á 3rd person singular 

n̂nyén 
ǹnyèn 

í 1st person plural 

ǹdùfù 
m̀bùfù 

è 2nd person plural 

ÒmmÔ é 3rd person plural 
 
The case of object dropping is even more complex, because depending on whether the object 
marker is present or not, we can or cannot drop the pronoun in the sentence, as evidenced in (9) 
and (10). Due to vowel dropping, sometimes the object marker could be dropped (to avoid 
having two adjacent vowels). If we decide to drop the vowel corresponding to the object marker, 
then the tone spreads to the adjacent subject marker, and the pronoun cannot be dropped, as in 
(9); if, on the other hand, we drop the vowel corresponding to the subject marker, then the 
sentence would be grammatical without the object pronoun, as in (10). 
 

(9) Ekpe    à-má      á-diyòngò            (*nyén)    
        Ekpe    3SG.SUB-PAST   3SG.SUBJ+1PL.OBJ-know   1PL.OBJ 
       ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
 

(10) Ekpe    à-má         í-diyòngò       (nyén)    
           Ekpe    3SG.SUB-PAST  1PL.OBJ-know    1PL.OBJ 
          ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

3 Word order at other levels 

With the available data, it is difficult to conclude on the flexibility of the word order in this 
language. As we can see in (11a-b), word order in English is adjective+noun, the same word 
order that Ibibio follows, exemplified in (12a-b). 
 

(11) a. old man 
  b. *man old 
 

(12) a. á-kán     Édèn   
                   3SG-old   man 
                   ‘old man’ 
 

                                                             
3 I would need more evidence in order to support all of these personal markers. 
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  b. *Édèn     á-kán         
                      man     3SG-old         
                     ‘man old’ 
 
In Ibibio, the word order for ditransitive verbs is S-V-IO-DO. (13) shows the two options that are 
possible in English, while (14) represents the only option in Ibibio, and (15) shows how the other 
structure is ungrammatical given the intended meaning. 
 

(13) a.       I gave Ekpe a book.                                       IO-DO 
  b.       I gave a book to Ekpe.                                     DO-IO 
 

(14) ng-ké     á-nò       Ekpe  ngwét              IO-DO   
             1SG.SUB-PAST 1SG.SUB-give  Ekpe    book  
             ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 
 

(15) *ng-ké      á-nò       ngwét Ekpe             DO-IO 
               1SG.SUB-PAST  1SG.SUB-give  book  Ekpe  
               ‘I gave Ekpe’s book (to someone).’ 
    (Intended meaning: ‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’) 
 
Ibibio does not have a definite determiner. However, it allows the use of the equivalent of ”that” 
to refer to a known object. This determiner follows the nouns, instead of preceding it, as in (16). 
 

(16) ngwét     (ádò)        
             book.NOM   Det.NOM 
             ‘that book’ or ’the book’ 
 
Even though more data are needed to better understand the pattern of intransitive verbs, an 
interesting pattern emerged in the data already elicited. The intransitive verbs elicited in Ibibio 
do require an object such that, for example, ”I slept” would be translated into Ibibio as ”I slept a 
sleep”. (17) provides a detailed example of this pattern. In some cases, as with the verb sleep, the 
following noun complement (”a sleep”) could be omitted in the sentence. However, it is still to 
be determined whether all intransitive verbs pattern in the same way, or whether this is 
something specific of certain verbs. 
 

(17) (Ènyé)  á-má      á-wók       Éwók 
             3SG.SUB  3SG.SUB-PAST  3SG.SUB-fall fall.NOM 
             ‘She fell.’ 

4 Morphology 

In this preliminary study of the morphology of Ibibio, we have observed that there is number 
agreement instantiated in verbs. In the case of plural verbs, plurality is instantiated by vowel 
lengthening, and they can have two interpretations: 

a) That a subject does the action of the verb to many objects. 
b) That many subjects do the action of the verb to an object. 
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The cases in (18) and (19) provide an example of this pattern. 
 

(18) kámá  →  ‘to hold’ (singular) 
             káámá →  ‘to hold’ (plural) 
 

(19) kàmá  →  ‘to stir’ (singular) 
             kààmá →  ‘to stir’ (plural) 
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1 Word Order 

Ibibio presents with SVO word order, as seen in (1): 
 

(1) mádù á-mâ á-kÀt ètédù 
woman 3SG-PST see man  
‘The woman saw the man.’ 

 
Where subjects are typically at the beginning of a sentence, followed by the verb, and then 
followed by the object. This order holds even when pronouns are used, as in (2) and (3): 
 
(2) ékpé  á-mà  ú-míà  fíèn 

Ekpe  3SG-PST  2SG-hit  2SG 
‘Ekpe hit you.’ 
 

(3) àfÒ à-mà á-míà ékpé 
you 2SG-PST 2SG-hit Ekpe 
‘You hit Ekpe.’ 

 
(2) and (3) also present with different pronouns for the second person singular (‘you’), 
depending perhaps on their relation to the verb as object or subject. It is also worth noting that 
these pronouns are almost always optional, as there are affixes (discussed in more detail below) 
that usually carry the necessary information, allowing the pronouns to be dropped. 

In ditransitive verbs, the direct and indirect objects are coded according to word order, as (4)-
(6) illustrate. 

 
(4) ng-ké á-nò ékpé ngwèt 

1SG-PST 3SG-give Ekpe book 
‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’ 
 

(5) *ng-ké á-nò ngwèt ékpé 
1SG-PST 3SG-give book Ekpe 
 

(6) *ng-ké á-nò ngwèt ké ékpé 
1SG-PST 3SG-give book PREP Ekpe 

 
Example (5), while not being entirely ungrammatical (it can mean something like ‘I have Ekpe’s 
book’), cannot mean the same thing as (4), and adding the seemingly all-purpose preposition ké 
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yields an entirely ungrammatical sentence. This differs from English, where a distransitive may 
be used as in (7) and (8): 
 
(7) I gave Ekpe a book. 

 
(8) I gave a book to Ekpe. 

 
While in English the distransitive verb give can code its direct and indirect objects either as in (7) 
or in (8) (using a prepositional phrase for the recipient in the latter case), Ibibio codes the 
difference between the direct and indirect objects purely by word order, and does not appear to 
support switching the two under any circumstances. 

2 Person markers 

Ibibio has several ways of encoding person markers, utilizing pronouns as well as affixes to 
indicate subject and object relationships. 

2.1 Pronouns 

There are subject pronouns in Ibibio for first, second, and third persons in both singular in plural, 
as seen in the following paradigm: 
 
(9) (àmì) ḿ-mà á-dép ìkÀm 

(1SG) 1SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘I bought a gourd.’ 
 

(10) (àfÒ) à-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(2SG) 2SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘you (sing.) bought a gourd.’ 
 

(11) (ènyé) á-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(3SG) 3SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘he/she bought a gourd.’ 
 

(12) (nyÌn) ì-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(1PL) 1PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘we bought a gourd.’ 
 

(13) (ǹdòfò) è-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(2PL) 2PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘you (pl.) bought a gourd.’ 
 

(14) (Òmmô) é-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(3PL) 3PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘they bought a gourd.’ 
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As also seen above, these pronouns are often optional, as the requisite information is also 
encoded directly on the verb (this is discussed in detail in the next section). There are, however, 
some exceptions: 
 
(15) ènyé Ó-dú ÓwúdÌn 

3SG 3SG-be man 
‘He is a man.’ 
 

(16) (ànyé) á-dù áwúdÌn 
(3SG) 3SG-be man 
‘He is a man.’ 

 
(15) and (16) demonstrate vowel alternation available between a and O, but in (15) this 
alternation causes a confusion between á-dù/Ó-dú, the inflected verb, and the definite determiner 
Ó-dù (also seen above in (1)). To avoid this confusion, Ibibio requires that a sentence like (15) 
use the overt personal pronoun. 

There are also some apparent object pronouns, which are frequently optional, but may to be 
obligatory in ditransitive constructions: 
 
(17) (àmì) ḿ-mâ ú-míà (fíèn) 

(1SG) 1SG-PST 2SG-hit (2SG) 
‘I hit you.’ 
 

(18) (àfÒ) à-mà à-m-míà (míèn) 
(2SG) 2SG-PST 2SG-1SG-hit (1SG) 
‘You hit me.’ 
 

(19) Ekpe á-mà á-nò ènyé ngwèt 
Ekpe 3SG-PST 3SG-give 3SG book 
‘Ekpe gave him/her a book.’ 
 

The mysterious workings of verbal person marking seem to make (17) and (18) unambiguous 
even without the object pronouns fíèn and míèn, it isn’t sufficient in the case of (19), where ènyé 
is the pronoun for the indirect object for the third person singular, which is evidently not 
sufficiently coded on the verb itself to allow the pronoun to be dropped in this situation, 
particularly as there is a confusion between whether the third-person parking on the verb would 
refer to the book or the indirect object. 

2.2 Affixes 

As already seen above, Ibibio uses a set of inflection prefixes on the tense head to mark person, 
like in (9)-(14) above, repeated here: 
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(9) (àmì) ḿ-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(1SG) 1SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘I bought a gourd.’ 
 

(10) (àfÒ) à-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(2SG) 2SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘You (sing.) bought a gourd.’ 
 

(11) (ènyé) á-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(3SG) 3SG-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘He/She bought a gourd.’ 
 

(12) (nyÌn) ì-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(1PL) 1PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘We bought a gourd.’ 
 

(13) (ǹdòfò) è-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(2PL) 2PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘You (pl.) bought a gourd.’ 
 

(14) (Òmmô) é-mà á-dép ìkÀm 
(3PL) 3PL-PST 3SG-buy gourd 
‘They bought a gourd.’ 

 
The segment as well as the tone mark the person on the tense marker mà. First person singular 
takes the form of a nasal with a high tone, the vowel [a] is used for both the second and third 
person singular forms, with only the tone differentiating between them: second person singular 
takes a low tone, while third person singular takes a high tone. A similar differentiation is present 
in the plural versions: both second and third person plural may be encoded with the vowel [e], 
but second person again takes a low tone, while third person take a high tone. 

These particular examples don’t clearly show inflection on the verb itself (dép), but certain 
varieties will pronounce (9) differently, as follows, with a nasal prefix on the verb, rather than a 
vowel: 
 
(20) (àmì) ḿ-mà ń-dép ìkÀm 

(1SG) 1SG-PST 1SG-buy gourd 
‘I bought a gourd.’ 

 
Which suggests that there is some interesting phonology occurring, which can delete or 
otherwise alter the verb prefix, but the precise workings of this are, unfortunately, unclear to me 
for now. Further confusing this are sentences like the following: 
 
(21) éwá á-mà á-n-dÒm 

dog 3SG-PST 3SG-1SG-bite 
‘A dog bit me.’ 
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Where it appears that the tense marker takes agreement with the subject (the vowel), but the verb 
itself appears to agree with both the subject and the object. dÒm (‘bite’) seems to be the root 
form of the verb, with á- as the third person singular subject prefix, and n- as a first person 
singular object prefix. Why this is not evident with more verbs and persons escapes me, but it 
may have something to do with hiatus resolution, as most of these person markers are vowels. 

3 Negation 

Negation, at least in the past tense, appears to be bipartite, as seen in (22) compared with (23): 
 
(22) ḿ-mà á-wèt 

1SG-PST 3SG-write 
‘I wrote it.’ 
 

(23) ńg-kí wèt-é 
1SG-PST.NEG write-NEG 
‘I didn’t write it.’ 

 
The first part involves a change in the past tense marker from mà to kí (for the first person 
singular), and then there is an addition of a vowel at the end of the verb. This suffix varies 
depending on the verb, as can be seen comparing (22) and (23) above with (24) and (25): 
 
(24) à-mǎ fÓp 

2SG-PST burn 
‘You burned it.’ 
 

(25) ú-kú fÓp-ó 
2SG-PST.NEG burn-NEG 
‘You didn’t burn it.’ 

 
The material added to the end of the verb may be subject to some vowel harmony constraints, but 
some examples from stative verbs suggest that it may be even more complex than that, as in 
(26)-(31): 
 
(26) ènyé á-dó áwúngwàn 

3SG 3SG-be woman 
‘She is a woman.’ 
 

(27) ènyé í-dó-Gó áwúngwàn 
3SG 3SG.NEG-be-NEG woman 
‘He is not a woman.’ 
 

(28) ÒmmÔ é-dó ìbàn 
3PL 3PL-be women 
‘They are women.’ 
(or) 
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(29) ÒmmÔ é-dòngngó ìbàn 
3PL 3PL-be.PL women 
‘They are women.’ 
 

(30) ÒmmÔ í-dó-Gó íbàn 
3PL 3PL.NEG-be-NEG women 
‘They are not women.’ 
(or) 
 

(31) ÒmmÔ í-dóngngó-ké ìbàn 
3PL 3PL.NEG-be.PL-NEG women 
‘They are not women.’ 

 
A brief aside: Ibibio seems to encode some notion of plurality into vowel or nasal length on the 
verb, as seen in examples (29) and (31) above, which are taken to mean the same thing as their 
counterparts (28) and (30) respectively. This isn’t the case for all verbs, as (32) and (33) show: 
 
(32) ÒmmÔ é-mà é-dÁppé ètòGòyÌn 

3PL 3PL-PST 3PL-lift child 
‘They lifted a child.’ 
 

(33) ÒmmÔ é-mà é-dììmé ètòGòyÌn 
3PL 3PL-PST 3PL-lift.PL children 
‘They lifted children.’ (distributive) 

 
Vowel lengthening on the verb seems to indicate a certain plurality of the event, so that there are 
multiple child-liftings referred to in (33), where (32) is ambiguous between whether they all 
worked together to lift the child once, or each lifted the child. 

In the plural versions of the verb in (28)-(31), a velar nasal is present that does not seem to be 
in the singular version (e.g., (28) versus (29)). This may be related to the velar fricative that 
appears in the negative form (e.g., (28) versus (30)), but more data on these plural verb 
constructions is required in order to determine what pattern there may be for the formation of 
their negatives. 
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1 Introduction 

Ibibio is one of the languages of western Africa and spoken in the southern part of Nigeria. The 
report will focus on the grammatical relations of Ibibio like word order, agreements, plurality 
and verb types etc.  

2 SVO language 

The language has a SVO word order in declarative sentences  as shown in (1) (Essien, 1991).   
 

(1) Akon  á-mà    á-wèt         ǹg1wèt                                                 
      Akon  3SG-PST 3SG-write  book. 
      ‘Akon wrote a book.’ 

3 Subject and object agreement 

As shown in the following table, the personal pronouns (or proper nouns) in the subject position 
have person agreement on T˚ and V˚, but those in the object position have agreement only on V˚. 
Generally speaking, there is either agreement between object and verb (i.e., AgrOBJ-V) or 
between subject and verb (i.e., AgrSUB-V), but not both.  

Given the agreements between person and T˚ / V˚ as personal markers, the pronouns in the 
subject and object position are often deleted (Essien, 1991).  
 

Person Pronoun Person marker 
1st singular (sg) àmì Nasal with high tone 

(e.g. ḿ̩, ń̩) 
2nd sg àfò à 
3rd sg ènyè á 

1st plural (pl) nyìn ì 
2nd pl n̩dùfò/m̩bùfò è 
3rd pl òmmÒ 

 
é 

                                                
1 In this paper, I use a practical orthography (not IPA symbols) in the transcriptions. For instance /ng/ is [ŋ];/y/  
[j];/G/ is [ɣ]; /I/ is [ɪ], and /O/ is [ɔ].  
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3.1 Pronouns at the subject position  

The sentences using different pronouns at the subject position in (2) show the person and number 
agreements between the subjects and verbs. As mentioned earlier, since the pronoun markers are 
present, the pronouns at the subject positions2 could be omitted in the sentence.  
 

(2) a.  (àmì) ḿ̩mà áwèt  ǹgwèt     ‘I wrote a book.’          
 b.  (àfò) àmà áwèt  ǹgwèt     ‘You (singular) wrote a book.’    
 c.  (ènyè) ámǎ wèt  ǹgwèt     ‘He wrote a book.’    
 d.  (ènyè) ámǎ wèt  ǹgwèt     ‘She wrote a book.’ 
 e.  (nyìn) ìmà íwèt  ǹgwèt     ‘We wrote a book.’    
 f.  (n̩dùfò) èmà éwèt  ǹgwèt    ‘You (plural) wrote a book.’  
 g.  (òmmÒ)émà éwèt  ǹgwèt   ‘They wrote a book.’  

     
The analysis summarized in the table above is preliminary in nature, so we will discuss some 

details of which we are not sure yet in the following. 

3.1.1 The first singular pronoun marker 

It is not clear yet how many markers 1st sg pronoun has. Two variants are found. The first one is 
a nasal with a high tone such as  ḿ̩, ń̩, ŋ̩́, ɲ̩́ depending on the phonetic contexts. For instance, the 
marker is ḿ̩ before /m/ and /f/, it is ń̩ before alveolar consonants, it is ŋ̩́ before velar consonants, 
and it is ɲ̩́ before palatal consonants. The second variant is á, which is often on verbs.  

There are two possibilities to account for the two variants of 1st sg marker. The first 
possibility is that the two variants are two allomorphs of 1st sg markers. The second possibility is 
that á is just a fake marker after dropping the real marker (i.e., a nasal with a high tone) but 
keeping a high tone. Since the position is empty after dropping the nasal, the preceding vowel 
(i.e., /a/) is lengthened. At this stage, we are not sure yet which possibility works. 

3.2 Pronouns at the object position  

The sentences using different pronouns at the object position in (3) show the person and number 
agreements between the objects and verbs. As mentioned earlier, since the pronoun markers are 
present, the pronouns at the object position could be omitted in the sentences.  
 

(3) a.  ḿ̩mà ákÌt údÀGíkòt       ‘I saw a snake.’ 
 b.  ḿ̩mà ákÌt (fiÙm)      ‘I saw you (singular).’ 
 c.  ḿ̩mà ákÌt àɲè/ èɲè       ‘I saw him.’ 
 d.  ḿ̩mà ákÌt àɲè                ‘I saw her.’ 
 e.  ḿ̩mà íkÌt (n̩dùfò)      ‘I saw you (plural).’ 
 f.  ḿ̩mà ákÌt òmmÒ            ‘I saw you them.’ 
        ḿ̩mà ńkÌt òmmÒ            ‘I saw you them.’ 

 
It is hard to figure out the markers of pronouns at the object position. Since both subject and 

object have person markers on the verbs, it is uncertain the markers on the verbs are from the 

                                                
2 The words in bracket means that they are optional.  
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subject or object in many cases.  For instance, in (3b), the marker on verb (i.e., á) could be a 
marker of the subject (i.e., 1st sg) or that of the object (i.e., 2nd sg). 

Moreover, phonological processes like vowel hiatus and vowel harmony make the person 
markers on verbs more confusing. For instance, in (3e), it appears that í marks the object (i.e., 
2nd pl). The subject marker should be á or nasals with a high tone.  Due to vowel hiatus rule, the 
subject marker (e.g., á) is deleted, and only the object marker (i.e., í) remains.  

It is interesting that the 3rd sg/pl pronouns at the object position are often obligatory. 
Presumably, they don't have person markers on verbs. For example, in (3f), the marker on the 
verb is either á or ń̩, which should be a marker of the subject rather than object. Moreover, the 
pronouns at the object position cannot be omitted, which is strong evidence that the 3rd sg/pl 
pronouns at the object position don't have markers on verbs.  

4 Plural versus singular objects          

The sentences in (4) show how Ibibio marks plural and singular forms of the objects. Basically, 
the verb changes depending on whether the object is singular or plural. The vowels are 
lengthened for the verbs with plural objects.    
  

(4) a.  ḿ̩mà áwèt  ǹgwèt.      ‘I wrote a book.’        
 b.  ḿ̩̩mà áwèèt  ǹgwèt.     ‘I wrote  books.’   
 c.  ḿ̩mà ákÀt údÀGíkòt       ‘I saw a snake.’ 
 d.  ḿ̩mà ákììt údÀGíkòt        ‘I saw snakes.’ 

 
Moreover, the verb also changes for plural events, as shown in (5). With the singular form of 

the verb, the collective reading obtains. (5a) means that ‘I lifted all of the children in one lifting 
event’. In contrast, with the plural form of the verb, the distributed reading obtains. (5b) means 
that ‘I lifted each child individually’.  
 

(5) a.  ḿ̩mà ádÁppé òmmÒ        ‘I lifted them (children).’ 
 b.  ḿ̩mà ádììppé òmmÒ         ‘I lifted them (children).’ 

5 Verb Types  

5.1 Unergative verbs 

Unlike in English, unergatives such as kwÒ ‘sing’ is a transitive verb in Ibibio, as illustrated in  
(6). 
 

(6) ḿ̩mà ákwÒ íkwÓ       ‘I sung (a song).’ 

5.2 Unaccusative verbs 

Like in English, unaccusatives such as ìdìwa ‘arrive’ is a intransitive verb in Ibibio, as shown in 
(7). According to the native speaker, ìdìwa ‘arrive’ is formed by serial verb constructions in 
Ibibio. 
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(7) a.  (nyìn ìmà ìdìwa         ‘We arrived.’                    

b.  (òmmÒ)émà ìdìwa    ‘They arrived. 

5.3 Ditransitive verbs  

In (8a), there are three variations for the subject marker on the verb. It appears that the marker 
position may be empty, á and ń may be just lengthened from the preceding vowel and the 
following consonant respectively in (8a) and (8b). That's also why the pronoun at the subject 
position could be omitted and the sentence is grammatical without a subject marker on the verb 
in (8c).  
 

(8) a.  ḿ̩mà ánÒ   àɲè ǹgwèt         ‘I gave him/her a book.’ 
 b.  ḿ̩mà ńnÒ   àɲè ǹgwèt     ‘I gave him/her a book.’  
  c.  ḿ̩mà nÒ    àɲè ǹgwèt     ‘I gave him/her a book.’ 

 
It is interesting that Ibibio has two ways to construct the ditranstive construction in (8).  In 

English, the ditransitive construction is made by switching the order of words like in ‘I gave him 
a book’ and ‘I gave a book to him’.  

But it seems that Ibibio has different ways to construct ditransitive sentences. There are two 
possibilities to account for our data in (9). The first possibility is that ké is a tense marker. Then, 
in Ibibio, different tense markers, má and ké, are used respectively in (9a) and (9b). Another 
possibility is that ké is a preposition. Then Ibibio puts a preposition before a verb to construct the 
second ditransitive construction in (9b).  
 

(9) a.  ḿ̩mà ánÒ  ekpe ǹgwèt    ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 
 b.  ng ké nò ekpe  ǹgwèt          ‘I gave Ekpe a book/ I gave a book to Ekpe.’ 
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1 Word order 

Ibibio exhibits a subject-verb-object (SVO) word order, as well as being a pro-drop language, as 
there are agreement prefixes attached to the verb. This type of word order is shown in examples 
such as: 
 

(1) (ènyé)   á-dò    òwùdÌn 
 He/She  3sg.BE  man 

 ‘He is a man.’ 
 
(2) (àmì)  m-me     nie   ngwEt 
 I         1sg.PR have book 
 ‘I have a book.’ 
 
(3) ìkÙm  á-mà   á.-bòmò 

Gourd 3sg.PR  3sg.break 
 ‘The gourd was broken.’ 

1.1 Aspects of Pro-drop 

Overt subject pronouns are capable of being omitted from pronunciation due to subject-verb 
agreement markers on the verb, to be discussed in section 3. The examples in (1) and (2) 
demonstrate that the pronouns are optional in either sentence. The same goes for object 
pronouns, such as in the following: 
 

(4) Ékpè  á-mà       á-ḿ-miya  (miEn) 
 Ekpe   3sg.PT  3sg.1sg.hit me.ACC 
 ‘Ekpe hit me.’ 

 
(5) Ékpè  á-mà     ú-miya   (fiEn) 
 Ekpe   3sg.PT  2sg.hit  you.ACC 
 ‘Ekpe hit you.’ 

 
(6) *Ékpè  á-mà   á-ú-miya   (fiEn) 
   Ekpe    3sg.PT  3sg.2sg.hit you.ACC 
   ‘Ekpe hit you.’ 

 
(7) (àmì)  ḿ-mà ú-miya  (fiEn) 
 I     1sg.PT 2sg.hit  you.ACC 
 ‘I hit you.’ 
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(8) *ḿ-mà     miya fiEn  
   1sg.PT  hit     you.ACC 
   (Intended: ‘I hit you.’) 

 
 The data from (5) and (6) suggest that the subject person marker is dropped due to vowel 
hiatus resolution. Dropping the person marker in this scenario is acceptable, as there is still a 
subject person marker attached to the tense marker. The native speaker noted that if a form such 
as (6) were used, the listener would perceive the speaker as a non-native Ibibio speaker. (8), on 
the other hand, shows that the object person marker is obligatory, despite the presence of an 
overt object pronoun.  

1.2 Head final DP 

While Ibibio patterns similarly to English in terms of overall word order (SVO), a noticeable 
difference arises in that Determiner Phrases (DP) are head final. The language does not appear to 
have an overt equivalent to definite articles such as “the” and “a”. DPs are traditionally head-
initial, while nominals are head final (like English). In Ibibio, other determiners such as “this”, 
“those”, and possessors are represented following the noun phrase (NP), suggesting that DPs are 
head final. Data such as those presented below demonstrate this type of word order: 
 

(9) éwùá   ámì 
 dog     this 
 ‘this dog’ 

 
(10) mè       éwùá   oku 
       plural    dog     those(in the distance that can be seen) 
  ‘those dogs’ (careful speech) 

 
(11) éwùá   adu/odu 
    dog     that(can’t be seen, but is known in the context) 
  ‘that dog’ 

 
(12) ngwÈt   Ékpè 
         book     Ekpe 
  ‘Ekpe’s book.’ 

1.3 Questions 

The position of a question word can occur in two places. These positions in the sentence have a 
slight change in how the sentence is perceived. A few examples of question making in Ibibio are 
shown below: 
 

(13) ùdó   á-ké-kIt       ǹsǒ  
   Udo 3sg.PT.see  what 
  ‘What did Udo see?’ 
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(14)   ké       ùdó    à-ké-kIt 
  what   comp.  Udo   3sg.PT.see 
  ‘What did Udo see?’ 

 
In (13), emphasis lies on who it is that saw something. Moving the question marker to the 
beginning of the sentence changes the emphasis to what it was the Udo saw. A similar scenario 
with “when” occurs in the following: 
 

(15) ìdáGá  ke         ké       ùdó   á-ké-kIt       ùdÓGíkÒt 
    time    which   comp. Udo   3sg.PT.see snake 
  ‘When did Udo see a snake?’ 

 
(16) ùdó  á-ké-kIt       ùdÓGíkÒt   ìdáGá  kè 
  Udo 3sg.PT.see snake         time     which 
  ‘When did Udo see a snake?’ 

 
Similar to the former data set, (15) emphasizes the time at which Udo saw a snake, while (16) 
emphasizes who it was that saw a snake. 

2 Tense 

2.1 Present tense 

The present tense is indicated in Ibibio two ways: by an overt marker [mé], and a null tense 
marker. These are evident in the following data: 
 

(17) ómmó   édò        ng-kán    ìdèèn 
       They    3pl.BE  pl.old   men 
  ‘They are old men.’ 

 
(18) (ènyè)      átíè      ǹtè     àkpép nǵwÈt 
        He/She    3sg.sit  like   teacher 
  ‘He looks like a teacher.’ 

 
(19) ḿ-mé    mà     idEm   m̀mì 
       1sg.PR  love  body    me 
  ‘I love myself.’ 

 
(20) à-mé      níé     ngwÈt 
       2sg.PR   have  book 
  ‘You have a book.’ 

 
At this time it is unclear when an overt marker is used versus a null marker. The overt marker 
can also be realized as [mí] due to vowel harmony: 
 

(21) ì.mí      níé     ngwÈt 
        3pl.PR  have book 
  ‘We have a book.’ 
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2.2 Past tense 

One of the past tense markers in Ibibio is [mà]. The vowel in [mà] may be lengthened and is 
subject to adapting a contour tone. Cases that exhibit both of these forms are presented below: 
 

(22) àfÍdewua   àmì      é-mà      é-ń-dòm 
         All.dog     these    3pl.PT  3pl.1sg.bite 
  ‘All of these dogs bit me.’ 

 
(23) (àmì)  ḿ-mà    á-bèèdé      úsóng 
         I       1sg.PT  3sg.open    door 
  ‘I opened the door.’ (careful speech) 

 
(24) (àmì) ḿ-ḿǎ: bèèd úsóng  
  ‘I opened the door.’ (fast speech) 

 
In careful speech, the tense marker and following subject person marker are clearly distinctive in 
their pronunciation. In natural speech, however, it seems that the vowel is lengthened and adopts 
a low-rising contour tone. Unlike the present tense, [mà] does not change to [mì] when following 
[i]: 
 

(25) í-mà      í-dÈB      ìkÙm   
        3pl.PT  3pl.buy    gourd 
  ‘We bought a gourd.’ 

 
(26) í-mà   í-béén         ngwÈt 
       3pl.PT  3pl.lift(pl)  book 
  ‘We lifted books.’ 

 
(27) í-mà     í-fOp        ngwÈt  

 3pl.PT  3pl.burn  book 
  ‘We burned a book.’ 

 
Another past tense marker is [ké]. [ké] can also be realized as [ḱ] when preceded by [i]. So far 
the instances in which [ké] is used instead of [mà] are in questions, past progressive, and 
possibly in negation and passive sentences. The following data represent instances of [ké]: 
 

(28) ǹsǒ      ke        máádò          á-ké       wÈt  
        What   comp.  woman.that   3sg.PT  write 
  ‘What did the woman write?’ 

 
(29) ànìé    í-kié-kIt         ùdÓGíkÒt 
        Who   3gen.PT.see  snake 
  ‘Who saw a snake?’ 

 
(30) (àmì)   nǵ-ké    díyà  ńdídíyá 
         I       1sg.PT   eat     food 
  ‘I was eating food.’ 
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(31) (àmì)  ḿmǎ      díyá   ńdídíyá 
         I        1sg.PT   eat      food 
  ‘I ate food.’ 

 
(32) á-ké-nam̀    ǹtè    dò   akpep ngwEt  
        3sg.PT.do   like   BE teacher 
  ‘He pretended to be a teacher.’ 

 
(33) íké        í-fÓp-Ó          ngwÈt  
        3pl.PT  3pl.burn.neg    book 
  ‘We didn’t burn a book.’ (careful speech) 

 
(34) íkí fÓp-Ó ngwÈt 
  ‘We didn’t burn a book.’ (fast speech) 

 
 The presence if [kí] in (29) is due to vowel harmony, while [kí] in (34) is a result of vowel 
hiatus. In (29), because [ke] is surrounded by both [i] and [I], the vowel raises, resulting in [kí]. 
The process that seems to be occurring in (33) and (34) is similar to what was seen in (23) and 
(24); the presence of two vowels in conjunction results in the deletion of a vowel and subsequent 
resyllabification-in this case, [e] is deleted.  

2.3 Future tense 

The future tense is represented by the tense marker [jà]. This marker is also capable of being 
lengthened if the following person marker is [a]. These data are represented below: 

 
(35) ńy-yà  dìyà   (ńdídíyá) 
    1 sg.FUT    eat       food 
  ‘I will eat.’ 

 
(36) ńy-yǎ       dEB   ìkÙm  
    1sg.FUT  buy    gourd 
  ‘I will buy a gourd.’ 

 
Here are examples in which a change in the subject person marker is different from (30), nǵké, 
and (31), ḿmǎ. Nasal place assimilation of the 1st person subject marker occurs depending on the 
morpheme it attaches to.  

3 Agreement 

3.1 Person Markers 

Subject person markers are prefixes that attach to the tense marker; in the absence of a tense 
marker, such as the present tense, the person marker is attached to the verb. The following table 
depicts the person markers used in Ibibio: 
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Table 1. Ibibio person markers 
1sg ḿ/á 1pl í 
2sg à 2pl è 
3sg á/í 3pl é 

 
While it was shown that overt pronouns are optional, person markers are obligatory. If, due to 
vowel hiatus, a person marker is dropped, the object pronoun then becomes obligatory. This 
scenario is seen in double object configurations: 

 
(37) ḿmà     nò     *(OmmO)  ngwÈt 
   1sg.PT  give     them       book 
  ‘I gave them a book.’ 
 
(38) nǵkénò          Ékpè    ngwÈt    (ádò) 
    1sg.PT.give    Ekpe    book      that 
  ‘I gave a book to Ekpe.’ 
 
(39) nǵkènò       ngwÈt  (ke)  Ékpè   
   1sg.PT.give     book             Ekpe  
  ‘I gave Ekpe’s book.’ (Intended: ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’) 
 
(40) (ènyé)    ámà        á-ń-nò          (mien) ngwÈt  
   (S)he    3sg.PT  3sg.1sg.give    me      book 
  ‘(S)he gave me a book.’ 

 
The object marker is obligatory in order for the pronoun to be optional. (37) demonstrates that 
without the object marker on the verb, the pronoun “them” must be pronounced in order for the 
sentence to be grammatical. (40) further shows this- the 1st person object marker attached to the 
verb allows the pronoun [mien] to be optional in the sentence as the verb already encodes that 
the recipient is the 1st person singular. The data above also demonstrates the way in which 
double object configurations are presented in Ibibio. The grammatical reading in (38) shows that 
the indirect object is pronounced first, followed by the direct object. However, when trying to 
construct a sentence in which the direct and indirect objects are flipped, an ungrammatical result 
ensues (although this may be due to the sentence being presented by a non-native Ibibio 
speaker). The finding in the end demonstrates that double object configurations are different than 
that of English; how these constructions are done requires more data. 
 Person markers are also indicated for objects. If an object and subject person marker is 
placed on a verb, the subject person marker precedes the object person marker. Again, if the 
subject person marker is dropped but still overt in combination with the tense marker, the 
sentence is grammatical. Instances of object person markers are shown below: 

 
(41) àmà       á-ḿ-fÒp 
  2sg.PT  2sg.1sg.burn 
  ‘You burned me.’ (careful speech) 
 
(42) àmǎ        ḿ-fÒp 
  2sg.PT   1sg-burn 
  ‘You burned me.’ (fast speech) 
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(43) ḿmà     u-miya   (fiEn) 
  1sg.PT  2sg-hit   you.ACC 
  ‘I hit you.’ 
 
(44) *ḿmà mija fiEn 
    (Intended: ‘I hit you.’) 

 
Examples (43) and (44) bring about two points. First, the second person singular person marker 
is represented as [u], not [a], indicating that this person marker changes based on its thematic 
role in the sentence. (44) shows that despite an overt object pronoun, the sentence is still deemed 
ungrammatical, further supporting the notion that person markers-in this case, object markers- 
play a significant role in a sentence’s grammaticality. If producing a sentence in which the 1st 
person singular marker and 2nd person object marker are overt on the verb, for this instance, the 
sentence is ungrammatical: 

 
(45) *ḿmà ḿùfÒp 
    (Intended: ‘I burned you.’) 

 
(46) ḿmà ùfÒp 
  ‘I burned you.’ 

 
In this case, the 1st person subject marker is unable to be overt on both the tense marker and verb. 
This kind of ungrammatical reading, however, does not occur in “You burned me”: 

 
(47) àmà àḿfÒp 
  ‘You burned me.’ (careful speech) 

 
Whether the combination of person markers on the verb determines which subject markers are 
capable of being deleted is unclear at this time and requires more data. 
 When examining the first person singular marker further, there are two possible analyses: the 
marker has multiple allophones: [n], [ŋ], [ɲ], and [a]. The reason for positing this notion is shown 
in the following sentence: 

 
(48) ḿmǎ béén ngwÈt  
  ‘I lifted books.’ 
 

The 1st person marker on the tense marker is realized as [m]; if the sentence is produced in 
careful speech, it may be that the person marker attached to the verb is [á]. Having [á] then make 
the sentence ambiguous in that the same marker indicates the third person singular. 

Another analysis that seems more plausible is that the person marker on the verb is 
underlyingly [ḿ], which is deleted except for the tone. The tone is retained and attaches on to the 
preceding vowel, which is lengthened to produce the contour tone. In this analysis, we see that 
tone must be pronounced and there is compensatory lengthening on the preceding vowel.  
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3.2 Verb-object relations 

Verbs in Ibibio change regarding the plurality of the object. At this point, it is evident for non-
animate objects, as represented below: 

 
(49)  ḿmǎ bÈn ngwÈt     ‘I lifted a book.’ 
(50)  ḿmǎ béén ngwÈt    ‘I lifted books.’ 
(51)  ímà íbÈn ngwÈt     ‘We lifted a book.’ 
(52)  ímà íbéén ngwÈt     ‘We lifted books.’ 
 

From the above examples, what changes the verb depends on the object’s plurality, as having a 
plural subject does not change which verb is used. Plural verbs are realized through different 
processes: vowel lengthening, geminate consonants, and spirantization are a few. These 
processes are shown in the following: 

 
(53) a. kámá    ‘to hold(sg)’      b. káámá    ‘to hold(pl)’ 
 
(54) a. kàmá    ‘to stir(sg)’       b. kààmá    ‘to stir(pl)’ 
 
(55) a. fÓp     ‘to burn(sg)’      b. fÓmÓ    ‘to burn(pl)’ 
 
(56) a. wÈt     ‘to write(sg)’      b. wèèt      ‘to write(pl)’ 
 
(57) a. beke     ‘to fall(sg)’       b. beGe     ‘to fall(pl)’ 
  
(58) a. wak     ‘to be plenty(sg)’   b. waGa     ‘to be plenty(pl)’ 

 
For the plural verbs of “hold”, the native speaker noted that the plural verb can be used to denote 
a plural subject, object, or both. This contrasts with a verb like “lift”, as demonstrated in (51) and 
(52); the plural verb was not used with a plural subject. It was also noted that the plural verb for 
“stir” also refers to plural subjects, objects, or both, in addition to multiple times the action was 
performed.   
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1 Introduction 

This paper focuses on the grammatical relations in Ibibio. We will first discuss about the word 
order and the subject/object systems in the language. The features of person markers in both 
singular and plural forms will then be presented. At the end, some preliminary data about how 
the language pluralizes nouns and verbs, as well as certain features of the verb and negation will 
be provided.  

2 Word order 

There are three issues that we know about Ibibio word order at this point. 
First, the basic word order of Ibibio is SVO. Subjects will be before verbs, and verbs appear 

before objects, as illustrated in the following examples. It is necessary to point out that if the 
subject is a pronoun, it is droppable. In (1), it shows clearly that the subject of the sentence 
comes at the beginning, following by a person marker, tense, another person marker, a verb, and 
then the object. There is a person marker attached with both the tense and the verb. From (2), we 
can see that tense marker occurs after the person marker but before the verb, and the person 
marker attached to the verb is dropped. In (3), it is clear that there is another person marker 
before the verb, which may be the person marker for the object. 
  

(1) (àmì)  ń-          sÀk        ń-        díá    ńdìdìyá 
(I)       1st Sg.   Tense     3rd Sg.  eat      food 
‘I am eating food.’ 
 

(2) (àmì)   ńg-       ké-       díá   ńdìdìyá 
(I)       1st Sg. Tense    eat    food 
‘I was eating food.’ 
 

(3) Ùdò   á-         mà          á-          kÈn      údÀk íkÓt 
Ùdò   3rd Sg.  Tense     3rd Sg.   see          snake 
‘Udo saw a snake.’ 

  
Therefore, based on the data we have now, the word order in Ibibio will be (Subject) + 

Person marker + Tense + Person marker + Verb + Object. Again, if the subject is a pronoun, it is 
optional; if the object is a pronoun, it depends on the person marker used before the verb, 
sometimes it is droppable but sometimes it is obligatory. 

It is interesting to point out that sometimes if the object pronoun is dropped Ibibio shows a 
SOV word order. For example, in (4), the object ‘me’ is dropped but there is a 1st person singular 
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marker as the object following after the 2nd singular person (subject), but before the verb. In this 
case, Ibibio seems to present a SOV pattern. 
  

(4) à-          mà          á-            ḿ-         fÓp 
2nd Sg.  Tense     2nd Sg.     1st Sg.   burn 
‘You(Sg.) burned me.’ 

  
Second, to modify nouns, adjectives will be before the nouns. In other word, Ibibio has an 

Adjective + Noun order. This can be illustrated in (5) - (7). In (5) and (6), ákàn means ‘old’, and 
it is put before ‘man/woman’ which are Édèn/ńgwán. In (7), the adjective ‘long’ is put before the 
noun ‘book’. 
  

(5) ákàn Édèn 
old    man 
‘old man’ 
 

(6) ákàn ńgwán 
old   woman 
‘old woman’ 

 
(7) ànyàn ǹwÉt 

long    book 
‘long book’ 

  
Third, there seems to be fewer determiners in Ibibio like English, such as ‘a’, ‘the’. The 

closest thing we have may be English-like ‘this’ and ‘that’, and it occurs after the noun ‘dog’, as 
listed in (8) and (9). Example in (10) shows the same situation in sentence. (11) indicates that 
there is no determiner ‘a’ in Ibibio as in English. If there is a determiner like in (8)-(10), the 
word order will be Noun + Determiner. 
  

(8) éwúà ámì 
dog    this 
‘this dog’ 

       
      (9) éwúà ádù 
            dog   that 
            ‘that dog’ 
 

(10) ányè  íwÊt    nwÈt  ódò 
  Who wrote   book   that 
  ‘Who wrote the book?’ 
 

(11) (à/Ènyé)    á  -      dù  áwúdèn 
  (He)          3rd Sg.  be   man 
 ‘He is a man.’ 
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3 Subject & Object 

In this section, we will discuss about all the pronouns that we have so far. First, let us see how 
the subject pronouns are represented in Ibibio. From (12) to (17), in the same sentence pattern 
‘Pronoun bought the gourd’, we can see different pronouns. 
àmì is ‘I’ as in (12), àfù/òfù is ‘you(singular)’ as in (13), ànyé/Ènyé is ‘he/she’ as in (14), 

ǹnyèn is ‘we’ as in (15), ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù is ‘you(plural)’ as in (16), and ÓmmÔ is ‘they’ as in (17). 
First, all these pronouns are droppable in the subject position. Secondly, ànyé for ‘he/she’ is 
more natural, while Ènyé is used in the careful speech. Third, we do not have data for the 
pronoun ‘it’ at this point. Based on the fact that ‘he’ and ‘she’ are realized as the same pronoun 
in Ibibio, it is possible that ‘it’ is also ànyé/Ènyé. But more data are needed to support this 
assumption. 

 
(12) (àmì) ḿ-        mà       á-          dèp     ìkÈm 
        (I)      1st Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.  buy    gourd 
   ‘I bought the gourd.’ 
 
(13) (àfù/òfù)    à-           mǎ         á-          dèp     ìkÈm 
        (You)        2nd Sg.   Tense     1st Sg.   buy    gourd 
   ‘You bought the gourd.’ 
 
(14) (à/Ènyé)     á-          mà       á-          dèp     ìkÈm 
        (He/She)    3rd Sg.  Tense   3rd Sg.   buy    gourd 
   ‘He/She bought the gourd.’ 
 
(15) (ǹnyèn) ì-         mà         í-           dèp     ìkÈm 
        (We)     1st Pl.  Tense    3rd Sg.    buy    gourd 
   ‘We bought the gourd.’ 
 
(16) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù)  è-         má       é-          dèp    ìkÈm 
   (You pl.)           2nd Pl.  Tense   3rd Sg.   buy   gourd 
   ‘You(pl.) bought the gourd.’ 
 
(17) (ÓmmÔ)   é-         mà          é-            dèp     ìkÈm 
   (They)      3rd Pl.   Tense     3rd Sg.     buy     gourd 
   ‘They bought the gourd.’ 

  
Next, we will move to the pronouns for the object, as listed in (18) to (23). From (18) to (23), 

we also use the same sentence pattern ‘He is older than Pronoun’ as the examples here. 
For the pronoun objects, mìén is ‘me(accusative)’ as in (18), fìén is ‘you (singular, 

accusative)’ as in (19), ànyé/Ènyé is ‘him/her’ as in (20), ńnyèn is ‘us’ as in (21), ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù is 
‘you (plural)’ as in (23), and ÓmmÔ is ‘them’ as in (24). When the objects are pronouns, they are 
droppable in most of the examples here, except for (22). In (22), the pronoun object n̂nyèn ‘us’ is 
not droppable because of the changing in the 1st personal plural marker. When the 1st person 
plural marker is á, the object pronoun is obligatory and we will discuss about it in more detail in 
Section 4. 
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 (18) (à/Ènyé)  á-           sÓng   á-        ngkàn   (mìén) 
    (He)        3rd Sg.    old      1st Sg.   than     me 
    ‘He is older than me.’ 
 
(19) (à/Ènyé)  á-           sÓng   ú-          kàn   (fìén) 
   (He)        3rd Sg.    old      2nd Sg.   than   you 
   ‘He is older than you.’ 
 
(20) (à/Ènyé) á-        sÓng   á-          kàn   (à/Ènyé) 
        (He)    3rd Sg.    old      3rd Sg.   than   him/her 
        ‘He is older than him/her.’ 
 
(21) (à/Ènyé) á-           sÓng   í-          kàn   (ńnyèn) 
        (He)       3rd Sg.    old      1st Pl.   than   us 
        ‘He is older than us.’ 
 
(22) (à/Ènyé) á-           sÓng   á-          kàn   n̂nyèn 
        (He)       3rd Sg.    old      1st Pl.   than   us 
        ‘He is older than us.’ 
 
(23) (à/Ènyé) á-           sÓng   í-          kàn   (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) 
   (He)       3rd Sg.    old      2nd Pl.   than   you-Pl 
   ‘He is older than you (pl).’ 
 
(24) (à/Ènyé) á-           sÓng   á-          kàn   (ÓmmÔ) 
        (He)       3rd Sg.    old      3rd Pl.   than   them 
   ‘He is older than them.’ 

4 Person markers 

There are both singular and plural person markers in Ibibio. 
First, 1st person singular marker is always realized as a high tone, but from the data we have 

now there are two possibilities about the phoneme of the marker, as listed in (25) and (26). The 
person marker before the verb ‘lift’ can be either á or ḿ. One possibility is that there are two 
allomorphs of the 1st person singular marker, á and ḿ. The other possibility is that the occurrence 
of the á before the verb is compensatory vowel lengthening. Underlying it should be a nasal with 
a high tone, but the nasal person marker gets deleted and the tone goes to the lengthened a from 
the previous vowel má. 
  

 (25) ḿ-         má         á-         bÉn  ngwÈt 
         1st Sg.   Tense    1st Sg.   lift    book 
         ‘I lifted a book.’ 
 
(26) ḿ-         má         ḿ-         bÉn  ngwÈt 
        1st Sg.   Tense    1st Sg.   lift    book 
        ‘I lifted a book.’ 
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The 1st person plural marker is í, as shown in (27) and (28). The marker occurs before the 
tense and the verb. 

 
(27) í-        má          í-            fÓp  ngwÈt 
       1st Pl.  Tense     1st Pl.     burn  book 
   ‘We burned a book.’ 
 
(28) í-         má          í-         bÉn    ngwÈt 
  1st Pl.   Tense     1st Pl.  lift      book 
  ‘We lifted a book.’ 
 
Secondly, the 2nd person singular marker is à before the verb ‘to be’, as shown in (29). The 

2nd person plural marker is è before the verb ‘to be’, as shown in (30). 
 
(29) (àfù)           à-           dù   ákán   Édèn 
   (You-Sg.)  2nd Sg.   be    old     man 
   ‘You are an old man.’ 
 
(30) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù)   è-          dù   ǹgkán   ídén 
   (You-Pl.)          2nd Pl.   be    old     men 
   ‘You are old men.’ 

  
Thirdly, the 3rd person singular marker is á before the verb, as listed in (31), and the 3rd 

person plural marker is é before the verb, as shown in (32). 
 
(31) (à/Ènyé)  á-          dù   ákán   Édèn 
   (He)         3rd Sg.   be   old     man 
   ‘He is an old man.’ 
 
(32) (à/Ènyé)   é-          dù   ǹgkán   ídén 
   (They)     3rd Pl.    be   old     men 
   ‘They are old men.’ 

  
Finally, there is an interesting issue about the interaction between dropping person markers 

and pronoun objects in Ibibio, which we saw in (21), (22). To illustrate this issue more clearly, 
we will use a simple example below. In (33), both the subject and object pronouns are droppable 
when the 2nd person singular (à) and 1st person plural marker (í) are presented. To solve the 
vowel hiatus, one way is to drop the 2nd person singular, in which case, both the subject and 
object pronouns are still droppable, as in (34). However, there is also another way to do. The 1st 
person plural marker (í) gets deleted, however its high tone maintains and the low tone on 2nd 
person singular (à) gets lost and has the high tone instead, as in (35). Although the 1st person 
plural marker is deleted, its high tone still retains. It is necessary to point out that in this case, the 
pronoun on the object is obligatory. If the pronoun object ńnyèn is dropped, then the sentence 
only indicates ‘You hit’, but the patient of the verb is not clear for the speaker. 
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(33) (àfù)             à-            í-            tO    (ńnyèn) 
        (You-Sg.)    2nd Sg.    1st Pl.     hit     us 
   ‘You hit us.’ 
 
(34) (àfù)             í-            tO    (ńnyèn) 
        (You-Sg.)   1st Pl.     hit     us 
   ‘You hit us.’ 
 
(35) (àfù)                á-                     tO    ńnyèn 
        (You-Sg.)    2nd Sg.(1st Pl.)     hit     us 
   ‘You hit us.’ 
 
Besides, in (33), the 1st person plural marker (object) is also í, just as when it is the person 

marker for the subject. Therefore, it is highly possible that the person markers for the subject and 
the object are the same in Ibibio. 

5 Plurals 

The prefix m̀mè is used to indicate plural nouns from the data we elicited. Examples are listed in 
(36) - (39). First, let us see the two phrases in (36) and (37).  Compared with (8) ‘this dog’ and (9) 
‘that dog’, (36) and (37) have m̀mè before ‘dog’. Based on this, it is possible that Ibibio uses 
m̀mè to indicate the plural forms of the nouns. 
       The two sentences in (38) and (39) share the same meaning, but use different words to 
express ‘teacher’. ákpéép ńǵwÙt in (38) can have the first vowel á deleted due to hiatus issue, as 
it follows after the possible plural marker m̀mè. àndíkpéép in (39) would be assimilated to 
èndíkpéép due to the influence of the preceding m̀mè. 

 
(36) m̀mè  éwúà ámì 

  Pl.      dog   this 
  ‘these dogs’ 

       
      (37) m̀mè éwúà ádù 
              Pl.     dog   that 

        ‘those dogs’ 
 
(38) (ÒmmÔ) é-          dô     m̀mè    (á)kpéép  ńǵwÈt 
   (They)     3rd Pl.   be     Pl.         learner    book 
   ‘They are teachers.’ 
 
(39) (ÒmmÔ)  é-          dô   m̀mè   èndíkpéép (ńǵwÈt) 
   (They)     3rd Pl.    be   Pl.       teacher      book 
   ‘They are teachers.’ 
 
Moreover, it seems that the adjectives also differ before singular and plural nouns, as listed in 

(40) - (43). The adjective ‘old’ is realized as ákán in (40) and (42) when the following noun is 
singular, while it is realized as ǹgkán in (41) and (43) when the following noun is in plural forms. 
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(40) ákán   Édèn 
  old     man 
  ‘old man’ 

       
      (41) ǹgkán   ídén 
              old       men 

        ‘old men’ 
 
(42) ákán    ǹgwán 
        old       woman 
        ‘old woman’ 
  
(43) ǹgkán  ìbàn 
        old       women 
        ‘old women’ 
 
Last but not least, verbs can indicate pluralization in Ibibio by lengthening the vowel. It 

seems that the plural forms of nouns can also be realized in verbs, but the meaning is ambiguous. 
For example, in (44) with a short vowel kámá means ‘one person holds one thing’, and with a 
long vowel káámá can mean ‘one person holds many things’, ‘many people hold one thing’ or 
‘many people hold many things’. In (45), with a short vowel kàmá means ‘one person stirs one 
thing/time’, and with a long vowel kààmá can mean ‘one person stirs many things/times’, ‘many 
people stir one thing/time’ or ‘many people stir many things/times’. 

 
(44) kámá  hold (Sg.) 
   káámá hold (Pl.) 
 
(45) kàmá  stir (Sg.) 
   kààmá stir (Pl.) 

6 Verbs 

There are two issues discussed in this section. First, it seems that some English intransitive verbs 
may be transitive in Ibibio. For example, in (46), the noun ìtáp ‘sleep’ is optional. In other word, 
the verb táyá ‘sleep’ can be both transitive and intransitive. In (47), the noun ímàm ‘laughter’ is 
also optional, which suggests that the verb sàk ‘laugh’ can be both transitive and intransitive. 

 
(46) (à/Ènyé) á-         mǎ         á-          táyá          (ìtáp)         mkpÓn 
   He/She  3rd Sg.  Tense    3rd Sg.   sleep(V)    sleep(N)   yesterday 
        ‘He/She slept (a sleep) yesterday.’ 
 
(47) ḿ-       mà       á-         sàk            (ímàm) 
        1st Sg.  Tense  1st Sg.  laugh(V)    laughter(N) 
   ‘I laughed (laughter).’ 
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Unlike English, it seems that the verbs in Ibibio are not ditransitive. That is to say, it seems 
that the transitive verbs can have only one word order. To express the meaning ‘I gave Ekpe a 
book’, English also can uses ‘I gave a book to Ekpe’ to express the same meaning. However, in 
Ibibio, one can only say sentences like (48) and (49), meaning ‘I gave Ekpe a book’. If we try to 
say the sentence in the other way like (50), it will change the meaning of the sentence. (50) no 
longer means ‘I gave the book to Ekpe’, but ‘I gave Ekpe’s book to someone’. 

 
(48) ḿ-        mà       á-           nò     ekpe   ngwét (ádò) 
   1st Sg.  Tense   1st Sg.   give   Ekpe   book   that 
   ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 
 
(49) ngké-  nò     ekpe   ngwét (ádò) 
   Tense  give  Ekpe   book   that 
   ‘I gave Ekpe a book.’ 
 
(50) *ngké-  (á)-      nò      ngwét  ké ekpe 
    Tense  1st Sg.  give   book    to  Ekpe 
         (Intended: ‘I gave the book to Ekpe.’) 

7 Negation 

Negation in Ibibio looks like to be bipartite negation which occurs across the verb. This can be 
illustrated in (51) and (52). In (51), there is a ké before the verb and reduplication (nè) of part of 
the verb after the verb bèn ‘lift’. In (52), before the verb dó ‘to be’, there is an í; after the verb dó 
‘to be’, there is also reduplication of part of the verb Gó with the consonant changed. It is 
difficult to make any clear assumption about how this bipartite negation works in Ibibio. Perhaps 
it would also have something to do with the phonological system. 

 
(51) í-         ké-       í-         bèn-   nè 
  1st Pl.   Neg1   1st Pl.  lift      Neg2 
  ‘We did not lift up.’ 
 
(52) (à/Ènyé)  í-        dó-    Gó         áwúdèn 
   She         Neg1  be     Neg2      man 
   ‘She is not a man.’ 

8 Conclusion 

Based on the description above, Ibibio is a SVO language in most of the cases, but may have 
SOV in some situations. If the subject is a pronoun, it is droppable in most of the cases we 
elicited. If the object is a pronoun, it depends on the person marker before the verb. The 1st 
person marker is still unclear at this point, but the 2nd and 3rd person markers differ in tones 
which again indicate that tones are contrastive in Ibibio. It also seems that Ibibio does not differ 
the person markers for the subject and the object.  

Moreover, the plural forms of nouns can be realized in the preceding verbs sometimes, and 
verbs behave differently from English. The English intransitive verbs can be transitive in Ibibio, 
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and some verbs cannot be ditransitive as in English. Negation seems to be bipartite which can 
appear before and after the verb. Finally, there seems to be fewer determiners in Ibibio than in 
English. 
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1 Word order 

The basic order in Ibibio is subject-verb-object (SVO). The first reason is that sentences elicited 
are in this order as SVO consistently. Some examples are given below. 
 

(1) (àmì) ḿ   mǎ  bêré  úsÓng 
 I     1st sg PST  open door 
 ‘I opened the door.’ 

 
(2) (àmì) nǵ   ké   bòng  ákpókórò  ádò/ódò 
 I     1st sg PST  break  table     that 
 ‘I broke that table.’ 

 
(3) éyô  á     mà ásÁt ÒfÒn  (ódò)1 
 Sun  3rd sg  PST dry  cloth  that 
 ‘The sun dried the cloth.’ 

 
It is noteworthy that for sentences (1) and (2), the subjects as two pronouns can be dropped. The 
reason is that there is an obligatory person marker as ḿ- or nǵ- to give the information. However, 
the subject in (3) is not dropped. It may results from the fact that its information cannot be 
carried only by the following personal marker á. According to this discussion, the more detailed 
Ibibio word order should be this: 
 

(4) (Pronoun)-person marker-tense marker-verb-object 
 
Under this order, the verb is always attached with person marker. However, it is unclear that the 
attached person marker is from object or subject since we have both cases. Here are two 
sentences when the person marker is from object and from subject respectively.  
 

(5) (àmì) ḿ   mà  á    ngwàng ÒfÒn 
 I     1st sg PST  3rd sg dry    cloth 
 ‘I dried the cloth.’ 

 
(6) (àmì) ḿ   mà ń    ngwàng ÒfÒn 
 I     1st sg PST 1st sg dry    cloth 
 ‘I dried the cloth.’ 

 

                                                
1 Among sentences (1)-(2), since Ibibio has no article as ‘the’ in English, the Ibibio speaker did not constantly use 
ádò/ódò ‘that’ which is the closest word in Ibibio meaning ‘the’ to express its idea. 
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Among (5) and (6), the speaker preferred sentence e, which the verb agrees with the object. 
However, we do not have enough evidences to say that this is always the case. But we can 
conclude that the Ibibio word order should be: 
 

(7) (Pronoun)-person marker-tense marker-person marker-verb-object 
 
Under this order, the object can be a noun phrase or an optional pronoun. Sentences having noun 
phrase as the object are shown before. Here are some example sentences having an optional 
pronoun as object. 
 

(8) (àfù)  à    mà á    mìjá  (mìèn) 
 (You)  2rd sg PST 1st sg hit   (me) 
 ‘You hit me.’ 

 
(9) (àmì) ḿ   mà ú    mìjá  (fìèn) 
 I     1st sg PST 2rd sg hit   (you) 
 ‘I hit you.’ 

 
For the Ibibio noun phrase, the word order should be adjective-noun. For example: 
 

(10) á  kÁn  é    dèn 
  3rd sg old 3rd sg man 
  ‘old man’ 

 
(11) nǵ   kÁn  ɪ́    dèn 
  3rd pl old  3rd pl man 
  ‘old men’ 

 
Besides, if there is a determiner or say, article ádò/ódò, it comes after the noun as in (3). 

2 Subjects 

For Ibibio subjects, they can be pronouns as follows.  
 
a. àmì  as ‘I’ in (12) 
 

(12) (àmì)   ḿ   mà  á    nyìón 
  I     1st sg PST  1st sg leave 
  ‘I left.’ 

 
b. àfù /Òfù  as ‘you (singular)’ in (13). 
 

(13) (àfù) à     mà  á     sòp 
  You 2nd sg  PST  2rd sg  disappear 
  ‘You disappeared.’ 

 
c. anye/Enye  as ‘he, she, it’  in (14). 
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(14) (ànye/Ènyé) á    sÓng 
  He/She/It   3rd sg old 
  ‘She is old/ He is old.’ 

 
According to the speaker, the difference between the feminine and the masculine relies on 
context. It is unclear whether the inanimate ‘it’ uses ànye/Ènyé. 
 
d. ǹnyèn as ‘we’ in (15). 
 

(15) (ǹnyèn) ì    mǎ í    nÉk   únÉk 
  We    1st pl PST 1st pl dance  dance(n.) 
  ‘We danced.’ 

 
f. ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù as ‘you (plural)’ in (16). 
 

(16) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) è    mǎ  é    tép ìkÙm 
  You all      2nd pl PST  3rd sg buy gourd 
  ‘You all bought a gourd.’ 

 
g. òmmÔ as ‘they’ in (17). 
 

(17) (òmmÔ) é    mǎ  é    tép ìkÙm 
  They    3rd pl PST  3rd sg buy gourd 
  ‘They bought a gourd.’  
 
For Ibibio subjects, they all can be omitted in speech. The reason is that this information can 

be realized in the following person marker. 

3 Objects 

For Ibibio objects, they can be pronouns as follows. 
 
a. mìèn as ‘me (accusative)’ in (18). 
 

(18) (àfù)  à    mà á    mìjá  (mìèn) 
  (You) 2rd sg PST 1st sg hit   (me) 
  ‘You hit me.’ 

 
b. fìèn as ‘you (singular, accusative)’ in (19). 
 

(19) (àmì) ḿ   mà ú    mìjá  (fìèn) 
  I    1st sg PST 2rd sg hit   (you) 
  ‘I hit you.’ 

 
c. ènyé as ‘him/her’ in (20). 
 

(20) (àmì) ḿ   mà á     mìjá  ènyé 
  I    1st sg PST 3rd  sg hit   him/her 
  ‘I hit him/her.’ 
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d. nnyen as ‘us’ in (21) 
 

(21) (Ènyé) á     sÓng  á    kàn       (ńnyèn) 
  he    3rd  sg be old 1st pl comparative us 
  ‘He is older than us.’ 

 
e. ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù as ‘you (plural)’ in (22) 
 

(22) (àmì) ḿ   mà ú     mìjá  (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) 
  I    1st sg PST 2rd sg  hit   (you all) 
  ‘I hit you all.’ 

 
f. òmmÔ as ‘them’ in (23) 
 

(23) (àmì) ḿ   mà í    mìjá  òmmÔ 
  I    1st sg PST 2rd sg hit   you all 
  ‘I hit you all.’ 

 
It is unclear why the person marker before mìjá ‘hit’ was an í. 

For Ibibio objects, sometimes they can be omitted, sometimes they cannot. The reason may 
be hiatus resolution. In Ibibio, hiatus solution sometimes interacts with person marker agreement. 
 

(24) Èkpé  á    dìyòngò ńnyèn 
  Ekpe  3rd sg know   us 
  ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
(25) Èkpé  í    dìyòngò (ńnyèn) 
  Ekpe  1st pl know   us 
  ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 

 
In (24), the 3rd person singular marker á and 1st person plural marker í result in hiatus, then the 1st 
person plural marker í is deleted. Then the object marker of 1st person plural marker ńnyèn is 
obligatory since there is no such information can be seen on the verb. In (25), on the other hand, 
the 3rd person singular marker á and 1st person plural marker í result in hiatus, then the 3rd person 
singular marker á is deleted. Then the object marker of 1st person plural marker ńnyèn is optional 
since this information can be seen on the verb. 

4 Person markers 

Person marker is important in Ibibio, and it is shown as follows. 
 
a. Second person singular as à in (26) 
 

(26) (àfù)  à    mà á    mìjá  (mìèn) 
  (You) 2rd sg PST 1st sg hit   (me) 
  ‘You hit me.’ 

 
b. Third person singular as á in (27) 
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(27) (Ènyé) á     sÓng  á    kàn       (ńnyèn) 
  he    3rd  sg be old 1st pl comparative us 
  ‘He is older than us.’ 

 
The only and major difference between 2nd and 3rd singular person marker is the tone value. On 
the segmental level, they both use [a]. On the tonal level, 2nd person singular marker uses a low 
tone, while 3nd person marker uses a high tone.  
 
c. For the plural person singular marker, second person plural as è in (28). 
 

(28) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) è    mǎ é    tép ìkÙm 
  You all      2nd pl PST 3rd sg buy gourd 
  ‘You all bought a gourd.’ 

 
d. Third person singular as é in (29) 
 

(29) (òmmÔ) é    mǎ  é    tép ìkÙm 
  They    3rd pl PST  3rd sg buy gourd 
  ‘They bought a gourd.’ 

 
The major and only difference between 2nd and 3rd plural person marker is similar to singular 
person maker. The tone value distinguishes them. On the segmental level, they both use [e]. On 
the tonal level, 2nd person plural marker uses a low tone, while 3nd person plural marker uses a 
high tone.  

However, it is not the same pattern when comes to first person singular and plural marker.  
 
e. For the first person singular, it is unclear whether it is shown as a Ń, which is a placeless nasal   
    with a high tone, or just a high tone.  
 

(30) (àmì) ḿ   mà ḿ   bén ng̀wÈt 
  I    1st sg PST 1st sg lift  book 
  ‘I lifted a book.’ 

 
(31) (àmì) ḿ   mà á    bén ng̀wÈt 
  I    1st sg PST 1st sg lift  book 
  ‘I lifted a book.’ 

 
According to the speaker, the person marker ḿ and á both refer to 1st person singular.  
 
f. First person plural as ì in (32). 
 

(32) (ǹnyèn) ì    mǎ í    nÉk   únÉk 
  We    1st pl PST 1st pl dance  dance(n.) 
  ‘We danced.’ 

 
Besides, according to the speaker, if there is a proper noun shown as subject or object, its person 
marker cannot be dropped. 
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5 Plural Marker 

Ibibio has different plural markers to different word categories.  
 
a. When making one verb a plural verb, the vowel undergoes vowel lengthening as in (33) and  
    (34). 
 

(33) (àmì) ḿ   mà á    bén   ng̀wÈt 
  I    1st sg PST 1st sg lift(sg) book 
  ‘I lifted a book.’ 

 
(34) (àmì) ḿ   mà á    béén  ng̀wÈt 
  I    1st sg PST 1st sg lift(pl) book 
  ‘I lifted books.’/‘Many people lifted a book.’ 

 
b. When making one noun a plural noun, it attaches m̀mè or a nasal sound /N/. For example, 
  

(35) (Ènyé) á dô ákpéép  nǵwÙt 
  They 3rd sg be learner  book 
  ‘He/ She is a teacher.’ 

 
(36) (ÒmmÔ) é    dô m̀mè ákpéép  nǵwÙt 
  They    3rd pl be PL   learner  book 
  ‘They are teachers.’ 

 
In (35) and (36), m̀mè shows as a plural marker of the noun. However, in other examples as (37), 
(38)  
 

(37) á    kÁn  é    dèn 
  3rd sg  old  3rd sg man 
  ‘old man’ 

 
(38) nǵ    kÁn  ɪ́    dèn 
  3rd pl  old  3rd pl man 
  ‘old men’ 

 
(38) has a nasal [ng] as a plural marker, then there is a noun-adjective agreement to have ɪ́ before 
the noun. 

6 Negation 

Ibibio negation occurs across verbs as does bipartite negation in French. It shows as a kí /ké after 
the first-appeared person marker, then partial reduplicative form of previous verb. For example: 
 

(39) (ǹnyèn) í    mà í    dí    íwuÒ  
  we    1st pl PST 1st pl arrive  arrive(n.) 
  ‘We arrived.’ 
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(40) (ǹnyèn) í    kí /ké  í    dí    íwuÒ  GÒ  
  we    1st pl NEG  1st pl arrive  arrive(n.) NEG 
  ‘We didn’t arrive.’ 

 
However, it is unclear that kí /ké is the negation marker, or negation-past tense marker, or 
something else. More elicited data are needed to figure out this puzzle.  

7 Ibibio verbs 

There are some special properties of Ibibio verbs. First, it seems like that some Ibibio verbs are 
always transitive according to the elicitation data so far. For example: 
 

(41) (ǹnyèn) ì    mǎ í    nÉk   únÉk 
  We    1st pl PST 1st pl dance  dance(n.) 
  ‘We danced.’ 

 
(42) (Ènyé)  á    mà  dàìja ùkpón 
  He/She  3rd sg PST  sleep sleep(n.) 
  ‘She slept.’ 

 
(43) (Ènyé)  á    mà  dàìja  
  He/She  3rd sg PST  sleep  
  ‘She slept.’ 

 
In (41), the verb nÉk ‘dance’ needs a complement. However, verb dàìja sleep can either have a 
complement being a transitive verb or not being an intransitive verb. It is unclear why these two 
verbs have different behaviors. But may be in Ibibio verbs, they belong to different categories.  

In addition, Ibibio verbs are di-transitive, meaning that ‘I gave Ekpe the book’ and ‘I gave 
the book to Ekpe’ are the sentence with the same word order in Ibibio as in (44). 
 

(44) ng̀ ké  nò  Èkpé nǵwÈt (ádò) 
  1st sg  give Ekpe book  that 
  ‘I gave Ekpe the book.’/‘I gave the book to Ekpe.’ 

 
There is no way to use ng̀ké (á)nò nǵwÈt (ádò) Èkpé meaning ‘I gave a book to Ekpe’. Instead, it 
means that ‘I gave Ekpe’s book to someone’.  
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PART V 
 
 
Individual Elicitation Notes 





Adverbs (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
(1) (àmì) ḿ̩féGè ìtÓk or (àmì) ŋ̩́-sʌ̀k˺ ḿ̩féGè ìtÓk   ‘I am running now’ or ‘I am running’  
 
The citation form of the verb ‘run’ is fèGé. ìtÓk is obligatory. In 2, the action is habitual. 
 
(2) (àmì) ḿ̩féGè (ìtÓk) úsÓk˺ úsÓk˺   ‘I am running slowly’  
(3) (àmì) ḿ̩féGè (ìtÓk) ń̩dók˺ óbót˺   ‘I am running up the hill’ 
 
In (2) and (3) ìtÓk˺ is optional. 
(4) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà ḿ̩-fèGé   or (àmì) ḿ̩-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk˺)   ‘I ran (away)’ 
 
In (4), the citation form of the verb ‘run’ is used. It appears that the tone changes only whenever 
fèGé is prefixed. The word ìtÓk is missing. I need to recheck this one. 
 
(5) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng   ‘I ran yesterday’ 
(6)  (àmì) ń̩yà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng ‘I will run tomorrow’ 
 
In (5) and (6), mkpOng means either ‘yesterday’ or ‘tomorrow’. Its meaning depends on whether 
the tense is past or future. 
 
(7) (ǹnyìn) ìmà ínám útóm   ‘We worked’ 
 
nám means ‘to do’. útóm means ‘work’. 
 
(8) (ǹnyìn) ìmà ínèké ínám útóm ‘we worked hard’ or ‘We worked very hard’ 
 
nèké means ‘to straighten something out’. Here it means ‘really’. 
 
(9) (ÒmmÔ) éyà úkIt (fíèn)   ‘They will see you’ 
(10) (ÒmmÔ) éyà úkIt (fíèn) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will see you tomorrow’ 
(11) (ÒmmÔ) ékémè úkIt (fíèn) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will probably see you tomorrow’ 
 
kémé means ‘to be able to’. 
 
(12) (ànyé) ámà ádí   ‘He came’ 
(13) (ànyé) ákée dí èdèm or (ànyé) ákée dí àbeèìnì ‘He came late’ 
(14) (ànyé) ábâ ké úfÒk nǵwèt ‘He is at school’ 
 
I need to recheck this one to see if úfÒk is optional like in (15) and (16). 
 
(15) (ànyé) ásékǎ (úfÒk) nǵwèt   ‘He goes to school’ 
(16) (ànyé) ásékǎ (úfÒk) nǵwèt kwà úsên   ‘He goes to school every/each day’ 
(17) ǎtIm áyàyá   ‘Atim is beautiful’ 
(18) ǎtIm áyàyá ákàn ǎkòn   ‘Atim is more beautiful than Akon’ 
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áyàyá means ‘be beautiful’. kàn means ‘to surpass’ or ‘more than’. 
 
(19) àdyàGá áyàyá ákân   ‘AdyaGa is the most beautiful’ 
 
kon carries different tones in (18) and (19). 
 
(20) ídém áḿ mèm   ‘I am tired’ 
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Adverbs, pt. 2 (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
(1) (ÒmmÔ) é-mà é-bòiyó údómó   ‘They passed the test’ 
(2) ÒmmÔ í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘They did not pass the test’ 
 
According to the consultant, the careful version of 2 is ÒmmÔ í-ké í-bòiyó-ké údómó. In this 
sentence, ÒmmÔ cannot be deleted. 
 
(3) ènyé í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘S/He did not pass the test’ 
The careful version is í-ké í-bòiyó-ké údómó. According to the consultant, if ÒmmÔ or ènyé in 
2 and 3 are deleted the sentences would be the same. Therefore, ÒmmÔ and ènyé are obligatory 
in negative sentences. 
 
(4) ké ǹdyók˺ ìsó, ÒmmÔ í-kí-bóiyó-ké údómó   ‘Unfortunately, they did not pass the test’ 
 
In fast speech, k˺ in ǹdyók˺ becomes G. dyók˺ means ‘be bad’, and n makes it a noun. ìsó means 
face. ǹdyóG ìsó means ‘bad luck’. Its literal meaning is ‘bad face’. 
 
(5) féGè úsÓp úsÓp ‘Run quickly!’ 
(6) nèké féGè úsÓp úsÓp ‘Run very quickly!’ 
 
In fast speech, intervocalic p in 5 and 6 becomes B. 
 
(7) ḿ̩-mà ń̩-sàngá (ísáng)    ‘I walked’ 
 
The fast version is ḿ̩-mǎ sàngísáng. I need to recheck this one. 
(8) ḿ̩-mà ń̩-sàngá ísáng ú-kèné or ḿ̩-mà ń̩-sàngá úkpèré   ‘I walked towards you’ 
 
The fast version is ḿ̩-mǎ sàngísáng ú-kèné or ḿ̩-mǎ sàngísáng úkpèré. kèné means ‘to 
follow’. I need to recheck this one.  
ḿ̩-mǎ sàngísáng ú-kèné precisely means ‘I walked following you’ or ‘You already walked 
there, and then I came there’. ḿ̩-mǎ sàngísáng úkpèré precisely means ‘I walked close to you’, 
i.e., you were there and I came (physically) close to you. 
 
(9) (ǹdùfò) è-mé é-sé í-brê ball/bót˺ or (ǹdùfò) è-mé é-sé í-brê m̩̀brê íkpà ‘Y’all (often) play 
soccer’ 
 
In fast speech, è-mé é-sé í-brê becomes è-mé-sí-brê in both sentences. m̩̀brê means ‘game’. 
íkpà means ‘leather’. 
 
(10) àfò ú-brê-ké kpá ànàm ball/bót˺  ‘You never play soccer’ 
 
kpá ànàm means ‘never/ever’. I need to recheck this one. 
 
(11) (àmì) ńg-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘I did not pass the test’ 
(12) ǹnyìn í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘We did not pass the test’ 
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(13) (àfò) ú-kú-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘You did not pass the test’ 
(14) ǹdùfò í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó   ‘Y’all did not pass the test’ 
(15) ènyé í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó ‘S/He did not pass the test’ 
(16) ÒmmÔ í-kí-bòiyó-ké údómó ‘They did not pass the test’ 
 
Only 11 and 13 are structurally different. 
  
(17) wÉt˺   ‘Write!’ 
(18) kú-wÉt˺   ‘Don not write!’ 
(19) día   ‘Eat!’ 
(20) kú-día ‘Do not eat!’ 
(21) ngwÓng   ‘Drink!’ 
(22) kú-ngwÓng   ‘Do not drink!’ 
(23) á-dìongó íbòró   ‘She knows the answer’ 
(24) àmì ḿ̩-mè nèké ń̩-dìongó ké ànyé á-dìongó íbòró ‘In fact, she knows the answer’ 
 
The sentence literally means, ‘I really know that she knows the answer’. I was trying to elicit 
sentences like ‘She definitely knows the answer’, ‘Apparently she knows the answer’, etc.; 
however, the consultant said he would say something like 24 above. 
 
(25) (ÒmmÔ) é-yà ú-kÍt (fíèn) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will see you tomorrow’ 
(26) (ÒmmÔ) é-yà í-kÍt (ǹdùfò) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will see y’all tomorrow’ 
(27) (ÒmmÔ) é-kémè á-dí kÍt (ǹdùfò) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will probably see you tomorrow’ 
(28) (ÒmmÔ) é-kémè í-kÍt (ǹdùfò) m̀kpÓng   ‘They will probably see y’all tomorrow’  
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Adverbs (pt. 3), Tense & Aspect (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
 
Adverbs 
 
(1) úsÓk˺ úsÓk˺ ké (àmì) ḿ̩féGè (ìtÓk˺)   ‘It is slowly that I ran’ 
 
Mfon said that native speakers do not normally use ìtÓk˺. 
 
(2) (ÒmmÔ) é-yát˺ èsÌt˺   ‘They are angry’ 
 
yát˺ is a verb. It means ‘burn’. èsÌt˺ means ‘heart’. é-yát˺ èsÌt˺ means ‘to be angry’. 
 
(3) (ÒmmÔ) é-táng íkô ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ‘They are talking angrily’   or 
      (ÒmmÔ) é-táng ík ké  ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺    ‘They are talking in anger’ 
 
In fast speech, the t in yát˺ becomes d. 
 
(4) ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ké (ÒmmÔ) é-táng íkô ‘Angrily they are talking’ 
(5) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng   ‘I ran yesterday’ 
(6) m̀kpÓng (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) ‘Yesterday I ran’ 
(7) m̀kpÓng ké (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) ‘It was yesterday that I ran’ 
(8) (àmì) ŋ̩́kéfèɣéké (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng   ‘I did not run yesterday’ 
(9) m̀kpÓng ké ḿmé ŋ̩́kéfèɣ́ké   or m̀kpÓng ké ŋ̩́kédí fèɣ́ké   ‘It was yesterday that I did not run’ 
(10) (àmì) ń̩-yà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng ‘I will run tomorrow’ 
 
ńy-yà is also possible. In this case, it is in free variation with ń̩-yà. 
 
(11) m̀kpÓng (àmì) ń̩-yà fèGé (ìtÓk)   ‘Tomorrow I will run’ 
(12) m̀kpÓng ké (àmì) ń̩-dǐ-fèGé (ìtÓk)   ‘It is tomorrow that I will run’ 
(13) (àmì) ń̩-dǐ-fèGé ké (ìtÓk) or ḿ̩-bó-ɣò ḿ̩-féɣè   ń̩-dí-ɣè  féɣé   ‘I will not run tomorrow’ 
(14) ḿ̩-bô ŋ̩́-kâ Kansas City   ‘I am thinking about going to Kansas City’ 
(15) (ànyé) ábâ ké úfÒk nǵwèt ‘He is at school’ 
(16) ké úfÒk nǵwèt ké (ànyé) ábâ 
 
bâ means ‘exist’. 
 
(17) ànyé á-mà á-tÀm Eno ínúà   ‘He kissed Eno’ 
 
tÀm means ‘take a sip’. 
 
(18) ànyé á-mà á-tÀm Eno ínúà ké íném èsÌt   ‘He kissed Eno happily’ 
 
íném means ‘good taste/flavor’. 
 
(19) (ÒmmÔ) é-dóɣó ké óbót˺   ‘They are on the hill’ 
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(20) ń-sé ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺ kwǎ úsén   or   ń-sé ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺ àfÍt˺ úsén    ‘I run everyday’ 
 
kwǎ means ‘each’. àfÍt˺ means ‘all/every’ 
 
 
Tense and Aspect 
 
(21) ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺   ‘I am running’ 
(22) ɱ̀fÓn á-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   or   ɱ̀fÓn á-sÀk˺ á-féɣé ìtÓk˺   ‘Mfon is running’ 
(23) (ÒmmÔ) é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   or (ÒmmÔ) é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   ‘They are running’ 
(24)  Mfon jé Harold é-féɣé ìtÓk˺   or Mfon jé Harold é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé ìtÓk˺   ‘Mfon and Harold 
are running’ 
(25) (ÒmmÔ) é-ké é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺ m̀kpÓng   ‘They were running yesterday’ 
 
é-ké é-sÀk˺ becomes é-késÀk˺ because of hiatus resolution. 
 
(26) (ÒmmÔ) é-kwÔ (íkwÓ)   ‘They are singing a song now’ 
(27) (ÒmmÔ) é-sÀk˺ é-kwÔ (íkwÓ)   ‘They are still singing’ 
(28) (ÒmmÔ) é-sé é-kwÔ íkwÓ àfÍt˺ úsén/ kwǎ úsén   or   (ÒmmÔ) émá é-kwÔ íkwÓ àfÍt˺ úsén/ 
kwǎ úsén      ‘They sing everyday’ 
(29)  éwá   á-sé ábÌnné ángwá àfÍt˺ úsén/ kwǎ úsén   ‘The dog chases the cat everyday’ 
(30) éwá á-sÀk ábÌnné ángwá   ‘The dog is chasing the cat’ 
(31) éwá á-mà ábÌnné ángwá   m̀kpÓng   ‘The dog chased the cat yesterday’ 
(31) éwá á-mà á-sé ábÌnné ángwá (kwǎ úsén)   ‘The dog used to chase the cat (everyday)’ 
(32) (ànyé) á-sé á-kót nǵwèt kwǎ úbák úsén   ‘He reads a book every morning’ 
 
Mfon said úbák does not mean anything on its own. 
 
(33) (ànyé) á-kót nǵwèt   or   (ànyé)   á-sÀk   á-kót nǵwèt ‘He is reading a book’ 
(34) (ànyé) á-mà   á-kót nǵwèt   m̀kpÓng   ‘He read a book yesterday’ 
(35) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
 
In fast speech, á-sé   á-kót becomes ásákót. I am not sure if there is ant tone change. I need to 
recheck this one. 
 
(36) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
As opposed to (35), this sentence does not tell us whether he is still reading. I need to double-
check. 
 
(37) àfÍt˺ ówó é-má é-sé é-kót nǵwèt   ‘Everyone is reading a book’ 
(38) ǹt!̀ɣáyìn é-má àkótì   ‘The children like beans’ 
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Adverbs (pt. 3), Tense & Aspect (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
 
Adverbs 
 
(1) úsÓk˺ úsÓk˺ ké (àmì) ḿ̩féGè (ìtÓk˺)   ‘It is slowly that I ran’ 
 
Mfon said that native speakers do not normally use ìtÓk˺. 
 
(2) (ÒmmÔ) é-yát˺ èsÌt˺   ‘They are angry’ 
 
yát˺ is a verb. It means ‘burn’. èsÌt˺ means ‘heart’. é-yát˺ èsÌt˺ means ‘to be angry’. 
 
(3) (ÒmmÔ) é-táng íkô ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ‘They are talking angrily’   or 
      (ÒmmÔ) é-táng ík ké  ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺    ‘They are talking in anger’ 
 
In fast speech, the t in yát˺ becomes d. 
 
(4) ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ì-yát˺-èsÌt˺ ké (ÒmmÔ) é-táng íkô ‘Angrily they are talking’ 
(5) (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng   ‘I ran yesterday’ 
(6) m̀kpÓng (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) ‘Yesterday I ran’ 
(7) m̀kpÓng ké (àmì) ḿ̩-mà fèGé (ìtÓk) ‘It was yesterday that I ran’ 
(8) (àmì) ŋ̩́kéfèɣéké (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng   ‘I did not run yesterday’ 
(9) m̀kpÓng ké ḿmé ŋ̩́kéfèɣ́ké   or m̀kpÓng ké ŋ̩́kédí fèɣ́ké   ‘It was yesterday that I did not run’ 
(10) (àmì) ń̩-yà fèGé (ìtÓk) m̀kpÓng ‘I will run tomorrow’ 
 
ńy-yà is also possible. In this case, it is in free variation with ń̩-yà. 
 
(11) m̀kpÓng (àmì) ń̩-yà fèGé (ìtÓk)   ‘Tomorrow I will run’ 
(12) m̀kpÓng ké (àmì) ń̩-dǐ-fèGé (ìtÓk)   ‘It is tomorrow that I will run’ 
(13) (àmì) ń̩-dǐ-fèGé ké (ìtÓk) or ḿ̩-bó-ɣò ḿ̩-féɣè   ń̩-dí-ɣè  féɣé   ‘I will not run tomorrow’ 
(14) ḿ̩-bô ŋ̩́-kâ Kansas City   ‘I am thinking about going to Kansas City’ 
(15) (ànyé) ábâ ké úfÒk nǵwèt ‘He is at school’ 
(16) ké úfÒk nǵwèt ké (ànyé) ábâ 
 
bâ means ‘exist’. 
 
(17) ànyé á-mà á-tÀm Eno ínúà   ‘He kissed Eno’ 
 
tÀm means ‘take a sip’. 
 
(18) ànyé á-mà á-tÀm Eno ínúà ké íném èsÌt   ‘He kissed Eno happily’ 
 
íném means ‘good taste/flavor’. 
 
(19) (ÒmmÔ) é-dóɣó ké óbót˺   ‘They are on the hill’ 
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(20) ń-sé ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺ kwǎ úsén   or   ń-sé ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺ àfÍt˺ úsén    ‘I run everyday’ 
 
kwǎ means ‘each’. àfÍt˺ means ‘all/every’ 
 
 
Tense and Aspect 
 
(21) ḿ̩-féɣè ìtÓk˺   ‘I am running’ 
(22) ɱ̀fÓn á-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   or   ɱ̀fÓn á-sÀk˺ á-féɣé ìtÓk˺   ‘Mfon is running’ 
(23) (ÒmmÔ) é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   or (ÒmmÔ) é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺   ‘They are running’ 
(24)  Mfon jé Harold é-féɣé ìtÓk˺   or Mfon jé Harold é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé ìtÓk˺   ‘Mfon and Harold 
are running’ 
(25) (ÒmmÔ) é-ké é-sÀk˺ é-féɣé   ìtÓk˺ m̀kpÓng   ‘They were running yesterday’ 
 
é-ké é-sÀk˺ becomes é-késÀk˺ because of hiatus resolution. 
 
(26) (ÒmmÔ) é-kwÔ (íkwÓ)   ‘They are singing a song now’ 
(27) (ÒmmÔ) é-sÀk˺ é-kwÔ (íkwÓ)   ‘They are still singing’ 
(28) (ÒmmÔ) é-sé é-kwÔ íkwÓ àfÍt˺ úsén/ kwǎ úsén   or   (ÒmmÔ) émá é-kwÔ íkwÓ àfÍt˺ úsén/ 
kwǎ úsén      ‘They sing everyday’ 
(29)  éwá   á-sé ábÌnné ángwá àfÍt˺ úsén/ kwǎ úsén   ‘The dog chases the cat everyday’ 
(30) éwá á-sÀk ábÌnné ángwá   ‘The dog is chasing the cat’ 
(31) éwá á-mà ábÌnné ángwá   m̀kpÓng   ‘The dog chased the cat yesterday’ 
(31) éwá á-mà á-sé ábÌnné ángwá (kwǎ úsén)   ‘The dog used to chase the cat (everyday)’ 
(32) (ànyé) á-sé á-kót nǵwèt kwǎ úbák úsén   ‘He reads a book every morning’ 
 
Mfon said úbák does not mean anything on its own. 
 
(33) (ànyé) á-kót nǵwèt   or   (ànyé)   á-sÀk   á-kót nǵwèt ‘He is reading a book’ 
(34) (ànyé) á-mà   á-kót nǵwèt   m̀kpÓng   ‘He read a book yesterday’ 
(35) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
 
In fast speech, á-sé   á-kót becomes ásákót. I am not sure if there is ant tone change. I need to 
recheck this one. 
 
(36) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
As opposed to (35), this sentence does not tell us whether he is still reading. I need to double-
check. 
 
(37) àfÍt˺ ówó é-má é-sé é-kót nǵwèt   ‘Everyone is reading a book’ 
(38) ǹt!̀ɣáyìn é-má àkótì   ‘The children like beans’ 
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Tense and Aspect, pt. 2 (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
(1) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
 
This sentence is from last time. I wanted to double check which vowel deletes in á-ké   á-sé. In 
fast speech, á-sé   á-kót becomes á-sé kót, not ásákót. The lower vowel deletes for vowel hiatus 
resolution.  
 
(2) (ànyé) á-mà   á-ké   á-sé   á-kót nǵwèt   (kwǎ úsén)   ‘He used to read a book (everyday)’ 
 
This sentence is also from last time. I wanted to check what it exactly means. Mfon said when 
kwǎ úsén is used, the activity of ‘reading a book’ is no longer happening every/each day. 
However, the sentence could mean something like ‘He reads a book every other day’ or, say, ‘He 
reads a book twice a week’. 
 
(3) èté   á-dò  á-sé  á-tóp  únâm  kwà  úsén   ‘The man hunts animals everyday’  
 
tóp means ‘to shoot’. Mfon said Ibibio does not have a verb for ‘hunt’. In fast speech, èté   á-dò 
becomes ètédò. The lower vowel deletes for hiatus resolution, and the consonant stop /d/ 
becomes a flap. The /p/ in tóp changes to [B]. 
 
(4) èté   á-dò  á-mà  á-tóp  únâm òkón èyò m̀kpÓng   ‘The man hunted last night’ 
(5) èté   á-dò  (á-sÀk) á-tôp únâm   ‘The man is hunting animals’ 
(6) èté   á-dò  á-ké á-tóp  únâm  ‘The man was hunting animals’  
(7) été á-dó  á-ké  á-sè  á-tôp  únâm   ‘The man used to hunt animals’ 
(8) à-mé   á-sé   á-día à/ÒkÓtì   ‘Do you eat beans?’ 
(9) à-ké   á-día   àkÓtí   or   à-mà á-día   àkÓtí   ‘Did you eat beans?’ 
 
Mfon said if you do not know (at all) what kind of food the addressee ate, the first version of the 
question is used. However, if you know that the addressee was supposed to eat beans and you 
want to check whether he or she ate the beans, the second version is used. 
 
(10)  à-mà á-sè   á-díá àkÓtì   or   à-ké   á-sè   á-díá àkÓtì   ‘Did you use to eat beans?’ 
 
Again, when you do not know what the answer is going to be, the second version of the question 
is used. Mfon said the second version is something like ‘Is beans that you used to eat?’ 
 
(11) à-díá   àkÓtí   ‘Are you eating beans?’ 
(12) ǹtè ÒmmÔ é-díà   àkÓtì   or   ǹdì ÒmmÔ é-díà   àkÓtì   ‘Are they eating beans?’ 
(13) à-mà   á-díá   àkÓtì   òkón   èyò   ḿkpÓng   ‘Were you eating beans last night?’ or   ‘Did 
you eat beans last night?’ 
 
Mfon said the context determines whether à-mà á-díá àkÓtì òkón èyò ḿkpÓng is ‘Were you 
eating beans last night?’ or   ‘Did you eat beans last night?’ Again, à-mà á-díá àkÓtì òkón èyò 
ḿkpÓng is used when you know that the addressee ate beans.  
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(14) ǹtè   ÒmmÔ  é-ké  é-díà  àkÓtì  òkón  èyò  ḿkpÓng   ‘Were they eating beans last night?’ 
(15) á-mé   á-má   àkÓtì   or   ǹ-tè   àfò   à-mé   á-má   àkÓtì   ‘Do you like beans?’ 
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Tense and Aspect, pt. 3 (Hesham Aldamen) 
 
(1) àmà   ámá àkÓtì   ódò   ‘Did you like the beans?’ 
(2) ǹsǒ   ké   àmá   àkán   ‘What do you like most?’ 
(3) ńsǒ   ké   àké   má   àkán   ‘What did you like most?’ 
(4) ànìé   ímá   àkÓtì   ‘Who like beans?’ 
(5) àmé   k!t́   ḿmótò   ódò   ‘You have seen the car’ 
 
Mfon said when we refer to an action that did not happen too long ago (i.e., immediate past), we 
use the present tense marker mé.  However, when the action referred to happened in the distant 
past, we use the past tense marker mà as in (6) below. 
 
(6)  àmà   ák!t́   ḿmótò   ódò   ‘You have seen the car’ 
(7) àmé   k!t́   ḿmótò   ódò   ‘Do you see the car?’ 
 
In fast speech, ḿmótò   ódò becomes ḿmótǒdò.    
 
(8) àmé   k!t́   ḿmótò   ódò   ‘Have you seen the car?’ 
(9) àmà   ák!t́   ḿmótò   ódò   ‘Did you see the car?’ 
(10) àmà   ák!t́   Ekpe   ‘You saw Ekpe’ 
(11) àmà   ák!t́   Ekpe   ‘Did you see Ekpe?’ 
 
In fast speech, the question becomes as in (12) below. 
 
(12) àmǎk!d́ Ekpe   ‘Did you see Ekpe?’ 
(13) ḿmá   ńsé   ŋ́kâ   ùdùwà   ‘I used to go to the market’ 
 
Another way to sat this sentence will be as in (14) below. 
(14) ḿmá   síkâ ùdùwà   ‘I used to go to the market’ 
 
There are two other ways to say (14) as shown in (15) and (16) below. 
 
(15) ḿmá   ásé   ŋ́kâ   ùdùwà   ‘I used to go to the market’ 
(16) ḿmá   ńsé   ŋ́kâ   ùdùwà   ‘I used to go to the market’ 
(17) nǵkâ   ùdùwà   ‘I am going to the market’ 
 
Mfon said that you say this sentence on your way to the market. 
 
(18) ḿmé   kâ   ùdùwà   ‘I am about to leave to the market’ 
(19) ànyé   ámá   ákâ   ùdùwà   ‘She went to the market’ 
(20) ànyé   ásé   ákâ   ùdùwà àf!t́   úsèn   ‘She goes to the market daily’ 
(21) ànyé   ámà   ásé   ákâ ùdùwà  ’She used to go to the market’ 
(22) ǹt!̀k-áj!ǹ   ódò   émà   ésé   ékwÓ   íkwÓ   ké   úfÓk nǵwèt   ‘The children used to sing at 
school’ 
(23) ǹt!̀k-áj!ǹ   ódò   émà   ésé  ébrě   m̀brě   mí   ‘The children used to play here’ 
(24) (ìmè)   ìsé   ìbrê   bÓt   àf!t́   úsèn   ‘We play soccer everyday’ 
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Mfon said that the present tense marker is optional here. 
 
(25) ìmà   ìsé   ìbrê   bÓt   àf!t́   úsèn   ‘We played soccer everyday’ 
(26) ìbrê   bÓt   ‘We are playing soccer’ 
(27) ìsÁk   ìbrê   bÓt   ‘We are still playing soccer’ 
(28) ìké   íbrê   bÓt   ‘We were playing soccer’ 
 
In fast speech, (28) becomes as in (29) below. 
 
(29) ìkíbrê   bÓt   ‘We were playing soccer’ 
(30) ǹjnìn   ìmà   ísé   íbrê   bÓt   ‘We used to play soccer’ 
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Prepositions (Lucas Boley) 
 

(1) ḿmà feGe ngkáná étò (ádò)  ‘I ran around that tree’ 
(2) ḿmà feGe ngká étò (ádò)   ‘I ran to that tree’ 
(3) ḿmà feGe ké ùfÓt étò   ‘I ran between trees’ 
(4) ḿmà feGe éwá (ádò)    ‘I ran away from that dog’ 
(5) ḿmà feGe ngkpòng éwá (ádò)   ‘I ran away from that dog’ 

 
[kpòng] means ‘leave/depart.’ In (4) the speaker runs from the dog in fear, while in (5) the 
speaker runs away from the dog, leaving it behind. 
 

(6) akayí    ‘forest’ 
(7) ḿmà feGe ké akayí  ‘I ran in (the) forest’ 
(8) ḿmà feGe ké ésÀt akayí  ‘I ran inside (the) forest’ 

 
[ésÀt] can mean either ‘heart’ or ‘core.’ In this context it is used to express the difference 
between ‘running in the forest’ and ‘running inside the forest.’  
 

(9) ùfàn ḿmi   ‘my friend’ 
(10) èkà ùfàn ḿmi  ‘mother of my friend’ 
(11) ùfàn èkà ḿmi  ‘friend of my mother’ 
 

(10) and (11) show that a preposition corresponding to the English ‘of’ may not be present. I 
don’t notice anything but the word order change, but I’m pretty bad at distinguishing tones so 
there could be something there. 

 
(12) kòòt     ‘read/call’ 
(13) ngke kòòt ké (ésÀt) ngwét  ‘I read it in/inside a book’ 
(14) ngke kòòt ntòò ngwét   ‘I read it from a book’ 
(15) ekpe ámá ánò ngwét (ádò)  ‘Ekpe gave me (the) book’ 
(16) ngkébò ekpe ngwét   ‘I took (the) book from Ekpe’ 
(17) ngkebo ngwét ntoo ekpe   ‘I got (the) book from Ekpe’ 
(18) ḿmà ánò ekpe ngwét (ádò)  ‘I gave Ekpe a book’ 
(19) ngkénò ekpe ngwét (ádò)  ‘I gave a book to Ekpe’ 
 

(19) is, I believe, more literally translated as ‘I gave to Ekpe the book.’ I will recheck this and let 
the class know if I’m mistaken. 

 
(20) ekpe ké ngkéǹo ngwét (ádò)  ‘it was Ekpe that I gave the book to’ 
(21) ngwét ádò ngkénò ekpe   ‘that book, I gave it to Ekpe’ 
 

(21) most natural as a response to the question ‘what did you do with that book?’ Whether [ádò] 
is required in this situation I failed to ask; it will be in my next report. Another acceptable 
response to the question is [ngkénò ekpe] (I gave it to Ekpe). 
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Prepositions, pt. 2 (Lucas Boley) 
 
 (1) éwá ámà àndùm ké ukAt   ‘a dog bit me on the leg’ 
 (2) éwá ámà àndùm ukAt   ‘a dog bit me on the leg’ 
 (3) éwá ámà àndùm ké óbót   ‘a dog bit me on the mountain’ 
 (4) *éwá ámà àndùm óbót (Intended: ‘a dog bit me on the mountain’) 
 
The preposition ké is optional when the speaker refers to a part of his body, but obligatory when 
referring to a location. 
 
 (6) ḿmà dùm éwá (ké) úkÀt   ‘I bit a dog on the leg’ 
 (7) ḿmà tò éwá (ké) úkÀt   ‘I hit a dog on the leg’ 
 
ké is also optional when the speaker refers to a part of the object’s body. 
 
 (8) ḿmà tò Ekpe ké ítìá    ‘I hit Ekpe with a stone’ 
 (9) ḿmà tié *(ké) mben nyàng   ‘I sat by the river bank’ 
 
 
Other Constructions 
 
 (10) ḿmà top ngwét ngkángá ÁkÀm   ‘I threw the book over the roof (house)’ 
 (11) ḿmà top ngwét ntò ekpe    ‘I threw the book at Ekpe’ 
 
(11) is literally ‘I threw book, hit Ekpe.’ 
 
 (12) ḿmà tóp ngwét ḿbò ǹtò ekpe  ‘I threw the book at Ekpe and missed’ 
 
(12) is a statement meaning ‘I threw the book with the intention of hitting Ekpe,’ with the 
implication that it missed. 
 
In (13) and (14) I add the dash to differentiate the sounds n and y from the sound ny. 
 
 (13) ḿmà tóp ngwét ń-yèm itò ekpe    ‘I threw the book at Ekpe and missed’ 
 (14) ḿmà tóp ngwét ń-yèm ǹdítò ekpe 
 
(13) is ‘I threw the book, desiring to hit Ekpe,’ with the implication that it missed. (14) is ‘I 
threw the book, desiring to come hit Ekpe.’  
  
 (15) ḿmà wÒk éwÒk ké édÀm ámà ké abiyere   ‘I swam after the rain’ 
 (16) ḿmà ká America      ‘I traveled to America’ 
 
(16) is literally ‘I go America.’ 
 
 (17) ḿmà táng íkò ḿbángá America   ‘I spoke about America’ 
 (18) ḿmà némé ǹnémé ḿbángá America   ‘I spoke about America’  
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 (19) ḿmà sé Ekpe   ‘I looked at Ekpe’ 
 
sé is look, so again in (19), no preposition. 
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Ké (Lucas Boley) 
 

(1) ḿmà ńtiě ké ńgkpOtiě (ádò)  ‘I sat on the chair’ 
(2) *ńgkpOtiě ḿmà ńtiě ké 

 
Here I was trying to determine if prepositions could be stranded. I asked Mfon if (2) could mean 
‘that chair, I sat in it.’ He offered the next two sentences instead. It seems that topicalization 
results in kè being dropped. 
 

(3) ḿmà ńtiě ké ńgkpOtiě ókò  ‘I sat on THAT chair (that the speaker can see)’ 
(4) ńgkpOtiě ádò ḿmà ńdok ńtiě  ‘That chair, I climbed up and sat in it’ 
(5) ngké kòòt ké (ésÀt) ngwét  ‘I read it in/inside a book’ 
(6) *ng̀wét ádò nǵké kòòt ké  

 
Mfon said that (6) would imply a location, so that something like (7) would be acceptable. 
 

(7) ng̀wét ádò nǵké kòòt ké óbót   ‘That book, I read on the mountain’ 
(8) ḿmà feGe ké akayí   ‘I ran in (the) forest’ 
(9) *akayi ḿmà feGe ké 

 
More attempts at stranding, no success. 
 
 
Lack of ké 
 

(10) ḿmà nàm esaAng nǵká america   ‘I traveled to America’ 
 
(10) is literally ‘I do walking, go America.’  
 
I had thought/hoped for a while that tò might be a second preposition. Maite’s data on page 51 
indicates it is a stative verb meaning ‘be from.’ I continued to hope. She was right. 
  

(11) mma nto America ngka Nigeria   ‘I traveled from America to Nigeria’ 
 
(11) is literally: ‘I be from America, go Nigeria.’  
 

(12) mma ndongo nto ndedeng afAm  ‘I got sick from the cold’ 
 
(12) is literally: ‘I got sick, be from cold air.’ 
 
Correction 
 

(13) ekpe ámá áńnò ngwét (ádò)  ‘Ekpe gave me the book’ 
 
(13) is a correction to (18) on page 6. In the first elicitation I missed the first person marker on 
the verb (áńnò rather than ánò). 
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Reflexives and Reciprocals (Seth Brooks) 
 
 
Reflexives 
 
(1) m̀-mé kÁt ídém (m̀mì)   ‘I see myself.’ 
(2) á-kÁt ídém (émÒ)/(ÓmÒ)  ‘He (She) sees himself (herself).’ 

 
(3) á-mé kÁt ídém (m̀fù)   ‘You see yourself.’ 
(4) ì-mí kÁt ídém (nyÌn)   ‘We see ourselves.’ 
(5) é-kÁt ídém (ÓmÒ)  ‘They see themselves.’ 
(6) è-mé kÁt ídém (ǹdùfò)   ‘You all see yourselves.’ 

èé-kÁt ídém (ǹdùfò) 
 

The sentence can also be without ‘mé’ which is the overt tense marker, in which case it is 
pronounced like the lower example which maintains the tone of the tense marker.  Also ‘ndufo’ 
can also be pronounced ‘mbufo’. 

 
(7) m̀-mé kpÀnò ídém (m̀mì)    ‘I respect myself.’   
(8) á-kpÀnò ídém (ÓmÒ)     ‘He (she) respects himself.’ 
(9) á-mé kpÀnò ídém (m̀fù)       ‘You respect yourself.’ 
 
“mé” can also be dropped in this case and, if it is dropped, the other optional aspects will be 
dropped.  If you do include the extra part and drop the “mé”, it is a question “You respect 
yourself?” 

 
(10) ǹyÌn í-mí kpÀnò ídém (ǹyÌn)      ‘We respect ourselves.’ 
(11) é-kpÀnò ídém (ÒmÒ)      ‘They respect themselves.’ 
 
The “o” of ‘kpAno’ becomes “i” in natural pronunciation, due to the following “i”. 
 
(12)   è-mé kpÀnò ídém (ǹdùfò)     ‘You all respect yourselves.’ 
 
Like the earlier example, the tense marker ‘mé’ can drop out and leave just ‘èé-kpÀnò ídém’. 

 
(13) m̀-mé jíé ídém   ‘I (have) bathe(d) myself.’ 

à-mí jíé ídém 
 

Though this formation’s literal meaning is more like “I have bathed myself”, the speaker said 
this would be the most natural to use in a current context of bathing. Also using ‘mi’ at the end 
of sentence doesn’t sound natural with this verb.   

 
(14) jíé   to bathe (to wash reflexively) 

jét   to wash (non-reflexively) 
 
(15) ńjét Ekpe (ídém)   ‘I wash Ekpe.’ 
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(16) ń-jét áfòng (m̀mì)   ‘I wash (my) cloth.’ 
(17)  á-jíé ídém     ‘He bathes himself.’ 
(18) à-jìè ídém     ‘You bathe yourself.’ 
 
The verb ‘jie’ for the second person singular varies from the other forms by having a low tone. 

 
(19) ì-jìè ídém     ‘We bathe ourselves.’ 
(20) é-jíé ídém     ‘They bathe themselves.’ 

é-jíídem         (natural pronunciation has vowel deletion).      
(21) è-jìè ídém You all bathe yourselves. 
 
 
Reciprocals 
 
(22) (ÓmÒ) é-mà ídém (ÓmÒ)     ‘They love themselves/each other.’ 
(23) (ÓmÒ) é-dù-mà-kà (ídém)(ÓmÒ)      ‘They love each other.’ 

 
Both ‘ídém’ and ‘ÓmÒ’ are optional, but ‘ÓmÒ’ can only appear with ‘ídém’.  The first version 
is ambiguous if the sentence is reflexive or reciprocal, but the second can only be reciprocal. 

 
(24) Ùdó jè ènÓ é-mà ídém     ‘Udo and enO themselves/ love each other.’ 

 
(25) Ùdó jè ènÓ é-dù-mà-kà     ‘Udo and enO love each other.’ 

 
Both of these verbs function identically when proper names are used. 

 
There are four ways to say “and” in Ibibio: ‘jè’, ‘ǹdò’, ‘m̀mè’, and ‘m̀mà’. 
 
(26) ì-mí má ídém      ‘We love ourselves/each other.’ 

 
(27) ì-mí dú-mà-kà (ídém)       ‘We love each other.’ 

 
This sentence breaks down like: 
ì-person mé-present tense dú-? mà-love kà-reciprocation (possibly) 

In this instance, ‘mé’ cannot be dropped. When ‘ídém’ is added it makes the sentence sound 
narcissistic. 

 
(28) ènÒ jè àmì ì-mí dú-mà-kà        ‘ènÒ and I love each other.’ 

 
Either vowel of ‘je’ or ‘ami’ can drop out, but dropping the ‘a’ is more common. ‘jami’ sounds 
more like the efAk dialect. 

 
(29) ènÒ jè àmì ì-mí má (ídém)        ‘enO and I each love ourselves.’ 

 
Unlike the form without proper names, this verb in this construction is unambiguous. 
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If the variant ‘ǹdù’ of and is used, the pronunciation can only be ‘ǹdùmì’, but cannot be 
*‘ǹdàmì’.  

 
(30) é-dú-kÀt-tè      ‘They see each other.’ 

 
(31) ì-mé í-dú-kÀt-tè   ‘We have seen each other.’(Most natural way to say for present). 

 
(32) ì-mà í-dú-kÀt-tè      ‘We have seen each other.’ 
 
31 is pronounced ‘imidu’, while 32 is pronounced ‘imaidu’.  The ‘a’ of ‘ma’ seems that it cannot 
be dropped due to loss of grammatical information. 
 
All of the reflexives and reciprocals may optionally have their corresponding pronouns. 
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Reflexives and Reciprocals, pt. 2 (Seth Brooks) 
 
 
More Reflexive Verbs 
 
(1) ÓmÒ é-dù-fàtà (két ékèn).      ‘They hug each other.’ 
 
‘fat’ is ‘to embrace’.  Also there is no tense marker, but without overt tense it is present.  The 
meaning of reciprocity is clear without the addition of “két ékèà  ‘each other’, but it can be added 
to any of these constructions with the verb hug.  However, it is just redundant information. 
 
(2) Ekpe jè EnO é-dù-fàtà.  ‘Ekpe and EnO hug each other.’ 
(3) í-mí dú-fàtà    ‘We hug each other.’ 
(4) EnO je àmì í-mí dú-fàtà  ‘EnO and I hug each other.’ 
 
 
Filling in some gaps from the first elicitation 
 
(5) ḿ-mé kÁt Ekpe   ‘I see Ekpe.’ 
(6) ḿ-mé kpónó Ekpe   ‘I respect Ekpe.’ 
 
The two above constructions show how these verbs function when they are not used reflexively. 
 
(7) Ekpe ǹdò Udo é-dù-kÁt-té  ‘Ekpe and Udo see each other.’ 
(8) EnO jè àmì í-mí dú-kÁt-té   ‘EnO and I see each other.’ 
 
 
Reciprocals with Animals 
 
(9) éwá á-dòm éwá   ‘dog bites dog’ 
 
‘dom’ is ‘to bite’ 
 
(10) (m̀mè) éwá é-dù-dòm-mÒ ‘dogs bite each other.’ 
 
Since there is plural marking on the verb, the overt plural marker is optional.  Also this is a case 
of verb lengthening either to indicate plural or reciprocity.  I’m going to further investigate if 
there is a way to parse apart the two and find a construction where the verb lengthening only 
indicates reciprocity and not merely plurality. 
 
(11) éwá á-nùnÓ éwá   ‘dog sniffs dog.’ 
(12) éwá é-nùnÓ kèt ékén  ‘dogs sniff each other.’ 
 éwá é-dú-nùnO két ékén 
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Both of the above forms have the same meaning; one merely seems to drop unnecessary 
information.  Upon the inclusion of ‘dú’ there was a tone change on ‘ket’ to high tone and there 
may have been a tone change on the verb to low on the ‘O’. 
 
As we have seen with two verbs of ‘bite’ and ‘sniff’, some verbs reduplicate in Ibibio while 
others do not.  ‘dom’, a CVC verb, reduplicates while ‘nunO’, a CVCV, does not.  Thus, it may 
be that the form of the verb dictates if it can reduplicate and that only CVC verbs can 
reduplicate.  We see this same phenomenon happening with the CVC verb ‘jèt’ meaning ‘to 
wash’. 
 
 
Reflexives with Animals 
 
(13) ínúén a-jíé ídém  ‘bird washes itself.’ 
(14) ínúén é-dú-jèt-tè ídém  ‘birds wash themselves.’ 
(15) ínúén a-kÁt ídém  ‘bird sees itself.’ 
(16) ínúén é-dú-kÀt-tè ídém ‘birds see themselves/each other.’ 
(17) (m̀mè) éwá é-dú-mà-kà ídém  ‘dogs love each other’ 
 (m̀mè) éwá ódó é-dú-mà-kà (ídém) 
 
Depending on the insertion of ‘ódó’, ‘ídém’ may or may not be obligatory in this construction.  
Thus, whether or not ‘ídém’ is included is dependent on more than just the verb.  Also the verb 
love is ‘mà’ and when it is reduplicated for plural (or reciprocation?) it becomes ‘màkà’ or 
‘mángá’ (notice a tone difference).  I elicited some other examples to see how this phenomenon 
functions. 
 
 
Reduplication for ‘ma’ ‘to love’ 
 
(18) ḿmé má  ‘I love (it).’ 
(19) ḿmé má-ngá  ‘I love many things/many times.’ 
(20) ḿmé  ú-má  ‘I love you.’ 
 pronounced (ḿmú mángá) 
(21) ḿmé ú-má-ngá  ‘I love you, I love you I love you etc.’ 
 
In the case of 21, the reduplication can have an intensifying effect on the verb by saying that one 
does the verb many times. 
 
 
More Reflexives 
 
(22) ḿ-má bÁp ídém (m̀mì) ḿbúmé ‘I asked myself a question.’ 
       (1sg)(T) (V) (Rec) (Poss) (N) 
(23) à-má bÁp ídém (émÒ) ḿbúmé ‘He asked himself a question’ 
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‘émÒ’ can also be pronounces ÓmÒ or ámÒ.  ‘emO’ seems to have vowel harmony with ‘ídém’ 
while ‘ámÒ’ is the generic form.  When ‘ídém’ is removed, the construction is no longer 
reflexive. 
 
(23) à-má bÁp ḿbúmé   ‘He asked a question.’ 
(24) à-má bÁp ídém (émÒ) ḿbúmé ‘He asked himself a question.’ 
(25) à-mà á-bÁp ídém (m̀fò) ḿbúmé ‘You asked yourself a question.’ 
(26) ì-mà í-bÁp ídém (ǹyÌn) ḿbúmé ‘We asked ourselves a question.’ 
 
In the utterance above, neither of the vowels of ‘ìmà íbÁp’can be dropped in natural 
pronunciation.  Thus, *‘ìmàbÁp’ and *‘ìmíbÁp’ both are incorrect. This may be due to the loss 
of grammatical information, since the present tense marker ‘me’ can be dropped, but does not 
result in a loss of grammatical information, since present tense is the default without overt tense 
marking. 
 
(27) é-má é-bÁp ídém (ÒmÓ) ḿbúmé ‘They asked themselves a question.’ 
(28) é-má é-bÁp ídém (m̀bùfò) ḿbúmé ‘You all asked yourselves a question.’ 
 
This construction presents an interesting case of lengthening for pluralization, because both the 
verb and the noun can be lengthened for pluralization and this can affect how ambiguous the 
reciprocal sentence is. 
 
(29) é-má é-bÁp ídém (ÒmÓ) ḿbíímé They asked themselves questions. 
 é-má é-bíímé ídém (ÒmÓ) ḿbíímé They asked themselves/each other   
       questions. 
 
(30) é-má é-bíímé ídém (ÒmÓ) ḿbúmé They asked themselves/each other  a   

      question (many times). 
 
First, we can see that plural subjects can take a singular verb, as in 29.  Second, we see that the 
use of the plural verb, in this case, makes the sentence ambiguous as to if it is reciprocal or not.  
Lastly, we see that it is not obligatory for the verb and the subject to both be pluralized at the 
same time. 
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Reflexives and Reciprocals, pt. 3 (Seth Brooks) 
 
 
More Reflexive Verbs 
 
I re-elicited this sentence to look into why the present tense marking ‘me’ cannot be dropped. 
 
(1) ì-mí má ídém      ‘We love ourselves/each other.’ 
 
(2)  *ì-má ídém     ‘We love ourselves/each other.’ 
 
This matched data from my first elicitation on page 29, but I noticed that when I asked again 
about examples 1-6 on this page that only 1st person singular and plural were not allowed to drop 
the ‘me’.  Thus, the correct elicitation should look like the following. 
 
(3) m̀-mé kÁt ídém (m̀mì)   ‘I see myself.’ 
(4) á-(mé) kÁt ídém (émÒ)/(ÓmÒ)  ‘He (She) sees himself (herself).’ 
(5) á-(mé) kÁt ídém (m̀fù)   ‘You see yourself.’ 
(6) ì-mí kÁt ídém (nyÌn)   ‘We see ourselves.’ 
(7) é-(mé) kÁt ídém (ÓmÒ)  ‘They see themselves.’ 
(8) è-(mé) kÁt ídém (ǹdùfò)   ‘You all see yourselves.’ 

èé-kÁt ídém (ǹdùfò) 
 
I am not sure what motivates the change, since there is not an obvious phonological reason or 
one based on a loss of information, but the above elicitation may help in understanding other 
elicitations where the present tense ‘me’ drops out. 
 
  
Reciprocal Marker ‘du’ 
 
After looking at past elicitations like examples 22 and 23 from page 30, I noticed that two 
morphemes emerged in the unambiguous reciprocal form, ‘du’ and ‘ka’. 
 
(22) (ÓmÒ) é-mà ídém (ÓmÒ)     ‘They love themselves/each other.’ 
(23) (ÓmÒ) é-dù-mà-kà (ídém)(ÓmÒ)      ‘They love each other.’ 
 
These morphemes make it unnecessary to include the reflexive or reciprocal marker ‘idem’ 
‘self’.  So, I wondered if these two morphemes had to show up together and if one could be 
removed would the meaning of the utterance change. 
 
(9) ì-mí má ídém      ‘We love ourselves/each other.’ 
(10) ì-mí dú-mà-kà (ídém)       ‘We love each other.’ 
(11) *ì-mí dú-má__ ídém 
(12) *ì-mí __ma-kà ídém 
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The result is that ‘du’ and ‘ka’ can appear together, but inserted separately they render the 
sentence ungrammatical.  As I further elicited in other data and checked ‘du’ and ‘ka’ could 
appear independently, I found the same result.  However, ‘ka’ is not a specific morpheme.  The 
morpheme that actually pairs with ‘du’ is some type of lengthened mirror reduplication as we see 
in the following examples. 
 
 
Checking how ‘du’ interacts with ‘me’ 
 
I wondered if the ungrammaticality of the above sentence was because the verb lengthening 
necessitated something to fill the gap between the person marking and the verb.  So, I elicited 
with the tense ‘me’. 
 

kÀt ‘see’ 
(13) é-dú-kÀt-tè       ‘They see each other. 
(14) é-mé dú-kÀt-tè ‘They see each other.’ ‘have you guys met? (when a             

   used as a question)’ 
(15) *é-mé kÀt-tè” 
(16) *é ___ kÀt-tè  
 
We see the same interaction of ‘te’ with ‘du’ that was seen with ‘ka’.  Also we see that filling the 
gap with ‘me’ does not make the sentence grammatical.  Thus, there is a grammatical relation 
between ‘du’ and a lengthened verb that marks reciprocity. 
 
 
Reflexive Form with verb lengthening and [du]? 
 
There are similarities between the reflexive and reciprocal form; what happens to the reflexive 
form when we add in the reciprocal morphemes? 
 
(17) é-kÁt ídém (ÒmmÓ)   ‘They see themselves.’ 
(18) *é-kÁt-tè ídém (ÒmmÓ)  
(19) *é-dú-kÁt___ ídém (ÒmmÓ)   
(20) é-dú-kÁt-tè (ídém) (ÒmmÓ)  ‘They see each other.’ 
 
Adding these two morphemes together we see that the reflexive part of the sentence becomes 
optional and the meaning changes to be reciprocal.  Also this shows that ‘idem’ with a 
possessive are permissible in a reciprocal construction.  Unlike a similar construction where 
‘idem’-poss. was added to ‘love’, this construction is does not have a conceited connotation. 
 
 
Further Examination of the Reciprocal Verb Lengthening Morpheme 
 

fàt  ‘to hug’/‘to cut hair’ 
két  ‘one’ 
kédeket ‘one another’ 
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It seems that ‘one another’ is literally translated ‘one, one’, but that a harmonized vowel must be 
inserted between the consonant cluster and the unreleased ‘t’ becomes a flap.  The same 
phenomenon occurs if one says, ‘give me tens’.  
 
(21) dé-mè dwòp-ò-dwòp (naturally dwòBòdwòp) ‘give me tens’ 

dẁop ‘ten’ 
(22) é-dù-fàt-tà (két ékèt).      ‘They hug (each other).’ 
(23) *é-dù-fàt__ (két ékèt).       
(24) *é__ fàt-tà (két ékèt).       
(25) *é__ fàt__ két ékèt.      
(26) é__ fàt__  ‘They hug it.’    
 
Here we see yet another form of verb lengthening for the reciprocal form which also has some 
basis in reduplicating part of the verb.  What example 25 shows is that the reciprocal 
construction cannot be made by simply adding on “one another”; the morpheme pair seems to be 
necessary. 
 
 
A Reflexive Verb 
 
(27) ínúén a-jíé ídém  bird washes itself. 
 jie ‘wash’ (reflexive) 
(28) ínúén a-jèt ídém  (sounds unnatural to speaker) 
(29) ínúén é-dú-jèt-tè ídém  birds wash each other. 
 jet ‘wash’ 
 
Here are two verbs that both mean ‘to wash’, except that one is used reflexively.  So, how does 
the reflexive verb function with the verb lengthening? 
 
(30) *ínúén é-dù-jíé-ngè ídém 
(31) ínúén é-jíé-ngè ídém  birds wash themselves 
 
It appears that ‘jíé’ cannot be used with the reciprocal form, but it can be used with a plural form 
of the verb.  These seem to independent. 
 
To test this hypothesis of if there are two different morphemes for when a verb is lengthened for 
reciprocity and for plurality, I looked at the verb ‘ma’ ‘love’, because I had seen both a ‘–nga’ 
and a ‘ka’ morpheme added onto it. 
 
(32) ḿ-mé má  I love (it). 
(33) ḿ-mé má-ngá  I love many things/many times. 
(34) *ḿ-mé má-kà   
(35) *(ÓmÒ) é-dù-mà-ngá (ídém)(ÓmÒ) They love each other. 
 
Thus, there are two distinct lengthening forms and they are not interchangeable. 
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Same Phenomenon With Other CV-verbs?       
 
 sé ‘to look’ 
(36) ḿ-mà á-sé  “I looked at it.” 
(37) ḿ-mà sé-ét  “I looked at many things.” 
(38) í-mà í-dú-sé-té (kèt ékèn)  “We looked at each other.” 
 
Here we see another example of the same phenomenon, but it is not obvious what the principle is 
behind how to formulate the lengthening. 
 
 nÒ ‘give’ 
(39) ḿ-mà á-nÒ/ǹ-nÒ  ‘I gave it.’ 
(40) ḿ-mà nÒ-ngÓ  ‘I gave many things/times.’ 
(41) í-mà í-dú-nÒ-ngÒ (ídém) (ǹyÌn) (kèt ékèn) (énÒ) ‘We gave each other (gift).’ 
 
Though the sounds are the same for these verbs, we can see a tone difference between the forms. 
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More Verbs in Reciprocal Form (Seth Brooks) 
 
(1) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-kpùk-ò (kèt ékèn) ‘They cut each other’ 
 
Multiple paired forms of ‘cut’  

a. kpí ‘cut’ 
b. kpÀke ‘cut’ 
c. kpúk ‘cut many things’ and kpúúk ‘cut many things/times’ (plural) 

 
Between a and b, according to the speaker, the difference may just be personal preference, not a 
semantic difference.  C is an inherently plural verb, but can be pluralized further to mean ‘cut 
many things many times’ ‘kpúúk’.  Also there seems to be a tone change when the verb takes on 
the reciprocal suffix. 
  
(2) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-tùùk-ò (kèt ékèn) ‘They touched each other’ 
 
tùùk ‘touch’ 
 
(3) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-tÒ-kÒ (kèt ékèn) ‘They verbally abused each other’ 
 tÒk ‘verbally abuse’ 
(4) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-tÒ-Gò kèt ékèn  ‘They verbally abused each other’ (pl) 
 
These both have the same meaning, but 3 actually is a little unnatural, even though it is the 
regular reciprocal form.  In 4, I found the first time when a clearly reciprocal construction didn’t 
need reciprocal morphemes, yet it is sufficient to just use the overt phrase ‘kèt ékèn’ ‘each 
other’.  It could be that, due to the verbs meaning, the reflexive interpretation is blocked.  Also 
the following verb in 5 is more regularly used for this construction. 
 
(5) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-swàk-à (kèt ékèn) ‘They verbally abused each other’ 
 swàk ‘verbally abuse’/‘take something in your hands and shake it’ 
(6) m̀-mà swàk(à) ‘I verbally abuse’ 
 
The plural and singular of this verb are not very distinct, according to the speaker.  Thus, I 
probably won’t use it to draw conclusions on reduplication. 
 
(7) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-fÀk-Ò   ‘They covered it up’/’They covered each other’ 
(8) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-fÀk-Ò kèt ékèn ‘They covered each other’ 
 fÁk ‘cover’/‘cover up something’ 
 fúúk ‘cover’ (plural) 
 fÀkÒ ‘uncover’/reciprocal of ‘cover’ 
(9) m̀-mà á-fÁk ú-wàng ńkpò ‘I covered many things’ 
  plenty 
 
This is the first form I’ve found where the two reciprocal morphemes made an ambiguous 
meaning.  Even with the ‘du’ morpheme, number 7 can just be a declarative sentence and isn’t 
clearly reciprocal. 
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(10) m̀-mà ń/á-kwèngé   ‘I completed it’ 
(11) m̀-mà ń/á-kwèngé  (ÒmmÓ)  ‘I completed them’ 
 kwèngé ‘complete’/‘exhaust’ 
 
I could not find a distinct plural version for this verb.  So, I’m going to further investigate 
whether or not longer verbs like this one have a distinct plural form or if they lack a plural form. 
 
(12) m̀-mà ḿ/á-bwÒt (ákÀk) ‘I borrowed it (money)’ 
(13) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-bwÒt-Ò  ákÀk (kèt ékèn) ‘They borrowed money from each other’ 
(14) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-dù-nwááná  (ǹdò) kèt ékèn ‘They fought each other’ 
     *nwáná 
(15) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-nwáná  (ǹdò) kèt ékèn  ‘They fought each other’ 
(16) (ÒmmÓ) é-mà é-nwááná  (ǹdò) (kèt ékèn) ‘They fought each other’ 
(17) m̀-mà á-nwáná ídém ‘I struggled (to succeed)’ 
 
In 15 and 16, we see more examples of a reciprocal constructions without the reciprocal 
morpheme pair.  Yet, the construction in 16 also has another possible meaning of a free for all 
fight. 
 
 
Negated Reciprocal 
 
(18) í-mí dú-kÁt-té (kèt ékèn)  ‘We see each other.’ (from old elicitation) 
(19)  í-kí í-dù-kÀt-tè kè (kèt ékèn)  ‘We did not see each other’ 
(20) í-mà í-dú-sé-té (kèt ékèn)  ‘We looked at each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(21) í-kí í-dú-sè-té kè (kèt ékèn)  ‘We did not look at each other.’ 
(22) ì mí dú-mà-kà (kèt ékèn)        ‘We love each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(23) í-kí dú-mà-kà kè (kèt ékèn)        ‘We did not love each other.’ 
(24) í-kí dú-nwá(*á)ná kè (kèt ékèn)        ‘We did not fight each other.’ 
 
Though a few of the examples also have a different tense, we can see the same pattern 
regardless.  A ‘ke’ realized as ‘ki’ marks the negative tense and an additional ‘ke’ follows the 
verb and reciprocal morpheme.  I did not see this second ‘ke’ after the verb in other negation 
examples.  Yet, these other negation examples had their own reduplication.  Thus, I’m going to 
look more into if this ‘ke’ and see if it arises due to the position for the negation morpheme being 
taken by the reciprocal morpheme.  I also need to double check that ‘kèt ékèn’ follows ‘ke’ in 
this construction. 
 
(25) é-mà é-dú-tÒÒng-Ò (kèt ékèn)        ‘They hit each other.’  
(26) í-kí dú-tÒÒng-Ò kè (kèt ékèn)        ‘We did not hit each other.’ 
      dí (in natural speech) 
 tÓ  ‘hit’ 
 tÓÓng  ‘hit’ (plural) 
 tÓngÓ  ‘start’ 
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If you look at the above example and some other preceding examples, you will notice a tone 
change when a verb goes to reciprocal (if the verb is high tone, it goes to low tone).  I noticed 
and started paying close attention this elicitation section.  It happens at least sometimes, but I 
need to double check past examples to see if this pattern shows up consistently. 
 
(27) é-mà é-dú-kÀt-tè (kèt ékèn)        ‘They saw each other.’  
(28) é-mà é___kÀt____ kèt ékèn        ‘They saw each other.’ 
 
Contrary to past evidence, it is possible to form a clearly reciprocal construction without the 
reciprocal markers, but ‘kèt ékèn’ ‘each other’ becomes necessary.  This was not the case for the 
word ‘hug’.  Thus, this phenomenon may only be possible with certain verbs. 
 
 
An attempt at a focused reciprocal construction 
 
(29) í-mà í-dù-kÀt-tè, ádò í-kí í-dù-kÒm-mÒ kè      ‘They saw each other, they   
           did not greet each other’ 
 
I’m not completely sure that this construction has the semantic meaning I was going for, but, if it 
truly is a focused reciprocal construction, then it may be that the reciprocal morpheme suffix 
reduplication blocks the prefix reduplication of focusing.  I’ll look further into this. 
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Filling in more gaps with negation and negated reciprocals (Seth Brooks) 
 
(1a) (nyÌn) í-kí nÒ-GÓ Ékpé ǹgwèt   ‘We didn’t give Ekpe a book’ 
(1b) í-mà í-dò nò-ngò ídém nyÌn ǹgwèt  ‘We gave each other books’ 
(1c) nyÌn í-kí í-dò nò-ngò ke (ídém nyÌn) ǹgwèt ‘We did not give each other books’ 
 

Notice in the above examples that the form and tone is different for the reduplicated form for 
negation and for the reciprocal: tone low-high versus tone low-low and [G] verses [ng].  Then, 
when negation and reciprocal are placed together the reciprocal form wins out and a “ke” is 
added in. 
 

(2a) nyÌn í-kí kAt-te    ‘We did not see it.’ 
(2b) í-mí dú-kÁt-té (kèd ékèn)  ‘We see each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(2c) í-kí í-dù-kÀt-tè kè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We did not see each other’ (old elicitation) 
 

(3a) nyÌn í-kí sè-Gé    ‘We did not look at it.’ 
(3b) í-mà í-dú-sé-té (kèd ékèn)  ‘We looked at each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(3c) í-kí í-dú-sè-té kè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We did not look at each other.’ (old elic.) 
 
 

(4a) nyÌn í-kí mà-Gà    ‘We did not love it.’ 
(4b) ì mí dú-mà-kà (kèd ékèn)        ‘We love each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(4c) í-kí dú-mà-kà kè (kèd ékèn)         ‘We did not love each other.’ (old elic.) 
 
(I need to double check the tones on 2-4) 
 

(5a) í-mà ítÓÓ    ‘We hit it.’ 
(5b) nyÌn í-kí tÓÓ-GÓ    ‘We did not hit it.’ 
(5c) í-mà t(i)ÒÒ-ngò     ‘We hit each other.’ 
(5d) nyÌn í-kí dú-t(i)ÒÒ-ngò kè  ‘We did not hit each other.’ 
(5e) tÓngÓ     ‘to start’ 
 

The reciprocal morphology winning out holds for 3-5, which have distinct forms.  Also the 
appearance of ‘ke’ after the verb is consistent.  5e is a possible complication. 
 

(6a) í-mà í-míà ànyé    ‘We slapped him.’ 
(6b) nyÌn í-kí míà-Gá ànyé    ‘We did not slap him’ 
(6c) nyÌn í-mà í-míà__ kèd ékèn   ‘We slapped each other’ 
(6d) nyÌn í-kí dú-míà__Gá kèd ékèn  ‘We did not slap each other’ 
 
Notice that the reciprocal morphology does not emerge for either the reciprocal or negated 
reciprocal constructions.  The speaker said he does not know what the reciprocal form is for this 
verb, which is interesting, because it could mean that there is no regular, generalized form for 
reciprocal and that learners have to memorize the reciprocal morpheme for each verb, maybe.  
Part of why this verb could be odd is that it is CVV, which is a rare verb form in the data I’ve 
seen and may not take a reciprocal morpheme the same. 
 
(7a) nyÌn ì-mà í-kÓm ànyé     ‘We greeted him.’ 
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(7b) nyÌn í-kí kÓm-mÓ ànyé     ‘We did not greet him.’ 
(7c) í-mà ì-dú-kÒm-mÒ (kèd ékèn)   ‘We greeted each other.’ 
(7d) nyÌn í-kí í-dú-kÒm-mÒ kè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We did not greet each other.’ 
(7e) nyÌn í-kí ___kÒm-mÒ____kèd ékèn  ‘We did not greet each other.’ 
 
We see that when the consonants are the same, the reciprocal form of the tone still wins out over 
negation.  Also in 7d and 7e we see that there is another form of negation, kind of like what we 
saw in 6c and 6d, where the reciprocal morphemes are left out and the overt “each other” 
becomes obligatory.  Even in this bare form, we notice that the reciprocal tone is maintained. 
 
(8a) éwá á-dòm éwá     ‘A dog is biting another dog’(old elic.) 
(8b) éwá í-kí dóm-mó éwá     ‘A dog did not bite another dog.’ 
(8c) (m̀mè) éwá é-dù-dòm-mò(kèd ékèn)  ‘Dogs are biting each other.’ (old elic) 
(8d) (m̀mè) éwá í-kí dú-dòm-mò kè (kèd ékèn) ‘Dogs did not bite each other.’ 
(8d)* (m̀mè) éwá í-kí ___dòm-mò___ _kèd ékèn_ ‘Dogs did not bite each other.’ 
(8e) éwá ìbà òdò í-kí dòm-mò _kèd ékèn_  ‘Those two dogs did not bite each other.’ 
 
Again we see the alternating form of the reciprocal, but here we see that, when we do the form 
without the reflexive morphemes, it seems that the form only likes a construction with two 
subjects.  Maybe, this is the number of subject that is semantically implied in this construction 
for the “we” formations also. 
 
 
(9a) nyÌn í-kí bÁp-pé ḿbÁmé    ‘We did not ask a question.’ 
(9b) nyÌn í-mà dú-bÀp-pè (kèd ékèn) ḿbÁmé  ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
(9c) nyÌn í-mà ___í-bÁp___ kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé  ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
(9d) nyÌn í-kí __bíímé kè ídém nyÌn (kèd ékèn) ḿbíímé ‘We did not ask each other    

  questions’ 
(9e) nyÌn í-kí___ bÀp-pè___kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé           ‘We did not ask each other  

  questions’ 
(9f) í-kí dú-bììmè kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé             ‘We did not ask each other  

  questions’ 
*(9g) í-kí dú-bíímé kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé 
 
I have noticed that many times the reflexive form has a low tone as we see in the examples 
above.  In 9f and 9g, I found that it was incorrect to insert the tones from the negative form, 
which confirms that it is the reflexive form which wins out. 
 
(10a) ḿ-mà á-bÁp ḿbíímé    ‘I asked questions’ 
(10b) ḿ-mà á-bííp/bíímé ḿbÁmé   ‘I asked questions’ 
 
The pluralization can either be on the verb or on the noun and they do not have to be in 
synchrony. 
 
(11a) í-mà í-fát ànyé     ‘We hugged him’ 
(11b) nyÌn í-kí fát-tá ànyé    ‘We didn’t hug him’ 
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(11c) í-mà í-dú-fàt-tà     ‘We hugged each other’  
(11d) nyÌn í-kí dú-fàt-tà kè    ‘We didn’t hug each other’ (compare to 84). 
 
 
Different Types of Reciprocal-like Constructions 
 
(12a) í-mà í-tìé     ‘We sat.’ 
(12b) nyÌn í-kí tìé-Gé     ‘We did not sit.’ 
(12c) nyÌn í-kí tìé kèt     ‘We sat with each other/together.’ 
(12d) nyÌn í-kí tìé-Gé kèt    ‘We did not sit with each other/together.’ 
 
This form appears to function differently than in English.  The reciprocal form does not come out 
in all phrases where “each other” is present, but only when the meaning is reciprocal. 
 
dÁp  hide something  dÁBé  hide oneself 
 
(13a) í-mà í-dÁB-é     ‘We hid ourselves’ 
(13b) í-mà í-dÁp ídém nyÌn    ‘We hid ourselves’(in a location) 
(13c) nyÌn í-kí dÁB-é ké    ‘We did not hide ourselves’ 
(13d) nyÌn í-kí dÁB-é kèt    ‘We hid with each other’ 
(13e) nyÌn í-kí dÁB-é ké kèt    ‘We did not hide with each other’ 
 
 
Focused Reciprocal 
 
(14a) í-mà í-dò kÒm-Ò kèd ékèn, ádó nyÌn í-kí kÓmÓ ànyé  
‘We greeted each other we did not greet him.’ 
 
(14b) í-kí dó kÒm-Ò à-dó kÒmÒ, ówú í-kí tÒ-GÓ ké tÓ-GÒ 
‘We greeted each other, we did not quarrel.’ 
 
For the focused reciprocal, 14b, we see the same form of reciprocal, except it is separated by 
“ado”.  Yet, I am not sure if it is the reciprocal –do morpheme reduplicated or another word.  
Also we see reduplication on the second portion of the sentence with two ‘ke’s, but the tones 
change between the two forms of ‘tOGO’. 
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More on Reciprocals (Seth Brooks) 
 
 
Tones from the last elicitation revisited 
 
(2a) ǹyÌn í-kí kÁt-té    ‘We did not see it.’ 
(2b) ì-mí dú-kÀt-tè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We see each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(2c) í-kí í-dú-kÀt-tè kè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We did not see each other’ (old elicitation) 
 
(3a) ǹyÌn íkí sé-Gé    ‘We did not look at it.’ 
(3b) ì-mà í-dú-sè-tè/dè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We looked at each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(3c) í-kí í-dú-sè-té kè (kèd ékèn)  ‘We did not look at each other.’ (old elic.) 
 
(4a) ǹyÌn í-kí má-Gá    ‘We did not love it.’ 
(4b) ì mí dú-mà-kà (kèd ékèn)        ‘We love each other.’ (old elicitation) 
(4c) í-kí dú-mà-kà kè (kèd ékèn)         ‘We did not love each other.’ (old elic.) 
 
I double-checked the tones on these, because I had thought that they patterned differently than 
the other examples.  However, upon further inspection, they patterned the same as the other 
reciprocal and negative forms.  Reciprocal makes the tones low and this feature wins out in the 
negated reciprocal.  Also I fixed the tone on “i-ma” to correctly have the initial tone as low. 
 
(9a) ǹyÌn í-kí bÁp-pé ḿbÁmé   ‘We did not ask a question.’ 
(9b) ǹyÌn ì-mà dú-bÀp-pè (kèd ékèn) ḿbÁmé ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
(9c) ǹyÌn ì-mà ___í-bÁp___ kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
(9c) ǹyÌn í-ké ì-bíímé kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé  ‘We asked each other a question.’ 
(9d1) ǹyÌn í-kí __bíímé kè ídém nyÌn ḿbíímé    ‘We did not ask ourselves questions’/ 

‘We did not ask each other questions’ 
(9d2) ǹyÌn í-kí __bíímé kè kèd ékèn ḿbíímé             ‘We did not ask each other questions’ 
(9e) ǹyÌn í-kí___ bÀp-pè__ kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé          ‘We did not ask each other questions’ 
(9f) ǹyÌí-kí dú-bììmè kè kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé             ‘We did not ask each other a question’ 
*(9g) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-bíímé kè kèd ékèn ḿbÁmé 
(9h) ḿbúúmé = ḿbíímé 
 
I realized I had put together two examples in 9d.  Now, they are separated out with correct 
meanings, one of which is ambiguous.  Also I realized that I had left out some of the “ke”s after 
the verb.  Lastly, I found out that I needed to add in “nyIn” to 9f to make it clear, because the “i” 
of “i-ki” is changed to low in this construction, which makes person indefinite. 
 
 
Reciprocal in Future Tense 
 
(1a) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà í-tÓÓ     ‘We will hit it.’ 
(1b) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò í-tÓÒ    ‘We will not hit it.’ 
(1c) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà í-dú-tÒÒ-ngò   ‘We will hit each other.’ 
(1d) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò ì-dú-tÒÒngÒ *ke  ‘We will not hit each other.’ 
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We see a similar pattern to the past, there is a distinct tense morpheme for regular past ‘ya’ and 
for negated past ‘boGo’.  The speaker pointed out that ‘bo’ means ‘say’, yet it is used in this 
context for negated future.  One noticeable difference between the past and the future is that ‘ke’ 
does not sound natural when it follows the verb in the negated reciprocal (1d).  Also the second 
‘o’ of ‘bogo’ drops out in natural speech. 
 
(2a) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà ì-má     ‘We will love it.’ 
(2b) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò í-mâ    ‘We will not love it.’ 
(2c) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà ì-dú-mà-kà   ‘We will love each other.’ 
(2d) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò ì-dú-mà-kà   ‘We will not love each other.’ 
 
(3a) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà í-kÓm ànyé   ‘We will greet him.’ 
(3b) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò ì-kÔm ànyé  ‘We will not greet him.’ 
(3c) (ǹyÌn) ì-yà í-dú-kÒm-mÒ  ‘We will greet each other.’ 
(3d) ǹyÌn í-bó-Gò ì-dú-kÒm-mÒ *ke  ‘We will not greet each other.’ 
 
We see the same pattern in 2 and 3, except that since these verbs are not CVV, the single vowel 
takes on a falling tone in the negated past. 
 
 
More focused reciprocals 
 
(4) ì-mà í-dú-swàdà, ǹyÌn í-kí dú mà-kà kè 
‘We hated each other, we did not love each other’ 
 
(5) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-sè-dè á-dú sè-dè, kpÓt i-ma í-dú fàt-tà ńkò 
‘We did not only look at each other, we hugged each other also’ 
 
4 was not a natural contrast, so no focus emerged.  The second showed a focused form, but with 
a different structure.  So, it is harder to see what is happening. 
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More on Reciprocals, pt. 2 (Seth Brooks) 
 
 
Focused Reciprocals 
 
(1a) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-mà-kà á-dú mà-kà  ‘We LOVED each other’ 
(1b) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-kpùk-kò á-dú kpùk-kò ‘We CUT each other’ 
(1c) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-tÒÒ-ngÒ á-dú tÒÒ-ngÒ ‘We HIT each other’ 
(1d) ǹyÌn í-kí dú-tÒ-dÒ á-dú tÒ-dÒ  ‘We BUMPED each other’ 
 
In all of these examples, it is clear that the verb with the reciprocal morphology completely 
reduplicates when it is also focused.  Moreover, it seems that the ‘du’ is also reduplicated in 
between the verbs.  The ‘a’ that also appears seems to not serve an important function, because it 
normally drops out in casual speech. 
 
 
Reciprocals in Desiderative Constructions 
 
(2a) ì-yém ì-dú-díòngÓ ked eken  ‘We want to know each other’ 
(2b) ì-yém ì-(?dú)-fÀdú   ‘We want each other to prosper’ 
(2c) ì-yém ì-fÀdú    ‘We want each other to prosper’ 
      /‘We want us to prosper’ 
 
It seems that this type of formation lends itself to using the reciprocal form without the overt 
morphological marking. 
 
 
Imperative Reciprocals 
 
(3) é-dú-tÒ-ngoÒ ìtà    ‘Hit each other!’ 
(4) é-dú-mà-kà    ‘Love each other!’ 
 
Notice that the reciprocal maintains all of its features when is used in the imperative; the low 
tone is maintained. In example 3, ‘ita’ means ‘blow’, so it literally is ‘hit each other blows’. 
 
 
Relative Reciprocal Clauses 
 
(5) íbón é-ké é-dú-nÒ-ngÒ kè ènÒ ‘The people who gave each other gifts’ 
(6) íbón é-ké é-dú-kpùk-kò kè   ‘The people who cut each other’ 
(7) íbón é-ké é-kpùk-kò    ‘The people who cut.’ 
(8) íbón é-ké é-dú-fàt-à kè   ‘The people who hugged each other.’ 
(9) éwá é-ké dú-dòm-mò kè   ‘The dogs who bit each other’ 
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Similar to the combination of negative and reciprocal, a ‘ke’ shows up post-verbally, assumedly 
in order to maintain the meaning of one of the reduplications that was blocked.  Also I need to 
double check the tones on 7.  
 
 
Negative Relative Reciprocal Clause 
 
(10) íbón é-ké dí dú-kÀt-tè kè   ‘The people who did not see each other’ 
(11) íbón é-ké dí dú-kpùk-kò kè  ‘The people who did not cut each other.’ 
(12) íbón é-ké dí dú-t(i)Ò-ngÒ kè ìtà  ‘The people who did not hit each other.’ 
(13) íbón é-ké dí dú-fàt-à kè   ‘The people who did not hug each other.’ 
(14) éwá é-ké dí dú-dòm-mò kè  ‘The dogs who did not bite each other’ 
 
In natural fast production, all of the negative ‘di’ markers are pronounced ‘du’, because of vowel 
harmony. 
 
 
Future Relative Clauses 
 
(15) íbón é-dí í-dú-fàt-tà   ‘The people who will hug each other.’ 
(16a) íbón é-dí yá-ká í-dú fàt-tà  ‘The people who will not hug each other.’ 
(16b) íbón é-dí í-bò-Gó í-dú fàt-tà  ‘The people who will not hug each other.’ 
(17a) éwá é-dí í-dú-dòm-mò   ‘The dogs who will bite each other’ 
(17b1) éwá é-dí yá-ká í-dú-dòm-mò  ‘The dogs who will not bite each other’ 
(17b2) éwá é-dí í-bò-Gó í-dú-dòm-mò ‘The dogs who will not bite each other’ 
 
A notable difference in both negative and regular future relative clauses is the post-verbal ‘ke’ is 
not present.  This begs the question of what marks the relative clause in the construction?  I will 
elicit some examples of future relative clauses without reciprocity.  Also notice that the negative 
future marker does not take the place of ‘di’ (which seems to be the future relative clause 
marker).  Both ‘ya-ka’ and ‘bo-Go’ appear to encode negation, since ‘-ka’ and ‘-Go’ are 
common negation markings.   
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Questions & Focus (Philip Duncan) 
 
Questions 
 
(1) ákùn ámâ ádép ǹgwêt   ‘Akun bought a book.’ 
 
Note on (1): I have the 2nd syllable in ǹgwêt as falling here, but low elsewhere. I have tried to 
capture what I perceived in each context. 
 
(2) ákùn ámâ ádép ǹgwêt ké ùrùwá ‘Akun bought a book at the market.’ 
 
Note on (2): The phrase ké ùrùwá ‘at the market’ is pronounced kúrùwá in casual speech (the 
lower of the two vowels deletes as a means of hiatus resolution, but the high tone is retained). 
 
(3) ákùn ámâ ádép ǹgwêt ké ùrùwá ǹgkpÓng ‘Akun bought a book at the market  

yesterday.’ 
(4) ákùn ámâ ádép ǹgwêt ǹgkpÓng ké ùrùwá ‘Akun bought a book yesterday at the  

market.’ 
 
In (4), I was just curious to see whether the adverb ǹgkpÓng ‘yesterday’ could appear before the 
phrase at the market. Also, the word ǹgkpÓng is more accurately something like ‘one day from 
today’, and it can either be in the past (yesterday) or future (tomorrow). In these examples, the 
interpretation is ‘yesterday’ because it appears in the scope of past tense. 
 
(5) ànyě íkídép ǹgwèt kúrùwá ǹgkpÓng  ‘Who bought a book at the market  

yesterday?’ 
 
Note on (5): íkídép is í-ké í-dép; again the lower of the two vowels deletes. Interestingly, it 
appears that vowel deletion is triggered, and not lengthening, which often happens with the 
tense(?) marker mà appearing before inflected verb stems. Also, as in (4), ǹgkpÓng ‘yesterday’ 
can occur before kúrùwá (a construction that Mfon offered). Mfon also noted that (6) is 
permissible: 
 
(6) ǹgkpÓng ànyĕ íkídép ǹgwèt kúrùwá  ‘Yesterday, who bought a book at the  

market?’ 
(7) ǹgkpÓng ké ákún áké dép ǹgwêt kùrùwá ‘It was yesterday that Akun bought a book at  

the market.’ 
 
Note on (7): I elicited this after Mfon offered (6). One major difference is the presence of ké in 
(7), which appears to be a complementizer. I need to test whether the ké is possible in (6). Also, I 
first noted here that the [p̚] in dép can be realized as [m] in casual speech when followed by the 
syllabic nasal in ǹgwêt. 
 
(8) ǹsǒ ké ákùn óké dép ké ùrùwá ǹgkpÓng ‘What did Akun buy at the market  

yesterday?’ 
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Note on (8): It appears that a difference between subject wh-questions (see 5) and object wh-
questions (see 8) is that, in the latter, the complementizer ké surfaces. Also, the realization of áké 
as óké is due to vowel harmony, apparently agreeing with the vowel in the second syllable of 
ákùn. 
 
(9) m̀mǑ ké ákùn áké dép ǹgwèt ǹgkpÓng ‘Where did Akun buy a book yesterday?’ 
 
Note on (9): Again, the complementizer ké surfaces following the wh-element. 
 
(10) ÓmmÓ émà édép  ‘They bought it.’ 
 
Note on (10): The pronoun ÓmmÓ ‘they’ is obligatory here. Without it, the sentence émà édép 
means ‘It was bought’ (what looks like passive seems to take 3pl inflection). I elicited this 
because I was interested to see if the person prefixes would be similar to or different from the 
ones that occur in the subject wh-question in (5). Apparently they are not the same. I also asked 
for the sentence in (11) related to this: 
 
(11) ìkídép ǹgwêt  ‘We bought a book.’/ ‘We were buying a book.’ 
 
Note on (11): Mfon noted that this sentence could be used, e.g., as a response to a question (such 
as ‘What were you doing?’). I was interested in the tones on the person marker, again, to 
compare with the person marker in subject wh-questions. The 1pl prefix on ké in (11) is ì-, with a 
low tone. In the question, the vowel is [i] (like the 1pl) but the tone is high (like the 3pl). A 
reduced version of (5) is repeated here for comparison: 
 
(12) ànyě íkídép ǹgwêt ‘Who bought a book?’ 
(13) ìdáGá kě ké ákùn áké dèp ǹgwêt kúrùwá ‘When did Akun buy a book at the market?’ 
 
Note on (13): Another acceptable way to ask this question is in (14): 
 
(14) ìnȉ ákè kě ké ákùn áké dèp ǹgwêt kúrùwá ‘When did Akun buy a book at the market?’ 
 
Note on (14): Consider the multiple, adjacent instances of the syllable ke…it seems Ibibio has no 
tendency toward haplology! The different phrases meaning ‘when’, ìdáGá kě & ìnȉ áké prompted 
a discussion vis-à-vis their difference.  
 
(15) ákè ‘which?’ 
(16) àńgké ‘which?’ 
(17) ìnȉ áke ‘what time?’ 
(18) ìdáGá kě (= ìdáGá áké) ‘when?’ 
 
Note on (18): At this point in the discussion, Mfon explained that the word ìdáGá in the phrase 
ìdáGá kě ‘when?’ has to do with ‘standing’ or ‘position’. Thus, (19-22) were elicited: 
 
(19) dá ‘to stand’ 
(20) ìdáGá ‘standing, position’ 
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Note on (20): I’m not sure what the morphological breakdown of this is (I tried to see if there 
was an unreleased [k] in ‘to stand’, but it appears there is not). 
 
(21) dá ìdàGà ‘holy position of __ ’ 
(22) dá ìdàGà ké ékpúk ‘holy position of authority in the family’ 
 
Note on (13-22): The use of ìdáGá in ‘when’ is like “which position in this [temporal] 
progression” according to Mfon. 
 
(23) ǹsǒ ǹgwêt ké ákùn áké dép kúrùwá  ‘Which book did Akun buy at the market?’ 
(24) ǹsǒ útÒ ǹgwèt ké ákùn áké dép kúrùwá ‘What kind of book did Akun buy at the  

market?’ 
 
Note on (23-24): The word útÒ means ‘kind’. Besides this, apparently the use of ǹsǒ 
“presupposes you don’t know about the book” or “you are not seeing anything [i.e., any book]” 
according to Mfon. These constructions contrast with (25): 
 
(25) ángkè/áké ǹgwêt ké ákùn áké dép kúrùwá ‘Which book did Akun buy at the market?’ 
 
Note on (25): According to Mfon, “in this case you are seeing books, but you don’t know which 
of the books” was the one Akun bought. 
 
(26) ké úrùwá áńgké ké ákùn áké dép ǹgwêt ‘At which market did Akun buy the book?’ 
 
Note on (26): The phrase ké úruwá áńgké ‘at which market?’ (Lit., ‘at market which?’) is 
pronounced kúrùwángké in fast speech. As for the meaning of this (apparently encoded by 
áńgké), Mfon noted that “you don’t have to see the market but you know that there are distinct 
ones,” and that the “understanding is that the person you are asking knows there are several 
markets.” 
 
(27) ké ǹsúrùwá ké ákùn áké dép ǹgwêt  ‘At what market did Akun buy the book?’ 
 
Note on (27): ké ǹsúrùwá = ké ǹsó úrùwá ‘at what market’. The interpretation is more like ‘at 
what type of market’ (e.g., livestock, meat, etc.). The question appears to be well-formed 
grammatically, but is pragmatically infelicitous in that asking the question presupposes 
knowledge of the type of market since the speaker is referring to the object bought in the 
question. 
 
(28) ákùn ómâ ádèp únén kúrùwá ǹgkpÓng ‘Akun bought a chicken a the market  

yesterday.’ 
(29) ǹsǒ ké ákùn óké dép ké ùrùwá ǹgkpÓng ‘What did Akun buy at the market  

yesterday?’ (same as [8] above) 
(30) áńgkè únén ké ákùn áké dép kúrùwá ǹgkpÓng ‘Which chicken did Akun buy at the  

market yesterday?’ 
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Note on (28-30): I was trying to see if animacy played a role in object wh-questions and which 
NP/DP questions. Apparently not. Mfon said that animacy is not relevant here, but mentioned 
that there are some verbs in which animacy does play a role. I decided not to go down that rabbit 
trail at this point. 
 
(31) ákùn ómâ ánèGúnék  ‘Akun danced.’ 
(32) ànyě íkínèGúnék  ‘Who danced?’ 
 
Note on (32): In careful/slow speech, this is ànyě íké ínèk únèk. 
 
(33) ǹsǒ ké ákùn áké nék  ‘What did Akun dance?’ 
 
Note on (33): This can also be asked rhetorically, e.g., if Akun danced oddly. This use seems to 
be comprable ‘What was that?!’ in English. 
 
 
Focus 
 
(34) ǎkùn óké nék  ‘It was Akun who danced (not Ima).’ 
 
Note on (34): I’m not sure exactly what signals that ‘Akun’ is focused/emphasized. I have 
indicated here rising tone on the first syllable, and there appears to be some type of intonational 
difference here. Mfon noted that it might be “some king of aspect,” though he is “not sure what it 
is.” (I’m also not sure what he meant by “aspect,” so this needs further investigation.) 
 
(35) ídógó ímá áké nêk ǎkùn óké nèk ‘It was not Ima that dance, Akun danced.’ 
 
Note on (35): ‘Akun’ here seemed to undergo the same change as indicated in (34). Also, I take 
it that ídógó is a form of ‘be’ inflected for person and negation. 
 
(36) ídóGó ímá áké nék ǎkùn ké ákédô ‘It was not Ima that danced, it was Akun.’ 
(37) únék ké ókùn óké nèk   ‘It was a dance that Akun danced.’ 
 
Note on (37): Vowel harmony x 2 in ókùn óké (=ákùn áké). 
 
(38) únék ísÙn ké ákùn óké nèk  ‘It was a waist dance that Akun danced.’ 
 
Note on (38): A ‘waist dance’ is a common dance, especially for females. 
 
(39) ímà áké dép ǹgwèt ídóGó ókùn ‘It was Ima who bought a book, (it was) not Akun.’ 
(40) íkídóGó ákùn    ‘It was not Akun.’ 
 
Note on (39-40): Note the presence of ki with ‘be’ in (40), though it is absent in (39). It is not 
necessary in (39) because it is in the context of the past already, according to Mfon. 
 
(41) ǎkùn áké dép ǹgwèt ‘It was Akun that bought the book.’ 
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(42) ákùn óké dèp ǹgwèt ‘Akun was buying a book. 
 
Note on (41-42): The major difference that I have indicated in the focused version (41) is what 
appears to be a rising tone on ‘Akun’ and also a high tone on ‘buy/bought’. 
 
(43) ǎkùn ómàádép ǹgwèt  ‘Akun bought a book.’ 
 
Note on (43): Here I was checking the difference between ké and mà. Also, apart from meaning 
differences, it appears that person markers become long vowels in the presence of mà, but not ké. 
Still, person markers on the verb are compatible with ké, as in á-ké á-dèp ǹgwèt ‘He was buying 
a book’ (but, according to Mfon, it “sounds like you are speaking very slowly”). Also, given the 
rising tone on ‘Akun’ in (43), this should be double-checked. 
 
(44) ǹgwèt ké ákùn áké dèp   ‘It was a book that Akun bought.’ 
(45) ǎkùn áké dédép ǹgwèt íkí nyà(m) mányâm ‘Akun BOUGHT a book, she didn’t sell it.’  
(46) ǎkùn ákéńyànyám ǹgwèt íkí dép (p)édép ‘Akun SOLD a book, she didn’t buy it.’ 
 
Note on (45-46): After a few quick failed attempts at predicate clefting, I elicited these two. 
Several things appear to be going on (none of which I have any understanding of! – so these 
types should be investigated further). It appears that, once again, there is a distinct intonational 
pattern on ‘Akun’ when focused/emphasized/topicalized(?). The focused/emphasized verb seems 
to undergo partial reduplication, and so does the negative focused verb. Additionally, the 
inflection on the tense marker ké in the second clause looks like the marking that surfaces in 
subject wh-questions. 
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Wh-questions, Argument Focus, & Verb Focus (Philip Duncan) 
 
 
Argument Focus & Wh-questions 
 
(1) fát   ‘to hug’ 
(2) èkà   á-mà   á-fát   áyèn ‘The mother hugged the child.’ 
(3) *èkà   á-ké    á-fát   áyèn (Intended: ‘The mother hugged the child.’) 
(4) èkà á-ké á-fát áyèn ‘It’s the mother that hugged the child.’ 

 
Note: (2-4) suggest that mà is incompatible with a focus construction. Instead, ké obligatorily 
surfaces. The data below verifies this: mà is incompatible with argument focus, verb focus, and 
wh-questions. 

 
(5) ànìyé í-ké í-fát áyèn ‘Who hugged the child?’ 
(6) *ànìyé í-mà í-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘Who hugged the child?’) 
(7) (á-dò) èkà á-ké (á-)fát áyén ‘It was the mother who hugged the child.’ 
(8) *(á-dò) èkà á-ké (á-)fát áyén (Intended: ‘It was the mother who hugged the child.’) 
(9) ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-ké (á-)fát ‘Who did the mother hug?’ 

 
Note on (9): When ówó ‘person’ is present, the question is more properly translated ‘Which 
person did the mother hug?’ 

 
(10) * ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-mà (á-)fát 
(11) (á-dò) áyèn ké èkà á-ké (á-)fát ‘It was the child that the mother hugged.’ 
(12) *(á-dò) áyèn ké èkà á-mà (á-)fát (Intended: ‘It was the child that the mother  

    hugged.’) 
(13) èkà á-yà á-fát áyèn ‘The mother will hug the child (in the distant future).’ 
(14) *èkà á-dì á-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘The mother will hug the child (in the distant future).’) 
(15) èkà á-dì á-fát áyèn ‘It is the mother who will hug the child (not the father).’ 

 
Note: (13-15) suggest that yà is incompatible with a focus construction. Instead, dì obligatorily 
surfaces. The data below verifies this: yà is incompatible with argument focus, verb focus, and 
wh-questions. The near future marker yá behaves like yà. 

 
(16) èkà á-yá á-fát áyèn ‘The mother will hug the child (in the near future).’ 
(17) ń-yá à-dì ‘I’m coming right away.’ 
(18) ń-yà á-dì ‘I’m coming later.’ 
 
Note: Mfon offered (17-18) to illustrate the difference in the future markers, which also shows 
that the form that surfaces in focus constructions, dì, is homophonous with the verb ‘come’. This 
could be evidence for a serial construction. I may have these forms reversed, so the tones should 
be rechecked. 

 
(19) ànìyé (ówó) í-dì í-fát áyèn ‘Who will hug the child?’ 
(20) *ànìyé (ówó) í-yà í-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘Who will hug the child?’) 
(21) *ànìyé (ówó) í-yá í-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘Who will hug the child?’) 
(22) ànìyé í-bò (*ké) í-fát áyèn ‘Who will hug the child?’ 
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Note on (22): As we have seen elsewhere, the verb bò ‘say’ serves as a future marker. The verb 
yAm (reheck tones) ‘to look for, to desire, to want’ patterns like bò in this regard. 

 
(23) ànìyé í-bò ké í-yà í-fát áyèn ‘Whoi said that theyi/*k will hug the child?’ 
(24) ànìyé í-bò ké é-yà é-fát áyèn ‘Whoi said that they*i/k will hug the child?’ 

 
Note on (23-24): These were given by Mfon after I tried to add ké in (22). In (23-24) – where bò 
literally means ‘say’ – seem to be biclausal, but (22) – where (grammaticalized?) bò indicates 
future – appears to be monoclausal. 

 
(25) (á-dò)èkà á-dì (*ké) í-fát áyèn ‘It is the mother who will hug the child.’ 

 
Note on (25): It is interesting that ké cannot occur in this construction. Check to see if ké can 
occur between èkà and ádì. 

 
(26) *(á-dò) èkà á-yà/í-yà á-fát/í-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘It is the mother who will hug the child.’) 
(27) *(á-dò) èkà á-yá/í-yá á-fát/í-fát áyèn (Intended: ‘It is the mother who will hug the child.’) 
(28) (á-dò) èkà á-bò í-fát áyèn ‘It is the mother who will hug the child.’ 

 
Note on (28): This did not occur to me during the elicitation, but notice the different person 
markers/agreement on bò and fát. Recheck this. The same pattern occurs in (29-30, 32-33), 
though, which makes me think it isn’t scribal error! 

 
(29) ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-dì í-fát ‘Who will the mother hug (in the distant future)?’ 
(30) ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-bò í-fát ‘Who will the mother hug (in the near future)?’ 

 
Note on (30): This indicates that bò might encode near future. 

 
(31) *ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-yá/á-yà í-fát/á-fát (Intended: ‘Who will the mother hug?’) 

 
Note on (31): I tested here both future tense markers that occur in non-focus and non-
interrogative contexts, both of which are bad. I also attempted changing the agreement on the 
verb just to make sure that this wasn’t triggering the ungrammaticality. 

 
(32) (á-dò) áyèn ké èkà á-dì í-fát ‘It is the child that the mother will hug.’ 
(33) (á-dò) áyèn ké èkà á-bò í-fát ‘It is the child that the mother will hug.’ 
(34) *(á-dò) áyèn ké èkà á-yá/á-yà í-fát (Intended: ‘It is the child that the mother will hug.’) 
(35) èkà á-sÀk á-fát áyèn ‘The mother is hugging the child (present continuous).’ 
(36) èkà á-fát áyèn ‘The mother is hugging the child (present).’ 
(37) ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-fát ‘Who is the mother hugging?’ 
(38) ànìyé (ówó) ké èkà á-sÀk á-fát ‘Who is the mother hugging?’ 
(39) ànìyé (ówó) í-fát áyèn ‘Who is hugging the child?’ 

 
(40) ànìyé (ówó) í-sÀk í-fát ‘Who is hugging the child?’ 

 
Note on (37-40): Because of time constraints, I did not elicit a paradigm for present or present 
continuous WRT focus & wh-questions. I suspect, however, that mé is incompatible with these 
constructions, based on how the other tense markers pattern. 
 
(41) tèm ‘to cook’ 
(42) ékpè á-tèm únèm ‘Ekpe cooked (the) chicken.’ (Lit., ‘Ekpe cooked food.’) 
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(43) ékpè á-mà á-tèm únèm ‘Ekpe cooked (the) chicken.’ 
(44) *ékpè á-ké (á-)tèm únèm (Intended: ‘Ekpe cooked (the) chicken.’) 
(45) ékpè á-ké (á-)tèm únèm ‘EKPE cooked the chicken.’ or ‘It is chicken that Ekpe cooked.’ 

 
Note on (45): I’m unsurprised that this can correspond to an interpretation of subject focus, but 
am surprised that this can be interpreted as object focus. 

 
(46) ànìyé í-kí tèm únèm ‘Who cooked the chicken?’ 
(47) *ànìyé í-mà/á-mà tèm únèm (Intended: ‘Who cooked the chicken?’) 
(48) à-mȁ á-tèm únèm ‘Did you cook chicken?’ 
(49) ǹsó ké à-ké (á-)tèm únèm ‘What did you cook?’ 
(50) *ǹsó ké à-mà (á-)tèm únèm (Intended: ‘What did you cook?’) 
 

 
Verb Focus 

 
(51) tép ‘to buy’ 
(52) yȈp ‘to steal’ 
(53) ákùn á-mà á-dèp ǹgwèt ‘Akun bought (the) book.’ 
(54) ákùn á-mà á-yÌp ǹgwèt ‘Akun stole (the) book.’ 

 
 Context: Someone claims that Akun stole a book 

(55) ákùn á-ké á-dèé-dép ǹgwèt í-kí yÌp-pé-yÌp ‘Akun BOUGHT the book, she didn’t steal  
 it.’ 

(56) ákùn á-ké á-yèé-yÎp ǹgwèt í-kí dèp-pé-dép ‘Akun STOLE the book, she didn’t buy it.’ 
 

Note on (55-56): Reduplication seems to occur for both verb focus and negation. Further, ké 
surfaces in both of these types of constructions, which may suggest that the verbs have 
undergone raising. 
 
Also, note how the form of reduplication differs in verb focus and negation. This prompted a 
discussion about the forms of focused verbs. The table below shows reduplicated forms as they 
would appear after á-ké. Note that á-ké + [focused verb] produces a grammatical sentence, such 
as the one in (57). 
 
(57) á-ké dìídí ‘He was coming (instead of going).’ 
 

Vowel 
(w/ tone) 

Permissible 
syllable type 

Verb  Reduplicated 
form 

í [í] CV(C) dí ‘come’ dìídí 
ì [ì] CV(C) kpì ‘cut’ kpìíkpî 
Í [!]́ CVC tÍm ‘pound’ tèétÍm 
Ì [!]̀ CVC nÌm ‘keep’ nèénÎm 
é [é] CV(C) sé ‘look’ sèésé 
è [è] CV(C) wèt ‘write’ wèéwêt 
ú [ú] CV(C) túúk ‘touch’ tùútúúk 
ù [ù] CV(C) fù ‘be lazy’ fùúfû 
Ú [ʉ́] CVC bÚn ‘keep many things’ bùúbÚn 
Ù [ʉ̀] CVC    
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ó [ó] CV(C) bót ‘mold’ bòóbót 
ò [ò] CV(C) bòn ‘begat’ bòóbôn 
Ó [ɔ́] CVC tÓk ‘urinate’ tÒÓtÓk 
Ò [ɔ̀] CVC tÒk ‘verbally abuse’ tÒÓtÔk 
Á [ʌ́] CVC fÁk ‘cover’ fÒÓfÁk 
À [ʌ̀] CVC tÀk ‘grate’ tÒÓtÂk 
á [á] CV(C) má ‘love’ màámá 
à [à] CV(C) mà ‘complete’ màámâ 

 
At present, it is difficult to tell whether the reduplicated portion attaches as a prefix or a suffix 
onto the verb root. (If it is suffixed, then CVC roots would result in an underlying /CVCCVC/ 
pattern, and I would expect the language to do something to avoid the consonant cluster. So, one 
analysis could be that /CVCCVC/ → CVCVC → CVːCVC. It may be helpful to see what 
happens when verbs are both negated and focused.) What appears clear, however, is that the 
vowels /ɨ, ʉ, ʌ/ only appear in closed syllables, and undergo changes in height and/or backness in 
order to be lengthened. 
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Verb Focus (Philip Duncan) 
 
(1) bèèré ‘to open’ 
(2) bèt ‘to close’ 
(3) kÒk ‘to shut, close’ 
(4) kÒkkÓ  ‘to open’ 
(5) à-mà á-kÒk úsÁng ‘You closed the door.’ 
(6) à-ké kÒÓkÔk úsÁng ú-kú bèèré-ké-bèèré ‘You CLOSED the door, you didn’t open it.’ 

 
Note on (6): ú-kú bèèré-ké-bèèré is ú-ké ú-bèère-ké-bèèré in casual speech. I asked Mfon how 
many words he considered this to be, and he responded that it was “one meaning to me,” but was 
not sure how many words were present. 

 
(7) à-mà á-dép ǹgwèt ‘You bought the book.’ 
(8) à-mà á-yÌp ǹgwèt ‘You stole the book.’ 
(9) à-dèp ǹgwèt ‘You are buying the book (right now).’ 
(10) à-mé dép ǹgwèt  ‘You have bought a book (recent past).’ 
(11) à-sÀk à-dèp ǹgwèt ‘You are buying a book (present continuous or habitual action).’ 
(12) à-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt ‘You will buy a book (distant future).’ 
(13) à-yá á-dèp ǹgwèt ǹgkpÓng ‘You will buy a book tomorrow.’ 
(14) à-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt ǹgkpÓng ‘You will buy a book tomorrow.’ 

 
Note on (13-14): Surprisingly, both the near and distant futures are compatible with ǹgkpÓng 
‘tomorrow’. Mfon mentioned that the reason for this is because near/distant can be perceptual 
(based on the speaker’s perceptions of how near or distant the perceived future is). 

 
(15) à-yá á-dèp ǹgwèt ńtèńgkàná ányén  

 ‘You will buy a book before I could look away and turn back again.’ 
 

Note on (15): Surprisingly, this, too, is ok with the distant future, as in (16). (See note below.) 
 

(16) à-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt ńtèńgkàná ányén  
 ‘You will buy a book before I could look away and turn back again.’ 

 
Note on (16): Mfon noted that this is not ungrammatical (see note on [15]). However, he 
mentioned that it indicates some type of fear and implies that the small/near moment is like a 
long, long time. 

 
(17) ányé á-ké dèédêp ǹgwèt í-kí yÌp-pé-yÌp ‘She BOUGHT the book, she didn’t steal it.’ 
(18) á-dèédêp ǹgwèt í-yÌp-pé-yÌp ‘She’s BUYING the book, she’s not stealing it.’ 
(19) *á-sÀk (á-)dèédêp ǹgwèt (Intended: ‘She’s BUYING the book.’) 

 
Note on (19): Mfon noted that this is more like a Y/N question “with consternation,” as in ‘Is he 
still buying book?’ 

 
(20) á-sÀk á-yíè ídèm ‘S/he is showering (present continuous).’ 

 
Note: Mfon noted that some of the tenses/aspects I was attempting to elicit were a bit strange 
with ‘buy’ and ‘steal.’ He suggested yíè ‘to shower’ as a verb that could be used with present 
continuous + focus. 
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(21) á-sÀk á-yèéyíè ídèm ‘S/he is still showering.’ 
 

Note on (21): This implies that the showering should have been done by now. 
 

(22) á-sÀk á-yèéyíè ídèm í-sÁnéké ÒfÒng ǹdìón 
 ‘S/he is still SHOWERING. S/he’s not getting dressed.’ 

 
Note on (22): Mfon noted that this is actually two sentences. Also, ǹdìón means ‘not yet’ or ‘yet’ 
(negation/affirmation is contextually derived, not inherent to the lexical item), and the word 
kángá is a synonym that can be substituted. 

 
(23) sÁné ‘to put on’ 
(24) á-sÀk á-yèéyíè ídèm í-sÁné-ké-sÁné ÒfOng ǹdìón  

 ‘S/he is still SHOWERING, she is not getting dressed.’ 
 

Note on (24): Compare this construction with that of (22). The verb in the second clause in (24) 
is both negated and focused. 

 
(25) á-sÀk á-yìè ídèm í-sÁné-ké ÒfÒng ǹdìón ‘S/he is still showering, not getting dressed.’ 

 
Note on (25): This may be more natural than (24). 

 
(26) á-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt í-dí yÌp-pé-yÌp ‘S/he will buy a book, she won’t STEAL it.’ 
(27) á-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt í-bó-Gò ì-yèé-yÎp ‘S/he will buy a book, she won’t STEAL it.’ 

 
Note on (27): Mfon provided this as an alternate way to say (26). This example may be quite 
significant for understanding the syntax of negation and focus. Note that in (26) the verb yÌp 
is both negated and focused, while in (27) this verb is only focused and bò bears the negation. 
Perhaps dì is higher than bò in the syntax? 

 
(28) á-yà á-dèédép ǹgwèt í-dí yÌp-pé-yÌp ‘S/he will BUY a book, she won’t STEAL it.’ 
!
Note on (28): I asked for this to see if the first verb could be focused with yà present. Mfon noted 
that it is ok, but that it has very interesting pragmatics. A more accurate translation would be 
something like ‘I hereby vouch that from henceforth s/he will buy a book, not steal it.’ 

 
(29) ńg-ké bò ké (ányè) á-yà á-dèp ǹgwèt ‘I said that s/he will buy the book.’ 
(30) ńg-ké bò ké (ányè) á-mà á-dèp ǹgwèt ‘I said that s/he bought the book.’ 

 
 Context for (31): You said that she stole the book? (Also appropriate as response to 

‘What did you say?’) 
(31) ńg-ké bò ké (ányè) á-ké dèédêp ǹgwèt í-kí yÌp-pé-yÌp 

 ‘I said that s/he BOUGHT the book, s/he didn’t STEAL it.’ 
 

Note on (31): I tried to get Mfon to focus on bò, but he said that it was not possible. Think 
about this in relation to (26-27) above; perhaps bò is higher than FocP here? Or, perhaps 
there is low focus? 

 
(32) àfò á-ké bòóbó sò ‘You say what?’/‘What did you SAY?’ 
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Note on (32): The reduplication on ‘say’ here is possible, but also optional. Also, sò here is a 
reduced form of nso ‘what’. 

 
(33) ńg-ké bòóbó só ‘What was I saying?’ 
(34) ńg-ké bò ké à-ké dép ǹgwèt ‘I said that you bought a book.’ 
(35) *ńg-ké bòóbó ké à-ké dép ǹgwèt (Intended: ‘I SAID that you bought a book.’) 
(36) ńg-ké bò ké (ányè) á-ké dèédép ǹgwèt ńg-kí bó-Gó ké (ànyé) á-ké yèéyÎp 

 ‘I said that s/he BOUGHT the book, I didn’t say that s/he stole it.’ 
(37) ńg-ké bó-Gó ké (ànyé) á-ké dèédép ǹgwèt ńg-ké bó ké á-yèéyÎp  

 ‘I didn’t say s/he BOUGHT the book, I said s/he STOLE it.’ 
(38) ńg-ké bò ké (ànyé) á-ké yèéyÎp ǹgwèt í-kí dép-pé-dép 

 ‘I said that she STOLE the book, she didn’t buy it.’ 
 

Note on (37-38): Mfon offered (38) as a more “natural” way to say what I was eliciting in (37). 
 
(39) ńg-kí bó-Gò ké (ànyé) á-ké dèédép ǹgwèt ńg-ké bó ké á-ké yèéyÎp  

 ‘I didn’t say that she BOUGHT the book, I said that she STOLE it.’ 
 

Note on (39): Mfon also gave this as an alternate form, saying “in this one you have an extra past 
tense marker.” (Based on my notes I thought it might have been an alternate for (38), but based 
on what it actually says (the translation I added later) it appears that it means the opposite of 
(38). 

 
(40) *ḿ-mà ńg-ké dép 
(41) *ńg-ké ḿ-mà dép 
(42) ḿ-mà ńg-ké dèédép ‘I had already bought it.’ 

 
Note on (40-42): I was trying to see if mà and ké could co-occur as tense/aspect markers in (40-
41). Mfon supplied the sentence in (42), which, interestingly, bears verb focus morphology. 

 
(43) ḿ-mà ńg-ké dèédép ḿbèmìsó àfò á-dí sÂm ‘I had already bought it before you arrived.’ 
(44) ákùn á-mà á-ké dèédép  ‘Akun had already bought it.’ 
(45) ákùn ó-ké dèédép  ‘It was Akun that had already bought it.’ 

 
Note on (40-45): Perhaps mà is completive aspect? The verb mà by itself means ‘to finish, to 
complete’… 
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Verb Focus, pt. 2 (Philip Duncan) 
 
(1) ànyé á-mà (á-)fèGé ké ḿbúbá ítÒk  ḿkpÓng ‘She ran in the race yesterday.’ 

 
Note on (1): This sentence is can be used in a context where the woman who ran either did or did 
not actually finish the race. 
 
(2) ànyé á-mà (á-)fèGé ké ḿbúbá ítÒk  ḿkpÓng ádù í-kí wÒÓ-GÓ/sÀm-mé ùtÌt 

‘She ran in the race yesterday, but she didn’t finish.’ 
(3) wÓ ‘to reach’ 
(4) sÍm ‘to reach’ 
(5) dìyóngó ‘to know’ 
(6) kéré ‘to think’ 
(7) á-ké dìyÓ-dìyÓngÓ í-kí kéré-ké-kéré ‘She was KNOWING, not THINKING.’ 
(8) á-ké (á-)kèé-kéré í-kí dìyÓngÓ-ké-dìyÓngÓ ‘She was THINKING, not KNOWING.’ 

 
Note on (7-8): Since these verbs are non-CVC, the focused form (which involves reduplication) 
does indeed appear to prefix the reduplicated portion. 

 
(9) í-kí dÌppé-ké-dÌpṕe ‘She wasn’t LIFTING IT UP.’ 
(10) á-mà (á-)ké (á-)kèré ‘She was thinking about it.’ OR ‘She had been thinking about it.’ 
(11) á-yà á-dì (á-)kèré ‘She will come to think about it.’ 
(12) èkà á-mà á-fáát ǹdìtÒ ‘The mother hugged her children.’ 

 
Note on (12): The verb form fáát is the plural form since the object is plural. 

 
(13) (á-dò) èkà á-ké fáát ǹdìtÒ ‘It was the mother who hugged the children.’ 
(14) (á-dò) á-dì fáát ǹdìtÒ ké á-ké fát ‘It was HUGGING that the mother did to her children.’ 

 
Note on (14): I elicited this to see if focused verbs might be nominalized forms (i.e., would this 
be á-dò + focused verb?). It appears that focused verbs are not nominal in nature, so 
reduplication must be something else (e.g., a consequence of syntax, such as head movement). 
Also, it is interesting that á-dì surfaces in (14) and (15). I have here assumed that this is 3SG-
FUT/come, but it may actually be monomorphemic. 

 
(15) á-dò á-dì fát ké èkà á-ké fáát ǹdìtÒ ‘It was HUGGING that the mother did to her children.’ 
(16) á-ké fàá-fáát ‘She was HUGGING them.’ 
(17) á-ké fá-fáát ‘She was HUGGING them.’ 

 
Note on (16-17): Mfon mentioned that either one of these is an appropriate way to focus the 
plural verb fáát. See also (18-19). 

 
(18) *á-ké fáfát (Intended: ‘She was HUGGING him.’) 
(19) á-ké fàá-fát ‘She was HUGGING him.’ 
(20) ànyé á-mà á-dìyÓngÓ ùwák ḿkpó ‘She knew many things.’ 
(21) ànyé á-mà á-dìyÓngÓ ùwá k ḿkpó í-kí kèré-ké-kèré kpÓt 

 ‘She knew many things, she didn’t just think about them.’ 
 

Note on (21): I wasn’t originally trying to get a sentence with kpÓt ‘only’ in it. I wanted to see if 
this was the same ‘only’ in other focus constructions, so I elicited (22-24). 
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(22) ímà á-mà (á-)féGé ḿbúbá (ítÒk) 
(23) ìmá kpÓt á-ké fèGé ítÒk  ‘Only Ima ran the race.’ 
(24) ìmá ìkpòng á-ké fèGé ítÒk  ‘Only Ima ran the race.’ 
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Multiple Focus Constructions, Negation in Embedded Clauses, & ‘Also’ 
Placement (Philip Duncan) 
 
 
Multiple Focus Constructions 
 
(1) ékpê á-mà á-ngwÒng ḿmÓng ‘Ekpe drank water’ 
(2) ékpê á-ké ngwOng ḿmÓng kpÓt (kpÓt)  ‘Ekpe drank only water’ (Context: Ekpe is fasting 

from food) 
 
Note on (2): I’m not sure exactly why/how kpÓt ‘only’ can be doubled here. Check more on this. 
See (5) below. 
 
(3) (ídèm) ékpê ké ídém ÒmÓ á-mà á-ngwÒn ḿmÓng ‘Even Ekpe drank water’ (Context: Ekpe 

normally drinks soda, not water) 
(4) (ídèm) ékpé ké ídém ÒmÓ á-ké ngwÒng ḿmÓng kpÓt  ‘Even Ekpe drank only water’ 

(Context: People are fasting from food, and drinking only water. Ekpe normally doesn’t 
participate, but did this time) 

 
Noteon (3-4): WRT to the optionality of ídèm, I need to double check if it can appear in both 
places simultaneously. 
 
(5) ànyé á-ké nò ten dollar kpÓt/[kpÓt kpÓt]  ‘S/he only gave 10 dollars.’ 
 
Note on (5): Mfon noted that use of double ‘only’ indicates strong emphasis; it indicates the 
speaker’s personal feeling with regard to the amount the person gave. 
 
(6) ékpé kídém ÓmÓ nǵkò á-ké ngwÒng ḿmÓng  ‘Ekpe himself also drank water.’ 
(7) ékpé kídém ÓmÓ á-ké ngwÒng ḿmÓng ńgkò  ‘Ekpe himself also drank water.’ 
(8) ékpê ńgkò kídém ÓmÓ á-ké ngwÓng ḿmÓng  ‘Ekpe himself also drank water.’ 
 
Note on (6-8): Mfon offered these as roughly similar alternatives to ‘Even Ekpe drank water’. 
Note that the place of ńgkò ‘also’ is different in each. I pursued this a bit more (see further below 
in §Adverb Placement: ńgkó ‘also’), but ran into a few difficulties because of different words 
translating to ‘also’ in English. 
 
 
Negation in Embedded Clauses 
 
(9) ḿ-mà á-/ń-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘I walked.’ 
(10) ímá á-mà á-nám (àmì) ń-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made me walk.’ 
(11) ímà á-mà á-nám ń-sàngá ké (ísáng)  ‘Ima made me not walk.’ 
 
Note on (11): There is no overt tense marker in the embedded clause. Note also that the 1sg 
prefix ń- bears a high tone when ké follows the verb. 
 
(12) ímà á-mà á-nám ké ǹ-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made me not walk.’ 
 
Note on (12): Again, there is no overt tense marker in the embedded clause. Note that the 1sg 
prefix ǹ- bears a low tone when the verb follows ké. 
 
(13) ímà á-mà á-nám ńg-kú sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made me not walk.’ 
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(14) ímà á-mà á-nám ńg-ké ǹ-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made me not walk.’ 
Note on (13-14): Mfon said these are “the same,” so it might be worth figuring out just what he 
means by that. It may be relevant that this ké has an agreement marker (in 14), and that there is 
no verb prefix in (13). One possibility is that (13) is like (14) underlyingly, and that phonology 
renders ńgké ǹsàngá as ńgkúsàngá. This needs to be investigated further.  
 
(15) à-mà á-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘You walked.’ 
 
Note on (15-20): Need to get the form ‘You didn’t walk.’ 
 
(16) ímá á-mà á-nám (àfò) à-sángà (ísáng)  ‘Ima made you walk.’ 
(17) ímá á-mà á-nám ú-sàngá-ké (ísáng)  ‘Ima made you not walk.’ 
(18) *ímá á-mà á-nám à-sàngá-ké (ísáng)  (Intended: Ima made you not walk.’) 
(19) ímá á-mà á-nám [ké ú-sàngá]/kúsàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made you not walk.’ 
(20) ímà á-mà á-nám [ú-ké ú-sàngá-ké]/úkúsàngáké (ísáng) ‘Ima made you not walk.’ 
 
Note on (20): The embedded clause is marked with past tense (ké). So, ú-ké ú-sàngá-ké appears 
to be Agr-T Agr-V-Neg. 
 
(21) ì-mà í-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘We walked.’ 
(22) ímá á-mà á-nám ì-sángà (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us walk.’ 
(23) ?ímá á-mà á-nám ì-kí-sángà (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us walk.’ 
(24) ímá á-mà á-ké-nám ì-sángà (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us walk.’ 
 
Note on (24): Mfon said that (24) was “more normal” than (23). I was trying to get an overt T in 
the embedded clause. 
 
(25) ímá á-mà á-nám ǹyÀn í-sàngá-ké (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us not walk.’ 
(26) ímá á-mà á-nám ké (ǹyÀn) ì-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us not walk.’ 
(27) ímá á-mà á-nám kî-sàngá (ísáng)  ‘Ima made us/them not walk.’ 
(28) ékpé á-mà á-ngwÒng ḿmÓng  ‘Ekpe drank water.’ (Repeated from [1]) 
 
 
Adverb Placement: ńgkó ‘also’ 
 
(29) ékpé ńgkó á-mà á-ngwÒng ḿmÓng  

 ‘Ekpe also drank water (just like the other people did/*in addition to drinking orange 
juice)’ 

(30) *ékpé á-ké ńgkó á-ngwÒng ḿmÓng  (Intended: ‘It was Ekpe who also drank water’) 
(31) ?á-dò ékpé (á-)ké á-ngwÓng ḿmÓng ńgkó ‘It was Ekpe who drank water also.’ 
(32) á-dò ékpé á-ké kèéné á-ngwÓng ńgkò 

 ‘It was Ekpe who also drank water (in addition to Ima doing so/*in addition to Ekpe 
having drank orange juice).’ 

(33) ékpé á-mà á-ngwÒng ḿmÓng á-tÌmmé á-ngwÒng ḿmÍn 
 ‘Ekpe drank water and also he drank wine.’ 

 
Note on (33): The verb á-tÌmmé ‘he repeated X action’ is what is translated ‘also’ here. I asked 
for this to see how you would get the reading where ‘also’ does not encode ‘just like other 
people’. 
 
(34) ékpé á-ké ngÒÓngÓng ḿmÓng  ‘Ekpe DRANK water.’ 
(35) ékpé ńgkó á-ké ngwÒÓngwÓng ḿmÓng 

 ‘As for Ekpe, he DRANK water (just like the others did).’ OR ‘Even Ekpe DRANK 
water (just like the others did).’ 
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Note on (35): I asked for the form ‘Ekpe also DRANK water’, and Mfon added ‘as for’. I don’t 
know if this is an indication that Ékpé is a topic. 
 
(36) ékpé (ńgkó) á-mà á-mèn íbÓk  

 ‘Ekpe (also) swallowed the meds (just like the others did/*in addition to the orange 
juice).’ 

 
Note on (36): Mfon thought that contrastive readings were a bit difficult to come up with using 
‘drink water’. He suggested contrasting ‘swallowing meds’ vs. ‘injecting meds’, which is why I 
switched verbs here. 
 
(37) ékpé ńgkó á-mà á-kÌm íbÓk  ‘Ekpe also injected the meds (just like the others did).’ 
(38) ékpé á-mà á-mèn íbÓk á-tÌmmé á-ké kÌm ńgko   

 ‘Ekpe swallowed some meds and injected them also.’ 
 
Note on (38): See note on (33) above. 
 
(39) ékpé á-ké mèémên íbÓk ńgkó   

 ‘Ekpe SWALLOWED meds also (just like the others did).’ (Context [provided by Mfon]: 
There is doubt that Ekpe swallowed the meds) 

 
(40) ékpé ńgkó á-ké mèémên íbÓk   

 ‘Ekpe also SWALLOWED meds (just like the others did).’ (Context [provided by Mfon]: 
There is doubt that Ekpe swallowed the meds) 
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Contrastive Verb Focus (Philip Duncan) 
 
 
Contrastive Verb Focus in Main & Embedded Clauses 
 
(1) ḿ-mà á-kàn ké ḿbúbá ódù  ‘I won the contest’ 
(2) ńg-ké í-kàn-ná (ké) ḿbúbá  ‘I didn’t win the contest’ 

 
Note on (1-2): This was the first of several derailings in this session. I planned (1) to be the base 
sentence for various constructions. However, a few interesting things made me have to search for 
another verb: (a) sentence (1) is literally ‘I won at the contest’, and (b) kàn appears to be a 
transitive verb that means ‘beat someone (at)’, so this could also be translated ‘I beat (him) at the 
contest.’ Also, my original sentence had ‘game’ as the object, but there is no word for generic 
game, you have to specify what type of game. 

 
(3) ḿ-mà ḿ-bòyó údómó  ‘I passed the exam’ 
(4) ńg-ké í-bòyó údómó   ‘I didn’t pass the exam’ 
(5) ńg-kí-bòyó údómó     ‘I didn’t pass the exam’ 
 
Note on (4-5): These are two forms of the same thing ([5] is a more natural/casual 
pronunciation). Interestingly, I asked Mfon how many words were in (5) and he responded that 
there were 2. Also, this was the second time my session derailed. I was about to elicit ‘I didn’t 
PASS the exam, I failed it’, however, ‘to fail’ in Ibibio is, literally, ‘to not pass’. So, we tried 
another verb, which could be used in a contrast. Mfon suggested ‘wear clothes’ vs. ‘wash 
clothes’. 
!
(6) ḿ-mà á-sÁnné ÒfÒng  ‘I wore the clothes.’ 
 
Note on (6): I was a bit intrigued by the form of the verb ‘wear’. Apparently, this is a reflexive 
verb, meaning ‘put clothes on oneself’. The verb sÁn can be used for ‘to put clothes on someone 
else’. This was the third and final derailing! We switched to ‘walk’ and ‘run’. 

 
(7) ḿ-mà á-sàngá      ‘I walked’ 
(8) ńg-kí-sàngá-ké     ‘I didn’t walk’ 
(9) *ḿ-mà (í-)sàngá-ké  (Intended: ‘I didn’t walk’) 

 
Note on (9): This was just to ensure that mà was incompatible with negation. 

 
(10) ńg-ké sàásàngá ńg-kí-féGè-ké-fèGé   ‘I WALKED, I didn’t RUN’ 
(11) ńg-kí-sángá-ké-sángá ńg-ké fèéfèGé  ‘I didn’t WALK, I RAN’ 
(12) ńg-ké sángá-ké-sángá ńg-ké fèéfèGé  ‘I DIDN’T WALK, I RAN’ 
(13) ḿ-mà á-ngwáná àdí sángá         ‘I tried to walk (& I did/*but I couldn’t)’ 
(14) ḿ-mà á-ngwáná àdí sàásángá       ‘I tried to walk (but I couldn’t/*& I did)’ 
(15) ḿ-mà á-nèké ńg-ngwánà àdí sángá   ‘I TRIED to walk’ (= ‘I really tried to walk’) 
 
Note on (15): This was the initial form that Mfon gave me when I attempted to see if ‘try’ could 
be reduplicated. This may be a serial construction, based on an idiomatic use of nèké ‘to 
straighten’. 

 
(16) ńg-ké ngwàángwáná àdí sángá  ‘I TRIED to walk’ 
(17) ńg-kí-ngwáná-ké àdí sángà    ‘I didn’t try to walk’ 
(18) ńg-ké í-ngwángá-ké àdí sángà  ‘I didn’t try to walk’ 
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Note on (18): This is just the careful form of (17). 
 
(19) ńg-kí-ngwáná-ké àdí sàásángà ńg-ké ngwáná àdí fééféGè   

 ‘I didn’t try to WALK, I tried to RUN’ 
(20) ńg-kí-ngwáná-ké-ngwáná àdí sáásángà ńg-ké ngwánà àdí fééféGè   

 ‘I didn’t TRY to WALK, I tried to RUN’ 
 

Note on (19-20): Mfon considered these to have “the same” meaning. 
 

(21) ńg-ké ngwáná-ké-ngwáná àdí sángá ḿ-mà á-sàngá ké ákpán   
 ‘I didn’t TRY to walk, I did walk’ 

 
Note on (21): This is literally, ‘I didn’t TRY to walk, I walked in truth’. The PP ké ákpán ‘in 
truth’ involves a truncated form of ákpán íkó ‘truth’, according to Mfon. I just elicited this to see 
if the sentence with focused ‘try’ was compatible with this reading. 

 
(22) ń-yém à-ngwáná àdí sángá    ‘I want you to try to walk’ 
(23) ń-yém (àfò) à-ngwáná àdí sàásángá  ń-yémmé à-fééféGè   

 ‘I want you to try to WALK, I don’t want you to run’ (Context: A patient is in physical 
therapy and wants to run, but the therapist wants to encourage the patient to walk, not 
run) 

(24) ń-yém à-ngwáná àdí sáàsángà kpÓt   
 ‘I only want you to try to WALK’ (= I want to you to try to walk only) 

(25) *ń-yém kpÓt à-ngwáná àdí sáàsángà  
(26) *ń-yém à-ngwàángwáná àdí sángá  (Intended: ‘I want you to TRY to walk’) 

 
Note on (26): I was a bit surprised that this was bad. However, Mfon thought its 
ungrammaticality was triggered by the particular verb. He offered (27) as a similar construction 
(where ‘try’ is focused in the embedded clause). Unfortunately, I did not think about this during 
the session, but àdí is absent in (27). 

 
(27) ń-yém à-ngwàángwáná à-dìá        ‘I want you to TRY to eat’ 
(28) ḿ-mé néké ń-yém à-ngwáná àdí sángá  ‘I really want you to try to walk’ 
(29) ḿ-mé yém à-néké à-ngwáná àdí sángá  ‘I want you to really try to walk’ 

 
Note on (28-29): Mfon offered these when (26) failed. 
!
!
Contrastive Verb Focus & Reciprocals 
 
Note: I elicited these to follow up on an interesting thing I observed in Seth’s notes. 
 
(30) ì-mà í-dú kÒm-mÒ  ‘We greeted each other’ 
(31) ì-kí-dú-kÒm-mÒ-dú-kÒm-mÒ  ‘We GREETED each other (we did not quarrel)’ 
(32) ì-ké í-dú kÒm-mÒ á-dú-kÒm-mÒ ‘We GREETED each other (we did not quarrel)’ 

 
Note on (31-32): The sentence in (32) is what Seth elicited in (14b) of his notes from 4/28 (pg. 
158). I was initially curious as to the status of á-dú (transcribed as à-dó in Seth’s notes). When 
Mfon gave me (31), my intrigue grew. The form dú-kÒm-mÒ-dú-kÒm-mÒ in (31) looks like 
the reciprocal attaches first, then the whole string is copied. Mfon told me that the presence  
of á before dú in (32) is optional, and that it is a “slot filler for [the] transition” between the 
words (i.e., it bears no grammatical meaning). 
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(33) ǹyÁn í-kí-dú-kÒm-mÒ-ké-dú-kÒm-mÒ  ‘We didn’t GREET each other.’ 
 

Note on (33): The fact that negation can intervene here may offer support for the idea that a verb 
copies and raises in negative contrastive focus. Following the idea from the previous note, it 
appears that the reciprocal morpheme attaches before copying. Also note that the presence of the 
pronoun ǹyÁn is needed because the person marker in the negative form is ambiguous, and could 
mean ‘they’ if the pronoun was absent. 

 
(34) ènyé á-mà á-nám ǹyÀn í-dú kÒm-mÒ-kè   ‘She made us not greet each other’ (present) 

 
Note on (34): Notice that there is no copying of the verb in standard reduplication + negation. 

 
(35) ènyé á-mà á-nám ǹyÀn í-kí-dú-kÒm-mÒ-ké-dú-kÒm-mÒ   

 ‘She made us not GREET each other’ 
 

Note on (35): I wanted to see whether reciprocal + verb focus + negation was possible in an 
embedded clause. This has some additional pragmatic meaning though, that needs to be 
explored. 
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Transitivity & Valency (Travis Major) 
 
 
Unergatives 
 

(1)   ámì  m̀m̀ásák  (ìmám)        ‘I smiled (a smile).’ 
(2)   àfò àmmá ásák (ìmám)   ‘You smiled (a smile).’ 
(3)   Ekpe àmmà ásák  (ìmám)  ‘Ekpe smiled (a smile).’ 
(4)  Ekpe  ámmá áfèGè  (ìtÓk) ‘Ekpe ran (a run/race).’ 
(5)  émá éféGé  ìtÓk         ‘A race was run.’ 

 
Cognate object in impersonal passive construction. The 3rd person (plural?) marker surfaces 
without a subject to form an impersonal passive. 
 

(6)  àmǎ   sák   (ásák)  ‘You laughed (a laugh).’ 
(7)  ímâm  ké  èkésák  ‘A laugh was laughed/It was laughter that was laughed.’ 

 
Also an impersonal passive, but something else (focus/clefting) appears to be happening. 
 
 
Unaccusatives 
 

(8)  nyÌng)  èmá  ìdì  wá       ‘We arrived.’ 
(9)  (ǹdòfò) èmá  ìdìwá        ‘Ya’ll arrived.’ 
(10)  (ǹdòfò) èmá  ìdì sAm     ‘Ya’ll arrived.’ 
(11)  (ámmò) émá  ìdì  wá      ‘They arrived.’ 
(12)  éká  m̀m̀ì ámmá àdìwá    ‘My mother arrived.’ 
(13) éká  m̀m̀ì ámmá ìdì béGé   ‘My mother arrived (yay!).’ 
(14)  m̀m̀An ìdì  béGé        ‘The wine arrived!’ 

 
Speaker stated that ‘arrived’ is formed by serial verb constructions in the language. Speaker uses 
idi wa and idi sAm almost interchangeably. idi beGe is reserved for highly anticipated arrivals. 
 
 
Transitives 
 

(15)  m̀má  kòp  ìkwÚ         ‘I heard a song.’ 
(16)  m̀m̀úmá  (fìén)           ‘I like/love you.’ 
(17)  (àfò) àmmé m̀m̀á (mìén)    ‘You like/love me.’ 
(18)  m̀m̀émá *(ànyé)          ‘I like/love him.’ 
(19)  (ányé) ámmá (mien)       ‘He likes/loves me.’ 
(20)  ímídìyÒngà  Ekpe (nyAng)   ‘We know Ekpe.’ 
(21)  ǹdòfò  É(mé)dìyÒngÒ Ekpe  ‘Ya’ll know Ekpe.’ 
(22)  ǹdòfò  édìyòngó  Ekpe     ‘Ya’ll know Ekpe.’ 
(23)  émmó édìyÒngÓ  Ekpe     ‘They know Ekpe.’ 
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(24-25)  show an interesting contrast, as a- requires an overt object, while i- ‘1PL does not. Same 
is true for 2PL object (26-27). 
 

(24)  Ekpe ádìy òngò  *(nyìén)  ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
(25)  Ekpe ídìyòngò  (nyìén)    ‘Ekpe knows us.’ 
(26)  Ekpe  ídìyÒngÓ  (ndòfò)  ‘Ekpe knows ya’ll.’ 
(27)  Ekpe àdìyÒngÓ  *(ndòfò)  ‘Ekpe knows ya’ll.’ 
(28)  Ekpe àdìyÒngÓ  *(òmmó) ‘Ekpe knows them.’ 
(29)  m̀m̀á àdìyá  Údésí       ‘I ate rice.’ 
(30)  Ùdésì  émà  édíyá       ‘Rice was eaten.’ 

 
Passives are formed the same way for transitives as for the cognate objects shown for 
unergatives. 
 

(31)  ákétÙm Údésì      ‘She cooked rice.’ 
(32)  ádésì  ké  ékétÙm  ‘Rice was cooked/It was rice that was cooked.’ 

or 
(33)  ékétÙm ádésì        ‘Rice was cooked/It was rice that was cooked.’ 
(34)  ádésì ké Ekpe ékétÙm  ‘The rice was cooked by Ekpe.’ 
(35)  ádésì òdò Ekpe       ‘That rice, Ekpe cooked it.’ 

 
 
Ditransitives 
 

(36)  Ekpe ámmá òdùt  ngwÉt ké òkpókóró  ‘Ekpe put the book on the shelf.’ 
(37)  Ekpe ámmá ànò ényè ngwÉt        ‘Ekpe gave her the book.’ 
(38)  Ekpe áké  ànò  ényè ngwÉt        ‘It was a book that Ekpe gave her.’ 
(39)  Ekpe ámmá ánò ǹtÙGÓyÍn ǹdídíyá    ‘Ekpe fed/gave food to the children.’ 
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Transitivity & Valency, pt. 2 (Travis Major) 
 
 
Transitives 
 

(1)    anye ámá  átèm àdésì  ‘She cooked rice.’ 
(2)    anye àkétém         ‘She cooked it.’ 
(3)    àmì  ng̀kétém        ‘I cooked it.’ 

 
Note:  Only the subject is marked. ‘It’ is implied, not overtly marked. 
 

(4)    anye ámmá  ákóót  ng̀wÉt  ‘She read a book.’ 
(5)    anye  ke  ákóót          ‘She read it/It was her who read the book.’ 
(6)    m̀máá  kóó  ng̀wÉt       ‘I read a book.’ 

   {=nkóó in prestige dialect} 
 

(7)    m̀m̀á  kóót                  ‘I read it.’ 
(8)    ámá  áǹǹó ng̀wÉt            ‘She gave the book to me.’ 
(9)    (Ènyé) ànnò  (mien) ng̀wÉt     ‘She gave the book to me.’ 
(10)  (Ènyé)  ámá  ùnò  (fìén) ng̀wét  ‘She gave the book to you.’ 
(11)  ámá  ánnò                 ‘She gave it to me.’ 
(12)  ámá  ùnò                  ‘She gave it to you.’ 
(13)  ámá  átÌm àdésì (*Enye) ùnò    ‘She cooked rice for you.’ 

 
Appears to be another serial construction V+give appears to be a benefactive. It is also possible 
that this is true coordination, but I have not investigated coordinate structures in the language to 
this point for a point of comparison. 
 

(14)  ámá  átÌm ùnò         ‘She cooked it for you.’ 
(15)  ámá  átÌm àdésì  ánnò    ‘She cooked rice for me.’ 
(16)  m̀m̀á nỳÓng           ‘I left.’ 
(17)  ámá  áyák  (ámì) nỳÓng  ‘She let me leave.’ 
(18)  ámá  ábÉn m̀m̀ín  ánsÓk  ‘He brought me wine.’ 
(19)  ámá  ábÉn  ansÓk      ‘He brought it to me.’ 
(20)  àmá  ábÉn  ánsÓk      ‘You brought it to me.’ 

 
All of the examples in the following paradigm may be interpreted as ‘lent to’ or ‘borrowed 
from’: 
 

(21)  (òmmó) émá  émbùót  (mien) ákÁk  ‘They lent me money.’/ 
                                ‘They borrowed money from me.’ 

(22)  m̀má  m̀mbùót  *(òmmó)  ákÁk   ‘I lent them money’/ 
           (*membuot)                 ‘I borrowed money from them.’ 
 
In the example above, only the 1sg marker may be realized. Marking both is ungrammatical. 
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(23)  ímá  ìbùót  *(òmmó) ákÁk   ‘We lent them money/...’ 
 
The 1pl subject marker surfaces, while 3pl doesn’t, making the full pronoun obligatory. 
 

(24)  (òmmó) émá  ébùót  *(nyIn)  ákÁk  ‘They lent us money.’ 
 
Same situation is true in (24). The 3pl subject marker surfaces, making the 1pl object pronoun 
obligatory. 
 

(25)  émá  ùbúòt  ákák         ‘We lent you (sg) money.’ 
(26)  émá  ìbùót  *(ǹdòfò)  ákák  ‘We lent you (PL) money.’ 

 
1pl subject marker surfaces making 2pl pronoun obligatory. 
 

(27)  àmà  ìbúòt  (nyIn)  ákák    ‘You (sg) lent us money.’ 
     or    àbúòt  *(nyIn) 
 
If 1pl object marker does not surface, the pronoun is obligatory. 
 

(28)  èmá  ìbúòt  (nyIn) ákák     ‘You (pl) lent us money.’ 
          ebuot  *(nyIn) 

(29)  àmà  ǎÀyám  ìkÁm  ánnò    ‘You sold me a gourd.’ 
(30)  m̀m̀á  ǹyám  ìkÁm  ùnó     ‘I sold you a gourd.’ 

 
In the cases above, the IO may be dropped despite ungrammatical marking, but is no longer 
interpretable (e.g. they lent money, I lent money, etc.) 
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Statives, Causatives, Benefactives, Abilitatives, & Imperatives (Travis Major) 
 
 
Statives & Causatives 
 

(1)   ésít  ánnèm  (mien)                       ‘I am happy.’ 
(2)   ésít  únèm  (fien)                          ‘You are happy.’ 
(3)   ésít âmá ánnèm                           ‘I was happy.’ 
(4)   ésít  ama  únèm                          ‘You were happy.’ 
(5)   unEn  akpon                            ‘The chicken is fat.’ 
(6)   m̀má ánám  ùnÉn  ákpòn                   ‘I fattened the chicken.’ 
(7)   ìkÀm  áy/ó  yóGó                         ‘The calabash is full.’ 
(8)   m̀má dÓng  máò  ké  ìkÁm  tùtù  (enye)  áy  yóGó  ‘I put water into the calabash’ 
(9)   ìntùwÈn íbÒk                            ‘alligator pepper’  (lit. pepper  

                                           medicine) 
 
 
Benefactive & Abilitative 
 

(10) m̀má  kÁpé  ásókóró  ‘I picked an orange.’ 
(11) ìmá  íkÁp  ásókóró   ‘We picked oranges.’ 

 
(10) is the singular verb form and (11) is plural, which was unintentional for the purposes of this 
session. For the remainder I use the plural form. 
 

(12) m̀má  kÁp  ásókóró  ùnòngó         ‘I picked oranges for you.’ 
(13) ìmá  íkÁp  ásókóró  ínòngò  *(òmmo)  ‘We picked oranges for them.’ 

 
The benefactive interpretations comes from the verb no ‘give.SG’ or nongo ‘give.PL’. 
 

(14) m̀má  (a)ngwáná  àdi  kÁp  ásókóró   ‘I tried to pick oranges.’ 
(15) ǹnyá  (a)ngwáná  adì  kÁp  ásókóró   ‘I will try to pick oranges.’ 

 
The verb wana ‘fight’ is interpreted as ‘try’ in contexts like (14)-(15). It is somewhat unexpected 
that both ‘a’ and ‘ng’ seem to precede the verb, although the consultant said that it can be 
pronounced ngwana without a change in interpretation. 
 

(16) m̀mé  kémé  àdíkÁp  ásókóró      ‘I can pick oranges.’ 
(17) m̀mé  kémé  àdíkÁp  ásókóró  ùnó  ‘I can pick oranges for you.’ 

                 ǹdíkÁp    
 
The verb kémé In (17), an argument marker is obligatory, but either the subject or object marker 
is permitted. It appears that the object marker actually corresponds to the benefactor, but because 
the difference is tonal, I need to further investigate this using other persons/numbers. 
 

(18) ng̀kán ná  ng̀kÁpé  ásókóró     ‘I can’t pick oranges.’ 
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(19) ng̀kán ná  ng̀káp  ásókóró  ùnó  ‘I can’t pick oranges for you.’ 
 
 
Imperatives & Negative Imperatives 
 

(20) kÁpé  ásókóró         ‘Pick oranges!’ 
(21) dìyá  àdésì            ‘Eat rice!’ 
(22) wùó  *(ké)  ùfÓk  m̀mí  ‘Leave!’ 
(23) wùó  kpÓng  fÒmí      ‘Leave!’ 
(24) kpÓng  (*ké)  ùfÓk m̀mí ‘Leave!’ 

 
(22-24) are unlikely to be uttered, mostly for pragmatic reasons. 
 

(25) sáàk  (imam)         ‘Smile (a smile)!’ 
(26) ká  ké  dáyá        ‘Go to sleep!’ 
(27) ké  dáyá           ‘Sleep!’ 
(28) sóp               ‘Disappear!’ 
(29) nék (únÉk)          ‘Dance!’ 
(30) ìkÀm  ámá  abOmmO  ‘The calabash broke.’ 
(31) ìkÀm  aya  abOmmO  ‘The calabash will break.’ 

 
 
Negative Imperatives 
 

(32) kù  bÒm  ìkÀm  (odu)  ‘Don’t break the calabash!’ 
(33) kù  ǹyÓng           ‘Don’t leave!’ 
(34) kù  ùsáák  (imam)      ‘Don’t smile (a smile)!’ 
(35) kù  dáyá (ídáp)        ‘Don’t sleep a sleep!’ 
(36) kù  ùnÉk  (unEk)      ‘Don’t dance!’ 
(37) kù  ǹyÓng ùdí        ‘Don’t return!’ 
(38) nsòké  (àfÒ)  nàm      ‘What are you doing?’ 
(39) nsòké  (àfÓ)  ànánám   ‘What the heck are you doing?’ 
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Transitivity & Valence, pt. 3 (Travis Major) 
 

(1)    m̀má  átóp  ìtíyát               ‘I threw a rock.’ 
(2)    m̀má  átóp  ìtíyát  ǹyém  ìtó  anyé  ‘I threw a rock at him.’ 
(3)    m̀má  atop  ìtíyát  ǹtó  ányé      ‘I threw a rock (and) it hit him.’ 
(4)    ǹyá  atop  ìtíyát  ǹtó  ányé       ‘I will throw a rock at him.’ 
(5)    m̀má  dùák  ódù  dù            ‘I took a rest’ (lit. ‘I poured energy.’) 
(6)    ǹnyá  dùák  ódù  dù            ‘I will take a rest.’ 
(7)    Ekpe  akpe  di  nnya  aka       ‘If Ekpe comes I will go.’ 
(8)    ǹnyá  áká  ké  Ekpe  akpe  di    ‘I will go if Ekpe does.’  

 
Recheck translation for (8). 
 

(9)    ényé  akpe  tém  ǹnya  àdìyá           ‘If she cooks I will eat.’ 
(10)  ǹnyá  àdìyá  ke  ényé  akpe  tém        ‘I will eat if she cooks.’ 
(11)  ényé  mi  témé  m̀bóGó  ǹdíyá          ‘If she doesn’t cook, I won’t eat.’ 
(12)  ényé  akpe  dì  témé  ǹdídíyá Gá         ‘If she doesn’t cook,, I won’t eat.’ 
(13)  ényé  akpe  dì  témé  àmí  m̀bóGó ǹdíyá  ‘If she doesn’t cook, I won’t eat.’ 
(14) a. dìyá   ‘eat!’           b. kù  dìyá      ‘Don’t eat!’ 

     c. ádìyá  ‘He is eating.’     d. ìdìyáGa      ‘He is not eating.’ 
     e.* ádìyáGÁ  (Intended: ‘He is not eating.’) 

(15)  m̀má  àkóp  íkwÓ                    ‘I heard a song.’ 
(16)  m̀má  ákóp  ké  âyá  ányóng       ‘I heard you are leaving (near future).’ 
(17)  m̀má  ákóp  ké  àyá  ányóng       ‘I heard you are leaving (distant future).’ 
(18)  m̀má  àkóp ké  ámá  ànyóng             ‘I heard that you left.’ 
(19)  ìmà  íkòp  ké  àmà  áǹyóng.             ‘We heard that you left.’ 
(20)  àmà  ákòp  ké  ìmà  íǹnyóng            ‘You heard that we left.’ 
(21)  áké  àkóp  ké  ánìyé  ìkí  íǹyóng         ‘Who did you hear left?’ 
(22)  ánìyé  ké  áké  àkóp ké  ámá  áǹyòng      ‘Who did you hear left?’ 
(23)  àmà  ángkÁt  ìdáGá  ǹké  ǹyòng-ngo       ‘You saw me leave.’ 

 
Speaker suggests that -ngo is a reversal morpheme. I am still unsure of its function. 
 

(24) a.  ánìyé  ké  àké  àkÁt  danga/nanga  ányóng     ‘Who did you see leave?’ 
     b.  ánìyé  ké  àké  àkÁt  danga/nanga  ányóng-ngò  ‘Who did you see leave?’ 

(25) a.  m̀mé  dìyóngó  ándíkí  nyóng               ‘I know who left.’ 
     b.  m̀mé  dìyóngó  áwó  áké nyóngó             ‘I know who left.’ 

(26) a.  m̀mé  nÀm  ké  (enye)  ámá  ádí            ‘I believe that he came.’ 
     b.   m̀mé  nÀm  ké  akpaniko  ké  (enye)  ámá  ádí ‘I believe that he came.’ 
 
(26b) is the full form for (26a). akpaniko literally means ‘first child’s word’, but is translated as 
‘truth’. I’m not sure what its syntactic category or function is exactly, or why a second ke is 
required. 
 

(27)   m̀mé  nÀm  ké  ányé  ámá  ádìyá  òsókórú  ‘You believe he ate an orange.’ 
(28) a. àkéré  àbó  ké  ányé  áké  dìyá  ǹsò   ‘What do you think he ate?’ 
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     b. ǹsò ké àkéré  àbó  ké  ányé  áké  dìyá  ‘What do you think he ate?’ 
 
(28) can be answered with osokoru ‘oranges’.  I elicited for nAm ‘believe’ for the question, but 
my consultant said it could not be used in this context. 
 

(29) a. àkéré  àbó  (ké)  ánìyé  ìkì  dìyá  òsókórú  ‘Who do you think ate oranges?’ 
     b. ánìyé  ké  àkéré  àbó  ìkì  dìyá  òsókórú   ‘Who do you think ate oranges?’ 
 
iki diya can also be pronounced ake diya for both examples in (29). 
 

(30)   yém                  ‘look for; desire; want’ 
(31)   m̀mé  yém  ìkÀm        ‘I want a calabash.’ 
(32) a. m̀má  yém  ìkÀm        ‘I wanted a calabash.’      

 b. m̀mé  nèké  nyèm  ìkÀm  ‘I need a calabash.’ 
 
yem on its own denotes want/desire, but when preceded by neke denotes necessity/need. 
 

(33) a. ǹyá  yém  ìkÀm        ‘I will need a calabash.’ 
 b. ǹyá  néké  ǹyém  íkÁm  ‘I will REALLY search for a calabash.’ 

 
In the future, this does not work with the same interpretation. (33b) can only be interpreted as 
‘really search for’ and not ‘I will need’. 
 

(34)   kù  ùsák /  kù  sák                   ‘Don’t smile (2SG)!’ 
(35)   èkú sák / *èkú  èsák   / èkí ìsák  / èkú sáGá  ‘Don’t smile (2PL)!’ 
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Embedded Questions & Focus (Travis Major) 
 

(1)   ǹdìyòngó  ké  m̀mê  Ekpe  ámá  ádì   ‘I don’t know whether Ekpe came.’ 
(2)   m̀mé  dìyòngó  ké  Ekpe  ámá  ádì    ‘I know that Ekpe came.’ 
(3)   ǹdìyòngó  ké m̀mê Ekpe  ámá  ádì     ‘I don’t know whether Ekpe is coming.’ 
(4)   ǹdìyòngó  ké  m̀mê  Ekpe  ámá  ádìdìyá  ngkpo  

        ‘I don’t know whether Ekpe ate something.’ 
(5)   ǹté ámé  dìyóngó  m̀mê  Ekpe  ádìyá  ngkpo  

     ‘Do you know whether Ekpe ate?’ 
 
Ibibio displays an embedded wh-expression mme, which appears to be the equivalent to 
‘whether’ in English. 
 

(6)   a.  yàk  ìkâ        ‘Let’s go’ (lit. allow us to go) 
     b.  nàm  ìka        ‘Let’s go’ (lit. we do go) 

(7)  ? yák  ídìyá         ‘Let’s eat.’ (lit. allow us to eat) 
(8)   a.  yák  ìnék  (ùnék)  ‘Let’s dance. (allow us to dance first (before we go)) 

     b.  nám  ìnék  (ùnék)  ‘Let’s dance (dance with me.) 
(9)   yák  ìnǧwáng  mmn   ‘Let’s drink (first). 

 
I was looking for the jussive mood or something similar, and was offered constructions with 
‘allow’ and ‘do’. ‘allow’ is a request that an action occur before moving on to something else. 
‘do’ is interpreted as an assertion, that ‘we’ carry out a particular action now. 
 

(10)  Akpan  ámá  ádìyá  ósókòrò          ‘Akpan at an orange.’ 
(11)  Akpan  áké  dìyádìyá/ádìdìyá  ósókòrò   ‘Akpan ATE (not picked) an orange.’ 
(12) a. m̀má  kóp  ké  Akpan  áké  ádìyá  ósókòrò  ‘I heard Akpan ate an orange.’ 

     b. m̀má  kóp  ké  Akpan  ámá  ádìyá  ósókòrò  ‘I heard Akpan ate an orange.’ 
(13)   Akpan  áké  bèbéén  ósókòrò.             ‘Akpan PICKED an orange.’ 
(14) a. àmá  ábén  ósókòrò                    ‘Did you pick an orange?’ Q 

     b. ǹté  ámá  ábén  ósókòrò                ‘Did you pick an orange?’ Q 
     c. ìyó,  ngkí  béné  ósókòrò,  ngké eben                             
       ‘No I didn’t pick an orange, I picked a pear.’ A               

(15) a. ǹté  Ekpe  ámà  ábÓp  úfÔk             ‘Did Ekpe build a house?’ Q 
     b. Ekpe  ámà  ábÓp  úfÓk                 ‘Did Ekpe build a house?’ Q 
     c. íyó  Ekpe  íkí  bÓppǑbÓp  úfÔk áké  ádéèdèp         
       ‘No, Ekpe didn’t build a house, he bought it.’ A 

(16)   ídáp  kè  Ekpe  áké  dáyá       ‘It was sleep that Ekpe was sleeping.’ 
(17)   ósókòrò  ké  Ekpe  áké  dìyá     ‘It was an orange that Ekpe was eating.’ 
(18)   Ekpe  ámà  ákÀp  ósókòrò  ùsÓp ùsÓp    ‘Ekpe quickly picked oranges.’ 
(19) a.  ǹté  Ekpe  ámà  ákÁp  ósókòrò        ‘Did Ekpe pick oranges? Q 

     b.  ǐyó  Ekpe  áké  dìyádìyá  ósókòrò  kpÓt ‘No, Ekpe only ate oranges!’ 
(20)    Ekpe  ámà  ákpá                   ‘Ekpe died a death.’ 
(21)    Ekpe  áké  dòdóngó  íkí  kpáGÁkpà     ‘Ekpe GOT SICK,he didn’t DIE. 
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Vowel Hiatus & Argument Markers (Travis Major) 
 

(1)   Ekpe  ám̀má  ‘Ekpe likes me.’ 
 
1sg objects may co-occur with subject markers (even in rapid speech). 
 

(2)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  *(ǹyÌn)    ‘Ekpe likes us.’ 
     b.  Ekpe  ìmá   (ǹyÌn)   ‘Ekpe likes us.’ 
 
Vocalic objects may occur to the left of the verb, and the independent pronoun becomes optional. 
If the subject marker surfaces instead, the independent pronoun becomes obligatory. 
 
Note:  The verb stem for ‘fight’ is ngwana. 
 

(3)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  ângwáná  *(mien)   ‘Ekpe fought me.’ 
     b.  Ekpe  ámá  ângngwáná  (mien)  ‘Ekpe fought me.’ 
     c.  Ekpe  ámángwáná  *(mien)     ‘Ekpe fought me.’   Rapid speech 
     d.  Ekpe  ámángngwáná  (mien)    ‘Ekpe fought me.’  Rapid speech 
 

(4)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  ìngwáná  (nyIn)    ‘Ekpe fought us.’   Careful speech 
     b.  Ekpe  ámìì  ngwáná  (nyIn)     ‘Ekpe fought us.’   Rapid Speech 
     c.  Ekpe  ámáá ngwáná *(nyIn)     ‘Ekpe fought us.’   Rapid Speech 
 
In rapid speech, the vowel i ‘1pl’ my override the final vowel in the past tense morpheme. The 
3sg subject marker a may also do the same. The independent pronoun is only obligatory if i is 
not present. 
 

(5)   a.  Ekpe  ké  áké  ìngwáná     ‘It was Ekpe that fought us.’   Careful Speech 
     b.  Ekpe  ké  ákìì  ngwáná     ‘It was Ekpe that fought us.’   Rapid Speech 

(6)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  ásé  ángngwáná  ‘Ekpe used to fight me.’     Careful Speech 
     b.  Ekpe  ámáá  séé ngngwáná       ‘Ekpe used to fight me.’ Rapid Speech 

(7)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  ásé  ìngwáná        ‘Ekpe used to fight us.’  Careful Speech 
     b.  Ekpe  ámá  áséé  ngwáná *(ǹyÌn)   ‘Ekpe used to fight us.’  Rapid Speech 
     c. * Ekpe  ámá  ásìì  ngwáná        ‘Ekpe used to fight us.’  Rapid Speech 
 
The final vowel in the habitual morpheme se is always obligatory and may not be overridden by 
argument markers. 
 

(8)   a.  Ekpe  áyá  ángngwana  (mien)  ‘Ekpe will fight me.’  Careful Speech 
     b.  Ekpe  áyángngwáná          ‘Ekpe will fight me.’  Rapid Speech 

(9)   a.  Ekpe  áyá  á-ìngwáná         ‘Ekpe will fight us.’  Careful Speech/ 
                                               (unnatural) 
     b. * Ekpe  áyìì  ngwáná          ‘Ekpe will fight us.’  Rapid Speech 
     c.  Ekpe  áyáyìngwáná           ‘Ekpe will fight us.’  Rapid Speech 
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Speaker offered an alternative to (9b), because the final vowel in the future morpheme is 
obligatory, mentioning that glide insertion is acceptable here to allow both vowels to surface. 
This needs to be checked with all tenses/aspects. 
 

(10) a.  Ekpe  ásé  a-ngngwáná  (mien)   Ekpe fights me (habitual).’ 
     b.  Ekpe  ásé  ángwáná  *(mien)   ‘Ekpe fights me (habitual).’ 
     c. * Ekpe  ásáá  ngwáná          ‘Ekpe fights me (habitual).’ 

(11) a.  Ekpe  ásé  ángwáná  *(nyIn)    ‘Ekpe fights us (habitual).’ 
     b.  Ekpe  ásé  ìngwáná  *(nyIn)    ‘Ekpe fights us (habitual).’ 
     c. ? Ekpe  ásé  á-ìngwáná  (nyIn)   ‘Ekpe  fights us (habitual).’   
     d. * Ekpe  ásáá/ásìì  ngwáná       ‘Ekpe fights us (habitual).’ 
 
The final vowel in the habitual morpheme se is obligatory, and may not be overwritten by a 
subject/object (agreement) marker. 
 

(12) a.  afo  àsé  ngngwáná  (mien)      ‘You fight me (habitual).’ 
     b.  afo  àsé  àngwáná  *(mien)      ‘You fight me (habitual).’ 

(13) a.  àmé  ngkÁt  (mien)  (*ngkpÓng)  ‘You see me/have seen me (*yesterday)’ 
     b.  àmá  ngkÁt  (nkpÓng)          ‘You saw me (yesterday).’ 
 
Speaker mentioned that me can mean see/had seen. It is not compatible with a temporal adverb 
like yesterday. 
 

(14) a.  àmé  àkÁt  *(nyIn)   ‘You see us.’ 
     b.  àmìì  kÁt   (nyIn)   ‘You see us.’ 
     c.  àmé  kÁt  *(nyIn)    ‘You see us.’ 
 

(15) a.  àmá  àkÁt  *(nyIn)   ‘You saw us.’ 
     b.  àmá  ìkÁt   (nyIn)   ‘You saw us.’ 
     c.  àmáà kÁt  *(nyIn)    ‘You saw us.’ 
     d.  àmìì  kÁt   (nyIn)   ‘You saw us.’ 
 
Notice that (14b) and (15d) are identical. Speaker does not notice a tonal difference, and 
suggested that in that case, the context would determine whether it was present/near past or true 
past. 
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Serial Verb Constructions (Travis Major) 
 

(1)   Ekpe  ǹdò  Akpan  émà  édíyá  àdésì   ‘Ekpe and Akpan ate rice.’ 
(2)   Ekpe  ámá  átém  àdésì  (*me/*ya)  ádíyá  (*àdésí) 

     ‘Ekpe cooked and ate rice.’ 
 
Diagnostics for serial verb-hood include 1) tense marker and 2) shared object. I tried both in (2), 
and both failed. At this point, I am actually trying to see what true coordinate constructions look 
like, but was offered what appears to be a serial construction. 
 

(3)   Ekpe  ámá  ábàk  ányÒng  *(áké)/(*ámá)  dâyá 
     ‘Ekpe left early and slept.’ 

(4)   Ekpe  áyà  ádí  têm  àdésì / (*ádí  àdésì  têm) 
     ‘Ekpe will come and cook rice.’ 
 
Despite trying to get VP/TP coordination, (3) and (4) seem to be two more serial constructions. 
 

(5)   Ekpe  áyá  ákwǑ  ìkwǑ  ányÀng  (*áyá) ánèk  ùnèk 
     ‘Ekpe will sing and dance.’ 

(6)   Ekpe  ámà  ákwǑ  ìkwǑ ìdáGá  mi  anye  áyá  ánèk  ùnèk 
     ‘Ekpe sang and now he is going to dance.’ 
 
(5) and (6) both contain overt conjunctions and therefore are probably not serial constructions. 
(6) actually displays two overt tense markers. 
 

(7)   Ekpe  ámá  áfÓp (*anyAng)  ùnàm  (*anyAng)  átá 
     ‘Ekpe roasted meat and ate it.’ 
 
An overt conjunction is not allowed in (7). 
 

(8)   Ekpe ámá  áfÓp  ùnàm  ányÀng  ata  ùnàm 
     ‘Ekpe roasted the meat and he ate the meat.’ 
 
(7) is a serial construction, while (8) is an example of basic coordination and allows the object to 
surface twice, despite being interpreted as the same “meat”. 
 

(9)    Ekpe  ámá  áfÓp  ányÁng  ata  ùnàm 
      ‘Ekpe roasted and ate meat.’ 
 
Basic coordination, unlike (7-8) 
 

(10)  Ekpe  ámá  ásángá  keed  ye  Okon  ányÓng  ádí 
      ‘Ekpe came back with Okon.’ 

(11)  Ekpe  ámà  ábén  ìkpáng  ákàmá  áféré 
      ‘Ekpe took a spoon and stirred soup.’ 
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(12)  kámá  ùdÁng  mì  tÁm  fufu 
      ‘Use my mortar to pound fofoo.’ 

(13)  (ká)  kédát  úsÓ  (*anyAng)  dì 
      ‘Go and get our father.’ 

(14)  (ká)  ké  bÉn  ùsÓ  dì 
      ‘Go and get our father.’ 
 
The examples in (10-14) are all serial verb constructions (inspired by Essien’s grammar). 

 
(15)  dì  ìwúd  ùnàm  (anyAng)   ìtém  (anyAng)  ìtà 

      ‘Let’s grab our knives, kill them, and eat them.’ 
 
Overt conjunctions may be used in either of the positions shown in parentheses above. The rest 
of my notes show a variety of serial verb constructions, not basic conjunction. 
 

(16)  Ekpe  âyá  ábén  ùdíyá  (*anyAng)  ádí 
      ‘Ekpe will bring a yam.’ 

(17)  Ekpe  âyá  ádát  àdíyá  ádí/ídí 
      ‘Ekpe will bring a yam.’ 

(18) a. ǹyém  àdì tìyé  ùdíyáná 
       ‘I want to sit next to you.’ 
     b.  àdì tìyé  ùdíyáná ké  ǹyém                   
       ‘It is sitting next to you, that I want (to do).’ 
     c.* àdì  tìyé  ké  ùdíyáná  ǹyém                 
       Intended: ‘It is sitting that I want (to do) next to you.’ 
 
The entire (lower) VP may be focused, but not to the exclusion of ‘next to you’. 
 

(19)  Ekpe  ámá  ádùwÓ  ádÁ k  àdùbè 
      ‘Ekpe fell into a hole.’ 

(20)  Ekpe  ámá  ántÓ  ké  ítíyát 
      ‘Ekpe hit me with a stone.’ 

(21)  Ekpe  ámá  átóp  ítíyát  ántÓ 
      ‘Ekpe hit me with a stone.’ 

(22) a. yít  Okon  sÁn  ké  ésít  ùfÒk 
       ‘Lock Okon inside the house.’ 
     b. yit  úsÁng  sÁn  Okon  ké  ésít  ùfÓk 
       ‘Lock Okon inside the house.’ 

(23)  síyó  òsókóró  ké  èkpát 
      ‘Take the orange out of the bag.’ 

(24)  Ima  ákpòn  áyàyá 
      ‘Ima has grown and become beautiful.’ 

(25)  Ekpe  ámà  ásàngá  ákáná  ídÁng 
      ‘Ekpe walked around the village.’ 

(26)  tóp  dúwák    ‘Throw it away.’ 
(27)  sÓp  díyá  mâ  ‘Finish eating!’ 
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(28)  tÓngÓ  díyá    ‘Start eating!’  
(29)  Ekpe  aya  akwo  ikwo  aya  anyAng  anek  unek. 

      ‘Ekpe will sing and dance.’ 
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More Serial Verbs (Travis Major) 
 

(1)   Ekpe  ámà  ánék  únek (*anyang/ama)  ínó  (nyIn)   
     ‘Ekpe danced for us.’ 

(2)   bén  ómmó   
     ‘Take them!’ 

(3)   bÒí  ngwét  ádù  níé 
     ‘Take that book and keep it.’ 

(4)   bÒí  (mmè)  ngwét  ádù (*anyAng)  níé  (*anye/*ommo) 
     ‘Take that book and keep it.’ 
 
ommo is bad with book interpretation, but okay with other thing(s). 
 

(5)   a.  kú  ùbÒí  ngwét  ádù  (*ku)  úníé 
        ‘Don’t collect and own the book.’ 
     b.  kú  nyáng  ùníé  Mfon 
        ‘Don’t take and keep Mfon!’ 

(6)   a.  Ekpe  ámá  ádí  (*ámá)  ísé  úfÔk  m̀mì 
        ‘Ekpe came and saw my house.’ 
     b.  Ekpe  íkí  dí  séGé  úfÔk  m̀mì 
        ‘Ekpe didn’t come and see my house.’ 
     c.  Ekpe  íkí  díéGé  ísé  úfÔk  m̀mì 
        ‘Ekpe came but didn’t see my house.’ 
     d.  Ekpe  ámá  ádì  ányÁng  ásé  úfÔk  m̀mì 
        ‘Ekpe came and also saw my house.’ 

(7)   a.  Ekpe  ámà  àdùwá  ádÁk  àdùbè  
        ‘Ekpe fell into a hole/pit.’ 
     b.  Ekpe  ámà  ádúwÒ  (ámà/áyá)  anyAng  ádÁk  àdùbè 
        ‘Ekpe fell, but didn’t enter a hole/pit.’ 
     c.  Ekpe  íkí  dùwÓGÓ  ídÁk  àdùbè 
        ‘Ekpe didn’t fall into a hole/pit.’ 
     d.  Ekpe  ámá  ádùwÓ  ádú  íkí  ídÁkkÓ  àdùbè 
        ‘Ekpe fell, but not into a hole/pit.’ 

(8)   Ekpe  ámà  ántÓ  ké  ítíyát 
     ‘Ekpe hit me with a rock.’ 

(9)   Ekpe  ámá  atop   (*anyÁng)  ítíyát  (*anyÁng) (*ámà)  ántÓ 
     ‘Ekpe threw and hit me with a stone.’ 

(10) a. Ima  ákpón  (ányÁng ) áyaya 
       ‘Ima has grown and become beautiful’ 
     b. Ima  ákpón  íyáyá  ké 
       ‘Ima has grown and hasn’t become beautiful.’ 
 
(10) is not a serial verb construction. 
 

(11)  súk  tìyé 
      ‘Lower! (sit...)’ 
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(12)  Ekpe  ámà  ásúk  átìyé  (ké  ìsÓng) 
      ‘Ekpe sat down (on the floor).’ 

(13) a. Ekpe  ámà  ásúk  íyíré  ásÍn  ké  ínyán 
       ‘Ekpe lowered the net into the river.’  
     b. Ekpe  ámà  ásúk  íyíré  anyÁng  ásÍn  ké  ínyán 
       ‘Ekpe took the net and lowered (something else) into the river.’ 
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Control Verbs, Embedded Questions, & (a Few) Idioms (Travis Major) 
 
 
Try 

 
(1)   m̀má  ángwáná  ádí  nám   fufu        ‘I tried to make fufu.’ 
(2)   m̀má  ángwáná  ádí  bák  (or  ndi  wuo)  ‘I tried to arrive early.’ 
(3)   m̀má  ángwáná  ádí  dáyá  (idap)       ‘I tried to sleep.’ 

 
 
Want 
 

(4)  ǹyém  ádí  nám  fùfù      ‘I want to make fufu.’ 
(5)  ǹyém  ádí  dáyá  (idap)    ‘I want to sleep.’ 
(6)  ǹyém  ádí  bák  ǹdi  wúó  ‘I want to arrive early.’ 

 
 
Start 

 
(7)  m̀má  tÓngÓ  àdí  nám  fufu      ‘I started to make fufu.’ 
(8)  m̀má  tÓngÓ  àdí  dáyá  (idap)    ‘I started to sleep.’ 
(9)  m̀má  tÓngÓ  ngwét            ‘I started school.’ 
(10)  m̀má  tÓngÓ  àdí  kòót  ngwét  ‘I started reading a book.’ 

 
 
Beg (persuade) 
 

(11)  m̀má  kpéyé  Ekpe  yák  ádí        ‘I begged Ekpe to come.’ 
(12)  m̀má  kpéyé  Ekpe  yák  ánám  fufu   ‘I begged Ekpe to make fufu.’ 
(13)  m̀má  kpéyé  Ekpe  yák  ádáyá  (idap)  ‘I begged Ekpe to sleep.’ 

 
 
Want/Plan 
 

(14)  m̀má  àdúwÓk  àdí  dí         ‘I planned to come.’ 
(15)  m̀má  àyém  àdí  dí           ‘I wanted to come.’ 
(16)  m̀má  ǹyém  àdí  nám  fufu      ‘I wanted to make fufu.’ 
(17)  m̀má  àdúwÓk  àdí  ànám  fufu   ‘I planned to make fufu.’ 
(18)  m̀má  àdúwÓk  àdí  dáyá  (idap)  ‘I planned to sleep.’ 

 
 
Tell 
 

(19)  m̀má   àbó  (yák)  Ekpe  ádí       ‘I told Ekpe to come.’ 
(20)  m̀má   m̀bó  (yák)  Ekpe  ádí       ‘I told Ekpe to come.’ 
(21)  m̀má   àbó  Ekpe  (yák)  ánám  fufu  ‘I told Ekpe to make fufu.’ 
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Wait 
 

(22)  m̀má   àbét  (yák)  ányé  ádí           ‘I waited for him to come.’ 
(23)  m̀má   àyém  àdí  dáyá (idap)           ‘I waited to sleep.’ 
(24)  m̀má   àbét  (yák/tùtù)  Ekpe  dáyá  (idap)  ‘I waited for Ekpe to sleep.’ 

 
Note: yak = ‘allow’ 
 
 
Embedded Questions 

 
(25)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  àfÓ  díyá  àdí  ‘Ekpe asked whether you will come.’ 
(26)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  áníyé  ìbó  ídí  ‘Ekpe asked who will come.’ 
(27) a. Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  áké tém  nsó  ‘Ekpe asked what you cooked.’ 

     b. Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  nsó  ké  áké tém  ‘Ekpe asked what you cooked.’ 
(28)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  m̀biyÓng  ùdÓng   ‘Ekpe asked if you are hungry.’ 

 
Note: mbiyOng = ‘hunger’ 
 

(29)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  nsó  ìnám  m̀biyÓng  ùdÓng   
      ‘Ekpe asked why you are hungry.’ 

(30)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  àmá  àdáyá  
      ‘Ekpe asked if you slept.’ 

(31)  Ekpe  ámá  ábÍp   m̀mè  áníyé  ìkì  dáyá  (idap)   
      ‘Ekpe asked who slept.’ 

(32)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  Akpan 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know Akpan.’ 

(33)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  Akpan   
      ‘Ekpe knows Akpan.’ 

(34)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  mmè  Akpan  áyá  ádí   
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know if Akpan will come.’ 

(35)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  mmè  áníyé  (owo)  ìbó  ìdí 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know who will come.’ 

(36)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  mmè  Bassey  ámá  ánám  fufu 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know if Bassey cooked fufu.’ 

(37)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  mmè  áníyé  (owo)  ìké  ìnám fufu 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know who made fufu.’ 

(38)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  sé  Bassey  áké  ánám 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know what Bassey made.’ 

(39)  Ekpe  ìdìyÓngÓ  ké  mmè  Akpan  ámá  ákót  ngwét 
      ‘Ekpe doesn’t know if Akpan studied.’ 

(40)  ányé  ádìyÓngÓ  ándíkí  nyÓng 
      ‘He knows who left.’ 

(41)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  ándíkí  kAp  sokoro 
      ‘Ekpe knows who picked oranges.’ 
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(42)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  sé  áké  dìyá 
      ‘Ekpe knows what you ate.’ 

(43)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  ítíyé  nté  ádÁng 
      ‘Ekpe knows where you live.’ 

(44)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  áfÓng  sé  ásÌnne   (recheck) 
      ‘Ekpe knows what you are wearing.’ 

(45)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  nták  áké  nyÒngÓ 
      ‘Ekpe knows why you left.’ 

(46)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  ádí  yÁt  fufu 
      ‘Ekpe knows how to cook fufu.’ 

(47)  Ekpe  ádìyÓngÓ  dángá  áyÁt  fufu 
      ‘Ekpe knows how to cook fufu.’ 
 
 
A couple idioms 
 

(48) a.  nsò  ké  ànám           ‘What are you doing.’ 
     b.  nsò  ndì  sÌmé  ké  ànám  ‘What the hell are you doing!?!’ 
     c. * ndi  sIme  nso  ke  anam   
     d.  àdó  ǹdì  sÌmé          ‘You’re an idiot!’ 

 e.  nso  ndi  sIme  ido  ado  ‘WTF is that?!?! 
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Adjectives, Comparatives, & Superlatives (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
 
Adjectives 
 
(1) (Ènyé) ádú ákán Édèn  ‘he is an old man’ 

 
In this example, and all the examples below, (Ènyé) can also be produced as (ànyé). The form 
with “a” is more formal, natural, while the form with “È” is the most careful pronunciation. 

 
(2) (Ényé) ásÓng   ‘he is old’ or ‘she is old’ 
 
The difference between the feminine and the masculine would be determined by the context. 
 

sÓng = be old (when referring to a person) 
sÓÓng = be mature/be strong, hard (when referring, for example, to a fruit) 
 

(3)  (Ènyé) ádú ákán ńgwán ‘she is an old woman’ 
(4) (Ómmó) Édú ǹgkàn ídén  ‘they are old men’ 
(5) (Ómmó) ÉsÒng    ‘they are old (feminine and masculine)’ 

(Ómmó) ÉsÒÒng    ‘they are old (feminine and masculine)’ 
 
The difference between the feminine and the masculine would be determined by the context. The 
meaning we want to convey in (5) would determine which form we use. 

 
The forms discussed here for “old” have a pejorative meaning. In order to convey the same 
meaning, but showing respect, Ibibio uses: 
 
(6) Ékámbà ówó  ‘big (elderly) person’ 
(7) íkpó ídéén   ‘big (elderly) men’ 
(8) íkpó íbáán   ‘big (elderly) women’ 

 
 
Comparatives 
 
(9)    (Ènyé) ásÓng á-ǹgkàn (míén) ‘he is older than me’ 
(10)    (Ènyé) ásÓng úkàn (fíén)  ‘he is older than you’ 
(11)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ákàn (Ènyé)  ‘he is older than him/her’ 
 
The difference between the feminine and the masculine would be determined by the context. 
(12)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ákàn n̂nyèn  ‘he is older than us’ 
               (Ènyé) ásÓng íkàn (ńnyèn)  ‘he is older than us’ 
 
The pronoun “us” in (12) can be deleted. However, notice the change in tone depending on 
whether it is included or not. 
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(13)    (Ènyé) ásÓng íkàn (ǹdùfù)  ‘he is older than you (pl)’ 
(14)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ákàn (Òmmô) ‘he is older than they’ 
 
 
Comparatives of Equality 
 
(15)   (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté àmì  ‘he is as old as I am’ 
(16)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté àfù  ‘he is as old as you are’ 
(17)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté Ènyé  ‘he is as old as she is’ 

 
The difference between the feminine and the masculine would be determined by the context. 

 
(18)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté ǹnyèn  ‘he is as old as we are’ 
(19)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté ǹdùfù  ‘he is as old as you (pl) are’ 
(20)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté Òmmô  ‘he is as old as they are’ 

      (Ènyé) ásÓng ǹté àmmô 
 
 
Superlatives 
 
(21)    (Ènyé) ásÓng ákán   ‘he is the oldest’ 
 
In (21), the form /kán/ is a tonal homophone that can mean both “be able to do something”, and 
“beyond/more than/surpass” 
 
 
Other Adjectives 
 
(22)   ànyàn   ‘long’  
(23)   ǹwÈt   ‘book’ 
(24)   ànyàn ǹwÉt  ‘long book’ 
(25)   íwuó   ‘nose’ 
(26)   ànyàn íwuò  ‘long nose’ 
(27)   Ésáng   ‘cane (to walk)’ 
(28)   ànyàn Ésàng  ‘long cane’ 
 
Notice, in the forms reported in this section, the tonal change of the noun, when it is used in an 
adjective-noun phrase. 
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More on Adjectives (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
Notice, in the forms reported in this section, the tonal change of the noun, when it is used in an 
adjective-noun phrase, as compared when it is used in isolation. 
 
(1) ànyàn   ‘long’  
(2) ngkpó ítÓng  ‘necklace’ 
(3) ànyàn ngkpó ítÒng  ‘long necklace’ 
(4) ìmÁk/íbìò   ‘short’ 
 
Notice the two forms for the adjective ‘short’. In principle, no semantic difference exists between 
the two of them. However, as we elicited some adjective-noun combinations, we determined that 
the second option, ‘íbìò’ has a meaning which could be interpreted as ‘half of something’ (e.g., 
half of a bottle of wine) as is commonly used to describe ‘liquids’. On the other hand, the first 
option, ‘ìmÁk’, is more commonly used with animate objects, or at least with objects that do not 
refer to liquids. We can see some examples of this pattern in (5-14). 
 
(5) (ìmÁk) ìmÁk ǹgwÉt  ‘short book’ 
(6) (íbìò) íbìò ǹgwÉt   ‘short book’ 
 
Notice that the adjectives in theses cases may be reduplicated. Even though the consultant was 
not sure of the reason of why we could use two adjectives, it seems to be a case of emphases. 
According to the consultant, (6) could mean either ‘short book’ or ‘half book’. The context 
would determine the meaning that is intended. 
 
(7)  (ìmÁk) ìmÁk ówó   ‘short person’ 
(8) íbìò Ékpémé m̀mÌn   ‘small/half bottle’ 
(9) íbìò íbíò Ékpémé m̀mÌn  ‘small bottle’ 

 
Notice that the ‘reduplication in (9), which also undergoes a tonal change, eliminates one of the 
possible interpretations of ‘íbìò’. 
 
(10) íbìò Ékpémé   ‘small/half bottle’ 
 
The option of dropping the noun ‘drink’ (m̀mÌn), represented in (10) is a grammatical response 
to the question ‘what did you bring?’ If not, the noun cannot be dropped in this construction. 
 
(11)  (íbìò) íbǐó Ésàng  ‘short cane’ 
(12)  ìmÁk Ésàng  ‘short cane’, although it sounds less natural 
(13) íbǐó ngkpò ítÓng  ‘short necklace’ 
(14)  ìmÁk ngkpò ítÓng  ‘short necklace’ 
 
The phrase in (14) means a short necklace (one that is really close to the neck), while (13) gives 
the idea that it there is just half necklace (maybe because it’s broken). 
 
(15) ótò/átò Ibibio  ‘Ibibio’, literally translated as ‘from Ibibio’ 
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(16) ótò/átò Nigeria  ‘Nigerian’, literally translated as ‘from Nigeria’ 
 
In (15-16), and the examples below, ‘ó’ or ‘á’ represent dialectal variation of the third person 
singular personal marker. ‘tò’ means ‘be from’. 
 
(17) ótò/átò Spain   ‘Spaniard’, literally translated as ‘from Spain’ 
(18) ótò/átò pányá   ‘from Equatorial Guinea’ 
 
Notice that the word in Ibibio for Equatorial Guinea resembles the Spanish word for ‘Spain’ 
(España). This seems to be a remnant from the historical period of time in which this country 
was part of Spain’s kingdom and Spanish was spoken in the region. 
 
(19) ótò/átò America  ‘American’, literally translated as ‘from America’ 
 
Another possibility in Ibibio, represented in (19), is to distinguish people with respect to their 
skin color. 
 
(20) óbíò    ‘country, village’ 
(21) óbíò m̀bàkárá   ‘a white person’ 
(22) àfíá ówò   ‘white person’ 
 
Notice that, even though (21) and (22) mean the same, (21) transmits some reverence to the 
person described, while (22) is a pure physical description. 
 
(23) óbíò m̀bàkárá kÉ ǹgwÈt ótó/átó  ‘book written by a white person’ 
(24) ǹgwÉt óbíò m̀bàkárá    ‘book written by a white person’ 
(25) ǹgwÉdétó Nigeria   ‘the book is from Nigeria’ 
(26) Nigeria kÉ ǹgwÈt ótó/átó  ‘It is Nigeria that the book is from’ 
(27) ǹgwÉt Nigeria    ‘Nigerian book’ 
(28) ǹgwÉt à Nigeria    ‘Nigerian book’ 
 
The consultant did not make any distinction between (27) and (28). I will need to work on that 
‘à’ marker to determine what it is and where it is used. 
 
Notice the interesting word order elicited in (24), (27), and (28). As of now, adjectives always 
appeared before the noun they modify. However, another word order is also possible, as in this 
cases the adjective occurred after the noun. When asked about word order, the consultant said 
that both ordering are possible in Ibibio, but that sometimes there is a change in meaning 
depending on whether the adjectives appears before or after the noun. The consultant said that 
this pattern could be limited to adjectival phrases with a ‘negative’ meaning. An example is 
given in (29). 
 
(29) ìnÓ ákók   ‘thief of money’   ADJ + Noun 

àkók ínÓ   ‘money that was stolen’  Noun + ADJ 
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Notice, as well, the tonal changes that both forms undergo. In fact, the tonal pattern observed in 
this example surprised the consultant. While in the combination of two forms to create a 
compound or an adjectival phrase, the second element always has a high and a low tone (HL) (as 
in (32), (34), or (37)), in this case we observe two high tones (HH). 
 
(30) úbók   ‘hand’ 
(31) Étó   ‘tree’ 
(32) úboGÉtò   ‘hand tree’ (invented form to show the pattern) 
(33) ńgkáníká   ‘watch’ 
(34) úkóńgkànìkà   ‘wrist watch’ 
(35) Ényén   ‘eye’ 
(36) ímá   ‘love’ 
(37) Ényén ímà  ‘loving eyes’ 
(38) ìngwè íngwèn  ‘black’ 

àbúbát/òbúbát 
 
No semantic differences seem to exist between the two forms of ‘black’. I will recheck this in 
next elicitation. 
 
(39) àfíá   ‘white’ 
(40) ìdà ídàt    ‘red’ 

ǹdà(t) ńdàt 
 
The adjective ‘white’ derives from the verb ‘fíá’, which means ‘to become white’, and the 
adjective ‘red’ from the verb ‘dàt’, which means ‘to be ripped’. I will come back to these forms 
during my next elicitation. 
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Color Terms & More Adjectives (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
 
Color Terms 
 
The adjective ‘white’ derives from the verb ‘fíá’, which means ‘to become white’.  
 
(1) àfíá (àfíá)  ‘white’ 
 
Notice that the adjective ‘white’ may be reduplicated. There are no semantic differences between 
the simple and the reduplicated forms of the adjective.  
 
(2) òfòng/àfòng    ‘cloth’ 
(3) àfíá (àfíá) òfòng    ‘white cloth’ 
(4) òfòng ódù àfíá (àfíá)   ‘the cloth is white’ 
(5) òfòng ódù/ádù àfíá (àfíá)   ‘cloth is white’ 
(6) *òfòng àfíá (àfíá)    ‘cloth white’ 
(7) òfòng ódù/ádù ódù/ádù àfíá (àfíá) ‘the cloth is white’ 
 
 
More colors 
 
(8) àwà àwà  ‘green, carefully produced’ 
(9) àwàwà  ‘green, connected speech’ 
(10) ùtò ùtò  ‘yellow’ 
 
Other colors such as, for example, ‘blue’, are borrowed from English. 
Again, notice the tonal change in the noun-adjective combinations (in the first syllable or the 
noun), as compared with the citation form. In this noun-adjective combinations, the reduplication 
is possible, but no required. 
 
(11) ǹgwèt    ‘book’ 
(12) ìngwè (íngwèn) ńgwèt  ‘black book’ 
(13) ìngwè (íngwèn) òfòng/àfòng ‘black cloth’ 
(14) ùsàn     ‘plate’ 
(15) ìngwè (íngwèn) úsàn  ‘black plate’ 
(16) àfíá (àfíá) ńgwèt   ‘white book’ 
(17) àfíá (àfíá) òfòng/àfòng  ‘white cloth’ 
(18) àfíá (àfíá) úsàn   ‘white plate’ 
 
 
Age adjectives 
 
(19) úsóng / úsÓng   ‘old person’ 
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Dialectal differences explain the two forms in (19). Notice that in this case, it is a noun in Ibibio, 
which is translated into an adjective + noun combination in English. 
 
(20) ákán Édèn  ‘old man’ 
(21) ákán ńgwán  ‘old woman’ 
(22) ákán áfòng  ‘old cloth’ 
(23) ádúfá / óbúfá   ‘new’ 
(24) úfá 
 
The two different forms of ‘new’ in (23) and (24) are individual preferences. Both mean exactly 
the same. 
 
(25) ádúfá àfòng ‘new cloth, singular’ 
(26) ńdúfá àfòng ‘new clothes, plural’ 
(27) m̀mè úfá áfòng ‘new clothes, plural’ 
(28) m̀múfá áfòng ‘new clothes, plural, connected speech’ 
(29) úfá ówò  ‘new person’ 
(30) úfáá wò  ‘new person, connected speech’ 
(31) ádúfá ówò ‘new person’ 
(32) ádúfáá wò ‘new person, connected speech’ 
 
Sentences in (29) to (32) refer to a new person. When there is a group of persons and someone 
new joins it. 
 
(33) èsén ówò  ‘stranger’ 
(34) àsén ówò  ‘stranger’ 
(35) àsén ówò  ‘stranger’ 
 
There are not semantic differences between the forms in (33) to (35). All them have the implicit 
meaning that this new person is welcomed. 
 
(36) àsén ówò mí  ‘my guest’ 
(37) àsén ídùt   ‘foreign land’ 
(38) úfá ńgwèt   ‘new book’ 
(39) ádúfá ńgwèt  ‘new book’ 
(40) úfá òfòng/àfòng  ‘new cloth’ 
(41) ádúfá òfòng/àfòng ‘new cloth’ 
(42) úfá úsàn   ‘new plate’ 
(43) ádúfá úsàn  ‘new plate’ 
 
 
Material adjectives 
 
(44) ḿkpó ìtíé Ètò  ‘wooden chair’ 
 
Literally, the structure in (44) means ḿkpó ‘thing’, ìtíé ‘sitting place’, and Ètò ‘wood’. 
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(45) ḿkpó ìtíé Ètò  ‘wooden chair’ 
(46) ḿkpó ìtíé ókpô  ‘plastic chair’ 
(47) ḿkpó ìtíé úkwàk  ‘iron chair’ 
(48) ḿkpó ìtíé óbòng  ‘cane chair’ 
(49) ḿkpó ìtíé ódù Ètò ‘the chair is made of wood’. Literally, ‘chair is wood’ 
(50) ḿkpó ìtíé ódù ókpô ‘the chair is made of plastic’. Literally, ‘chair is plastic’ 
(51) ḿkpó ìtíé ódù úkwàk ‘the chair is made of iron’. Literally, ‘chair is iron’ 
(52) ḿkpó ìtíé ódù óbòng ‘the chair is made of cane’. Literally, ‘chair is cane’ 
 
 
Subjective adjectives 
 
(53) ńgwèt àmì ánêm (ádìkòt) ‘the book is interesting (to read)’ 
(54) nèm  ‘sweet’ 
 
The adjective ‘nèm’ is used to refer to anything that is pleasing to any of the five senses (sight, 
hearing, taste, smell, and touch). 
 
(55) sókòrò àmì ánêm (ádîdíá) ‘sweet orange’ 
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Adjectival Agreement (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
(1) ádúfá / óbúfá   ‘new’ 
(2) úfá   ‘new’ 
 
The two different forms of ‘new’ in (1) and (2) are individual preferences. Both mean exactly the 
same, and no differences have been elicited. 
 
 
Singular 
 
(3) ádúfá áfòng  ‘new cloth’ 
(4) úfá áfòng   ‘new cloth’ 
(5) áfòng ádô úfá  ‘the cloth is new’ 
(6) áfòng ádô ádúfá  ‘the cloth is new’ 
(7) áfòng í-dó-Gó ádúfá ‘the cloth is not new’ 
(8) áfòng í-dó-Gó úfá ‘the cloth is not new’ 
(9) áfòng ámì ádó édúfá? ‘is the cloth new?’ 
(10) áfòng ámì ádó úfá?  ‘is the cloth new?’ 
(11) ǹtè áfòng ámì ádó úfá? ‘is the cloth new?’ 
(12) ǹtè áfòng ámì ádó ádúfá? ‘is the cloth new?’ 
 
Sentences (9), (10), (11), and (12) differ in the presence of the questions particle ǹtè. When it is 
not present, there is a higher intonational pattern in the sentence to mark it is a question. 
 
(13) áfòng ámì í-dó-Gó úfá?  ‘isn’t the cloth new?’ 
(14) áfòng ámì í-dó-Gó ádúfá? ‘isn’t the cloth new?’ 
 
There is a higher intonational pattern in sentences (13) and (14) to mark they are questions. 
 
(15) ǹtè áfòng ámì í-dó-Gó úfá?  ‘isn’t the cloth new?’ 
(16) ǹtè áfòng ámì í-dó-Gó ádúfá?  ‘isn’t the cloth new?’ 
 
A question such as the ones described in (15) and (16) would be asked as to get some 
confirmation. For example, in a context in which you are saying that a cloth is new, and someone 
else says that’s not true, you will ask a third person one of this options, in order to see whether 
he/she confirms your first statement. 
 
(17) á-dó úfá   ‘it is new’ 
(18) á-dó ádúfá  ‘it is new’ 
(19) m̀-mă á-dép ádúfá ‘I bought a new cloth’ 
(20) m̀-mă á-dép úfá  ‘I bought a new cloth’ 
(21) m̀-mă ǹ-dép ádúfá ‘I bought a new cloth’ 
(22) m̀-mă ǹ-dép úfá  ‘I bought a new cloth’ 
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In sentences (19) and (20), the personal marker á- agrees with the object (new cloth), while in 
sentences (21) and (22) we may replace this third person marker with the first personal marker, 
ǹ-, and the sentence is still grammatical. However, as shown in (23) and (24), we cannot have 
both personal markers together in the same sentence. 
 
(23) m̀-mă *ǹ-á-dép ádúfá  (Intended: ‘I bought a new cloth’) 
(24) m̀-mă *á-ǹ-dép ádúfá  (Intended: ‘I bought a new cloth’) 
 
 
Plural 
 
(25) ńdúfá àfòng  ‘new clothes’ 
(26) m̀mè ńdúfá àfòng  ‘new clothes’ 
 
There are no differences between (25) and (26), although the m̀mè is preferably dropped in (26). 
 
(27) (m̀mè) *ádúfá áfòng Intended, ‘new clothes’ 
 
The option in (27) is ungrammatical, because we have a mismatch between the plural marker 
m̀mè and the singular marker á. 
 
(28) *ádúúfá áfòng  (Intended: ‘new clothes’) 
(29) (Ómmó) ÉsÒng   ‘they are old (feminine and masculine)’ 
(30)  (Ómmó) ÉsÒÒng  ‘they are old (feminine and masculine)’ 
 
Plurality marked as a long vowel, as in (28), is exclusive of verb forms, which explains the 
ungrammatical of the phrase reported, which also happens in (34). The forms in (29) y (30) are 
grammatically correct (both with a short and a long vowel), because sÒng actually is a verb, with 
the meaning be old’. 
 
(31) m̀mè úfá áfòng   ‘new clothes’ 
(32) m̀múfá áfòng   ‘new clothes, connected speech’ 
(33) *núfá áfòng   (Intended: ‘new clothes’) 
(34) *úúfá áfòng   (Intended: ‘new clothes’) 
(35) (m̀mè) áfòng Ídóngngò ńdúfá ‘the clothes are new’ 
(36) (m̀mè) áfòng Ídóngngò úfá ‘the clothes are new’ 
 
Dóngngò in sentences (35) and (36) is the plural form of the verb ‘be’ (dô in the singular). The 
fact that the verb is in the plural allows m̀mè to be droppable in sentence (36) while still keeping 
the plural meaning.  
 
(37) (m̀mè) áfòng Í-dóngngò ké ńdúfá ‘the clothes are not new’ 
(38) (m̀mè) áfòng Í-dóngngò ké úfá  ‘the clothes are not new’ 
(39) (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò ńdúfá? ‘are the clothes new?’ 
(40) (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò úfá? ‘are the clothes new?’ 
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There is a higher intonational pattern in sentences (39) and (40) to mark they are questions. 
 
(41) ǹtè (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò ńdúfá?  ‘are the clothes new?’ 
(42) ǹtè (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò úfá?  ‘are the clothes new?’ 
(43) ǹtè (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò ké ńdúfá? ‘aren’t the clothes new?’ 
(44) ǹtè (m̀mè) áfòng ámì Í-dóngngò ké úfá?  ‘aren’t the clothes new?’ 
(45) Í-dóngngò ńdúfá     ‘they are new’ 
(46) Í-dóngngò úfá     ‘they are new’ 
(47) m̀-mă á-déémé (m̀mè) úfá áfòng   ‘I bought new clothes’ 
(48) m̀-mă á-déémé m̀múfá áfòng   ‘I bought new clothes, connected speech’ 
(49) m̀-mă á-déémé (m̀mè) ńdúfá áfòng  ‘I bought new clothes’ 
 
In (47), compared to (49), the m̀mè is less droppable. It sounds more natural having it present, 
particularly in connected speech (48). 
 
 
Other singular-plural combinations 
 
(50) ákân áfòng  ‘old cloth’ 
(51) (m̀mè) ńkân áfòng ‘old clothes’ 
(52) àfíá áfòng   ‘white cloth’ 
(53) (m̀mè) m̀fíá áfòng ‘white clothes’ 
(54) ùyàyá áfòng  ‘beautiful cloth’ 
(55) (m̀mè) ùyàyá áfòng ‘beautiful clothes’ 
(56) m̀mùyàyá áfòng  ‘beautiful clothes, connected speech’ 
(57) yàyá áfòng  ‘beautiful cloth/es’ 
 
I will continue with these, and new adjectives, during my next individual elicitation. 
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More on Adjectives, pt. 2 (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
(1) ùyàìyá   ‘pretty/cute’ 
(2) m̀fÓn  ‘pretty/cute’ 
(3) fÓn  ‘be pretty/nice’ 
 
The two different forms of ‘pretty/cute’ in (1) and (2) show some semantic differences. While 
the form in (1) refers to physical appearance, the form in (2) also refers to the character of the 
person (although it can be used to describe clothes). 
 
(4) Òbóíkpà   ‘girl’ 
(5) úyàìyà Óbóíkpà  ‘pretty girl’ 
(6) (m̀mè) úyàìyà úbóíkpà ‘pretty girls’ 
(7) (m̀mè) úyàì úbóíkpà  ‘pretty girls’ 
(8) m̀fÓÓn Úbóíkpà  ‘pretty girls’ 
 
Notice that in the sentences in (5) and (6) the plural marker m̀mè may be omitted, because the 
now girl is already marked in the plural. This contrasts with the form in (11). 
 
(9) àngwá   ‘cat’ 
(10) úyàìuà ángwâ  ‘cute cat’ 
(11) m̀mè úyàìuà ángwâ ‘cute cats’ 
(12) ?m̀fÓÓn ángwâ  ‘cute girls’ (semantically odd) 
(13) Óbóíkpà ódù áyàìyàá  ‘the girl is pretty’ 
 
Notice the person marker in the element working as an adjective. It is present in (13), and it will 
be present in the rest of the sentences in this elicitation. 
 
(14) àngwá ódù áyàìuà   ‘the cat is cute’ 
(15) (m̀mè) úbóíkpà ódò Êyàìyá  ‘the girls are pretty’ 
(16) (m̀mè) úbóíkpà ódò ÊfÓÓng  ‘the girls are pretty’ 
(17) m̀mè àngwá ódò Êyàìyá   ‘the cats are pretty’ 
(18) m̀mè àngwá ódò ÊfÓÓng  ‘the cats are pretty’ 
 
Notice that while (12) is semantically odd, (18) is the preferred option among the two ways of 
forming the plural. 
 
(19) ḿ-mÊ-yàìyà (ùyàì)      ‘I am pretty’ 

1SG-PRES-pretty (beauty) 
(20) ḿ-mă   ń-sè   ń-yàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘I used to be pretty’ 

1SG-PAST 1SG-ASPECT 1SP-pretty  (beauty) 
(21) ḿ-mă   á-sè   ń-yàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘I used to be pretty’ 

1SG-PAST 3SG-ASPECT 1SP-pretty  (beauty) 
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We were not sure what the –á– in á-se (21) was agreeing with. However, after comparing the 
sentence with the structure in (22), we hypothesized that it may agree with “ùyàì” (beauty), 
which is optional and preferable, not present. 
 
(22) ḿ-mă   á-sè   ḿ-féGé  ítÒk  ‘I used to run a race’ 

1SG-PAST 3SG-ASPECT 1SP-run  race 
(23) ḿ-mă   ń-sè   ḿ-féGé  ítÒk  ‘I used to run a race’ 

1SG-PAST 1SG-ASPECT 1SP-run  race 
(24) ń-yá   á-yàìyá  (ùyàì)    ‘I will be pretty’ 

1SG-FUTURE 3SP-pretty  (beauty) 
(25) ?ń-yá   ń-yàìyá  (ùyàì)    ‘I will be pretty’ 

1SG-FUTURE 1SP-pretty  (beauty) 
(26) à-mé  á-yàìyà  (ùyàì)    ‘you are pretty’ 

2SG-PRES 3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(27) à-mé  *à-yàìyà  (ùyàì)    ‘you are pretty’ 

2SG-PRES 2SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(28) à-mé  *ă-yàìyà  (ùyàì)    ‘you are pretty’ 

2SG-PRES 2SG-3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(29) à-mà  á-sè   á-yàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘you used to be pretty’ 

2SG-PAST 3SG-ASPECT 3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(30) à-yá   á-yàìyá  (ùyàì)    ‘you will be pretty’ 

2SG-FUTURE 3SP-pretty  (beauty) 
(31) ì-mé  í-yàìyà  (ùyàì)    ‘we are pretty’ 

1PL-PRES 1PL-pretty  (beauty) 
(32) ì-mí-yàìyà  (ùyàì)     ‘we are pretty’ – Connected speech 
(33) ì-mà   í-sè   í-yàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘we used to be pretty’ 

1PL-PAST 1PL-ASPECT 1PL-pretty  (beauty) 
(34) ì-yá   í-yàìyá  (ùyàì)    ‘we will be pretty’ 

1PL-FUTURE 1PL-pretty  (beauty) 
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More on Adjectives, pt. 3 (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
(1) ànyé  áyàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘She is pretty’ 

3SG  3SG-PRES-pretty (beauty) 
 
In (1), and depending on the context and the intention of the speaker, the use of the overt ùyàì 
could imply the meaning of intensity. Otherwise, it has a neutral meaning. 
 
(2) ànyé  ánèkè   áyàìyá   (ùyàì)  ‘She is very pretty’ 

3SG-SUB  strengthen 3SG-PRES-pretty (beauty) 
 
ánèkè literally means ‘make straight’, but it is also used as an intensifier, as in both (2) and (3). 
 
(3) Nèké nám!  ‘do it well!’ 
(4) ànyé  á-mă   á-sè   á-yàìyá  (ùyàì) ‘She used to be pretty’ 

3-SUB  3SG-PAST 3SG-ASPECT 3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(5) ànyé  á-yá   á-yàìyá  (ùyàì)   ‘She will be pretty’ 

3-SUB  1SG-FUTURE 3SG-pretty  (beauty) 
(6) ÒmmÔ É-yàìyá  (ùyàì)     ‘they are pretty’ 

3PL-SUB  3PL-pretty  (beauty) 
(7) ÒmmÔ                                    É-mà É-sè   É-yàìyá  (ùyàì)  ‘they used to be pretty’ 

3PL-SUB     3PL-PAST 3PL-ASPECT 3PL-pretty  (beauty) 
(8) ÒmmÔ                                     É-yá  É-yàìyá  (ùyàì)    ‘they will be pretty’ 

3PL-SUB     3PL-FUTURE 3PL-pretty  (beauty) 
 
 

Combinations of adjectives 
 
(9) ànyán   ‘tall’ 
(10) ànyán [úyàìyá ówèngwàng]   ‘tall, beautiful girl’ 
(11) úyàìyá [ànyán ówèngwàng]   ‘tall, beautiful girl’ 
 
Notice the tonal change in the first syllable of the adjective ànyán in (11). Square brackets 
represent that the adjective outside of the brackets actually modifies all the structure marked 
inside. Notice that both orders are possible in Ibibio. 
 
(12) (m̀mè) ùyàì ńnyáán íbàn   ‘tall, beautiful girls’ 
(13) (m̀mè) ùyàìyá ńnyáán íbàn ‘tall, beautiful girls’ 
(14) m̀mùyàìyá ńnyáán íbàn   ‘tall, beautiful girls, connected speech’ 
(15) (m̀mè) ǹnyán ḿfÓÓn íbàn ‘tall, beautiful girls’ 
(16) (m̀mè) m̀fÓÓn ńnyán íbàn ‘tall, beautiful girls’ 
 
Notice the tonal change in (15) and (16). 
 
(17) ànyán Ètò   ‘a tall tree’ 
(18) ǹnyán Ètò   ‘tall trees’ 
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(19) ǹnyáán Ètò  ‘tall trees’ 
(20) nyÓng ànyán ‘be tall (tall)’ 
(21) únyÓng  ‘height’ 
(22) ádúfá [íném ǹgwèt]   ‘a new, interesting book’ 
(23) úfá [íném ǹgwèt]    ‘a new, interesting book’ 
(24) íném [ádúfá ǹgwèt]   ‘a new, interesting book’ 
(25) íném [úfá ǹgwèt]    ‘a new, interesting book’ 
(26) (m̀mè) ńdúfá [íném ǹgwèt] ‘new, interesting books’ 
(27) m̀mè úfá [íném ǹgwèt]   ‘new, interesting books’ 
 
Even though íném has been marked as having two high tones, the second one is ‘lower’ than the 
first one.  
 
In (27), m̀mè is not optional, because úfá does not change for the singular and plural forms, and 
without it the sentence could be interpreted as either being in the singular or the plural. 
 
(28) ǹgwèt ádó/ódó ádò úfá  ‘the book is new’ 
(29) ǹgwèt ádó/ódó ádò ádúfá  ‘the book is new’ 
(30) ǹgwèt ádó/ódó ánèm  ‘the book is interesting’ 
 
The sentence in (30) is semantically weird, because ánèm is also translated as ‘sweet’. In order to 
get rid of the meaning that the ‘book is sweet’, we need to specify why it is ‘sweet’, as in (31). 
 
(31) ǹgwèt ádó/ódó ánèm adikot ‘the book is interesting to read’ 
(32) ákàn [mkpÒ ítíé Étò]   ‘an old, wooden chair’. Literally ‘an old chair of wood’ 
(33) *Étò [ákàn mkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, wooden chair’ 
 
Notice that, while in all the examples reported above the order of the adjectives was not 
important, in this case we cannot reverse the order and say that ‘the old chair is wooden’. One 
possibility for this pattern is that ‘wooden chair’ in Ibibio means literally ‘chair wood’, in which 
we have one noun modifying another one. 

!
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More on Adjectives, pt. 4 (Maite Martínez-García) 
 
(1) ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé Étò]   ‘an old, wooden chair’. Literally ‘an old chair of wood’ 
(2) *Étò [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, wooden chair’. Meaning: ‘wood from an old chair’ 
(3) (m̀mè) ńgkàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé Étò] ‘old, wooden chairs’. 
(4) Étò [ńgkàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘wood from old chairs’ 
 
Notice that, while in all the examples reported above the order of the adjectives was not important, 
in this case we cannot reverse the order and say that ‘the old chair is wooden’. One possibility for 
this pattern is that ‘wooden chair’ in Ibibio means literally ‘chǎir wood’, in which we have one noun 
modifying another one. 
 
(5) ákàn [Ékàmbà ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, big chair’  
(6) Ékàmba [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, big chair’ 
(7) (m̀mè) ńgkàn [ḿkpÓn ḿkpÒ ítíé] ‘old, big chairs’  
(8) (m̀mè) ḿkpÓn [ńgkàn ḿkpÒ ítíé] ‘old, big chairs’ 
 
The form in (8) is more natural to the native speaker. 
 
(9) ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé Nigeria]   ‘an old, Nigerian chair’ 
(10) *Nigeria [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]  ‘an old, Nigerian chair’ 
(11) ákàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé íbíbío]   ‘an old, Ibibio chair’  
(12) *íbíbío [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
(13) *ákàn íbíbío ḿkpÒ ítíé   ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
(14) *íbíbío [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
(15) *ákàn íbíbío ḿkpÒ ítíé   ‘an old, Ibibio chair’ 
(16) (m̀mè) ńgkàn [ḿkpÒ ítíé íbíbío]  ‘old, Ibibio chairs’  
(17) ḿkpÒ ndIk [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]  ‘an old, incredible chair’ 
(18) ákàn [ḿkpÒ ndIk ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, incredible chair’ 
(19) ḿkpÒ ndIk [ńgkàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]  ‘old, incredible chairs’ 
 
The form in (17) sounds more natural to the consultant, while (19) sounds really unnatural. 
 
(20) úyàìyà [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, elegant chair’ 
(21) ákàn [úyàìyà ḿkpÒ ítíé]    ‘an old, elegant chair’ 
(22) ńgkàn [m̀fÓÓn ḿkpÒ ítíé] ‘old, elegant chairs’ 
(23) m̀fÓÓn [ńgkàn ḿkpÒ ítíé] ‘old, elegant chairs’ 
(24) (m̀mè) ńgkàn [úyàì ḿkpÒ ítíé] ‘old, elegant chairs’ 
 
‘fÓÓn’ means ‘be good’. In Ibibio, son individuals consider ‘úyàì’ to be the plural form of ‘úyàìyà’. 
  
(25) ákàn [ídìòk ḿkpÒ ítíé]    ‘an old, bad chair’ 
(26) ídìòk [ákàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘an old, bad chair’ 
(27) ńgkàn [ńdìòì ḿkpÒ ítíé]    ‘old, bad chairs’ 
(28) ńdìòì [ńgkàn ḿkpÒ ítíé]   ‘old, bad chairs’ 
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(29)  ḿkpÒ ítíé ákăná (ámăná) ádìòk   ‘the chair is old (and also) bad’ 
(30) ḿkpÒ ítíé Ékăná (Émăná) Édìòì   ‘the chairs are old (and also) bad’ 
 
Verbs which end with CVC structure make the plural by removing the last consonant and inserting a 
vowel instead: 
 
dìòk (sg)    ‘be bad’                                     wàk (sg)       ‘to tear’ 
dìòì (pl)     ‘be bad’                                     wàì (pl)        ‘to tear’ 
 
(31) ìnÓ ákÁk   ‘thief of money’    
(32) àkÙk ínÓ   ‘money that was stolen’   
(33) ákàn [ìnÓ ákÁk]  ‘old thief of money’    
(34) a.  ákàn [ákÁk ínÓ] ‘old stolen money’ 

b.  ínÓ [ákàn ákÁk] ‘old stolen money’ 
(35) a.  àkÙk [ákàn ínÓ] ‘money that belongs to an old thief’ 

b.  àkÙk [ákàn ínÓ] ‘money from an old robbery’ 
(36) ńgkàn [ìnÓ ákÁk] ‘old thieves of money’    
(37) ńgkàn [ákÁk ínÓ] ‘old stolen money’ 
 
The form in (37) is ambiguous, as it can mean that it is old money coming from several sources or 
from several robberies. 
 
(38) Éwá ádò àfíá (áfíá)    ‘the dog is white’ 
(39) Éwá àfíá áfíá     ‘the dog is white’ 
(40) Éwá Édóngngò ḿfíá (ḿfíá)   ‘the dogs are white’ 
(41) Éwá Édó ḿfíá ḿfíá    ‘the dogs are white’ 
(42) áfìà Éwá    ‘white dog’ 
(43) ḿfìà Éwá    ‘white dogs’ 
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Determiners, Demonstratives, and Quantifiers (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) ádàn ámì ‘this oil’ 
(2) m̀mǎ ámì [or] ÓwÓwàn ámì ‘this woman’ 
(3) ḿmÔng ámì ‘this water’ 
(4) éwá émà éndòng ‘dogs bit me’ 
(5) m̀mè éwá émà éndòng ‘the dogs bit me’ 
 
Both (4) and (5) seem to mean the same thing, with (4) being more natural. 
 
(6) mèwádò émà éndÒng ‘those dogs bit me’ 
 
In (6) there is stress on ‘those dogs’, as opposed to any other dogs, bit the speaker. 
 
(7) ḿmâakÀt (m̀mȅ) úwák éwà ‘I saw a lot of dogs’ 
(8) ḿmââkÀt ḿmùwáGéwà ‘I saw a lot of dogs’ (fast speech) 
 
In (7), m̀mȅ is optional, and if present, combines with úwák in fast speech, as in (8). I’m not sure 
if I heard any vowel lengthening accompanying this change, so I should recheck that. 
 
(9) (m̀mȅ) éwá íbà ámì ‘both dogs’ (lit. ‘these two dogs’) 
(10) (m̀mȅ) éwá íbà ‘two dogs’ 
 
In (9), ámì is obligatory to distinguish it from (10), and differentiate that the speaker is talking 
about the two dogs in the specific context rather than just any two dogs in general. 
 
(11) (m)éwá íbà ádÒ émà éndÒm (míên) ‘those two dogs bit me’ 
(12) éwá íbà émà éndÒm míên ńkÒ ‘those two dogs bit me too’ 
 
The m- is optional in (11), as well as míên, which adds an emphasis of ‘those two dogs bit me 
too’, as in (12). 
 
(13) àfÍt éwÒ émà énèk únèk ‘everyone danced’ 
(14) úwáGáwò émà énèk únèk ‘a lot of people danced’ 
(15) úwáGÒmmô émà énéGúnèk ‘many of them danced’ 
 
a/O alternation is available for Òmmô in (15). 
 
(16) àfÍt émmô émà énéGúnèk ‘all of them danced’ 
(17) ùwák ḿmÒng ‘a lot of water (in a cup)’ 
(18) ḿmâ ówÒng ùwák ḿmÒng ‘I drank a lot of water’ 
(19) ḿmâ díà àfÍt édésì ádÒ ‘I ate all of the rice’ 
(20) ḿmâ díà àfÍtèfÍt édésì ádÒ ‘I ate all of the rice’ 
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àfÍt may be optionally repeated, for essentially the same reading in (19)/(20), or with some 
emphasis on being all of the object, and that there’s nothing left. There is also this duplication 
available on other such quantifiers, as in (21)-(23):  
 
(21) ḿmâ ÓwÒng àfIt ́ḿmÒng ÓdÒ ‘I drank a lot of water’ 
(22) ḿmâ ÓwÒng ákét ḿmÒng Ódò ‘I drank a lot of water’ 
(23) ḿmâ ÓwÒng úkèèt úkèt ḿmÒng Ódò ‘I drank a lot of water’ (careful speech) 
 
úkèt appears to have a long vowel in careful speech, although when it’s reduplicated, the 
repetition doesn’t appear to. I need to recheck whether it has a long vowel in faster speech, as 
well as the vowel length in the repeated form. 
 
(24) ḿmâ díà ásókódó ‘I ate an orange’ 
(25) ḿmâ díà m̀mèsókódó ‘I ate some oranges’ 
(26) ḿmâ díà úbàk sókódó ‘I ate part of an orange’ 
(27) ḿmâ díà àfÍt sókódó ádò ‘I ate the whole orange’ 
(28) ḿmâ díà ífrè sókódó (ÓdÒ) ‘I ate the whole orange’ 
 
One notable difference between (27) and (28) is that in (28) the determiner is optional, and 
without it the sentence still makes reference to a specific orange. This is not preserved in (27), 
where if the determiner is dropped it refers to a generic orange, as opposed to any specific one. 
 
(29) kwǎwÓ émà édÀp ékpÓkÓdÓ ‘each of the people lifted the table’ 
(30) àfÍt éwù émà édÁp ékpÓkÓdÓ ‘all the people lifted the table’ 
 
Example (30) is ambiguous between collective and distributive readings. 
 
(31) ḿmâ dÍpè àfÍt (m̀mè) ékpÓkÓdÓ ‘I lifted each of the tables’ 
(32) ḿmâ díà Óbàk sÓkÓdÓ ‘I ate half of an orange’ 
(33) ḿmâ díà ùwák (ùwák) sÓkÓdÓ ‘I ate several oranges’ 
(34) (ÒmmÔ) édíà ùwáGùwák sÓkÓdÓ ‘they ate several oranges’ 
(35) ÒmmÔ émè díà áfÌt ésÓkÓdÓ ‘they ate all of the oranges’ 
 
I’m not sure about the tones on afIt here. I will recheck that. 
 
(36) àfÍt ÒmmÔ émèdíà ùmíang sÓkÓdÓ ‘they each ate a lot of oranges’ 
 
ùmíang, here, means ‘plenty’, and can be used instead of ùwáGùwák, but is not usually 
reduplicated, unless referring to an extremely large quantity. 
 
(37) ḿmâ díà ùwák sÓkÓdÓ ‘I ate several oranges’ 
(38) ḿmâ díà ùmíang sÓkÓdÓ ‘I ate a lot of oranges’ 
(39) ḿmâ úwÒng ḿmÒng ètúk ‘I drank a little water’ or ‘I drank water a little’ 
(40) ḿmâ nèké úwÒng ḿmÒng ‘I drank plenty of water’ or ‘I drank a lot of water’ 
(41) ḿmâ úwÒng ùwák ḿmÒng ‘I drank plenty of water’ or ‘I drank a lot of water’ 
(42) ùmíang àdésí 
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Both (40) and (41) mean the same, but nèké (which means something like ‘really’) and ùwák do 
not generally appear together. Also, it is interesting to note that ùmíang is ungrammatical here 
for use with water, and when used with rice as in (42), changes the meaning from ‘a lot of rice’ 
to ‘a lot of different types of rice’ or ‘a lot of bags of rice’, suggesting a mass/count distinction. 
 
(43) ùwák ÒmmÔ àkédíà àdésí ‘rice is what many of them ate’ 
(44) ùwák Òmmô àmédíàdésí ‘many of them ate rice’ 
(45) àfÍt èmmÔ àkédíàdèsì ‘all of them ate rice’ 
(46) ùsÓGÓ éwà édÒ éwèíngwèn ‘some dogs are black’ 
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Demonstrative Pronouns, Quantifiers, & Generics (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) ńkè díà àdésí ámì ‘I ate this rice’ 
 
I was originally attempting to elicit a demonstrative pronoun, but it appears that Ibibio isn’t such 
a fan of leaving out the objects, because I didn’t meet with much success. 
 
(2) ńkè úwÒng úkÒt àmì ‘I drank this drink’ 
 
Example (2) was elicited because Mfon mentioned that (1) sounded odd to him, because eating 
the rice entailed that you couldn’t see it any more, while for drinking a drink, you would still be 
able to see the container. 
 
(3) ńgkè úwÒng (ùkÓt) ènyěmì ‘I drank this one’ 
 
I’m not actually sure if ùkÓt is optional here. Recheck. 
 
(4) ńgkè mÀm ìjáGámì ‘I caught this fish’ 
(5) ńgkè mÀm ìják ènyěmì ‘I caught this fish’ 
(6) ńgkè mÀm íják ènyěkÒ ‘I caught that (visible) fish’ 
(7) ńgkè mÀm íják (ènyě) (ákù/Ókù) ‘I caught that (visible) fish’ 
 
In (7), either ènyě or ákù/Ókù must be included, or else it just means ‘I caught a fish’, as opposed 
to meaning any particular fish. 
 
(8) ńgkè mÀm íjáGádò ‘I caught that (not visible) one’ 
(9) ńgkè mÀm ènyě ÓdÒ ‘I caught that one’ 
 
In (9) I finally managed to get closer to a demonstrative pronoun, but it looks like it’s the usual 
demonstrative paired with the third person singular pronoun. 
 
(10) ńgkè wÒng ànyěmì ‘I drank this one’ 
(11) ńgkè wÒng m̀bÒÓnmì ‘I drank these ones’ or ‘it was me that drank these ones’ 
(12) àmígnkè wÒng m̀bÒÓnmì ‘I drank these ones’ or ‘it was me that drank these ones’ 
(13) àmígnkè wÒng m̀bÒnÓm ‘I drank these ones’ or ‘these are the ones I drank’ 
 
Note on (11) and (12): Mfon offered these as meaning the same thing, but in (12) I heard the 
addition of àmí, which I hadn’t heard in any of the previous utterances. (13) seems to exclude a 
focus reading of ‘it was me that drank these ones’, instead focusing on the things that were 
drunk. 
 
(14) àmígnké wÒng ḿmÀn émì ‘I drank these drinks’ 
 
Mfon mentioned here that he has difficulty leaving out the object, which is why ḿmÀn shows up, 
which is evidently ‘drink’ in Efik. The Ibibio word for it is ùkÓt, but is often used to refer 
specifically to palm wine, while ḿmÀn can refer to pretty much any drink. 
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(15) àmígnkè wÒng ḿmÀn ékÒ/Ókù ‘I drank those ones over there’ 
(16) àmígnkè wÒng ùkÓt ádÒ ‘I drank those (not visible) drinks’ 
 
In (16), the [u] in ùkÓt disappears in fast speech, I think because of the preceding velar nasal. 
 
 
Quantifiers 
 
(17) ùsÓk ÒmmÔ émà énèk únèk ‘some of them danced’ 
(18) ǹdòsÓk ÒmmÔ émà énèk únèk ‘some of them danced’ 
(19) ùwák ÒmmÔ émà énèk únèk ‘most of them danced’ 
 
Example (19) seems to have the same form as a previously elicited ‘many of them danced’ (page 
18, example (15)). 
 
(20) íbàt íbàt ÒmmÔ émà énèk únèk ‘a few of them danced’ 
 
íbàt literally means ‘math’, but can also mean ‘countable’ or ‘just a few’ in its reduplicated form. 
I didn’t think to check and see if the unreduplicated version can mean a similar thing here, like 
ùwák/ùwáGùwák. 
 
(21) ùbák ÒmmÔ émà énèk únèk ‘half of them danced’ 
 
Mfon gave me (21), but mentioned that it has more or less the same meaning as (18) above, with 
ńdòsÓk. ùbák can mean ‘half’, or simply ‘part of’ rather than exactly 50%. 
 
(22) (ÒwÓ) kèèt ké  Ótù  àmmÔ á-mà  á-nèk  únèk    

person one  prep. group them 3pl-pst 3pl-dance a.dance 
‘one of them (in the group) danced’ 

(23) kpák áwÒ kèèt ké Ótù (ÒmmÔ) íkí nèké únèk ‘not one of them danced’  
(24) ḿbènÓwÒ kèèt ké Ótù (ÒmmÔ) íkí nèké únèk 
(25) báwÒ kèèt ké Ótù (ÒmmÔ) íkí nèké únèk 
(26) kpák ÒmmÔ kèè íkí nèké únèk ‘none of them danced’ 
(27) ḿbènÒmmÔ kèèt íkí nèké únèk 
(28) bámmÔ kèèt íkí nèké únèk 
(29) báwÒ kèèt íkí nèké únèk 
 
In examples (23)-(29), ké Ótù turns to kÓtù or kétù in fast speech, kpák áwÒ changes into 
kpàGáwÒ, and íkí nèké únèk changes to íkínèGúnèk. Aside from all that, there appear to be at 
least three words for ‘none’, being kpák, ḿbènè, and bám.  
 
There’s a difference between distributive and collective readings depending on whether ké Ótù is 
present or not: with ké Ótù, the utterance has a distributive reading as in (23)-(25), saying that 
individually no one in the group danced, while without it there’s a collective reading as in (26)-
(29), which looks at the whole group. ÒmmÔ seems to be optionally present in addition to áwÒ, 
which takes the position directly after the quantifier, while ÒmmÔ takes a position after ké Ótù 
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when it’s in use. Given that (28) and (29) seem to mean the same thing, it appears that there’s 
free variation between the use of ÓwÒ and ÒmmÔ directly after the quantifier, at least in the 
collective reading. 
 
(30) àfÍt émà émà énèGúnèk ‘all of them danced’ or ‘each of them danced’ 
(31) àfÍt émmÔ kèètèkèt émà énèGúnèk ‘each of them danced’ 
 
While (30) is ambiguous between meaning ‘all of them danced’ or ‘each of them danced’ (31) 
only has the distributive meaning, and would translate literally to ‘all of them, one by one, 
danced’. 
 
(32) àfÍt émmÔ kwá ÓwÒ kwá ÓwÒ émà énèGúnèk ‘each of them danced’ 
 
kwá ÓwÒ kwá ÓwÒ becomes kwǎwÒkwǎwÒ in natural speech. The reduplication in (31) and 
(32) is optional, but Mfon mentioned that he usually does, even though that might vary by 
person. 
 
(33) àfÍt ńnyÀn kwǎwÒkwǎwÒ ímà ínèGúnèk ‘each of us danced’ 
(34) ḿbènènyÀn kèèt íkí nèké únèk ‘none of us danced’ (collective) 
(35) kpànyÀn kèèt íkí nèké únèk ‘none of us danced’ (collective) 
(36) mbènéwÒ kèèt kétú nyÀn íkí nèké únèk ‘none of us danced’ (distributive) 
 
The variations discussed above for examples (23)-(29) seem to also be fine in sentences like 
(34)-(36). 
 
(37) ÓwÓmà énèGúnèk ‘someone danced’ (lit. ‘person danced’) 
(38) émà énèGúnèk ‘someone danced’ 
 
In (37) and (38), the third person plural provides indefinite subject agreement, particularly in 
(38) where the subject is dropped entirely. 
 
(39) ḿmâ tèm ǹgkpÓ ‘I cooked something’ (lit. ‘I cooked thing’) 
(40) Ówómà tèm ńgkpÒ ‘someone cooked something’ 
(41) émà (è)tèm ńgkpÒ ‘someone cooked something’ 
(42) ḿmà tèm àfÍt ńgkpÒ ‘I cooked everything’ 
(43) àmì ńgkétèm àfÍt ńgkpÒ ‘It was me that cooked everything’ 
(44) mékèmé ítèm sé ídòdó ‘I can cook anything’ 
 
Literally, (44) means ‘I can cook whatever’ or ‘I can cook whatever exists’. dó here is the verb 
‘to be’. 
 
(45) ńgkí tèmmé ńgkpÒ ńdòmòkèèt ‘I didn’t cook anything’ 
(46) ńgkí tèmmé ńgkpÓ ḿbènékèèt ‘I didn’t cook anything’ 
(47) ńgkí tèmmé ńgkpÓ kpákèèt ‘I didn’t cook anything’ 
(48) *ḿ-mà á-tèm ǹgkpÓ ńdòmòkèèt (intended: ‘I cooked nothing’) 
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Examples (45)-(47) show similar variations as in (23)-(29) and (34)-(36) above. 
 
(49) tèm sé á-dòdó ‘cook anything!’ 
(50) kútèm sé á-dòdó ‘don’t cook anything!’ 
(51) kútèm sé à-màá-mà ‘don’t cook whatever you like’ 
(52) ńtè ḿ-mà ń-tèm ǹgkpÓ dòmòkèèt ‘did I cook anything?’ 
(53) ńtè à-yá á-tèm ǹgkpÓ ndòmòkèèt ‘will you cook anything?’ 
(54) ḿmékèmé ítèm íyàk ádÒGÓdÒ ‘I can cook any fish’ 
(55) sékèmé ítèm íyàk sédÒdÓ ‘I can cook any fish’ 
 
Both (54) and (55) translate literally to ‘I can cook whatever fish exists’, and I believe sé here is 
the habitual marker we’ve seen before. 
 
(56) ńgkí tèmé íyák ǹdÒmÒkèèt ‘I didn’t cook any fish’ 
(57) ńgkí tèmé íyák bàkèèt ‘I didn’t cook any fish’ 
(58) ńgkí tèmé íyák kpákèèt ‘I didn’t cook any fish’ 
(59) ńgkí tèmé íyák ḿbènèkèèt ‘I didn’t cook any fish’ 
 
Mfon enlightened me to the difference between bàkèèt and kpákèèt in (57) and (58), which I 
couldn’t manage to hear. I’m not sure if this distinction is only in this particular situation, or if it 
holds for the other negative words above. Recheck. 
 
(60) ÓwÓ dÒGÓdÒ ákèmé ǹdínèGúnèk/àdínèGúnèk ‘anyone can dance’ 
(61) áwÓ (kèèt) ádÒGÒdÒ ákèmé néGúnèk ‘anyone can dance’ 
(62) ÓwÓ (kèèt) ákèdÒdÓ ákèmé néGúnèk ‘anyone can dance’ 
 
 
Generics 
 
(63) ùsÓGÓ éwà édÒ èngwéngwèng ‘some dogs (in general) are black’ 
(64) ùsÓGÓ éwààmì èngwèèn/édÒ èngwéngwèng ‘some of the dogs are black’ 
 
Mfon mentioned that èngwéngwèng seems more like an adjective to him, while èngwèèng is 
more like a verb, but either one is permissible in these sentences. The adjective requires you to 
use édÒ, however. 
 
(65) àfÍt éwà édÒ éngwèngwèng ‘all dogs are black’ 
(66) àfIt ́éwà éngwèngwèèng ‘all dogs are black’ 
(67) àfÍt éwà ámì ngímmí édò éngwèngwèèng ‘all of these particular dogs are black’ 
(68) àfÍt éwà ámì édÒ éngwèngwèng ‘all these dogs are black’ 
 
Example (67) is apparently of a particular dialect that’s not held in very high regard, but still 
used sometimes. 
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Determiners, Demonstratives, & Quantifiers, pt 2 (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) ńgkè wÒng (ùkÓt) ènyémì ‘I drank this one’ 
(2) ńgkè wÒng ámì ‘I drank this one’ 
 
Example (1) is a relicitation from last session. I wanted to double check and see if ùkÓt  was 
actually optional. I also wanted to check and see if ènyé could be left out as well, leaving only 
the determiner, which appears to be possible. For both of these sentences, if ùkÓt is left out, you 
must be pointing at the actual object in question. 
 
(3) ḿmâ díà àfÍt èdésí ‘I ate all of the rice’ 
(4) *(àmí) ngké díà àfIt ́èdésí (ádÒ) ‘It was me that ate all of (that) rice’ 
(5) ńkè díà àfÍt édésí ‘I ate all of the rice’ (response to ‘what did you eat?’) 
 
Mfon mentioned for (4) that if the focus is specifically on “me” for who ate all of the rice, the 
overt pronoun becomes obligatory. If it is left out, as in (5), the sentence means about the same 
as (3), but is ungrammatical as a totally independent statement. Instead, it’s said as a response 
when someone asks a question like ‘what did you eat?’ To investigate a little further, I asked 
what we would say in response to ‘what happened to the rice?’ and got (6)-(7): 
 
(6) ḿmâ díà ‘I ate it’ 
(7) ńgkè díàdíà ‘I ate it’ 
 
It seems (6) would be used in response to a question like ‘where is the rice?’ whereas (7) would 
be used to respond to a question like ‘what did you do to the rice?’ The reduplication of díà is 
also only available on (7), which also appeared a time or two as dàdía insetad of díàdíà. The 
tonal changes that (I think) are involved are also confusing to me. 
 
(8) ùsÓk éwà ámì éngwèngwèèn ‘some of these dogs are black’ 
(9) ńgwèn ‘to be black’ 
(10) *ùsÓk éwà ámì éngwèn (intended: ‘some of these dogs are black’) 
(11) ùsÓk éwà ámì édÒ/édÓngngÒ éngwéngwèn ‘some of these dogs are black’ 
 
Example (10) was me attempting to see if the reduplication was mandatory for ‘to be black’. (10) 
was reported as understandable, but it didn’t sound good at all. Mfon said the single form 
sounded more like a verb, when it should be an adjective. (11), however, still uses the 
“adjectival” form. 
 
(12) íngwèngwèn ékpàk ‘black backpack’ 
(13) ńgngwèèn ékpàk ‘black backpacks’ 
(14) ànyǎn ‘tall’ 
(15) ǹnyǎn ówò ‘tall people’ 
(16) ǹnyǎnyán ówò ‘tall people’ 
 
Some more optional reduplication of adjectives, but in (15) and (16) I didn’t notice any vowel 
lengthening for ǹnyǎn when it was reduplicated. 
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(17) àfÍdè (=àfré in natural speech)‘the whole thing’ 
 
This is a correction from my 3/10/14 report, where I had àfré transcribed incorrectly as ífrè. 
 
(18) ?àfré édésì ‘all of the rice’ 
(19) àfÍt édésì ‘all of the rice’ 
 
Example (18) is possibly acceptable, in a case where, for example, the person speaking is 
treating the amount of rice as a lump, as opposed to the individual grains. 
 
(20) àfÍt ḿmÒng (ádÒ) ‘all of (that) water’ 
(21) *àfré ḿmÒng (ádÒ) intended: ‘all of (that) water’ 
 
While rice, as in (18) and (19) can apparently be coerced into being a count noun (also seen 
previously with úmíàng), a noun like ‘water’ becomes unacceptabl when used with àfré. 
 
(22) íbàtíbàt ‘countable 
(23) íbàt ‘math’ 
(24) ḿmâ díà íbàtíbàt sÓkÓdÒ ‘I ate a few oranges’ 
(25) *ḿmâ díà íbàt sÓkÓdÒ 
 
I wanted to check and see if the reduplication was absolutely necessary for (22) to preserve its 
meaning. It appears so, as íbàt was judged not to even be an adjective or anything of the sort. 
 
(26) *ḿmâ díà íbàtíbàt édésì 
(27) ḿmâ díà ètÁk édésì ‘I ate a little rice’ 
 
íbàtíbàt does not seem to be able to coerce ‘rice’ into being a count noun, like úmíàng or àfré 
can. Instead, (27) would be used. 
 
(28) ḿmâ díà ètÁk sÓkÓdÒ ‘I ate a very small orange’ or ‘I ate a little bit of (an) orange’ 
 
 
More Generics! 
 
(29) ùwák éwà édÒ ígnwěngwèn ‘most dogs are black’ 
(30) ùwák éwà édÒ ńgngwèèn ‘most dogs are black’ 
(31) ùwák éwà éngwéngwèèn ‘most dogs are black’ 
(32) éwá ǹdÒmÒ kèèt ídÓGÓ ìngwěngwèn ‘no dog is black’  
 
Example (32) literally means ‘not even a single dog is black’. 
 
(33) éwá éngwěngwèèn ‘dogs are black’ 
 
Example (33) has pretty much the same meaning as ‘all dogs are black’. 
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(34) àfÍt m̀mè ǹgkpÓn éwà (ámì) édÒngngÒ ígnwěngwèn ‘all of the big dogs are black’ 
(35) àfÍt ńgkpÓn éwà ‘all of the big dogs’ 
 
There’s a tonal change between (34) and (35), when m̀mè is left out. I took as second to elicit this 
sentence to see where quantifiers fell in the sentence compared to the plural marker and 
adjectives. It appears they wind up on the very far left side regardless of what else is in the 
phrase. 
 
(36) éwá ámìngímì ‘these particular dogs’ 
(37) éwá ÓkÒngÓngkÒ ‘those particular dogs over there’ 
(38) éwá ádÒngÓndÒ ‘those particular (unseen) dogs’ 
 
It appears that the emphatic version of the demonstratives is made through some fun sort of 
extension/reduplication of the demonstrative itself. 
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Some Reduplicated Forms (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) (ènyé) ámà ádíÒngÓ ‘she knew it’ 
(2) ànyé áké ádíÒdíÒngÓ, íkí frè-ké-frê ‘she knew it, she hadn’t forgotten it.’ 
(3) ànyé áké fèèfrê, íkí díÒngÓ-ké-díÒngÓ ‘she forgot it, she didn’t know it’ 
 
There’s deletion of [r] in the reduplication of fre in (3). 
 
(4) ànyé ké kpèèkpéb, íkí kpéé-pé-kpééb ‘she was teaching, she wasn’t learning.’ or ‘she was 

learning, she wasn’t teaching.’ 
(5) ànyé ké kpèèkpéb, íkí díÒngÓ-ké-díÒngÓ ‘she was learning, she didn’t know it.’ 
 
Mfon found (4) to sound extremely funny, due to ‘learn’ and ‘teach’ being the same verb. He 
offered (5) as a less weird alternative. 
 
(6) ànyé ké nèèníè íkí bùÓt-Ó-búÒt ‘she owned it, she didn’t borrow it’ 
(7) ànyé ké bÒÒbúÒt íkí níèèníè ‘she borrowed it, she didn’t own it’ 
 
bÒÒbúÒt in (7) may also be realized búÒbúÒt, preserving the diphthong. Interestingly, it’s the 
high vowel that deletes, rather than the low one. 
 
(8) dÀppé ‘lift’ 
(9) díímè ‘lift (pl)’ 
(10) dÀp ‘hide 
(11) bén ‘lift’ 
(12) bénnè ‘lift’ 
(13) béén ‘lift (pl)’ 
(14) ńgké dèèdÁppè, ńké í-nÌm-mé-nÌm ‘I lifted it, I didn’t put it down.’ 
(15) nÌm ‘put down’ 
(16) nÍm ‘swim underwater’ 
(17) ńgké wÒÒwÓk ńgké nÌm-mé-nÌm ‘I was swimming on top of the water, not under’ 
 
Given the isolation forms of the verbs ‘put down’ and ‘swim underwater’ above, nIm in (17) 
should feature high tones, but it was particularly difficult for me to hear the difference high and 
low tones here. 
 
(18) ńgké nèènÎm ńgké nÍm-mé-nÍm ‘I was putting it down, I wasn’t swimming underwater’ 
(19) ńgké nèénÎm ńgké nÌm-mé-nÌm ‘I was swimming underwater, I wasn’t putting it down’ 
 
Mfon also sometimes seemed to produce nèénÎm for the meaning in (18), effectively limiting the 
contrast between (18) and (19) to the tones on the negated second half of the sentence. I thought 
I heard low tones at least the first time in (18), however. 
 
(20) bòm ‘break’ 
(21) ńgké bòòbôm ńgké díòng-ngÓ-díÒng ‘I broke it, I didn’t fix it’ 
(22) díÒng ‘fix’ 
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Again, I seemed to hear low tones over the long vowel in (21) at some times, but a rising tone 
over the long vowel in more careful speech. 
 
(23) ùmíáng ùmíáng ákÒk ‘lots and lots and lots and lots of money’ 
 
I wanted to check the reduplication of ùmíáng, which isn’t hardly ever done, except in 
hyperbolic or humerous contexts, it seems. 
 
(24) úkèt éwÒ ‘all of the people 
(25) ákwèngé úkèt ‘finished completely (absolutely nothing left)’ 
(26) ḿmâ wÒng mÒÒng úkèèt úkèt ‘I finished the water completely’ 
(27) ḿmâ wÒng mÒÒng ákwèng úkèt úkèt ‘I finished the water completely’ 
(28) kwà ÓwÓ *(kwà ÓwÒ) ‘each and every person’ 
(29) *kwà éwá kwà éwá (intended: ‘each dog’) 
(30) àfÍt éwà kèèdékèt émà éndÒm ‘all of the dogs, one by one, bit me.’ 
 
In previous elicitations I’ve gotten (28) as a way of saying ‘each person’, but it apparently cannot 
be left unreduplicated, and it can’t be used with other nouns (like ‘dog’ in (29)). To get the ‘each 
and every’ or ‘one by one’ reading, you have to use kèèdékèt, as in (30). 
 
(31) Akon ákèdè (ábò) ké (ímÒ) ìmé í-yàiyá ‘Akoni thinks shei/*j is beautiful’ 
(32) Akon ákèdè (ábò) ké ànyé áyàiyà ‘Akoni thinks she*i/j is beautiful’ 
 
I was hunting for logophors in these last two examples. I think I found some! The pronoun ímÒ 
can only refer to Akon in (31), and not some other person in the context. In (32), however, the 
reverse holds true: it can only mean that Akon thinks someone else is beautiful. The sentence in 
(31) is ambiguous with 1st-person plural, if the pronoun is dropped. ànyé cannot be dropped in 
(32), as a requirement for there to be an animate referent. 
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Logophors (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) Ekpe á-kèré (á-bò) ké ìmÒ í-dò étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpei thinks hei is young’ 
(2) Ekpe á-kèré (á-bò) ké ń-dò étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpe thinks that I am young’ 
(3) ng-kèré (ḿ-bò) ké ń-dò étÙk áyÌn   ‘I think that I am young’ 
(4) Ekpe ńdò UdO é-kérè (é-bò) ké í-dòngngó/í-dò ńtÙk áyèn  ‘[Ekpe and Udo]i think that 

theyi/we are young’ 
(5) Ekpe ńdò Udo é-kérè (é-bò) ké ÒmmÔ é-dòngngÒ ńtÙk áyÌn  ‘[Ekpe and Udo]i 

think that theyi/j are young’ 
(6) Ekpe ńdò Udo é-kérè (é-bò) ké m̀mìmÒ ídòngngò ntÙk áyÌn  ‘[Ekpe and Udo]i 

think that theyi/*j are young’ 
 
It appears there are three possible ways to express this idea: There’s (4), which is ambiguous 
between logophoric reference and first person plural reference in the embedded clause, (5) is 
ambiguous between logophoric and non-logophoric third person plural, and then in (6) (which 
seems to be like (4) but with an explicit pronoun), there is no ambiguity for the referent of the 
embedded clause, and it can only refer to Ekpe and Udo. 
 
(7) Ekpe á-kérè ké ènyé jé UdO é-dòngngó étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpe thinks that he and Udo are 

young’ 
(8) Ekpe á-kérè ké ÒmmÔ é-dòngngó étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpei thinks that theyi/j are young’ 
(9) ?Ekpe á-kérè ké m̀mìmÒ í-dÒngngÓ étÀk áyÌn  ‘Ekpei thinks that theyi/*j are young’ 
 
In (9) I was trying to see if a plural logophoric pronoun/agreement could have reference that 
included a singular subject. It seemed to be ok in certain contexts, and definitely included Ekpe, 
but Mfon thought it sounded weird. I need to recheck this with a better context. 
 
(10) *Ekpe ndo UdO é-kérè ké ìmÒ í-dò étÙk áyÌn 
 
It looks like the singular/plural mismatch in (10) is just ungrammatical. 
 
(11) Ekpe á-bò ké í-mâ í-tÒÒdÓ Udo   ‘Ekpei says hei hit Udo’ 
(12) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mâ í-tÒ (ìmÒ)   ‘Ekpei says Udo hit himi’ 
 
Mfon mentioned that the presence of ìmÒ in (12) puts a certain amount of emphasis of the 
veracity of the statement. Rather than adding ìmÒ to (12) to disambiguate it from first person 
plural, he said he would probably specify the 1PL reference as in (13): 
 
(13) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mâ í-tÒ ńnyÀn  ‘Ekpe says Udo hit us’ 
 
That might mean the logophoric reading is the most natural one in this context. 
He also offered (14): 
 
(14) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mâ ítÒ ìmÒ óngkÒ   ‘Ekpei says Udo hit himi also (in 

addition to Udo hitting other people)’ 
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(15) Ekpe á-mà á-dÒkkÓ Udo ké Akpan á-ké ítÒ (?ìmÒ)  ‘Ekpei told Udoj that Akpank 
hit himi’ 

 
ìmÒ in (14) is apparently less desirable than usual, maybe because the natural interpretation of 
the sentence is the logophoric reference, so a disambiguating pronoun is unnecessary. 
 
(16) Ekpe á-ké dÒkkÓ Udo ké Akpan á-ké Akpan á-ké tÒ ànyé ‘Ekpei told Udoj that Akpank 

hit himj’ 
(17) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo í-mà í-tÒ ídèm    ‘Ekpei says hei hit himselfi’ 
(18) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mà á-tÒ ídèm (ómò)   ‘Ekpei says Udoj hit himselfj’ 
(19) Ekpe á-bò í-ké í-tÒ ídèm     ‘Ekpe says who hit himself’ 
(20) Ekpe á-bò ké ànyé á-mà á-tÒ ídèm    ‘Ekpei says he*i/j hit himself*i/j’ 

 
(21) ńg-kérè (ḿ-bò) ké ń-dò étÙk áyÌn   ‘I think that I am young’ 
(22) ńg-kérè (ḿ-bò) ń-dò étÙk áyÌn   ‘I am currently thinking that I am young’ 
 
It appears some weird aspect-y (or something) things happen when you take ké out of (21). 
 
(23) à-kérè (à-bò) ké à-dò étÙk áyÌn   ‘you think that you are young’ 
(24) í-kérè (í-bò) ké í-dÒ étÙk áyÍn   ‘we think that we are young’ 
(25) è-kérè (è-bò) ké è-dò étÙk áyÌn   ‘y’all think that y’all are young’ 
 
Mfon mentioned that (21)-(25) all seem sort of pragmatically unnatural to him, not statements he 
would actually make. This is apparently the fault of the predicate ‘to be young’, which you 
would usually only ask as a question, like ‘do you think that you’re a young person?’ to someone 
who was acting juvenilely. 
 
(26) ńg-kérè (ḿ-bò) í-mà í-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ  ‘I think that we ate all of the rice’ 
(27) ńg-kérè (ḿ-bò) ké ńnyÀn í-mà í-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ  ‘I thought we had finished all of the 

rice’ 
 
Note on (27): Adding nnyAn has meaning of something like ‘wait a minute, I thought we had 
finished all the rice, but there’s still some left’. 
 
(28) Ekpe á-bò ké ÒmmÔ é-mà é-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ  ‘Ekpei says they*i/j ate all of the rice’ 
(29) Ekpe á-bò ké m̀mìmÒ í-díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ   ‘Ekpei says theyi ate all of the rice’ 
 
Ekpe isn’t part of the group that ate the rice in (28), while in (29), m̀mìmÒ refers to Ekpe and 
other people who all ate the rice. 
 
(30) ÒmmÔ é-bò ké Ekpe á-kè díà àfÍt èdésí ádÒ  ‘they say Ekpe ate all of the rice’ 
(31) Ekpe á-bò ké í-mà í-díà àdésí ìmò    ‘Ekpei says hei ate hisi rice’ 
(32) Ekpe á-bò ké í-mà í-díà àdésí ámÒ   ‘Ekpe says hei/we ate all of hisi/j rice’ 
 
The natural interpretation for (32) is that it was Ekpe’s rice that was eaten, but it could possibly 
refer to someone else’s rice. The 1PL interpretation is not available for (31). 
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(33) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mà á-díà ńdídíà ámò  ‘Ekpei says that Udoj ate hisi/j food’ 
(34) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-mà á-díà ńdídíà ìmÒ  ‘Ekpei says that Udoj ate hisi/*j food’ 
(35) Ekpe á-mà á-dÒkkÓ Udo ké (ànyé) ádò étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpei told Udoj that hej is young’ 
(36) Ekpe á-mà á-dÒkkÓ Udo ké ì-dò étÙk áyÌn  ‘Ekpei told Udoj that hei is young’ 
 
dOkkO is, unfortunately, a little bit odd in (35) and (36), it seems: the verb has a sense of not so 
much informing someone, but more of telling a story, or telling something with a bit of flair. 
 
(37) ḿbíÒng á-mà ádÒng Ekpe. Ànyé á-mâ á-díà ǹgkpÓ  ‘Ekpe was hungry. He ate 

something.’ 
(38) Ekpe á-mà á-díà ǹgkpÓ síà mbíÒngÓ á-ké dÒng (ànyé)  ‘Ekpe ate something because 

he was hungry’ 
(39) mbíÒng ké dÒng Ekpe á-nàm ènyé ké díà ǹgpÓ  ‘Ekpe was hungry, which made him 

eat something’ 
(40) mbíÒng á-ké nám Ekpe á-díà ńgkpÓ   ‘hunger made Ekpe eat’ 
 
Example (40) is evidently the most natural way to express the idea of (37)-(40), while (37) is 
perceived as two sentences that aren’t connected at all. 
 
(41) àmí kpÓt ńg-ké díà ńdídíà ḿmì   ‘only I ate my food’ 
(42) àmí kpÓtkpÓt ńg-ké díà ńdídíà ḿmì  ‘only I ate my food’ 
 
There’s an optional reduplication of kpOt rom (41) to (42). So far as I know it doesn’t trigger a 
meaning difference, but I didn’t delve into that this elicitation. 
 
(43) àmì íkpÒng ńg-ké díà ńdídíà ḿmì  ‘I alone ate my food (no one else ate my food)’ 
 
íkpÒng is another word for ‘only’, generally interchangable with kpOt, so far as I can tell. 
 
(44) àmì íkpÒng ńg-ké díà ńdídíà   ‘only I ate my food (no one else ate theirs)’ 
 
The presence of the possessive ḿmì in (43) looks like it might cause some interesting binding 
effects compared to (44). 
 
(45) íkpÒng ńg-kérè ké mé níÒng ‘Only I think I am tall (no one else thinks I am tall)’ 
(46) ńgkérè ké ámì kpÓt níÒng (ké Ótú àfÍt ówó ámì)  ‘I think I am the only tall person (in 

this group)’ 
(47) àmí kpÓt ǹsÓk ńg-kérè ké mé níÒng  ‘I am the only one among other people who 

thinks that they are tall’ 
 
Example (47) means either that the other people in the group have stopped thinking that the 
speaker is tall, or else the other people in the group stopped thinking that they are tall. 
 
(48) Ekpe á-mà é-nèm èsÁt ídáGá ékà ámÒ á-ké dí sèGé ànyé  ‘Ekpe was happy when his 

mother came to visit him’ 
(49) *Ekpe á-mà á-nèm ésÀt ídáGá ékà ìmÒ á-ké dí sèGé ìmÒ 
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(50) Ekpe á-mà é-nèm ésÀt dángá éká ámÒ á-ké dí sèGé ámÒ  ‘Ekpe was happy 
how/because his mother came to visit him’ 

(51) Ekpe á-mà é-nèm ésÀt ìnì éká ámÒ á-ké dí sèGé ámÒ  ‘Ekpe was happy when his 
mother came to visit him’ 

 
Logophoric pronouns don’t appear to be possible in a construction like (48). 
 
(52) Ekpe á-bò ké ì-mà í-nèm èsÁt ídáGá éká ámÒ a-ké dí sèGé (ènyé) ‘Ekpei says hei was 

happy when his? mother came to visit him?’ 
(53) Ekpe á-bò ké í-mà í-nèm èsÁt ídáGá éká ìmÒ á-ké dí sèGé (ìmÒ) ‘Ekpe says “I was 

happy when my mother came to visit”’ 
(54) ḿ-mà é-nèm èsÁt ídáGá éká m̀mì á-ké dí sèGé (míèn)  ‘I was happy when my 

mother came to visit’ 
 
Using logophoric pronouns in (53) apparently sounds like the speaker is reporting Ekpe’s speech 
directly, while (52) is like simply reporting it as a third party. I elicited (54) to compare with 
what I would have expected an actual direct quotation to be, which is clearly different. 
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Logophors, pt. 2 (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) àfÒ ìkpÓÓng à-ké díyà ńdídíyà m̀fÒ ‘only you ate your food (no one else ate your food)’ 
(2) àfÒ kpÓt à-ké díyà ńdídíyà m̀fÒ ‘only you ate your food (no one else ate at all)’ 
 
I had elicited this sort of construction last time, trying to see if there was a difference between 
bound and referential variable readings. This time Mfon pointed to the difference between 
ìkpÓÓng and kpÓt. He did add, however, that if the context was otherwise clear on which 
reading you mean, they may be used interchangeably. 
 
(3) àfÒ ìkpÓÓng à-kérè ké míÒng ‘only you think you are tall’ 
(4) àfÒ kpÓt à-kérè ké míÒng ‘you think you are the only tall person’ 
 
I was attempting to a get a bound variable reading of ‘only you think you are tall’ in (4), where 
the addressee thinks they are tall, but no one else thinks themselves tall, but I’m not really sure 
what I got. 
 
(5) Ekpe á-mà á-wÓngÒ á-nÒ Udo (á-bò) ké ì-yà í-dí ‘Ekpei promised Udoj that hei would 

come’ 
(6) Ekpe á-mà á-nàm a-wÓngÒ á-nÒ Udo (á-bò) ke ì-yà í-dí ‘Ekpei made a promise to Udoj 

(saying) that hei will come’ 
(7) Udo ké Ekpe á-ké wÓngÓ á-nÒ (á-bò) ké ì-yà í-dí ‘It’s Udoi that Ekpej made a promise 

to, (saying) that hei will come’ 
(8) Udo í-kí míà Ekpe á-mà á-yàt Ekpe ésÀt ‘That Udoj beat Ekpei angered himi’ 
(9) Udo á-dí kí míà Ekpe á-mà yàt ènyé ésÀt ‘Udo’sj beating of Ekpei angered himi’ 
(10) Ekpe á-mà yàt ésÀt dángá Udo á-ké á-míà ènyé ‘Ekpei was angry about how Udoj hit 

himi/k’ 
(11) *Ekpe á-mà yàt ésÀt dángá Udo á-ké á-míà ìmÒ 
(12) Ekpe á-bò á-mà yàt ésÀt dángá Udo á-ké míà ìmÒ ‘Ekpei says that he was angry because 

of Udoj beating himi’ 
 
Example (8) was sort of weird-sounding to Mfon, even though he produced it. (9) and (10) are 
more natural ways to say it. It looks like it’s not possible to get a logophoric pronoun like in (11) 
to force reference only to Ekpe; you have to embed it under bò, to give it a sound of reporting 
direct speech. 
 
(13) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké á-bò ké étÓ ÒmmÔ á-yá ídíwÒ ‘Ekpei says that Udoj said that 

theiri+j father will arrive’ 
(14) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ḱé á-bò ké èté m̀mìmÒ á-yà ídíwÒ ‘Ekpei says that Udoj said that 

their(*i) j+k father will arrive’ 
 
Interestingly, (13) and its non-logophoric possessive means both Ekpe and Udo’s father, while 
the logophoric pronoun excludes Ekpe, but includes Udo (and some other people). 
 
(15) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-bò ké èté ámÒ á-yà í-dí wÒ ‘Ekpei says that Udoj says that hisi 

father will arrive’ 
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(16) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-bò ké èté ìmÒ á-yà í-dí wÒ ‘Ekpei says that Udoj says that hisj father 
will arrive’ 

 
Based on (13)-(16), it looks like the logophoric pronoun can only refer to the nearest possible 
referent, preventing the ambiguities I sort of expected from these multiply-embedded clauses. 
 
(17) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké bò ké Akpan á-ké díyà ńdídíyà ámò ‘Ekpei says that Udoj said 

that Akpank ate hisi/j/?k food’ 
(18) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké bò ké Akpan á-mà á-díyà ńdídíyà ámÒ ‘Ekpei said that Udoj said 

that Akpank ate hisj/k/*i food’ 
(19) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké bò ké Akpan á-ké díyà ńdídíyà ìmÒ ‘Ekpei says that Udoj said 

that Akpank ate hisj food’ 
 
Example (17) has a propensity for the food not to be Akpan’s, apparently due to the presence of 
ké. It’s not impossible for it to be any of them, however. Interestingly, in (18), the use of mà as 
the past tense excludes a reading where it was Ekpe’s food that was eaten. (19) has the 
logophoric pronoun, which can only refer to Udo. 
 
(20) ànìyé Ekpe á-bò dángá á-kí tÒÒ ‘Who did Ekpei say hit himi/*j? 
(21) Ekpe ké bò ké ànìyé í-kí tÒÒ ‘Ekpei said that who hit himi?’ 
(22) ànìyé ké Ekpe á-bò dángá ì-ké tÒÒ ‘Who did Ekpei say hei hit?’ 
(23) Ekpe bò ké í-kí tÒÒ àníyé (ówó) ‘Ekpei said hei hit who? 
(24) à-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÀt dángá ékà m̀fÒ á-ké dù sé ‘you said that you were happy 

when your mother came to visit’ 
(25) à-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÀt dángá ékà ìmÒ á-ké dì sé ‘you said “I was happy when my 

mother came to visit”’ 
 
The use of a logophoric pronoun gives the impression of a direct quote, as seen before. The 
marking on the tense and verb is odd here, which I didn’t see in my previous elicitation for the 
third-person variant of this sentence. 
 
(26) Ekpe ké á-bò ké ìdíyà àfÍt àdésí ìmÒ ‘Ekpei said hei ate all of hisi rice’ 
(27) Ekpe ké á-bò ké Udo á-díyà àfÍt édésí ámÒ jé sókóró  ‘Ekpei said that Udoj ate all of 

hisi/j/k rice and his orange’ 
(28) … átÌmmé á-díyà sókóró úkáng ámÒ ‘…also, hej hate his own orange’ 
 
ámÒ is the preferred choice in (27), despite the ambiguity. The orange will by default belong to 
the same person the rice belongs to. I was trying to see if any logophoric effects were available 
across sentences, but I had a hard time getting the construction I needed. 
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Logphors, pt. 3 (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) Udoi á-bò ké á-mà í-tÒÒ ‘Udoi says that hei was hit’ 
(2) é-mà é-dÒkkÓ Udo ké Akpan á-mà á-tÒÒ ènyé ‘Udoi was told that Akpanj hit himi/k’ 
(3) *é-mà é-dÒkkÓ Udo ké Akpan á-mà í-tÒÒ ìmÒ 

(4) é-mà é-dÒkkÓ Udo ke é-mà é-tÒÒ ànyé ‘Udoi was told that hei/j was hit’ 
(5) Ekpe á-bò ké Akpan á-kÌt èté ìmÒ ‘Ekpei said that Akpanj saw hisi/j father’ 

 
Logophors seem to only be able to refer to either the subject or the source of information (I’m 
not entirely sure how to tell which), so the regular pronoun has to be used, which leaves a 
reference ambiguity. 
 
(6) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-bò ké èté ÒmmÔ á-yà í-díwÒ ‘Ekpei said that Udoj said that 

theiri+k/j+k/*i+j father will arrive’ 
(7) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-bò ké èté m̀mìmÒ á-yà í-díwÒ ‘Ekpei said that Udoj said that 

theiri+j/j+k father will arrive’ 
 
Examples (6) and (7) were elicited again from last time, with some additional information: with 
ÒmmÔ the father in question may belong to either Ekpe (and someone else) or to Udo (and 
someone else), but he can’t be the father of both Udo and Ekpe. In (7), m̀mìmÒ specifies that the 
father belong to Udo and someone else, who may, in this case be Ekpe. Udo can’t evidently be 
excluded from the group of possessors. 
 
(8) Ekpe á-bò ké Akpan á-kÌt ìmÒ ‘Ekpei said that Akpanj saw himi’ 
(9) Ekpe á-bò ké Akpan á-mà í-kÌt (ìmÒ) á-nyÀng í-kÓÓm ‘Ekpei said that Akpanj saw 

himi, and also greeted himi’ 
 
I was looking for logophoric effects across sentences, and it looks like there’s logophoric 
marking on the verb ‘greet’, but í-kÓÓm is not a legal response in an exchange like in (10): 
 
(10) A: Ekpe á-bò ké Akpan á-kÌt ìmÒ ‘Ekpei said that Akpanj saw himi’ 

B: Then what did Akpan do? 
A: *í-kÓÓm 
 

(11) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒÒ ìmÒ ‘Ekpei said that Udoj hit himi’ 
(12) ànyé ké Ekpe á-bò ké/dángá Udo á-ké tÒÒ ‘It was him*i/k that Ekpei said Udoj hit’ 
(13) *ìmÒ ké Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒÒ (intended: it was himi that Ekpei said Udoj hit’) 
(14) Ekpe á-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒÒ (ìmÒ) ‘Ekpei said that Udoj hit himi (not someone else)’ 
(15) Ekpe á-bò ké ímÒ ké Udo á-ké tÒÒ ‘Ekpei said that it was himi that Udoj hit’ 
 
From (12)-(15) it looks like logophoric pronouns can’t be extracted via focus outside of their 
referent, while regular pronouns (like in (12)) evidently can. 
 
(16) Ekpe á-yèm Udo á-díyà sÓkÓdÓ ámÒ ‘Ekpei wants Udoj to eat hisi/j orange’ 
(17) *Ekpe á-yèm Udo á-díyà sÓkÓdÓ ìmÒ 
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(18) Ekpe á-bò Udo á-díyà sÓkÓdÓ ìmÒ ‘Ekpei wants Udoj to eat hisi orange’ or ‘Ekpe said 
“Udo, eat my orange!”’ 

 
Interestingly, there’s no ké in (18), although it can sort of be interepreted as a direct quotation 
similarly to other instances of bo. Otherwise, bo may be interpreted as a future tense marker or a 
varient of ‘want’. 
 
(19) Ekpe á-ké bò (ké) í-yà í-dí ǹgkpÓng ‘Ekpei said (that) hei will come tomorrow’ 
(20) Ekpe á-ké bò ń-yà ń-dí ǹgkpÓng ‘Ekpe said “I will come tomorrow”’ 
(21) Ekpe á-ké bò (ké) Udo á-yà á-dí ǹgkpÓng ‘Ekpe said (that) Udo will come tomorrow’ 
 
It looks like when the embedded clause is in the future, ke becomes optional. In (21), Mfon 
mentioned that without ke it sounded more like he was directly quoting Ekpe. (19) doesn’t 
exactly, though, and (20) is the actual direct quotation version. The moral of this story: logophors 
are hard to translate. 
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Logophors, pt. 4 (Lydia Newkirk) 
 
(1) Ekpe á-mà díyà àdésí ámÒ ‘Ekpei ate hisi/j rice’ 
(2) *Ekpe á-mà díyà àdésí ímÒ 
(3) Ekpe díÒngÓ ké Udo á-ké díyá ádésí ámÒ ‘Ekpei knows that (it was?) Udoj (that) ate 

hisi/j rice’ 
(4) Ekpe díÒngÓ ké Udo á-ké dìyà ádésí ámÒ ‘Ekpei knows that Udoj ate hisi/j rice’ 
(5) *Ekpe díÒngÓ ké Udo á-ké díyá ádésí ímÒ 
 
Mfon said there was some subtle difference between (3) and (4), based on the tones of diya. 
Maybe that with the high tones in (3) there was a bit of a focus construction as I indicated in the 
translation, but he wasn’t sure. At any rate, logophors don’t seem to be available for diOgno. 
 
(6) Ekpe á-mà á-kòp ké Udo á-mà díyà ádésí ámÒ ‘Ekpei heard that Udoj ate hisi/j rice’ 
(7) *Ekpe á-mà á-kòp ké Udo á-mà díyà ádésí ímÒ 
(8) Ekpe á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpan ké Udo á-mà á-díyà ádésí ámÒ ‘Ekpei heard from Akpank 

that Udoj ate hisi/j/k rice’ 
(9) *Ekpe á-mà á-kòp á-tò Akpan ké Udo á-mà á-díyà ádésí ímÒ 
 
Logophors also seem to be illicit with the verb kòp, even if a source of information is introduced 
to the sentence. Also, in (8) there’s apparently a slight dispreference for the rice in question to 
belong to Akpan, but if the verb dÒkkÓ (‘tell’) were used there would be equal ambiguity (and 
as we’ve seen before, logophors licensed). 
 
(10) Ekpe í-ké í-bòGó (ké) Udo á-mà á-díyá ádésí ímÒ ‘Ekpei didn’t say that Udoj ate hisi 

rice’ 
(11) Ekpe í-ké í-bòGó (ké) Udo á-mà á-díyá ádésí ímÒ ‘Ekpei didn’t say that Udoj ate hisi/j 

rice’ 
(12) á-dò Ekpe á-ké bò ké é-mà í-tÒ ‘It was Ekpe who said hei was hit’ 
(13) ànìyé í-ké í-bò ké Udo á-ké í-tÒ ‘Whoe said Udo hit him?’ 
(14) Ekpe á-ké bò ké Udo á-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá í-ké í-káGà í-ké í-sè ànyé ‘Ekpei said that 

Udoj was happy when hei went to see himj’ 
(15) Ekpe á-ké bò ké Udo á-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá Udo á-ké káGá á-ké sè ènyé ‘Ekpei said that 

Udoj was happy when Udo went to see himi’ 
(16) Ekpe á-ké á-kòt ǹgwèt ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké káGá á-ké sè ènyé ‘Ekpe was reading a book 

when his mother went to see him’ 
(17) Ekpe á-ké á-kòt ǹgwèt ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké á-ké á-sèGé ànyé ‘Ekpe was reading a book 

when his mother went to see him’ 
 
From (16) to (17) there’s an interesting deletion of kaGa, though both of the ke’s stick around, 
and then the verbal suffix/reduplication moves from kaGa to seGe. I don’t have any clue what’s 
happening. In a sentence like (previously elicited, but I didn’t get these variations written down) 
‘Ekpe was happy when his mother came to see him’, using seGe apparently puts focus on the 
seeing or the visit as what made Ekpe happy, while if kaGa is present the focus is more on the 
coming/arrival as what made him happy. 
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(18) ńg-ké bò ké ḿ-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà m̀mì á-ké á-dí í-n-sèGé ‘I said that I was happy 
when my mother came to see me’ 

(19) ńg-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà á-n-nèm ìdáGá èkà m̀mì á-ké á-dí í-n-sèGé ‘I said that I was happy 
when my mother came to see me’ 

 
In (18) there’s a more personal connection with being happy, perhaps because of the subject 
marking on the tense head. (19) implies slightly more distance from the feeling of happiness, sort 
of as the heart being happy on its own (since ‘be happy’ translates more literally to a pleasing of 
the heart, or something being sweet to the heart). This differentiation persists through the rest of 
the paradigm that I elicited below: 
 
(20) í-ké í-bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ńnyÀn á-ké dí ì-sèGé ‘we said that we were happy 

when our mother came to see us’ 
(21) í-ké í-bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà ńnyÀn á-ké dí sèGé ‘we said that we were happy 

when our mother came to see us’ 
(22) à-ké bò ké à-mà á-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà m̀fÒ á-ké dí ú-sèGé ‘you said that you were happy 

when your mother came to see you’ 
(23) à-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà ú-nèm ìdáGá èkà m̀fÒ á-ké dí ú-sèGé ‘you said that you were happy 

when your mother came to see you’ 
(24) è-ké bò ké è-mà é-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ńdÒfÒ á-ké dí í-sèGé ‘y’all said that y’all were 

happy when y’all’s mother came to visit y’all’ 
(25) è-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà ńdÒfÒ á-ké dí sèGé ‘y’all said that y’all were 

happy when y’all’s mother came to visit y’all’ 
(26) á-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ìmÒ á-ké dí sèGé ‘he said that he was happy when 

his mother came to see him’ 
(27) á-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké dí sèGé *(ànyé) ‘he said that he was 

happy when his mother came to see him’ 
 
Note on (26)-(27): Using a non-logophor has the feeling that the external speaker (the one saying 
the whole utterance) isn’t so much taking the point of view of the internal speaker (the subject of 
the sentence). It also leads to an ambiguity about whether the internal speaker is the one who was 
actually visit by his mother: he could be speaking about someone else. Interestingly, the i- 
marker seems to appear high in the clause regardless. 
 
(28) á-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà ìmÒ á-ké dí sèGé ‘he said that he was happy when 

his mother came to visit him’ 
(29) á-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà ámÒ á-ké ké sèGé ‘he said that he was happy when 

his mother came to visit him’ 
 
Mfon switched to using ‘go’ instead of ‘come’ in (29), which may mean nothing at all, or may be 
a side effect of point of view switch that has been seen in other languages when using logophors: 
it’s harder to use a verb like ‘come’ without putting yourself in the position of the subject. 
 
(30) é-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà m̀mìmÒ á-ké dí sèGé ‘they said that they were 

happy when their mother came to see them’ 
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(31) é-ké bò ké ì-mà í-nèm ésÍt ìdáGá èkà àmmÔ á-ké ké sèGé àmmÔ ‘they said that they 
were happy when their mother came to see them’ 

(32) é-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà m̀mìmÒ ké dí sèGé ‘they said that they were happy 
when their mother came to see them’ 

(33) é-ké bò ké ésÍt á-mà í-nèm ìdáGá èkà ÒmmÔ á-ké ké sèGé àmmÔ ‘they said that they 
were happy when their mother came to see them’ 
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Questions (Zhen Qin) 
 
(1) ḿ̩mà áwèt  ǹgwèt.                    ‘I wrote a book.’        
(2) ḿ̩̩mà áwèèt  ǹgwèt.                  ‘I wrote books.’        
(3) àmà áwèt  ǹgwèt.                     ‘You (singular) wrote a book.’    
(4) ámǎ wèt  ǹgwèt.                      ‘He wrote a book.’    
(5) ámǎ wèt  ǹgwèt.                      ‘She wrote a book.’ 
(6) ìmà íwèt  ǹgwèt.                     ‘We wrote a book.’    
(7) èmà éwèt  ǹgwèt.                    ‘You (plural) wrote a book.’  
(8) émà éwèt  ǹgwèt.                    ‘They wrote a book.’  
  
The declarative sentences with different pronouns (1-8) were elicited to make sure that I am on 
the right track in terms of verb-person (subject) agreements in declarative sentences. (1) and (2) 
were elicited to make sure that I know how Ibibio marks plural and singular forms of the objects.  
 
(9) ànyě íkí wèt ǹgwèt (normal speech)                    ‘Who wrote a book?’   
(10) ànyě íké íwèt ǹgwèt (careful speech)                  ‘Who wrote a book?’  
 
As also noted in Phil's report, íkí wèt is  íké íwèt in careful speech, the lower vowel (i.e. [e]) of 
the two vowels deletes at the word boundary in natural speech.       
 
(11)* ànyě ámà íwèt ǹgwèt                                          ‘who wrote a book?’      
 
(11) was elicited because I was curious why mǎ indicated past tense in declarative sentences, but 
ké indicated past tense in questions. Mfon told me that while  mǎ indicates past tense, ké 
indicates past progressive tense (i.e. 'was doing'). Then ànyě íkí wèt ǹgwèt literally means 'who 
was writing a book?' rather than 'who wrote a book'. It's interesting that only ké, not mǎ, can 
appear in questions as in (11) to indicate tense, but both appear in declarative questions. In the 
following sentences, I still translate questions with ké using the past tense, but please keep mind 
that it may indicate past progressive tense.      
 
(12) ǹsǒ ké àké wèt?                                                     ‘What did you write?’ 
(13) àké wèt ǹsǒ?                                                         ‘You wrote what?’ 
 
As shown in (12) and (13), there are two ways to ask the objects questions. Mfon told me that he 
does not have any preference when using the two varieties.  
The first ké in (12) is a complementizer, 'that'.  It makes sense, as the fronting wh-item is at the 
specifier position of Complement Phrase.  
 
(14) ḿ̩mà ákÌt údÀGíkòt               ‘I saw a snake.’ 
(15) ḿ̩mà ákììt údÀGíkòt             ‘I saw snakes.’ 
(16) ḿ̩mà ákÌt (fiÙm)                    ‘I saw you (singular).’ 
(17) ḿ̩mà ákÌt àɲè/ èɲè                  ‘I saw him.’ 
(18) ḿ̩mà ákÌt àɲè                         ‘I saw her.’ 
(19) ḿ̩mà íkÌt (n̩dùfò)                     ‘I saw you (plural).’ 
(20) ḿ̩mà ákÌt òmmÒ                     ‘I saw you them.’ 
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(21) ḿ̩mà ńkÌt òmmÒ                     ‘I saw you them.’ 
         
The declarative sentences with different pronouns were elicited to make sure that I am on the 
right track in plural marking and verb-person (object) agreements before eliciting questions. 
 
(22)  ànyě íkí kÌt (normal speech)                    ‘Who saw a snake?’   
(23) ànyě íké íkÌt (careful speech)                  ‘Who saw a snake?’   
 
Again, íkí kÌt is íké íkÌt in careful speech, the lower vowel (i.e. [e]) of the two vowels deletes at 
the word boundary in natural speech.    
 
(24) ǹsǒ ké àké kÌt?                                       ‘What did you saw?’ 
(25) àké kÌt ǹsǒ?                                            ‘You saw what?’ 
 
Again, there are two ways to ask the objects questions 
  
(26) ḿ̩mà ákwÒ íkwÓ       ‘I sung.’                                       
(27) ń̩ ké    ákwÒ íkwÓ  ‘I was singing.’   
(28) ànyě ìkíkwÒ íkwÓ  (normal speech)  ‘Who sung’  / ‘Who was singing’ 
(29) ànyě ìké íkwÒ íkwÓ (careful speech)  ‘Who sung’  / ‘Who was singing’ 
 
The 5th set of sentences was elicited by using the verb, kwÒ 'sing', to compare the behaviors of 
transitive and intransitive verbs in questions. However, it appears that kwÒ 'sing' is still a 
transitive verb in Ibibio.                         
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Adjunct Questions & Embedded Questions (Zhen Qin) 
 
 
Adjunct wh-questions 
 
(1) ÌdáGà ké ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                             ‘When did Akon write a book?’ 
(2) Akon áké wèt ngwèt ìdáGa ké.                                  ‘When did Akon write a book?’ 
 
Similar to argument wh-questions, there are two ways to ask the adjunct questions. The wh-
words could be put at the beginning of the sentence like in (1) or stay in-situ (2). According to 
Mfon, the speaker may focus on ‘when’ if the wh-word is at the beginning of the sentence, but 
the speaker may focus on the event of ‘writing a book’ if the wh-word stay in-situ. I am not sure 
if there is such difference between the two versions of argument questions using ‘what’ and 
‘who’. I will recheck it.  
 
idaGa has to do with ‘standing’ or ‘position’ with reference to time.  
 
(3) Inièkè ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                              ‘When did Akon write a book?’ 
 
Similar to Phil’s notes, I found another way to ask the question in (3). Inieke literally means 
‘which/what time’.  
 
(4)̀ (ké)m̀mÓ ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                           ‘Where did Akon write a book?’ 
 
The first ké is a preposition, which is optional here.  
 
(5) Akon áké wèt ngwèt (ké)m̀mÓ.                              ‘Where did Akon write a book?’ 
(6) Dìé ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                                     ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
(7) Akon áké wèt ngwèt dìé .                                         ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 
According to Mfon, he feels like that the second way in (7) sounds more natural to him 
than (6). The first possibility is that wh-in-situ is preferred for the manner wh-question 
(i.e. ‘how’). The second possibility is that the intuition difference of the two versions 
may be from pragmatics. That is, the speaker would like to emphasize different 
elements (‘how’ vs. the event). I have to recheck it.    
 
(8) ǹsǒ ìdó ǹták Akon áké wèt-té ngwèt.                              ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
(9) ǹták Akon áké wèt-té ngwèt ê.                                        ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
 
Several interesting aspects arise in (9). Firstly, the verbs appear to have reduplication like wet-te. 
Secondly, a vowel element appears at the end of the sentence, and it seems to be mysterious why 
it is there. According to Mfon, the process appears to be complications. If nso is removed, a high 
falling tone may be used to replace nso. Since the tone needs a carrier element, a vowel is used 
as a tone anchor. Due to vowel harmony process, e is used as a tone anchor in (9).   
 
(10) ǹták Akon áké ǹjàmmâ.                                                ‘Why did Akon sell it?’ 
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To confirm our analysis, another sentence (10) was elicited. This time, a is used as a tone anchor 
due to vowel harmony process. But the tone carried by the element is still a high falling tone.  
 
(11) ǹták Akon áké áǹjàmmá ngwèt ê.                                    ‘Why did Akon sell a book?’ 
 
 
Embedded questions  
 
(12) Ngké bò ké Akon àmà àwèt ngwèt.                                   ‘I said that Akon wrote a book.’ 
(13) ánìé iké ibò ké Akon àmà àwèt ngwèt.                            ‘Who said that Akon wrote a book?’ 
(14) ánìé ké nké bó dángá àké àwèt ngwèt.                             ‘Who did I say that wrote a book?’ 
(15) ánìé ké nké bò ké ámá àwèt ngwèt.                                  ‘Who did I say that wrote a book?’ 
 
bo means ‘say’. It is unclear what danga in (14) means.  
 
According to Mfon, there is another acceptable way to ask the question like in (15). It’s 
interesting that either ke and ma could be used as tense marker in embedded questions. 
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Content Questions, Yes/No Questions, & Island Sensitivity (Zhen Qin) 
 
 
Rechecking Data on Wh-Questions 
 
(1)   ǹsǒ ké áké wèt?                                                     ‘What did Akon write?’ 
(2)   ǹsǒ ké áké wèt?                                                     ‘What did Akon write?’ 
(3) Dìé ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                                     ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
(4) Akon áké wèt ngwèt dìé .                                          ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 
It appears that the difference of the two question versions (wh-movement vs. wh-situ) 
is from pragmatics in either argument or adjunct wh-questions. That is, the speaker 
would like to emphasize different elements (wh-word vs. the event).    
 
(5) ǹsǒ ìdó ǹták Akon áké wèt-té ngwèt.                              ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
(6) ǹták Akon áké wèt-té ngwèt ê.                                        ‘Why did Akon write a book?’ 
(7) ǹsǒ ìdó ǹták Akon áké áǹjàmmà.                                     ‘Why did Akon sell it?’ 
(8) ǹták Akon áké áǹjàmmâ.                                                     ‘Why did Akon sell it?’ 
 
An intonation pattern, falling tone, was rechecked in (5) - (8). In (6), a vowel e appears at the end 
of the sentence. According to Mfon, if nso ido 'what is' is removed, a high falling tone may be 
used to replace them. Since the tone needs a carrier element, a vowel is used as a tone anchor. 
Due to vowel harmony process, e is used as a tone anchor in (6). A similar pattern is also found 
in (8).  
 
   
Yes-No questions 
 
(9) (ènyè)̀ ámǎ áwèt  ǹgwèt.                                                  'He wrote a book.' 
(10) ń̩tè (ènyè) ámǎ áwèt  ǹgwèt?                                         'Did he write a book?' 
(11) (ènyè ) ámǎ áwét  ǹgwét?                                                'Did he write a book?' 
 
There are two ways to ask yes-no question in (10) and (11). In (10), a question particle, ń̩tè, was 
used. In (11), no particle is used, but high pitch as well as rising intonation are found in (11). 
That is why the low tones in wèt  and ǹgwèt in (10) become high tones in (11).   
 
(12) (ènyè)  áyà áwèt  ǹgwèt.                                                'He will write a book.' 
(13) ń̩tè (ènyè) áyà áwèt  ǹgwèt.                                          'Will he write a book?' 
(14) (ènyè) áyà áwét  ǹgwét.                                                    'Will he write a book?' 
 
The same pattern holds for (12)-(14) in future tense. 
 
According to Essien (1990; p.156), the speakers do not ordinarily make a distinction between 
a ́yes-no question and a statement intonationally unless the speakers are not quite understood by 
the listeners or they are emotional or emphatic. I will recheck how common the rising intonation 
is used in yes-no questions.  
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Sensitivity to Islands 
 
(15) ànyě ìkí wèt  ǹgwèt ÒdÒ?                                                  ‘Who wrote the book?’ 
(16 )ḿ̩mè kérè m̩mè ànyě ikpé ìké wèt ǹgwèt OdÒ.                  ‘I wonder who wrote the book.’  
(17) m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí ìké íwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.                          ‘I know who wrote the book.’  
(18) n̩só ké ń̩dyÒngÒ àndí  ké íwèt?                                        ‘What do I know who wrote?’  
 
(16) literally means ‘I wonder the possibility that who write the book.’ (17) literally means ‘I 
know the person who wrote the book.’ Then (18) literally means ‘What do I know the person 
who wrote?’ 
 
It appears that ordinary questions cannot be embedded in Ibibio. The determiner phrases (DP) 
such as andi ‘the person who does something’ are used instead.   I am not sure why andi is not 
used in (16) and how the DP meaning ‘the possibility that’ work in Ibibio. I will recheck.   
 
 
(18) ḿ̩mè néké n̩dyÒngÒ ḿbò ké áwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.  ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote the book.’ 
(19) ḿ̩mè tÀm n̩dyÒngÒ ké áwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.          ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote the book.’ 
(20) tÁm nÀm                                                              ‘do it properly’ 
(21) ń̩sò ké ń̩tÀm n̩dyÒngÒ ké Akon áwèt?             ‘What do I know the fact that Akon wrote?’ 
 
In (18), mbo ‘I say’ may be the equivalent form of ‘the fact’ in English. But mbo ‘I say’ is 
missing in (19) and (21). I will recheck. 
 
Moreover, some intensifiers like neke ‘really’ in (18) and tAm ‘properly, for sure’ in (19) are 
used. It is interesting that they have to be there.  
 
(22) ḿ̩mà akòp m̩bÀk ké áwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.    ‘I heard the news/story that Akon wrote the book.’ 
(23) ń̩sò ké n̩ké kòp m̩bÀk (m̩bàngà) ké Akon áké áwèt? 
‘What did I hear the news/story that Akon wrote?’ 
 
Mbanga ‘about’ is optional in (23). It is interesting that  (23) is a grammatical sentence by  
moving  nso ‘what’ out of a complex noun phrase with mbAk ‘the news/story’. In other words, 
the complex noun may not be an island for wh-movement in Ibibio.   
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More on Questions (Zhen Qin) 
 
 
(1) Akon ásè áwèt ng̀wèt.                                                     ‘Akon writes a book (books)’.  
(2) Akon ádò áwèt nǵwèt.                                                     ‘Akon writes a book (books)’. 
 
According to Mfon, the sentence actually 'Akon is a writer.' in Ibibio.   
 
(3) ànyě ísè íwèt ng̀wèt?                                                        ‘Who writes a book?’ 
(4) *ànyě ásè áwèt ng̀wèt?                                                        ‘Who writes a book?’ 
 

Possible Answer: Akon  
 
It appears to be strange that (4) is ungrammatical, because the habitual and the verb agree with 
the subject in terms of person in (4). However, the person marker is replaced by the i marker 
with a high tone. Mark Baker has analyzed this as an anti-agreement effect. I will recheck the 
phenomenon.  
 
 
(4)  ǹsǒ ké Akon ásè wèt?                                                     ‘What does Akon write?’ 
(5)  Akon ásè wèt  (ǹ)sǒ?                                                      ‘What does Akon write?’ 
 

Possible Answer: ‘novels’, but not ‘books’   
 
Notice that the possible answer is 'novels' rather than 'books', as the question has present tense 
and assumes that 'Akon writes books'. And the questions is only asked when the speaker is really 
curious on 'what types of books does Akon usually write'.  
 
(6) ànyě íké íwèt ng̀wèt?                                                       ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
(7) ng̀wèt, ànyě íké íwèèt?                                                      ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
(8) a. *ànyě ké íké íwèt ng̀wèt?                                                ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
     b.  ké *ànyě íké íwèt ng̀wèt?                                                ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
 
Notice that the two sentences in (8) are ungrammatical. The evidence shows that wh-word ànyě 
stays in-situ rather than moving to specifies of CP in (6).  
 
 
(9) Akon àkè wèt ngwèt uÀkusÀk.                                 'Akon wrote a book slowly.' 
(10) Akon àmà wèt ngwèt uÀkusÀk.                                'Akon wrote a book slowly.' 
(11)  ǹsǒ ké Akon ásè wèt uÀkusÀk?                                     ‘What does Akon write slowly?’ 
(12) Akon ásè wèt ǹsǒ uÀkusÀk?                                            ‘What does Akon write slowly?’ 
(13) *Akon ásè wèt uÀkusÀk ǹsǒ?                                          ‘What does Akon write slowly?’ 
 
Notice that (13) is ungrammatical. The evidence shows that wh-word ǹsǒ stays in-situ rather than 
moving to other positions.  
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How 
 
Manner 
Input: Akon àkè wèt ngwèt uÀkusÀk.                                 'Akon wrote a book slowly.' 
 
(14) Dìé ké Akon áké wèt ngwèt.                                     ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
(15) Akon áké wèt ngwèt dìé.                                          ‘How did Akon write a book?’ 
 

Possible Answer: uÀkusÀk 
 
Instrument 
Input  
(16)  Akon àkè wèt mkpòk ké pen.                              ' Akon wrote a book with a pen.' 
(17) Akon àkè kàmà pen wèt mkpòk.                           'Akon wrote a book with a pen.' 
(18)  ké  ǹsǒ ké Akon àkè wèt mkpòk?                        'What did Akon write a book with?' 
(19) ǹsǒ ké Akon àkè kàmà awèt mkpòk?                      'What did Akon write a book with?' 
Notice that when asking about manner, dìé is used. When asking about instrument, ǹsǒ is used.  
 
 
Why  
 
(20) Nsŏ ídó nták (áké) Akon á-ké (á)-wèt-té ngwèd?                   'Why did Akon write a book?' 
(21) Akon i-ké i-wèt-té ngwèd nsŏ ídó nták?                                  'Why did Akon write a book?'  
(22)*Akon á-ké á-wèt-té ngwèd nsŏ ídó nták ?                             'Why did Akon write a book?' 
(23) Nták Akon á-ké (á)-wèt-té ngwèd ê?                                    'Why did Akon write a book? 
 
Notice that (22) is ungrammatical, although the tense marker and the verb agree with the subject 
in (22). Instead the sentence, (21), with the i-marker is grammatical. It appears that anti-
agreement happens again. I will recheck it.  
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Subject-object Asymmetries, In Situ Questions, Long Distance Wh-Questions, 
Indirect Questions, & CNPC (Zhen Qin) 
 
 
Subject-Object Asymmetry 
 
(1) Akon ámà áwèt ǹgwèt.               ‘Akon wrote a book.’ 
(2) ànyě íké íwèt ǹgwèt.          ‘Who wrote a book?’ 
(3) Moto ámà átÓ Akon.          ‘A car hit Akon’ 
(4) ǹsǒ íké ítÓ Akon.            ‘What hit Akon?’  
(5) Akon ámà áwèt ǹgwèt.         ‘Akon wrote a book.’ 
(6) ǹsǒ ké áké wèt?                             ‘What did you write?’ 
(7) Akon ámà átÒ ènyè.          ‘Akon hit him/her.’  
(8) ànyě (òwú)  ké Akon áké tÒ?    ‘Who did Akon hit?’ 
(9) Akon ámà ánò ènyè ngwèt.      ‘Akon gave him a book (a fact).’ 
(10) Akon áké ánò ènyè ngwèt.      ‘Akon gave him a book (answer to a question).’ 
(11) ànyě ké Akon áké nò ngwèt?     ‘Who did Akon give a book?’ 
 
 
Wh-in-situ 
 
(12) ḿ̩mè mà ngwèt (àké) Akon  àké wèt-tè.      ‘I like the book that Akon wrote.’ 
(13) ḿ̩mè mà se Akon  àké wèt-tè.                           ‘I like the book that Akon wrote.’ 
(14) ? ḿ̩mè mà ngwèt (àké)  ànyě àké wèt-tè.         ‘I like the book that who wrote’ 
(15) ? ḿ̩mè mà se ànyě  àké wèt-tè.            ‘I like the book that who wrote’ 
(16) Akon àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ámè ìnèmésÌt.            ‘That Akon wrote a book made me happy.’ 
(17) àdì féGè itÓk áfÓn.                   ‘Running is good’ 
(18) * ànyě àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ámè ìnèmésÌt.           ‘That who wrote a book made me happy.’ 
(19) Akon ámà ákÍt èwá ǹ̩dò úrókíkÒt.                    ‘Akon saw a dog and a snake.’ 
(20) *Akon ámà ákÍt èwá ǹ̩dò ǹsǒ.                           ‘Akon saw a dog and a what.’ 
 
 
Long-distance wh-questions 
 
(21) ànyě ké àkéré (àbó) *(dángá) áké wèt ngwèt.       ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(22) ànyě ké àkéré (àbó) *(dángá) ámà wèt ngwèt.    ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(23) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) ké áké wèt ngwèt.         ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(24) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) ké ámà wèt ngwèt.                 ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(25) àkéré (àbò) ké ànyě íké íwèt ngwèt.                       ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(26) *àkéré (àbò) dángá ànyě íké íwèt ngwèt.               ‘Who did you think that wrote a book?’ 
(27) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) dángá áké ákwó íkwó.            ‘Who do you think sung?’ 
(28) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) dángá ámà ákwó íkwó.          ‘Who do you think sung?’ 
(29) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) ké áké ákwó íkwó.                 ‘Who do you think sung?’ 
(30) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) ké ámà ákwó íkwó.                ‘Who do you think sung?’ 
(31) ànyě ké àkéré (àbò) ké áyà ákwó íkwó.                 ‘Who do you think will sing?’ 
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Embedded questions (indirect questions) 
  
(32) ḿ̩mè kérè m̩mè ànyě ikpé ìké wèt ǹgwèt     ‘I think the possibility (wonder) who wrote 

the book.’  
(33) m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí ìké íwèt ǹgwèt.                  ‘I know who wrote the book.’  
(34) m̩mè dyÒngÒ sé àké wèt .                                ‘I know what you wrote.’  
(35) m̩mè dyÒngÒ me nte (afu) àmà wèt  ǹgwèt.    ‘I know if/whether you wrote a book.’  
 
 
CNPC Island 
 
(36) m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí ìké íwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.             ‘I know who wrote the book.’  
(37) n̩só ké ń̩dyÒngÒ àndí ké íwèt?                            ‘What do I know the person wrote?' 
(38) ?ń̩dyÒngÒ àndí ké íwèt n̩só?                                       
(39) ḿ̩mè néké n̩dyÒngÒ (ḿbò) ké áwèt ǹgwèt ÒdÒ.   ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote the 

book.’ 
(40)  ń̩sò ké ń̩tÀm n̩dyÒngÒ ké Akon áwèt?                  ‘What do I know the fact that Akon 

wrote?’ 
(41) ? ń̩tÀm n̩dyÒngÒ ké Akon áwèt ń̩sò?   
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More on Questions and Constraints (Zhen Qin) 
 
 
Subject wh-question 
 
(1) ngkpÓng, Akon ámà áwèt ǹgwèt.   ‘Yesterday, Akon wrote a book.’ 
(2) ngkpÓng, ànìyé íké íwèt ǹgwèt.    ‘Yesterday, who wrote a book?’ 
(3) * ànìyé ngkpÓng íké íwèt ǹgwèt.   ‘Yesterday, who wrote a book?’ 
 
 
Wh-in-situ (Island) 
Sentential subject constraint 
 
(4) Akon àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ámè ìnèmésÌt.                    ‘That Akon wrote a book made me 

happy.’ 
(5) * ànìyé  àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ámè ìnèmésÌt.                  ‘That who wrote a book made me 

happy.’ 
(6) * Akon àdì ké íwèt ǹsǒ ámà áń̩nÈm ésÎt.                   ‘That Akon wrote a what made me 

happy.’ 
(7) *Akon àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ké m̩̀mǑ ámè ìnèmésÌt.   'That Akon wrote a book where 

made me happy.’ 
(8) *Akon àdì ké íwèt ǹgwèt ÌdáGà ké ámè ìnèmésÌt.    ‘That Akon wrote a book when made 

me happy.’ 
 
 
Adjunct constraint  
 
(9) ḿ̩mà áń̩nÈm ésÎt siá (or kórò) Akon ámà awèt ngwèt.   ‘I was happy because Akon wrote 

a book’ 
(10) *ḿ̩mà áń̩nÈm ésÎt siá (or kórò)  ànìyé íkí wèt ngwèt.    ‘I was happy because who wrote a 

book’ 
(11) *ḿ̩mà áń̩nÈm ésÎt siá (or kórò) Akon ámà awèt ǹsǒ.    ‘I was happy because Akon wrote 

what’ 
 
 
CNPC 
 
(12) m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí íké íwèt ǹgwèt.                       ‘I know the person who wrote the 

book.’  
(13) *m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí íké íwèt ǹsǒ.                         ‘I know the person who wrote the book.’ 
(14) *m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí íké íwèt ǹgwèt ké m̩̀mǑ.      ‘I know the person who wrote the book 

where.' 
(15) *m̩mè dyÒngÒ àndí íké íwèt ǹgwèt ÌdáGà ké.      ‘I know the person who wrote the book 

when.’ 
(16) ḿ̩mè (néké) n̩dyÒngÒ (ḿbò) ké Akon áké áwèt ǹgwèt.  ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote 

a book.’ 
(17) *ḿ̩mè (néké) n̩dyÒngÒ (ḿbò) ké Akon áké áwèt ǹsǒ.   ‘I know the fact that Akon wrote 

what.’ 
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Wh-Island 
 
(18) ḿ̩mè kérè m̩̀mê ànìyé (ikpé) ìké wèt ǹgwèt.          ‘I wonder who wrote a book.’ 
(19) ḿ̩mè kérè m̩̀mê ànìyé (ikpé) ìké wèt ǹsǒ.              ‘I wonder who wrote what.’ 
 

Answer:  
I wonder who wrote a book. 
I wonder Akon wrote what.  

 
(20) *ǹsǒ ké ḿ̩mè kérè m̩̀mê ànìyé (ikpé) ìké wèt.       ‘I wonder who wrote what.’ 
(21) * ḿ̩mè kérè m̩̀mê ǹsǒ ké ànìyé (ikpé) ìké wèt.     ‘I wonder who wrote what.’ 
 
 
(22) ḿ̩mè kérè ḿ̩mê (ǹ̩té) Akon àmà wèt  ǹgwèt.        ‘I wonder if/whether you wrote a book.’  
(23) ḿ̩mè kérè ḿ̩mê (ǹ̩té) Akon áké wèt ǹsǒ.              ‘I wonder if/whether you wrote what.’  
(24) ḿ̩mè kérè ḿ̩mê ǹsǒ Akon áké wèt.                       ‘I wonder if/whether you wrote what.’  
(25) *ǹsǒ ké ḿ̩mè kérè ḿ̩mê Akon áké wèt.                 ‘I wonder if/whether you wrote what.’  
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Possession (Maria Rangel) 
 
 
Possessable objects, human subject(s) 
 
(1) ngwÈt m̀mì ‘my book’ 
(2) ngwÈt m̀fò ‘you book’ 
(3) ngwÈt ÒmÒ ‘his/her book’ 
(4) ngwÈt nyÌn ‘our book’ 
(5) ngwÈt ÒmmÒ ‘their book’ 
(6) ngwÈt ékè mì ámì ‘This book of mine’  --careful speech 
(7) ngwÈt ékè memi ‘This book of mine’   --fast speech 
(8) ngwÈt  mi  ámì      á.kànà   ‘This book of mine is old’  --careful speech 
 book   me  this  3rdSG.become old 
(9) ngwÈt mEmi ákànà ‘This book of mine is old’  --fast speech 
 
In (3)/(5), there is O/a alternation (amO; ammo); [a] is most natural in fast speech. There is 
also a/e alternation in (6) and (8) – [emi]. 
 
 
Inalienable possessives, human subject(s) 
 
(10) úfOk m̀mì ‘my family (nuclear)’ literal translation: ‘my house’ 
(11) ekpOk m̀mì ‘my family (extended)’ 
(12) ekpOk nyÌn ‘our family (extened)’ 
(13)  wak ‘to be plenty’ 
(14)  ekpOk nyÌn ewak ‘our family is large’ 
(15)  ekpOk nyÌn ímíwak ‘our family is large’ 
 
The literal meaning in (12)/(13) is ‘our family, we are plenty’. 
 
(16) ímíwak ke ekpOk nyÌn ‘we are plenty in our family’ 
 ímíwaGa ke ekpOk nyÌn ‘we are plenty in our family’ variation 
 
[waGa] is the plural form of ‘to be plenty’. 
 
(17)  ḿme ma ajEn ékà m̀mì ‘I love my sibling’ 
(18)  ḿme ma ndito ékà m̀mì ‘I love my siblings’ 
 
 
Postverbal possessive clauses (human subject(s)) 
 
(19)  ngwÈt emi ódò ke m̀mì ‘This book is mine’ 
  ngwÈt emi ódò ammì ‘This book is mine’ variation 
  *ngwEt emi ódò ke ammì’ 
(20) ngwÈt édò ake m̀fò ‘book is yours’  -careful speech 
    ngwÈt édò ke m̀fò ‘book is yours’   -fast speech 
    ngwÈt édò ammfò ‘book is yours’ variation 
    *ngwÈt édò ke ammfò 
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e/a, o/a variation on the copula. 
 
(21) ngwÈt ádò ake ÒmÒ ‘book is his/hers’  -careful speech  
 ngwÈt ádò ammÒ ‘book is his/hers’ variation 
 *ngwÈt ádò ke ammÒ 
 
[omo] ! [mo] in fast speech. 
 
(22) ngwÈt édò ekè nyÌn ‘book is ours’ 
 ngwÈt édò annyÌn ‘book is ours’ variation 
 
e/a variation on [eke]. 
 
(23) ngwÈt édò ekè ǹdùfò/m̀bùfò ‘books if yours (plural)’ 
 ngwÈt édò anndùfò/ammbùfò ‘book is yours plural)’ 
 *ngwÈt édò akè anndùfò 
 
Using the combination [ake anndufo] or any other variations with a geminate consonant in 
the possessors in (19)-(23) would be perceived as the speaker being a non-native learner of 
Ibibio. 
 
 
Possessive clauses, human subject(s), possessable object 
 
(24) ḿmé níé ngwÈt ‘I have a book’ 
(25) àmé níé ngwÈt ‘You have a book’ 
(26) á níé ngwÈt ‘He/She has a book’ 
(27) Ekpe aníé ngwÈt ‘Ekpe has a book’ 
(28) ìmí níé ngwÈt ‘We have a book’ 
(29) èmé níé ngwÈt ‘You all have a book’ 
(30) é níé ngwÈt ‘They have a book’ 
 
Tense marker is dropped for unspecified 3sg and plural subjects in (26) and (30). 
 
 
Possessive clauses, inherent/unpossessable object 
 
(31) Ima ámònò ngkpo ‘Ima has eyesight’ 
(32) Ima akIt ngkpo ‘Ima has eyesight’ 
(33) kIt ‘to see (physically)’ 
(34) mònò ‘to see (metaphysically)’ 
(35) étó m̀mì ékÒt ‘My tree grows’ 
(36) me étò m̀mì ékÒt ‘My trees have grown’  --careful speech 
    métò m̀mì ékÒt ‘My trees have grown’   --fast speech 
 
The meaning in (31) and (32) has two readings: Ima was blind, but can see now; Ima is a seer, 
has ESP. 
 
(37)  ḿ.me  níé   ini  isu    ‘I have a future’ 
  1stSG.PT    have    time   face 
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(38) ḿme níé ini ‘I have time’ 
(39) àme níé ini ‘You have time’ 
(40) ḿme níé inEm esIt ‘I have happiness’ 
(41) ḿme kOB inEm esIt ‘I have happiness’ 
(42) inEm ‘something that is delicious/appealing’ 
 inEm esIt ‘something that is delicious/appealing to the heart’ 
 
(41) is typically used, as opposed to (40); the verb [kOp] ‘to hear’ is used instead of [nie] ‘to 
have’, when referring to unpossessable objects that can be sensed (except for sight), as well 
as emotions, e.g. ‘I have happiness’ would translate as ‘I hear something that is 
delicious/appealing to the heart’ 
 
 
Possessive clauses, animate, non-human subjects 
 
(43) ngkám ángwà ‘cat’s whiskers’ 
(44) njAn ángwà ‘cat’s kitten’ 
(45) a. ndítò  ángwà ‘cat’s kittens/kittens’ 
   children   cat 
 b. me    njAn       ángwà ‘cat’s kittens/kittens’ 
   plural  diminutive cat 
  c. n.tOk    njAn  ángwà ‘cat’s kittens/kittens’ 
   PL.small diminutive  cat 
(46) njAn ángwà ákÒt ‘cat’s kitten grew’ –emphasis on kittens 
(47) njAn ángwà ámà ákÒt ‘cat’s kitten grew’ –emphasis on tense 
 
Use of the diminutive marker [njAn] for humans is considered derogatory 
 
(48) àngwá áníé ngkám ínùá ‘A cat has whiskers’ 
(49) àngwá áníé njAn ‘A cat has a kitten’  
 
(49) does not read as ‘a cat has given birth to a kitten’ or ‘a cat bore a kitten’ 
 
(50) àngwá ámònò ngkpo ‘a cat has eyesight’ literal meaning: ‘A cat can see’ 
 
 
Possessive clauses, non-animate subject 
 
(51) étó áníé mfang ‘Tree has leaves’ 
(52) mfang ádò eke ebEn ‘The leaves are of a pear tree’ 
(53) mfang ádò mfáng ébEn ‘Leaf of a pear tree’ 

mfáng ébEn ‘leaf of a pear tree’ 
(54) mfáng ébEn akpa ‘Leaf of a pear tree died’ 
(55) mfáng ébEn ábèGè ‘Leaves of a pear tree fell(pl)’  -emphasis on leaves 
  ebEn ábèGè mfang ‘Leaves of a pear tree fell(pl)’  -emphasis on tree 
(56) beke ‘to fall(sg)’ 
(57) étó áda ke ObOt ‘A tree’s location is on the hill’  --careful speech 
 étó da ke bOt ‘A tree’s location is on the hill’    --fast speech 

étó da kObOt ‘A tree’s location is on the hill’    --fast speech 
(58) m̀fùt étò akpun ‘A tree’s shadow is big’ 
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Possessives (Maria Rangel) 
 
(1) ng̀kóG étù ámà ádùÓ  ‘A tree’s branch fell’/’A branch of the tree fell’ 
(2) m̀fùd étù (odo/ado) ámà ásùp ‘A tree’s shadow disappeared’/’A shadow of the 

 tree disappeared’ 
(3) úsÁng úfÒk ámà ábèèdè  ‘A house’s door opened’/ ‘A door of the house 

 opened’ 
(4) bèdè    ‘to be closed’ 
(5) bèèdè    ‘to be open’ 
 
The meanings for (1)-(3) can be interpreted either way.  
 
(6) ngwÈt mì ámì/émì   ‘this book of mine’ --careful speech 
(7) ngwÈt mÉmì   ‘this book of mine’ --fast speech 
 
Literal meaning: ‘this my book’. In comparison to (1)-(3), could it be that Ibibio doesn’t have 
something equivalent to English ‘of’? The ability for these sentences to have either 
interpretation is definitely different than English. Also, I currently have just ‘mi’ here for 
‘my’- needs a RECHECK as all other forms for ‘my’ are realized as ‘m̀mì’. The same goes 
for (8) and (11). 
 
(8) ngwÈt mEmi ngi m̀mì  ‘this particular book of mine’ 
(9) ngwÈt m̀fò òdò   ‘that book of yours (sg)’ 
(10) ngwÈt m̀fò òdò ngo ndo  ‘that particular book of yours (sg)’ 
(11) esIt mi émì/ámì –ngi m̀mì ‘this particular heart of mine’ 
(12) esIt òmò ámì -ngi m̀mì  ‘this particular heart of his’ 

 
In (8) and (10)-(12), it first seemed that the addition of ‘ngi m̀mì’ was dialectal; Mfon 
mentioned that these forms were used in the anterior regions where Ibibio is spoken. Upon 
further elicitation, however, Mfon mentioned that its purpose is to indicate a particular object. 
Therefore, I indicated the forms as ‘this particular ___’ and ‘that particular ___’. 

 
(13) ngwÈt (adâ) odòGò/adòGò ékè/ákè m̀mì  ‘the book that is mine’ 
 
The optional ‘ada’ is used to pick something out from a group, according to Mfon. 
‘odoGo/adoGo’ is a combination of ‘odo’ + ‘VGV’, where the vowels surrounding the velar 
fricative are subjected to vowel harmony. Why there is o/a variation is unclear as this is the 
verb, not the demonstrative ‘that’, therefore we would expect a subject marker to occur in 
preverbal position. It’s unclear what ‘oGo’ means. Finally, the instance of ‘eke/ake’ is not (as 
far as we have discerned) a complementizer; Mfon mentioned that it may indicate possession. 
Ultimately, RECHECK along with other elicitations with similar constructions. 
 
(14) ngwÈt (adâ) ngke dAppe ngkpOng ‘the book that I bought yesterday’ 
(15) idet m̀fò ámà ákOt   ‘your hair grew’ 
(16) idet m̀fò ádòngo ndo ámà ákOt  ‘that particular hair of yours grew’*** 
 
The difference between (15) and (16) lies in the intention of the speaker. ***The ‘long form’ 
in (16) is translated more as ‘That particular hair of yours, it grew?’ RECHECK tones to see 
if similar to the seemingly complex way in saying yes/no questions. 
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Possessives in Object Position 
 
(17) ámà ádÁppé ngwÈt m̀mì  ‘he lifted my book’ 
(18) ámà ádÁppé ngwÈt òmò  ‘hei lifted hisi/j book’ 
(19) Ekpe ámà ádÁppé ngwÈt òmò ‘Ekpei lifted hisi/j book’ 
 
‘his’ in (18) and (19) is ambiguous in that it is capable of referring to either the subject or 
some other third party. If not specified, it is interpreted as the subject’s. 
 
(20) ámà ádÁppé ngwÈt ÒmmÒ ‘he lifted their book’ 
(21) ámà ádÁppé ng̀kók étù òdò ‘he lifted the tree’s branch’ 
(22) ámà áńtO edem   ‘he hit my back’ 
 
Interesting! There is no production of ‘mmi’, which is expected. Perhaps it is indicated by the 
inclusion of a first person object marker on the verb. I’d still like to RECHECK to see if that 
is indeed the reason, as well as if it is limited to animate objects. 
 
(23) ngwÈt èkà m̀mì   ‘my mother’s book’ 
 
More recursiveness to come. 
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More on Possession (Maria Rangel) 
 
(1) ngwÈt m̀mì ámì/émì ‘this book of mine’ --careful speech 
(2) ngwÈt m̀mEmì  ‘this book of mine’ --fast speech 
(3) idet m̀fò ádongo ndo ámà ákOt ‘that particular hair of yours (sg) grew’ 
 
The ‘long form’, originally thought to be used when asking about the subject’s hair, is actually 
not. This declarative is similar to other definitive ‘long forms’ such as those on p. 58. 
 
 
Possession in Object Position 
 
(4) ámà áńtó èdèm  ‘He hit my back’ 
(5) ámà átó èdèm m̀mì ‘He hit my back’ 
(6) *ámà áńtó èdèm m̀mì Intended meaning: ‘He hit my back’ 
 
The exclusion of ‘m̀mì’ here is possible due to the 1st person singular object marker on the verb. 
Its production implies that the back belongs to me. (5) is also possible, in which the person 
marker is omitted and ‘m̀mì’ is included after ‘èdèm’. Including both the object marker and ‘m̀mì’ 
is considered ungrammatical.  
 
(7) ámà átó èdèm òmò  ‘He hit his back’ -‘ómò’ in careful speech 
(8) *ámà átó èdèm  Intended: ‘He hit his back’ 
(9) ámà átó èdèm òmmò ‘He hit their backs’ 
(10) tóóng   ‘to hit(plural)’ 
(11) ámà átóóng èdèm òmmò ‘He hit(pl) their backs’ 
(12) *ámà étó/étóóng èdèm Intended: ‘He hit their back’ 
 
It looks like omitting ‘ómò’/‘òmmò’ is not possible when including the 3rd person sing/pl object 
marker on the verb. Maybe it can happen because 1st person marker is a nasal while other person 
markers (being vowels) are subject to vowel hiatus? 
 
(13) ámà á-ú-tó èdèm  ‘He hit your back’ in fast speech, á-ú-tó ! útó 
(14) ámà átó èdèm ǹnyÀn ‘He hit our backs’ 
(15) ámà ító èdèm (ǹnyÀn/ǹdùfò) ‘He hit our/you all’s backs’ (Ambiguous) 
 
Guess it’s not the case; exclusion of the possessive pronoun is also possible for 2nd sing/pl and 
3rd plural. Without the possessive pronouns in (14), the sentence is ambiguous, being able to 
refer to either 2nd person plural or 3rd person plural. This case also differs from (6) in that while 
the object marker and ‘mmi’ were not possible, here the production of the possessive pronoun is 
allowed. Mfon stated that since the sentence is ambiguous, including the possessive pronoun acts 
as a way of disambiguating the meaning.  
 
(16) ámà átó ngwÈt òmò ‘He hit his book’ 
(17) ámà átó ngwÈt òmmò ‘He hit their book’ 
(18) ámà átó mme ngwÈt òmmò ‘He hit their books’ 
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(19) ámà átóóng (mme) ngwÈt òmmò ‘He hit their books’ 
(20) ḿmà átó úsÁng úfÒk ‘I hit the house’s door’ 
(21) ámà átó úsÁng úfÒk ‘He hit the house’s door’ 
(22) ámà átóóng (mme) úsÁng úfÒk ‘He hit the houses’/house’s doors’ 
The meaning in (20) does not imply hitting one door multiple times. It can refer to hitting many 
doors on the same house, as well as hitting a door on many houses. 
(23) ámà átó *(mme) úsÁng úfÒk ‘He hit the house’s/houses’ doors’ 
Use of the singular verb is possible, but the plural marker then becomes obligatory 
(24) *ámà átó úsÁng mme ufOk Intended: ‘He hit the houses’ door’ 
I tried to see if the plural marker is capable of coming between door and house to indicate only 
one plural on ‘house’, but this isn’t possible. Having the plural marker before both nouns can 
refer to either (or both). 
 
 
Recursive possession 
 
(25) ìtàm ùfàn áyÌn òmò ‘His child’s friend’s hat’ 
(26) èbé ùfàn áyÌn òmò ‘His child’s friend’s husband’ 
(27) èbé ùfàn áyÌn òmò ámà áfÈGé ‘His child’s friend’s husband ran’ 
(28) sòòbó   ‘to meet (have conversation)’ 
(29) ámà ákIt sòòbó je èbé ùfàn áyÌn òmò ‘He met with his child’s friend’s husband’ 
(30) úsÁng úfÒk éyèn èkà èkà m̀mì ‘My mother’s sibling’s house’s door’ 
 
Recursion works as I expected- the possessor follows each possessee. 
 
(31) ejen èkà èkà  ‘Uncle’ literally- ‘mother’s sibling’ 
(32) ejen èkà ète  ‘Uncle’ literally- ‘father’s sibling’ 
(33) ejen èkà   ète      èkà       m̀mì ‘My uncle (maternal side)’ 

sibling  father   mother    my 
The reading here is something along the lines of: sibling to my father on my mother’s side. After 
the recording, Mfon and I discussed a few other family terms used for extended family that I 
unfortunately didn’t write down. I believe he said his sister is called ‘aunt’ by people older than 
her. Let’s just say that is seems rather complex.    
(34) mbAk     ekpuk  ‘family ancestry’ 
       story   family(extended) 
(35) mbAk ekpOk ufOk afan Ekpe ‘Ekpe’s friend’s ancestor’s history 
 
In this case, Mfon mentioned that if ‘ufOk’ is omitted, ancestry is not stressed. 
 
(36) ùfàn m̀mì ákàmà kè ngwÈt Ekpe ámà ádì sAm/wuO ‘My friend that has Ekpe’s book  
           arrived’ 
(37) *ùfàn m̀mì áníé kè ngwÈt Ekpe ámà ádì wuO Intended: My friend that has Ekpe’s book 
         arrived’ 
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Use of the verb ‘to have’ (‘níé’) is not possible here. The meaning for ‘níé’ is actually more like 
‘to own’.  I then tried to elicit a sentence in which Ekpe had a book that now belongs to my 
friend to see if it’s possible to use ‘níé’: 
 
(38) ufan mmi adi nieGe ngwEt ekpe  ‘My friend that owns Ekpe’s book’ 
 
I need to RECHECK this. I’m not positive that use of ‘níé’ is possible when trying to dictate that 
the book used to belong to Ekpe, but is now my friend’s. 
 
(38) ùfàn m̀mì ádí dOGO akan angwan Ekpe adi wuO ‘My friend who is married to Ekpe’s 
           former wife arrived’ 
 
It’s not clear what ‘di’ is functioning as here. Mfon thinks it may refer to aspect. Recheck 
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ake/eke & Variations for Possessive Pronouns, & Questions (Maria Rangel) 
 
 
Possessive Pronouns 
 
(1) ngwÈt á-do ake/eke m̀-m̀i  ‘book is mine’ 
(2) ngwÈt   á-do        á-m̀-mì  ‘book is mine’ variation 

book    3sg.be   3sg.GEN.1sg 
 
What seemed to be a variation on how to say ‘mine’ (as well as variations for other possessive 
pronouns) turns out to be a prefix marker on the pronoun. Therefore I checked with plural forms 
to see if the marker would change. 
 
(3) ngwÈt é-dongngo ake/eke m̀-m̀i ‘books are mine’ 
(4) ngwÈt   é-dongngo   á-m̀-mì  ‘books are mine’ variation 

 book       3pl.bepl     3sg.GEN.1sg 
(5) *ngwÈt é-dongngo é-m̀-mì  Intended: ‘books are mine’ 
(6) *ngwÈt é-do é-m̀-mì   Intended: ‘books are mine’ 
 
(4) shows that use of the 3rd person singular marker is used on the pronoun, despite the 3rd person 
plural being attached to the plural verb. Mfon commented that since the verb is plural with the 
plural marker, then the plurality of ‘books’ is clearly defined and does not need to be used on the 
pronoun. In fact, use of the 3rd person plural marker on the pronoun is ungrammatical. 
Furthermore, if trying to use the singular verb but use 3rd person plural markers on both the verb 
and pronoun, we still result in an ungrammatical sentence.  
 
(7) ngwÈt ádǎ    odo-*(Go) ake/eke m̀-mì      á-kè     duO ‘book that is mine fell’ 

 book  spec.    be.refl     GEN-1sg  3sg.PT   fall 
(8) ngwÈt m̀mì á-kè duO      ‘book that is mine fell’ 
 
Mfon mentioned that the more natural way of saying ‘book that is mine’ is the ‘simpler’ form- 
‘my book’. In (7), the -Go attached to the verb is not able to be dropped when ‘ádǎ’ is included. 
‘ádǎ’ is used to indicate a specific item from a group, and -Go (according to Mfon) is a reflexive 
suffix. 
 
(9) ngwÈt ámì odo ake/eke m̀-mì   ‘this book is my own’ 
(10) ngwEt ádǎ odo-Go ake/eke m̀-mì á-kè duO ‘book that is my own fell’ 
(11) ngwÈt ámì odo ake/eke òmò   ‘this book is his own’ 
(12) ngwÈt ádǎ odo-Go eke òmò á-kè duO ‘book that is his own fell’ 
 
The equivalents for (10) and (7) are the same in Ibibio, so it seems that ‘ake/eke’ means 
something like ‘one, item’ that is used for indicating possession. Mfon mentioned that using 
‘ake/eke m̀mì’ and ‘m̀mì’ is equivalent to the difference between ‘mine’ and ‘my’. As ‘ake/eke 
m̀mì’ is in itself a possessive construction, I will refer to it as meaning ‘own’ from now own. To 
save on any possible confusion, I will also refer to ‘ake/eke’ as whichever Mfon happened to say 
first, although there is still a/e variation. 
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(13) úfOk m̀-mì á-kpun  Intended: ‘My own house is big’ 
(14) úfOk eke m̀-mì á-kpun ‘My own house is big’  
 
The natural way of saying ‘my own house is big’ is in (13). Inclusion of ‘eke’ in (14) is possible, 
although the listener is expecting more to come after the verb, typically some kind of 
comparative. 
 
(15) úfOk (ake) m̀-mì á-kpun ngko/akOrO  ‘My own house is big also’ 
(16) úfOk    (eke) m̀-mì      á-kpun     á-kan       úfOk (eke)  m̀-fò  ‘My house is bigger  

house   own GEN-1sg  3sg-big  3sg-supass  house own GEN.2sg     than yours(sg)’ 
 
Even though the use of ‘eke’ is some kind of indicator of more content after the initial verb, it is 
actually optional. (15)- ‘ngko’ and ‘akORO’ mean ‘also; too’. 
 
(17) Ekpe   á-kàmà  ngwÈt m̀-mì  ‘Ekpe has the book that is mine/my book’ 

Ekpe 3sg.hold   book GEN.1sg 
(18) ùfàn m̀-mì á-kàmà ngwÈt Ekpe ‘My friend has Ekpe’s book’ 
(19) ?ùfàn eke m̀-mì á-kàmà ngwÈt Ekpe ‘Intended: My own friend has Ekpe’s book’ 
 
Use of ‘eke’ in (19) is weird, according to Mfon, although the listener would be able to 
understand the speaker’s meaning.  
 
(20) ḿ-mà á-no ùfàn Ekpe ngwÈt (eke) m̀-mì ‘I gave my book to Ekpe’s friend’ 
(21)  ḿ-mà    ń-tiE   ye/ndo mme   ùfàn    m̀-mì ‘I spent my time with my friends’ 

1sg-PT 1sg-sit    with  plural  friend GEN-1sg 
(22) ḿ-mà ḿ-/á-ba ye mme ùfàn m̀-mì  ‘I spent my time with my friends’ 

Literal: ‘I existed with my friends’ 
 
In (21), ‘tiE’ means ‘to sit’, although it has additional meaning that indicates not just the action 
of sitting, but being in communion with/talking with people. 
 
 
Questions 
 
(23) nsǒ ke à-kè nam afIt (ini) ámì   ‘What did you do with your time?’ 

Literal: What did you do all this 
time/while?’ 

 
The English phrase ‘spend X’s time’ doesn’t have a straightforward translation. Instead, other 
non-possessive phrases are used.  
 
(24) a. anie í-kàmà ngwÈt m̀-mì  ‘Who has my book?’ 

b. ngwÈt m̀-mì anie í-kàmà  
(25) anie í-yÉm ítÈm m̀-mì  ‘Who wants my advice?’ 
(26) Ekpe á-yÉm ítÈm m̀-mì  ‘Ekpe wants my advice’ 
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(27) Ekpe á-yÉm ítÈm á-ń-tó (miEn) ‘Ekpe wants advice from me’ 
(28) a. nsǒ ke ùfàn m̀-mì á-nam  ‘What is my friend doing?’ 

b. ùfàn m̀-mì á-nam (n)sǒ 
(29) a. nsǒ í-do (eke) m̀-mì   ‘What is mine?’ 

b. nsǒ í-do á-m̀-mì 
 
‘n’ is optional in (28b) for phonological reasons: Ibibio does not prefer consonant clusters, so the 
‘n’ drops in natural speech.  
 
(30) a. ngwÈt Ekpe á-bà ke m̀mǑ  ‘Where is Ekpe’s book?’ Literally: Ekpe’s book  

b. ngwÈt Ekpe á-ná ke m̀mǑ    exists/lies at where?’ 
(31) a. ngwÈt Ekpe á-bà mǑ  ‘Where is Ekpe’s book’ Literally: Ekpe’s book 

b. ngwÈt Ekpe á-ná mǑ    exists/lies where?’ 
 
Recall from (22) that ‘bà’ means ‘to exist’. ‘ná’ means ‘to lie’. Between (30) and (31), we see 
that ‘where’ has two realizations: ‘mǑ’ and ‘m̀mǑ’. In (30), after the preposition ‘ke’, the 
nominalized form of ‘where’ (m̀mǑ) must be used. The ‘bare’ form is used when no preposition 
is present. 
 
(32) ḿmÓ ngwÈt Ekpe   ‘Show me where Ekpe’s book is’ 
(33) ḿmÓ eke m̀-mì   ‘Show me where mine is’ 
 
Notice the tonal change in ‘mmO’ in (30)- m̀mǑ- in comparison to ‘mmO’ in (32-33)- ḿmÓ. 
This tonal change results in a change in meaning. The speaker isn’t inquiring solely about where 
something is located, but is actually telling the person to show them where that something is. 
Mfon mentioned that he was not sure whether he considers these two separate words or not. 
Another interesting note is that there are no verbs in (32-33). Maybe they are separate words, 
and ‘ḿmÓ’ is a command form of a verb that also indicates location? 
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Yes/No Questions & Heavy NP Subjects (Maria Rangel) 
 
 
Past Tense 
 
(1) ḿ-mà á-/ḿ-fèGé (ìtÓk)  ‘I ran’ 
(2) ḿ-mà ḿfèGé    ‘Did I run?’ 
(3) à-mà á-fèGé    ‘You(sg) ran’ 
(4) à-mà á-fèGé    ‘Did you(sg) run?’ 
 
Rising intonation on [mà] 

 
(5) á-mà á-fèGé    ‘He ran’ 
(6) á-mà á-fèGé    ‘Did he run?’ 
(7) ì-mà í-fèGé    ‘We ran’ 
(8) ì-mà í-fèGé    ‘Did we run?’ 
(9) è-mà è-fèGé    ‘You all ran’ 
(10) è-mà è-fèGé    ‘Did you all run?’ 
(11) é-mà é-fèGé    ‘They ran’ 
(12) é-mà é-fèGé    ‘Did they run?’ 
 
The first tone on [fèGé] sounds higher. When first doing the elicitations, I wrote the words as 
[féGé], but Mfon corrected me, saying that it is still [fèGé]. It might be a downstepped high tone 
as the entire phrase after the tense marker sounds higher in the question. 
 
 
Present Tense (habitual, minus #13, 14) 

 
(13) ḿ-mé fèGé    ‘I have run’ 
(14) ḿ-mé fèGé    ‘Have I run?’ 
(15) à-ḿe a-sé fèGé ìtÓk   ‘You(sg) run’ 
(16) à-ḿe a-sé fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Do you(sg) run?’ 
 
In addition to a higher intonation on the tense marker, there also seems to be higher intonation on 
[ìtÓk]. This higher intonation seems to occur on all examples elicited.  

 
(17) (ènyé) á-sé á-fèGé ìtÓk  ‘He runs’ 

 
(18) (ènyé) á-sé á-fèGé ìtÓk  ‘Does he run?’ 

 
The subject person marker deletes if [ènyé] is present due to vowel hiatus. The object marker on 
the verb is also deleted for that reason.  

 
(19) ì-mé ì-sé í-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘We run’   
(20) ì-mí sí fèG ìtÓk   ‘Do we run?’ 
(21) è-mé e-sé/sí fèGé ìtÓk  ‘You all run’ 
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(22) è-mé e-sé/sí fèGé ìtÓk  ‘Do you all run?’ 
(23) é-mé sé/sí fèGé ìtÓk   ‘They run’ 
(24) é-mé sé/sí fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Do they run?’ 

 
 

Future Tense 
 

(25) ń-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘I will run’ 
(26) ń-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will I run?’ 
(27) à-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘You(sg) will run’ 
(28) à-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will you(sg) run?’ 
(29) á-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘He will run’ 
(30) á-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will he run?’ 
(31) ì-yà ì-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘We will run’ 
(32) ì-yà ì-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will we run?’ 
(33) è-yà è-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘You all will run’ 
(34) è-yà è-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will you all run?’ 
(35) é-yà é-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘They will run’ 
(36) é-yà é-fèGé ìtÓk   ‘Will they run?’ 

 
Same holds here: intonation rises on the tense marker and remains high for the duration of the 
sentence. 
 
 
Heavy NP Subjects 
 
(37) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà fèGé   

‘The man in a red shirt ran’ 
(38) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà fèGé  

‘Did the man in a red shirt run?’  
(39) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-sé/sí á-fèGé ìtÓk 

The man in a red shirt runs’ 
 

Mfon said that [á-sí] is also possible, but is not as common 
 

(40) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-sé/sí á-fèGé ìtÓk 
‘Does the man in a red shirt run?’ 
 

After the previous sentence, Mfon said that he thinks [sí] might be used as an element of 
uncertainty, but is not sure. This sentence seemed to have a higher intonation on the NP subject. 

 
(41) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk 

‘The man in a red shirt will run’ 
(42) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-yà á-fèGé ìtÓk 

‘Will the man in a red shirt run?’ 
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Possible added stress on the subject marker just before the tense. 
 

(43) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé ìtÓk 
‘The man that bought a book ran’ 

(44) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé ìtÓk 
‘Did the man that bought a book run?’ 

 
Other than (42), there doesn’t seem to be any change in tone for the subject. Starting with the 
subject marker-tense marker syllable, intonation rises on questions and seems to rise throughout 
the rest of the phrase, with additional emphasis on the phrase-final syllable. 
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Yes/No Questions & Heavy NP Objects (Maria Rangel) 
 
 
Yes/No Questions 
 
(1) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-sé á-fèGé 

‘The man that bought a book runs’ 
(2) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-sé á-fèGé 

‘Does the man that bought a book run?’ 
 
 

Heavy NP Objects 
 

(3) ḿ-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk  ‘I ran a long, exhausting run’ 
(4) ḿ-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk  ‘Did I run a long, exhausting run?’ 
(5) à-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk  ‘You(sg) ran a long, exhausting run’ 
 
Compared to the question, the declarative statement has a lower intonation overall. 
 
(6) à-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk  ‘Did you(sg) run a long, exhausting run?’ 
(7) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÒk 

‘The man in a red shirt ran a long, exhausting run’ 
(8) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÒk 

‘Did the man in a red shirt run a long, exhausting run?’ 
 

The stress on [èté] is emphasized in (8), with increased duration on the final vowel. 
 

(9) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk 
‘The man that bought a book ran a long, exhausting run’ 
 

The final tone on [ìtÓk] sounds like it is downstepped. Perhaps it’s due to a natural tendency to 
lower F0 in declaratives? 

 
(10) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé ànyán ítÓk 

‘Did the man that bought a book run a long, exhausting run?’ 
(11) (ènyé) á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

‘He ran a run that lasted for 3 hours’ 
(12) (ènyé) á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

‘Did he run a run that lasted for 3 hours?’ 
 

The coda of ‘he’ sounds like it is lengthened in duration. Also, the phrase for ‘3 hours’ is higher 
in intonation. 

 
(13) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

The man in a red shirt ran a run that lasted for 3 hours’ 
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While [ìtÓk] is optional, Mfon mentioned that if it were omitted from the sentence, it may be 
taken to mean ‘bail’. In most of the question forms, Mfon typically omitted [ìtÓk], but did not 
omit it in the declarative forms.  

 
(14) èté á-sÌnè-kè ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

‘Did the man in a red shirt run a run that lasted for 3 hours?’ 
(15) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

‘The man that bought a book ran a run that lasted for 3 hours’ 
(16) èté á-kè déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé (ìtÓk) áwà ìtá 

‘Did the man that bought a book run a run that lasted for 3 hours?’ 
 
 

díyà 
 

(17) ḿ-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá/ḿkpó   ‘I ate’ 
(18) ḿ-mà á-díyá ḿkpó    ‘Did I eat?’ 
(19) à-mà á-díyá ḿkpó    ‘You(sg) ate’ 
(20) à-mà á-díyá ḿkpó    ‘Did you(sg) eat?’ 
(21) á-mà á-díyá ḿkpó    ‘He ate’ 
(22) á-mà á-díyá ḿkpó    ‘Did he eat?’ 
(23) ì-mà í-díyá ḿkpó    ‘We ate’ 
 
Deletion of the vowel in the tense marker is not as common in (23), as the definity of the tense 
marker is confusing- the tense marker could originally have been either [mà] or [mé] 

 
(24) ì-mà í-díyá ḿkpó    ‘Did we eat?’ 
(25) è-mà é-díyá ḿkpó    ‘You all ate’ 
(26) è-mà é-díyá ḿkpó    ‘Did you all eat?’ 
(27) òmmò é-mà é-díyá ḿkpó   ‘They ate’ 
(28) òmmò é-mà é-díyá ḿkpó   ‘Did they eat?’ 
 
Without including [ommo] in (11) and (12), the sentences are likely to mean ‘People ate food’ 
and ‘Did people eat?’ 
 
(29) èté (á-sÌnè-kè) ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá ḿkpó 

‘The man in a red shirt ate’ 
(30) èté (á-sÌnè-kè) ìdàt ídàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá ḿkpó 

‘Did the man in a red shirt eat?’ 
 
The optionality of [á-sÌnè-kè] is due to the context- if in a colloquial setting, it’s fine. 
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Yes/No Questions (Maria Rangel) 
 
(1) èté ké déppé ngwèt á-yà á-díyá ńdídíyá/ḿkpó 

‘The man that bought a book will eat’  
(2) èté ké déppé ngwèt á-yà á-díyá ńdídíyá/ḿkpó 

‘Did the man that bought a book eat? 
(3) ì-mà í-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘We ate a delicious meal’ 
(4) ì-mà í-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘Did we eat a delicious meal?’ 
(5) è-mà é-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘You all ate a delicious meal’ 
(6) è-mà é-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘Did you all eat a delicious meal?’ 
(7) èté á-sÌnèkè ǹdà ńdàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘The man in a red shirt ate a delicious meal’ 
(8) èté á-sÌnèkè ǹdà ńdàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá í!ném ńdìdìyà 

‘Did the man in a red shirt eat a delicious meal?’ 
 

[!] indicates that the following tone is downstepped. Intonation rises on the AgrS-tense, 
remaining higher throughout. While some sentences sound like they have additional emphasis on 
the final syllable, (8) did not seem to exhibit this. 

 
(9) ÒmmÒ é-mà é-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-ké tèmmé 

‘They ate a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom’ 
(10) ÒmmÒ é-mà é-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-ké tèmmé 

‘Did they eat a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom?’ 
 

The relative clause in (10) showed even further rise in intonation following the AgrS-tense 
marker 

 
(11) èté á-sÌnèkè ǹdà ńdàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-ké tèmmé 

‘The man in a red shirt ate a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom’ 
(12) èté á-sÌnèkè ǹdà ńdàt ÒfÒng dó á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-ké tèmmé 

‘Did the man in a red shirt eat a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom?’ 
 

The heavy NP subject had a higher F0 than the declarative, and raised again on the AgrS-tense 
marker. Further discussion brought about that if the 1st clause does not have a a higher 
intonational pattern, the speaker may garden path when the speaker reaches the AgrS-tense 
marker as they were not processing the sentence as a question initially. 

 
(13) èté á-ké déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-kè tèmmé 

‘The man that bought a book ate a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom’ 
(14) èté á-ké déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-kè tèmmé 

‘Did the man that bought a book eat a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom?’ 
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A lower F0 intonational pattern on the CP subject would have a reading equivalent to: ‘Oh, that 
man that bought a book…did he eat a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom?’ 

 
(15) èté    édò    á-mà     á-fèGé    í-dó-Gó      ǹtóró 

man  the   3sg.PT  3sg.ran  neg.be.neg  like that 
‘The man ran, didn’t he?’ 

(16)     akpa         a-kan      a-dep    ngwet   edo 
possibility   3sg.can  3sg.buy   book    the 
‘Could you buy the book?’ 

 
Ibibio does not make a distinction between imperatives and requests. While English typically 
uses a polite form of requesting an action, Ibibio would just use the command. A form such as 
(16), by using ‘could’, indicates that the addressee’s ability to perform the action is questioned. 

 
(17) á-mà á-fèGé ó: 

‘Did he run!’ 
(18) ènyé á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá ádò ó: 

‘Did he eat!’ 
 

[ó:] is an exclamation. 
 

(19) èté á-ké déppé ngwèt dó á-mà á-fèGé ídóGó ǹtórò/ńtóró 
‘The man that bought a book ran, didn’t he?’ 

 
Mfon said that the word for ‘like that’ can have two possible pronunciations, but I’d like to 
recheck its use again. 

 
(20) èté édò á-mà á-díyá ńdídíyá èkà Ekpe á-ké tèmmé ídóGó ǹto!ró 

‘The man ate a meal that was cooked by Ekpe’s mom, didn’t he?’ 
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Predicate Nominals (Hanbo Yan) 
 

(1) è/ànyé ádù áwúdèn ‘He is a man’ 
(2) ÒmmÔ édú ídèn ‘They are men’ 
(3) ÒmmÔ édòngngó ídèn ‘They are men’ 
 
è/à are free variations, and the initial pronouns are droppable across the data. I am not sure if 
there is any meaning difference between (2) and (3). 
 
(4) è/ànyé ádù á/ówúngwàn ‘She is a woman’ 
(5) ÒmmÔ édú ìbàn ‘They are women’ 
(6) ÒmmÔ édòngngó ìbàn ‘They are women’ 
 
I am not sure if there is any meaning difference between (5) and (6). 
 
(7) è/ànyé ídóGó á/ówúngwàn  ‘He is not a woman’ 
(8) è/ànyé ídóGó áwúdèn  ‘She is not a man’ 
 
í is the negative marker, dó is to be. But I got dú as to be for (1), (2), (4), (5). I will recheck. 
 
(9) ÒmmÔ ídóGó ìbàn ‘They are not women’ 
(10) ÒmmÔ ídòngngóké ìbàn  ‘They are not women’ 
 
í and ké are both negative markers in (10), and I am not sure if there is any meaning 
difference between (9) and (10). 
 
(11) ÒmmÔ ídóGó ídèn ‘They are not men’ 
(12) ÒmmÔ ídòngngóké ídèn  ‘They are not men’ 
 
I am not sure if there is any meaning difference between (11) and (12). 
 
(13) è/ànyé ádô ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He is a teacher’ 
(14) è/ànyé ádô àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘He is a teacher’ 
 
The ńǵwÙt in parenthesis in (14) is droppable. 
 
(15) è/ànyé ídóGó ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He is not a teacher’ 
(16) è/ànyé ídóGó àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘He is not a teacher’ 
(17) ÒmmÔ édô m̀mè ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘They are teachers’ 
(18) ÒmmÔ édô m̀mè àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They are teachers’ 
 
(19) ÒmmÔ ídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt ‘They are not teachers’ 
(20) ÒmmÔ ídóGó m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They are not teachers’ 
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(21) ÒmmÔ ídòngngóké m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘They are not teachers’ 
(22) ÒmmÔ ídòngngóké m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They are not teachers’ 
 
ídóGó in (19) and (20) is less acceptable compared with ídóngngóké used in (21) and (22). 
ákpéép ńǵwÙt in (19) and (20) can have the first vowel á delete due to hiatus issue. 
àndíkpéép in (20) and (22) would be assimilated to èndíkpéép due to the influence of the 
preceding vowel. 
 
(23) è/ànyé ákédò ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He was a teacher’ 
(24) è/ànyé ákédò àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘He was a teacher’ 
 
(23) and (24) mean that he used to be a teacher, but we do not know if he is still a teacher or 
not now. He may or may not be a teacher. 
 
(25) è/ànyé ámà ádò ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He had been a teacher’ 
(26) è/ànyé ámà ádò àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘He had been a teacher’ 
 
(25) and (26) indicate that once a while he was a teacher, but he is not a teacher now. 
 
(27) è/ànyé íkídóGó ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He was not a teacher’ 
(28) è/ànyé íkídóGó àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt)  ‘He was not a teacher’ 
 
íkídóGó in careful speech would be í-ké-í-dóGó. 
 
(29) è/ànyé íkísídóGó ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘He had not been a teacher’ 
(30) è/ànyé íkísídóGó àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘He had not been a teacher’ 
 
íkísídóGó in careful speech would be í-ké-í-sí-dóGó. sí is the aspect marker, and (27) and (28) 
do not have. Whether it makes the sentence meaning different needs to be further 
investigated. 
 
(31) ÒmmÔ ékédò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt ‘They were teachers’ 
(32) ÒmmÔ ékédò m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They were teachers’ 
(33) ÒmmÔ ékédôngngò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘They were teachers’ (34) ÒmmÔ 
ékédôngngò m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They were teachers’ 
 
(31) – (34) all mean that they used to be teachers, but we do not know if they are now. 
 
(35) ÒmmÔ émà ésé édò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘They had been teachers’ 
 
(35) means that once a while they were teachers, but they are not teachers now. 
Although both ákpéép ńǵwÙt and àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) mean teacher, they have slightly 
difference, and the speaker prefers to use ákpéép ńǵwÙt in this sentence. 
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(36) m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt ‘teachers’ 
(37) m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt)  ‘teachers’ 
 
(36) refers to a group of teachers, when the teachers are treated as a group. (37) refers to 
individuals that form the group of teachers. In other words, (36) is more likely as a group of 
teachers, and (37) is more likely as individuals in a group. 
 
(38) ÒmmÔ íkísídôngngGókè m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt   ‘They were not teachers’ 
(39) ÒmmÔ íkísídôngngGókè m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘They were not teachers’ 
 
‘They had not been teachers’ is the same as ‘They were not teachers’. 
 
(40) àfù àdò ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘You are a teacher’ 
(41) àfù àdò àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘You are a teacher’ 
(42) àfù úkùdóGó ákpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You are not a teacher’ 
(43) àfù úkùdóGó àndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt)  ‘You are not a teacher’ 
(44) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù èdò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You are teachers’ 
(45) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù èdò m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt)  ‘You are teachers’ 
(46) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù ídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You are not teachers’ 
(47) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù ídóGó m̀mè èndíkpéép (ńǵwÙt) ‘You are not teachers’ 
(48) àfù àmà ádò ákpéép ńǵwÙt ‘You were a teacher’ 
(49) àfù ákédò ákpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You were a teacher’ 
(50) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù èkédôngngò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You were teachers’ 
(51) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù èmáédôngngò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You were teachers’ 
(52) ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù èkédò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÙt  ‘You were teachers’ 
 
The meaning differences among (50), (51) and (52) are not clear at this point, but the speaker 
did point out there are slightly difference. I will start from this in next elicitation. 
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Predicate Nominals & Negation (Hanbo Yan) 
 

(1) (àfù) úkùdóGó ákpéép ńǵwÈt       ‘You were not a teacher’ 
(2) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) íkídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt   ‘You were not teachers’ 
(3) (ǹdùfù/m̀bùfù) íkídôngngGókè m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘You were not teachers 
 
The difference between (2) and (3) is one of aspect. 
 
(4) (àmí) ńdó ákpéép ńǵwÈt   ‘I am a teacher’ 
(5) (àmí) ńdóGó ákpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘I am not a teacher’ 
(6) (àmí) ḿmà ádó (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt ‘I was a teacher’ 
(7) (àmí) nkédò (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘I was a teacher’ 
 
When (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt is preceded by a vowel [o], the initial vowel [a] can be deleted. 
 
(8) nkídóGó (á)kpéép ńǵwÈt    ‘I was not a teacher’ 
(9) (àmí) ḿmà ásè ndò ákpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘I used to be a teacher’ 
(10) (àmí) ḿmà ásìdò ákpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘I used to be a teacher’ 
(11) (àmí) ḿmà ákésìdò ákpéép ńǵwÈt  ‘I used to be a teacher’ 
 
ké and sì are both aspects, the difference between the two is still unclear. 
 
(12) ńkésídóGó ákpéép ńǵwÈt   ‘I never used to be a teacher’ 
(13) ńkésí kpéép ńǵwÈt    ‘I never used to be a teacher’ 
 
ńkésídóGó is the short form of ń-ké-sé-í-dó-Gó. 
 
(14) ḿmé sé ńdíjà sókùlù  ‘I eat oranges’ 
(15) ḿmé sí díjà sókùlù  ‘I eat oranges’ 
(16) ńsí díjàGá sókùlù  ‘I do not eat oranges’ 
(17) ńsé ńdíjàGá sókùlù  ‘I do not eat oranges’ 
 
(14) - (17) mean the person generally eats the fruit orange or not. 
(16) is the short form of (17), which changes from ńsé ńdíjàGá to ń sí díjàGá. 
 
(18) ńdíjà sókùlù  ‘I am eating an orange’ 
(19) ńdíjà sókùlù  ‘I am eating oranges’ 
(20) ńdíjàGá sókùlù ‘I am not eating an orange’ 
(21) ńdíjàGá sókùlù ‘I am not eating oranges’ 
 
It seems that there is not difference between (18) and (19), as well as (20) and (21). The 
singular and plural forms of ‘orange’ are the same. díjàGá is the negation form of the word 
‘eat’, the plural form of ‘eat’ will be díjàngá, which is seldom used. 
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(22) ḿmà ádíjà sókùlù  ‘I ate an orange’ 
(23) ńkí díjàGá sókùlù  ‘I did not eat an orange’ 
(24) ńké díjàGá sókùlù  ‘I did not eat an orange’ 
(25) ńkí díjàGá sókùlù  ‘I did not eat oranges’ 
(26) ńkí díjàngá ké sókùlù  ‘I did not eat oranges’ 
 
ń is the person marker, the present of kí is because of vowel harmony with the following 
vowel díjà. ‘I ate oranges’ will be the same as (22). 
ké is (26) is the negative plural marker. It is used to emphasize, but I need to check with the 
speaker about what part it emphasizes. 
 
(27) ńké díjà sókùlù ‘I was eating an orange’ 
(28) fíák    ‘twist(Sg.)’ 
(29) í-fíá-ká   ‘not twist’ 
(30)!fíángá   ‘twist(Pl.)’ 
(31) tèm    ‘cook’ 
(32) i-tem-me  ‘not cook’ 
(33)!kámá   ‘hold(Sg.)’ 
(34) i-kama-ke  ‘not hold’ 
 
It seems that Ibibio has an i-CV(C)-CV form to indicate negation of a certain verb. 
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Predicate Nominals & Predicate Adjectives (Hanbo Yan) 

 
(1) ḿmà ádíjà sókórò  ‘I ate oranges’ 
(2) ḿmè díjà sókórò  ‘I have eaten oranges’ 
 
(2) means I just finished eating. 
  
(3) àmí ńdíjáGá sókórò  ‘I have not eaten oranges’ 
(4) ènyé ásè ádíjà sókórò  ‘He eats oranges’ 
(5) ènyé ásì díjà sókórò  ‘He eats oranges’ 
 
(5) is the same version of (4) in fast speech. 
 
(6) ènyé ísé ídíjáGá sókórò ‘He does not eat oranges’ 
(7) ènyé ísí díjáGá sókórò  ‘He does not eat oranges’ 
(8) ènyé ádíjà sókórò   ‘He is eating an orange’ 
(9) ènyé ásÀk ádíjà sókórò ‘He is eating an orange’ 
(10) ńsÀk ǹdì    ‘I am coming’ 
 
sÀk in (9) presents the meaning of continuous, in process of doing something. Mfon provides 
(10) as an example of sÀk. 
 
(11) ènyé ídíjáGá sókórò   ‘He is not eating an orange’ 
(12) ènyé ámà ádíjà sókórò  ‘He ate an orange’ 
(13) ènyé ík(é) ídíjáGá sókórò  ‘He did not eat an orange’ 
(14) ènyé áàdíjà sókórò   ‘He has eaten an orange’ 
 
(14) means the action has just finished, and uses tonal change to indicate tense. I need to 
recheck the grammatical role of the two initial a in the word ‘eat’. 
 
(15) ènyé ídíjáGá sókórò   ‘He has not eaten an orange’ 
 
It seems that (15) and (11) are the same, need to recheck. 
 
(16) ènyé ámà ádíjà ùwák sókórò   ‘He ate many oranges’ 
(17) ènyé ámà ádíjà sókórò ùwák ùwák  ‘He ate many oranges’ 
(18) ènyé ámà ádíjà sókórò ùwák   ‘He ate Uwak’s oranges’ 
 
If ùwák occurs after the object, then it has to be reduplicated to indicate ‘many’. Otherwise, it 
means something like (18). Mfon gives two other examples listed in (19) and (20). It seems 
that the reduplication makes ékpè adjective-like. 
 
(19) ènyé ámà ádíjà sókórò ékpè   ‘He ate Ekpe’s oranges’ 
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(20) ènyé ámà ádíjà sókórò ékpè ékpè  ‘He eat oranges like a lion’ 
(21) m̀mè sókórò  ‘different types of oranges’ 
 
From the sentence pattern ‘Subject eats oranges/an orange’, it seems that the plural and 
singular forms for ‘orange’ are the same. While for ‘teacher’, m̀mè is put before ákpéép 
ńǵwèt used to indicate ‘teachers’. If m̀mè occurs before sókórò, it means ‘different types of 
oranges’. 
 
(22) ékpè ádò/ódò ákpéép ńǵwèt  ‘Ekpe is a teacher’ 
(23) ékpè ádò/ódò àndíkpéép   ‘Ekpe is a teacher’ 
(24) ákpéép ńǵwèt ádò/ódò ékpè  ‘The teacher is Ekpe’ 
(25) àndíkpéép ádò/ódò ékpè   ‘The teacher is Ekpe’ 
(26) ékpè ídóGó ákpéép ńǵwèt  ‘Ekpe is not a teacher’ 
(27) ékpè ídóGó àndíkpéép   ‘Ekpe is not a teacher’ 
(28) ákpéép ńǵwèt ídóGó ékpè  ‘The teacher is not Ekpe’ 
(29) àndíkpéép ídóGó ékpè   ‘The teacher is not Ekpe’ 
 
 
Predicate adjectives 
 
(30) àmì ńdò ètùk ájÈn/éjÈn  ‘I am young’ 
 
ètùk means ‘small’, ájÈn/éjÈn mean ‘baby’. 
 
(31) àmì ńdóGó ètùk ájÈn/éjÈn ‘I am not young’ 
(32) ènyé ádó ètùk ájÈn   ‘He is young’ 
(33) ènyé ídóGó ètùk ájÈn  ‘He is not young’ 
(34) àfù àdò ètùk ájÈn   ‘You are young (sg.)’ 
(35) àfù údóGó ètùk ájÈn   ‘You are not young (sg.)’ 
(36) ǹdùfù èdò ǹtùk ájÈn   ‘You are young (pl.)’ 
(37) ǹdùfù ídóGó ǹtùk ájÈn  ‘You are not young (pl.)’ 
(38) ètùk ájÈn     ‘a small child’ 
(39) ǹtùk ájÈn     ‘small children’ 
(40) obong      ‘chief’ 
(41) mbong      ‘chiefs’ 
 
In (38)/(39) and (40)/(41), we can see that Ibibio uses vowel to indicate singular forms, and 
nasal plural forms. 
 
(42) ǹnyèn í- kpóón-  nó  ówó  ‘We are young (not big)’ 
    big(pl.)     person 
(43) àmì ńkpónnó ówó    ‘I am not old’ 
(44) àmì ńkpónnó (ìdèm)    ‘I am not fat’ 
     body 
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It seems that for the pronoun ‘we’, ‘small children’ cannot be used. Instead, the language uses 
the negation form of ‘big’ to indicate ‘small child’. kpón means ‘big (sg.)’, kpóón means ‘big 
(pl.)’. The word ‘big’ can refer to both age and physique. 
 
(45) ÓmmÔ édò ńtuG ójÈn  ‘They are young’ 
(46) ÓmmÔ íkpóónnó (ówó)  ‘They are not big people (adults)’ 
 
It seems that ‘we’ cannot use ‘small child’, for the third person plural ‘they’, it can followed 
by both ‘small child’ and ‘not big person’. In (46), ówó ‘person’ is droppable, and Mfon said 
that the context will tell the listeners it refers to the physique or age. This does not appear in 
(42) and (43), need to recheck. 
 
(47) ÓmmÔ ékpóón ówó  ‘They are big people (adults)’ 
(48) ènyé ákpón ówó   ‘He is a big person (adult)’ 
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Predicate Nominals & Negation, pt. 2 (Hanbo Yan) 
 

(1) (ǹnyèn) ìdò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt   ‘We are teachers’ 
(2) (ǹnyèn) ìdò m̀mè èndíkpéép    ‘We are teachers’ 
(3) ǹnyèn ídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt   ‘We are not teachers’ 
(4) ǹnyèn ídóngngóké m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt ‘We are not teachers’ 
 
In (3) and (4), the pronoun ǹnyèn is obligatory. If the pronoun is dropped, then the meaning 
of the sentence is ambiguous which may be confused with ‘You are not teachers’ and ‘They 
are not teachers’. 
 
(5) ǹnyèn íkídó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt   ‘We were teachers’ 
(6) ǹnyèn íkídóngngò m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt  ‘We were teachers’ 
(7) ǹnyèn íkídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt  ‘We were not teachers’ 
(8) ǹnyèn íkídóngngóké m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt ‘We were teachers’ 
 
íkídóGó in (7) is the singular form of negation (not be), íkídóngngóké in (8) is the plural form 
of negation (to be). 
 
(9) ǹnyèn ìmà ísè ídó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt  ‘We have been teachers’ 
(10) ǹnyèn ìmà ísí ídó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt ‘We have been teachers’ 
(11) ǹnyèn íkísídóGó m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt  ‘We have not been teachers’ 
(12) ǹnyèn íkídóngngóké m̀mè (á)kpéép ńǵwèt ‘We have not been teachers’ 
 
 
Root verb & negative forms 
 
(13) ḿmà á-tèm ńdídíjá   ‘I cooked food’ 
(14) ń-kí-tèm-mé ńdídíjá   ‘I did not cook food’ 
(15) ḿmà á-dÁppé ètùk ájÈn  ‘I lifted a child’ 
(16) ń-ké dÁppé-ké ètùk ájÈn  ‘I did not lift a child’ 
(17) ń-kí dÁppé-ké ètùk ájÈn  ‘I did not lift a child’ 
 
(16) is the slow version of speech, and (17) is the fast speech. This ké/kí harmony applies to 
the following examples. 
 
(18) ḿmà áfÒp ǹgwèt  ‘I burned a book’ 
(19) ń-ké (á)fÒp-pÒ ǹgwèt ‘I did not burn a book’ 
(20) ń-kí fÒp-pÒ ǹgwèt  ‘I did not burn a book’ 
(21) ḿmà á-dÁp ǹgwèt  ‘I hid a book’ 
(22) ń-ké í-dÁp-pé ǹgwèt  ‘I did not hide a book’ 
(23) ń-kí dÁp-pé ǹgwèt  ‘I did not hide a book’ 
(24) ḿmà á-kámá ǹgwèt  ‘I held a book’ 
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(25) ḿmà ńg-kámá ǹgwèt  ‘I held a book’ 
(26) ń-ké í-kámá-ké ǹgwèt ‘I did not hold a book’ 
(27) ń-kí kámá-ké ǹgwèt  ‘I did not hold a book’ 
(28) ḿmà á-nék (únék)  ‘I danced’ 
(29) ḿmà ń-nék (únék)  ‘I danced’ 
 
únék, the noun for ‘dance’, can be dropped. 
 
(30) ń-ké í-nék-ké (únék)   ‘I did not dance’ 
(31) ń-kí/é nék-ké (únék)   ‘I did not dance’ 
(32) ḿmà á-kwúÓ (ìkwÒ)  ‘I sang’ 
(33) ń-ké í-kwúÓ -GÓ (ìkwÒ)  ‘I did not sing’ 
(34) ń-kí kwúÓ -GÓ (ìkwÒ)  ‘I did not sing’ 
 
According to the speaker, (34) is more natural and is what he would use to express the 
meaning. And the noun ìkwÒ ‘song’ is also droppable. This applies to (35)-(40), in which 
cases, ‘sleep (n.)’ and ‘laught (n.)’ are both droppable. 
 
(35) ḿmà á-dájá (ìdàp)  ‘I slept’ 
(36) ń-ké í-dájá-ké (ìdàp)  ‘I did not sleep’ 
(37) ń-kí dájá-ké (ìdàp)  ‘I did not sleep’ 
 
It seems that with disyllable verb, a default ké is used for the negative form. But more data is 
needed to support this assumption. 
 
(38) ḿmà á-sák (ímàm)  ‘I laughed’ 
(39) ń-ké í-sák-ká (ímàm)  ‘I did not laugh’ 
(40) ń-kí sák-ká (ímàm)  ‘I did not laugh’ 
(41) ḿmà á-ńgwÓng   ‘I drank’ 
(42) ń-ké í-ńgwÓng-ngÓ  ‘I did not drink’ 
(43) ń-kí ńgwÓng-ngÓ  ‘I did not drink’ 
(44) ḿmà ú-tÓ    ‘I hit you’ 
(45) ń-ké ú-tÓ-GÓ   ‘I did not hit you’ 
(46) ń-kú tÓ-GÓ    ‘I did not hit you’ 
(47) ḿmà á-wét    ‘I wrote’ 
(48) ń-ké í-wét-té   ‘I did not write’ 
(49) ń-kí/é wét-té    ‘I did not write’ 
 
Comparing with (31), we can see that if the root verb has a vowel e, in fast speech, both kí 
and ké can be used. 
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Root Verb & Negative Forms (Hanbo Yan) 
 

(1) ḿmà á-bÉÉn ǹgwèt  ‘I lifted books’ 
(2) ḿmà ḿ-bÉÉn ǹgwèt  ‘I lifted books’ 
 
á in á-ábÉÉn is the 3rd Person marker, and ḿ in ḿ-ábÉÉn is the 1st Person marker. The 1st 
Person marker is a nasal which assimilates to the following consonant. 
 
(3) ń-kí-bÉÉn-nÉ ǹgwèt  ‘I did not lift books’ 
(4) ń-ké í-bÉÉn-nÉ ǹgwèt  ‘I did not lift books’ 
(5) ń-ké bÉÉn-nÉ ǹgwèt  ‘I did not lift books’ 
 
There are three ways to express the meaning ‘I did not lift books’, and they are acceptable for 
all the following verbs. 
 
(6) ḿmà á-bààngá ÓmmÔ  ‘I gossiped them’ 
(7) ń-kí bààngá-ké ÓmmÔ  ‘I did not gossip them’ 
(8) ḿmà á-bÒì ǹgwèt  ‘I received books’ 
(9) ń-kí bÒì-jÓ (m̀mè) ǹgwèt  ‘I did not receive books’ 
(10) ń-kí bÒ-GÓ m̀mè ǹgwèt  ‘I did not receive books’ 
 
m̀mè is optional in (9) since bÒì is the plural form of ‘receive’. But m̀mè is obligatory in (10) 
because bÒ is the singular form of ‘receive’. 
 
(11) ḿmà á-dá (ídáGá)  ‘I stood (standing-n.)’ 
(12) ń-kí dá-Gá (ídáGá)  ‘I did not stand’ 
(13) ḿmà á-dú (úwém)  ‘I lived (a life)’ 
(14) ń-kí dù-Gú (úwém)  ‘I did not live (a life)’ 
(15) ḿmà á-nékké àfòng  ‘I straightened the cloth’ 
(16) ń-kí nékké-ké àfòng  ‘I did not straighten the cloth’ 
(17) ḿmà!á-bùùk (m̀mè) ítíját  ‘I buried many stones’ 
(18) ḿmà á-bùk m̀mè ítíját  ‘I buried many stones’ 
(19) ḿmà ádù bú-Gó ítíját   ‘I buried many stones’ 
 
There are three ways to say ‘I buried many stones’, (17) and (18) only differ in the forms of 
verbs. (19) has the meaning of reciprocal, which means ‘I buried many stones and the stones 
buried me’. 
 
(20) ń-kí bùùk-kó ítíját  ‘I did not bury the stones’ 
(21) ḿmà á-fààp étò   ‘I climbed one tree many times’ 
(22) ń-kí fààp-pá étò   ‘I did not climb the tree many times’ 
(23) ń-kí fàp-pá étò   ‘I did not climb the tree many times’ 
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(23) is more commonly used by the speaker. 
(24) ḿmà!á-kpÀk ǹgwà ùnÈn  ‘I plucked the hen’s feather’ 
(25) ń-kí kpÁk-kÓ ǹgwà ùnÈn ‘I did not pluck the hen’s feather’ 
(26) ḿmà á-fÌt ìnùùk   ‘I whistled’ 
(27) ń-kí fÌt-té ìnùùk   ‘I did not whistle’ 
 
It seems that with disyllable verb, a default ké is used for the negative form. But more data is 
needed to support this assumption. 
 
(28) ḿmà!á-bèré úsÓng  ‘I opened the door’ 
(29) ń-kí bèré-ké úsÓng  ‘I did not open the door’ 
(30) ḿ-bìn sókórò  ‘I sell orange’ 
(31) ḿ-bìn-né sókórò  ‘I do not sell orange’ 
(32) ḿmà!á-dèp ìkÀm ‘I bought the gourd’ 
(33) ń-kí!dép-pé ìkÀm ‘I did not buy the gourd’ 
(34) ḿmà!á-kpàng útÓng  ‘I listened’ 
(35) ń-kí kpàng-ngá útÓng  ‘I did not listen’ 
 
útÓng in (34) and (35) means ‘ear’. 
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Declaratives & Interrogatives (Hanbo Yan) 
 

(1) ékpè ádò/ódò ákpéépń�wèt  ‘Ekpe is a teacher’ 
(2) ékpèáséákpéépń�wèt    ‘Ekpe teaches’ 
(3) ányié (ówò) ídóákpéépń�wèt  ‘Who is a teacher?’ 
(4) ǹsǒ ídó úbÓk-útòmékpè   ‘What is Ekpe’s job?’ 
 
úbÓk-útòm means ‘occupation’ in (4). 
 
(5) ǹsǒ (útòm) ké ékpé ásé (á)nàm  ‘What does Ekpe do?’ 
 
ásé is the habitual marker in (5). 
 
(6) ékpèámǎ ádépǹgwÈtǹgkpÓng    ‘Ekpe bought a book yesterday’ 
(7) ányié íkí dépǹgwÈtǹgkpÓng    ‘Who bought a book yesterday?’ 
(8) ǹsǒké ékpé ákédépǹgkpÓng    ‘What did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
(9) ángkè ńgwÈtké ékpé ákédépǹgkpÓng  ‘Which book did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
(10) ákè ńgwÈtké ékpé ákédépǹgkpÓng  ‘Which book did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
(11) ǹsǒ (útÓ) ńgwÈtké ékpè ákédépǹgkpÓng ‘Which book did Ekpe buy yesterday?’ 
 
The ng of ángkè in (9) may result from nasal assimilation. The direct translation of (11) to 
English will be ‘what kind of books that Ekpe bought’. 
 
(12) ídáGá (á)ké ké ékpè ákédépǹgwÉt  ‘When did Ekpe buy a book?’ 
(13) ìnì-ékè ké ékpè ákédépǹgwÉt   ‘When did Ekpe buy a book?’ 
(14) úsènékèké ékpè ákédépǹgwÉt   ‘When did Ekpe buy a book?’ 
(15) úsósó ké ékpè ákédépǹgwÉt   ‘When did Ekpe buy a book?’ 
 
(12) and (13) emphasize on the position of the time, more like ‘what time’; while (14) and 
(15) emphasize on the date, more like ‘what day’. 
 
(16) ḿmà ákÌtúdÀkíkÒtǹgkpÓng   ‘I saw a snake yesterday’ 
(17) ányiéíkíkÌtúrÀkíkÒtǹgkpÓng   ‘Who saw a snake yesterday?’ 
(18) ǹsǒké àkékÌtǹgkpÓng    ‘What did you see yesterday?’ 
(19) ákékÌtsòǹgkpÓng     ‘What did you see yesterday?’ 
(20) ídáGá-kéké àkékÌtúrÀkíkÒt   ‘When did you see a snake?’ 
(21) ìnì-ékè kéàkékÌtúrÀkíkÒt    ‘When did you see a snake?’ 
(22) úsènékèké àkékÌtúrÀkíkÒt   ‘When did you see a snake?’ 
(23) úsósó kéàkékÌtúrÀkíkÒt    ‘When did you see a snake?’ 
(24) àmà ádíjá sókórò úbákúsèn (mfÌn)  ‘You(sg.) ate an orange this morning’ 
 
mfÌn means ‘today’, which is droppable in this case. 
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(25) ányiéíkídíjá sókórò úbákúsèn (mfÌn) ‘Who ate an orange this morning?’ 
(26) ǹsǒké àkédíjáúbákúsèn (mfÌn)  ‘What did you eat this morning?’ 
(27) ídáGá-kéké ákédíjá sókórò   ‘When did you eat an orange?’ 
(28) ìnì-ékèké ákédíjá sókórò    ‘When did you eat an orange?’ 
(29) úsènékèké àkédíjá sókórò    ‘When did you eat an orange?’ 
(30) úsósó ké àkédíjá sókórò    ‘When did you eat an orange?’ 
 
Like (14) - (15) and (21) – (22), (29) and (30) emphasize on the date, asking ‘what day’. 
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